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INTRODUCTIONI 

M

ILMAN PARRY, who died at the age of 33 years on 3 December 
1 935, when he was Assistant Professor of Greek at Harvard 
University, is now generally considered one of the leading 

classical scholars of this century. His published work was entirely con
cerned with the epic tradition which is represented for us by the Iliad and 
the Odyssey. This published work, together with Parry's University of 
California Master of Arts thesis, selections from the notes he made in 

Jugoslavia during the winter of 1 934-5 on Serbocroatian poetry and its 
relation to Homer, and an article descriptive of his field-work written by 
his student and assistant Albert Bates Lord, is here reprinted in its 
entirety.z 

The first two works are the doctoral dissertations, or theses, which Parry 
wrote to obtain the degree of Docteur-es-Lettres at the University of 
Paris in 1 928. This degree, the highest awarded by the French university 
system, is usually obtained by French scholars who have established 
themselves in university or lycie positions; most of those who get it do not 
do so until their mid thirties or later; it does not lead to academic posi
tion: it is designed to follow it, and it represents a kind of final initiation 
in the society of the learned. In 1923, Parry had spent four years of 
undergraduate and one of graduate study at the University of California 
in Berkeley, and had earned the degrees there of Bachelor of Arts and 
Master of Arts. In the following year, at the age of 23, with a wife and 
newly-born child and a most imperfect knowledge of French, he arrived 
in Paris. He spent his first year there in mastering the language, and only 
then devoted himself to his work for the doctorate. At the end of his four 
years in Paris, he had written the required major and minor theses in 
French, and had had them published in book form, according to the 
requirements of that time. These books, now long out of print, have been 
translated into English for this volume by the editor. Parry then under
went the public soutmance de these with conspicuous success, and shortly 
afterwards, in the spring of 1 928, returned to America, a young and 

I To the following people, who offered valuable suggestions to him in writing this introduc
tion, the editor wishes to express his gratitude: E. A. Havelock, G. S. Kirk, Hugh Lloyd-J ones, 
J. H. Moore, J. A. Russo, and not least to his wife, Mrs. Anne Amory Parry. 

a The papers Parry left behind at his death include twenty-eight pages, double spaced, of 
typewritten notes for a course on Homer and Virgil to be given at Harvard. The mis
spellings and lacunae in these notes show them to have been typed by someone not familiar 
with Greek from imperfect recordings of dictation. The state of the text dissuaded me from 
reprinting them; but I have referred to them several times in the notes to this introduction, 
and have quoted many of the more interesting fragments there. 
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virtually unknown scholar, who had completed and published work 
which was to change the aspect of Homeric studies. He began his teaching 
career in the following autumn at Drake University in Iowa, and after 
a year moved to Harvard University, where he remained on the faculty 
until his accidental death six years later. While he was at Harvard, he 
published a series of articles in American classical journals, elaborating 
the arguments of the French theses. These articles are all collected here, in 
chronological order. 

Between the years 1933 and 1 935, under the auspices of the American 
C ouncil of Learned Societies and ofHarvard University, Parry made two 
trips to Jugoslavia, the first in the summer of 1 933 and the second in the 
academic year 1934-5. His purpose was to check and confirm the con
clusions he had drawn from close analysis of the Homeric texts by observ
ing a living tradition of heroic poetry. Some of his later published articles 
reflect much that he learned in Jugoslavia. But the work he had under
taken there was to be carried on by his assistant, A. B. Lord, who accom
panied him on the second and longer trip. The concrete results of his 
investigations in Jugoslavia were, first, the Milman Parry collection of 
records and transcriptions of Se rbocroati an heroic poetry, now in Widener 
Library in Harvard University, a small part of which is in the public 
domain in the form of the published volumes of Songs from Novi Pazar, 
edited by A. B. Lord, I and second, the volume of notes mentioned above, 
which was roughly arranged by Parry into book form and entitled Cor 
Huso: A Study in Serbocroatian Poetry (here CH). Lord's article in volume 52 
of the American Journal rif Archaeology, 'Homer, Parry and Huso' (here 
HPH), reprinted at the end of this book, describes Parry's purposes and 
methods of work in Jugoslavia. The same article quotes the few introduc
tory pages Parry had completed of a projected book on epic poetry. 

§ 2 

The Homeric Questionz is a modern phenomenon, although we can 
trace some of its roots, and discern adumbrations of some of its notions, 

I These are the first two volumes of a projected series of Serbocroatian Heroic Songs by Lord, 
published by the Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) and the Serbian Academy of 
Sciences (Belgrade) in 1953 and 1954. The first volume contains English translations by 
Lord, some musical transcriptions by Bela Bartok, and prefaces by John H. Finley, Jr. and 
Roman J akobson ; the second, the Serbocroatian texts. 

2 The following pages do not attempt to give a comprehensive summary of the Homeric 
Question, but only to sketch some of the lines of thought which helped to determine the 
direction of Parry's own study. Good recent accounts of the history of the Homeric Question 
can be found in : M. P. Nilsson, Homer and Mycenae, London 1933, I-55 (the most thoughtful 
account) ;J.  L. Myres, Homer and his Critics, edited by Dorothea Gray, with a continuation by 
the editor which contains good comments on Parry's own contribution, London 1958 ; J. A. 
Davison, 'The Homeric Question' in Wace and Stubbings, A Companion to Homer, London 
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in ancient times. Ancient scholars and men of letters, that is to say, 
sometimes showed hints of an awareness that Homer was not like later 
authors, and that the Homeric poems had origins more mysterious and 
more complex than later poetic compositions; but these intimations and 
conjectures amounted to little. Throughout the duration of the Ancient 
World, and in a dimmer way through the Middle Ages, and on through 
the Renaissance, Homer remained the primordial great poet, the truest 
expression of the divine inspiration of poetry, one who (as the eighteenth 
century would put it) 'perused the book of Nature', and during most of 
this time the works chiefly associated with his name, the Iliad and the 
Odyssry, remained the most popular and the most exemplary works of 
literary art the world possessed. The analogy of the Bible-the Iliad and 
the Odyssry together as a secular Bible-is not inappropriate. 1 If the 
Homeric poems never had the binding theological authority the Bible 
once enjoyed in our culture, they were throughout antiquity read and 
known far better than the Bible is read and known now, or has been for 
some time. Lacking our historical sense, and possessing the Iliad and 
Odyssry too much as part of themselves, the ancients never envisaged, let 
alone accomplished, anything like a scientific investigation of the origins 
of Homeric poetry. 

The two references most often made to ancient anticipation of the 
Homeric Question show how casual and isolated such speculation was. 
Cicero's account of a 'Pisistratean Recension'2 does not imply a theory of 
the Homeric poems as an amalgam of traditional songs, but the contrary: 
it assumes the existence, previous to Pisistratus, of the established text of 
a literary creation. Josephus' suggestion3 that Homer could not write was 
made revealingly by a Hebrew author arguing the superiority of Hebrew 
culture, and it led to no genuine theory of the composition of the Iliad and 
the Odyssry. A line of approach potentially more fruitful than either of 
these, because it derived from actual observation of Homeric diction, was 
that of the Alexandrian scholars who distinguished between significant 
adjectives and ornamental epithets:4 but the implications of this observa
tion for the origins of Homeric poetry were never guessed then, and can 
only be seen clearly now because we have Parry's work behind us. 

1962, 234--65 (the most detailed account); A. Lesky, 'Die homerische Frage' in his Geschit;hu 
tier griechischen LiJeratur2, Berne and Munich 1957-8, 49-58 (contains a good discussion of the 
importance of Parry's work) ; and now the fuller account in 'Homeros, 11. Oral Poetry' and 
'Ill. Miindlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit' in Lesky's new article for Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Real
�ie, printed as a separate monograph, Stuttgart 1967; see also H. L. Lorimer, 
'Homer and the Art of Writing', AJA 52, 1948, 11-23. 

'" a. Myres, op. cit. (p. x, n. 2 above), 14 and 20. 
2 a. J. A. Davison, 'Pisistratus and Homer', TAPhA 86, 1955, 1-21; C. H. Whitman, 

H_ and the Heroit; Tradition (Cambridge, Mass. 1958), 7 1  f. 
l Contra Apionem I. 12. See esp. Davison in Wace and Stubbings, op. cit. (p. x, n. 2), 246. 
4 See in this volume TE 148 f., and the references there. 
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A vain and irascible Frenchman of the seventeenth century, the Abbe 
d' Aubignac, has the best claim to be the originator of the Homeric 
Question. Reacting against the reverence for Homer of his day, and 
drawing on criticisms of Homeric poetry that had been uttered earlier by 
Erasmus, Scaliger, and others, he composed a polemic. 1 The poetry, the 
construction of plot, the characterization in Homer, he claimed, are poor, 
its morality and theology odious.2 So far we have but an unimportant 
literary attack, without historical potentialities. But d' Aubignac went 
further: Homer, he argued, cannot be a standard for poetry, because 
there was in fact no man Homer, and the poems handed down to us in 
his name are no more than a collection of earlier rhapsodies. Individual 
perversity and awakening historical sense, the former in greater measure 
than the latter, mingle strangely in this first explorer of the question 
of what the Homeric poems are. 

The same can be said of the freewheeling opinion of Richard Bentley: 
'[Homer] wrote a sequel of Songs and Rhapsodies, to be sung by him
self for small earnings and good cheer, at Festivals and other days of 
Merriment; the Ilias he made for the men and the Odysseis for the other 
Sex. These loose songs were not connected together in the form of an 
epic poem till Pisistratus' time about 500 years after. '3 Bentley is less 
extreme than d' Aubignac, in that he sees as author of the Iliad and 
Ot!yssty a man named Homer: but that author lived far earlier than the 
formation of the epic poems ascribed to him, while the processes both of 
transmission and formation are left obscure. 

I Fram;ois Hedelin, Abbe d'Aubignac et de Meimac (1 604-76), Co,yectures academiques ou 
Dissertation sur l'Iliade, written apparently shortly before 1670, but kept by friends of the 
author and not published till 1 7 1 5  ( 'incertum amici an veterum amore' is Wolf's Tacitean 
comment [Prolegomena, n. 84; see below, p. xiv, n. I]) .  Edited with a good introduction by 
V. Magnien, Paris 1925. Modern accounts of d'Aubignac's purposes and arguments vary 
curiously. See, in the works cited p. x, n. 2 above, Lorimer 12, n. 6; Myres 47; Davison 
243; Lesky 5 1 .  Miss Lorimer (who is specifically concerned with the use of writing, on which 
d' Aubignac has not much to say) dismisses him as of no importance, although he obviously 
anticipated much of Wolf's far more learned argument, and his work was known to Wolf. On 
the other hand, Myres speaks with absurd extravagance of 'd'Aubignac's scholarship and real 
sense ofliterary art'. Magnien shows conclusively that he did not read Homer in Greek, and 
a glance at almost any page shows that he had no understanding of Homeric art whatever. 
Lesky's description of the Abbe's work as a defence of Homer is hard to understand. Davison's 
account is reasonably accurate. 

For earlier criticism of Homer used by d'Aubignac, see, e.g., pp. 19 and 81 of Magnien's 
edition. 

2 Parry comments in his lecture notes : 'It is significant that it was a contemporary of 
Corm;:ille and Racine who was first shocked by the literary form of the Homeric poems. To 
a mind habituated to the classical conception of literature of the time with its rigid sense of 
form, its exclusion of all which was not strictly relevant, Homer when regarded frankly, must 
have been the most slovenly of poets.' 

3 See the excellent discussion of this famous remark by Lorimer, AJA 52, 1948, 1 1-12. 
Bentley's dates are 1662-1 742, and the remark occurs in a treatise (Remarks upon a La" 
Discourse of Free Thinking) of 1 7 13. 
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A third view of the question was suggested by the Italian philosopher 
Giambattista Vico {1668--1744).1 He was with d'Aubignac on the matter 
of the one poet: there was no such man. But this assumption led him to 
a judgement very different from d' Aubignac's, ajudgement at once more 
romantic and more deeply historical. He declared that the Homeric 
poems were the creation not of one man, but of a whole people, and that 
they owed their greatness to this origin. They are the true expression of 
the Greek genius in one age of its history. 

It was another Englishman who, however, in this early and speculative 
period of the Homeric question, set forth in essence the view that even 
today appears to have the best claim on our acceptance. A diplomat, one 
of the great travellers, an archaeologist, a man with a sober historical 
sense and a true lover of Homer, Robert Wood (c. 1717-71) set out to 
demonstrate the historical reality of the scenes and events in Homer. He 
had some success in this endeavour, travelling about and observing with 
a good eye the places we read of in the Iliad and Odyssey. This work, 
published in his Essay on the Original Genius of Homer in 1767, was to be 
confirmed by the excavations of Schliemann and Dorpfeld more than a 
century later. But Wood's sense of the poet Homer, as he considers the 
question in the last chapter but one of his Essay, is yet more interesting. 
He accepts, on historical grounds, the impossibility of a literate Homer. 
But this leads him to renounce neither the individuality of Homer nor his 
greatness. The problem forces him rather to a new concept. Homer was 
a different kind of poet from the later, literate masters. The mechanisms 
of literary craftsmanship were absent in him, so was the learning of a more 
refined civilization; but in their place was the power of unlettered 
memory. 'As to the difficulty of conceiving how Homer could acquire, 
retain, and communicate, all he knew, without the aid of Letters; it is, 
I own, very striking', he says (p. 259 of the second edition, London 1775), 
and goes on (pp. 25g--60) : 

But the oral traditions of a learned and enlightened age will greatly mislead 
us, if from them we form our judgement on those of a period, when History had 
no other resource. What we observed at Palmyra puts this matter to a much 
fairer trial; nor can we, in this age of Dictionaries, and other technical aids to 
memory,judge, what her use and powers were, at a time, when all a man could 
know, was all he could remember. To which we may add, that, in a rude and 
unlettered state of society the memory is loaded with nothing that is either 
useless or unintelligible; whereas modern education employs us chiefly in 
getting by heart, while we are young, what we forget before we are old. 

Of course Wood gives us no clear picture of how an unlettered poet 

I See B. Croce, TIu: Philosophy ojGiambattista Vieo, translated by R. G. Collingwood, London 
19 13, 183--96; and G. Perrotta, 'Le Teorie omeriche di Giambattista Vico', in Ita/ia e Grecia, 
Florence 1940. 
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operates. Yet even this he manages to suggest, though dimly. His Homer 
is above all the poet of Nature. Besides making him veracious (Wood 
exaggerates his historicity), this means that his knowledge is both more 
circumscribed and more distinct than that of later poets. As his know
ledge was more distinct, so was his language, for 'the sense was catched 
from the sound' (281), and 'If his language had not yet acquired the 
refinements of a learned age, it was for that reason not only more intel
ligible and clear, but also less open to pedantry and affectation' (285-6). 
And 'this language [ which] was sufficiently copious for his purposes .. . 
had . . . advantages more favourable to harmonious versification, than 
ever fell to the lot of any other Poet. ' Wood then proceeds to speak of the 
usefulness of the free use of particles in hexameter verse in a way that 
anticipates Parry's own demonstration of the role of convenience of 
versification in Homeric diction. 

For all its generality and its dependence on an unexamined concept of 
Nature, Wood's insight was in many ways the most valid conception until 
modern times of what sort of poet Homer was, and of how the Iliad and 
Odyssry came into being. Yet we can observe how this insight became 
obscured in the age of more exhaustive scholarship and more scientifi
cally searching investigation that followed him. This was the age when 
men became conscious of the Homeric Question as such. 

The nineteenth century, in so many fields of endeavour the laborious 
age of mankind, saw the full development of the Higher Criticism of 
Homer. The dominant movement of this period of scholarship was that 
of the Analysts, that is, of those who, in one way or another, saw our 
texts of the Iliad and Odyssry as combinations of earlier poems or frag
ments of poems. Their theories all rested on one assumption, an assump
tion which, because it was so fundamental, and in their eyes challenged 
by no alternative assumption, was never clearly stated by any of them. 
This was that there existed, previous to Homer, an 'original' text, or 
'original' texts, of the Homeric epics, which either were written, or were 
possessed of the fixed form which only a written text can provide. 

That this assumption could have so controlled, and (in the opinion of 
this writer) so vitiated, the work of so many men of learning and acumen 
appears all the more ironic when we consider the work which began their 
line of enquiry: the Prolegomena of Friedrich August Wolf (1759-1824), 
published in Halle in 17951• Wolf, the first professor of Philologie, proved, 
or seemed to have proved, with a rigour and scholarly authority hitherto 

I 3rd edition by R. Peppmiiller, Halle 1884. The full title, exhibiting its author's copia 
dicendi, is Prolegomena ad Homerum sive de Operum Homeruorum Prisca et Genuina Forma Variisque 
Mutationibus et Probabili Ratione Emendandi. For discussion, see, in addition to the works listed 
above (p. x, n. 2),  Mark Pattison's biographical essay of 1865, in Essays by the late Mark 
Pattison, collected and arranged by Henry Nettleship, Oxford 188g, 2 vols., pp. 337-414 of 
vo!. I, esp. pp. 377--9 1 ). 
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unseen in the controversy, that Homer must have lived at a time when 
the alphabet was not yet in use. Homer therefore could not have been 
read by his audience, and so could not have composed, and would have 
had no occasion to compose, works of the length of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
This last point Wolf regarded as the keystone of his theory. I The texts, the 
original pieces of the poems, unwritten, composed around 950 B.C. orally 
for recitation by rhapsodes, were handed down by oral transmission until 
the 'Pisistratean Recension' in the sixth century B.C. In the course of 
transmission they were much changed and probably expanded. The 
unity of the poems as we now have them is due not so much to Homer, 
the original creator of most of them, as to the later editors who fused 
them, not always successfully, into whole works. 

Wolf saw, more clearly than his successors, that there were difficulties 
in this account, chiefly deriving from the coherent structure of our texts, 
and in particular, as he saw it, of the Odyssey.2 And unlike his successors, 
he avoided precise conjecture regarding the shape of the original in
gredients of the Homeric poems, or the manner of their formation into 
the poetic unities which he clearly saw. 3 The intent of the Prolegomena 
made it easier for him to avoid committing himself in this way. The work 
was to explain the critical principles which would guide his establishment 
of a text of Homer. The acquaintance with Alexandrian criticism which 
the recent publication (by Villoison in 1788) of the scholia of Venetus A 
afforded him, had persuaded him that the textual problems of Homer 
were fundamentally different from those of other authors, and that there 
was no possibility of approaching, in his case, a hypothetical original 
manuscript. The Prolegomena sought to explain this state of things. The 
theory that nothing of Homer was written down until the time of Solon 
or Pisistratus, and that there already existed at that time a large number 
of variants, provided the explanation. There was no necessity to conjec
ture in detail what preceded the creation of the written text, although 
Wolf 's general comments on this matter were what made his treatise so 
important an intellectual document. 

I I 1 2-1 3: 'Eodem pacto si Homero lectores deerant, plane non assequor, quid tandem 
eum impellere potuisset in consilium et cogitationem tarn longorum et continuo partium nexu 
consertorum Carminum. Saepius eadem repeto: sed identidem repe1iendum est illud posse, 
cuius ex ipsa human a natura vis tanta est et firmamentum causae nostrae, ut, nisi illud tolla
tur, nemo aliis difficultatibus, quibus ea fortasse laborat plurimis, angi et sollicitari debeat.' 

• 1 14: 'Difficultates illas, quas mirifica forma et descriptio horum lTrc;,v partiumque dis
positio obiicit' ; I 1 7-18: ' . . .  de Odyssea maxime, cuius admirabilis summa et compages pro 
praeclarissimo monumento Graeci ingenii habenda est.' Elsewhere he speaks of the remark
able unity of style in the Homeric poems: 138: 'Quippe in universum idem sonus est omnibus 
libris, idem habitus sententiarum, orationis, numerorum.' 

3 He does, however, occasionally anticipate the later tendency to seize on certain passages 
as late or i'lfirior or unhomeric; e.g., about the fourth book of the Odyssey from I. 620 on, he 
says ( 1 33): ' . . .  neque hic Homerum canentem audimus.' Cr. 1 37-8 on the last six books of 
the Iliad. 

SU1815 b 
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Like his successors, Wolf lacked any clear concept of what an oral 
tradition is like. He does not distinguish between the rhapsode, like 
Plato 's Ion, who memorizes, and the bard or minstrel, like Phemius and 
Demodocus in the 04Yssry, who, as Parry was to show, improvises from 
a poetic store of formulae, themes, and tales. He argues in general terms 
that the original poems would not have changed completely in the course 
of oral transmission, but that they would have received some modifica
tions, additions, and subtractions. I He cannot imagine the actual fluidity 
of an oral tradition of song, which makes it inconceivable that a passage 
of poetry sung in 950 could have been preserved without the use of 
writing until the sixth century. While arguing vehemently against the 
use of writing by Homer, Wolf has to assume the kind of fixity of form 
which is only possible when writing exists. Yet his very uncertainty 
on this matter reveals an intuition of the inherent difficulties which 
was lost in the generations of work that followed his. z In the course 
of the nineteenth century, the unlettered poet was largely accepted. 
But his work, apart from the accidents which for better or for worse 
befell it between first composition and the final formation of our texts, 
was conceived as not fundamentally different from the pen product 
of a later poet. Lachmann (1793-1851) reverted somewhat to the 
Viconian concept of a Volkspoesie by suggesting that the Iliad was an 
amalgam of popular Lieder, leaving little place for a dominantly creative 

Homer. But this theory, it was reasonably held, failed to account 
for the actual unity of the poems,3 and on the whole, nineteenth
century Homeric speculation, following the lead of G. Hermann 
(1772-1848),4 played itself out in a series of hypotheses of an original 
nucleus by a single poet, which might as well have been a written 
text, and which underwent various expansions and transformations 

1 e.g. ID4 : 'Haec autem reputanti mihi vehem.enter errare videntur ii, qui putant litteris 
non usum Homerum statim totum immutari et sui dissimilem reddi necesse fuisse.' Then 
a few lines below ( 1 04) : 'In primis vero recitatio ipsa, vivido impetu et ardore animi peracta, 
infirmaverit oportet memoriam, multisque mutationibus causam dederit, &c. ' In 264 and 
265, this uncertainty becomes, in Wolf's mind, an irresoluble tension between the logic of his 
historical conclusions and his experience of the poems: 'Habemus nunc Homerum in mani
bus, non qui viguit in ore Graecorum suorum, sed inde a Solonis temporibus usque ad haec 
Alexandrina mutatum varie, interpolatum, castigatum et emendatum. Id e disiectis quibus
dam indiciis iam dudum obscure colligebant homines docti et sollertes ; nunc in unum 
coniunctae voces omnium temporum testantur, et loquitur historia.' Then, beginning a new 
chapter: 'At historiae quasi obloquitur ipse vates, et contra testatur sensus legentis. Neque 
vero ita deformata et difficta sunt Carmina, ut in rebus singulis priscae et suae formae nimis 
dissimilia esse videantur.' 

• Parry comments in his lecture notes: 'Wolf was strong by his very vagueness. He made 
possible the large number of different theories concerning the composition, which appeared in 
the 19th century.' 

3 Parry comments in his lecture notes : ' . . .  the laws of mathematical probability should 
have prevented the first conception of Lachmann's theories.' 

4 Opuscula v, 1832, 52 f. 
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at the hands of editors and 'reworkers'. First just the Iliad, then it 
and the Odyssey as well were treated in this way. For both poems the 
problem essentially reduced itself to the discovery of early and late layers 
of composition. 

This was done by analysing the texts in order to establish discrepancies 
of plot, of historical and archaeological reference, of language, and of 
style. Thus G. Grote (1794-187 1 )  in chapter XXI of his History ojGreece 
of 18461 argued that of the Iliad, �H, I-K, and 1J'-Q were later 
additions to Homer's original Achilllis. (We note that from Wolf's point 
of view, the length of that Achilllis would have made it scarcely more 
conceivable as Homer's work than the whole Iliad: but the problem of 
illiteracy is of no real concern to Grote.) �H must be intrusive because 
Achilles does not appear in them, and they are not connected with the 
story of his Wrath. I is inconsistent with the passages of A and II where 
Achilles appears not to know that he has already been offered compen
sation. K is alien in tone, and again unconnected with the Wrath, and 
likewise 1J' and [J.l 

One of the most influential of the discerping critics of Homer, and one 
of the last in their line3 was Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff ( 1848-
1931) ,  whose Die Ilias und Homer of 19164 is described by E. R. Dodds,s 
in what may be an excessively generous estimate, as 'one of the great 
books on Homer', although Dodds himself finds the pattern of Wilamo
witz's dissection unconvincing. Lesky's comment on this work could 
apply to most analytic Homeric scholarship since Wolf: 'No one who 
reads the concluding pages of Wilamowitz's Die Ilias und Homer (Berlin 
1916) with their summary of his intricate theory of the origins of the 
Iliad can conceive a process of such complexity without making the 
assumption of widespread literacy.'6 

In his essay on Wolf of 1 865,' Mark Pattison said, in pointing out 
the immense influence of the Prolegomena, that 'no scholar will again find 

I Edition of 1 883, vol. 2, pp. 1 19-209. 
• Despite this fierce analysis, Grote is so impressed with the coherence of the whole that he 

wonders (202) if the additions were not made by Homer himself. Grote expressed the pre
vailing opinion of his day in contending that the OcfJlssey is a unity. It was not until Kirch
boff's Die Iwmerische OcfJlssee und ihre Entsuhung of 1 859 that the Odyssey became in its tum 
a \-ictim of dissection. 

J Not that the line has died out : see, e.g., Denys Page, Hiswry and the Homeric Iliad (Berkeley 
1959), appendix on 'Multiple Authorship in the Iliad'. 

• Wilamowitz dealt with the Odyssey in two books, Homerische Unursuchungen, 1 884, and Die 
Hrirrlhhr des Odysseus in 1927. 

S In his valuable article 'Homer' in Fifty Years of Classical Scholarship (Oxford 1954), 1-37, 
ap·5· 

• eWer etwa in dem Buche von Wilamowitz Die Rias und Homn (Berlin 1 9 16) die letzten 
Seiten mit der Obersicht iiber die so komplizierte Entstehungstheorie der Rias liest, kann sich 
10 verwickelte Vorgange nur unter der Voraussetzung reicher Schriftlichkeit vorstellen' 
'.GcschichU der griechischen LiUratur', 53-4). 7 See p. xiv, n.  I above. 
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himself able to embrace the unitarian thesis'. Pattison also speaks (p. 381) 
of a 'crudity of conception' in Wolf 's great work: 'The Homeric problem 
was too complicated to be capable of being thought out by the first mind 
which grappled with it. The question has been wrought out with much 
greater precision and fullness of detail since by Lachmann, Lehrs, 
Nitzsch, . . .  &c.' We can easily see one hundred years later that Pattison 
was looking into a very clouded crystal ball when he made the first of 
these comments. But the second may have been equally misconceived. 
Wolf 's sense of the limitations of his own knowledge and his feeling for 
Homeric poetry, together with superior powers of logic, combined to 
keep him from making the errors of his successors. If he had little concep
tion of what an oral tradition is, he did not at any rate put forth any 
theory of the poems which, by essentially assuming a literate tradition, 
would have undone the bases of his own theory. Nor would he ever have 
argued as Wilamowitz does, e.g. that the scene in the first book of the 
Iliad where the Greeks go to make amends to C hryseus must be a 'later 
addition', because the tone in that scene differs from the tone in the 
quarrel between Achilles and Agamemnon, as if the poet of the Iliad 
could command only a single tone or mood. 

The assumption that in retrospect seems to have been common to all 
the analyst scholars, underlying all the erudition and ingenuity of their 
constructions, that Homeric poetry was essentially poetry like ours, only 
subject to peculiar distortion and development in its transmission, was 
more harmful finally to their work than the qualities for which they have 
been frequently taken to task: their dogmatic presentation of guesswork, 
their revealing disagreements with each other. But this assumption, 
implicit in their conjectures, became the avowed principle of their 
opposition. For there was, by the 1920S, a substantial reaction to the 
criticism of the previous century. E. R. Dodds says in his review of 
Homeric scholarship of 1954: 1 'It is now more than thirty years since the 
old logical game of discovering inconsistencies in Homer was replaced in 
public esteem by the new and equally enjoyable aesthetic game of 
explaining them away.' The simple argument of the Unitarians, which 
had not replaced the old business of layer-hunting, but was much in the 
air when Parry was a student and was forming his own explanations, was 
this: The Homeric poems are works of art too great, their dramatic 
structure is too perfect, their characterization too consistent, to have been 
the more or less random conglomeration of a series of poets and editors. 
Moreover, those who attempt to assign different parts of them to different 
periods show their weakness by their inability to agree. Therefore each of 
the two poems is the unique and individual product of a great poetic 
mind. Such was the feeling of men of letters from Goethe onwards, 

1 See p. xvii, n. 5 above. 
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throughout the nineteenth century,1 and such was the fundamental 
argument of those scholars who took up the unitarian cause in the years 
before Parry wrote. 

Their work, of which J. A. Scott's The Uni� of Homer (Berkeley 1921) 
was the most eloquent, if not the sound est, example, was more satisfying 
to our sense of poetry than any of the edifices of the analysts. But its 
superficiality was most apparent in the fact that it took largely the form 
of refuting individual analyst arguments. It provided no concept of epic 
poetry that could explain the difficulties which the analysts exploited. As 
Parry says succinctly: 'Yet those who have thus well refuted the theories 
which broke up the poems have themselves given no very good explana
tion of how they were made.' 'What reasons', he adds, 'have they had for 
passing over the fact pointed out by Wolf that a limited use of writing for 
literary purposes, which is the most that one can suppose for Homer's age, 
must have made for a poetry very unlike ours ?'2 Ignoring the problem of 
literacy, omitting any close study of Homer's language and diction, and 
unable to conceive clearly of the formation of the poems they prized, 
they wished to cancel the Homeric Question and return to the naive view 
of antiquity, that Homer was a poet like Aeschylus (or Virgil or Dante), 
and that the Iliad and Odyssey were unique single creations of an original 
poetic mind. The essential insight, that Homer was a different kind of 
poet from the literary masters of a later age, an insight which had been 
offered the world by Robert Wood in 1767, was at least as absent from 
these men as it was from the analysts whose want of poetic and literary 
sensibility they justly deplored.3 

But there was a third strain of Homeric criticism for Parry to draw 
on, one more technical and less prominent than the other two, but in the 
end perhaps more valuable. This strain consisted of close study of the 
language of the Homeric poems, and of its relation to the verse-form. 
Those who began this study, notably Ellendt and Diintzer,4 were them
selves analysts, at a time when hardly any serious Homeric scholar was 
anything else; but both men were able to forget their divisive study of the 
text long enough to establish what became for Parry the fundamental 
axiom of Homeric study: the dependence of the choice of words and 
word-forms on the shape of the hexameter line. Diintzer in particular 
not only pointed out that, out of a whole array of epithets, that particular 

I e.g. Andrew Lang, who argued the point in three books. See M. Nilsson, op. cit. (p. 10, 
D. 2 above), 22-3. 2 HS 75. 

J A quite .different, and not at all polemical, work of unitarian cast was C. M. Bowra's 
Tradition and Design in the Iliad, which appeared in 1930 (Oxford), too late to influence Parry's 
",-ork, too early to have been influenced by it. Bowra more or less assumes a single author of 
lhe Iliad, but stresses, as most unitarians did not, that author's dependence on a long poetic 
uadition. Parry's work made it possible to give precision to Bowra's conception. 

• See the references in TE 5 nn. 1-6. 
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one would be chosen which satisfied the metrical need of the moment, 
regardless of its particular meaning, but also noted the more striking 
phenomenon that, of a group of words and word-forms which in meaning 
could replace each other, there would exist only one for each metrical use. 
Thus of the epithets of wine, he remarks: 'All these forms are metrically 
distinct . . .  and it is never the sense that determines the choice of one or 
another of them. '1 

This observation of the economy of Homeric diction, elaborated and 
confirmed with a methodical rigour of which Dtintzer never dreamed, 
was to become the core of Parry's explanation of Homeric poetry. But 
its relevance to the larger questions of Homeric criticism was missed by 
both Dtintzer and his contemporaries. Nor did the slightly later scholars 
who examined the dialect-mixture of the poems perceive any such large 
relevance. A. Fick and his follower F. Bechtel, z observing correctly that 
the amalgam of early and late Aeolic and Ionic word-forms in the 
language of the Homeric poems precluded its ever having been spoken 
speech, tried to show that an original poem in Aeolic Greek had been 
translated into Ionic, only those Aeolic forms remaining in the final ver
sion which would have had to be replaced by forms metrically different. 
Metrical convenience thus made for conservatism, and conservatism made 
for the amalgam. But Fick and Bechtel, like Ellendt and Dtintzer before 
them, were analysts, and they carried on their investigation in the service 
of analysis. They wanted to show that certain portions of the poems as we 
have them were composed at certain relative or absolute dates. Their 
work has been judged a failure, and Bechtel admitted this, because 
the dialect-mixture of Homeric poetry goes too deep: it is pervasive in 
the poems, and like Anaxagoras' elements, it seems to be found in the 
smallest units of them. 3 An attempt to find chronological layers in this 
way would lead to atomization. Yet these scholars were contributing to 
a body of knowledge about the language of Homer which would one day 
suggest a new insight. The failure of what they attempted showed the 
wrongness of assumptions they shared with other scholars of their time. 
What they themselves did not do, but helped others later to do, was to 
conceive of the kind of poetry which would use such a language as they 
described. 

Meanwhile the effect of linguistic examination was the reverse of what 
had been intended by those who practised it: instead of discernible layers 

I Homerische Abhllndlungen (Leipzig 1872), 514 : 'Alle diese Formen sind metrisch 
verschieden ; dass bei der Wahl nie der Sinn den Ausschlag gab, lehrt genaue Betrachtuni des 
betreifenden Gebrauches . . .  &c. ' 

• See Nilsson, op. cit. (p. x, n. 2 above), 9 and n. I; also HL 2-4. 
3 cr. Nilsson 9 ;  HL 40 if., esp. 41, n. I; now G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Homer (Cambridge 

1 962), 192-2 10, although Kirk does, at the end of this chapter, try to reintroduce a kind of 
linguistic criterion for 'post-Homeric' passages. 
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of language which would correspond to fixed stages of composition, they 
succeeded in demonstrating the homogeneity of the dialect-mixture. Thus 
K. Witte, who wrote the article on the language of Homer for the Pauly
Wissowa Real-Enzyklopiidie (1913), thought that linguistic criteria would 
show 'early' and 'late' passages; but at the same time drew the famous 
conclusion that 'the language of the Homeric poems is a creation of epic 
yerse'.1 The two notions are not compatible. For if the tradition created an 
artificial language, that language, with its forms of diverse date and diverse 
place, could have been used at one time by one poet to create one work.z 

In the early 1920S, when Parry wrote at the University of C alifornia in 
Berkeley the Master of Arts dissertation (reprinted in this volume) which 
contains in essence his new image of Homer, there was an established, yet 
monotonous and infertile, school of analyst critics; there was a growing 
unitarian reaction which shared with analysis the assumption that the 
stages of composition, whether one or many, represented the original 
wording of a fixed text; and there was a body of linguistic examination 
which had demonstrated the dependency of Homer's language on the 
verse-form in which he composed. No scholar had succeeded in imagining 
any better than Robert Wood in 1767, or even so well, the kind of poet 
who would sing the kind of song we have in the Iliad and Otfyssey. 

This was Parry's great accomplishment. It explains and justifies his 
present influence among scholars of Homeric poetry and of all poetry in 
the improvising style. He ignored the barren controversy between analyst 
and unitarian, and concerned himself instead with the implications of the 
linguists' work. He saw that it presupposed a different kind of poetry 
from all that we are familiar with. This was for him no vague intuition. 
To a romantic feeling for another kind of world and art he joined a 
strong and sober historical sense, and with this a strict method of pro
cedure. Hence he was able to conceive with some precision what kind of 
poetic tradition made a Homer possible, and to give his conception 
considerable dramatic force. 

1 Pauly-Wissowa viii. 22 14. 
2 The foregoing remarks are not intended to suggest that the attempt to investigate the 

formation of the language of Homer is a waste of time, or that relatively early and late forms 
and constructions cannot usefully be discerned in that language. Scholarship since Witte 
which has done exact and illuminating work of this kind includes]. Wackernagel, Sprachliche 
Untersuchungen zu Homer, Gottingen 1 9 1 6 ;  K. Meister, Die homerische Kunstsprache, Leipzig 
192 1 ;  Pierre Chantraine, La Formation des nomJ en gree ancien, Paris 1933 ; id., Grammaire 
homirique, 2 vols., Paris 1948 and 1953 ; Manu Leumann, Homerische Warter, Basel 1950; G. 
Shipp, Studies in the Language of Homer, Cambridge 1 953 ; A. Hoekstra, Homeric Modifications of 
Formulaic Prototypes, Amsterdam 1965. But I believe that it is almost always the easier and 
more reasonable hypothesis (it is explicitly that of Hoekstra) to regard the inferred changes in 
Homeric language as having occurred before the composition of the Homeric poems. In 
holding this view, I very much agree with G. S. Kirk's comments on the studies ofShipp (The 
Songs of Homer [po xx, n. 3 above], 202-3), but not with Kirk's own attempts (ibid. 204 f.) to 
discover 'post-Homeric phraseology'. 
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It could fairly be said that each of the specific tenets which make up 
Parry's view of Homer had been held by some former scholar. Thus the 
dependence of the given word, especially ofthe ornamental adjective, on 
necessities of metre rather than considerations of meaning, had been 
observed by Heinrich Diintzer ; Antoine Meillet had stated, though he 
had not set out to prove, that all Homeric poetry is made up offormulae ; 
while the formulary structure of contemporary illiterate poetry had been 
stated by earlier researchers (e.g. A. van Gennep) ; so had the unfixed 
nature of illiterate poetry, its freedom from any true sense of verbatim 
repetition (M. Murko) . Even the term 'oral' as applied to a kind of 
poetry, and a sharp differentiation of that kind of poetry from anything 
composed in writing, is to be found in Marcel Jousse. I  

Parry's achievement was to see the connection between these disparate 
contentions and observations ; to form from them a single consistent pic
ture of what Homeric poetry was and of the conditions that allowed it to 
come into being; and to give substance to that act of imaginative under
standing by demonstrating, with precision and the power of repeated 
proof, that it must be so. But this statement may give a misleading impres
sion of the order of events in Parry's scholarly history. When we read his 
Master of Arts dissertation we discover that the initial impulse in his work 
was not the insights and suggestive theories of earlier scholars, but the 
text of Homer itself. There is no evidence that at the time he wrote that 
short thesis he had so much as heard of the scholars named above ; yet 
it contains in essence his whole vision of Homeric poetry. 

The historical positivism toward which Parry was himself inclined, and 
which would find the sources of intellectual creation in external environ
ment, does little to explain the origin of the ideas in this remarkable essay. 
It sets forth with a clarity so quiet that apparently little notice of the 
work was taken at the time (and how can a Master of Arts thesis say 
anything important ?) the view of Homer which, when developed in 
Parry's subsequently published works, was to render so much of earlier 
scholarship obsolete. The view itself was apparently arrived at by the 
reaction of an unusual mind to the text of Homer: nothing in Parry's 
background (middle-class, not particularly intellectual, Welsh Quaker 
origins) , nor in the place where he was born and lived until he went to 
France in 1923 (Oakland and Berkeley, California, and the University of 
California in Berkeley) makes that reaction likely.2 Parry's teachers in 

I Diintzer, see above, pp. xix f. ; Meillet, TE 8-g ;  van Gennep, Murko, and others, 
HL 6 f. ; Jousse, see below, p. 23. 

Z Perhaps this is as good a place as any to correct a few errors in the perceptive and moving 
tribute to Parry, written shortly after his death, by his pupil Harry Levin, now Professor of 
Comparative Literature at Harvard University ( 'Portrait of a Homeric Scholar', Classical 
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Greek at the University of California included two of the finest Hellenists 
of their generation, George Calhoun ( 1886-1 942) and Ivan Linforth 
(b. 1 879) . Both men knew Homer well and had a sensitive under
standing of his poetry. But they were not the source of any of Parry's 
specific ideas. His work was as much a surprise to them as to the rest of 
the world. The mind that presented Homer to the world as the singer 
of traditional poetry was itself the product of no traditions. 

The idea once conceived, Parry was quick to see how the work of 
earlier scholars related to it ; and in this way he broadened and deepened 
his vision. His French theses take full account of the work of strictly 
Homeric scholarship, and in particular, of the students of Homeric 
language whose work sometimes anticipated his own, sometimes pro
vided an analogy to it: DUntzer, Ellendt, Fick, Witte, Meister. He had 
gone to Paris to study with Victor Berard. Berard's notions of Homer 
turned out to be far from Parry's own, and he did not wish to direct his 
work. The theses were in fact written under the supervision of Aime 
Puech, who was of great help to him in the composition of his work and 
who, after Parry's death, published a brief but affectionate testimonial to 
him.l He was supported and encouraged by M. Croiset ( 1846-1935), the 
author (with A. Croiset) of the famous Histo ire de la littlrature grecque. The 
professor at Paris whose ideas were most in harmony with Parry's own 
was Antoine Meillet ( 1866-1936), who was primarily a linguist, and as 
such more disposed to see the language of Homer as the product of 
a tradition than most straight Homerists. Meillet gave Parry confidence 
in following out his intuition that the structure of Homeric verse is 
altogether formulary ; but he cannot be said to have vitally affected the 
direction of his thought. Nor did another scholar of note, who knew 
Parry in his Paris days and was one of the first to appreciate his work, 
Pierre Chantraine.2. 

Two other writers in French were of importance in Parry's thought at 
this time. The first was an anthropologist and student of psycholinguiStics 
named Marcel Jousse, the influence of whose long essay 'Le Style oral 
rythmique et mnemotechnique chez les Verbo-moteurs',3 marks the 
change of emphasis in Parry's thought from seeing Homer as a traditional 

Journal 32, 1936-7, 25g--66). Parry did not 'cross the bay' to go to the University of California, 
since he was born and brought up in Oakland, which is contiguous to Berkeley. Nor did he 
come to Berkeley to study chemistry. His first science course, in his second year there, was 
Zoology. His adolescence was no more burdened, or 'overburdened', than is that of most of us. 
And while he was much impressed by Harvard, he did not 'recoil • . .  from the tawdriness of 
California'. I Revue des etudes gr«quu 49, 1936, 87-8 • . 

2 Chantraine's review ofTE and FM in Revue de philologU 3, 1929, contains an admirable' 
summary of the arguments of these books, and shows him to have been the ·first schow to 
acknowledge in print the value and importance of Parry's work. Parry's reference to the 
review in HS 74 makes it sound adversely critical of his own work j but that is far from the case. 

1 ArchWu de philosophie 2, 1924, oahier IV, 1-240. 
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poet to seeing him as above all an oral poet. A second decisive intellectual 
encounter was at the end of his stay in Paris when Meillet introduced him 
to Mathias Murko, a collector and student of Jugoslav poetry. It may 
have been Murko and his work that first suggested to Parry the possibility 
of finding in a living poetry an observable analogue to the poetry of 
Homer. 1 

These influences helped to show Parry the implications of his perception 
of the nature of Homeric verse, and may have suggested to him directions 
of further study. But the perception itself seems simply to have been 
Parry's direct reaction to the text of Homer, as it appears in his Master of 
Arts thesis, here published for the first time. The arguments of that docu
ment are too clear to need any summary ; but a firm grasp of their 
central point is important, even essential, to an understanding of the 
whole range of Parry's work. It is from an aesthetic perception of the 
quality of Homeric verse that the whole thesis develops. What Parry later 
speaks of as the historical method, i.e. the attempt to explain the specific 
product of an age by the unique conditions oflife in that age,2 is necessary 
to the development. But the first thing is the reader's experience of the 
style of the poem. 

Parry first describes this as the 'traditional, almost formulaic, quality of 
Homer' ( 'formulaic' here has not yet the technical meaning, which 
Parry was later to assign to it) . He adds that oniy investigation, i.e. 
statistical investigation, shows how pervasive this quality is ; and the 
M.A. thesis does provide a little of the careful statistical study which is set 
forth with such copious exactitude in TE. But the point is that the reader's 
experience precedes the counting, just as it precedes the historical 
explanation ; and throughout Parry's work the appeal to the experience 
of the reader is over and again the strongest argument which he can 
adduce. 3 

In this, Parry's work differs from the most famous document of modern 
Homeric criticism, Wolf's Prolegomena, which applies arguments of a his
torical kind to the Homeric poems. Because such and such conditions, 
notably the absence of the art of writing, were true at the time of the 
composition of the Homeric poems, therefore the poems themselves 
must be of a certain nature. Parry's work moves from the tangible 
quality of the words of Homer to a whole vision of an art and even of a 
society. 

The essentially aesthetic vision of Parry's work is more evident in the 
M.A. thesis than in most of his later pages. He here compares Homeric 
poetry to a kind of sculpture, and specifically to the Lemnian Athene of 
Phidias as he read of it in the appreciation of Furtwangler, where Furt
wangler'S own vision appears to derive from Winckelmann's edle Einfalt 

I CH i-ii. a Scc TE I ,  HM, and below, pp. liXX If. 3 e.g. TE 1 26 f. 
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und stille Grosse. 1  The beauty of the poetry, like that of its statue, is simple, 
clear, calm, and traditional. It is almost impersonal in its freedom from 
striving after originality or individual expression. It is designed to realize 
what appears, in these early pages, as the concept of a whole people 
elevated to an almost Platonic Ideal. ' [The repeated words and phrases] 
are like a rhythmic motif in the accompaniment of a musical composition, 
strong and lovely, regularly recurring, while the theme may change to a 
tone of passion or quiet, of discontent, of gladness or grandeur' (MA 427) .  

Parry nowhere else speaks in  so extended and unguarded a fashion of 
the aesthetic basis for his judgement of Homer. But neither did he 
abandon the perception. In his latest printed work, the posthumously 
published article 'About Winged Words' (here WW) , where he takes 
strong issue with his former teacher Calhoun on the meaning of the well� 
known recurrent line 

he says that the principal issue is how we read Homer and criticizes (4 1 7) 
Calhoun's concept as 'too little Phidian'. 

. 

Parallel to the Platonic notion of an art which can, e.g., describe 
Athene not as she is 'on [ a] particular occasion, but as she is immutably', 
(426) and to the romantic notion of an art which was 'the perfection . . .  of 
the popular ideal' (425), is Parry's sense of the directness and swiftness of 
Homer. He refers to Matthew Arnold's judgement of Homer's 'rapidity 
of movement' (428) , an idea which in TE ( 1 26 f.) he develops into a 
definition of the essential indifference of the audience to the single word, 
and in HS (306) to a definition of the traditional metaphor which 'found 
its place in the even level of this perfect narrative style, where no phrase, 
by its wording, stands out by itself to seize the attention of the hearers, 
and so stop the rapid movement of the thought . .  .' In HG (24 1 )  he 
refers to 'the direct and substantial nature of Homeric thought'. 

The experiential and aesthetic insight remains at the centre of Parry's 
thought, although it is expressed more briefly and guardedly in his later 
works. Corollary to that insight, at first sight at odds with it, and appear
ing already in MA (427 f.) is the practical and objective judgement of the 
utilitarian nature of Homeric style. Words and even phrases, he showed us 
(for to this aspect of his work he was able to give incontrovertible demon
stration) , are chosen for their metrical convenience, rather than for their 
appropriateness to the particular context in which they appear. This 

I See now the most recent edition in English of Furtwangler's Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture, 
ed. A. N. Oikonomides, Chicago 1 964. Parry is presumably referring to the first chapter on 
Pheidias, in the original English edition of 1895. Here Furtwangler gives an account of his 
'discovery' of the statue, and a careful description of it. He stresses both the traditional ( 1 3  f.) 
and the original (26) quality of the statue. It was his remarks on the former that caught 
Parry's attention. 
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observation he could find in Diintzer (above, p. xx) , although he does not 
seem to have derived it from him. In any case, nothing in Diintzer's 
rather chaotic essays suggests the extent of what Parry calls the 'schema
tization' (HS 3 14) of Homeric style. When our examination of Homeric 
style reaches the level of the individual word, Parry suggested (and 
demonstrated in the case of the epithet), convenience is the operative 
determinant in choice. 

This, along with the emphasis on Homeric poetry as oral, is the best
known feature of Parry's work on Homer, and the one that has aroused 
most disagreement, even antagonism, for it has seemed to many to deny 
the poetry the possibility of artistic expression. Such is the thrust of the 
oft-repeated remark ofWade-Gery, that Parry, by removing the control
ling hand of the individual artificer, became the 'Darwin of Homeric 
scholarship' . 1 To Parry himself, the opposition between art and con
venience was unreal. Both the rapidity and the rituality of Homeric 
verse, the qualities he most loved, were, as he saw it, directly dependent 
on the utilitarian nature of the diction. From a negative point of view , it is 
only because the single word in Homer does not hold up the mind with an 
ingenious pregnancy of thought that 'the . . . heroic language . . .  ever 
sweeps ahead with force and fineness . . .  (and) also with an obviousness 
which . . .  may deceive . . .  the best of critics' (WW 418) .  But there is a 
positive point of view also : the inappropriateness, the ritually repetitive 
quality, of the single word or phrase, because it is not chosen for its 
context, instead illuminates the whole heroic world. The fixed metaphor 
is a part of the completely utilitarian nature of Homeric diction because 
(TM 373 ) 'a phrase which is used because it is helpful is not being used 
because of its meaning'. But this traditional diction as a whole is 'the 
work of a way of life which we may call the heroic', and so the fixed 
metaphor is 'an incantation of the heroic' and 'every word of it is holy 
and sweet and wondrous' (TM 374) . 

We can see here that the historical scholar is the child of his own age. 
In a sense Parry is one of the lovers of the exotic of our century, and his 
admiration for a language formed by the clear exigencies of singing and 
directly expressive of heroic ideals reminds us of Hemingway finding 
courage and beauty in the vision of the Spanish bullfighter, or of T. E. 
Lawrence (one of Parry's favourite authors) finding a more satisfactory 
theatre of self-realization in the austere simplicities of Arab life. But from 
a purely aesthetic point of view, if we remember that the tens of this 
century, when Parry was growing up, and the twenties when he formed 
his ideas and began to write, were the years in which in the visual arts the 
concept of the 'functional' as a positive value became established, we can 
better appreciate his assessment of Homeric language. His historical sense 

I The Poet of the Iliad, Cambridge 1 952, 38. 
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led him to distinguish sharply between Homeric poetic style and that of 
his own era ; but what he found in Homer was not only the romantic 
possibility of a poetry expressive of a whole people, but also a quality of 
purposive directness which spoke strongly to the artistic sense of his 
own time. 

Almost all of Parry's ideas on Homeric poetry can be found in the 
M.A. thesis, but his emphasis there is mainly aesthetic. The emphasis of 
the doctoral thesis is on demonstration. The imaginative grasp of Homeric 
style here recedes, though it does not disappear, to make way for a 
stringently scientific and objective examination of the use of the orna
mental epithet in Homer. Ofthe scholarly level of the argument, one can 
do no better than cite the estimate of Denys Page : 

It is not easy at first to grasp the full significance of Milman Parry's discovery 
that the language of the Homeric poems is of a type unique in Greek literature 
-that it is to a very great extent a language of traditional formulas, created in 
the course of a long period of time by poets who composed in the mind without 
the aid of writing . . . .  That the language of the Greek Epic is, in this sense, the 
creation of an oral poetry, is a fact capable of proof in detail ; and the proofs 
offered by Milman Parry are of a quality not often to be found in literary 
studies. ' 

Not every point in the long these commands unquestioning assent, and 
some have argued that the total picture of Homeric poetry which it sug
gests is wrongly coloured ; but the principal arguments themselves have 
never effectively been challenged. It is hard to imagine that they will 
ever be, since there are several of them, all crossing and reinforcing each 
other, each carefully worked out with accuracy and logic. The cumula
tive weight of all of them is overwhelming. They show that beyond 
a doubt the operative principle of Homeric style, at least in regard to the 
recurrent epithet, was a traditional pattern of metrical convenience 
rather than any sense of choosing the adjective appropriate to the 
immediate context. That this was so had been suggested earlier. Parry 
himself had argued it with some force in his M.A. dissertation. But the 
doctoral these demonstrated it beyond question and, what was more of 
a revelation, showed that there were whole systems of noun-epithet 
phrases fashioned with such complexity and with such economyZ that it was 
all but inconceivable that the diction of the poems could be the creation 
of a single man, while the difference in this respect between Homeric 
style and that of literary epic, such as Apollonius and Virgil, was com
plete. The term 'traditional' had in the M.A. thesis represented aJ:l 

I History and the Homeric Iliad (see above, p. xvii, n. 3), 222-3, where Page gives a concise 
summary of the nature of Parry's proof. 

2 See TE 7, 16, etc. Parry varies his terms. In HS 276, he speaks of lm,lJfh and thrift in the 
same sense. 
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intuitive and aesthetic perception. In the French these, it . became an 
inescapable scientific inference. Only many singers, over at least several 
generations, could have produced the poetic language whose finely 
adjusted complexities these analyses revealed for the first time in an 
author whom men had known and read for two and a half millennia. 

Those who discuss Parry's work, even those who have published cotn
ments on it, have rather rarely had a good knowledge of TE. This is 
partly because the work was written in French, while those who are 
naturally drawn to Parry's work are mostly in the English-speaking 
world ; partly because it has long been out of print, and has been 
unavailable in many libraries ; and partly because the thoroughness of 
the argumentation makes the work less attractive than many of the later 
articles,1 and in particular the two long articles in HPh (HS and HL) , 
which have been the source of Parry's thought for most scholars. Yet it 
remains Parry's basic work, and all the others are more or less specific 
applications of the conclusions which it works out. 

A characteristic example of the subtlety of analysis which Parry in this 
work brought to bear on the problem of Homeric diction is the chapter on 
equivalent noun-epithet formulae. That in some cases there appear two 
or even three ways of expressing what Parry defines as an essential idea 
seems at first sight to show an incompleteness in the whole structure of 
formulary diction, and therefore might point to an area where individual 
style and particular choice operate. Parry shows that the contrary is true, 
since in most cases these apparent deviations from the economy of the 
system are themselves best explained by the sense of analogy which 
controls the system as a whole and indeed created it in the first place.2 

The first work to apply the conclusions ofTE was the supplementary 
French these, FM. Here, as in a number Of later English articles, Parry 
took up an old Homeric problem and showed how the concept of the bard 
working entirely within a traditional poetic language set it in a new light, 
and for all practical purposes offered a solution. Departures from the 
standard metrical pattern of the hexameter in Homeric verse had pre
viously been put down to the carelessness of early poetry or had been 
justified by the vague notion of poetic license. Since such metrical flaws 
appear most often at certain distinct places in the line, descriptive 'rules' 
had been set up, and were represented as the 'causes' of the metrical 
deviations. Parry first applies his vigorous sense oflanguage to the modern 
term itself, showing that the so-called rules were merely an incomplete set 
of observations, and could not meaningfully be spoken of as 'causes'. He 
then shows how most of the metrical flaws in Homer can be explained as 

I Chantraine says of TE in his review (p. xxiii, n. 2 above) : 'On serait tent� de reprocher 
a son livre sa sobri�t�, si cette sobri�t� n'en faisait aussi la force.' 

2 See pp. 1 73ff. below. 
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uncommon juxtapositions of traditional formulae, or analogous forma
tions where a change of grammatical form introduces a variation in 
metre, and shows that the flaws could only have been avoided if the poet 
had been willing to abandon his traditional diction. What had seemed 
inexplicable aberrations of style were revealed as phenomena natural 
to the living operation of a complex, but not infinitely adjustable, system. 

When, in the spring of 1928, having completed his work for the doc
torate, Parry made ready to return to America with his wife and daughter 
and son, he had no position and no notion of where he was going to go, 
until at the last minute, by the offices of George Calhoun, an offer of 
a job arrived from Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa, which Parry 
instantly accepted. One of his colleagues there, 35 years later (and 28 
years after Parry's death), remembered him as the man who had built the 
Classics library into something respectable. But Herbert Weir Smyth of 
Harvard University, as Sather Professor at the University of California, 
had taught Parry when he was an undergraduate. On learning that he 
was once more in America, Smyth suggested that Parry read a paper at 
the American Philological Association meeting in N ew York at the end of 
1928. At that meeting Parry was offered and accepted a position at 
Harvard, on whose faculty he remained until his death in December 
1935· 

The paper which Parry read at that meeting, and which was printed 
in the TAPhA of that year, was HG. It was Parry's first published article 
in English, and it sets the pattern for a number of articles to follow : DE, 
TM (of which HM appears to be an early summary), and TD. In all 
these articles, as in FM, Parry took up an old Homeric problem and looked 
at it in the light of his demonstration of the traditional character of 
Homeric diction. The method followed in HG is typical. Parry begins by 
making, between the terms signification, meaning, and sense, a distinction 
which is a good example of his lively, and twentieth-century, sense of 
what language is, and how the force of words is a function of their usage 
and context. He has an instinctive feeling for the operative definition. He 
then brings up the problem of the word of unknown definition in Homer, 
reduces it to its simplest terms, refers to the false philological method which 
had been used in an attempt to solve it, and then looks at the problem 
from the point of view of his own notion of two distinct kinds of poetry. 
The notion provides the solution to the problem : the gloss in Homer 
came into being because words were retained in formulae where the 
meaning of the entire formula was important for the narrative, but that 
of the single adjective in it was not. What the gloss possessed was not 
a relevant definition, but 'a special poetic quality' : it added 'the quality 
of epic nobility' to the noun-epithet phrase. The conclusion of the article 
is characteristically aesthetic as well as scholarly : the decisive factor is 
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the way the auditor reacts to the word as he hears it; his thought passes 
'rapidly over the ornamental glosses, feeling in them only an element 
which ennobles the heroic style'. To ask the old question of the significa
tion of these words, it is implied, is to ask the poet and audience alike to 
'perform an etymological exercise of the mind' which is alien to the 
essential style of the poetry. 

In TM and TD similarly, an old question is answered from a new 
point of view, so that the old formulation of the question is shown to be 
irrelevant. TD is the most purely linguistic piece Parry wrote, but here 
too the insight at the centre of the argument is the way in which 'the 
traditional formulaic diction must have trained the ears of the singers and 
their hearers . .  . '; that is to say, the historical discussion is marshalled 
round an aesthetic perception of style. TM, with its brilliant comparison 
of Homeric style to that of English Augustan verse, is perhaps the single 
most elegant statement Parry made of the way words are used in Homer 
and the way in which they should properly be understood by us. At the 
conclusion of this article, Parry appeals, as he so often does elsewhere, to 
the value of the historical method of criticism, which he feels can give us 
a true picture of the art of the past, free from the kind of misunderstand
ing of forms of art different from their own which men have made, 
especially in the case of Homer, from Aristotle onwards. Our greater 
understanding of Homer is due to the growth of this historical spirit. But 
the historical spirit itself, he adds somewhat surprisingly, has accom
plished so much in our own day 'through a study of the oral poetries of 
peoples outside our own civilization'. 

At the time he wrote these words, Parry's growing interest in oral 
poetry had caused him to modifY his earlier concept of the historical 
method as a way of overcoming directly the barrier of time, as it is 
expressed in the quotation from Renan with which TE begins, and to 
conceive the possibility of returning to the world of Homer by studying at 
first hand the singing of living bards in another tradition. Of course the 
two ideas are not contradictory. Attainment of knowledge of the past by 
observation of living peoples who carry on a way of life which has dis
appeared elsewhere is a device exploited in one of the earliest applications 
of the historical method, the opening chapters of Thucydides' History. ! 
For Parry it was a natural development, but a significant one. The 
emphasis on Homeric style as traditional shifts to the emphasis on Homer 
as an oral poet. The sense that by an imaginative perception of style and 
scholarly rigour of research one can free oneself from the presuppositions 
of the present and seize something of the different world of the past is 
modulated into the belief that there are two kinds of poetry, literary and 

I Thucydides I .  6. 2 :  aTJfutov 8' £uT2 TaVTQ 'Tij� tEAAa8o� fTt OVTW vlfulfLfva -rWII 'TTOTf Kal ES 
7TavTus- of'otwv SLULT1JfLcJ.TWV. 
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illiterate, corresponding to two kinds of civilization, and that one can still 
move from one of these to the other. 

This change in emphasis is first clearly discernible in the two long 
articles which Parry wrote for HPh. They have been the most widely read 
of Parry's writings, and they are in an important way central in his work, 
because they look back to the detailed study of the formula in TE and 
FM, and at the same time point the way to the preoccupation with 
modern improvising poetry which marked Parry's last years. They also 
represent the most complete summary Parry gave of his work on Homer. 

In the first, Parry answers some of the critics ofTE.I Their objections 
help him to define his own position. They had argued that the fixity and 
traditional use of the noun-epithet formula was an exceptional feature in 
Homeric verse, so that the originality of Homer, lying in the remaining 
elements of style, was equal to, and essentially of the same kind with, that 
of later poets. Therefore Parry in this article widens the scope of his 
discussion. In a comparative section he shows that in later Greek poetry 
and in Elizabethan verse, there is nothing like the recurrent and func
tional element of the formula in Homeric verse. Formula here extends far 
beyond the most obvious example of it in the noun-epithet expression. In 
Homer, Parry demonstrates whole systems of, e.g., conjunction-verb 
phrases used over and again in the same way in the same part of the line 
to express a like idea, systems which in their length and in their thrift 
have no. counterpart in any literary verse. 

As Parry saw as early as the M.A. dissertation (426), no other system 
can reveal the traditionally elaborated pattern so well as that of noun
epithet formulae. The reasons for this are fairly obvious. No single element 
recurs in a heroic narrative with the same frequency as the names of the 
principal persons and of common objects. The proof of the traditional 
character of Homeric style depends on the length and thrift of the sys
tems of formulae in it. But the length and thrift of a system depends on 
the poet's need for it. The need for systems of formulae capable of dis
posing frequently occurring proper names and common nouns in the line 
will be greater than for any other class of word, so that the systems in
volving these words will have greater length and thrift than those involv
ing other words. At the same time, these names and nouns themselves 
occur more often, and so the evidence attesting the systems in which they 
occur is greater. Both factors made Parry's case more impregnable for 
the noun-epithet formula. Hence the arguments for the pervasiveness of 
the formula in general, which had been touched on in TE, but are given 
extended discussion only in HS and HL, are at once more telling in their 
implications and more open to criticism than the analyses of TE. 
Significantly, those who have tried to argue against the central thesis of 

I See HS 266--7. 

8U1815 c 
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Parry's work (viz. that the style ofHomeris so traditional throughout that 
originality of phrasing, as we understand the term, is a negligible factor 
(HS 1 37-8)) have been likely to concentrate their fire on HS. 

The matter is clearly still open to debate, and a dogmatic pronounce
ment is futile here. It can be said, however, that at the date of writing of 
this introduction, the balance of scholarly and informed critical opinion 
finds Parry's central arguments convincing. This does not make them 
the last word on Homer : if we accept them, we have still agreed only 
that the poetry, in the narrowest sense of the way single words are put 
together within units of thought, is traditional and not the work of a 
single mind. Yet this is enough to determine our view of Homer in a 
radical way. 

The wider scope with which Parry treats the formulary structure of 
Homeric verse inHS entails one other important factor : that of analogy. I 

This was a factor which had already been dealt with in TE, but again 
the discussion there is more confined to the noun-epithet formula than 
in HS. Analogy, the formation of new formulary expressions on the 
model of particular words and of the sound-pattern of old formulary 
expressions, is, Parry argued, the creative force in the formation of 
the epic style. Its importance in Parry's work has been much over
looked. Parry showed that the operation of analogy, while it exists in 
all poetries (HS 32 1 ) ,  observably plays a vastly greater role in Homer. 
In later poetry, the poet either consciously borrows a phrase (HS 
290) , or attempts to create a style peculiar to himself and so to avoid the 
close modelling of phrase upon phrase which is the very life-force of the 
traditional language of the oral poet who, in order to attain fluency of 
improvisation, must yield himself entirely to this sort of play on word and 
sound. If we accept Parry's evidence on this point, we not only have 
a further dramatic manifestation of the traditionality of Homeric style ; 
we have also significantly extended the concept of what a formula is. 
Parry's original and tight definition (TE 1 3, repeated in HS 272) had been 
'a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical 
conditions to express a given essential idea'. The remarks on analogical 
formation in HS suggest that patterns of grammar, word-length, and pure 
sound are themselves 'formulaic', so that two examples of a given 
'formulaic element' may, in the extreme case, have no words in common 
at all. Such a view of what is 'formulaic' goes far beyond the discussion of 
analogy in TE. It suggests a greater flexibility for the epic language, but 
a flexibility always controlled by the tradition. At the same time, the 
mobility of such a concept of the formula has displeased some, who insist 
that only phrases consisting of the same words can meaningfully be said 
to repeat each other and so to attain formulary status. Debate on the 

1 See HS. 323 and n. I .  
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subject continues ; I but possibly the most important aspect of the evidence 
of analogy in HS is not the minor problem which it raises of the definition of 
the formula, but the suggestion it makes of a poetry controlled by patterns 
of sound to a degree far beyond that with which we are familiar.2 

The much more extended discussion of the effects of analogy in HS as 
compared with TE derives from Parry's increased awareness of the 
importance of sound in Homeric poetry, that the character of its style 
depended on its being a poetry of the spoken word. In HL he reviews the 
linguistic structure of Homer from this point of view. It was the linguists 

I The broad view of the formula is now best represented by J .  A. Russo : see especially 
'A Closer Look at Homeric Formulas', TAPhA 94, 1963, 235-47 ; also 'The Structural 
Formula in Homeric Verse' ,  rCIS 20, 1966, 2 1 9-40. A narrower and more sceptical view is 
that of J. B. Hainsworth, 'Structure and Content in Epic Formulae : The Question of the 
Unique Expression', CQ (N.S.) 58, 1964, 155-64 ; see also A. Hoekstra, Homeric Modifications of 
Formulaic Prototypes, Amsterdam 1965, esp. chapter I .  Russo wants to regard structural patterns 
(or 'structural formulae'), such as TEfiXE KWEUULV and SWKEV lTal.PWL (verb, - v, followed by 
noun, v - 1.1, at the end of the line) , the similarity of which was noted as significant by Parry 
himself, as formulary in much the same sense as the noun+ ornamental epithet phrases 
analysed in TE. Hainsworth would restrict the word 'formula' to groups of words frequently 
repeated in like conditions. \V. W. Minton, 'The Fallacy of the Structural Formula', TAPhA 
96, 1965, 241-53, has challenged Russo's analyses directly on the grounds that the patterns 
Russo finds in Homer also occur in writers ofliterary hexameter verse, such as Callimachus. 
G. S. Kirk, 'Formular Language and Oral Quality', rCIS 20, 1966, 155-74, has challenged 
J. A. Notopoulos' extension of the term 'formulaic' to the Homeric Hymns and the fragments 
of the Cyclic epics (see below, p. 83) on much the same grounds. Russo, in an as yet unpub
lished paper, answers Minton's objection by pointing out that Homeric poetry set the pattern 
for later Greek poetry in this mctre. 

One question here is the definition of the word 'formula' in Greek hexameter poetry. It is 
a question of nomenclature, and therefore of limited interest. Parry in HS was careful to 
speak of 'formulaic element' rather than 'formula', where actual repetition does not occur, 
and some such distinction is undoubtedly useful. Another, and more important, question is 
how far Parry's 'formulaic elements' and Russo's 'structural formulas' are uniquely charac
teristic of Homer, and so, presumably, of early Greek oral poetry. A still more important 
question is whether examination, such as Russo's, of structural and grammatical patterns 
within the framework of the hexameter line will shed light on the composition of Homeric 
verse. In being sceptical about the pervasiveness and regularity of such patterns, Hainsworth 
and Hoekstra seem to want to reserve some originality or spontaneity of style for the epic 
poet, although they do not make it clear how such originality might express itself. By stressing 
them, Russo wants to do the same thing, but in a different, and possibly more fruitful, way. 
Thus Russo, in his TAPhA paper, shows that the first two words of the Iliad, J.LfjVLV nEtSE (noun, 
- v, verb v - ,,) belong to a pattern common at the end of the line, rare elsewhere. The third 
word, 8Eo., is also unusual from this point of view. He concludes (242) : 'What we have, then, 
in J.Lfjvw nEtSE 8Eo. is a rather unusual expression . . .  created . . .  specifically and almost self
consciously to open this carefully wrought prologue.' In  the unpublished paper referred to 
above, Russo gives other examples of departure, for special effect, from the normal patterning 
of the line. 

• A number of the peculiarities of Homeric language (as opposed to diction) become more 
explicable if we conceive of the poetry as something existing as sound, not as writing. So, e.g., 
the derivation of ,haAos from a.TaAo.q,pWV, pointed out by Manu Leumann (Homerische 
Wiirter, Basel 1950, 1 39 f.) ; or &KpVOEtS from E1TLS"'IJ.LLOO KPVOEVTOS (Boisacq, Dictionnaire 
Itymologique de la langue grecque\ Heidelberg 1950, s.v. &KpVOELS) . Such processes of formation 
occur constantly in all languages, e.g. English adder from a nadder. Language in general even 
now consists fundamentally of speech. What is peculiar in the cases noted above and others like 
them is that the formation appears to have taken place within a body of poetry. 
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who had first established that the language, i.e. the dialect-mixture and 
the morphology of Homer, was the 'creation of the hexameter', an 
artificial poetic language which was created over the course of generations 
for heroic song. In TE Parry saw his work on diction, i.e. the combina
tions of words, as paralleling this earlier work of the linguists. Now, in 
HL, he explains the formation of the artificial language as the product of 
an oral technique of poetry, in this way synthesizing his own and earlier 
work on Homeric language. At the same time, even more than in HS, 
there is a strong emphasis on living oral poetry as an observable mani
festation of the processes by which Homeric language and diction came 
into being. Here for the first time he quotes Murko and Dozon on 
Jugoslav poetry, Radloff on Kara-Kirghiz, and others on Berber, Finnish, 
Russian, and Afghan poetry (329 f.). The process of improvisation itself 
begins to dominate his mind. All this makes HL a somewhat curious 
article, since it mixes a new concern with what we might call Compara
tive Epic Poetry and a largely traditional and philological approach to 
the problems of Greek dialects in Homer. 

Plato says of music (Republic 40Id) that of all the arts it is 'the one 
which plunges furthest into the depths of the soul'. If we can extend the 
idea of music to include the art of the spoken (or sung) poetic word, we 
can say that a like conviction informs Parry's ideas on the character and 
value of oral poetry. Parry's work on the diction of Homer put the whole 
Homeric Problem in a new light and has significantly changed the way we 
read the lines of the Iliad and the Odyssey. But this is not the aspect of his 
work which has most caught the imagination. What has made him best 
known, and has most aroused interest in his writing, is his sense that all 
poetry is divided into two great and distinct realms, the literary and the 
oral, that each of these realms has its own laws of operation and its own 
values, so that each is almost a way of looking at the world ; and finally 
that, of these two realms, the oral is in some way the more natural and 
the more satisfactory. 

That the rhythms of oral poetry may be more natural in themselves 
because they correspond more closely to fundamental physiological 
rhythms of the human body Parry was willing to accept from Jousse (see 
HS 270) ; and the idea clearly matched his own inclinations. But what 
most interested him in oral poetry, and what he was able so well to 
describe, one might even say to dramatize, in his later work, is the close 
connection between the specific form of oral poetry and the way of life 
that surrounds it and allows it to exist. In the preface to CH he speaks of 
the possibility a careful study of Jugoslav song offered him of seeing 'how 
a whole oral poetry lives and dies'. And then: 'Style, as I understand the 
word and use it, is the form of thought : and thought is shaped by the life 
of men.' The same is presumably true of the style, or styles, of written 
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poetry ; but it is clear that Parry felt the relation between word and life to 
be more direct, and more observable, in the realm of oral song. 

The best example of this belief is WF, which Parry wrote after his first 
summer in Jugoslavia. In this article he states simply and clearly that 
(377) 'the one part of literature is oral, the other written'. Homer 
belongs to the category of poetry which is, in a clearly defined way, 
primitive, popular, natural, and heroic. Parry defines these terms as they 
apply to oral poetry, and shows how they all, like the qualities of the 
formulaic and the traditional, depend on the oral nature of this kind of 
poetry. It follows that Homer could never be understood by those who 
looked at his poetry from a conventionally literary point of view. ' [The] 
proper study [of the heroic element in early poetry] is . . .  anthropological 
and historical, and what Doughty tells us about cattle-lifting among the 
Bedouins is more enlightening, if we are reading Nestor's tale of a cattle 
raid into Elis, than is the mere knowledge that the theme occurs else
where in ancient poetry' (377) .  

Having then, so to speak, taken Homer out of the conventional context 
of 'Greek Literature', and placed him in company with singers of other 
lands who tell of the heroic way of life, Parry turns to his own special 
interest, Jugoslav poetry. 'When one hears the Southern Slavs sing their 
tales he has the overwhelming sense that, in some way, he is hearing 
Homer.' Most of the rest of the article sets out to give specific illustration 
to those romantic words. Parry shows that large numbers of the most 
common whole-line formulae in Homer, those introducing speeches, 
marking the movements of the characters, or indicating the passage of 
time, have remarkably close parallels in Jugoslav verse. They are not 
only like in themselves : they also have a like function in the narrative. 
Then, at the end of the article, Parry tells from his travels in Jugoslavia an 
anecdote which is an epiphany of his own feeling for this kind of poetry. 
It is a simple story of an old Jugoslav singer who in telling the tale of his 
own life slips into the old formulae of his poetry (389-90) . One senses 
in Parry's own careful words the excitement he felt at this example of 
a man who with a natural and unselfconscious pride saw his own life in 
terms of the traditional poetry which he sang. The slowness of change and 
the firm laws of the traditional formulary language, which could only 
exist in a culture of oral poetry, offered a closeness between life and art, 
and a satisfactoriness of self-expression, which struck Parry as a revelation. 

Parry spent the summer of 1933 in Jugoslavia, and returned to that 
country in the early summer of 1934, to stay there until the end of the 
summer of the following year. During that time he travelled about the 
country, met singers and collected songs, some recorded on phonograph 
discs, some taken down by dictation. The article by his assistant, Albert 
Lord, who accompanied him on the second trip, originally published in 
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the 1948 volume of The American Journal rif Archaeology and included in 
this volume (HPH), tells much of his purposes in going and of his field 
methods there. That article also includes the first few pages, all that 
Parry was able to write, of a book which was to be entitled The Singer rif 
Tales, and was to report on his work in Jugoslavia and to apply its results 
to the study of oral poetry generally. 

Dubrovnik, where Parry took a house and where his family stayed 
while he and his assistants travelled into the more remote lands where 
singing still flourished, was then, as it is again now, a popular seaside 
resort. But the country itself was wild in comparison with most of 
America and Europe. The language was difficult and little known. 
Costumes and manners were strange. Roads were poor. Milk had to be 
boiled to be safe for drinking, a source of distress to Parry's children 
(aged 6 and 10  in 1934) . There were no rules laid down for Parry's 
investigation. He had to learn the language, which meant getting to 
know a good deal of dialect ; to choose his assistants ; and to evolve the 
best methods of approaching singers and prevailing on them to sing. The 
recording equipment, involving aluminium discs, he had built by a firm 
in Waterbury, Conn., and for power he depended on the battery of 
his Ford V-8 ( 1 934) , which he brought over to Jugoslavia with him. 
Banditry was not uncommon in the inland valleys, and an air of risk 
and adventure always accompanied Parry's several trips into the interior. 

Often Parry brought his assistants to the house in Dubrovnik to work 
with him there. His principal Jugoslav assistant, Nikola Vujnovic, was 
a dashing and intelligent (though occasionally irresponsible) man whose 
abilities as an interpreter and interviewer of singers (he could himself 
sing somewhat) proved invaluable to Parry and, after his death, to 
Albert Lord, who returned several times to the country to continue 
Parry's work. Nikola became a familiar figure in the household and 
a great favourite with Parry's children. Other helpers were more awe
some to them. Once Parry announced that one of them, a Turk, would 
come for dinner that night. In response to his children's eager questions, 
Parry said that the Turk was 'a real hero', a man of immense strength and 
ferocity, whose hands were 'as large as dinner plates'. 'Did he ever kill 
a man ?' Parry's daughter asked. Yes, many times he had killed men. The 
Turk was anticipated with fearful excitement, and actually turned out to 
be tall, but stoop-shouldered and exceedingly gentle, with a scraggly 
black moustache. 

From his children's point of view, the sojourn in Jugoslavia (even if the 
milk did have to be boiled in a great blue pot, and thus rendered un
palatable, and ginger ale was hard to come by) was a great a.dventure. 
This picture was not wholly due to childish imagination. Parry himself 
loved to dramatize what he was doing. The photograph of him in native 
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dress costume (which he may have worn only on the occasion when the 
picture was taken) reveals a romantic and even histrionic side of himself 
which reminds one of T. E. Lawrence. Part of this was pure game ; but 
part also derived from his convictions about poetry. Poetry, at least this 
kind of poetry, was valuable because it embodied life. To know it, to 
apply the true historical method in this modern but exotic setting, meant 
the ability to enter into the life of which the Jugoslav song was the 
expression. Parry was in a way romantic, but in another way, logical. If 
he had not been able to learn the language as well as he did, and to drink 
with the singers and their audiences in coffee-house and tavern, ifhe had 
not been able to take part in this society and win the respect of its 
members, he could not have carried on the work itself.I 

Parry used to improvise stories to his children, and did it rather well.z 
In CH (448), he uses his own experience as a story-teller in this way as an 
analogy to the use of recurrent themes by the narrative poet. Can one 
say he was mistaken in seeing this kind of parallel ? He sought and 
attained, in his own life, something of the connection between art and 
living which made heroic song itself so valuable to him. 

What his family were in no position to observe, and what is made so 
clear by the descriptions of his methods in HPH and CH, is the care and 
the scholarly control which Parry exerted over his interviews3 and his 
field-work generally ; and the discrimination, as we see it in CH, with 
which he drew from his knowledge of Jugoslav singers and singing 
conclusions applicable to Homer. The desire in some manner to relive 
the world of Homer did not detract from the sobriety of his scholarly 
judgement. 

The concrete result of Parry's study in Jugoslavia was the collection 
now named after him, which has been of uncommon interest to students 

[ Harry Levin (see p. xxii, n. 2 above) says well : 'He loved to meet the contingencies of 
travel, to tinker with his recording machine, to visit the local pashas and exchange amenities, 
to ply his gouslars with wine and listen to their lies. He attained a native shrewdness in appor
tioning their pay to the jealous canons of village renown and in detecting stale or contaminated 
material when it was foisted on him. He not only spoke the language, he produced the 
appropriate gestures and inflections. He respected the hierarchical nicety with which his 
hosts handed out the different cuts of meat. Their outlook seemed invested with an order that 
he had not encountered among the schools and movements of the civilization that had formed 
his own.' 

2 I recall one episode in a favourite series in which the setting was Paris, especially the 
sewers of Paris, and Mickey Mouse was always the hero and 'Yinnie the Pooh the villain. 
Two of Winnie the Pooh's henchmen had been captured by Mickey Mouse, who told them 
that he would count to ten, and then, if they had not revealed some vital bit of information, 
he would shoot them. 'One of \Yinnie's men smiled to the other. They knew Mickey was Ollry 
kidding.' Mickey then counted to ten, and shot one of them through the heart. The other 
straightway 'talked', enabling Mickey once more to vanquish the Pooh. 

J In Serbocroatian Heroic Songs (see above p. x, n. I ) ,  A. B. LQrd records from the Parry 
Collection a number of interviews between Nikola Vujnovic and various singers. The kind of 
questions Parry instructed Nikola to ask reveals something of the skill of his field methods. 
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of music, folklore,! and Comparative Literature as well as of Homer. 
It consisted of nearly 1 3,000 Serbocroatian texts, including those on more 
than 3,500 phonograph discs.2 It has since been augmented by the 
assiduous work of A. B. Lord in the field. None of these texts were avail
able to the public until 1953, when the songs from Novi Pazar were 
published by Lord. 

What Parry himself regarded as the prize of the collection, the Wedding 
Song of Smailagit Meho by Avdo Mededovic, has not yet been published. 
The importance of this song (taken down by dictation) lies partly in its 
quality, for Mededovic was in many ways a superior singer, but mostly in 
its length : it is a single song telling a single story and has over 1 2,000 
lines. Another song by Avdo, Osmanbey Delibegovit and Pavuevit Luka, was 
recorded on discs and comes to 1 3,33 1 lines.3 The length of these songs 
(even if we make allowance for the shorter Serbocroatian line) , sung in 
a series of creative performances in the traditional formulary style by an 
unlettered singer, seemed to Parry to offer the most striking proof he had 
yet found that the Iliad and Otfyssey, poems of not much greater magni
tude, could be the products of similar oral tradition in Greece in the 
eighth century B.C. He had of course earlier argued from their style that 
they must be the products of such a tradition. 

Judgement on the quality and coherence of these songs will have to 
await their publication. Such a judgement will be important, because it 
will affect the now debated question of the validity of the analogy between 
Jugoslav and Homeric poetry.4 To Lord, possibly even more than to 
Parry, the analogy is clear and certain, although Lord admits freely the 
superiority of the Homeric poems.s To others, for example G. S. Kirk 
and A. Parry,6 the analogy is far less sure. In the case of the long works of 
Avdo, Kirk points out that they were very much tours de force, being 
'elicited by Parry's specific and well-paid request for the longest possible song' 
(Kirk's italics) .7 The real question may not be so much the occasion of the 

I See, e.g., Serbocroatian Folk Songs by Bela Bartok and A. B. Lord, New York 1 95 1 .  
2 See Serbocroatian Heroic Songs, I ,  xiii. 
l Lord, Singer of Tales (see below, p. xxxix), 288. In TAPhA 67, 1 936 (see below, p. xxxix, 

n. I ) ,  Lord says ( 1 07) : 'But one singer at Biyelo Polye in the Sanjak, Avdo Medjedovitch, 
though only a peasant farmer, is a veritable Homer ; and he gave us songs of twelve and even 
fifteen or sixteen thousand lines.' Presumably Lord had not yet made a careful count. 

• Cf. A. Lesky, Geschichte der griechischen LiteratuT' (above, p. x, n. 2) ,  34 : ' . . .  wie stehen 
die homerischen Epen selbst zu dieser vVelt von oral composition ? Damit ist die homerische 
Frage unserer Zeit Formuliert . .  .' 

5 He believes the finer songs in the Parry Collection to be comparable in quality to the 
Chanson de Roland. 

6 G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Homer, Cambridge 1 962, esp. 83 f. ; A. Parry, 'Have We Homer's 
Iliad?', rCIS 20, 1 966, 1 77-2 16, esp. 2 1 2  f. 

7 Op. cit. 274. Cf. p. 329, 'One can see a limited degree of novelty even in the expansions of 
an Avdo Mededovic, although the chief basis of these is the extreme and in my view often 
tiresome elaboration of detail.' 
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songs (for who can know the occasion of the composition of the Iliad and 
otfyssey?) as their coherence and unity, which is certainly less than that of 
the Homeric poems, though how much less, and how significantly less, 
remains to be seen. Meanwhile, one can learn much of these and other 
songs and of the epic traditions of Jugoslavia in general from A. B. Lord's 
detailed and informative book The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass. 
1960) . The title of that book is that of Parry's unfinished work. 

The theoretic results of Parry's Jugoslav study exist only in the notes 
which he made on his researches in the winter of 1934 and 1 935 and 
which he organized into a kind of unity and entitled Cor Huso (here 
CH) . Considerations of space have made it impossible to reprint these 
in their entirety, and so they are represented here by extracts. Being 
notes only, they have not the refinement of thought we find everywhere 
in Parry's published work ; and as a record of his investigations in the 
field, they certainly contain much that he would later have modified : 
the more interesting singers, for example, such as A vdo Mea.edovic, 
Parry only came to know after the date of writing of the last of these 
notes. 

In CH, Parry tells us much of how he came to know various singers, 
what they were like as persons, and how they sang. He discusses in detail 
different versions of the same song, both from different singers and from 
the same singer. Throughout this chronicle and this minute examination 
of texts we see always the generalizing power of his mind. He constantly 
searches in the Jugoslav data for material which will illuminate the nature 
of Homeric, and of all oral, poetry. He touches on many topics of the 
broadest interest within the study of this poetry : the relation between 
poetry and social conditions ; the effect of the encroachment of literate 
civilization upon a society in which oral song has flourished ; how songs, 
and themes within songs, change as one singer learns a song from another, 
or as one singer sings the same song on different occasions, and in different 
circumstances. 

He sees some aspects of Jugoslav poetry as directly applicable to 
Homer. Thus from the point of view of what he observes in Jugoslavia, he 
argues forcefully against the notion that the 'books' into which the Iliad 
and Otfyssey are now divided, or any other divisions which one might 
make, represent any intended divisions in the composition of the poems. 1 
But again, his observations at many points make him aware of the 
distinctions to be made between the Homeric and the Jugoslav traditions : 

I 6. 75 f. These arguments were to be the basis of the article of which the title and the 
summary, reprinted here, appear in TAPhA 66 : HH. Mter Parry's death, Lord put forward 
some of these ideas in an article of the same title in TAPhA 67, 1936, 106-13.  Some of the 
arguments are repeated, with illustrations from Cretan heroic poetry, in James A. Noto
poulos, 'Continuity and Interconnexion in Homeric Oral Composition', TAPhA 82, 195 1 ,  
81-10 1 .  
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he finds he must posit a far greater degree of professionalism in Greece of 
the Homeric era in order to account for the unity of style and for the 
transmission of the Homeric poems (especially 444 f. ) .  He also remarks 
on the differences in the verse itself. The hexameter, he argues, was a far 
more rigorous prosodic form than the Serbocroatian decasyllable. I And 
the far greater use of erUambement in the former makes for a different 
kind of poetry, as Parry shows in a postscript on this subject.2 

In reading the pages of CH one can share Parry's intellectual excite
ment as the idea becomes vivid to him that much of Homer which 
formerly could only be the subject of scholarly conjecture can now be 
understood by direct observation. What he actually says on many topics 
is often inconclusive. He clearly was waiting for more evidence and more 
time to work out its application to Homer. In what we have, we can 
appreciate the range of Parry's mind and the flexibility with which he 
regarded each question, a flexibility which contrasts somewhat with the 
almost rigid certainty of conviction of much of his published work. Any 
one of a dozen subjects adumbrated in the midst of his observations in 
these notes could have been the theme of an extended study which might 
have brought it to the level of cogent conclusion. 

To speak of one such example, Parry deals in CH, as he had not since 
MA, with some of the aesthetic criteria of oral poetry. He talks (e.g. 453) 
of the 'fullness' of detail which is so characteristic of Homer, but dis
tinguishes (446) 'real fullness' from 'empty fullness', a distinction one 
wishes he had developed and illustrated. Detail, he argues elsewhere 
(454), is never included in oral poetry for its own interest. He speaks on 
the same page of the first four books of the Oqyssey as an extended theme 
which has, however, no independence, but is entirely subordinate to the 
single plot of the poem. And he speaks generally (450) of concision and 
diluteness as aesthetic criteria, and wonders (46 1 )  about the social con
ditions which make for 'a more or less noble tradition'. 

Many of his incidental remarks represent the distillation of his best 
thought ; and some have a general �ritical authority : 'A popular poetry 
rises to greatness only in the measure that it shows a full understanding of 
the life which is portrayed or symbolized in its verses (and then, of course, 
only as that life itself is admirable) ,  and it is the natural ability of oral 
poetry to show such an understanding that explains the high quality of 

I 445 f. On this point, Parry seems to agree with the impressions of Sir Maurice Bowra, 
'The Comparative Study of Homer', AJA 54, I 950, 184--92, esp. 187, and G. S. Kirk, The Songs 
of Homer, 89 ff., as against those of A. B. Lord, review of Kirk, Songs, AJPh 85, 1964, 81-5, esp. 
84. The trouble here is that those who have uttered opinions on the subject have so far failed 
to define what they mean by expressions such as 'the far greater rigour of the hexameter as 
a verse form' (Parry, CH 445) ,  'the formal looseness of the South Slavic decasyllable' (Kirk, 
Songs, 90) . 

• These observations too were published by Lord, in one of his better articles, 'Homer and 
Huso Ill : Enjambement in Greek and Southslavic Heroic Song', TAPhA 79, 1948, 1 1 3-24. 
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so much of it' (44 I ). Or : 'the mind, since it cannot think in a vacuum, 
must necessarily carry over to its comprehension of the past the notions 
of the present, unless a man has actually been able to build up from 
the very details of the past a notion which must necessarily exclude the 
application of his habitual notions' (454· 5) . 

The very fact that one can disagree with many of his unsupported and 
unqualified statements in these notes, such as that 'no parts of the Iliad 
and Odyssey have any unity in themselves' (46 1 ) ,  shows how fully Parry 
let his mind range in these notes. They give us a tantalizing sense of the 
value which full development of the ideas touched on here would have 
had, if he had lived to provide it. 

It is impossible to know for sure exactly what direction Parry's work 
would have taken, if he had not been killed instantly, in Los Angeles, 
California, by an accidental gun-shot only a few months after his return 
from Jugoslavia in 1935. His close friend, Professor John H. Finley, Jr. of 
Harvard University, states in the introduction to Lord's SerboCToatian 
Heroic Songs I (p. x, n. 1 above) that Parry would never have done such 
detailed editing as SerboCToatian Heroic Songs represents, since 'he had said 
that he gathered the material " least of all for the material itself" '. Had 
he lived, Finley thinks, he would have gone on to 'the wider comparative 
studies that he planned'. On the whole, this seems right : the evidence is 
not only the generality of interest that we find in CH, but also the title 
and the opening pages of the unfinished Singer of Tales, quoted in full in 
HPH in this volume. On the other hand, his interest, despite his reported 
disclaimer, in the Jugoslav poetry itself is great, as again CH amply 
attests. We must remember that the finer singers, especially Mededovic, 
and the longer songs were unknown to Parry when he wrote CH. 
His concern with Jugoslavia and its oral poetry would hardly have 
diminished. 

The principal theoretic change in Parry's work, to judge from CH, in 
the last year of his life is the emphasis on the theme in oral poetry at the 
expense oftheJormula. The theme is a sort of basic unit of narration in an 
oral poem. It may be a unit of action : a single combat, the calling of an 
assembly, the arrival at a palace ; or it may be a description, of arms, or 
a chariot, or a feast. It is clear that such themes recur often in the Iliad 
and Odyssey, indeed that the poems are to some extent made up of 
them. Parry, as we can see clearly in his review of Waiter Arend in 
this volume (WA), and others after him, saw this as a distinguishing 
characteristic of oral poetry. Lord later took up the subject in an 
article, defining the theme as 'a recurrent element of narration or 
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description in traditional oral poetry"l and his Singer rif Tales devotes 
a chapter to the subject. 

Parry had apparently worked out a kind of morphology of themes, for in 
CH (CF. p. 446 below) , he refers to major themes, minor themes, simple 
themes, essential themes, and decorative themes. These categories were clearly 
not mutually exclusive, and we can get some idea of their relation to each 
other : thus the essential and decorative themes were different kinds of 
simple theme. But unfortunately, Parry nowhere gives us a real definition 
of these terms.2 None the less, concern with the idea of themes pervades 
CH. On p. 445, he speaks of 'the problem of the technique of the themes, 
of which much must be said later' as 'a . . .  way of getting at the problem 
of the authorship of the Homeric poems through the Southslavic epos'. 
On p. 446, he suggests a kind of equivalence of theme and formula. There 
can be little doubt that, as Lord has indicated in conversation with me, 
this subject would have absorbed some of Parry's scholarly energies. 

The reasons for his concern with themes and relative lack of concern 
with formulae in CH lie somewhat in the material itself. The study of 
a living tradition of oral poetry offered virtually an infinite number of 
songs. Therefore the amount of repetition of theme that could be observed 
was vastly greater than what can be found in the limits of the Iliad and 
Odyssey. On the other hand, one of the striking facts which emerge from 
the study of Jugoslav poetry is the variation in phrasing of simple expres
sions. Even within the songs of one singer there does not appear to exist 
the same close economy of formula which Parry was able to demon
strate for Homer. And from singer to singer, and region to region, the 

J 'Composition by Theme in Homer and Southslavic Epos' in TAPhA 82, 195 1 , 7 1 -80. It is 
uncertain how far the theme, as Parry and Lord use the term, can be said to be unique to oral 
poetry. It would not be difficult to illustrate 'composition by theme' in the 19th-century 
English novel ; or still more in the modern detective story. Anyone who has read more than 
two or three of the works of Rex Stout or Ross Macdonald will recognize that these writers 
compose more completely in standard scene types, most of them fairly traditional at that, 
than either the Iliad or Odyssey. Of course this observation does not invalidate what Parry says 
in W A of the reasons for the dominance of typical themes in poetry from an improvising 
tradition. 

In analysing thematic patterns, however, one must be careful not to overlook the individual 
qualities of the single scene. Lord, in the article cited, lists the appearance thrice of the theme 
offeasting in the Odyssey, implying that we have three appearances of the same thing, although 
the wording varies. Actually the three passages ( I .  146-51 ,  3. 338-42, 2 1 .  270-3) differ in 
content : only the first describes a feast, the other two describe drinking only ; and the 
additional line which distinguishes the second from the third is an addition of content, 
occasioned by the unique situation of Book Three, where it occurs. The analyses in chapters 
seven and eight of The Singer of Tales are still more impaired by a tendency to blur dif
ferences. E.g. 195 : 'In fact, Patroclus' mission to spy out the situation for Achilles is strangely 
like the mission of Diomedes and Odysseus in the Doloneia.' 

2 Lord refers to them in 'Homer and Huso II : Narrative Inconsistencies in Homer and 
Oral Poetry', TAPhA 69, 439-45, esp. 440, but postpones their definition. In TAPhA 82 
(n. I above), he has reduced the system to essential and ornamental themes, which he tries to 
distinguish and illustrate. 
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variation is far greater. It was partly his perception of this that led him 
(especially in the digression beginning p. 45 1 )  to pose somewhat different 
conditions for the composition and transmission of the Iliad and Odyssey 
from anything in Jugoslavia, and to reflect on the differences, in the two 
traditions, of metrical structure and poetic form. [ Possibly the whole 
problem of the formula in a tradition like the Jugoslav is one with which 
Parry would have dealt separately at a later point. 

§ 5  

Parry's reputation has risen steadily since his death. Even those who 
at the time of his death knew him best and admired his work most could 
hardly have augured the high repute in which he stands today. There 
has even been a temptation to regard him as a misunderstood genius, 
a prophet not without honour save in his own time. This is really not 
true. Parry's ideas and the force and clarity with which he set them forth 
won him considerable recognition in the 1930s, both before and after his 
death. The Second World War was a natural distraction from the prob
lems of Homeric scholarship, but from the late 1940S onwards there is 
a continual increase of interest in Parry's published writings and their 
implications.2 

But Parry's true reputation rests on his influence among scholars and 
readers of Homer, and of other heroic poetries. Much of the most valuable 
work on such poetry since Parry's death and even before has been in
fluenced by his theories, its direction even determined by them. They 
appeared at a time when the old Homeric Question, deriving from the 
doctrine of Wolf, had worn itself out and become a repetitive and futile 
debate. Parry's work gave the whole study of Homer a new life. Its 
fertility was bound to become more and more evident as more and more 
of the dialogue concerning Homer was involved with his name and his 
published arguments. The position which his theories and the whole 

I The degree of formulary thrift in Jugoslav poetry is itself a matter for further study. 
Lord in the third chapter of Singer f!f Tales argues that it is very great and that apparent 
departures from it, in the case of a single singer, can be explained by considerations of 
rhythm and syntax. But even if one accepts the whole of Lord's explanations, we are still left 
with a freedom of word-order within the formulary expression which far exceeds the usage of 
Homer. 

2 Today, his name has almost won popularity, since Marshall McLuhan, on the first page 
of the Prologue to his Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto ( 962) , has hailed him as one of the first to 
explore the different states of the human mind entailed by the use of different media of 
communication. McLuhan seems to know Parry's work from the references in Lord's Singer 
of Tales, and there is no evidence that he has actually read Parry. Cf. also Waiter J. Ong, 
S.J., 'Synchronic Present :  The Academic Future of Modern Literature in America', American 
Quarterly [4, [ 962, 239-59, esp. 247-8, who joins the names of Parry, Lord, and H. Levin 
(who wrote the preface to Lord's Singer f!f Tales) to that of McLuhan, and argues, not very 
convincingly, that 'Parry's special type of interest in Homer was made possible by the fact 
that he lived when the typographical era was breaking up'. 
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problem of oral poetry occupy in the Homeric chapters of the latest 
edition of Lesky's Geschichte der griechischen Literatur, and in his new Pauly
Wissowa article, I is as good an index as any of his now established 
importance. 

The influence of Parry's work has taken roughly five different lines of 
development. The first, in point of date, is the historical. Apart from the 
reviews of TE and FM by Shorey, Bassett, and Chantraine (HS 266-7) ,  
the first published notice of  the significance of  Parry's work by a scholar of 
international reputation was that by Martin Nilsson, whose astute judge
ment recognized its value in his Homer and Mycenae (London 1933) , when 
Parry was virtually unknown outside Harvard and the University of 
California. When he wrote his book, Nilsson had been able to read TE, 
FM, and HG. He speaks ( 1 79) of Parry's 'able and sagacious work' and 
finds in it 'the final refutation of the view that the poets composed their 
epics with the pen in the hand'. But Nilsson's special interest in Parry's 
arguments lies in the evidence they provided of the antiquity of the epic 
language. Parry had argued that Homer (or the Homeric poet) was 
entirely dependent on the tradition and that he added little or nothing 
of his own to the stock of epic formulae. Parry was not concerned with 
the dating of the tradition, but merely with the mode of its formation ; 
but it followed from his arguments that that formation was exceedingly 
slow, so that much of the language itself of the poems must go back to an 
extremely early date. On the other hand, the preservation of ancient 
formulae immediately appeared as the best explanation of the bard's 
memory of artefacts, of political conditions, possibly even of religious and 
mythological beliefs, which had ceased to exist long before his own birth. 
The memory of these things was embedded in formulary expressions 
which the bards retained from generation to generation because such 
expressions possessed, as Parry explained it, both nobility and con
venience in versification. There is a danger that this sort of argument 
may be unjustifiably generalized : the hypothesis of the antiquity of 
formulae offers an explanation of cases where Homer's memory of 
things before his own time is guaranteed by external evidence. Because 
this is possible, the presumed antiquity of the formulae is itself used as 
evidence of the historicity of certain phenomena mentioned in Homer 
where no undisputed external evidence is available. 

Nilsson cited Parry's work as one support among many for his theory 
of the possibility of extracting genuine knowledge of the Mycenaean 
world ftom the text of Homer. Denys Page, in his History and the Homeric 
Iliad (Berkeley 1963) takes the argument for the historicity of the Homeric 
epics as far as it can reasonably go. Some of his conclusions concerning 
historical material preserved in ancient formulae derive from the precise 

1 See p. x, n. 2 above. 
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studies of Miss Dorothea Gray.1 The case for the documentary value of 
Homeric expressions is perhaps strongest when it is applied to artefacts. 
When it is applied to the Catalogue of Ships, which Page wants to be 
a 'Mycenaean battle order', it is weaker. Parry's arguments lay the 
foundation for the historical case, since they stress the antiquity and 
stability of the formulary expression. But the conclusions of Page must 
ignore Parry's many arguments for the generality and interchangeability 
of the Homeric epithet. It is unlikely, that is to say, that Parry would 
have been sympathetic to the view that such adjectives in the Catalogue 
as 'steep' or 'stony' or 'many-doved' actually described any specific 
place at all.2 

Other arguments of interest deriving from formulary analysis for the 
possibility of gleaning historical information from Homer's language can 
be found in T. B. L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer (London 1958), 
especially 1 83, 287. We must remember that Parry himself was quite 
unconcerned with the question of the historicity of information in the 
Iliad and 04Jssry. Or rather, it was another kind of historicity which held 
his imagination : the way of life of the poet and his audience as it was 
reflected in the content and even more, in the style, of the poetry. What 
existed before Homer was of interest to him only in so far as it had 
become part of the living tradition which was a thing of Homer's own 
time. While there is no reason to think that Parry would have denied 
that fragments of information pertinent to the ages before Homer could 
be found in our texts, he clearly felt that the world depicted in these 
texts was, almost by the definition of poetry, that of Homer and his con
temporaries. The implications of his view would run counter, for example, 
to the hypothesis of M. I .  Finley, The World of 04Jsseus (London 1954, 
revised 1965) (which discusses Parry's work in its second chapter) ,  that 
the 04Jssry depicts a society somewhere between the Mycenaean and 
Homer's own.3 

These historical arguments have been, implicitly or directly, criticized 
from a number of points of view. C. M. Bowra, in 'The Comparative 
Study of Homer' (see p. xi, n. 1 above) , and at greater length in Heroic 
Poetry (London 1 952) , especially chapter 14, exploits his impressive 
knowledge of other heroic and oral poetries to show just how small the 
degree of historical accuracy to be expected from such poetry is. (That 
these other poetries-the Chanson de Roland, the Edda, Achin poetry, etc.
can be seen in Bowra's book so clearly as belonging to a like genre with 
the Iliad and 04Jssry is itself due in no small measure to Parry's work.) 

1 See D. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad, ch. 6 and notes. 
2 See especially TE 1 26 fr., 19 1 fr. ; and cf. A. Parry and A. Samuel, review of D. Page, 

History and the Homeric Iliad, Classical Journal, December 1960, 84-8. 
3 Parry says in his lecture notes : ' I t  is not possible that the [poetic 1 tradition should have 

kept the details of the social existence of man at another epoch.' 
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The scholarly validity of historical argument from Homeric language was 
subjected to a characteristically strict and sober review by G. S. Kirk in 
'Objective Dating Criteria in Homer'.1 A more recent criticism which is 
especially germane to Parry's own arguments is A. Hoekstra's Homeric 
Modifications of Formulaic Prototypes, Amsterdam 1965, especially the first 
chapter, in which it is forcefully argued that the linguistic structure of the 
poetic tradition changed more rapidly, and achieved the form in which 
we have it at a time much closer to Homer, than Parry wished to allow. 

In the category of historical applications of Parry's work fall also the 
books of R. Carpenter and E. A. Havelock. Carpenter was one of the 
earliest scholars outside the Harvard circle to see the importance of what 
Parry had done, and he pays him a handsome tribute in the opening 
chapter of his Folk Tale, Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics (Berkeley 
1 946) . Carpenter applies the historical argument of the long 'memory' of 
Homeric language to his attempt to find in Homer not only hitherto 
unseen archaeological information, but also patterns of European folklore 
underlying the Odyssey. If his book is, as E. R. Dodds in Fifty Years of 
Classical Scholarship2 has said of it, 'a work which suffers from an excessive 
preoccupation with bears', it is also one of the most lively and entertain
ing books of our time on a Homeric subject. 

E. A. Havelock's Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass. 1 963) is the work 
of a philosopher as well as an historian, and belongs properly in the 
domain of intellectual history. Starting from Parry's concept of a specific 
way of life which corresponds to the peculiar form of oral poetry, Have
lock develops with great insight and much illustration the idea of what he 
calls the 'Homeric state of mind'. He sets out to analyze the implications, 
psychological as well as social, of oral poetry as the central vehicle of 
communication in early Greek culture. His boldest stroke is then to go on 
to suggest that even after the waning of the epic tradition and the rise of 
specifically literary fonns of poetry, this 'oral culture' substantially pre
vailed in Greece until the time of Plato, whose 'war against the poets' in 
the Republic and elsewhere is to be explained as an attack on the bases of 
this older civilization of the spoken word by the greatest representative of 
the new age of prose, science, abstract thought, and writing. Havelock's 
book has been much attacked, but many of the criticisms made of it 
seem trivial in comparison with the energy and scope of the work itself. 
It is a work which could hardly have existed without Parry,3 although its 
conclusions certainly go beyond any held by Parry himself, who would 
hardly have admitted that an 'oral culture' could exist without the living 
tradition of oral poetry which determined its character. Havelock is aware 
of this difference and ably disputes this and other points in Parry's theory. 

I Museum Helveticum 1 7, 4, 1960, IBg-205, see also his Songs of Homer, especially 1 79 f. 
• See p. xvii, n. 5 above. l Op. cit., X. 
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Another line of development from Parry's work is the comparative. Of 
course the studies of Parry himself and later of Lord concerning Serbo
croatian oral poetry and its relation to Homer are the origin of all such 
comparison. But it has been extended, in a less thorough and more 
hypothetical way, to include other bodies of poetry too numerous to 
mention. Bowra's Heroic Poetry remains the best general study of this field. 
Lord has always been a student of Comparative Literature, and he 
includes useful comments on several kinds of medieval epic poetry from 
the viewpoint offormulary analysis in his Singer qf Tales. J. A. Notopoulos 
has sought to do for modern Greek oral poetry, both by research in the 
field and by scholarly study, what Parry and Lord did for Serbocroatian. 1 
He has at the same time tried to extend the purview of oral poetry within 
ancient Greece to include Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns, the Epic Cycle, and 
other poetry. 2 

§ 6  

The remammg lines of development from Parry's work comprise 
studies which deal more or less directly with the problems which con
cerned Parry himself, and in particular with the criticism of Homer. It 
can itself be divided into three parts. First there are Parry's disciples, 
those who have bent their scholarly efforts to defending, expanding, and 
publicizing his theories. They are A. B. Lord and J. A. Notopoulos. The 
mantle of Parry has especially fallen on Lord, who was his assistant in 
Jugoslavia, and who since his death has worked with the material col
lected by him, material which has been kept in the Harvard University 
Library and increased by Lord himself. In a series of articles which have 
been mentioned above, as in his book, The Singer qf Tales, Lord adopted 
titles proposed by Parry himself and tried to follow out lines of investiga
tion as he would have done. Lord is also engaged in editing a series of 
volumes of Serbocroatian texts from what is now called the Parry 
Collection. 

Like Notopoulos, Lord is an active and creative scholar in his own 
right. He has had more Jugoslav material to work with than did Parry, 

I See especially 'Homer and Cretan Heroic Poetry', AJPh 73, 1 952, 225-50. 
2 'Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry', Hesperia 1 960, 1 77-97 ; 

'Studies in Early Greek Oral Poetry', HPh 68, 1 964, 1-77 ; 'The Homeric Hymns as Oral 
Poetry : a Study of the Post-Homeric Oral Tradition', AJPh 83, 1 962, 337--{)8. Strong criti
cism of this procedure is to be found in G. S. Kirk, 'Formular Language and Oral Quality', 
rClS 20, 1 966, 1 55-74. 

Individual studies of other poetries as they are illuminated by Parry's concept of oral 
poetry include Francis P. Magoun, Jr., 'Bede's Story of Caedmon : the Case History of an 
Anglo-Saxon Oral Singer', Speculum 30, 1 955, 49-63 ; and, with criticism of the analogy, W. 
Whallon, 'The Diction of Beowulf', PMLA 76, 1961, 309-19. How useful the analogy can be 
for literary judgement of epic poetry may be seen in Stephen G. Nichols, Jr., Formulaic 
Diction and Thematic Composition in the Chanson de Roland, University of North Carolina Studies in 
the Romance Languages and Literatures, Chapel Hill 1 96 1 .  
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and of course more time, so that, in his book especially, he has been able 
to take the detailed study of Serbocroatian texts in directions which 
Parry can only have had in uncertain contemplation at the time of his 
death. This is clearly true, for example, of a section like that on pp. 56 £f. 
of The Singer of Tales, where he attempts to find complex alliterative 
patterns in certain passages of Serbocroatian heroic verse. Lord's work 
on the function of the theme, adumbrated by Parry, is developed with 
many comparisons and examples, and applied to the Iliad and Ot[yssey. 
His concept of the theme there is in several places marked by anthropo
logical speculation of a kind that never appears in Parry's work. 1 

Notopoulos in his studies of Cretan improvising poetry has significantly 
extended the base of the comparative study of orally composed verse. He 
has als02 sought to revise the notion suggested by Parry's work that 
Homer is virtually our only source of ancient Greek poetry. His interests 
have moreover embraced certain philosophical and critical concepts 
related to the idea of oral poetry.J It remains true, however, that the 
primary action of both Lord's and Notopoulos's scholarship has been 
a reassertion of the fundamental theses of Parry's own work. They have 
insisted on the correctness and the revolutionary usefulness of Parry's 
views, have reiterated and publicized these views to student and scholarly 
audiences, and have zealously defended them against doubters and 
unbelievers. In the history of Homeric scholarship since 1 935, they must 
appear largely as the Defenders of the Faith. A notable feature of Lord's 
book, The Singer of Tales, is its apparent assumption much of the time 
that the reader knows nothing of Parry's concept of oral poetry and con
sequently must be sedulously indoctrinated. 

If Parry has thus found a succession of champions, he has also had his 
attackers. The earliest of these, apart from what criticism there was in the 
reviews of his t/zeses,4 was Samuel Bassett's decorous but energetic criticism 
in his posthumously published The Poetry of Homer (Berkeley 1938) . Parry 
seems so much to have won the field, that Bassett's counter-arguments 
are little regarded today. It is true that the originality which Bassett 
wanted to save for Homer from Parry's doctrine appears in Bassett's own 
exposition to be of a conspicuously modern kind.5 He appears to have 

I e.g. 88. • See pp. xlvii, n. 2 above. 
3 'Mnemosyne in Oral Poetry', TAPhA 69, 1938, 465-93 ; 'Parataxis in Homer', TAPhA 

80, 1949, 1-23. 
4 See p. xliv above. 
, Discussing the influence of Parry's work in the introduction (xvii) to his valuable edition 

and commentary on the Otfyssey (London, 1959), W. B. Stanford says : ' . . .  one last warning : 
the reader must lay aside all contemporary prejudices on the subject of "originality", that 
specious legacy from romanticism . . .  ; otherwise he may rashly conclude that Homer's 
rank as a great poet is being impugned when it is shown how much he owes to his pre
decessors.' This statement contains much truth. Only 'originality' is surely more than a 
'specious legacy of romanticism'. The difficulty with many statements on this matter is that 
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had little notion that the originality of a poet working within the tradition 
which Parry exposed would have to be something rather different. But it 
is also true that the principles which Parry formulated, taken at their face 
value, seem to offer virtually no room for poetic originality of any kind 
or, for that matter, for any real development ofthe tradition itself; so that 
Bassett's objections ought perhaps not to have been set aside so lightly. 

When Bassett wrote, Parry's ideas could still be considered radical. 
More recent critics have felt that they are challenging what has become 
an orthodoxy. A spirited statement of this point of view can be found in 
M. W. M. Pope, 'The Parry-Lord Theory of Homeric Composition', 1 an 
article which attacks Parry's central theses directly, and combines some 
valid points of argument with others more dubious. Pope's essay suffers 
besides from his restricted knowledge of Parry's own work, which appears 
to be limited to the two articles in HPh.2 But in the present state of 
Homeric studies, it is hard not to feel some sympathy with such protests 
as that of Pope against the acceptance as established doctrine of all the 
conclusions of Parry and his successors.J 

those who make them do not bother to clarify what they mean by 'originality'. When 
l\lacbeth says (2. 2), No ; this my hand will rather 

The multitudinous seas incarnadine, 

part of the beauty and dramatic force of the line derives from the two protracted Latinate 
words, and the unexpectedness of their choice and collocation here. Antony says, of himself, 
(A & C. 4. 8), he hath fought today 

As if a god in hate of mankind had 
Destroyed in such a shape. 

Again the power of the words depends on our hearing them in this place for the first and last 
time and as a way of speech unique to the speaker. (We are meant to admire Antony's own 
imaginative use of words, and at the same time sense a hollowness in his hyperbole.) The effect 
of Iliad X 1 32 is quite different-

on, opp.a,vE P.EVWV, " SE Ot aXESov ..jA8EV )tX,AAEUS 1 3 1  
lao, 'Evva'\[w., /{opv8ci./{. 1TToA'p."rrfj,- 1 32 

but not less powerful. Each word occurs in a traditional and expected position ; cf., e.g., A. 
187, rE 309, X 314, E602, and, for the rhythm in the last part of the line (- - - 1TTOA.
p.,aTfjt), Z 239 ; and the image in the line is one central to the experience of heroic poetry. 
The compound third word does not appear elsewhere in our texts, and may conceivably be 
rare : but it is clear that the force of the line does not depend on any such rarity, or rare use, 
of the single word ; it is due rather to the slow and relentless concentration on the image of 
destruction at this turning-point in the action. To have composed (or simply used) such a line 
at just this point certainly shows originality, i.e. words used uniquely well in poetry, but 
originality of a very different kind from Shakespeare's. 

I Acta Classica 6, 1963, 1-2 1 .  
2 Thus the argument on pp. 12-13 concerning XPVaE7J )tq,pOSiT7J could certainly be answered 

by the chapter on equivalent formulae in TE. 
3 Other recent publications offering either challenge or qualifying criticism of Parry's 

concept of the formulary quality of Homeric poetry are : G. E. Dimock, Jr., 'From 
Homer to Novi Pazar and Back', Arion, Winter 1963 ; T. G. Rosenmeyer, 'The Formula in 
Early Greek Poetry', Arion, Summer 1965 ; two mathematically concentrated articles by 
J. B. Hainsworth, 'The Homeric Formula and the Problem of its Transmission', BICS 9, 
1962, 57-68, and 'Structure and Content in Epic Formulae : The Question of the Unique 
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The debate over the specific tenets of Parry's studies of Homeric style 
and their reassertion and extension by Lord, N otopoulos, and others
that is, over such matters as the proper definition of the formula, the 
extent to which Homeric diction as a whole is formulary, to what degree 
formulary means traditional, and traditional in turn means oral, and if oral, 
how far this justifies close analogy with other oral improvising poetries-is 
now a lively one, and far from settled. The works cited of Lord and Noto
poulos themselves, of Hainsworth, Hoekstra, Russo, Pope, and Kirk, are 
among the more valuable contributions to it. But to the scholar with 
literary interests, or to the student or lover of literature in general, the 
whole argument may well appear to be so narrowly technical as to miss 
somehow the fundamental issue, which is the poetry of Homer, and how 
Parry's work, and that of his successors, both its champions and its critics, 
will affect our reading of it. Criticism, in short, in the wider sense of the 
attempt to understand and evaluate works of art which for almost three 
millennia have aroused men's admiration and love, and have seemed to 
make the world more beautiful and more comprehensible, has throughout 
so much of the controversy taken second place ; and the question which 
is of real interest to most intelligent and educated persons-what does 
all this tell us about the Iliad and Odyssry ?-receives little answer, or 
none. 

The work of criticism, in this humane sense, has not altogether been 
assisted by the efforts of philology. In the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, in the age when the Analysts, those who looked for layers of 
composition, held sway, any attempt to find meaning in the relation to 
each other of different parts of the Homeric poems fell under the shadow 
of the possibility that these parts had found a place together in our 
�exts by accident. For one need not be particularly an Aristotelian to 
realize that a work of art can present a clear vision of life only if one 
can assume it to be the product of deliberate human design. To believe 
this of the Iliad and Odyssry will not mean that one must believe 
every part of these poems to be equally with every other integral to the 
whole : any intelligent assessment of the Iliad, for example, will have 
to keep open the possibility that some parts of it, perhaps portions as 
substantial as the Tenth Book, have been added from an alien source. 
But if we are to conceive of the Iliad as a work of art, we shall have 
to be able to regard it as in the main the complex construction of the 
designing artistic mind. This was precisely what Analytic criticism, by 

Expression', CQ (N.S.) 14, 1964, 155--64, and now his book, TM Flexibility of the Homeric 
Formula (Oxford 1968), which shows by careful examination how much the formula could 
be modified, both in length and in its position in the hexameter line ; and especially 
Hoekstra's Homeric Modifications of Formulaic Prototypes (see p. xxxiii, n. 1 above) . The first 
chapter of this last-named work contains what may well be the best criticism that has yet 
appeared of Parry's work on its own terms. 
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direct statement or by implication, denied ; and as a result, humane 
criticism, rather than being helped by the work of the philologists, was so 
hindered by it that one could say that it existed, during this period of 
Homeric studies, in spite of them. 

It was not the smallest accomplishment of Parry's Homeric theory that 
it made the whole Unitarian-Analyst controversy, at least in its older and 
best-known form, obsolete. 1 The idea of distinct layers of composition, or 
of poetic 'versions' of diverse provenience imperfectly welded together, 
makes no sense in the fluid tradition of oral improvising poetry. 'Naive' 
Unitarianism, as Dodds calls it, becomes equally untenable in the light of 
Parry's theory, since the poetic tradition, however much it changed, and 
however recently in relation to Homer's lifetime it took its final shape, was 
now shown to be the product of many men over many generations, and 
the dependence of the poems on the tradition was in turn shown to be so 
great as to rule out the kind of individual creation which some U ni
tarians, such as Scott,2 were looking for. Parry himself was by instinct 
a Unitarian, and his observation supported his instinct, because he saw 
how the individual bard could, without anything like deliberate manipu
lation of pre-existent versions, be the repository of a whole tradition. 
Moreover, he was in Jugoslavia impressed by the unity of style in the 
Iliad and Odyssey as opposed to Serbocroatian poetry. This seemed to 
him strongly to suggest single composition of the Greek poems as we have 
them. Yet his Unitarianism, if it should be called that, was far indeed 
from the earlier concept of individual creation, for to him the tradition 
was more important than the poet who at any moment embodied it. That 
poet's virtue lay not in the ability to create, as the modern world con
ceives it, but in the ability to focus and transmit what is, in a sense more 
precise than Vico had imagined, the creation of a people. 

Parry's Lecture Notes (see p. ix, n. 2 above) show that he had not finally 
made up his mind on the matter of single composition of the poems. He 
presents in them a number of arguments in favour of unity, notably 
( I )  the lack of repetition of character and incident in the Iliad : not only 
is each person given his proper place, actions also are not repeated : the 
duel between Ajax and Hector in H is quite different from that between 
Paris and Menelaus in r; (2) the use of what he calls 'conscious literary 
devices', as an example of which he gives the return of Hector to Troy in 
vi, where the ostensible reason is Hector's desire to tell his mother to 
appease Athena, the real reason, the poet's desire to present a colloquy 
between Hector and Andromache ; (3) the fact that, out of the vast body 
of oral poetry, only the Iliad and Odyssey survived, which shows these 

I Cf. Doeids in Fifty Years of Classical Sclwlarship (Oxford 1 954), 1 6-1 7 ;  C. H. Whitman, 
Homer and the Heroic Tradition (Cambridge, Mass. 1958), 4 f. 

• See p. xix above. 
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poems to have been far superior to all others, and therefore probably the 
creation of one great poet (or conceivably of some closely organized 
guild) . But then, at the end of the lecture, as if he were afraid that the 
conception of unity would detract from the importance he wished to 
assign to the Tradition, he says, ' I  have spoken of a unity of conception 
of the story of the Iliad, but it would be wrong to suppose that this con
ception came to being in the mind of an individual poet. 1 do not think 
we shall ever know just how much of the Iliad was the work of Homer and 
just how much of his master and of the Singers who were his predecessors', 
and concludes by reverting to the traditional nature of the sryle : ' . . .  One 
who studies the traditional style . . .  comes to see that it is a device for 
expressing ideas such as could never have been brought into being by 
a single poet. One's admiration of the poems increases as one realizes 
that we have here the best thought of many poets.' 

The poet, then, is essentially subordinate to the tradition ; and it never 
occurs to him to depart from it, or even to fashion it so as to produce any 
personal vision of the world (HS 323-4) . This belief, which is at the very 
heart of Parry's thinking about Homer, led to a kind of paradox in the 
relation between his work and the critical understanding of Homeric 
poetry. He himself, unlike many, if not most, of his followers, possessed 
an acute sensitivity to the poetic values of Homer. His ideas on Homer, as 
we see from MA, I derive from an aesthetic insight ; and his sense of the 
quality of the poetry, and of the relevance of that quality to our own lives, 
informs all his work, and is possibly the greatest factor in the indelible im
pression he has made on all his readers. But the strength of his feeling for 
the tradition as opposed to any single manifestation of it was such that we 
shall look in vain through all he wrote for any comment on the Iliad and 
Odyssey as poems.z If they have a unity, it is because the use offormulary 
diction in them is consistent, not because they have a beginning, a middle, 
and an end, or because they as dramatic narratives reveal any vision, 
or embody any attitude, which we shall find of value today. Nor is there 
anywhere any suggestion of the criteria by which we might distinguish 
a more effective portion of the Homeric poems from one less effective, 
or in general distinguish good epic poetry from indifferent or bad. 

An example may serve to illustrate this judgement. At the end of HS, 
his best-known article, after urging that 'the question of originality in 
style means nothing to Homer', he says : '. . . in certain places in the 
poems we can see how very effective phrases or verses were made. The 
wondrously forceful line : 

11 776 = w 40 KE't'TO [lira,> p.rya.Awa'T� AE'Aaap.£l'o,> lmrouvvawl' 

is made up of verse-parts found in other parts of the poems : KE'TO I-'EyaS 
I See pp. xxi f. • If we except the few remarks in LS. ; see p. li, above. 
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(M 381 ) ; /LEyas /L£YaAWrrrL (1: 26) ; 'A£'Aaa/LEVOS oaa' E7T€7rov8£v (v 92) ; 
'AE'Aaa/L£8a 8ovp£�os aAKijS (A 3 1 3) .' The quotation of what is indeed 
a 'wondrously forceful line' makes for a moving conclusion to Parry's 
own essay ; and we may think we have here, if in a detailed perspective, 
some hint of the artistic construction of the Iliad and Otfyssry. But it 
becomes clear on consideration that Parry is by no means committing 
himself to the notion, may not even be suggesting, that the combination of 
parts which made this line is Homer's own work. It too, if we follow 
Parry's logic, is more likely to be a product of the tradition. Moreover, we 
are given no indication of what is in fact the case, that this line, like so 
many others which are repeated in our texts, may be far more 'won
drously forceful' in one passage than in another, because of the context in 
which it appears. The power of II 776 depends first on the structure of 
the small scene (765-76) which it concludes. Here we find a simile and 
description in the first ten lines which combine free energy with marked 
symmetry-there are five lines of simile and five matching lines of de
scription, each group beginning with ws--so as to catch the precarious 
balance of violent forces in battle. This is enhanced by the repetition of 
the reciprocal pronoun aA'A�'Awv (765, 768, 770, followed by OV�' ET£PO£ 
77 I )  and the anaphora 7ToMa. �E • • • 7ToMa. SE • • • in 772 and 774. The 
tremendous but frozen turbulence continues till the middle of 775, 

where we abruptly leave the multitude of living men in turmoil for the 
sudden still vision of the single man in the eye of the storm who has left it 
all behind. It is because of its position in this scene that the line acquires 
its condensed pathos, and becomes a kind of symbolic representation of 
death in battle. Nothing matches this power in the passage of the Twenty
fourth Book of the Otfyssry, where the slight inappropriateness of the 
image can hardly lead us to suspect interpolation or the like, but will 
almost certainly prevent us from finding the line in question memorable ; 
especially since, unlike Cebriones, Achilles is not chiefly noted for his 
horsemanship. I 

What holds Parry's attention in all his writing is the tradition, never 
the poems in themselves. His ideas concerning the tradition were new 
and exciting, and he clearly felt that it was his business in life to present 
these ideas to the world. So that there is no cause to blame him for the 
limitations of his view. Yet it is strange that those limitations have been so 

I The more determined traditionalist may conceivably want to argue that n 765-76 as 
a whole was given to the poet of the Iliad by the tradition. Proof of such an argument lies afar. 
It would not in any case account for the obviously effective position of the passage im
mediately before the lines that signal the shift in the battle and Patroclus' own death. Such 
argumentation will lead to the absurd conclusion that the whole of n, and even of the 
Iliad, was ready to hand in the tradition. 
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little remarked by his admirers and followers. They have often cheerfully 
adopted his limitations along with his constructive arguments, and the 
result has been a further inhibition of intelligent criticism of the Homeric 
poems. Freed from the shadow of Multiple Authorship, the critic now 
finds his way darkened by the all-embracing Tradition and by the 
alleged rules of oral style. If he now tries to present an interpretation of 
the Iliad or the Odyssey involving the relation between one passage and 
another, he will have to fear the objection that the oral poet plans no such 
coherent structures, and that the occurrence of the passages in question is 
due to the fortuitous operation of the Tradition. It thus turns out that 
Parry's own sensitivity to the quality of Homeric poetry led ultimately to 
the erection of barriers to the understanding of the Homeric poems. 

This was not so much the doing of Parry himself as of his followers. 
Parry avoided comment on the Iliad and the Odyssry themselves. He did 
speak more than once of the necessity of establishing an aesthetics of tradi
tional or oral style. 1 But the readers of this volume will, I think, agree 
that his efforts in this direction were inconclusive. In fact the two places 
where he comes closest to confronting the problems of aesthetic criteria 
and literary judgement are the M.A. dissertation and some of the 
scattered remarks of CH, the two unpublished works in this collection. 
He himself took such pleasure in the idea of a noble diction created by 
a great popular tradition2 that he never really troubled to define this 
nobility, much less to show how it operates in the monumental artistic 
structures of the Iliad and Odyssey. 

He was, moreover, so concerned to urge his discovery of the functional 
role of noun-epithet combinations and of other formulary units, that he 
was inclined to see the meaning of such expressions as equivalent to the 
'essential idea' to which he reduced them. Thus the essential idea of 

which is the standard way of introducing a new day, is 'when dawn 
came' (TE 13) ,  and Parry implied that the Greek expression had no 
imagistic power, no wealth of connotation, to distinguish it from the 
English paraphrase other than the undefined quality of 'nobility'. There
fore (it was implied) there is no valid distinction to be made between this 
phrase and a formula of like function from another tradition of heroic 
song (WF 383) : 

Kad u jutru jutro osvanulo. 
[ e.g. TE 2 1  ff. 
• A pleasure which, of all his essays, TM perhaps communicates most directly. Parry sent 

an offprint of this article to A. E. Housman, who replied in a letter dated 16 February 1933 : 
'Dear Sir, I am much obliged by your kindness in sending me your paper on Metaphor. 
I agree with what you say about the diction of Homer and the 18th century, only I do not 
admire it so much as you do. Yours very truly, A. E. Housman.' 
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(Parry's translation in WF, When on the morn the morning dawned, is quite 
literal.)  The richness of this and other Greek expressions, rarely paralleled 
by anything in Serbocroatian poetry, is thus removed from critical 
discussion. 1 

Again, to express the essential idea 'Hector answered', Homer gives us 

Having once uttered the standard expression for 'answered' in the first 
half of the line, Parry showed, the poet had virtually no choice in naming 
the subject in the last half. Hector had to be /-LEyas lCopv(}a{oAos. No one 
can deny this ; but Parry's implied conclusion, that /-LEyas and lCopv(}a{oAos 
mean nothing in themselves, does not follow of necessity ; and is certainly 
restrictive to the critic who tries to explain the effect of Homeric verse.2 

The negative case for any criticism of Homer dealing with the single 
word has been well put in the thoughtful article of F. M. Combellack, 
'Milman Parry and Homeric Artistry'.3 Combellack concludes : 'For all 
that any critic of Homer can now show, the occasional highly appropriate 
word may, like the occasional highly inappropriate one, be purely 
coincidental-part of the law of averages, if you like, in the use of the 
formulary style.' Whether this statement is open to challenge or not (the 
'highly inappropriate' words in Homer seem considerably more 'occa
sional' than the 'highly appropriate') ,  it is much in the spirit of Parry's 
own argument, as we can see in WW. Parry's followers, especially Lord 
and Notopoulos, however, went considerably beyond this restriction on 
the criticism of the single word. Thus Notopoulos in 'Parataxis in Homer : 

I Whitman, op. cit. (p. li, n. I ) ,  7, rightly objects to this procedure in the case of the phrase 
'winged words' (see WW) . 

2 There are really two distinct questions here. ( I ) Parry seemed to believe that the orna
mental epithet had virtually no meaning at all : it was a sort of noble or heroic padding in the 
noun-epithet formula (see especially TE 1 45 f.) .  Accordingly, he never concerned himself 
with the problem of what individual epithets mean, and was content, for example, to accept 
the time-honoured, but essentially indefensible, translation of a!-'v!-'wv as blameless (TE 122) . 
See the forthcoming monograph of A. Amory, Blameless Aegisthus, which, accepting the 
formulary nature of such epithets, argues cogently that they, like other words in Homer, 
had none the less precise and ascertainable meanings. (2) Kopv8alo>.os is what Parry called 
an epithete spiciale, or distinctive epithet : the poet awards it only to Hector. Parry recognized 
a class of such epithets (TE 1 52 f.), but attributed little importance to them. It took 
independence of judgement on the part of W. Whallon ( 'The Homeric Epithets', rCIS 1 7, 
1961 , 97-142) to argue that there is a significant connection between this epithet of Hector 
and the scene at the Scaean Gate in Z, where Hector's helmet plays so dramatic a role. 
Parry was willing to see Kopv8alo>.os as distinctive, because it is never, in our texts, used of any 
hero other than Hector. He was unwilling to put, e.g., ava, av8pwv into this category (TE 1 49) 
or to see in it any meaning besides 'hero', or any dramatic function at all, because, although 
principally used of Agamemnon, it occasionally qualifies the names of other heroes, including 
some of little note. Here again, the critic will have to assert himself to insist on what the good 
reader recognizes without meditation, that ava, av8pwv is particularly appropriate to Agamem
non, and underlines the public role he plays in the Iliad. (See Whallon, op. cit., 1 02-6.) 

3 Comparative Literature 1 959, 1 93-208. 
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A New Approach to Homeric Literary Criticism'l  argues that Parry's 
placing Homer in the category of oral rather than of literary poetry 
makes it possible and even necessary to understand Homer in a new way. 
The old standards of poetic art, deriving from Aristotle and his philo
sophic predecessors, must be replaced by new aesthetic standards appro
priate to this kind of poetry. For Homeric poetry is 'inorganic' and 
'paratactic', as is oral verse in general, and must be judged as such. 

The difficulty is that these new standards of art appear to be mainly 
negative : one must not look for any real coherence in the Homeric poems, 
because they are by nature episodic ; nor, by the same token, for any 
relevance of part to whole, or of part to larger part, either in the case of 
single words, or in that of entire scenes. At the end of Notopoulos's 
article we may wonder what we . are left with that could enable us to 
make an intelligent criticism of the Iliad or 04Jssry.2 

The effect of Lord's 'Homer and Huso 11 : Narrative Inconsistencies in 
Homer and Oral Poetry'3 is much the same. Lord (like Notopoulos) 
argues against those who would dissect the Iliad and 04Jssry into shorter 
poems on the basis of inconsistencies of narrative. For the poet composes 
in themes as well asformulas, and both of these are fixed. When the poet has 
embarked on a theme, he must go through it in the traditional manner, 
whether or not its content makes good sense in relation to other themes in 
the poem. The poet does not care whether or not he makes sense in this 
way, because his attention is wholly taken up with the theme he is com
posing at the moment. Lord closes his argument with the example of the 
alleged inconcinnity in the depiction of Diomed in the fifth and sixth 
books of the Iliad. In the former, mist is removed from his eyes so that he 
can perceive the gods, and at Athene's instigation he does battle with two 
of them. In the latter, he meets Glaucus son of Hippolochus, and tells 
him that he will not fight with him ifhe is a god, 'since I would not battle 
with the gods of heaven' .  The critic, or indeed the simple reader, unless 
warned away from it, might be inclined to understand this change by 
the course of the narrative in books Five and Six, and the difference in 
tone between them. Diomed rises to momentary greatness only with the 
direct help of Athene ; without her, he is a fairly ordinary hero .• Book 
Five is one of the most martial and clangorous in the Iliad; Six, with the 

I See p. xlviii, n. 3 above. 
• Cf. the thoughtful remarks of Norman Austin in 'The Function of Digressions in the 

Iliad', Greek Roman and Byzantine Studies 7, 1966, 295-3 1 2 ,  esp. 295 : 'An important result of the 
studies of Milman Parry on the nature of oral composition is that scholars are more cautious 
about imposing their own aesthetic bias on Homer and making anachronistic demands of 
him . . . .  A danger of this new receptive attitude, however, is that while Homer may be 
vindicated as a historical personage, as an artist he may be merely excused . . . .  The sugges
tion implicit in the oral approach is that we must recognize that there is after all no artistic 
unity in Homer, just as many Analysts claimed ; moreover, we must learn not to look for any.' 

3 See p. xlii, n. 2 above. 4 Cf. Whitman (p. li, n. 1 above), 1 67-8. 
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conversation between Diomed and Glaucus, and then between Hector 
and Andromache, one of the most explicitly peaceful. The contrast is 
characteristic of Homer, and to have made it through the medium of 
a Diomed placed in two different situations, and behaving, as is his 
wont, with perfect correctness in each, might seem a result of the poet's 
deliberate art- if the extension of the Parry theory to criticism did not 
tell us that this is wrong, and that we should instead recognize that the 
poet is dealing successively with two themes, of which 'the first is used, 
completed, and forgotten, and then the second comes in. This is just the 
sort of thing we found in [Serbocroatian] oral poetry. '1 

It is quite impossible to know how Parry would have reacted to this 
extension of his theories to the criticism of the Iliad and 04Jssey themselves 
by his successors. We can only say that his own work provided the impetus 
for theirs and that, although one may miss in their publications the 
intense feeling for the style of Homer which pervades his work, no explicit 
statement of his runs counter to their contentions. We must recognize, at 
all events, that the effect of these contentions has been to form a barrier to 
the sophisticated attempt to explain the greatness of the Homeric poems. 
Hence while formulary analysis and the concepts of traditional diction 
and oral improvisation have of recent years seemed to offer exciting new 
approaches to poetry other than Homeric, application of these methods 
and concepts to Homer himself has become increasingly technical, and 
what poetic criticism we have had of Homer has often ignored, for practi
cal purposes, the implications of Parry's work. 

I Lord, op. cit., 44+ Parry himself could be averse to seeing obvious relationships in the 
poems. He says in his lecture notes, ' . . .  because of the circumstances of oral recitation 
[the] story must be told in episode[s] . . .  When the poet within a certain episode makes some 
reference to another part of the legend, it is not one of the previous lays of the Singer, which 
occurs to the mind of the public, but rather the simple legend. For instance, when Pandarus 
i! slain by Diomedes in the fifth book of the Iliad, Homer makes no mention of the fact that 
this was the man who but recently was responsible for the breaking of the truce ; the evidence 
of course has been taken as showing that the poet of the fifth book was not that of the fourth 
book, but Homer, when he told of the slaying of Pandarus, though he only a few hundred 
lines before had been dealing with him at length, treats him simply as a well-known character 
of the legend, not as one of the personages who had a place of especial sort in his own par
ticular poem.' Parry's observation that Homer is likely not to make cross-references, and that 
this reticence is characteristic of his style, is correct. But he appears to assume further that the 
proximity of Pandarus' death in E to his actions in LI is a coincidence, unless he wanted to 
suggest that the connection was in the mind of the poet, but would not exist for the audience. 
In either case, the assumption is based on an undemonstrable theory of the circumstances of 
composition of our Iliad, and, like theories of Lachmann (see p. xvi, n. 3 above), should have 
been 'prevented [by] the laws of mathematical probability' .  The death of Pandarus in E is no 
more the effect of chance than is the death of Euphorbus in P, where the connection with 
that hero's role in n is equally implicit. 

Cross-references are by no means entirely absent from the Homeric poems. Those in the 
Iliad are well examined by VV. Schadewaldt, Iliassludien, Abhandlungen deT siichsischen Akademie, 
Philologisch-hislorische Klasse 43, 6, Leipzig 1938. For the Odyssey, see, e.g., K. Reinhardt, 
'Homer und die Telemachie' and 'Die Abenteuer der Odyssee' in Tradition und Geisl, 
Gottingen 1 960. 
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This is certainly true of non-academic criticism, such as that of Simone 
Weil, in her justly celebrated essay 'L'lliade ou le Poeme de la Force'. 1 

But it is largely true as well of such a work as C. Whitman's Homer and the 
Heroic Tradition,: the most ambitious work on Homer in recent years, and 
Qne of the few to treat Homer, with seriousness and imagination, as 
a poet. In a somewhat abstract chapter, 'Image, Symbol and Formula', 
Whitman discusses the artistic function of the formula, and tries to work 
out an aesthetics of Homeric style. But much of the critical examination, 
some of it most perceptive, of the Iliad which follows this chapter has 
little to do with formulary analysis, or with any concern for Homer as 
a composer of oral verse. On the other hand, like all work in German 
until recently, Karl Reinhardt's subtle and illuminating Die llias und 
ihr Dichter3 knows nothing of Parry or his work. The most balanced and 
scholarly recent treatment of Homeric poetry, G. S. Kirk's The Songs of 
Homer,4 is more concerned with historical than poetic matters. Where it 
does concern itself with poetic criticism, it seems to accept the prohibition 
imposed by Parry's successors. Thus Kirk states (337)  that the Iliad would 
have greater dramatic impact if it were considerably shorter, but adds : 
'Yet one cannot say that such a contraction would seem desirable by the 
completely different canons of oral poetry . . .' (italics mine) . The finest critical 
passages of Kirk's own book (e.g. his eighth chapter, 'Subjects and 
Styles') owe their merit partly to his willingness to examine the poetry 
without regard to this principle, which would seem to render any literary 
discussion impossible. 

There will always be criticism of the Iliad and Odyssey that treats these 
texts as if they were contemporary poems, and some of this, like Simone 
Weil's essay, may be of the very best. But for the more scholarly- and 
historically-minded critic, the revelations of Parry, and the attempt by 
some of his successors to derive from them principles of criticism, will 
pose a problem as well as offer an insight. The problem is really one 
manifestation of the fundamental problem of all historical method. If the 
historical method requires that we try to abandon our own natural judge
ment in order to grasp the conceptions, and adopt the standards, of a cul
ture essentially different from ours, then the question of the value, or the 
relevance to us, of that culture, or of any product of it, arises. And together 
with the question of the value of the undertaking will be that of its 
feasibility : if the other culture is so thoroughly other as the historical 
approach appears to insist, will it ever, in any meaningful way, become 
comprehensible to us ? The almost uniformly negative character of the 

. .  1 Cahiers du Sud 1940-1 , and again .1947 ; reprinted in La Source grecque, Paris, Gallimard 
1953) . 2 See p. H, n. 1 above. 

3 Edited by Uvo Holscher after Reinhardt's death, Gottingen 1961. 
• See p. xx, n. 3 above. 
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artistic principles enunciated by Parry's successors appears to make · an 
affirmative answer to this question doubtful in the case of Homer. 

That Parry himself was aware of these problems, which his successors 
have mostly ignored, we know from his subtle if inconclusive article, 
originally a speech to the Overseers of Harvard College, in the Harvard 
Alumni Bulletin of 1936, 'The Historical Method in Literary Criticism', 
here HC. Parry there states : 'I can . . .  see nowhere in the critical study of 
literature anything to check this ever accelerating concern with the past 
as the past. But when one trained in this method, . . .  while still staying in 
the past, turns his eyes back to his own time, he cannot prevent a certain 
feeling of fear-not for the fact that he has become a ghost in the past, 
but because of what he sees in the person of his living self. For in the past, 
where his ghostly self is, he finds that men do the opposite of what he has 
been doing : they by their literature turn the past into the present, 
making it the mirror for themselves, and as a result the past as it is 
expressed in their literature has a hold upon them which shows up the 
flimsiness of the hold which our past literature has upon ourselves.' 
Parry's discussion, which follows this statement, of Robert Wood's 
anecdote about the 1 st Earl Granville illustrates the dilemma, and per
haps reveals an excessive strictness in Parry's own conception of the 
historical method, since one may wonder if Lord Granville's situation in 
eighteenth-century England was after all utterly different from that of 
Sarpedon in the world of the Iliad. In this very strictness, we can again 
see, together with the relentless logic which was characteristic of him, 
Parry's sensitivity to the spiritual directions of his own time : for it is 
observable in HC that he stresses the historical approach partly as 
a defence against the propagandistic treatment of past literature as it was 
being practised by the political extremists of the 1930s. Nor does he quite 
succeed in resolving the dilemma which he formulates so accurately. He 
says in his conclusion : 'In the field with which I have been particularly 
concerned here, that of the literatures of the past, unless we can show not 
only a few students, but all those people whose action will determine the 
course of a whole nation, that, by identifYing one's self with the past, 
with the men, or with a man of another time, one gains an understanding 
of men and of life and a power for effective and noble action for human 
welfare, we must see literary study and its method destroy itself.' Possibly 
there was a quality in Parry's own life and in his use of words which 
goes some way toward realizing this requirement. But no explicit state
ment of his shows how it can be done, nor did he ever fulfil his stated wish 
to articulate a distinct aesthetics of traditional improvising poetry. 

A distinguished scholar of Medieval History' once said that the his
torian must ideally possess the Then and the Now, and must at the same 

I The late Ernst Kantorowicz, in conversation with the writer. 
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time sit at the right hand of God. To interpret the past to the present, 
that is, he must understand what is unique, and uniquely valuable, in the 
past ; he must know and be able to respond to his own time, both so that 
he can prevent the concerns of the present from distorting the image of 
the past, and so that he can know what the present needs and can use 
from the past. But with all this, he must be able to conceive an Olympian 
perspective which embraces them both ; or in less theological terms, he 
must maintain a sense of what is in some measure universally human. 

Such a thought can be applied with particular relevance to the current 
state of Homeric studies. It is because we now, as others have done for so 
many centuries in the past, respond with such directness, such instinctive 
immediacy of understanding, to the greatness of the Homeric epics, that 
all this work of archaeology and scholarship continues to take place. It 
would be perverse if the effect of our scholarship were to deny the validity 
of the spontaneous judgement which provided the impetus for that 
scholarship in the first place. One of Parry's strongest arguments for the 
central point of his Homeric theory-the ornamental nature of the 
epithet-was, we remember, the reader's own experience of the way 
words are used in the poems. In developing this kind of argument, Parry 
was making criticism fulfil its truest purpose : that it should tell us what we 
already know, only we did not know that we knew it ; or less paradoxi
cally put, that it should make clear and articulate what we had appre
hended dimly and intermittently. The historical weight of his Homeric 
studies, their emphasis on differences that lie between the poetry of the 
Iliad and Ot(yssey and poetry deriving from later and literate traditions, 
has changed our picture of Homer and increased our understanding of 
his verse : we shall never read it in quite the same way. But the historical 
argument can only illuminate our understanding if it derives from, and 
eventually adds to, a conception of Homer itself not based on a purely 
historical perspective, but on a recognition, in the Iliad and the Ot(yssey, 
of an artistic order and a human significance not limited to any time or 
any place. 

It has been stated by more than one scholar that Milman Parry's work 
began a new era in Homeric studies. That there is a large measure of 
truth in this judgement few would now deny ; and I have tried here to 
show why and how this is so. It is equally true that some of the limitations 
of his work still need to be clearly recognized, while some of its positive 
value has yet to be perceived. It is unlikely, although some of his 
followers appear to make this claim, that his approach alone will ever 
provide the basis of a full criticism of Homer's art. He himself, it must be 
repeated, almost never discussed Homer, that is, the author or authors of 
the Iliad and the Ot(yssey, as opposed to the tradition in which Homer 
worked ; nor did he ever demonstrate, although at times he seems to 
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assume it, that Homer was himself an oral poet.1 His discoveries about 
the style which Homer employed will perhaps be best exploited when 
we learn how to combine them with ways of criticism which we know 
already. His work has suffered from the attempt to make it an exclusive 
key to the understanding of the epic. 

One thing that is surely needed is criticism which can use Parry's 
insights into Homeric style to understand more of how the Homeric 
poems are put together. It may be sobering to our belief in scholarly 
progress to note that one of the few essays which answer this need is the 
short monograph published in 1933 and entitled 'Homeric Repetitions' 
by Parry's teacher at the University of California, G. M. Calhoun.2 Here 
Calhoun makes use both of Parry's three earliest publications (TE, 
FM, HG) and of the much earlier work ofC. Rothe.3 Byway of explaining 
how Homer is able to vary some of the traditional elements at his dis
posal to produce the proper emotional effect of a given scene, Calhoun 
notes (6 f., especially 9) that the epic poet composes in formulae and 
whole lines as ' . . .  freely [and] readily as does the modern poet in words'. 

I Parry manages generally to avoid stating this assumption ; but in his lecture notes he 
says : ' . . .  it can be shown from the style of Homer himself that the poet composed orally.' 
The text on this page of the lecture notes, however, is lacunose, and it is not absolutely certain 
what is meant by 'the poet'. 

Dorothea Gray puts the matter with characteristic neatness and accuracy in her edition of 
J. L. Myres, HOTTUr and his Critics (see p. x, n. 2 above), 241, where she speaks of 'Milman 
Parry's proof that Homer's style is typical of oral poetry' . This is in fact what Milman Parry 
proved. That Homer himself, i.e. the composer or composers of the Iliad and Otfyssey, or of 
either of these poems, or of any substantial connected part of either of them, was an oral poet, 
there exists no proof whatever. Otherwise put, not the slightest proof has yet appeared that 
the texts of the Iliad and Odysstry as we have them, or any substantial connected portion of 
these texts, were composed by oral improvisation of the kind observed and described by 
Parry and Lord and others in Jugoslavia and elsewhere. Hence the statement of Nilsson 
quoted above (p. xliv) is, strictly speaking, false ; so is that of Dodds (Fifty Tears [see p. xvii, 
n. 5 above], 1 3) : 'the decisive proof that the [Homeric] poems are oral compositions' ; and of 
Lord (Singer [see p. xxxix above], 14 I) : 'There is now no doubt that the composer of the 
Homeric poems was an oral poet.' 

What has been proved is that the style of these poems is 'typical of oral poetry', and it is 
a reasonable presumption that this style was the creation of an actual oral tradition. But it is 
still quite conceivable, for example, that Homer made use of writing to compose a poem in 
a style which had been developed by an oral tradition. This notion, first argued at length by 
H. T. Wade-Gery ( The Poet of the Iliad [Cambridge 1 952], 39 f.), was challenged by Dodds 
(Fifty rears, 14) ,  on insufficient grounds, in my opinion, and has more recently been defended 
as a possibility by Lesky (Geschichte' [see p. x, n. 2 above], 56-7), and A. Parry ( 'Have We 
Homer's Iliad?' [po xxxviii, n. 6 above], especially 2 1 0  f.) . Cf. Whitman, op. cit. (above, p. li, 
n. I ) ,  79-80. Such an argument would hold that the composer, or composen, of the Iliad 
and Odyssey made use of writing (either directly or through a scribe), but did SO at a time when 
no literary tradition had been able to develop ; that the products of this composition are 
dependent on the oral tradition not only for their diction, but for many other distinctive 
features as well, such as the reticence in cross-reference noted above (p. lvii, n. I ) ;  but that 
they owe to their use of writing both their large-scale coherence and their subtlety, qualities in 
which no known oral poem has begun to equal them. 

• University of California Publications in Classical Philology, volume 1 2. 
3 Die Bedeutung der Wiederholungtn jiiT die hOTTUrische Frage, Berlin 1890. 
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Calhoun's essay thus began a kind of criticism which could show in 
a precise way how the poet was free to manipulate the materials given 
him . by the tradition in which he so closely worked. 

But criticism such as this, which tried to grasp both the existence and 
the poetic effect of the formula, and then to show how it becomes part of 
an artistic construct, has been rare since Calhoun's essay. 1 Among the 
few examples of it are J. Armstrong, 'The Arming Motif in the Iliad;2. 
N. Austin, 'The Function of Digressions in the Iliad' (above p. lvi, n. 2) ; 
some of the remarks of C. Whitman in the tenth chapter of his book on 
Homer ;3 A. Parry, 'The Language of Achilles',4 and 'Have We Homer's 
lliad?'5 In this last article, an attempt is made to show how the poet (of 
the Iliad) can choose the disposition of traditional formulae, how the 
quality of a scene can depend on this disposition, and how such organiza
tion in detail is related to the larger economy of the poem. 

The rarity of this kind of criticism, now more than thirty years after 
Parry's death, should remind us not only that our knowledge of Homer is 
far from complete, but also that the implications of Parry's own work are 
in many ways yet to be realized. We want to see ever more clearly 
Homer in his own time, to grasp more fully the sense of language, the 
rhythms of thought, in which he composed. We want also to understand 
better what we have always known, that the poet (or poets) of the Iliad 
and Odyssey was not the representative of his tradition merely, but its 
master. By continuing the work of Parry, and of other scholars and 
critics who have extended his discoveries, with some such goal as this, we 
shall be taking heed of Parry's own warning (HC 413) : 'I have seen 
myself, only too often and too clearly, how, because those who teach and 
study Greek and Latin literature have lost the sense of its importance for 
humanity, the study of those literatures has declined, and will decline 
until they quit their philological isolation and again join in the movement 
of current human thought.' 

I So A. Amory, in the introduction to her monograph on Homeric epithets (see p. Iv, 
n. 2 above) : 'Parry had not the time and most of his successors have lacked the inclination to 
take up the task of analyzing the interplay between formula as a device for oral composition 
and formula as a vehicle of meaning.' 

• AJPh 79, 1958, 337-54. 
• T APhA 8" 1956, 1-7 ; reprinted in G. Kirk, 

Cambridge 1964. 

3 See p. li, n. I above. 
The Language and Background of HumlT. 

5 See p. xxxviii. n. 6 above. 
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I 

The Traditional Epithet in Homer* 

FOREWORD 

T

HE idea of this book first occurred to me on the day when I became 
aware of the similarity of the styles of the Iliad and Odyssey, the 
fragments of the Epic Cycle, and the oldest of the Homeric Hymns. 

My explanation of this similarity of style is in agreement with that 
generally given, with this difference: it follows a distinct method. It is not 
enough to know that the style of Homer is more or less traditional; we 
must know which words are traditional, which expressions. The method 
of analysis which I offer here provides us, I believe, with that precise and 
substantial knowledge. Working within the limits of the texts of the Iliad 
and the Odyssey, I have applied this method of analysis to one part of 
Homeric diction: to formulae which contain epithets. Then I have 
attempted to show the importance of the results of this analysis to our 
understanding of Homeric thought. And finally, I have considered the 
relation of these results to the problem of the composition of the Iliad and 
the Odyssey. 

I have not added a bibliography at the beginning of this volume. It 
would only have repeated the titles which I had occasion to cite in their 
proper place within the work itself. Except for two studies by Heinrich 
Dtintzer (see TE, p. 124), I know of no book which deals in serious 
fashion with the technique of the use of the fixed epithet. I should how
ever mention M. Victor Berard's Introduction a l'Odyssee (Paris 1924). The 
bibliographies contained in that work were a chief source of material to 
me, and helped me greatly to define the framework of my subject. I 

As I finish this book, I understand how much my work has been 
influenced by the advice and the example of the teachers who guided 
me. May MM. Maurice Croiset, Antoine Meillet, and Aime Puech find 
herein my acknowledgement of respect and gratitude. M. P. 

* L' Epithite traditionnelle dans Homere I Essai sur un probLeme de style homirique I These pour le 
doctorat es lettres presentee a la Faculte des Lettres I de l'Universite de Paris I ( Societe 
Editrice Les Belles Lettres, Paris 1928). 

The texts of this and the following these (FM) have been translated and are here pub
lished by the kind permission of La Societe d'Editions us Belles Lettres. 

1114181& B 
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INTRODUCTION: THE STUDY OF 

HOMERIC STYLE 

I. The Study of Homeric style. 2. The study of Homeric language. 3. The 
general character of formulary diction. 4. The method of analYsis of traditional 

diction. 5. Tradition and the poet's freedom of choice. 

'

H

OW can we grasp the physiognomy and the originality of a primi
tive literature', writes Ernest Renan, 'unless we enter into the 
personal and moral life of the people who made it; unless we 

place ourselves at the point of humanity which was theirs, so that we see 
and feel as they saw and felt; unless we watch them live, or better, unless 
for a moment we live with them ?'I That is the central idea which we 
propose to develop in this volume; and, to do so, we shall select one of the 
many subjects which comprise the study of Homer : style; and within the 
realm of style we shall confine ourselves to the use of the epithet. 

§ I. THE STUDY OF HOMERIC STYLE 

The literature of every country and of every time is understood as it 
ought to be only by the author and his contemporaries. Between him and 
them there exists a common stock of experience which enables the author 
to mention an object or to express an idea with the certainty that his 
audience will imagine the same object and will grasp the subtleties of his 
idea. One aspect of the author's genius is his taking into account at every 
point the ideas and the information of those to whom he is addressing his 
work. The task, therefore, of one who lives in another age and wants to 
appreciate that work correctly, consists precisely in rediscovering the 
varied information and the complexes of ideas which the author assumed 
to be the natural property of his audience. I 

What I have just said is obviously no more than one of the countless 
ways of expressing a great truth of scholarship. But if the principle is 
only too evident, its application is rare in the extreme, is in fact so com
plex as to be impossible of realization in an entirely satisfactory manner: 
this goal of scholarship is nothing less than perfection itself. It is now 
generally recognized, for example, that those who have used the methods 
of comparative grammar to look for the meaning of certain Homeric 

I The Future of Science, 292. 
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yActJTTa£, have frequently lost sight of this fundamental principle, and 
that this has impaired the value of their conclusions. 1 What is true of the 
meaning of words is true likewise of certain abstract concepts. How much 
we must learn, for example, about the beliefs and prejudices which 
Homer shared with his audience on the subject of property and marriage, 
before we understand the unquestionable heinousness of the crime of the 
Suitors! And can we ever hope to understand exactly the role of the gods 
in the Iliad and the Odyssey? We can catch a glimpse of a small part of the 
ideas which Homer held in common with his contemporaries concerning 
the gods of legend; but most of these ideas, if we as much as suspect their 
existence, remain incomprehensible, because for us they are unmotivated. 
A true understanding of the nature of scholarship, therefore, will show us 
that there are problems in Homer so difficult that no given method will 
lead us to a sure conclusion; and that others are perhaps altogether 
insoluble; none the less, philological criticism of Homer is only of value 
to the extent that it succeeds in reconstructing that community of thought 
through which the poet made himself understood to those who heard 
him sing. 

There is a natural sense of an author's style which only he and his 
contemporaries can share. Here we are not considering the linguistic 
problem of distinguishing between poetic style-1} TOrS' g€V£KOrS' K€XPTJ
J.tEVTJ Mg£S'-and the style of everyday speech-1} EK TWV KvptWV OVO/LclTWV 
Mg£S'. It is rather a question of the relation which those who read or hear 
the work of a certain author establish between it and other works which 
are known to them, in particular with works treating a similar subject in 
more or less the same fashion. It is clear, for example, that someone 
today who judges an author's style to be good or bad I can only do so by 
making a comparison, perhaps an unconscious comparison, with styles 
that he knows, and in particular with styles of works which some point 
of resemblance leads him to associate with the work in question. We 
can recognize the beauty, the propriety, or the originality of a style 
only by comparing it with other styles which are like it or which make 
a contrast with it. Of this the author is aware, knowing that the success 
of his work depends on how well it stands up to this comparison; keeping 
in mind the literary education of those whom he hopes to have for 
an audience, he strives to make this comparison favourable to him. 
Consequently, when we judge the style of Homer,2 we must not over
look those styles which were familiar to him, and which he knew were 
familiar to his contemporaries. More particularly, we must come to 

I er. Berard, Introduction a I'Odyssee (Paris 1924), i. 199 fr. 
• Is there any need to state that the use of the term 'Homer' in these pages does not neces

sarily imply that the Iliad and the Odyssey are the work of the same author? This term will 
sometimes denote the poet (or the poets) of the Iliad and the Odyssey, sometimes the text rifthe Iliad 
and the Odyssey. 
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know the style of the heroic poems with which the Iliad and the Odyssey 
were competing, whether these poems were the work of poets of earlier 
generations, or whether they were the work of those who, in Homer's 
own day, were the rivals of his renown. Only then will the modern 
reader have that sense of style which Homer knew, at the moment when 
he composed them, would be the criterion by which his own poems 
would be judged. 

To see that we cannot acquire by direct means this sense of the style of 
heroic poetry in general, we have only to consider that, outside the Iliad 
and the Ot[yssey, we have no poem or fragment of a poem which we know 
with certainty to be of equal antiquity. Nor can we base our reasoning 
on a comparison between the Iliad and the Ot[yssey or between different 
parts of these poems: not only would the element of imitation then enter 
into the problem, but in addition any conclusion which we might thus 
formulate would be as fragile as the hypothesis on which it was based. To 
obtain any information about the style of the other heroic poems which 
were known to the literary public in Homer's day, we must have recourse 
to indirect modes of investigation. Use has been made hitherto of three 
sources of information, all of which point to the same solution: that the 
style of Homer is traditional and similar to the style universally adopted 
by poets of his time in composing heroic I song. The first source from 
which this conclusion can be drawn is the example of other heroic poetries.1 

They give us valuable hints, but hints of too general a character. To 
know that Homeric style is traditional is not enough: we must know 
further which words, which expressions, which parts of the diction, give 
it this character, so that we can distinguish between what is traditional 
and what is Homer's own creation. The second source from which these 
conclusions can be drawn is a comparison between the style of Homer 
and the style that we see in the fragments of the Cycle, in the Shield rif 
Heracles, and even in Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns.2 Such a comparison 
gives us many indications of the character of epic style, but we cannot 
hope to obtain from it a truly satisfactory conclusion. The problem is 
complicated by the meagreness of the remains of the Cycle and by the 
brevity of the Shield, as well as by the fact that these poems and hymns 
belong to different periods and clearly do not all follow the tradition with 
equal fidelity. Moreover, it is probable that their diction is in large part 
inspired by the poems of Homer. The surest source and the one that tells 
us most about the style of the heroic poems which have been lost, is the 
text of the Iliad and the Ot[yssey themselves. We must study these poems if 
we are to reconstitute the notions that Homer's audience held of heroic 
style before they heard his verse. 

I Cf. E. Drerup, Homerische Poetik (Wurzburg 1921), 27 ff. 
a Cf. the work of P.-F. Kretschmer, De iteratis Hesiodeis (Vratislav 1913). 
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§ 2. THE STUDY OF HOMERIC LANGUAGE 

This reconstitution has already been significantly advanced by critical 
study of elements of style common to the Iliad and the Odyssey and to other 
epic poems, although it would appear at first sight that such study has con
centrated on the separate problem of the linguistic phenomena of our text 
of Homer. Philology has sought to show that certain dialectal forms have 
been conserved and certain artificial forms created under the influence of 
the hexameter. The scholars of antiquity, as we learn from some of their 
remarks preserved in Eustathius and in scholia, invoked the influence 
of metre, avaYK7J I -rov I-d-rpov, specifically of dactylic metre, to explain 
anomalous forms and irrational uses. In this way they explain pEpv7Twp.Eva 
(' 59), K'KOVEUU' (, 39), EVPVXOpw' (' 4). They give the same reason for the 
use of the singular €u8ij-ra in E 38. That they went so far as to give this expla
nation of the repetition of OlUE in X 48 I is very significant. 1 Modern scholars 
have in their turn concerned themselves with this problem, particularly 
since Ellendt and Diintzer, who worked at the same time, but indepen
dently of each other, and arrived at similar conclusions. These two scholars 
sought in the dactylic form of the metre the reason for lengthened and 
shortened syllables, for apocope, for the use of the plural for the singular, 
for the use of the epithet according to its metrical value, etc.2 A few years 
later, in 1875, G. Hinrichs advanced the theory that the words of Aeolic 
form in Homer were preserved from the time when the Ionians learned the 
style of epic poetry from the Aeolians.3 In this way the foundations were 
esta blished of that considerable work4 which finally demonstrated that 'the 
language of the Homeric poems is the creation of epic verse' :S epic bards, or 
aoidoi, preserved obsolete forms, introduced newer forms, and even created 
artificial forms under the constant pressure of their desire to have a lan
guage adapted to the needs of hexameter versification. K. Witte, in parti
cular, has provided us with a definition of this complex and varied problem, 
and with a treatment of it which is both precise and systematic.6 To his work 
there has been recently added I K. Meister's Die homerische Kunstsprache.7 

I These examples are cited by V. Berard, Introd., i. 174-6. 
• H. Dilntzer, Homerische Abhandlungen, Leipzig 1872, S07--92. J.-E. Ellendt, Ueber den 

Einjluss des Metrums auf Wortbildung und Wortverbindung, Konigsberg 1861 (Drei homerischl 
Abhandlungen, Leipzig 1864). 

3 G. Hinrichs, De Homericae elocutionis vestigiis Aeolicis, Diss. Bero!' 187S. 
4 Mention should be made ofP. Thouvenin, Metrische Riicksichten in der Auswahl der Verbal

forrnen bei Homer, Phi!., 1905, 321-40, and of F. Sommer, 'Zur griechischen Prosodie, die 
Positionsbildung bei Homer', Glotta 1909, 14S. Cf. E. Drerup, Hom. Poetik, i. 120-7, and 
especially V. Berard, Introd., i. 167-78. The latter has a bibliography of the subject. 

5 Kurt Witte, Pauly-Wissowa, viii. 2214. 
6 K. Witte, Singular und Plural, Leipzig 1907; 'Zur homerischen Sprache', Glotta 1909-13; 

'Wortrhythmus bei Homer', Rhein. Mus., 1913,217-38; 'Ueber die Kasusausgange 0'0 und 
ov, o,a' und o,�, !la, und!l� im griechischen Epos; der Dativ des Plurals der dritten Deklina
tion', Glotta 1914, 8 fr., 48 fr.; 'Homeros, B) Sprache', Pauly-Wissowa, Stuttgart 1913, viii. 
2213-2247. 7 Leipzig 1921. 
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The close relation between this study of what we may call a hexametric 
language, and the question of Homer's and his audience's literary educa
tion, is obvious. To establish in the Iliad and the Odyssey the existence of 
an artificial language is to prove that Homeric style, in so far as it makes 
use of elements of this language, is traditional. For the character of this 
language reveals that it is a work beyond the powers of a single man, or 
even of a single generation of poets; consequently we know that we are in 
the presence of a stylistic element which is the product of a tradition and 
which every bard of Homer's time must have used. 

It is important for the present investigation that we know exactly 
what constitutes this proof that Homeric language is wholly traditional; 
the method of analysis by which this conclusion has been reached is 
essentially the same as the method we shall employ in these pages to 
demonstrate the traditional character of the diction of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey. Before we define this method, however, let us clarifY this dis
tinction between the language and the diction of Homer. By language we 
mean all the elements of phonetics, morphology, and vocabulary which 
characterize the speech of a given group of men at a given place and 
a given time. In the case of Homer, the problem of language consists in 
distinguishing, and in explaining the presence of forms, words, and 
constructions of archaic, Aeolic, Ionic, artificial, and possibly even 
'Achaean' origin, which appear in the text of the Iliad and the Odyss�y. By 
diction we mean the same elements of phonetics, morphology, and vocabu
lary considered under another aspect: as the means by which an author 
expresses his thought. It is this problem and this problem alone, to dis
cover why Homer chose certain words, certain forms, certain construc
tions to express his thought, that we shall deal with in this volume. But in 
our attempt to learn I which part of Homer's diction is traditional and 
which part original, we shall make use of the same method which has 
been used to prove that Homer's language is a traditional language. 

This proof of the traditional character of the language does not lie in 
the fact that numerous forms are found in Homer which can be classed as 
Aeolic or archaic: the presence of a Doric form in Aeschylus does not 
prove that he had borrowed the form from an earlier poet. The proof is 
rather that the dialectal and artificial elements of the language of Homer 
constitute a system characterized at once by great extension and by great 
simplicity. Put, for example, Ionic endings next to corresponding non
Ionic endings (-TJ�, -EW, -DV, -EWV, -Ut, etc., next to -a, -ao, -0£0, -&.wv, -EUU£, 
etc.), put Ionic words next to non-Ionic words (�JLEr�, (Ept)'YaOV'1TO�, av, 
'lT6'\£�, 'lTO'\VIC'T�JLWV, etc., next to aJLJLE� (Ept)aOV'1TO�, ICE, 'IT'T6'\£�, 'lTo'\V'1TaJLWv, 
etc.), and you will find in both cases that the corresponding forms or 
words are almost always of different metrical value. With very few excep
tions-and these exceptions can themselves be explained by the tradition, 
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cf. TE, p. 181, n. I below-there is no example of what we find so 
abundantly in the language of a Greek poet who uses an individual 
style: I mean elements borrowed by him from another dialect which are 
of like metrical value with the corresponding elements of his own dialect. 
Such an example is the Doric n, which the Athenian dramatists use in 
choral passages to replace the Attic ij: in Oedipus at Colonus (11. 525-6) 
we read 

and again (1239-40) 

KaKa., jk' E'Uva., 1T6,\,S' ouSev rspw 
yajkwv £V£S1)UE'V am,. 

'Ev ciJ, 7''\ajkwv oS', OUK £yw fL6voS', 
mLV7'ofJE'V {J6pnoS' wS' 'TtS' dlM"a • • •  

etc. Thus the simplicity rif the system of epic language consists in the fact 
that corresponding dialectal or artificial elements are of unique metrical 
value; and the extension rif the system lies in the great number of cases in 
which, to a given element of one dialect, one can oppose the correspond
ing element of I another. It is evident that such a system can only be 
traditional: a poet who borrowed forms and words of a dialect other than 
his own, according to his personal taste, would inevitably, even if he 
made such borrowings infrequently, choose a certain number of equivalent 
metrical value. 

To this proof provided by the system of the traditional character of 
Homeric language, there can be added explanations of factors which 
determine the creation and the preservation of this language; but these 
explanations, though they are essential to our understanding of the 
problem, are none the less not themselves proofs. We must know that this 
language was the creation of generations of bards who regularly kept 
those elements of the language of their predecessors which facilitated the 
composition of verse and could not be replaced by other, more recent, 
elements. We must know that on the analogy of existing forms the bards 
fashioned some which never existed in ordinary speech, for example 
opow, opowaa, etc. We must understand that the -OLD ending of the 
masculine genitive singular is of special value in composing hexameter 
lines, because it can end a word before the feminine caesura or in the 
middle of the dactyl of the fifth foot, which the -ov ending cannot do; or 
at the end of the line, which the -DV ending can do only in the case of 
certain words. 1 The knowledge of all these facts is indispensable; for they 
alone show us conclusively that we are dealing with a traditional style, 
and not, as Fick supposed, with a translation from Aeolic into Ionic. 

I The figures are given by Boldt (Programm Tauberbisclwfsheim, 1880-1, 5). -0.0 occurs 7 
times in the first foot, 26 times in the second, 520 times in the third, 17 times in the fourth, 352 
times in the fifth, 716 times in the sixth. 
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Nevertheless, only the system can provide us with the proof that the 
language of Homer is itself traditional. 

§ 3. GENERAL CHARACTER OF FORMULARY DICTION 

Scholarship has always admitted, although in rough and imprecise 
terms, that Homer's diction is made up to a greater or lesser extent of 
formulae; but no careful study was ever made of this matter until it I 
became necessary to refute theories which found in these formulae a proof 
of imitation. As we know, every repeated expression, indeed every echo of 
another expression, was considered a sure sign of imitation; and we 
know too what harsh treatment the lines and passages containing such 
expressions received at the hands of Sittl, and of Gemoll, and many 
another scholar. I This was the origin of the works of Rothe, of Scott, and 
of Shewan, who set out to demonstrate that formulae are found every
where in Homer, and that there must have been a common stock from 
which every epic poet could draw. 2 The method followed by these 
scholars consists simply in showing that one can, whenever one wants to, 
find reasons for considering the formulae in any one part of the Iliad and 
Of!yssry as imitated from those of any other part. In other words, the 
assumption that repetition is a proof of imitation will always allow us to 
analyse the poem according to any preconceived idea. But no one has 
gone beyond this purely negative conclusion; no one has done more than 
to show with certainty (a general certainty, however, and which does not 
extend to details) that Homeric formulae must derive from a traditional 
style. Consequently, Homeric scholarship has been forced to recognize 
a certain element of the formulary in the Iliad and the Of!yssry, but it 
remains divided on the question of capital interest: what portion of 
Homeric diction is to be attributed to the tradition and what portion to 
the poet? Schmidt's Parallel-Homer has not answered this question, since 
on the one hand it is perfectly possible that the poet has repeated an 
expression of his own making, while on the other hand he may well have 
had occasion to use a given formula only once in the two epic poems 
which we know. The situation can be measured by I the opposition 
aroused by M. Meillet when he expressed the opinion that Homeric style 
is completely formulary. He wrote (Les Origines indo-europeennes des metres 

I K. Sitd, Die Wiederholungen in der Odyssee, Munehen 1882; A. Gemoll, 'Die Beziehungen 
zwischen Ilias und Odyssee', Hermes 1883, 34. 

2 c. Rothe, Die Bedeutungen tier Wiederholungen filr die homerische Frage. Berlin 1890; this 
author gives a bibliography of the subject. J. A. Seott, 'Repeated Verses in Homer', 
AJPh 1911, 321. A. Shewan, 'Does the Odyssey Imitate the Iliad?' CQ 1913,234. Cr. Berard, 
Introd., ii. 389 fT. Drerup, Horn. Poetik, i. 368 fT. The number of verses entirely repeated, or 
made up of repeated expressions, is given by C. E. Schmidt, Parallel-Homer, GOttingen 1885, 
p. viii, as 5,605 for the Iliad, 3,648 for the Oc[yssey. 
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grecs, Paris 1923, 6 1) :  'Homeric epic is entirely composed of formulae 
handed down from poet to poet. An examination of any passage will 
quickly reveal that it is made up of lines and fragments of lines which are 
reproduced word for word in one or several other passages. And even 
lines, parts of which are not found in another passage, have the character 
of formulae, and it is doubtless pure chance that they are not attested 
elsewhere. It is true, for example that A 554: 

does not appear again in the Iliad or anywhere in the Otfyssry; but that 
is because there was no other occasion to use it.' Commenting on these 
sentences, A. Platt (Classical Review 38, 1924, 22) wrote: 'things are said 
about the epic on p. 6 1  [of Meillet's work] which make one stare.' 

There is only one way by which we can determine with some degree of 
precision which part of Homer's diction must be formulary: namely, 
a thorough understanding of the fact that this diction, in so far as it is 
made up of formulae, is entirely due to the influence of the metre. We 
know that the non-Ionic element in Homer can be explained only by the 
influence of the hexameter; in just the same way, formulary diction, of 
which the non-Ionic element is one part, was created by the desire of 
bards to have ready to hand words and expressions which could be 
easily put into heroic verse. The epic poets fashioned and preserved in the 
course of generations a complex technique of formulae, a technique 
designed in its smallest details for the twofold purpose of expressing ideas 
appropriate to epic in a suitable manner, and of attenuating the difficul
ties of versification. 

While this diction by formulae is in itself so complicated, as we shall 
soon have occasion to see, that its analysis requires immense labour, its 
principle is none the less essentially a simple one, and can be expressed in 
a few words. To create a diction adapted to the needs of versification, the 
I bards found and kept expressions which could be used in a variety of 
sentences, either as they stood or with slight modifications, and which 
occupied fixed places in the hexameter line. These expressions are of 
different metrical length according to the ideas they are made to express; 
that is, according to the nature of the words necessary for the expression 
of these ideas. Of these formulae, the most common fill the space between 
the bucolic diaeresis and the end of the line, between the penthemimeral 
caesura, the caesura KaTa TpiTOV Tpoxaiov, or the hephthemimeral caesura 
and the end of the line, or between the beginning of the line and these 
caesurae; or else they fill an entire line. The ways in which these expressions 
are joined to each other so as both to make a sentence and to fill out the 
hexameter, are many and vary in accordance with each type of expression. 
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One example will serve to illustrate the complex mode of operation of 
this basically simple principle. Let us choose a relatively uncomplicated 
case, a sentence made up of a simple subject and simple predicate. If one 
can fill the first half of the line with the predicate, and if one further dis
poses of a series of grammatical subjects each of which separately can fill 
the second half of the line, then with these materials one can form as 
many different lines as one has subjects. This is exactly the idea which 
Homer uses to express the idea 'and X replied'. With the help of a pro
noun, a cor�unction, and an adverb, the verb becomes an expression 
which fills the line as far as the feminine caesura: 

To match this, we have a series of proper names expanded by epithetic 
words which are able to fill the space between the feminine caesura and 
the end of the line. There are 27 different lines in the Iliad and the Odyssey 
which the poet forms in this way: I 

7To'\th'\as Oros 'Oovaa�vs (thrice) 
7ToOapKTJS oros l4X''\'\�vs (twice) 
{10W7TLs 7To'TVLa "HpTJ (4 times) 
r�p�VLOS i7T7TO-ra N£aTwp (8 times) 
8�a y'\avKW7TLS l48�vTJ (7 times) I 
{1o�v aya80s LI,op.�oTJS 
{Jo�v aya80s M�£'\aos (twice) 
Llo'\wv, Evp.�o�os viOs 
lloa�,oawv Evoalx8wv (twice) 
LI,os 8vyaTTJp l4tPpOOlTTJ 
7TOO�v�p.os clJK£a 1'lp's 
p.£yas /(Opv8alo'\os � EKTWP (twice) 
tP,'\op.p.€LO�S l4tPpool TTJ 
Au..JVTJ, ora 8fiawv 
8�a '\�VKW'\�OS �HpTJ 
8�a fUns apyvp07TE'a 
p.£yas TE'\ap.wvLOs Aras (twice) 
y£pwv llplap.os 8EOfiLO�S (5 times) 
M£owv 7Tfi7TVvp.£va ElowS' 
7TEpltPPWV llTJv�'\o7TfiLa (4 times) 
O,aKTopoS' l4PY�'tPOVTTJS' 
av{JwTTJS', opxap.oS' avOpwv 
7T�P'K'\VTOS l4f'4>,y�fi'S' (4 times) 
7To'\vT'\aS' oroS' 'OOvaa�vS' 
tPlA"1 TPOtPOS' EVpvK'\�,a 
ava, av8pwv l4yap.£p.vwv (thrice) 
7Ta�p av8pwv T� 8�wv T� 

[ Here and elsewhere we indicate the number of times an expression is used, except in 
cases where it is used only once. 
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Or again, the epic poet could make a line by joining any one of these 
subject hemistichs to any predicate hemistich which completes the sen
tence and which fills the space between the beginning of the line and the 
feminine caesura and ends in a short vowel. For the hemistich, 1To'\th'\a!> 
Sto!> 'OSVUUEV!>, for example, we find: 

(twice) 

(4 times) 

(twice) 
(8 times) 

(twice) 

(twice) 

aVTd.p 0 P.€PP.�Pt�€ 
S� TOT€ P.€PP.�Pt�€ 
aVTd,p 0 {3i] Std. Swp.a 
aVTd.p 0 1TrV€ KaL �u8€ 
aVTd.p m€L TO y' aKOVU€ 
aVTd.p 0 S/�aTO XHPL 
� TOt 0 1TrV€ KaL �u8€ 
�. 0 p.£v Ev8a Ka8£iJS€ 
�. 0 p.£v Ev8' -T]piiTO 

� -I.' " '" \ 
I w. ",aTO, ptY"/U€V O€ 

�. cpaTo, 'Y'I8'T}u€v S£ 
�. cpaTo, P.€tS'T}U& S£ 
�. €cpaT', ovS' EUaKOVU€ 
T�V p.£v lSc1v 'Y'I8T]U€ 
TOV S '  aOT€ 1TpouIH1T€ 
TOV S· -T]p.€t{3eT· E1T€tTa 
TOV S' w!> o�v EVO'T}U€ 
S€VT€PO' a�T' aVaHp€ 
KP7JTijp' aUT' aVaHp€ 
Ev8a UTd.. 8T]erTO 
Ev8a Ka8/�€T' E1T€tTa 
Tot. apa p.v8wv apx€ 
up.€pSaMov S· l{367Ju£ 
'Y'I8'T}ulv T' ap' E1T£tTa 

The number of lines in Homer made up in this way of two hemistichs is 
enormous. We find for example: 

1TOAVTAa!> Sro!> 'OSVUU€v!> 
8€d. A£VKWA€VO' "HP7J (twice) 
{30W1Tt!> 1ToTvLa "H P7J 
1Ta�p avSpwv T£ 8£wv T£ (twice) 
KaAVific1 Sta 8£awv 
{3o�v aya80. M&IAao. 
8£d. yAaVKW1Tt. J48�V7J 
1ToSripK'T}' Sto!> J4XLAA£v. !r€p�vLO' l1T1ToTa NIUTWP (5 times) 
8ed. yAavKw1TL' J48�V7J (thrice) 
llOU€LSriwv £voutx8wv (twice) 
p.Eya. T£Aap.wvLO' Ata. 
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1TaT�p avopwv Te 8ewv Te (thrice) 
KaAvifstiJ ora 8eclwv 
IIoAtr'l', oPXap.o, avopwv 
1TEptq,pWV II'YJveA61TE£a (thrice) 
ClV#WT'YJ', oPXap.o, avopwv 
1ToAOTAa, oro, 'OOVClClW, (twice) 

{ 8Ea YAavKwm, J48?}v'YJ 
ok q,o.TO, ply'YJClEV Ol KaAvifstiJ ora 8EclWV 

1ToAvTAa, oLO, 'OOVClClW, 

The practical character of these expressions from the point of view of 
verse composition is obvious. A consideration of the number of expres
sions which form the complete predicate of a sentence and whose metrical 
value is - = - = - � ending in a short vowel, and of the number of 
other expressions which can stand as subject and whose metrical value is 
� - = - = - 0 beginning with a single consonant, will give a notion of 
the enormous resources at the disposal of the epic poet. When the context 
required it, and when the sense allowed it, he could make any combina
tion of these expressions, having thus at the same time a correct line and 
a complete sentence. To show how many times Homer does make use of 
this device, we shall complete the list already begun of line .. containing 
a predicate hemistich which appears both with 1ToAVrAa, S'O' 'OSvaaev, 
and with other subject expressions of the same metrical value. 

TOV} 
' ..  I , 0 aVTE 1TPOClEE£1TE 

T'YJV 

1ToAVTAa, oLO, 'OOVClClEV, (8 times) 
8Ea yAavKwm, J48?}V'YJ ( 14 times) 
p.lya, Kopv8aloAo, "EKTWP (thrice) 
Cf.va� avopwv J4yap.lp.vwv (5 times) 
rEp?}VW, t1T1TIha NlClTWP 
L16Awv, Evp.7}oeo, vt6, 
#owm, 1T6Tv£a "Hp'YJ 
Cf.va� avopwv J41T6AAwv (thrice) 
1TOO?}VEP.O, wKla "Jp,> (thrice) 
O£o.KTOPO, J4pYE£q,6vT'YJ' (5 times) 
1TOOo.PK'YJ, oro, J4X�EV, 
1TEP£KAVTO, J4p.rfo£yv7}E£, 
IIoClnOclwv €vOCllX8wv (twice) 
8eoKAvp.evo, 8EOnO?}, (thrice) 
ClV#WTTJ', oPXap.o, avOpwv (4 times) 
1TEptq,pWV II'YJvEA61Tna (19 times) 



Cf. 

Cf. 
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TOV } 
, ' t  "' "  T1)� S WS OVV EV01)UE 

TOVS 

, } 'TOUS '" , , SE ,SWV YT]81)UE 
TOV 

MEAav8,os al7l'aAos alywv (twice) I 
4>D..T] TP04>OS EvpvKAna (7 times) 
avag ,d,os vias 1171'(J>">"wv 
4>�OP.P.EW�S 114>poSlTT] 
{Jo�v aya80s MEv/Aaos 
y/pwv IIplap.os 8EOE'S�S 
M/Swv 71'E7I'VVp./va ElSws 
(Jowv €m{JovKaAos av�p (twice) 
AVKaovos ayAaas vias (twice) 
MevO'T{OV aAK'p.os vias 

{11>..lgavSpos 8EOE'�S (thrice) 
€vaT/4>avos KEAaSEw� 

71'oAVTAas S;os 'OSVUUEVS 
AVKaovos ayAaos vias 
8Ea AEVKWAevos "HPTJ (twice) 
8Ea yAavKwms 118�V1) 
Kawv ap,SE{KETOS avSpwv 
71'oStiPKT]S S;os 11X�EVS 

11>..lgavSpos 8EonS�s 

{7I'OAVTAas S;os 'OSVUUEVS 
avag avSpwv 11yap./p.vwv (twice) 

{7I'oAl1TAas S;os 'OSVUUEVS 
S,aKTopos 11pYE'4>avTT]S 

{ 71'oAvTAas S;os 'OSVUUEVS 
'OSvuafjos 4>D..os vias 
71'Ep{4>pWV II1)vEAOm;m 

To sum up, with the 25 predicate expressions which are joined to 
71'o'\vT'\aS' StoS' 'OSVUUEVS' to form a complete line, we find 39 other subject 
expressions of the same metrical value, all of them made up of a noun and 
of one or two epithetic words. 

We have limited ourselves hitherto to the use of the general term 
expression. Before we decide how far we are justified in referring to the 
tradition such expressions as those above, before, that is, we determine 
the method I of research proper to the study of the traditional element in 
Homeric diction, we must first agree on the sense of the wordJormula. In 
the diction ofbardic poetry, the formula can be defined as an expression 
regularly used, under the same metrical conditions, to express an essential 
idea. What is essential in an idea is what remains after all stylistic super
fluity has been taken from it. Thus the essential idea of the words ?'jp.oS' S' 
�P''YEvE,a rfoavT} ,;oSOMKTV,\OS' 'HwS' is 'when day broke'; that of f3fj S' 
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ip,EV is 'he went' ; that of TOV 8' aOTE TTPOU€Et1TE is 'said to him' ; and, as we 
shall have occasion to see in detail further on, that of TTo'\l.IT'\as- 8;;0s
'08VUUEVS- is 'Odysseus'. We can say that an expression is used regularly 
when the poet avails himself of it habitually, and without fear of being 
reproached for doing so too often. If, for example, Homer invariably 
uses TOV 8' �p,E{fJET' E7TE£Ta whenever he wants to express, in words that 
fill the line up to the feminine caesura and end in a short vowel, the idea 
of the predicate of a sentence whose essential meaning is 'X answered 
him', then these words can be considered a formula; for the frequency of 
the expression and the fact that it is never replaced by another prove that 
the poet never hesitated to use it, wherever he could, to express his 
thought. And again, if it turns out that Homer constantly uses a certain 
group of words, 7To'\v-r'\as- 8ros- '08VUUEVS- for example, to express the 
subject of this sentence, then this group of words can be considered 
a formula. And if, finally, we find that the subject of TOV 8' �p,E{fJET' 
E7TEtTa is generally provided by a series of expressions analogous to 
7ToMT'\as- 8;;0s- '08VUUEVS-, in that each of them is made up of a noun and of 
one or two epithetic words, we can then conclude that we are in the 
presence of aformula type. By definition and by necessity, therefore, the 
formula and the formula type are part of the technique which Homer 
used to express his ideas in his poems. But the definition in no way im
plies, and should in no way imply whether the formula belongs to the 
tradition or whether it is, on the contrary, the poet's creation. For the 
Homeric formula is being considered here as a means of versification, 
and not in terms ofits traditional or original character. It is an expression 
which, whatever may have been its history, made the process ofversifica
tion easier for the poet or poets of I the Iliad and the O&ssey at the moment 
when these poems were composed. 

We can thus say without hesitation that the lines and the half-lines 
quoted above are formulae; but we cannot say that they are traditional. 
The idea of TOV 8' �p,E{fJET' E7TE£Ta, for example, is never expressed other
wise in the Homeric poems in the same portion of the line; when we 
consider this, and at the same time the fact that Homer makes use of this 
expression in every part of his work, 39 times in the Iliad and 19 times in 
the O&ssey, we get some notion of the regularity with which the poet 
makes use of a formula to the exclusion of any other way of expressing the 
same idea in that portion of the line. This fidelity to the formula is even 
more evident in the case of 7To'\vT'\as- 8;;0s- '08VUUEVS-, which the poet uses 
5 times in the Iliad and 33 times in the O&ssey, without ever thinking of 
using other words to express the same idea, without ever so much as con
sidering the possibility of utilizing the portion of the line taken up by the 
epithetic words for the expression of some original idea. Similarly, we find 
that with very few exceptions the poet makes use of one type offormula to 
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complete a sentence of which the predicate extends only to the feminine 
caesura: of the 254 lines which begin with one of the predicate expressions 
which we found used with 7To:\tJ.r:\as aLOS 'OavaaEvs, all end in an expres
sion made up of a noun and one or two epithetic words, with three 
exceptions: 

A 413 = £ 428 
0430 
0434 

BETtS KaT<l MKPV XEovaa may well be a formula, made to be used whenever 
the poet had to describe the traditional role of Thetis, the mother 
lamenting the destiny of her son. In the two other cases, which concern 
the child-stealing Phoenician and the treacherous maidservant, we can be 
sure that the poet was in the unusual position of talking about persons 
for whom he knew no names, and did not want to invent any. 

This research could be continued in various directions to determine the 
extent to which Homeric expressions can be classified as formulae. We 
could, for example, take the series of expressions I whose essential idea 
is 'X spoke to him in a certain tone or with a certain gesture', and we 
should find series of predicate formulae of a type consisting of pronoun
conjunction-participle-verb: 

(50 times) 'TOV S' a7Tap.E,{36fL€Vos 7TpoalrfnJ 
(8 times) 'TOV S' apt inr6Spa lSwv 7Tpoalcp'Y} 
(3 times) 'TOV S· Emp.nS�aaS' 7Tpoalcp'Y} 
(2 times) 'TOrS' S� SOAocppovlwv p.E'Tlcp'Y} 

Kat p.w cp(JJ�uaS' 7Tpoulcp'Y} 
'TOV S· avaxwp�uaS' 7Tpoulcp'Y} 

And again we should find that lines of this type are almost invariably 
completed by a subject expression made up of a noun and one or two 
epithetic words: 

1T6SaS' WKVS' 14X'AAEVS' ( 11 times) 
VECPEA'Y}YEpl'Ta ZEVS (15 times) 
Kpdwv 14yap.'p.vwv (5 times) 
T€Aap.wv,oS' AtaS' (2 times) 
nptap.oS' 8€o€,S�S' 
gav8oS' MEPlAaoS' (4 times) 
Kpa'TEpoS' Llwp.�S'Y}S' 
lKaEpyoS'141T6AAwv 
Kopv8atoAoS' ·EK'TWP 

{ v€cpEA'Y}y€pl'Ta Z€VS' 
Kpdwv 14yap.'p.vwv 
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7T68a� WKV� .i1XL.\.\£V� (4 times) 
gallOo� M£IIt.\ao� (3 times) 
Kp£LwII 'EllouLxOwII 
K.\VT()� 'E""outyaLo� 

, {7T6Sa� WKV� .i1XL.\.\£V� TOV \ I .. } �, • , " '0  ,� .. '.I.. KpaT£po� L1 LOP.TJ37J� TTJII 0 ap V1Toopa LOWII 7TpOU£'t'TJ .I.. \ 
' Z ' .. II£'t'£I\'T/'Y£p£Ta £V� TOV� 0 ' \  "E KOpV aLOI\O� KTWP 

And finally, we could also establish in the case of these predicate expres
sions a formula type composed of a pronoun, a conjunction, a participle, 
and of 7TPOU€CP7J or 7TPOU€CP7J� I : 

L 446 
W 516 
Q 55 
LI 183 
E 41 
I 196 
X 355 
1JI 438 

X 194 
n843 

Tall S' €1TLp.auuap.£II0� 
Tall S� 1TapLuTap.tllTJ 
Tall S� xo.\wuap.tllTJ 
Tall S' €7TLOapUVIIWII 
Tall Kat c/>wvfJua� 
TW Kat S£LKIIVP.£IIO� 

, � .. fl..!. TOil o£ KaTavv,/LUKWII 
.. .. , 'TOil KaL II£LK£LWII 

'Tall s' €7TLK£PTOP.tWII 
Tall S '  d'\LyoSpalltwII 

KpaT£po� nO.\Vc/>TJP.O� 
y.\aVKW7TL� .i10�IITJ 
.\£VKW.\£IIO� "HpTJ 
gallOo� M£IIt.\ao� 
Kp£tWII .i1yap.tp.llwII 
7T6Sa� WKV� .i1XL.\.\£V� 
KopvOato.\o� "EKTWP 
gallOo� M£IIt.\ao� 

{ '.I.. {EVp.aL£ uv{1wTa 
TT' OUE't' S', I f P TJ 

naTpoK.\££� L7T7T£V 

All the lines of Homer could be explored in this fashion for the formulae 
and the formula types which he uses. If the work were done with care, 
and if we limited ourselves to expressions which reappear with a signi
ficant degree of frequency, we should end with a considerable collection 
of Homeric formulae, and we should be able to explain the artifices of 
versification which they subserve. But we should really have no more 
than a catalogue of evidence more or less comparable to Schmidt's 
Parallel-Homer. It would not tell us the origin of these formulae, nor how 
they go together to form an organized set, nor-the question of supreme 
importance-what portion of them must derive from the tradition and 
what portion from the originality of a particular poet. Showing the 
regularity with which Homer makes use of certain formulae would in no 
way constitute a proof that these formulae are traditional. As in the case 
of non-Ionic words and forms in Homeric language, metrical convenience 
can only explain the origin and survival of traditional elements which 
have already been identified by other means. The proof that we are 
looking for of the traditional character of Homeric formulae lies in the 
fact that they constitute a system distinguished at once by great extension 
and by great simplicity. 
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§ 4. THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL DICTION 

In what way ought we to go about finding, in the multitude of formu
lae, this system which is the solution of the problem? It must be shown 
that there exist in Homer series of formulae I containing the same parts 
of speech, of the same metrical value, and only exceptionally presenting 
elements which are superfluous from the point of view of versification. In 
order to avoid any petitio principii, we must show to what extent nouns, 
pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and 
particles of every variety of meaning and metrical value appear in series 
of formulae of like character. Only after we have established along these 
lines systems of formulae of differing metrical value and containing 
different parts of speech, shall we know with certainty what portion of 
Homeric diction can be referred to tradition. 

The lines and parts of lines quoted above will illustrate what has just 
been said. We have seen that in a whole series of lines, a proper noun, 
with the help of some epithetic word, creates a formula which exactly 
fills that portion of the line which extends from the feminine caesura to 
the end. A formula constructed in this fashion can be called a noun
epithet formula; and when we say that it belongs to a distinct formula 
type, we mean that it is of a given metrical value and is made up of 
particular parts of speech. Now if a complete study of names of persons, 
names which must themselves always appear in lines of the type in ques
tion, reveals on the one hand that there exists in the case of a considerable 
number of them a noun-epithet formula in a particular grammatical case 
and of a given type, and on the other hand that none of these persons, or 
almost none, is designated by more than one noun-epithet formula in this 
case and of this type, then we shall have established an extended system 
of great simplicity, and with it the proof that this system, in so far as it 
deals with unique elements, is traditional. The whole series of subject 
hemistichs occurring after the feminine caesura which we had occasion 
to quote above (TE, pp. 10-13) , constitutes such a system. First, there is 
a series of forty different noun-epithet formulae, all of the same measure 
and all but three beginning with a single consonant; secondly, of these 
forty different noun-epithet formulae, only six are not unique in Homer 
from the point of view of sense and of metre: BOc1J1Tt� 1T6'TVta "HpTJ '" B€d. 
\ , \ "H d N i:. A '  " 'A '\ \ N i:. '  , 'A '\ \ - -I\€VKWI\€VO� PTJ an avas "HO� VW� .N1TOI\I\WV '" avas €Ka€pyo� .N1TOI\I\WV, 
Llt()� BvyaTTJp .i1CPP08tTTJ I I""o.J CPt�0I-'I-'€t8�� .i1CPp08tTTJ' If we subtract these 
six equivalent formulae from the series, we have left a series of 34 noun
epithet formulae in a particular case and of a particular type designating 
34 different persons. That gives us a widely extended system entirely free 
from any element superfluous from the point of view of versification. 

8141815 c 
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It is obvious that one poet could never have created this entire series of 
formulae. He may be credited with a few of them; but even in making 
these few formulae, how came he never to make more than one of a par
ticular metrical value for a given person? A study of the noun-epithet 
formula in Apollonius and in Virgil will show us in the most conclusive 
manner that it is impossible for a poet by himself to create more than an 
insignificant number of noun-epithet formulae; and that if he does 
succeed in creating as many as two or three, there will already be 
equivalent formulae among them. This study of the noun-epithet formula 
in a non-traditional style will be the subject of the next chapter. Here we 
mention only in passing this corroboration of the proof which the system 
gives us of the traditional character of the formula. 

The three pairs of formulae to which we have drawn attention clearly 
lie outside this proof. One of the formulae in each pair must certainly be 
traditional, being a unique element which could be added to the system; 
but we have no way of knowing which one of the two should be regarded 
in this way. Let us remark here that it is not necessarily the case that any 
of these formulae, because they are elements unaffected by the influences 
which determine the simplicity of the system, are therefore original 
creations of the poet. Towards the end of this volume we shall see sure 
indications that the majority of equivalent noun-epithet formulae used 
for the same person are as traditional as are unique formulae.1 If we 
speak I of the former here, where we are concerned with method of 
analysis of diction, it is only to point out that these are elements which 
resist our method of analysis. Moreover, such equivalent noun-epithet 
formulae are generally not greater in number in comparison with unique 
formulae than we found in the case of this particular series: 6 equivalent 
noun-epithet formulae alongside of 34- unique formulae; or 4-0 noun
epithet formulae of the same length to designate 37 different persons. 

We concluded that the 34- unique noun-epithet formulae which serve 
to designate persons, and which fall between the feminine caesura and 
the end of the line, constitute of themselves a system whose extension and 
simplicity are proof of its traditional character as a whole. But these 
noun-epithet formulae in the nominative form only a part of a much 
more widely extended system: there is another series of noun-epithet 
formulae of persons in the nominative which fall between the hephthe-

I We shall frequently have cause to use the terms equivalent formulae and unique formulae; 
in each case one must understand from the point qf view qf sense and metrical value. In the same 
way we shall speak of equivalent epithets (TaAaalq,povos ,..., JL.yaA�TOpOS for Odysseus; {,,",o8&.
ILOIO ,..., o'vBpcxp6,010 for Hector), and of unique epithets (Bros of Odysseus; q,alB'JLos of Hector). 
It is evident that the distinction is of the greatest importance for the study of the formulary 
element in epic diction, since under the same metrical conditions, the bard will in one case 
have a choice between two formulae or two epithets, whereas in the other case he has no 
choice. We shall also assume the right to use these terms in the singular: equivalent formula, 
unique epithet, etc. 
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mimeral caesura and the end of the Jine--7To'\vfL77TtS 'OaVUUEVS', 1TOaas 
WKVS' }1Xt'\'\Evs, etc. (cf. TE, pp. I5-I6); another series of noun-epithet 
formulae of persons in the nominative which fall between the bucolic 
diaeresis and the end of the line-St'os 'OaVUUEVS', aios }1Xt'\'\EVS, etc. 
(cf. TE, p. I6); and another analogous series falling between the begin
ning of the line and the penthemimeral caesura-StoYEv1]S 'OaVUUEVS, 
"EKTWP IIptafLta77s, etc. Each of these series reveals both a large number of 
formulae and the almost complete absence of any element superfluous 
from the point of view of versification. Thus we are in the presence of 
a system of formulae which is a set of subsystems; and its character is such 
as to exclude any possibility of its being the work of an individual poet. 

We can establish these systems not only for noun-epithet formulae of 
persons in the nominative. These same formulae provide like series in the 
genitive, although, owing to exigencies of versification which we shall 
examine in their place, these series are I less rich. Nor are systems of 
noun-epithet formulae confined to series of formulae in the same case. If 
we take all the noun-epithet formulae for Achilles, in all five grammatical 
cases, we shall have 45 different formulae of which not a single one is of 
the same metrical value in the same case as any other. Ifwe take all those 
which are used for Odysseus, we shall find 46 different ones, and of these 
only 2 are of equivalent metrical value, and hence lie outside the demon
stration in the same way as the equivalent formulae mentioned above. 
Like systems can be established for horses, for the human race, for the 
Achaeans, for ship, etc. Let us finally cite a third way of proving the 
traditional character of some epithets by means of the system. A large 
number of epithets in Homer apply without distinction to all nouns of 
a certain category; aios, for example, applies to any hero, and Homer in 
fact uses it with the names of 32 different heroes. If we gather together all 
epithets of this kind which apply to heroes, in all their grammatical cases, 
we find that they constitute a system of I64 forms representing I27 
different metrical values. 

Let us remark here that we are indicating as briefly as possible the 
different ways in which the proof provided by the system can be used; 
for the subject under discussion at this point is the method of analysis, 
not the analysis itself. That will be carried out in the third chapter. We 
do no more here than note a few of its conclusions. 

The investigation thus outlined of Homer's use of the epithet could be 
made for any part of speech, as long as the poems provide us with 
a sufficient quantity of evidence. One would find, for example, that the 
personal pronoun is used regularly in certain types of formulae, although 
these are by their nature far more complex than noun-epithet formulae. 
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The Iliad and the Ot[yssey exhibit, for example, 139 cases of the use of 
aV'Tap 0, and from these one could set up a number of distinct series to 
prove the traditional character both of the expression I itself and of its use 
at the beginning of the line: 

etc. 

Aag 7TpoufJOs 
, \  f , � aV'Tap 0 BvftOv €xWV 

!y, auBp,aivwv 

aV'Tap 0 

l' " avns 'wv 
77£{05" €WV 

p,aKpov avu€V 
a,p E7T6povu€ 
f3fj 7TPOS Swp,a 
f3fj AVKi'l)vS€ 
f3fj p' Uva, 
P,€PP,�p,g€ 

etc. Or one could compose a series of formulae containing £us 0 jJ-EV, VVV 
8' 0 jJ-EV, aM' 0 jJ-€v, etc., to prove the traditional character of 0 P,EV where 
it occurs in the first foot of the line. If the investigation were pushed far 
enough, one would be in the possession of considerable data on the 
technique of the use of the pronoun; one would know with certainty that 
it is traditionally used in certain positions, in certain formulae, in certain 
formula types. 

These few examples can give some notion of the immense complexity 
of the problem of traditional style. We are faced with the analysis of 
a technique which, because the bard knew it without being aware that he 
knew it, because it was dependent on his memory of an infinite number 
of details, was able to attain a degree of development which we shall 
never be in a position perfectly to understand. But this analysis is the 
only way we have of finding out how far the style of the Iliad and the 
Ot[yssey is due to tradition. It is our only way of giving some precision to 
our general impression of Homeric style, the impression formulated by 
M. Meillet in the passage quoted above (TE, p. 9). 

In the present study we propose to analyse this technique as it applies 
to the epithet.! This is the part I of speech which lends itself most easily 
to the sort of investigation which we have described. In most cases, the 
epithet combines with the substantive which must accompany it, or with 
its substantive and a preposition, to make complete formulae which fill 
the entire space between a caesura and either the beginning or the end 

I Epithet can be defined as a qualifying word added to a substantive without the inter
mediary of the copula. Thus it is not necessarily an adjective: it can also be a substantive 
tWat, pa(,..>..tls) or even a composite expression «upu KP<'WV, po�v ayaOos). 
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of the line. Other types of formula in which this part of speech occurs 
are comparatively few. The analysis of formulae containing, say, nouns 
would on the other hand be very much more complicated. Besides the 
two categories of formula which have just been named, one would have 
to deal with noun-noun formulae, conjunction-noun formulae, preposi
tion-noun formulae, etc. And the analysis of other parts of speech would 
be yet more complex. It is doubtless largely by analogy with the results 
obtained for the epithet that we should form our judgement of the use of 
other parts of speech ; and it may be that the epithet is the one case in 
which we can hope to bring our investigation reasonably close to what we 
want, an analysis sufficiently complete to allow us to determine with some 
degree of certainty whether Homer's diction is in fact entirely made up of 
formulae. 

§ 5. T R A D I T I O N  A N D  T H E  P O E T'S F R E E D O M  O F  C H O I C E  

But the greatest advantage in selecting the epithet as the object o f  our 
researches into traditional style is the semantic distinction which we are 
thereby enabled, or better, which we are thereby forced to make between 
two kinds of epithets-the particularized epithet, which concerns the 
immediate action, and the ornamental epithet, which has no relation to 
the ideas expressed by the words of either the sentence or the whole pas
sage in which it occurs. And this semantic distinction leads us to a surer 
judgement of the traditional character of Homeric style as a whole than 
we can derive from the proof provided by the system. The reason for this 
is, that as we are forced to recognize the character of the fixed epithet in 
Homer, a character that distinguishes it from any epithet occurring in the 
work of a poet who uses an individual style, we find ourselves at grips 
with a conception of style entirely new I to us. We are compelled to 
create an aesthetics of traditional style. 

The matter at stake is the poet's freedom of choice. Was Homer, or 
was he not, obliged to use traditional formulae? And is he a greater poet 
for having used them, or for having rejected them and sought instead 
words appropriate to the particular nuance of his thought? 

The conclusions of those who have demonstrated that the variety of 
forms observed in epic language could be explained by necessities of 
versification have already given rise to the objection that this would 
deprive the poet of all power of choice. A complicating factor is that 
words and forms borrowed from alien dialects are among the principal 
means of ennobling the style of Greek poetry. Thus E. Drerup protests 
that to make the exigency of verse alone responsible for the non-Ionic 
elements in Homeric language is to exclude from the problem 'that 
subjective element which in all poetry, without exception, determines the 
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formation oflanguage and verse: I mean, the art of the poet .. .' He goes 
on to add that if the poet uses such forms as 'TCl.WV, 7TCl.VTEUUt, ap.p.E'>, it is 
not because he had to : he could perfectly well have used the Ionic form of 
these words, if in a different part of the line. According to Drerup, he 
chose Aeolic forms because he judged their tone more suitable for his 
poetry as well as because they were more manageable in versification. I 

But here Drerup is wrong and K. Witte is right : the former's reasoning 
is based on a fundamental error : one cannot speak of the poet's freedom 
to choose his words and forms, if the desire to make this choice does not 
exist. Homer had inherited from his predecessors a language whose 
several elements were used solely in accordance with the needs of com
position in hexameters. If it had been otherwise, if this or that archaic or 
Aeolic word or form had survived chiefly because it was able to give the 
style the nobility of a ug,,> gEV"(�, then the system of epic language would 
have included a multitude of metrically equivalent elements. But this is 
not the case. Generally speaking, I whenever Homer has to express the 
same idea under the same metrical conditions, he has recourse to the 
same words or the same groups of words. Where Witte is at fault is in not 
having confined himself to showing that the non-Ionic elements in epic 
language, at the moment when they became alien to the spoken language 
of the bards and of their audience, received an artistic consecration, and 
that this was what maintained them in heroic language. It does indeed give 
a false impression of the character of this language to imply that its 
creation was, so to speak, a mechanical process. This is a mistake which 
we shall be at pains to avoid in these pages, when we come to deal with 
the origin and development of formulary diction. None the less, Witte 
expressed no more than the truth when he said that in Homer, con
venience of versification alone determines the choice of a dialectal or 
artificial element in the traditional language. Homer's use of this or that 
archaic or dialectal form is a matter of habit and convenience, not of 
poetic sentiment. 

Our study of the use of the epithet in Homer will lead us to a similar 
conclusion : that the use of the fixed epithet, that is, of the ornamental as 
opposed to the particularized epithet, is entirely dependent on its con
venience in versification. Now it happens that the epithet has caught the 
attention and aroused the admiration of modern readers more than any 
other element in Homeric style ; whereas Homer's own audience, it 
should be said, must have been just as impressed with his ug,,> gEVtK� as 
with his epithets. We cannot fully appreciate the 'foreign' element in 
Homeric language, first, because we do not know enough of the Ionic 
dialect in Homer's time, and second, because our modern poetry is 

I Homerische Poetik, 121 fr. 
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unfamiliar with any analogous device to create a noble style. But in the 
epithet we have an element which is extremely familiar to us, one by 
which, perhaps more than by any other aspect of style, we judge an 
author's genius, his originality, the fineness of his thought. Consequently, 
when we find that the majority of epithets in Homer-in fact, all orna
mental epithets-are traditional and are used I in so far as they make 
versification easier for the poet, we are confronted with two alternatives : 
either we must conclude that the style of Homer does not deserve the 
honour in which it has been held, or else we must entirely change our 
conception of an ideal style. We shall adopt the latter point of view. But 
this is not the place to give the reasons for doing so ; nor is it the place to 
explain how the ideal of traditional style differs from that of individual 
style, the only one which the unforewarned modern reader recognizes as 
existing, because it is the only one with which he is familiar. It behoves us 
first to give the proof that the use of the ornamental epithet in Homer is 
entirely dependent on its power to facilitate versification. 



11 

THE USE OF THE EPITHET IN 
EPIC POEMS OF NON-TRADITIONAL STYLE 

I. The use of the epithet in the Argonautica. 2. The use of the epithet in the 
Aeneid. 

IT might be believed that the systems of noun-epithet formulae which 
we have shown to exist in Homer are a common property of all 
hexametric poetry, being due not to the influence of metre over suc

cessive generations, but to the influence of metre on the style of poets of 
any period whatever. A study of the heroic poems of Apollonius and 
Virgil will provide us with sure evidence on this point. 

§ 1. T H E  U S E  O F  T H E  E P I T H E T  I N  T H E  ARGONAUTlCA 

Before we begin this investigation, we must state one of its conditions : 
only an epithet which can be ornamental has a place in a system of 
noun-epithet formulae ; the formula must be usable in any situation 
where it would help the poet in his versification. Thus the epithet 
aEtKEM7J", by which Apollonius characterizes a ship which fell apart in 
a storm (ii. 1128), could obviously not be used in the description of 
a stouter ship ; for this purpose, we need epithets like 8o�, yAacPVP�, 
KOtA7J, etc., which denote the qualities of any good ship. In making this 
distinction between epithets which can be ornamental and those which 
cannot, we are not anticipating the conclusions of later chapters, where 
we shall find that only the fixed epithet, the epithet which is a part of 
formulary diction, can be really ornamental. For I to remove any pos
sible doubt, we shall try to establish systems for Apollonius and Virgil, 
not by means of epithets which are certainly ornamental, but by means 
of those which can be ornamental. Thus in the penultimate chapter of 
this essay we shall have occasion to show that Apollonius uses the 
epithet ap�to., in view of the immediate context. But the word could 
be used as an ornamental epithet of Jason in any passage of the Argo
nautica where it would facilitate versification, since this hero never plays 
the coward. Hence we must find out whether the noun-epithet formula 
in which this epithet occurs is or is not part of a system of noun-epithet 
formulae. 
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In the Argonautica, we find that the name 'I�awv is used with and with
out epithet in the following proportions : 1 

with epithet without epithet 

'I�awv 3 26 
'J.,jaovos 
'I�aovt 4 
'I�aova 8 

3 38 

The word yrJ8oavvos (iv. 1 71) , in one of the three cases in which an 
epithet occurs, is really a predicative adjective which by a poetic artifice 
has usurped the place of an attributive. The other two cases are : 

i· 3 49 
ii. 122 

'HpaKA£'TJS, ava 0' aUTOS apT/ws WPVVT' 'Nawv 
AlaKiOat, avv O€ aq,w ap�ws WPVVT' 'I�awv 

Apollonius also uses the name Aiaovl81], to designate the hero of his 
poem : I 

with epithet without epithet 

Alaovio1]s 4 27 
Alaovioao 16 
Alaovio£w 3 
Alaovio'TJt 5 
Alaovio'TJ 8 

5 59 

In I 460 d.p.�xavo" like Y1]86avvos above, is strictly speaking a predicate 
adjective. The other cases all contain the epithetic word iJpws : 

iV·477 
iv. 1160 
iv. 1526 
iii. 509 

i}pws 0' Alaovio7]s i�apyp.aTa Tap.v£ (JavovTos 
i}pws Alaovili'TJS, p.£yapots 0' iv;' 1TaTpos £oio 
i}pws T' Alaovili'TJS, aowiit 1T£pt8ap.{3€£s aT'TJt 
i}pws Alaovio'TJ, q,POV€HS, P.€P.OVdS T£ 1TOVOW 

I These figures are based on the index of A. WelJauer at the end of his edition of the 
Argonoutico, Leipzig 1828. The quotations are from the edition of R. Merkel, Leipzig 
1913. 
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For the common noun VTJVS in the Argonautica we find: 

, v£ws 
""16s 

""1l 

""1vv 
vija 

vij£s 

""1wv 

""1vul 
V7]EUUL 

vijas 

with epithet without epithet 

7 

9 

20 

47 

19 

55 

7 

3 

4 

142 I 

In 20 cases, epithets accompany this noun. Of these, a£LK£>..i7]S (ii. 
1 128) is clearly too particularized to be used as an ornamental epithet, 
and so are KOAXlSos (iv. 484), KOAXlSa (ii. 1097), and £7TatyrEES (i. 235) ; 
while IL£TaXfJOvl7]v (iv. 1383, 1566) and 7TaVTJILEpl7]v (i. 1358) replace 
adverbs. The remaining lines in which VTJvs is accompanied by an epithet 
are these: 

iv. 1268 
i· 401 
i. 319 
ii. 211 
iii. 316 
iV·580 
i. III 
i. 1328 
ii. 71 
ii. 897 
iv. 101 
ii. 575 
iv.855 

""1VS lEp� XEPUOV 7ToAAov 7Tp6uw· aAAa p.w aVn7 
Ttt/Jvv EVfTTdfY'/s ol�La ""10S £pvuOaL 
8£L8Exa'T' J4py<!1LT}L a.P.V8LS 7Tapa. ""11. P.EVOV'TES 
J4PYWLT}S E7T1. ""10S a.y£L P.£Ta Kwas 'I�uwv 
aVEpES, 01T'1TT}L 'TE y>.at/Jvpijs EK ""10S £PT}'TE 
aV817Ev y>.at/Jvpijs ""10s 86pv, 'T6 p' ava ,.,.EuU7Jv 
av� yap Kal. vija Oo�v Kap.E" uVv 8E ol Jtpyos 
7TOpt/JOPEOV, Kol>'T}v 8� 8L�e dAos £K>'VU£ vija 
'TfY'/xV Oo�v E7T� vija KOpOOUE'TaL, 7} 8' wo 'TV'T06v 
vija O�v a.e£w· 8� yap OEOV E'Tpa7TEO' OPP.17L 
vija Oo�v E>.aav aVT6UX£8ov, &pp' £n vOK'TWP 
v17a 8o�v E'tupawov EPEUUEP.EV, ov 8� 7TE>'ElT}S 
�wO£v 8t Oofis 7Tpvp.V7]ULa >'OE'TE ""16s 

A comparison of the way 'I�uwv and AluovlS7]s are used in the 
Argonautica and the way Homer uses 'OSVUUEVS shows a relative frequency 
that leaves no doubt of the abundance with which the latter poet avails 
himself of the epithet: I I 

I The most complete word-index of the Iliad and the Odyssey is that of Gehring, ITUkx 
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with epithet without epithet 

'OSVU€vS' 1 6  72 
'OSVUU€vS' 186 III 

'OSvafjoS' 30 36 
'OSvuu€ik 
'OSvuafjoS' 41 34 
'OSvuu'oS' 
'OSVafjl 8 24 
'OSVUafjl 5 5 
'OSvafja 20 37 
'OSvuula 
'OSvuafja 7 9 
'OSVU€v 3 9 
'OSVUU€v 28 3 

344 343 

No importance should be attached to the mere number of times these 
different names are used, since that obviously depends on the length and 
the subject of the poems : the significant thing is the relative use, in each 
author, of the name with and without epithet. This tells us that Homer 
uses an epithet with the name of Odysseus approximately seven times 
as often as does Apollonius with the name of J ason. 

A similar comparison of the use of the word vYJvs in the works of these 
two poets gives us another striking ratio. The cases listed as without 
epithet in the following table comprise a number of particularized adjec
tives : VYJvs EKa'TO,VYos (Y 247) , VYJos E€IKOUOPOto (I 322) , VYJos E1T' d>.Ao'TptYJs 
(3 times) ,  vij€S • • •  vEal �8€ 1TaAalat (f3 293) ; two improperly formed 
adjectives : vij' 14ya/L€/LvovEYJv (K 326) , NeU'TOpEYJI 1Tapa VYJt (B 54); and 18 
cases where we see a change of grammatical case : vYJt 1Tapa 1TPV/Lvijl, etc. 
Also included in this category are 25 cases in which the poet has used this 
word with the genitives 14pyetwv, 14Xa1wv, or .davawv, even though these 

Homericus, Leipzig 1891. Ebeling's Lexicon Homericum, 2 vols., Leipzig 1885-8, is both less 
complete in quoting the line in which each word appears and also somewhat less accurate 
than Gehring's Irukx; and the fact that the lines in which words occur are quoted according 
to the different meanings of the word makes this work harder to use in a study like this one, 
where we need to collect all the lines containing a form identical with, or similar to, another 
form. However, the Lexicon is particularly explicit in giving the epithets that occur with each 
noun, and hence has been of great value for the purposes of this essay. Prendergast's Con
cordance to the Iliad, London 1875, and Dunbar's Concordance to the Odyssey, Oxford 1880, are of 
special utility for the study of the effects of analogy on epic style, a study in which onr. must 
be able to examine at once all the lines that contain certain words or certain expressions. 

The text of the Iliadis quoted after the edition of Monro and Allen, Oxford 1908; that 01 the 
Odyssey, after the edition of Allen, Oxford 1907. 
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genitives are really epithetic in meaning, since the audience know per
fectly well who are the owners of the ships so described. The table tells us 
that Homer uses an epithet with V7JVS almost four times as often as 
Apollonius: I 

with epithet without epithet 

V7]ii. 11 13 

"'lv. 48 55 
V£O. 7 3 

I 53 35 V7]L 

vfja 70 52 

vfj£. 36 16 
I 7 4 v££. 

V7]wv 22 39 
V£WV 3 37 

vr/£UUL 10 26 
I 4 2 V££UUL 

I 80 95 V7]VUL 

vfja. 76 109 I 8 9 v£a. 

435 495 

We may also point out, keeping well in mind, however, the difference 
in length between the two works in question, that Homer has 23 different 
epithets for V7JVS, Apollonius, only 5. 

These proportions, already so striking by their difference, become yet 
more significant in light of the observation that almost all the noun
epithet expressions for this word in Apollonius are borrowed from Homer. 
cip�'os is used 32 times in the Iliad and Otfyssey, and always in the same 
position as on the two occasions when Apollonius makes use of it. There 
is, moreover, a definite likeness between those two lines and H 166: 

With 7jpws AluovL87Js we may compare the Homeric formulae 7jpws 
:4:rp£�s (5 times), 7jpws 'I80J-L£v£vS (twice), 7jpws M7JP'oV7Js (once), TJpWS 
Am-OJ-LE8wv (twice), etc., which likewise occur regularly at the I begin
ning of the line. YAacfovpfJs El< V7Jos followed by a verb-form of three syl
lables ending the line is found 4 times in the Otfyssey: 

J-LfjAa 8£ KVKAW7TO' yAarpvpfj. EK V7]o. lAOVT£' 
o�. ;rpay£ EKV>'>'''1 yAarpvpfj. EK V7]0. lAoiiua 
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7TPWTOV '03vC1crija yAaif)Vpfjs iK II1'/OS aELpaV 
oi 3f XfY'IftaT' ifta yAaif)Vpfjs iK II1'/OS £A6vTES 

The fact that vija Oo�v is found several times in Homer, as in ApoUonius, 
at the beginning of the line and before the hephthemimeral caesura, may 
be oflittle importance, since it may be the result of a coincidence. On the 
other hand, it should be pointed out that some of the lines in ApoUonius 
containing this or another epithet of VY}vs have a complex word order in 
which the relative positions of noun and epithet are such as we should 
never find in Homer : 

i. 1328 
i. 855 

7Topif")PEOV, KotA,,!V Of 3'f, dAos EKAvC1E vfja 
�W8EV Of 80fjs 7TPVftV�C1La AVETE v,,!6s 

We should also observe the absence of the most common formula 
types of the Iliad and Otfyssey, those which exactly fill the space between 
a caesura and either the beginning or the end of the line. But although we 
thus find no direct imitation of Homer in the case of some of these epi
thets, it is none the less quite evident that expressions containing KOL�T/, 
y�acPvp�, and Oo� in ApoUonius are inspired by reminiscences of his 
predecessor. Only EV(J'TELPT/S (once) , LEP� (once) , and )tPYWLT/S (twice) , 
words which could stand as epithets of no ship other than the Argo, seem 
to be due to the originality of Apollonius. As far as epithets are concerned, 
the Rhodian poet created little or nothing that we can regard as a tech
nique of diction. 

§ 2. T H E  U S E  OF T H E  E P I T H E T  I N  T H E  AENEID 

We could deal more easily with the point in question if we had some 
hexameters written by a Greek poet who did not know Homer; but there 
undoubtedly never was such a poet. The best way, therefore, of deter
mining to what point the originality of a poet who did not have Homer as 
a model could have I created a technique of diction, is a study of the 
Aeneid or of another Latin poem in hexameters. To be sure, the Roman 
poets, and not least Virgil, were familiar with Homer ; but his particular 
style and expressions do not easily admit of exact imitation in another 
language. 

The name Aeneas is used by Virgil with and without epithet in the 
foUowing proportions : 1  

I The figures for the names Aeneas, Achates, and Turnus are based on the index o f  names in 
O. Ribbeck's edition of Virgil, Leipzig 1867; those for navis are based on the uxicon zu 
Vergilius by Merguet, Leipzig 1907. 
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with with no 
epithetic word epithetic word 

Aeneas 49 103 
Aeneae (gen.) 3 18  
Aeneae (dat.) 3 1 0  
Aenean 5 30 
Aenea (ab!. ) 3 
Aenea (voc.) 2 8 

62 172 

Inscius (vi. 711), ignarus (x. 25, x. 85), hospitis (vii. 463),jerus (iv. 466), 
[aetum (vii. 288), andjatalem (xi. 232), are all too particularized to count 
as ornamental epithets. Virgil is closer to Homer than Apollonius in the 
frequency with which he uses the epithet here. Aeneas is accompanied by 
an epithet one half as often as ·08vaaEv�. 

The cases listed in the following table as without epithet include 
occurrences of the word navis with tarda (v. 280), solitae (ii. 462),Jessas (i. 
1 68, v. 29), these being too particularized to be ornamental. With this 
word Virgil uses an epithet even less often than does Apollonius with 
VTJV�:I I 

with with no 
epithetic word epithetic word 

Navis 
Navis 
Navem 5 
Naves 
Navis 19 
Navibus 9 

3 38 

Without dwelling on the obvious fact that Roman poetry owes its entire 
conception of the epithet to Greek poetry, we can see the direct influence 
of Homer in the epithets used by Virgil with the words in question. 
Aeneas Anchisiades in the line 

vii. 52 I Aeneas Anchisiades et fidus Achates 

shows memory of the Homeric lines 
I To be exact, Homer has an epithet with �1Jii> between 6 and 7 times as often as Virgil 

has with navis. 
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Alv£Las 'T '  J1YXLUtl101/S Ka� q,aLoLILos 'EK'TWP 
Alvdas 'T' J1YXLuLao1/S Ka� oios J1xw\An$s 

Magnanimum (i. 260, ix. 204) may be derived from ILEY&'(}V}LoS, but it is 
more likely an exact reminiscence of }LEyaM/,ropos AlvEtao which appears 
four times in Homer. Magnus (x. 159) , magni (x. 830) seem to have been 
inspired by Homer's frequent use of }LEyaS. Aeneas heros (vi. 103) can be 
compared with A�L'TOS' 7JPwS' (Z 35), T7JU}LaxoS' ()' 7JPwS' (8 2 1 ,  303), 
II7JvE>'Ewv ()' 7Jpwa (N 92) , etc. 

Bonus (v. 770, xi. 106) could have been suggested by aya(}oS' ; but if it 
was, we should have to suppose that the Roman poet badly misunder
stood this epic word, attributing to it the moral sense which it bore in the 
Greek language of his own I time. When the poet uses bonus in these two 
cases, he is thinking of the kindness which his hero was wont to show. It 
may be better to consider this an original idea. Even if he owes a portion 
of his epithets to Homer, Virgil attained in the choice of some of these 
words that originality which makes of his poem much more than a mere 
Roman version of the Iliad and the OdySSf)'. The expressions pius Aeneas ( 1 7 
times) and pater Aeneas ( 1 6  times) derive from the most profoundly 
original aspect ofVirgil's thought. 

Thus we find in the Aeneid a not infrequent use of non-traditional 
epithets ; but this leaves us very far from finding in it what could be called 
a system. There is not, in Virgil, the necessary variety of expressions 
designed to serve in different parts of the line; and what is yet more 
conclusive, there is an abundance of expressions identical both in metre 
and in sense. Pius Aeneas and pater Aeneas are of like metrical value, and if 
we regard the Virgilian epithet as a true ornamental word, we must 
conclude that their sense is the same. 

The expression pius Aeneas most often begins in the first foot. We find 

At pius Aeneas 
Turn pius Aeneas 
quam pius Aeneas 
quem pius Aeneas 
hoc pius Aeneas 
quid pius Aeneas 
sum pius Aeneas 

It also occurs in two other positions : 

praecipue pius Aeneas 
actutum pius Aeneas 

(4 times) 
(4 times) 
(twice) 
(once) 
(once) 
(once) 
(once) 

(twice) 
(once) 

vii. 5 At pius exsequiis Aeneas rite solutis 
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Pater Aeneas, being of the same metrical value and beginning in the 
same way with a single consonant, does nothing to facilitate versifica
tion : I it only makes possible a series of expressions similar to those listed 
just above : 

At pater Aeneas 
Turn pater Aeneas 
quos pater Aeneas 
hinc pater Aeneas 
iam pater Aeneas 
et pater Aeneas 
huc pater Aeneas 
cum pater Aeneas 
sic pater Aeneas 

(4 times) 
(twice) 
(once) 
(once) 
(twice) 
(once) 
(once) 
(once) 
(once) 

Bonus occupies the same position, and has the same metrical value : 

quos bonus Aeneas (twice) 

Note finally that Tros in Tros Aeneas (xii. 723) could be replaced by 
pius or pater or bonus. 

The other expressions containing Aeneas in the nominative with an 
epithetic word of different metrical value from those listed above are : 

i. 59b 
vi. 1 03 
viii. 521 
x. 1 59 
xii. 938-9 

iX·40-1 

Troius Aeneas, Libycis ereptus ab undis 
Incipit Aeneas heros: non ulla laborum 
Aeneas Anchisiades et fidus Achates 
hie magnus sedet Aeneas secumque volutat 

stetit acer in armis 
Aeneas, volvens oculos, dextramque repressit 
namque ita discedens praeceperat optimus armis 
Aeneas 

Thus out of 41  cases in which an epithetic word is used with Aeneas in 
the nominative, 35 exhibit an epithet of the measure � �, and in 3 1  the 
whole expression has the measure � � - - -, and begins in the first foot. 
A comparison with the series of noun-epithet formulae on Table I (TE, 
p. 39) will show the difference between the style ofVirgil, who I employs 
the epithet solely as an artifice of style, and Homer, whose use of the 
epithet is guided by his desire to make versification easier. In the case of 
certain names, which occur less frequently in the Iliad and Odyssey com
bined than does Aeneas in the Aeneid, it can be observed that the majority 
of noun-epithet expressions containing them are of the same metrical 
value with formula types which we can call principal, on the grounds 
that they are by far the most common. The metre of all these formula 
types is such as to fill the space between a caesura and the beginning or 
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end of the line, so that they can be switched about III the manner 
described in the preceding chapter. Thus we find : 

formulae of 

principal types other measures 

Aeneas ( 152 times in the Aeneid) 2 39 
7!fYTI' (43 times in Homer) 1 5  1 2  
L1tofL�S'1/' (42 times in Homer) 34 7 
ityafLtfLvwv ( 100 times in Homer) 63 1 5  
it1T6Mwv (I I I times in Homer) 51 1 5 
Ntu'Twp (55 times in Homer) 32 7 

In two cases Virgil uses for Aeneas a noun-epithet expression extending 
exactly from a caesura to one of the extremities of the line. One of 
these is the expression Aeneas Anchisiades, borrowed from Homer, which 
leaves only the expression Troius Aeneas as more or less the product 
of the poet's originality. Without these principal formula types, it is 
hardly possible to set up a system offormulae. Undoubtedly the formula
series at pius Aeneas, turn pius Aeneas, etc., and at pater Aeneas, turn pater 
Aeneas, etc., were helpful to Virgil in his versification ; we can be certain 
that their frequent use was in part determined by their convenience. But 
if these formulae, all of the same metrical value, attest the influence of 
verse on style, they still do not constitute of themselves a system. I 

Another indication of the absence in Virgil of anything that might 
constitute a system of noun-epithet formulae is the presence of formulae 
alike both in metre and in sense. For a single noun in Homer, there are 
sometimes noun-epithet formulae which are metrically the same ; e.g. 
B£a '\£VKW,\£VO' "Hp'Y/ along with {3owm. 1T6'TVLa "Hp'Y/, etc., cases which 
themselves can be explained by the influence of metre (cf. Chap. V). But 
these cases are exceedingly few in comparison with the number of unique 
noun-epithet formulae, and they almost invariably shqw either an epithet 
borrowed from another formula in which its metre makes it indispensable, 
or an epithet that can be applied to any noun of a given category. Many 
heroes, as we know, make their appearance in Homer ; and yet there is 
but one case in which two noun-epithet formulae of a single hero which 
have the same metrical value both contain an epithet peculiar to that 
hero : 1To8clpK'Y/S' • • .  J4XL'\'\£vS' '" 1To8wK'Y/S' . . .  J4XL'\'\£V. (cf. TE, p. 1 78). 
Whereas in Virgil we find that four epithets peculiar to Aeneas have the 
same metrical value : pater, pius, Tros, and bonus. The influence of metre in 
epic style on the one hand determined the abundance of noun-epithet 
formulae, as we have had occasion to point out ; but on the other hand, it 

S141S15 D 
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determined a rigorous simplicity for the whole set of these formulae, 
excluding with very few exceptions any formula which might match 
another in both sense and metre. Thus of the 723 formulae indicated on 
Table I (TE, p. 39) , only 8 1  show the same metrical value as another 
noun-epithet formula used for the same person. When we compare with 
these figures the proportion of equivalent formulae for Aeneas-of 4 1  
noun-epithet formulae in the nominative case, 3 9  repeat the metrical 
value of others-we find a proportion so different as to make plain that it 
would be impossible to establish, in terms of the noun-epithet formulae of 
Aeneas, a system characterized at once by great extension and great 
simplicity. 

A comparison of a different sort between the works of Virgil and of 
Homer will demonstrate with equal certainty that the former poet uses 
the epithet for reasons entirely apart from convenience of versification. It 
makes little difference to Homer I if he uses a greater or smaller number 
of epithets with the names of his several heroes. Epithets being for him 
no more than a device to facilitate the handling of nouns, the frequency 
with which he uses them with a particular noun will be a function of the 
metrical value of the latter. Epithets can be of service to the poet in the 
disposition of some names. They may be less useful to him, and even an 
encumbrance, in the case of others. For example, epithets are used in 
Homer with the nominatives of a number of names whose measure is 
� - - in fairly constant proportion : 

with epithet without epithet proportion 

'08VUUEV<; 202 183 1 :0·8 
J481}v7] 1 39 105 1 :0·8 
J41T6'\'\wv 66 45 1 :0'7 
J4X"UE"v<; 102 83 1 :0·8 

Similarly, the proportions are generally the same for the use of 
epithets with names whose metrical value is __ .1 

I The name NEUTWP, which appears with epithet in a proportion quite different from that 
of other names of heroes of the same metrical value, is a good example of why we must not lose 
sight of the action of the poem when we make numerical comparisons; and at the same time 
it shows us how rough these comparisons are. This name is used 39 times with epithet and 13 
times without, a proportion of 1 : 3. The explanation for this unusual proportion is not far to 
seek. Nestor is most likely to be mentioned under circumstances requiring him to address an 
assembly or in some way or other to give advice. Thus ofthe 52 times that the name N'UTWp 
appears, it is found 21 times at the end of a line announcing the beginning of a speech; and 
the subject expression of such lines, as we have shown, regularly consists of a noun-epithet 
formula. Had the lord of the Pylians been less of an orator, he would doubtless have received 
fewer epithets. 
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with epithet without epithet proportion 

47 
87 
43 

1 :0·8 
1 : 0·9 
I: I 

35 

For names whose measure is � � - -, the proportion changes radically, 
because these words do not need epithets : 

with epithet without epithet proportion 

)tyafl-'/LVWV 78 22 1 :0·3 
Lho/L�SY"Js 4 1 1 :0·03 
M£v£Aaos 86 19 1 :0·2 

Names of metrical value - �� - show a different proportion: 

'ISo/L£v£vs 
MY"JPLf�V7JS 

with epithet without epithet proportion 

I :  1 ·7 
I: 1 ·6 

Finally, the proportions of the use of epithets with names of the same 
metrical value with Aeneas are consistent among themselves, but at 
vanance with the proportions found for names of different metrical 
value : 

with epithet without epithet proportion 

Alv£las 5 26 1 :5"2 
llaTpoKAos 5 39 1 :7.8 
.Eap7TTJS<!JV 5 1 1  1 :2·2 
" H g,aLfTTos 4 20 I :  1 ·5 

The proportion of the use of epithets with Aeneas in Virgil is 41 : I I  I ,  or 
1 :2·7. If we remember what has already been explained, that a small 
discrepancy in proportions is not an important factor, we may be led to 
conclude that this proportion is virtually the same with that of names of 
like measure in Homer. But the fact that this proportion holds only I for 
the protagonist of the Aeneid shows us how Virgil made a point of using 
epithets in the very situation where Homer, whose guide was facility of 
versification, used them least. The case of the name Tumus, for example, 
gives us an indication of the normal use of the epithet in Virgilian 
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style. The Rutulian warrior's name is found 58 times in the nomina
tive, and on two occasions only is it accompanied by a word which could 
be classed as an ornamental epithet.! The conclusion is only too obvious. 
Where Virgil did not use the epithet by way of exception, as in the case 
of Aeneas and Achates, he hardly made use of it at all. Inspired by his 
reading of the Iliad and the Otfyssey, the Roman poet wished to endow 
Aeneas with ornamental words analogous to those possessed by the heroes 
of Homer. He did not appreciate, or even suspect, that the use of these 
words depended on the help they provide in the handling of names ; and 
so he did without them in the case of Turnus, where they would have been 
of great service, and used them abundantly with Aeneas, where they were 
less advantageous for the making of verse. 

1 Dux (ix. 28), princeps (ix. 535) ; ingms (xii. 927), Turnus' third epithet, cannot be orna
mental. 



III 

THE EPITHET AND THE FORMULA 
I: THE USAGE OF THE FIXED EPITHET 

I. Noun-epithet formulae of gods and heroes; principal types. 2. Noun-epithet 
formulae of gods and heroes; less frequent types. 3. Is the diction cif the Iliad and 
the Odyssey entirely formulary? 4. The choice cif epithets. 5. Epithets and noun
epithet formulae cif heroines. 6. I--pithets and noun-epithet formulae of peoples. 
7. Limits cif the method cif investigation. 8. Preposition-noun-epithet formulae and 
noun-epithet-verb formulae for certain names cif countries. 9. Noun-epithet 
formulae and noun-epithet-preposition formulae cif ships. 10. Noun-epithet formu
lae of horses. 11. Noun-epithet formulae cif the human race. 12. Noun-epithet 

formulae and noun-epithet-preposition formulae cif shields. 

§ I. N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E  O F  G O D S  A N D  H E R O E S; 

P R I N C I P A L  T Y P E S.I 

WE can now begin the study of Homeric formulae contammg 
epithets. Principal-type formulae, I those that exactly fill the 
space between the beginning or end of a line and a metrical 

break (caesura or diaeresis), will be examined first, because they occur 
with by far the greatest frequency and because they are most obviously 

I Must we give reasons for making numerical comparisons in this study of Homeric style? 
To those who object that a study of style ought not to be a problem in statistics we can reply 
that the use of figures is our only means of verifying with precision what would otherwise 
remain a vague impression. The purpose of these pages is to show in its full extent a quality of 
Homeric style which everyone can observe, but of which no one is in a position to appreciate 
the supreme importance without a numerical study. And furthermore, each detail of this 
numerical investigation is of distinct value in helping us to understand Homer; they com
pensate, in some degree, for the restrictions imposed on our sensibility by a foreign language 
and a poetry different from our own. The mere reading of Homer, for example, will never 
tell us that the word 7To>.vq,>.oluf3o.o is never found outside the expression 7To>'vq,>.oluf3ow 
lia>'o'uU1j" that after 7TPOUfq,"! Odysseus is invariably designated by the epithet 7ToM",,,!,, •• and 
never any other, that in more than half of the cases in which the name occurs 'Ollvuu<1" is 
accompanied by some epithet, that this same hero is never qualified by 7To>'v",�xavos except in 
the vocative case, etc., etc. To know all these things is to have so many distinct data on what 
constitutes Homeric style. It is true that even the most sensitive member of Homer's original 
audience I would not have noticed if the poet had changed this or that detail of this customary 
style; but this style, which he knew to be the poet's, and which he expected, was the aggregate 
of these details. 

�umbers have been used in the study of Homeric style in such a way as to win them a bad 
reputation; viz. in comparisons based on minute or hypothetical differences. We shall 
studiously avoid such comparisons, knowing that in a matter of style, numerical differences, 
being largely dependent on the action of the poem, can be no more than approximate. To 
say 'six times more often', or 'eight times more often', is no more than an alternative way of 
saying 'much more often'. 
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the product of a technique of diction. Then, after we have noted the 
forces which act in this first class of formulae-the influence of metre, the 
arrangement of words in the line, the relation between the essential idea 
and the formula, the factor of analogy-we shall be in a better position to 
make a judgement concerning the rarer types offormula which, it would 
seem, may be the independent creations of Homer. 

In order to draw conclusions which are general and not exceptional, 
it is necessary to examine a large number of formulae. At the same time, 
we must keep in mind that the character of any series offormulae (noun
epithet formulae, noun-epithet-preposition formulae, etc.) will inevitably 
depend on the character of the noun about which the formulae are 
constructed. The greatest danger in a study of Homeric formulae is that 
one may be led to assume that they follow rules which have nothing to do 
with the ideas denoted by the single words. We must never forget that 
formulary technique is designed to express the thought of epic poetry, 
hence varies constantly in conformity with the idea which is to be 
expressed. To choose an example : the name of a hero will more often be 
the subject of a sentence than will the name of a city or the majority of 
common nouns. Odysseus does many things ; a ship or Troy are less 
frequently conceived as the authors of an action. In other words, for the 
name of a hero, the epic poet stands in need of a series of noun-epithet 
formulae in the nominative case more often than for other nouns. In the 
same way, the poet will seldom have occasion to use a preposition with 
the name of Odysseus, whereas the occasions of saying I next to the ship, 
in the ship, to the ship will be frequent in any poem in which a ship plays 
a part ; and therefore the poet needs a series of noun-epithet-preposition 
formulae for ship which he does not need for Odysseus. Hence it is clearly 
correct procedure to give separate treatment to nouns which by their 
nature present distinct problems of versification, and to keep together 
only those which are alike in the circumstances of their use. 

u. Noun-epithetformulae of gods and heroes in the nominative case; principal types 

Table I (TE, p. 39) shows all the examples in which certain names in 
the nominative case, in combination with one or two epithets, form an 
expression which exactly fills the space between a metrical break and the 
beginning or end of a line. We have chosen eleven names among those 
most frequently met with in the poems. This Table shows : ( I )  the metri
cal value of the principal-type formulae, all the formulae of these types 
that appear in the nominative with the eleven names selected, and the 
number of times that these formulae occur in the Iliad and the Odyssry. 
The expressions given in square brackets are those which do not actually 
contain the name of the god or hero, but can take its place ; for example, 
7TUn,p avSpwv Tt: 8t:wv Tt: for Zeus and TVSEO, vZa, for Diomedes. For the 



TABLE I-NOUN-EPITHET FORMULAE OF GODS AND HEROES IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE; PRINCIPAL TYPES � 
(An asterisk * indicates that the metre of a name makes a noun-epithet formula impossible in the metre in question) 

Between the bucolic Between the hepthemimeral Between the feminine caesura Between the beginning of Noun-
diaeresis and the caesura and the end and the end of the line the line and the epithet 
end of the line of the line u-vv-uu-u penthemimeral caesura formulae 

-uu-- vv-uv-- -vv-uu- of 
different 
types 

'03l1uuros 3.0S' '03l1O'uros 60 "o>.Jf''1T&, '03l1O'uw, 8 1  "o,\tf.r,\us 3.os '03I1O'u€v, 38 3&oyEJl1j, '03I1UUEV, 4 12 
Ja8,\ds '03I1O'UEVS 3 7rTo,\{"op8os '03I1UUE vS 4 

}to>i"'1 n u.\,\d.s }to>i"'1 39 ,,'\UIIICw,,&, }to>i"'1 26 OEd. ,,'\UIIICw,,&S }t8>/"'1 51 nu.\,\d., }ttJ-qvo.l'l 8 1 1  
[d,8P'f'D7r4TP'I] 2 }t,\o..\ICOI-'€V1j&S' }t8>/"'1 2 

}t "o,\,\cu" fJo£,80S' }t"o'\'\wv 33 '" &cls vlcls }t"o'\'\w" 2 ilvat "'&cls vlcl, }t"o,\,\cu" 5 [lPoi,80s dlC€PUEIC0f''1S'] I 15 
IlCupyD, }t,,&'\'\WJI 6 dvat JIC4EpyDS' }t,,&,\,\wv 3 
IC,\VTOTO€OS }t,,&,\,\wv I 

}tX..uEVs 3£0S' }tX..uwS' 34 ,,&31lS w.ws }tX..uWs 3 1 7r034pIC'lS 3ioS' }tx..u€VS 21  10 
w.ws Jlx..uros 5 f'eyJ.8uf'G' }tX..uros I 

Z£v, ",.".nETU Zros 18 VEt/M'\'1)'€piTU ZWS' 30 [lI'u,..qp dv3p';:'v T£ 8£';:'v TE] 1 5 ZEVS Uo/I&/JpEf'ET'/, 5 39 
E�PVcnru ZWS' 14 Z� TEp1I'&lClpulIVOS' 4 • O>.Jf'lI'OS WpvOlI'U ZWS' I 

aTEP01l"1)'EpirU Zros I 
"HP'I �u"HP'I 11 '\EIIICW'\EVOS "HP'I 3 ,8o';:""s .,&Tv&U "HP'I 1 1  3 

OEd. MuICw..\EVOS' "H P'I 1 9 
"EICTWp fJal&f'Gs "ElCTwp 29 1C0pu8alo'\os "EICTWp 25 """uS' 1C0pu8alo.\oS' "ElCTwp 12 "ElCTtMp np'�, 6 1 1  

&,8P'f'OS "ElCTtMp 4 
NEUTWP 11!'1l'6Tu NlaTwp I r",pT/V&oS' 11l'1l'oTU NlaTwp 31 7 
XP'lS' X4NcEos XP'lS' 5 XPllO'>/v&O, :JtP'l' I /JP'.;.,vos &/JP'f'OS XP'lS' I 12 

&,8p&f'Ds :JtP'lS' 5 XP'lS' iTO, 1I'0,\lf&Olo 3 
"',ow4�S' [Tu3los vloS'] 8 ICPUTEpOs "'&Of'�' 12 ,80", dya8ds ""Of'�' 2 1  7 

d"Jds "'&Of'';�S' I 
Jl"Uf'Ef'VtMV * ICpEt- Jl".,f'vwv 26 dvat dl'3p.;:,v }t"""d"",,,,v 37 [-.Jp"" }t"Pf!&a.,s] 3 15 

Different 
types of 
formulae 

8 
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sake of simplicity the figures for the Iliad and the Odyssey are not given 
separately. The different proportions in the use of these formulae in the 
two poems are for the most part dependent on the individual circum
stances of each poem, and the few differences which would seem to 
derive from purely stylistic considerations will be treated in their place in 
Chap. V. Table I shows also : (2) how many times these same nouns, 
in combination with one or two epithets, make up formulae differing in 
metrical value from the principal types ; and the number or types of 
formula of this kind which are represented. This will serve to show the 
much greater frequency of principal-type formulae. I I 

The most important fact this table helps us to see is that the formulae in 
it constitute a system distinguished at once by great extension and by 
great simplicity. Of the 55 different formulae which there appear, only 9 
are not unique in both sense and metre : L1L<>S' vicl!; }17TO'\'\WV, EKaEpyo� 
'A '\ \ H l: A \ " 'A '\ \ " l: " 'A '\ \ -I. \ ' .t:l7TOI\I\WV, ava� ""LO� VLOS .t:l7TOI\I\WV, ava� EKaEpyos n7TOl\I\WV, VE'I'EI\TJyEpeTa 
Z '  Z "  , Z ' {J- , "H ()' EVS, EVS TEp7TLKEpavvos, UTEp07TTJYEpETa EVS, OW7TLS 7TOTVLa PTJ, Ea 
'\WKW'\EVOS "HpTJ. These equivalent formulae will be examined in their 
place. Outside of these 9 formulae there are 46 that cannot be replaced by 
any others, and these 46 do not reveal an unlimited number of metrical 
values. They in fact represent 7 different metrical values, those of the 
formulae 8ws '08VUUEVS, eu()"os '08VUUEVS, 7To,\vfLTJTLS '08VUUEVS, 7T'ro,\i-
7TOp()OS '08VUUEVS, 7ToAVT'\as 8tos '08VUUEVS, }1,\a,\KofLEVTJls }1()�VTJ, 8LOYEvTJS 
'08VUUEVS. And these 46 different unique formulae represent 723 occur
rences in the poems. It is obvious that a system of formulae of this kind 
could not be the creation of one man : it must be wholly traditional. But 
there is no need to insist on this. Let us turn to that relation between 
hexameter and diction which explains the creation and the preservation 
of the system, and the way in which it is used. 

A. Noun-epithet formulae rif gods and heroes in the nominative case after the 
bucolic diaeresis. This formula, as Table I shows, is one of the three (the 
others are those that occur after the feminine and after the hephthe-

I As we have noted above (TE, p. 24), only the ornamental epithet can belong to a system 
of noun-epithet formulae. This has made necessary the exclusion from this chapter of certain 
particularized epithets. The way in which these particularized epithets are distinguished 
from fixed epithets will be explained in its place (TE, pp. 153 ff.). Here we wish to note their 
exclusion from this chapter merely because, as in one or two other places, we are seeking to 
give all the noun-epithet formulae or all the epithets of certain categories. I t is proper, 
therefore, to list the epithets thus excluded SO that the reader can recognize that their exclusion 
from this chapter can affect only in the slightest degree the simplicity of the several systems of 
noun-epithet formulae and of epithets which we shall have occasion to establish. The number 
of epithets in question is 14, We have excluded from Table I the formulae 'OIJVGG£VS 'lTO�U
"'PO'ITOS, 'OIJVGG£VS '18aK1/GLos; from Table III the epithets 'J7r£P8vp.os, 'IT£�wptOs; from the list of 
special epithets of heroes (TE, p. 83), p.aX'lS aKOP"lToV, ava�KLlJos, 'lTO�VP.��OV, ay�vopL, 
£K'lTay�os ; from the list of epithets of ships (TE, p. 112), KVaVO'ITpWLP£&OVS, £v""PVP.VOL; from the 
list of special epithets of heroines (TE, p. 97), GTvYWr;s, IJO�O/L"lTLS; from the list of special 
epithets of peoples (TE, p. 99), 'J7T£pKulJavTas, 
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mimeral caesurae) I which are most likely to exist for any hero and which 
we encounter most frequently in reading the poems. To understand its 
importance, we must consider the relation between its position and the 
rest of the hexameter line. Between the caesura of the third foot and the 
bucolic diaeresis extends a portion of the line of which the metre is either 
� � - � � or � - � �, according to whether the caesura is masculine or 
feminine. Both by its metre and by its position, this part of the line is par
ticularly suitable to the verb. Its metre ends in a foot which can be either 
a dactyl or a spondee, usually the former, and is thus adapted to the 
many verb-forms ending in -aTO, -ETO, -VTO, -EE, and to imperfects and 
second aorists such as 7jAv(lE, 7jyaYE, KTcLVE, EKAvE,7TOPE, 7TPOU€UnXE, etc., 
which are so abundant in Homeric Greek. On the other hand, the posi
tion of this part of the line is convenient for the verb precisely because the 
fourth foot is followed by the bucolic diaeresis, which allows the poet to 
continue the sentence or to end it as he chooses and as the sense requires. 
If he wishes to end it, he has to begin another a wide array of series of 
conjunction-noun formulae, verb-con junction-noun formulae, etc., 
which we cannot discuss here, such as aVTap '08VUUEVS, OV yap '08VUUEVS, 
XatpE 8' '08VUUEVS, Kat 7TOV '08VUUEVS, !JPXE 8' '08VUUEVS, ciJPTO 8' '08vu
UEVS, etc. Or if he wishes to continue the sentence, he has at his disposal 
series of noun-epithet formulae which can serve either as the subject, or, 
in the oblique cases, as the object of the verb. 

A phenomenon of the greatest importance, because it shows us how far 
this diction of formulae was developed, is that in the entire series of 
formulae following the diaeresis given in Table I, each hero and each god 
(except in the one case of i7T7ToTa N€aTwp has a subject formula of 
appropriate metrical value beginning with a single consonant. This 
allows the poet to precede these formulae by a verb with one of the end
ings listed above. With formulae of this kind he can avoid the hiatus of 
a short syllable and still keep the dactylic movement desired for the 
fourth foot just before the bucolic diaeresis. Or in the less frequent cases 
when he must see a verb ending in a spondee, that is, a form like apApTTJ', 
I 7TpoC77Jv8a or EvtKa, this series of noun-epithet formulae beginning with 
a single consonant will prevent both the hiatus of a long vowel and over
lengthening, maintaining the quick movement which is especially sought 
for in the latter half of the line. I As for the portion of the line preceding 

I The term overlengthening means the metrical phenomenon of a long closed syllable, i.e. 
a syllable which is long by nature and is also long by position. An example is the syllable -wv 
in 1T£picf,pwv JITjv£).o1T££a. Such a syllable takes a perceptibly longer time to pronounce than 
a syllable which is long either by nature or by position, and for this reason Homer avoids it 
towards the end of the line where the rapidity of movement is essential to the rhythm. Thus 
among the many noun-epithet formulae which we have had, and shall have, occasion to cite 
in this volume, only three show over-lengthening at the end of the fourth foot. One we have 
just mentioned; the other two are l4X<1"i)v XMKOX'TWVWV and 1T08d.PKTj' 8,0' l4x,).).w. (cf. TE, 
p. 188) . See, on this subject, A. Platt, 'On Homeric Technique', Classical &view 1921, 143. 
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the caesura of the third foot, it will contain participial expressions or 
objects of the verb, or any part of the sentence other than the subject and 
the verb. 

I. Among the 60 times �io!) 'O�VCTCTEV!) is used, there are 13 examples in 
which a verb fills the space between the caesura of the third foot and the 
bucolic diaeresis : 

a 398 
Y 1 2 1  
� 2 1 7  ; 23�} 
T 5 1  
(J 381  
v 63 
v 
w 424 
w 482 
B 244 
T 141 

Kat 8p.c.iJwv, OU, P.OL A"1iuuaTo 8io, '08vuu£v, 
i/(Jd " �7Tet p.aAa 7TOAAOV �viKa 8io!) '08VUUEV!) 
8� pa TOT' ap.if,L7ToAOLUL P.ET"1v8a 8io, 'OSVCTU£V, 

S� TOT' ap' )lAKivoov 7TpOCT£if,c.iJv££ Sio!) 'OSvuu£v, 
�, El7TClv IJ7T€P ovSov �MUETO Sio, 'OSVUCT£VS 
aVTap 0 �v 7TPOSOP.WL £vva�£To Sio, 'OSVCTU£VS 
J-1vTLvoov, TOV 7TPWTOV �v�paTo 8ios 'OSVCTU£V, 
�7T£t S� p.V7JuTfjpa, �TiuaTo Sio, 'OSVCTCT£V, 
B£puiT7J" TWL 0' clIKa 7TaptUTaTO Sios 'OSvuu£v, 
X(JL�O' �Vt KALCTi"1LULV IJ7TluX£TO Sio, 'OSVCTUEVS 

Analogous series can be found for the names of other heroes and for the 
names of the gods. I 

oplgaTo 
�gluCTVTO 

, KaT£KTaVE 
7ToL�CTaTo 
�KOUP.£L 
aKOVTLUE 
7Tpo07Jv8a 
�A£vaTo 

ixciJuaTo 
�pvuaTo 
7TpOO7JvSa 
P.ET"1vSa 
7TaptCTTaTo 
ayaCTCTaTo 

, KOT£CTCTaTO 
p.v(J�uaTo 
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�/Ldf3£TO 
7TwAI.UK£TO , , all£CT7"T1 
£KI.KA£TO 
E1T£tJ�a'TO 
KOPVUU£TO 
aIlEuX£TO 
7TpoU7JvSa 
T£Tap7T£To 

7TpoU7JvSa 
Sd7TTaTo 
Ka81.{£To 

aKOV'TLU£ 
£7TWtX£TO , KtX'T}uaTO 
cp£pl.u8w I 

sroS' )1XtAAniS' 

} 7T()Tllta vHpTJ 

} TvSlo, oM, 

43 

Just as we detected a series of subject formulae used with the predicate 
formula TOil S' �fL£tf1£T' E7T£tTa (TE, p. 10) , so we find series of subject 
formulae used with some of the verbs mentioned above. These series will 
not necessarily be as extensive as the series of subjects found with TOV S' 
�fL£tf1£T' E7T£tTa. In many cases we find that a particular verse-form will 
always be used with one noun-epithet formula, as for example Ewa'ETo 
SroS' 'OSVUUEVS', ETtuaTo SroS' 'OSvuu£vS', �AEvaTo q,a{8tfLOS' "EKTWP, etc. It is 
important in this matter to bear in mind the relation which must always 
subsist between the thought and the diction of epic poetry. The com
monness of a series of verb-subject formulae such as we are seeking to 
establish here depends entirely on how often the poet needs to express 
a particular set of ideas which can, up to a point, be represented by the 
same words. For example, neither aKovT£uE nor �AEvaTo will be used to 
describe an act of a god, because the gods never take so active a part in 
the quarrels of men. Only a hero can be the subject of these two verbs. 
Furthermore, a hero will only be the subject when he must be actually 
named in order to prevent ambiguity ; for the poet is not so much the 
prisoner of the technique as to have to use a formula where it is not 
appropriate. Thus we find aKOVT£UE TvSl.oS' vtoS' (once) and aKOVT£UE 
4>atStfLOS' "EKTWP (once) , but aKOVTtUE Sovp� q,aHVWt (6 times) . We find 
�AEvaTo q,atStfLoS' "EKTWP (once), but �AEvaTo xaAKEov EYX0S' (6 times) . The 
cause of the frequency or the rarity of these formulae is clear. In the 
entire length of his two poems, Homer twice only had occasion to express 
between the penthemimeral caesura and the end of the line the idea 'X 
hurled his spear', and only once the idea 'X dodged the spear' . In contrast, 
he six times found it necessary to express in the same portion of the line 
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the simpler idea 'he hurled his spear', I and six times the idea 'he 
dodged the I spear'. Let us take another example of the same sort. The 
expression TOV (rijc;, TWV) S '  EKAvE is used only when a god listens to 
a prayer that is addressed to him. We find : {lla>J...as :4.8�V11 (4 times) 

TOU } KvavoxalTTJS 
rijs S '  ;KAVE fLTJTlETa Ze6s (thrice) 
TWV tPOL{30S :4.mS>J...wv (thrice) 

1T6TvLa fL�TTJP. 

It is evident that this series of expressions is met with in the Homeric 
poems only because the poet happened on these twelve occasions to men
tion a prayer addressed to a god. The frequency or the rarity of a formula 
thus depends solely on the poet's need to express some one idea more or 
less often ; and whereas the frequency of one expression proves it to be 
a formula, the rarity of another does not necessarily mean that it is original 
and not traditional. The significance of the following series of formulae 
must therefore be sought not in their extension, but in the way they 
form a set ; this shows us the poetic device which consists in joining certain 
types of verbs with certain types of noun -epithet formulae. When we find, 
for example, that a given verb is used sometimes with one subject formula, 
sometimes with another, we learn that the poet could have used any sub
ject formula beginning with a dactyl and single consonant after any 
verb ending with a vowel before the bucolic diaeresis. That the series are 
not richer and easier to find than they are is a consequence of the limited 
number of combinations of verb and subject expression which the poet 
had occasion to make with the help of this device. 

The nature of Homeric diction, then, is such that anyone who wanted 
to point out all the circumstances without exception in which Homer 
made use of a given type of formula would find himself engaged in a task 
which would either be impossible because of its length or would at best 
become a valueless I enumeration oflines. Let us consider some examples 
from the use of the formula types in question. Among the lines in which 
these formulae occur, some are sufficiently alike to prove that we are 
dealing with a poetic device for combining the words of the sentence. For 
example, we find that Homer very often fills the portion of the line that 
extends from the caesura of the third foot to the end of the line by 
beginning with a verb extending to the end of the fourth foot, and 

[ This stylistic need to eschew the repetition of a name where it would be awkward is the 
cause of another artifice, a series of formulae which do no more than elaborate the idea of the 
verb. Examples of such formulae are Xo.>'K£OV EYXO, and lioup' </>anvwl. In the same way, 
alongside of Kopvaa£To liio, }tXI>'>'£V, we have Kopvaa£To VWpO'trl xa>'Kwl (twice) ; alongside of 
«KEK>'£TO liio, v</>op/3o" liia yvvmKwv, liio, }tXI>'>'£V, we have €KEK>'£TO p.aKpov avaa, ( 10 times), 
€KlK>'£To </>wVTJaEv T£ (twice) ; alongside of KOPUIJ' £i>'£TO </>allilp.o, "EKTwp (twice) we have MlJov 
£'>'£70 xnpi 1raxd7J1 (twice) , 80pv 8' £i>'£TO xnpi 1rax£l7J", �l</>o, £;>'£70 X£lpi 1rax£l7J", etll. 
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finishing the line by a subject formula. He follows 1TpOUE�WVEE by eleven 
different subject formulae, 1TpoU7Jv8a by six different subject formulae, 
etc., and consequently we have an abundance of examples tending to 
show that the poet was aware that any verb placed between the caesura of 
the third foot and the end of the fourth foot and ending in a vowel could 
be followed by any subject formula of the 8'0. '08VUUEV. type, and hence 
made use of these elements of diction whenever they could represent his 
thought. But what artifice of composition ought we to see in lines such as 

or 
a I I 7 � " � { ec/>av } ... 8 ' " 0 ' 0'" 'OS I 
v 1 20 

w. ap €.pTJ , Xa'PEV £ K £"1 OV, 'o. vuu£v" 

lines to which we cannot find any others directly analogous ? To know 
with certainty whether in these lines Homer was making new combina
tions of words, one would have to begin by examining other categories of 
formulae from those with which we are occupied here. In the case of the 
first line one would be obliged to study the verb-direct object formulae 
occurring between the beginning of the line and the bucolic diaeresis. In 
the case of the two others one would have to make a study of verb-oblique 
case formulae occurring between the trithemimeral caesura and the 
bucolic diaeresis. One would have to abandon, for no little while, the 
domain of what we know to be formulary, to deal with expressions less 
evidently related to the tradition. The present study will discuss in their 
place formulae of thIS kind containing epithets. We shall consider in 
detail the formulae of less frequent I type, whose presence in the poems is 
indicated in the last two columns of Table I. But this study of formulae 
of less frequent type can be carried out only after the study of principal
type formulae has provided us with indications of their character and of 
the way they are used. An attempt to show all the ways formulae of 
a given category are used would thus be to lose oneself in an endless 
labyrinth of investigation. We must be content with being able to show 
with precision, first, that each hero who plays an important role in the 
poems has a subject formula of a given metrical value, and second, that 
the poet makes use of this formula in combination with certain other 
words every time it is possible for him to express in this way his essential 
thought. We have a right to demand conclusive proof that a given 
formula or formula type is part of the technique of diction, but this 
technique itself we cannot hope to learn in its finest details. 

We find in Homer : 



and so on. 
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1TpoU£cfowv££ l8dO. HOV£LpO' 
Sr' 14cfopoSlTTJ (twice) 
T£iiKpO' ap,vp.wv 
v�Svp.o. -Y 1TVO' 

1TapluTaTO 

{sro. 'OSVUU£v. 
llTJV€>.61T££a 
Sra 8£awv jcfoalS£P.O. -EKTWP 
lla>J.a. 14�V7J 
llTJV€ACI1T£La (twice) 
sra 8£awv (twice) 
p.avTt. ap.vp.wv 
SrO· 14X£AA£V. )sro. 'OSvuu£v. 
1ToTv£a ·HpTJ (4 times) 
1ToTv£a KlpKTJ 
f/Jor{30. 141TO>J.WV (twice) 
cfoatS£p.o. viOs I 

8ros 'OSvuu£vs 
II a>J.as 148�V7J 
8ra 8£awv 
sros �cfoop{3o. 
f/Jor{3os 141ToAAwv 
1ToTv£a P.�TTJP {llaAAaS 148�V7J (thrice) 
8ros '08vuu£vs 
8ia 8£awv 
8ra �cfoop{3os 
KvavoxalTTJS { Si'a yvva£Kwv 
Sros 14X£AA£VS 

{ sros '08vuu£vs 
p.Q.VTts ap.vp.wv {cfoal8£p.�s -EKTWP 
T€p1T£K£pavvo. 
KVAAo1TOSlwv { cfoalS£p.os -EKTWP 
�Svp.os -Y 1TVOS {sros �cfoop{3os 
Sra yvva£Kwv 
8ros 14X£AAEvs, 
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lI. Another device much favoured by the poet and involving this type 
of noun-epithet formula consists in placing before the bucolic diaeresis 
a verb preceded by 0 8', TJ 8', or even, if necessary, a verb preceded by 0 8' 
ap', the only purpose of apa (ap', ap, p, pa) here, as often elsewhere, 
being to provide the syllable or syllables necessary to fill a metrical gap. 
The poet adopts this device when he needs to begin a new sentence with 
a new subject in the third foot. I We find : 

Compare : 

<> S' £YPf:'TO } 
<> S' iJ.vf:lpa'To � '0 ' • <" '<' , SLaS' SVO'O'f:vS' 
o 0 f:Of:t7TVf:f: 
<> S' €7T£v{a'TO 

� S '  (O'7Tf:'TO 

{4>alS'f'O<; �EK'TWP 
<> S'  af'f:l{3E'TO sra yvva'Kwv ( 7 times) 

mS'Tv,a f'�'T'Y}P (twice) 

• <" ., , ., " O ,J. ' ( h · ) o 0 af' EO'7Tf:'TO '0'0 EO<; '('WS' t flce 

Ill. A third device is the use between the caesura of the third foot and 
the bucolic diaeresis of an expression made up of a verb and a direct 
object. Very often this direct object is a relative pronoun beginning 
a subordinate clause. We find : 

(thrice) 

, .  } 'TOV f:K'TaVf: <'� >A ,\,\ , , . ,  0'0<; riX' EV<; 
'T'Y)V 0' 7TOpf: 

'TOU } <" . '\ } � 0 EK Vf: 
'TWV ',J. '\ JIa'\'\a<; )10�V'Y} 
f'W f:,(" "a'TO 
4>PEva<; E ,'\f:'TO I 



Compare : 

Note also 
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(twice) 

(thrice) 

'Ta , 
, 

) 

a
, ur/nv } 1T6p£ 

• Ot 

'T7Jv 
, 'TOt 'TOV 

\ N 'TOV £K'TaV£ 

sra KaAv.pw (twice) 
1Tap8£vo!> dSf'�!> 
1T6'Tvta KlpKTJ 
<por{3o!> 141T6.\.\wv (thrice) 
XciAK£o!> J1PTJ!> 
sro!> 14Xt.\.\£l$S' 
1TMVta f'1'TTJP 

{ StoS' 14xt.\.\£vS' 
LlapSavoS' dv�p 

{ IIaAAo.S' 14�V7J 

f'TJ'Tl£'Ta Z€vS' 

IV. Formulae of this type frequently occur after a verb followed by 
SI. This enables the poet to begin a sentence in the third foot and specify 
its subject afterwards when I the form of the verb rules out the device, 
considered above, of preceding the verb by a S', � S'. We find, for example : 

(4 times) 
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{oros vt/JopfJos 
v07JU€ o£ oros 'OOVUU€VS 

t/Jalotj.£os �EKTWp. 

49 

V. The poet has at his disposal yet another device with which to begin 
in the third foot a sentence whose subject is to be specified subsequently : 
tmesis, with S' inserted between the adverbial prefix and the verb. We 
find, for example : 

aVIl 0' iUTaTO } A '  I , , \;> . � OtOS OOVUU€VS 
€TTt 0 WPVVTO 

and also 

VI. In all these cases, the Sws 'OSVUU€vS type formula is preceded by 
an expression beginning at the penthemimeral caesura and containing 
a verb. The other most common way of using this type of formula is by 
putting Kat or 7j in front of it, thereby creating expressions which, as 
regards their function in composing the line, must be considered as 
conjunction-noun-epithet formulae occurring after the hephthemimeral 
caesura. They must be so considered because in recitation it is not pos
sible to pause between a conjunction and a following I subject expression, 
so that the caesura must fall in the middle of the fourth foot. We find : 

Kat oros 14xtAA€VS (twice) 
Kat oros ' OOvuuws (7 times) 
1] oros 'OOVUU€VS 
Kat llaAAas 148�V7J (9 times) 
Kat t/Jalotj.£os �EKTWP (7 times) 
Kat XclAK€OS JiP7JS 
Kat tPorfJos 14TToAAWV (twice) 
1] tPor{Jos 14TToAAWV 
Kat j.£7JTl€Ta Zws 

etc. This formula type is preceded by expressions of various length. We 
find noun-epithet expressions which begin with the line : 

Slnal. 

A • I • ." "" { Kat t/Jalotj.£os � EKTWP w€£as T n."xtutao7JS ' \;> A '" _ \ \ I Kat otoS n.XW\l\€Vs 
)1Tp€lo7JS T€ avag avopwv Kat orOS 14XtAA€VS 
rAaVKos o· '[TTTTO>'oXOtO 1TCltS Kat Tvo€os vio. 
"EKTwp T€ llpulj.£otO 1TClt. Kat X&.AK€O' JiP7J' 
ICVavoxarTa llou€£Oclwv Kat t/Jalotj.£o. �EKTWP 
Tvo€lS7Js T€ j.£€V€TTTOA£j.£O' Kat oro. ·OOVUU€v<;. 

E 
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Often the preceding expression begins in the third foot : 

ETpaTtoi; Ka, O;Oi; 'OOVUU€Vi; 
llapLi; Ka, tPO;{3oi; :41T6Mwv 
1Tp6fl-axoL Ka, cpatoLfl-Oi; wEKTWP (thrice) 

T A { Ka, cpatoLfUJi; W EKTWP PW€i; \ n \ \  \ 'AB ' KaL a�ai; � �v� 
71p�i; Ka, llaMas :4B�� {Ka, O;Oi; 'OOVUU€Vi; 
€ydJ Ka, tPO;{3oi; :41T6Mwv 

Ka, llaMas :4B�� (twice) . 

VII. As in the case of some other principal-type formulae, so after the 
bucolic diaeresis we find a secondary series of noun-epithet formulae in 
the nominative case. These formulae, instead of beginning with a single 
consonant, begin with a vowel. This makes it possible to I use them where 
a consonant would have made the preceding syllable long. These formulae 
are especially useful after verb-forms ending in -a,. We find, for example : 

d1T01TaVU€Ta, 
KVAtvo£TaL 

, , a1ToaWVTaL 
K£XOAWU€Ta, 

, KOT€UU€Ta, O{3p'fl-01TaTp� (twice) . 

The infrequent use of formulae of this type is explained by the fact that 
verb-forms in -€Ta, are much less common than verb-forms in -€TO, -aTO, 
-VTO, -€€, etc. Homer generally uses the aorist or imperfect tense in 
narration. The present tense or the future he needs only in speeches or in 
passages describing permanent features of the world like the gods, the use 
of the narrative present, so widespread in later writers, being to him quite 
unknown. Moreover, forms in -€Ta, are by their nature not easy to handle 
in versification. 

Other uses of this formula type are various. We note a few cases where 
it is preceded by a verb-object expression : 

nB£; v60v 
{3Aa1TT€ cpp'vai; 

O{3PLfl-Oi; 71p�i; 

o{3P'fl-0i; "EKTWP 
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B. Noun-epithet formulae of gods and heroes in the nominative case after the 
hephthemimeral caesura. This series of formulae owes its abundant usage 
chiefly to lines introducing speeches and containing the words 7TpouecpTJ or 
/L£TeCPTJ ; some examples of these have already been quoted (TE, pp. 1 5- I 6) . 
Before we look for their general utility in versification, we should con
sider to what extent this type of noun-epithet formula occurs apart from 
such lines. We find : I 

times employed with times employed 
7Tpouecp'rJ or /LETecp'rJ otherwise 

7ToAv/L'rJTts 'OSVUUEVS 72 9 
yAavKwms .:48�""7 7 19  
EKa£pyos .:47T().\Awv 3 3 
.:1 ,,�s V[C}, .:47T().\Awv 2 
7T6Sas WKVS .:4X£.\A£vs 27 4 
V£<pEA'rJy£pI.Ta ZEVS 22 8 
AEVKWAEVOS -Hp'rJ 2 I 
Kpdwv :4ya/Le/Lvwv I Q  16  
KpaT£pos .:1£O/L�S'rJs 10 2 
Kopv8aloAos -EKTWP I Q  I S 

Apart from the lines which introduce speeches, we find two series of 
formulae of this type ; as in the case of the formula type previously studied, 
here too we have a set of expressions beginning with a single consonant, 
and a set of expressions beginning with a double consonant : 

Beginning with a single consonant Beginning with a double consonant 

7ToAv/L'rJTtS 'OSvuu£vs 9 7TTO>.t7TOp8os 'OSVUUEVS 4 
yAavKwms .:48�v'rJ 1 9 

EKa£pyos .:47T6AAwv 3 KAvT6TOgOS .:47T6AAwv 
7T6Sas WKVS .:4X£AAEvs 4 /L£ya8v/Los .:4x£>.AEvs [cr. 8 520] 

vE<p£A'rJy£pETa ZEVS 8 
ZEVS TEp7T£Kl.pavvos 4 
UT£P07T'r}YEpI.Ta Zds 

AWKWA£vos �Hp'rJ 
Kopv8aloAos -EKTWP IS 

Xpv�v£OS J4p'rJs 
KpaT£pos .:1£O/L�S'rJs 2 
Kp£lwv .:4ya/Ll./Lvwv 16  

I In the case offormulae of this category i t  is clear that the bards did not 
feel the same need as in the case of those occurring after the fourth foot 
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to have a complete set of formulae beginning in the same way. One 
cannot make as many combinations as one would like with these noun
epithet formulae found after the hephthemimeral caesura. We have 

p.£Ta S€ } yAavKcii7Tts )t8�V71 
7J'apa. S€ 

P.£Ta. S€ Kp£[wv )tyap.'p.vwv. 

But you cannot make analogous expressions with the formula Kopv8aloAos 
"EKTWp. Hence it must be concluded that the influence of metre is less 
strongly felt here than in the case of the other formula, type. Because 
noun-epithet formulae in this position were comparatively rare apart 
from lines introducing speeches, the influence of metre was less exigent, 
and poets were satisfied with expressions made to be used after P.£T'cf>TJ or 
7J'pouEcf>TJ and capable of being used in the majority of other cases. 

11. This type of formula also furnishes a means of beginning a new 
sentence in the middle of the line. Here the verb is most likely to be found 
in one of the lines following. We have : 

490 

A 1 53 

1JI 1 1O  

E 29 

. . . Tavvu£v p.'ya TO�OV . . . 

(hap 7J'oAVP.TJTtS 'OSvua£vs, 

. . .  €g£pvuaaK£, 

chap Kp£[WV )tyap.'p.vwv 
alEv a7J'oKT£lvwv E7J'£T' )tpydOWt K£A£vwv. 

aTap Kp£[WV )tyap.'p.vwv 
ovpfJas T' uhpvv£ Ka� av'pas �'P.£V i5ArjV 

aTap yAavKwms )t8�V71 
X£tpaS €Aova' €7J" £UUt 7J'poO'TJvSa 8ovpov itp"'la. 

Ill.  Another device of the same sort is found in the use of ava. SE, P.£Ta. 
SE, 7J'apa. SE, etc. 

B 279 

450 

B 476 

7J'apa S€ yAavKwms )t8�V71 
£lSoP.'V71 K�PVKt utW7J'iiv Aaav aVc,)y£t 

p.£Ta S€ yAavKwms )t8�V71 

• . .  St'UavTO 

OJs TOVS �y£p.Ov£s 8t£KOUp.£OV Ev8a Kat. Ev8a 
vuP.[V71vS· Uvat, p.£Ta S€ Kp£lwv )tyap.'p.vwv 

g 268-9 = p 437-8 €V S€ Z£vs T£pmK'pavvoS 
cfov'av €P.Ot, €TapOtUt lCalC�v fJ&.A£v. 
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IV. Formulae of this type are sometimes preceded by a verb-form 
ending in a short vowel and of the metre = - or � -. 

(thrice) 

£lXE XPVcn7J1WS :4P1J� 
f:3uA£ 1T'ToAl-lI'op8o, 'OOvuu£O,. 

Compare : 

Verbs ending in a long syllable can also be used before these formulae ; 
here in the middle of the line overlengthening need not be so carefully 
avoided. 

(twice) 

cr. 

a1Tlf:3TJ 
' I £p££'v 
lATJ' 
;xn l 

;f:3TJ 
� aywv 

, Ktw)l 

(E" 
tP,A£L 
1Tu8o, 

tP,A£t 

oWTJ' 
I 1TPO'H 

KaAln 
l3Jw 

f'lYTJ 

} Kopo •• loA., ·E�wp. 

} 1ToAof'TJ'Tt> '03vuu£o, 

} ;KU£PYO, )11T6AAwv 

VEtPEATJy£plTa Z£O, 

Z£v, 'T£pmKlpavvo, 

} Kpfdwv )1yaf'lf'vwv 

Kpa'TEpO, �tOf'7]oTJ' 

i£, } tPtAlnv yAavKwm, )187]vTJ 
a1Tlf:3TJ 

� } a a ev I ) " , �
tP

y 1ToOa, WKV, )1x,AA£v,. 
1T£ v£v 
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,i7T'f37J 

yAaVKW1nS' )10-rJV1] 
KpaTVS' )1py£trP6VT1]S' 
KopvOa{oAoS' "EKTWP 
7T60aS' wKla "lptS' 
T£AafLc:.,vwS' ALaS' 
gavOoS' M£vlAaoS' 

l' • {YAaVKW7TtS' )10-r1V1J ovpov t£t I 'A £Ka£pyoS' r:i7T6AAwv 

cf. 7Tpo{n 

[67-8] 

c. Noun-epithet formulae rif gods and heroes in the nominative case after the 
feminine caesura. Formulae of this type have already been studied in the 
first chapter as an example of the usefulness of a series of noun-epithet 
formulae in versification. Here we can make a few remarks on the charac
ter of the part of the line preceding this type offormula. It, like the two 
types already studied, is usually preceded by a verb, and this verb is 
always I in the third person. It never happens that a character in either 
of the poems says, for example, 'I, much-enduring Odysseus, did such 
and such a thing'. I Hence the verb preceding an expression of the type 
7ToAvTAas S£oS' 'OSvuu£vS' will almost always have the ending -E (or more 
rarely -E£TO, -8.TO, -01TO) . The endings -ETa, -aTo, which we have seen to be 
so common before the bucolic diaeresis, do not fit here. Or if it is not 
a verb-form, the word preceding this type of formula is most likely to be 
€7TEtTu or SE. Consequently, the next word, the first word of the formula, 
will in most cases have to begin with a single consonant in order that 
there be no hiatus and that the final syllable of the preceding word be 
kept short. We have already established (TE, p. 10) series of noun
epithet formulae which begin in this way. One can adduce as evidence 
of the controlling influence of metre the fact that of the 27 I formulae of 
the metre in question, used of the I I persons whose names figure in Table 
I, only 6 begin otherwise than with a single consonant. 

LI 8 = E g08 "Hp7J T' )1pydT) Kat )1AaAKofLEV7JtS' )10-r1v1] 
o 1 73 v1]VUt OofjtUt Y£vluOat 'OAVfL1noS' £vpvo7Ta ZevS' 
E 388 Ka{ vV K£V ;vO' a7T6AOtTO } 
E 863 Oe{uavTaS" T6uov ;f3pax' 71P7JS' tITOS' 7ToMfLow. 
Z 203 � luavopov 0' ot viov 

I The second person is not used repeatedly except in a few lines introducing speeches : 

• • •  '1Tpoa''''''I� JIaTp6Klt.££� l'1T'1T£v (thrice) 
• • .  '1Tpoa'<P"I� Evp.al£ avp"'Ta (15 times) . 

Because the metrical form of the nominatives JIaTpoKlt.O� and Evp.alD� makes their use difficult 
the poet has had recourse to the artificial form JIaTp6Klt.£E� and to the second person singular 
of the verb. 
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The subject expressions contained in the lines just given should not, 
however, be considered part of a subordinate series as were, for example, 
WKVs )1X,,uEVS', Evpvo1Ta ZEVS', etc. The first line is dearly traditional in its 
entirety, and bears a resemblance to a number of other lines in which the 
names of two or more gods are combined. S 1 73 is in all probability the 
result of a comparatively unusual way of using traditional words and 
expressions ; this is an aspect of the problem of formulae which is dis
cussed later in this same chapter (TE, pp. 79 f.) .  As for the expressions for 
Ares, here we certainly I have an example of a case where the poet had 
no entirely satisfactory formulae. Thus in E 388 there is hiatus of a short 
syllable, while in N 52 I ,  ovS' apa 1TW Tt 1T€1TVaTO {3P'�1TVOS' o{3P'Il-OS' :4p7]S', 
the poet avoided hiatus, but was forced to use {3P'�1TVOS' after a short 
vowel in a short syllable (for these metrical irregularities, see below, 
TE, pp. 70-1 ) .  

D .  Noun-epithet formulae rif gods and heroes in the nominative case between the 
beginning rif the line and the penthemimeral caesura. These formulae, as Table I 
shows, are far less frequent than those of the three types just examined. 
They are without exception used as subject of a verb in the preceding 
line. For example : 

(3 35 I Er 1TOOEV ;>.80' 
SWYE�S' ' OSVO'EOS' OavaTOV Kat KfJpaS' aAvgaS' 

E 386 �oS' ;; <Pa'�KEO'O" <p,A7]P£TJl.otCTt IL'YEl7] 
S,oY�S' 'OSVO'EOS' OavaTOV Kat KijpaS' dMgaS' 

(3 365 <> 15' WAETO T7]A60, 1TaTp7]S' 
S'OYEV�S' ' OSVO'EOS' dAAOYVWTW' Evi S�ILW' 

K 274 TOrO', St SEgU)V �KEV EPWSU)V EYYOS' <>soro 
llaAAas i107]val7] 

M 67 KaKa <ppov£wv dAa7Ta{n 
ZEOS' v.p,(3pEIL£T7]S', 

etc. Compare : 

A 299 Tlva 15' vO'TaTov EgEvap,gEv 
�EKTWP IIp,alLiS7]S' 

Ll 488 TOrOV I1p' i1v8ElLlS7]v I)'ILOElO'wV EgEVap,gEv 
AraS' S'OYEV�S'. 

{3. Noun-epithet formulae rif gods and heroes in the oblique cases; principal types 

One must not expect to establish for noun-epithet formulae of gods and 
heroes in the oblique cases any system so complete I as the one given on 
Table I. The names of persons in the poems are used less often in the 
other cases than they are in the nominative, and we are correspondingly 
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less likely to find examples here of each of the formula types we have 
designated as principal. Now this is in large part due to the fact that the 
arrangement of words in the sentence less frequently required a formula 
in an oblique case that could fill the space between a metrical break and 
the beginning or end of a line ; but it is even more due to the evident and 
important fact that the very existence of a formula depends entirely on 
its potential usefulness to the individual poet and to the whole line of epic 
bards. The bards had frequent need of noun-epithet formulae in the 
nominative case that could be used, say, after the hephthemimeral 
caesura ; therefore it was to their interest to find an expression of that 
length for every hero and every god that played a role of importance in 
epic story. And such an expression once found, it was to the interest of 
other bards to borrow it without change, thereby making it an integral 
part of epic diction. But if a bard had found a formula of this basic 
length for a hero who rarely makes an appearance in the heroic world, or 
even if for a comparatively important hero he had found an expression in 
some oblique case which could be used only on rare occasions, it was 
much less likely that other bards would borrow these expressions, and 
therefore much less likely that they would pass into the tradition. In the 
study of traditional epic style, we should always keep before us the con
ception of the apprentice poet : he is essential for our understanding of the 
formation and preservation of the epic technique of diction. We must 
remember that the young poet, as he learned how to compose heroic 
verse by hearing other bards recite, would, when it became his turn to 
compose, have stored in his memory those expressions which he could 
frequently turn to account. This test of the usefulness of each expression 
would be made anew as each poet became master of his art, and it was 
this test that finally produced the complex technique which we find in the 
style of Homer. And because the poet's need thus varied from one 
expression or series of expressions to another, we find that the series of 
noun-epithet formulae in the oblique cases, unlike those in the nomina
tive case, are often incomplete. I 

There is a second reason, of an entirely different sort from the one just 
given, for the comparative rarity of principal-type formulae in the 
oblique cases : that is, the metrical impossibility of using some names with 
an epithet or epithets in a certain part of the line. For example, it is 
obvious that no noun-epithet formula containing the form 14.ya/LE/LVWv 
could fit after the bucolic diaeresis. In the same way, there could be no 
noun-epithet formulae after the feminine or the hephthemimeral caesura 
with the forms 14.ya/LE/LVOvOS', "EwropoS', NEUTOPOS', 14.ya/LE/LVOV', etc. The 
metrical values of the syllables beginning and ending these words make 
any such formulae impossible. When to this limitation imposed by the 
metre of a name we add the fact that heroic style does not admit the 



TABLE I I. NOUN-EPITHET FORMULAE OF GODS AND HEROES IN THE GENITIVE CASE; 
PRINCIPAL TYPES 

(An asterisk * indicates that the metre of a name makes a noun-epithet formula impossible) 

Between the feminine Between the penthemimeral Between the beginning Formulae found Different metres 
caesura and the end of . caesura and the end of of the line and the in other places of those other 
the verse the verse penthemimeral caesura formulae 
v - oo - oo - ii oo - oo - oo - ii - QO - OO -

'03vaafjos '03vaafjos 8.lol0 27 Aa..p7'loa.W '03vafjos 12  * 32 9 

}(8.fll'l/s }(ihIvul"ls d." • .\.l"ls 4 4 2 

}(1I'O.\.\WVQS l""lfJO.\ov }(1I'ollwJlOS 2 llCa..,.,,/lO.\ov }(.,o'\'\wvos 4 �olflov }:( 1I'o.\.\WJIOS 4 2 2 
}:(1I'ollwJlOS cllCGTOlO 2 

}:(Xlll1jos }:(Xl.\.\7joS 8.lol0 2 n"l.\"Il&'3.w }:(X�7jos 8 10  8 

�lOS [�",a8."los KpoJllwJlOs] 2 _TpOS .:IlOS a.l"lOXOlO 3 Z"IvOs J",/l".pinw I 31  12  
.:IlOS ntf.cA."".pJTa.o 6 Z"IvOS J",,,aothrOIl I 

'"ElCTOpos * * ' 16 3 

NIOTopos * * 10 6 

1tp7lOs * I I 

�lO"t/&OS * .:IlO,,�3.0S l1l'1l'o3dl'OlO 6 * 2 2 

'"HP"/s 2 I 

}(ya.p.I"JIOJIOS * }:("a."I"JIOJIOS }:(Tp«l3a.o 13  * 2 I 

Cl ... ....... 
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� 
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placing of a name between two epithetic adjectives in one line, it can be 
seen how the technique of noun-epithet formulae, which was created by 
the hexameter verse and by the high style, is at the same time severely 
limited by them. If, however, we find here fewer complete series of 
formulae of the same length, we none the less continue to find a pre
dominance of those which fall between the caesurae and the beginning 
and end of the line ; and we can note here too the interchange of formulae 
which occurs so often in the nominative case. 

The noun-epithet formula between the bucolic diaeresis and the end 
of the line, which is so often met with and is useful in so many ways in the 
nominative case, does not exist in the genitive. Such formulae are 
obviously ruled out by the metrical value of the nouns when they are in 
this grammatical case. The noun-epithet formula in the genitive after 
the hephthemimeral caesura is hardly more common. With the names of 
the eleven persons listed on Tables I and 11, we find only two formulae of 
this kind : 8dov 'OovcrijO!; (twice) 

,,:ItO!; alYLoxoLO ( 19 times) . 

The use of 8€{ov 'OovaijO!; in fJ 259 is without doubt traditional, as is 
shown by comparison with another line : 

The essential idea, 'the guests went into the house of X', must have had 
some currency in epic verse. In the other case, 

we see the simple substitution of tTflv for 'aav. The substitution of one 
verb-form for another of the same measure is an important device of 
formulary diction ; we shall deal with this device later apropos of the 
inflexion of 'KW • ..::lLO, aiYLoxoLO, which might appear at first sight suf
ficiently frequent to be of more general usage, is even more certainly 
a formula designed to be used in the expression of a specific essential 
idea : it occurs where the poet wants to indicate kinship with Zeus. We 
find : (7 times) KOVP7J } 

(twice) KOVP7JL , KOVP"IV A '  • , 
( . )  

LILO!; aLYLOxoLO. 4 tJmes KovpaL . , VLO!; 
8ryaT€p 

These expressions should therefore be considered as belonging to a more 
complex formula type which fills out the line after the penthemimeral 
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caesura. There are only three other cases in which LJ£oS" aly£oxo£O is 
used : 

B 491 El p.� 'OAVP.1T£aSES Moooa£, Lluls aly£oxo£o 
8vya-dpES 

B 348 TTptv .71pyouS' Uva£, TTptv Kat ..::hos aly£6xo£o 
o 1 75 �A8ov SEVPO tfoEpovua TTapat Lltos alywxoto. 

B 491 clearly recalls the kinship formulae just quoted, and the two other 
lines reveal some memory of them. This question of the formula reserved 
for the expression of a particular idea will be dealt with further on in less 
summary fashion. It was necessary to insist on the point here in order to 
show that there are no noun-epithet formulae in the genitive case after 
the hephthemimeral caesura which can be used freely in different com
binations, like the many which appear in the nominative. I 

The all but complete absence in the genitive case of formulae of this 
length can be explained by the arrangement of the sentence in the 
hexameter line. In the first place, the abundance of these formulae in the 
nominative depends in large measure on the frequent occurrence of lines 
announcing the beginning of a speech and containing the verbs TTpoaECP'TJ 
or P.ETECP'TJ. Apart from these, we have observed how the part of the line 
after one of the caesurae of the third foot or the hephthemimeral caesura 
is adapted to the verb : a subject expression can then complete both line 
and sentence. It is another matter altogether when a name in the genitive 
is to be fitted into the line, as we can see by examining the cases in which 
the name of Odysseus appears in the genitive. '08vO'aijoS" (,08vaijoS", 
'08VO'O'EOS", '08vO'O'evS") appears 7 1  times in the poems with epithet and 72 
times without. Now it is obvious that a noun appears in the genitive case 
under one of the four following conditions : either it depends on a verb 
which takes the genitive, or on another substantive, or on a preposition, 
or it is part of a genitive absolute construction. We find : 

Governed by a verb 
Depending on another substantive 
In a genitive absolute 
Governed by a preposition 

1 7 times 
120 times 

once 
5 times. 

The substantive on which the genitive of the name of Odysseus depends 
on 1 20 occasions appears in various parts of the line, at the beginning, at 
the end, before one of the caesurae of the third foot (where it is most 
frequent) , etc. Sometimes it is even found in the preceding or following 
line. But with the exception of two cases, it is not found in the part of the 
line following one of the caesurae of the third foot. This arrangement of 
the words of the sentence is almost wholly excluded because it would have 
resulted in an awkward line in which both the caesura of the third foot 
and the hephthemimeral caesura or the bucolic diaeresis would have 
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claimed the listener's attention. A sentence containing two substantives, 
one a genitive depending on the other, must necessarily have a verb. Ifwe 
place these elements in the order which we see, for example, in 

TT 1 04 EA8ciJv ES p.€yapov Aa£pTt&'S£W 'OSvcrijos 

the line will be correctly articulated. There is a strong pause in the I 
third foot, along with other much weaker pauses elsewhere in the line. 
But if one were to place a substantive after the caesura, followed by 
another in the genitive depending on it, there would be the same strong 
pause after the first substantive that one feels in TT 104 between ,.dyapov 
and AaepnuSew 'OSvafjos. If the two substantives can be separated from 
each other, this difficulty will of course be eliminated, and this is what 
the poet has in fact done in the two exceptional cases of which we spoke. 
In one of these, the verb is in the next line : 

P 264 Evp.a,', � p.aAa &I} T&'S£ Swp.aTa K&'A' 'OSvcrijos, 
p£ra I)' aplyvwT' EUTl. 

In the other, the verb is contained in the fifth foot : 

But arrangements of the words of the sentence such as these are seldom 
possible. Another correct arrangement would be to put the substantive 
on which the genitive depends in the part of the line preceding the 
caesura of the third foot and then to have the verb follow the caesura. 
But there are very few verbs of the measure � - or � � -, as was pointed 
out in the discussion of formulae of the type 7TO>..VI-'7J7"'S 'OSvuu£vs. The 
only examples are the very two lines already quoted, where the feminine 
caesura is followed by iuav or iT7Jv. For like reasons, verbs governing the 
genitive case could not be used with noun-epithet expressions in the 
genitive after the hephthemimeral caesura. Hence a formula of this 
length, of the utmost importance in the nominative case, hardly exists at 
all in the genitive, because it would be of little use. It will be seen from 
what has been said how inexact it is to speak of the declension of noun
epithet formulae. It is wrong to assume that the bards wanted noun
epithet formulae of a particular length in all possible cases. In whatever 
case these formulae exist, they have metrical values dependent on their 
usefulness, and it is a matter of pure chance that one can sometimes 
arrange them in such a way as to make a paradigm in which all the cases 
are of the same length. 

Noun-epithet formulae of gods and heroes in the genitive case after the feminine 
and masculine caesurae of the third foot. For the reasons discussed above, the I 
most common noun-epithet formulae in the genitive case are those that 
follow one of the caesurae of the third foot. We have already seen that in 
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the nominative case the noun-epithet formula after the trochaic caesura 
of the third foot is of frequent occurrence, whereas after the penthemi
meral caesura it is much more rare. This is because of the tendency of 
the preceding part of the line to end in a verb-form in the third person 
and in the past tense. It is otherwise when the genitive case follows. 
When this happens, the word preceding the caesura is most often the 
substantive on which the genitive depends. For formulae following the 
feminine caesura we have : 

Preceded by Preceded by Preceded by 
the substantive the verb another part 
on which of speech 
genitive depends 

'OSvO'aijos 8£low 21 6 

:4871val7lS ay£A£i7lS 3 

:47ToMwvos EKa:rolo 2 
EK7If3oAov :47ToAAW)lOS 2 
:4XLAM}os 8£loLO 2 
"has v£CP£A7Iy£plTao 2 3 
€puT8£vlos Kpovlwvos 

For noun-epithet formulae in the genitive case following the penthemi
meral caesura we have : 

Preceded by Preceded by Preceded by 
the substantive the verb another part 
on which speech 
genitive depends 

Aa£pncfS£w 'OSvaijos 1 1  

EKaT7If3oAov :47ToAAwvos 2 2 
II7IA7ILcfS£w :4XLA'70S 7 

7TaTpas "has alYLoxoW 2 
..::l wp.�S£os i7T7TOScfp.OLO 3 2 

I We can see the prevalence of the substantive before formulae of both 
measures in the genitive case. But the endings of substantives do not 
show the same regularity of metrical value as the endings of verbs in the 
third person past indicative. Consequently a series of formulae was 
needed for this purpose which could be used after forms such as aT£p07T�, 
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OEpaTTWV, "'uX�, f3{:'1S, f3tTJ, ci'\oxos, ETapous, etc. Here we note a tendency we 
have already had occasion to point out : with very few exceptions, the 
formulae of these two series begin in the way that will provide the 
greatest facility of versification. All those that follow the trochaic caesura, 
except .odLDS VECPE,\TJf'Ephao and EKTJf30,\OU )1TTO'\'\WVOS, begin with a vowel. 
In the nominative case, on the other hand, the noun-epithet formulae of 
this length almost all begin with a single consonant. The initial vowel in 
the genitive formulae is required by the -os, -OV, -aT', -atv, -as, etc. 
endings of the preceding substantives. For like reasons, noun-epithet 
formulae in the genitive after the penthemimeral caesura all begin with 
a single consonant which can make a long syllable by position when it is 
preceded by one of these endings. 

When a verb is joined to two substantives of which one is in the 
genitive case and depends on the other, the result is an idea which is 
fairly complex and therefore likely to occur only once. This sort of 
concatenation of words will have fewer parallels than one consisting of 
subject and verb only. But when the idea is often repeated, we can 
dearly perceive the device of making new verses by the substitution of 
one formula for another. We can compare : 

B 666 
E 631 
Y I Q 
..1 386 
8 452 
E 3I 1 
8 287 
v 248 

(4 times) 
p 230 
o 3 13  
{3 394 
Z 269 } 
Z 279 
H 83 

(thrice) 
y 398 
w 1 5 1 
TT 395 } 
U 413 
a 29 
o 187 

VUE, viwvoi TE {3i7J, , HpaKA7JEi7J, 
vio, 8' viwvo, TE ..1 Ltl, VEc/>EA7JYEp€TaO 
iA80VTE, 0 '  i, owp.a ..1 LO, VEc/>EATJYEp€TaO 
OaLvvp.€vOv, KaTa. owp.a {3i7J, 'ETEOKA7JEi7J' 
iTTEt o� >.lTTE owp.a KaAvt{lov, �UKOP.OLO 
orXwp.aL TTPO, owp.a {3a8vppoov ' QKEavow 
{3fj 0' rP.EVaL TTPO, owp.a TTEPLKAVTOV 'Hc/>aluToLo 

'" • , 0wp.aT OOVUU7jO, 8ELOW I iA80VTE, 0' i, } , , , _ , 
OP.WWV OL KaTa . 

at K' ;A87JL TTPO, } 
Kai K' iA8wv TTPO, ociJp.aT' 'Oovuufjo, 8doLO 
{3fj 0 '  rP.EVaL TTPO, 

dAAa. uV P.EV TTPO, V7JDV it87Jvai7J, dYEAEl7J, 

Kat KPEP.OW TTPOTt V7Jov itTToMwvo, EKclTOLO 
T7JMp.axo, CPl>.o, vto, } 
T7JMp.axov c/>l>.ov viov 'OOVuufjo, 8E[OLO 
;v8' �A8EV c/>iAO, vio, 

Niuov c/>aioLp.o, vio, itp7JTLclOaO I1.vaKTo, , , , ' {  dp.vp.ovos Aly[a80LO p.v7Jua,0 yap KaTa 8vp.ov . " 'A . \ , ap.vp.ovos nVTIJ\OX°t.O 

For noun-epithet formulae in the genitive case occurring between the 
penthemimeral caesura and the end of the line, we can compare : 



8 23 } 
o 2 1 7  
tp I l3 } 
tp 1 24 
,\ gO } 
,\ 387 
E 781 
P 24 
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M7Jptov7J, 8fipa7Twv aya7T�vopo, '/oop€VfJo, 

.l '8 "" , ' .1. ' {  B7J{3alov T fitpmlao 'I" fi 0 fi7Tt ,/,VX7J 'A I 'A ", n. yapfipvoVO, n. rpfitOaO 
£araaav aM� {3l7JV LltOp�OfiO, i7T7TOOapOLO 
OVO� p�V OVO� {3l7J 'Y 7TfiP�VOpO' i7T7TOoapOLO. 

Noun-epithet formulae in the genitive case which extend from the 
beginning of the line to one of the caesurae of the third foot are usually 
dependent on a substantive in the preceding line. They frequently serve 
to end a sentence in the middle of the line. 

The poet has even less often occasion to use the dative and accusative 
cases of the names of his characters than he does the genitive. Of the 687 
times he mentions the name of Odysseus, the I name is only 42 times in 
the dative case, and of these 42 times, an epithet is used in only 13. The 
accusative is used only 74 times, 27 with an epithet. If the same were true 
of the names of other characters, it would very likely be possible, even 
with a usage as infrequent as this, to perceive with some clarity series of 
formulae of the same length. But even a hero of the importance of 
Achilles is mentioned with an epithet only I I times in the dative case, 
and only 1 7  times in the accusative. The name of Apollo appears in con
junction with an epithet but 7 times in the dative case and 4 times in the 
accusative. Hence it is hardly possible, in these two cases, to determine 
the existence of series of formulae. The traditional character of the 
principal-type formulae in these cases will be easier to understand later 
when we discuss the question of analogy and choice of epithet. 

In the vocative case one fairly common type of noun-epithet formula 
may be noted : the formula that fills a whole line. We find, for example : 

8 382 :4,\,clVOfi KPf.'iOV, 7Tavrwv aptOf.lKfiTf. '\awv (6 times) 
H 47 wEKTop, vU IIptapoto, LIt, pfJrw ara'\avrf. (twice) 
a 45 JJ 7Tarf.p �p/rf.pf. Kpovlo7J, iYrrarf. KpfitOVrWv (thrice) 
B 434 :4rpf.lo7J KVOtarf., ava{ avopwv :4yapfipvov (8 times) 
P 1 2  :4rptilo7J Mf.v/'\af. Otorpf.rP/" lJpxapf. '\awv ( 7  times) 
II 2 1  JJ :4Xt.\f.ii, II7J,\fJo, vU, p/ya rP/prar' :4xatwv (thrice) 
f. 203 Otoy€V�, AafipTLa07J, 7To'\vp�xav' 'Oovaaw (22 times) 
K 87 JJ N/aTop N7J,\7Jtao7J, p/ya KVOO, :4xatwv (6 times) . 

§ 2 .  N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E  O F  G O D S  A N D  H E R O E S ;  

L E S S  F R E Q.U E N T  T Y P E S  

In  the study of noun-epithet formulae we have hitherto confined our 
attention to the clearly defined elements ofa system. We have considered 
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only those types of formula which, because they exactly fill an articulated 
part of the hexameter line, can be of general usage in the composition of 
heroic poetry. It being once established, as we have said, that certain 
formulae of the same length occur regularly under similar circumstances, 
and that of these none are equivalent in both sense and metre, we have 
a right to assume that these formulae are part of a traditional system. 
This was demonstrated I by a comparison with hexametric poems by 
authors whose diction was individual. By using this criterion, we were 
able to relate to a single system most of the noun-epithet formulae of 
certain major characters in the nominative case, as can be seen by com
paring the figures in the last two columns of Table I with the figures in 
the other columns. But there still remains a considerable number of 
formula types that cannot be classified in this way, the examples in which 
similar formulae of a given length appear being too few to enable us to 
see in them formula types of general usage. These less frequent formula 
types fall into two categories. The first category includes noun-epithet 
formulae in which the epithet does not combine with the substantive to 
make a formula of a particular length, but rather by itself fills a distinct 
portion of the line, especially the portions extending from the caesurae of 
the third foot to the bucolic diaeresis and from this to the end of the line. 
The second category contains noun-epithet formulae designed to express 
more or less specific ideas, ideas unlike others in the poems and therefore 
needing more or less special words and arrangements of words. 

a. Epithets used independently of a noun-epithet formula of a fixed metrical value 

Formulae of the first category clearly belong to the tradition, since 
they are used with the same abundance which helped us to distinguish 
principal-type noun-epithet formulae. The poet often finds it necessary 
to fill the space between one of the caesurae of the third foot and the 
bucolic diaeresis or the end of the line, or between the bucolic diaeresis 
and the end of the line, either so that other words can occupy their 
usual positions, or so that he can prolong his sentence and end it at the 
point at which he wants to begin another. This device is available only 
because certain epithets can be used to describe any god or any hero. 
There is an important distinction to be made between these epithets, 
which can be called generic, and the others, which can I be used for only 
one god or one hero, and should be called distinctive. Distinctive epithets 
are C/lor{1os, yAaVKW7TLS, V€CP€A'Y}y€p€Ta, 7TOAVP.'Y}'nS, 7T08dPK'Y}S, 7ToAVrAas, etc. 
Among generic epithets are : Aaoaaoos, which is said of Athena (N 1 28), 
Ares (P 398) , Eris (Y 48) , Apollo (Y 79) , and Amphiaraus (0 244) ; 
'hOH8�s, which is said of 14  heroes ; 8alcppovos, which is said of 15  heroes ; 
a.p.vp.ovos, which is said of 1 2  heroes, etc. The generic epithets which can 
fill the portions of the line indicated have rigorously fixed positions, so 
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much so that they clearly must have had, for the poets who used them, 
an existence independent of any particular type of noun-epithet formula. 
So SOUPLKAUTC)S ( 1 8  times) ,  SaLcppovoS (26 times) , al-uJp,OVOS (37 times) 
always come before the bucolic diaeresis ; and laoBEos cpws ( 1 4  times) , 
KuSaMl-'otO (20 times) , etc., only come at the end of the line. 

I. It is easy to see that if the poet can put the name of a hero in the part 
of the line preceding the penthemimeral caesura, he can, if the other 
elements of the sentence allow it, follow this part of the line with 
SOUPLKAlJ7"OS and then finish the line with the help of one of the numerous 
expressions of different sorts which come after the diaeresis, especially verb
formulae. There are three lines in which Odysseus is called SOUPLKAU'TOS : 

A 396 ws cpaTo, TOV 0' 'OOUUEVS OOUPLKAUTOS £'Y')'V8EV £A8wv 
A 401 olw8TJ 0' 'OOVUEVS OOVPLKAVTOS, ouo' TLS aVTwL 
A 661 = II 26 oVTaCTTaL 0' 'OOVCTEVS OOVPLKAVTOS 'ljo' :4yall-'/LVWV. 

The first of these lines can be compared with others resembling it : 

E 446 TOV ,.,,€v 'OLALaoTJS OOUPLK'\UTOS Eyyv8Ev EA8wv 
E 72 TOV /L€V cJJvAdoTJs OOVPLK'\VTOS' £YYV8Ev EA8wv 
P 7 1  TofuL O€ IIEtpaLos OOVPLK'\VTOS £yyV8EV �A8E. 

In A 401 the poet stops the sentence at the diaeresis. He does the 
same in : 

We can find no other line which, like A 661 ,  ends with a qmjunction 
and a name ; but it must be I only by chance that more such lines do 
not appear in the Iliad and the Ocryssey. The use of this epithet is so 
various that we can be quite sure that the poet composed the line after 
the pattern of many others in which SOUPLKAU'TOS appeared in the same 
position. Consider the other ways in which he used the word. Most often 
he finished the line with a form of a verb : 

B 645 
B 650 
B 657 
N 210  
N 467 
lJI 681 

KpTJTWV 0 '  , loo/LEVEvs OOVPLK'\VTOS �YE/LOVEVEV 
TWV ""£v ap' , 100/LEvEvS OOVPLK'\VTOS �YE/LOVEVE 
TWV /L€V TATJ1TOAE/LOS OOVPLK'\VTOS �YE/LOVEUEV 
, ]OO/LEVEVS 0'  apa ot OOVPLKAVTOS clvTE{30,\TJCTEV 
TOV 0' TOL ']OO/LEVEVS OOVPLKAVTOS £gEVapLgEv 
TOV ""£v TVOEloTJs OOVPLKAVTOS cl/LcperrovEfTo. 

Other lines in which we come across this epithet are : 

81U81� 

E 45 
o 544 
II 472 
II 619 
cJJ 233 

TOV /L€V ap' '[OO/LEVEVS OOVPLKAVTOS £YXEL /LaKpwL 
'TOV 0' ao IIElpaLOs OOVPLKAUTOS clv-rlov TJvoa 
'TOrO /L€V AU'To/L'oWV OOVPLKAV'TOS EijPETo T'K/LWP 
TOV 0'  nO MTJpwV7Js OOVPLK'\VTOS clVTlov TJvoa 
�, Kat :4XLAAEVS /L€V OOVPLKAVTOS £V80PE /L'UCTeJJL .  

F 
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II. S",p£AOS fulfils the same function after the feminine caesura as does 
SOVP£KAVTOS after the masculine. It is used for Odysseus : 

for Achilles : 
}; 203 alrrap }1X£'\'\€vS' JJpTo Sdcp£'\o<;' clp.<fol S '  }18�V7J' 

and for Hector: 

N 674 
Z 3 18  
e 493 
K 49 

"EKTWP S' OUK E7Tl7TvaTo Sdcp£'\o<;, ouSl Tt 7j£8"1 
€v8' "EKTWP €lcrijAB€ Sdcp£'\o<;, EV S '  apa XE£pt 
TOV p' "EKTWP clyOP€VE Sdcp£Ao<;' EV S '  apa XHpt 
aaa' "EKTWP €PpE[€ Sdcp£'\o<; vta<; }1xa£wv. 

Ill .  t7T7TOSapmo has the same function after the bucolic diaeresis. With 
Sat,ppovos it forms a half- jline. It is instructive to observe how the poet 
used the one formula or the other, or both at once, according to the 
demands of versification. 

B 23 = 60 
LI 370 
A 450 
e 152 
}; 1 8  
H 38 

€VSE£<;, }1Tplo<; 
cO 1-'0£, TvSlos, 
JJ };wX', '17T7Tliaov } " ..,  '-I. , ..,  , 

V£€ oa£'f'povo<; £7T7Tooal-'0W 

cO 1-'0£, TvSlo<; vU SalrPpovoS', otov €H7T€<; 
cO IW£, II"1Mo<; vl� Satcppovo<;, 1} I-'&.Aa Avy�<; 
"EKTOP0<; opawI-'EV KpaTEpov I-'lvo<; l7T7ToSalW£o. 

IV. This way of using epithets is not confined to those which exactly 
fill the line between a caesura and the bucolic diaeresis or between one of 
these and the line-end. They are the most common, because it is greatly 
to the poet's advantage to have words ending at the bucolic diaeresis or at 
the end of the line. {1�v ayaOos, which extends past the bucolic diaeresis, 
serves a like purpose, although its use in this way is only twice attested in 
the poems : 

N 123 "EKTWP Si] 7Tapa v"1val f3o�v clya8o<; 7TO'\€I-'t{E£ 
o 249 0�S' £Tapov<; &MKovTa j3o�v clya80s j3&.A£v Ai'aS' 

Cf. P 102 El SI 7TOV AraVTO<; yE j3�v clya80ro 7TV80tl-'''1v, 

V. I-'EyaOvl-'os serves in the same way before the feminine caesura : 

0 440 TOV S' "EKTWP I-'Eya8vl-'0<; cl7TlKTav€. 7TOV vu TO£ lot 
A 459 TPWE<; S� I-'Eya8vIW£ a7Tw<; i'Sov atl-" 'OSvcrijo<; 
Z 145 TvSdS7] I-'Eya8vl-'E, Tt"1 YEV�V EPEEtVE£S' ; 

There is no point in accumulating more examples. We note the use of 
Sat,ppwv for Achilles in B 875 ; of ap�£os for the same hero in n 1 66 ;  of 
{1POTOAO£YW£ laos IIp''1£ for Hector in .t1 295 and N 802. Aaoaaoos is possibly 
the only epithet of this kind which we find used for the gods. Other 
epithets of heroes used in this fashion are the following : 
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Between the penthemimeral caesura and the bucolic diaeresis : 7TE7TVU

fLEVO�, 8EOELKEAO�, fLEyaA�Topo�, SOUPLKAUTOV, 8EOELKEAOV, fLEya8vfLou, fLEyaA+ 
TOPL, fLEya8vfLWL, fLEyaA�Topa ; between the feminine caesura and the 
b 1· d· 

. . ,  • , , . ,  . ,  � ',J. 0;, ' uco IC laereSlS : ap7JLOV, ayaKlluTov, afLufLovo�, afLufLova, oaL'f'POVL, oaL-
cppova, SdCPLAE ; between the bucolic diaeresis and the end of the line : 
" 8 ,J. , 0;, " , , � " � " • 0;, � U70 EO� 'f'w�, KuoallLfLoLO, 7TOLfLEVL lIawv, 7TOLfLEva lIawv, opxafLo� avopwv, 
• 8 ' " 

'
� I avn EOLO, OPXafLE lIawv. 

VI. The device of using an epithet alone to fill a distinct part of the 
line would in all likelihood never have come into being without the 
generic epithet. But once it had become current, once poets had grown 
familiar with the several possibilities of its use, they began to treat 
specific epithets in the same way, choosing those which, like the majority 
of generic epithets, extend between a caesura and the bucolic diaeresis, or 
between the latter and the line-end. Such a use in Homer is that of 
N7JA�LO�, which can apply to Nestor and to his sons : 

'P 349 
'P 5 14 

W� El7TciJV N/{1Twp NT)A�LO� wp ev;' XWP'T)L 
TWL 3' ap' e7T' :4vTlAoxo� N'T)A�LO<; tAauEv i1T1TOV�. 

We can compare the latter line with another in which the poet pre
ferred to fill the same space with an epithet qualifying the horses instead 
of using SdCPLAO�, as he often does in similar situations : 

VII. The poet makes use of essentially the same device when he comes 
upon a hero's name itself able to fill the space between the penthemimeral 
caesura and the bucolic diaeresis, and inverts the usual word-order, 
putting the epithet in the first half of the line : 

dMa ucpm<; KpaTEpo<; ..::I'OJL1/3'T)<; egEVap"gE 
3� TChE y' :4TpE{3'T)<; :4yal'.E!-,vwv egEVap,g€. 

These lines may be compared with : 

We now arrive at that area of formulary diction in which it becomes 
more difficult to distinguish between what is certainly traditional and 
what could be a single poet's original creation. Noun-epithet formulae 
designed for the expression of some more or less particular idea do not by 
definition make up sets of analogous cases, and may even not conform to 
standard measures. One might be tempted to conclude from this that 
they are due to Homer's I originality. But a closer examination of the 
circumstances under which epic diction developed will show that the 
singularity of a formula is no proof that it is not traditional. 
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{3. Formulary diction and the operation of analogy 

We must once more return, as we have done so many times already, to 
the relation between the ideas of epic poetry and the words which express 
them. It was the constant tendency of epic diction to make the expression 
of the ideas of heroic poetry as simple and as easy as possible, and to this 
end it employed the means of analogy, only abandoning it when the 
complexity of the ideas to be expressed made its use no longer feasible. 
In more definite terms : the bards, always trying to find for the expression 
of each idea in their poetry a formula at once noble and easy to handle, 
created new expressions-in so far as the result was compatible with their 
sense of heroic style-in the simplest way possible : they modified expres
sions already in existence. To this process are due all the series of formu
lae which we have so far examined. In each of these series it would be 
pointless to look for the original or the oldest formula. But in every case 
there must have been an original expression from which the series was 
produced by the system of imitation we call analogy. Analogy is perhaps 
the single most important factor for us to grasp if we are to arrive at a real 
understanding of Homeric diction. To understand the role of analogy in 
the formation of epic language is to understand the interdependence of 
words, ideas, and metre in heroic poetry. It is to see to what extent the 
hexameter and the genius of the bards influenced epic style. And finally, 
it is to recognize that there are limits beyond which analogy could no 
longer advance the simplification of the technique, so that some formulae 
remained more or less unexampled. 

Philologists have long recognized that formal associations I bring about 
changes in the spoken language and thus constitute one of the most 
important causes of the continual modification of language. They were 
more reluctant to recognize that this linguistic process found in the 
literary language of epic poets a realm in which it could operate in 
a fashion unknown to any spoken language ; that the desire of bards to 
possess 'alien' forms for the embellishment of their style and also to have 
forms adapted to the mould of the hexameter was in large part realized 
by the means of analogy. Ellendt, who with Diintzer was the first to 
explain the influence of metre on Homeric forms in a methodical fashion, 
does not stress the role of analogy, the importance of which was not yet 
fully perceived by the philologists of his time ; but most of the examples 
which he cites are cases of analogy. To say, for example, that the in
fluence of metre determined the masculine ending of an adjective where 
we should expect the feminine, or that, for the same reason, an adjective 
has sometimes two endings and sometimes three, is to say that the poet 
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created new forms on the model of old forms. Linguistic science did not 
come early to this explanation of certain Homeric forms, although it did 
recognize that certain forms and constructions could never have belonged 
to a spoken dialect of Greek. Only with K. Witte did scholars begin to 
have recourse to analogy in order to explain the use of the singular for the 
plural and vice versa, overlengthened forms, Eiuw with the genitive, etc. 
His demonstration, as our knowledge now stands, leaves no doubt of the 
general truth of his conclusions : animated by the desire to find forms 
that would fit the hexameter, the bards created new forms on the model 
of those already in existence. 

It is quite obvious, so much so that there is no need to insist on it, that 
analogy, operating in the same way as with artificial forms, is responsible 
for the creation of the whole formulary element which has been pointed 
out in these pages. The simple perception of a resemblance between two 
expressions too close to be the work of chance is equivalent to an admis
sion that one of these expressions is imitating the other or that both of 
them are, in the last analysis, imitating a single model. But we are not 
fully aware of the influence which the factor of I analogy must have 
exerted on the minds of epic poets until we observe that it is the cause of 
a great number of the anomalies of versification found in the Iliad and 
the Odyssey. The poet often allowed himself to be guided by his sense of 
the likeness of one expression to another, even though this forced him 
to leave final vowels in hiatus or to make position for short vowels €V 
OEUEL. 

K. Witte brought attention to the case in which Homer, on the model 
of fLEp67TWV avOpciJ7Twv, which we find 9 times in the text, created fLEP07TEC; 
avOpw7TOL, which we find in L: 288. The habit of bringing together two 
words in a certain place in the line led the poet to be careless of the fault in 
quantity incident to their use in the nominative. In the same way Homer, 
or another bard, made OJ�E HOVELPE after oJ�ov HOVELPOV ; acpOLTa aiEl after 
".La ' I \ I .,. f1 \ I H • I I a'r'LToc; aLEL ; TETEI\EufLEVa 7JEV a ter TETEI\EUfLEVOV EUTaL, etc., Just as le a so, 
still deferring to habit, put certain formulae in certain places in the line, 
even when the following formula produced hiatus or did not make 
position. Examples of this kind are plentiful ; we can here cite only some 
of the most striking of those that involve noun-epithet formulae. 

I .  We discovered, in Chap. I (TE, pp. 1 0- 13) ,  substantial series of 
lines in which a predicate formula, ending at the feminine caesura with 
a vowel, is followed by a subject formula beginning with a consonant 
which completes the line. The habit of using this kind of line had such 
a hold over the poet's thought that he sometimes began with a predicate 
hemistich of the type described when he did not have the requisite, sub
ject hemistich beginning with a single consonant. The only subject 
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formula for Telemachus which can stand after the feminine caesura is 
' OSVCTafjOS rptAos vias, correctly used in lines like 

f3 2 OPVV'T' ap' £, £"v�q,w 'Oovu�oe; q,LAoe; vt6e; 
Y 352 oiJ 8TJv o� 'Toilo' avopas 'Oovu�oe; q,LAos vt6e;. 

But the poet was obliged to leave hiatus when, on the model of such 
lines as 

'T 102} • 8 8 'r , .  {1ToAv.rAas oioe; 'Oovuurus 
£v a Ka £ .. £7 £1T£L'Ta , , 'T 59 1T£PLq,pwv IITJv£Ao1T£La, 

he wanted to make an analogous line for the son of Odysseus : 

Again, on the model of 

the poet made 

Y 64 c:,s 0' aiJ'Tws �pii'TO 'Oovu�os q,LAOS vt6s. 

In composing 

B 57 1  'Opvwis T' £V'I'OVTO ltpaL8vp'TJv T' £paT£LJ'ijv 

the poet was remembering lines such as 

and so on. 

B 496 O£ 8' 'YpLTJv £V'f£OVTO Ka£ A"Moa 1T£TpfJ£auav 
B 519 0' KV'lTlip'uuov €XOV IIv8wvo. T£ 1T£7pfJ£CTuav, 

n. We have already observed the tendency of verb-forms in -ETO, -aTO, 
-EE, etc. to occur before the bucolic diaeresis. S'/1TTaTo (thrice) , E1T/1TTaTo 
(thrice) ,  and v1T/p1TTa'TO (4 times) occur always in this position. Now a very 
common way of completing a line after such verb-forms is to follow them 
by a subject formula beginning with a single consonant. Thus the line 
o 83 is metrically correct : 

c:,e; KpaL1Tvwe; I'£f£avia O" 1T'TarO 1T6'Tvc.a "HpTJ. 

The existence of lines like this one and of this one in particular suggested 
to the poet further on, when he is speaking ofIris, an analogous line, even 
though he disposed of no formula beginning in the requisite way to 
designate this goddess : 

o 1 72 c:,s KpaL1TVWS I'£I'avia O" 1TTa'TO wK'a 1'lpLs. 

The expression iEpa KaAa is found with hiatus in tp 195 ;  4 times cor
rectly elsewhere in the poems. We find before a caesura of the third foot 

I) 473 p',ae; tEpa Ko.A' 
A 1 30 p',as tEpa Ka>.a 
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and at the line-end 

1J' 209 
A 727 
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At the same time the form iJ7T€UXETO ( IO  times) occurs always before the 
bucolic diaeresis. His sense of the expression iEpa KaM. at the end of the 
line, of iJ7T€UXETO before the diaeresis, and in addition of the whole line 
'P 209 led the poet to make 

Ill.  A great many cases where the poet uses a short syllable EV B€UE' 
without making position are to be similarly explained. One of the clearest 
examples is 

made on the model of 

e 35 1 = T 341 
TT 7 = P 543 

A more complex but equally certain case is 

A 322 KOVp'T}V Mlvwos oAo6rppovos. ';;v TTOTE e'T}UEVS. 

o'Aooc/Jpovos is found in this position in two other lines : 

a 52 
K 1 37 

7hAaVTOS OvyaTTJp oAo6rppovos. oS TE Oa,\auu'T}s 
aVToKaUtyv�T'T} oAo6rppovos Al�Tao. 

At the same time the poet commonly refers to a woman by KOVpTJ fol
lowed by the name of her father. At the beginning of the line we find 
KOVpTJ 'IKapto,o (5 times) , KOVpTJV Bp'afjos, KOVpTJV 8€ llpuip.oto. It is the 
combined example of this expression at the beginning of the line, of 
o'Aooc/Jpovos before the diaeresis, and of lines like the two quoted that 
determined the arrangement of words which we see in 'A 322. 

These cases of hiatus and of short syllables EV B€un are of interest in the 
study of metrics, but they can only furnish hints of the influence exerted 
by analogy in epic versification. But the examination of cases in which 
the operation of analogy produced, not metrical irregularities, but the 
very ideas of heroic poetry will throw light on one of the most funda
mental problems of formulary diction, a problem which no study of 
formulae can leave in darkness : I that of the relation between the 
influence of metre and the thought of epic poets. Possibly the greatest 
risk one runs in the study of traditional diction is that one may give the 
impression that the action of metre on diction is something mechanical. 
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Many critics, from the days of Ellendt and Diintzer to our own, have 
wanted to deny the sovereign influence of the hexametet because they 
thought that to admit it would be to attaint the personal genius of 
Homer. 

The cause of this misunderstanding, on the part of those who have 
studied the influence of metre as well as on the part of those who would 
deny it, is an insufficiently clear conception of the actual circumstances 
under which this diction of formulae developed. If we do not take 
account of the processes by which the bards were led to create a formu
lary diction, we shall fail to see, or shall see only imperfectly, that its 
creation was both natural and aesthetically unexceptionable. Analogy is 
a case in point. If we do not fully recognize the psychological value which 
it had for the poets of epic verse, we shall not know to what extent it 
operated together with their taste to contribute to the formation of the 
style of the Iliad and the Oqyssry. 

One discovers in Homer not a few cases in which the sounds of one 
expression have suggested another quite different in meaning. One of the 
most striking examples of this is the resemblance between the two expres
sions d/1-4>�>"vB€v �SV, dV7"/1-� (/1- 369) and d/1-4>�>"vB€ Bfj>"v, dV7"� (s 1 22) ,  
a resemblance too close to be the work of chance. It is  impossible to 
know which of these two expressions is the older. But it is not necessary to 
know this in order to draw the following conclusions : whichever of the 
two formulae one chooses as the model of the other, these conclusions will 
be the same. Let us imagine a poet familiar with the formula d/1-4>�>"vB€v 
�SV, dV7"/1-� who wishes to describe a scene in which one of his characters 
hears the shouting of women. It is a most likely assumption that the 
word dV7"� immediately occurred to him to describe this shouting. At the 
thought of this word, the poet, with that sense of metre which all poets 
working in a rigorously fixed form must possess, as he looked for words to 
express himself, will at once have thought of dV7"/1-�, and this I word will 
have evoked for him the expression used in the description of a sacrifice : 
d/1-4>�>"vB€v �Sv> dV7"/1-�. d/1-4>�>"vB€, used to describe the odour of sacrifice as 
it spreads through the air, is also suitable for the description of a sound 
that seems to fill the air. And �SV, suggested Bfj>"v, because of the identity 
of the vowels and the final consonant in the two words ; the latter word 
itself could not have been far from the poet's mind, since 'the shouting of 
women' was the idea to be expressed. That the point of departure for this 
association of words and ideas was dV7"� and dV7"/1-� is of course not en
tirely certain. It is equally possible that dl1-4>�>"vB€ first reminded the poet 
of the original expression. But in any case the mental process of the bard 
who created the expression is plain. The words for which he was looking 
in order to express his thought in the hexameter were suggested to him by 
the resemblance of the sound of words. d/1-4>�>"vB€v �Sv, dV7"/1-� was the 
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model for afLlP�Av8E 8fjAvS aV7"�, but before he imitated the model, the 
poet must have had the desire to express a particular idea. And even 
after the new expression had presented itself to him, he still had the right 
to reject it and look for other words. There must be a fairly large number 
of different ways to express in hexameter verse the essential idea 'he 
heard the shouting of women'. But the bard did not seek out those 
different ways, or else, after considering some of them, he came back to 
the expression which a pun had suggested to him and with which he was 
satisfied. The same is true in all cases where the influence of the hexa
meter can be discerned. It must on the one hand be recognized that this 
influence was entirely subordinate to the taste of the poets ; but it is on 
the other hand just as certain that without this influence, the diction of 
epic poetry, that is its style, would have been something very different 
from what we know. 

In the case we have just been examining, and in all cases like it, we 
must be on our guard against a common error. It is highly improbable, 
even if it be assumed that the two poems we have are entirely the work of 
a single author, that one of the expressions in question was inspired by 
Homer's memory of another expression in the Iliad or Odyssey. The point 
is not so much that Homer must have composed a great deal of verse 
which we do not have, as that we can assign to the work of one poet only 
a fraction of the lines in which I this influence of sound in the formation of 
ideas can be discerned. In most of the following examples the two formu
lae will have been handed down in their present form by the tradition. 

We cannot ascertain which expression in each of the pairs cited below 
is the older. What is important is only the certain fact that either one or 
the other of them was inspired by a pun. I 

"1 306 
A 466 
A 48 
A 464 
o 41 I 
a 242 
K 306 
a 29 
Y 61 
I 402 

AalAam TU1TTWV 
iKE'T' ci.V'T� 
£'ET' £1TE'tT' a1T(iVEu(].;: VEWV 

" , �  , - ' "  aVTap E1TE't KaTa p.T)P EKaT) 
XEAtSovt ElK€A." avS�v 
OiXET' atUTos a1TvuTos 
80ijts J1T� vT)UU�v .l.txatwv 
KaTa 8UP.DV ap.up.ovos 
ava, JV€PWV .l.ttSWVEUS 
" I)..£ov £KT7]a8a£, ftO va,op.EvoV 

1TTO>..lE8pov 

p. 400 AalAam 8uwv 
8 1 74 iKE'T' aUTP.� 
, 236 £'ET' E1TE'tT ' a1Tavw8E KtWV 
I 2 I 2 aVTap J1TE� KaTa 1TVP JKa." 
X 240 XEAtSovt ElK€A." aVTTJv 
S 788 KEiT' ap' autTOS a1TauTos 
J) 259 80ijts J1T� V."VU�V laVwv 
K 50 KaTa 8UP.DV ap.up.ova 
A 1 72 ava, avSpwv .l.tyap.€p.vwv, etc. 
B 133 "D.wv JK1T€pUat EO vatop.E'VOv 

1TTOAlE8pov 

I The first five examples are cited by Ellendt (Drei Iwmerische Abhandlungen, Leipzig 1864, 
50-2) .  In citing various lines to show the influence of metre, he confuses expressions of the 
kind we are discussing with others which are only examples of the device of interchanging 
formulae which we examined in the first part of this chapter. It must be observed that some 
of his examples are based on puns which are doubtful to say the least. It takes an adventurous 
mind to see a proof of analogy in such comparisons as os 1Tiia, ,..., l1T1T€Ua, or £1T€L ,..., £1T' �- • 
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1: 358 aVO'T�uau' )txtAija 7T()8as -raxvv· 1: 2 )tVT[,\0XOS 8' )tXtAij' 1To8as 
7j pa vv UE to Ta XVS a: i'YE.\OS 7j.\8E 

P 9 flav80v vias £vp.p.e.\LTjS &.p.E'\17uE P 59 flav80v viav £vP.P.EM17v Evt/Jop

'1' 744 
P 73 

£1T' �EpoE,8£a 7TOVTOV 
av£p, Eluap.evos, Kucovwv �y�

TOP' MEVTTJ' 
1Tlova 8ijp.ov 

{3ov 
p. 233 1Tpas �EpoE�£a 1T£TpTjV 
a 105 El8op.£V17 gELvw" Ta4>lwv �yr/

TOP' M£VT17,1 
'I' 750 1TLova 817p.W,· I 

Analogy, which was a factor of such importance in the formation of 
diction, tended always to lead it in the direction of a greater simplifica
tion in the expression of essential ideas. By excluding the new or original 
expression which could be rendered by a traditional formula, it inclined 
the poets to express every new idea, wherever possible, by words re
sembling the words used to express some similar idea. The series of 
noun-epithet formulae cited in the first part of this chapter show how 
analogy was able to establish a fixed manner of expressing certain actions 
of gods and heroes. The reasons why it was not possible to establish 
similar series for every type of noun-epithet formula will become clear 
once it has been shown that there were limits beyond which analogy 
could no longer introduce simplification. There were two obstacles : the 
variety of the metrical value of words, and the complexity of the essential 
ideas which the bards had to express in their verse. It is a consequence of 
these two factors that, although we sometimes find series of formulae 
which are amenable to detailed analysis, Homeric diction, even in the 
matter of noun-epithet formulae, remains something so complex as to 
put a complete analysis of its technique beyond our powers. 

It was said earlier that some names in the nominative or the oblique 
cases cannot be used in noun-epithet formulae of certain lengths. It is 
true that in cases of this kind the poet can try to paraphrase the name of 
the hero. For JW/L�871S, Homeric diction offers Tv8EOS vias, which appears 
in the Iliad eight times after the bucolic diaeresis and is thus adapted to 
the many occasions which require a subject formula of a hero in this 
position. But the name of the father of Agamemnon and Menelaus does 
not begin with a single consonant, and the bards found no other expres
sion which might replace 1hpEos vias. But this formula, because it begins 
with a vowel, is far less useful. Hence despite the great convenience in 
general of noun-epithet I formulae in the nominative case filling this 

1 By an association of sounds such as this the bards at times introduced forms of one verb 
into the inflexion of another in which they could never have existed. Thus �.lafJ:ro, which 
properly belongs to the inflexion of .(8.'1"(1.1., is in X 8g and 0 .p 5 made part of the inflexion of 
.tp. •. Cf. K. Meister, Du homeriscM Kunstspru, 19-21. 
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position, )hpEOS' vtoS' is found, in the nominative, only once in all Homer 
after the bucolic diaeresis : 

When it came time to relate an action of one of the sons of Atreus, 
Homer had to do without the devices which had served so well with SioS' 
'OSVO'O'fVS', SioS' )fX'�fVS', and other subject formulae of like metrical 
value. 

The names of the fathers of certain heroes likewise furnished expres
sions in the vocative case filling the space between the beginning of the 
second foot and the feminine caesura. One of the poet's habitual devices 
is to use one of these expressions to summon a hero after putting an 
exclamation or an imperative, or the like, in the first foot. We find : 

Ll 370 
8 152 
K 1 59 
B 23 = 60 
Z 46 } 
A 1 3 1 
� 18  

to JLOL, Tv'Btos vU Sa{cppovoc; [.1T1TOSaJLOLo 
to JLOL, TvSEos vU Satcppovos, orov €fL7TfC; 
€YPfO, TvSEoc; vU, T{ 7Tavvvxov mrvov aWTflc;; 
fVSHC;, )fTPEOC; vU Sa{cppovoc; t7T7TOSaJLOLO 

{WYPH, :4TPEOC; vU, aV S' agLa SEgaL a7ToLVa2 

Neither for Odysseus nor for Ajax does Homer seem to know formulae 
that might be used in lines such as these, and so in their case he had to do 
without this device. Table 11 shows other cases of this kind in which 
names of heroes in the genitive case cannot be used in certain types of 
formula. Examples of this sort can in fact be found for names of any 
length. An absolute simplification in the use of noun-epithet formulae of 
gods and heroes I would only be possible if all names were of identical 
metrical value. 

y. Noun-epithetJormulae reservedJor the expression of specific ideas 

The complexity of the ideas to be expressed in heroic poetry checked 
the operation of analogy in exactly the same way. To express certain 
ideas the bards had to choose words of different lengths, with different 
endings, words which had to be arranged in different ways in the 
hexameter line. It is evident that the more specific an idea is, the fewer 

I The accusative case of }hp'o� v;o� appears twice : 

..3 98 
A 205 

at KEv {S1]I. } , " , I " 
'.J. .� MfVf>'UOV apT/lOv )hpfOS v,ov, 
o",pa 'V'I'� 

The resemblance after the trithemimeral caesura between these two lines and the one quoted 
above reveals that we have here a formula more extended than )I.'rp'o� v;o� ; this rules out, in 
Homer at least, any general usage of the latter formula at the end of the line. 

• I t is worth noticing that the person addressed in Z 46 is Menelaus, whereas in A 1 31 it is 
Agamemnon : a curious example of the bards' inclination to frugality in the use of formulae, 
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will be the analogous cases of its appearance out of which a traditional 
formula type and a traditional way of using formulae of the type might 
be established. Apart from the noun-epithet formulae which, owing to 
their frequency, have been designated as belonging to the principal 
types, we find only short series of expressions, ranging from a group of 
several analogous expressions to expressions which are wholly isolated, 
and seem to have nothing in common with other formulae because they 
are reserved for wholly isolated ideas. 

That aspect of formulary diction in heroic poetry which is sure to be 
the first to strike the attention of the reader of Homer is the common use 
of the whole lines to express certain specific ideas. The more or less fre
quent occasions for describing certain actions of gods and men led the 
poets to create and to preserve these formulae even though each of them 
could describe only one particular action. So, to cite a few of the most 
common examples, the author says 'day broke' (Iliad, thrice ; Odyssey, 
19  times) by 

� �" , J.. ' • � � ,  , ' U ' 'I/.l.0� 0 TJP''Y€v€,a 'f'aVTJ pooooalCTVIIO� nw�. 

'Would that' (Iliad, 4 times ; Odyssey, 5 times) is said 

'After they had eaten' (Iliad, 7 times ; Odyssey, 13  times) is 

Other whole-line formulae of the same kind are less obvious, the I poet 
having less often had occasion to express the ideas which they contain, 
but they are used as regularly as those of more frequent occurrence. Thus, 
'he stayed [or stays] on an island suffering pain' is said of Philoctetes in 
the Iliad and of Odysseus in the Odyssey : 

B 72 I } _, \ \ , . , , , { IC€;TO } , , '" 
' 

a/III 0 /.l.€V €V v1Juw, � ICpaT€p all'Y£a 7Tauxwv. 
£ 1 3 IC£'Ta, 

In four places in the poems a character weeps and cannot speak : Anti
lochus (P 695), Eumelus (lP 396), Penelope (8 704) , and Eurycleia 
(T 47 1 ) : 

TW 3' o{ QUUE 
3aICpv64" 7TAfp(J£v, (JaA£� 3' o{ lUX£TO c/JWvlj.1 

There are some noun-epithet formulae, too, which are part offormulae 
reserved for the expression of a particular idea and occur with the utmost 
rarity apart from a particular group of words. In such cases the substan
tive and its epithet are parts of formulae more complex than the simple 

I For other cases of the same kind, and for a notion of the frequency of these whole-line 
formulae, see the list of lines common to the Iliad and Odyssey at the end of Dunbar's Con
cordance to the Ocfyssey. 
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noun-epithet formula, and one must not try to separate the substantive 
and epithet from the other words of the formula. We have already noticed 
(TE, p. 58) a noun-epithet expression of this kind, .1tOS aiyt6xoto, which 
owes its frequent use to the poet's need to express after the hephthe
mimeral caesura the idea 'son' (or 'daughter' or 'daughters') of Zeus, 
and appears elsewhere in three lines only, themselves apparently pat
terned after this special usage. Most of the less frequent types offormulae 
are of this sort, and an attempt to list them all would be bound to fail by 
the length of the task, and would anyway lose its interest as it turned into 
a mere catalogue. It will be enough to present a few examples. 

1. The noun-epithet formula for Odysseus 

appears only once in the poems : 

B 3 av S' apa Swy�s WPTO 7TTOAt7TOpBos 'OSVU(7£lJs. I 

Now as chance would have it, the poet (or poets) had in four passages of 
the Iliad and the Otfyssey occasion to express, and to fill a whole line in 
doing so, the idea 'X got up'. This makes it certain that 8 3 was sug
gested to the poet by the memory of a formula-type reserved for the 
expression of this particular idea : 

IJ' 293 
H 163 = IJ' 290 
IJ' 8 12  

Tun S '  ap' £7T' J4TP€tS7JS WPTO �avBos M€V£AaOS 
TW' S '  £7Tt TvS€tS7JS WPTO KpaT€pOS Llwft�S7Js 
av S'  apa TvS€tS7Js WPTO KpaT€pOS Llwft�S7Js. 

H. Most of the noun-epithet formulae of Zeus belong to the category 
of those reserved for the expression of a specific idea. It is the greatest of 
all the gods whom one invokes in making a wish, or whom one calls to 
witness in making a vow, or who is envisaged as the arbiter of human 
destiny ; and, as we have already seen, he is also frequently mentioned as 
the father of a god or of a mortal. This explains why the figures for Zeus 
are proportionally much higher than those of the other characters in the 
last two columns of Table I, which give the number of formulae and 
formula types other than the principal types for each character on the 
Table. 

The disposition of the name and of the epithets of Zeus which we see 
in H 4I I , 

is the same as in 

8 465 } "  A Z '  8 '  } 80 OVTW VVV €Vs €t7J, " "  ' ''n o I 6f"YOOV7TOS 7TOUtS P7JS 
K 329 £UTW VUV Z€vS aUTOS, 
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and almost the same as in 

Ebeling correctly remarks that this expression is used 'quando quis jurat 
aut optat'. It is a formula created for that use and for no other (on this 
formula see also TE, pp. 181-2). I 

Ill. Similarly Kpovta."s ZEVS appears before the bucolic diaeresis only 
when the poet is speaking of the glory or the grief which fate has assigned 
to men: 

8 141 
tP 570 
E 431 
Q 241 

IV. Zeus only thrice receives the title cl8avaTos in the Iliad and the 
Otfyssey: 

B 741 v[(,s llnpL8oow, TOil a8c1.lIaTOS T€KETO ZE6s 
B 434 } .... , , � ,  , , , 
tP 2 .::.a1l80v /)LII11EVTOS, ov a8avaTos TEKETO ZEVS. 

The whole expression, which ends the line after the feminine caesura, is 
a way of stating in a different measure the idea of kinship with Zeus in 
v[(,s .::1,os alYLCJXOLO (cf. TE, p. 58). 

V. The bards so often found themselves wanting to express this same 
idea that they created a special formula for daughters of Zeus which 
could stand after the feminine caesura and began with a consonant: 

..::IWS' KOVP7JL p.eyO).ow (8 times) 
..::I,os 86yaTEp I-'eyO).ow 
..::ILdS KovpaL I-'E"O).OW. 

VI. The expression ZEV TE 7TaTEp appears only in the line 

which is found 4 times in the Iliad and 5 times in the Otfyssey. 
VII. Elsewhere Zeus receives the title of 7TaTEp in the vocative case 

only in the first foot, where it serves regularly to begin a prayer or a cry of 
reproach. We find: 

(5 times) 
r 365 = v 201 
7J 331 

ZEV 1Tcl.TEP, "137J8EV I-'E/)€WV, KV3LC7'TE p.€"LC7'TE 
ZEii 1Tcl.TEP, OV TLS' O'E'O 8EWV &)'oW-rEpos ciMoS" 
ZEV 1Tcl.TEP, alO' 00'0. Et1TE TE).E�O'E'EV d:1TaVTa. 

The expression occurs 32 times in this position. I 
VIII. In lines so constructed the second foot usually begins with 
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a vowel. When it begins with a consonant the poet uses ZEV ava, which we 
find in the poems thrice, always at the beginning of the line : 

r 35 1 Z£ii aJ.la, So, TfduauBat (; Jl-E WPOTEPO, Ka.K' lOpYE, 

and so on. 
IX. The case of two formulae is of especial interest : apyvpoTogos 

.tiwoMwv and 7tPTEJl-t, loxeatpa, which are of a metrical value not usual in 
noun-epithet formulae in the nominative case. These formulae were called 
into existence because Apollo and Artemis are the gods who cause 
mortals to die a death without violence, from sickness or old age. Hence 
the bards found it to their advantage to have an expression which could 
regularly serve to express the notion of this manner of death. We find : 

7J 64 TOV JI-�v aKovpov �ovTa {3riA' apyvpoTo,O, )l.woAAwv 
P 251 aZ yelp T7JA/Jl-axov {3riAOt apyvpoTO,O, )l.woAAwv 
° 478 T1)v JI-�v lWEtTa ywaiKa {3riA' 71pTEJl-t, loxlatpa 
Z 428 waTpo, S' EV Jl-Eyapotut {3aA' 71pTEJl-t, loxlatpa. 

The same idea is found in Q 758-9 : 

and in A 1 72-3 : 

KEtUat, TWt tKEAo, (;v T' apyvpoTO,O, )l.woAAwv 
0[, ayavot, {3EA/EUatV �WOtX6J1-EVO, KaTlwEepvEV, 

� SoAtX� VOUUO" 1} 71pTEJl-t, loxlatpa 
0[, ayavoi, {3EA/EUUtV £WOtX0Jl-l"7J KaTlwEepvEV. 

§ 3.  T H E  P R E D O M I N A N C E  O F  T R A D I T I O N A L  F O R M U L A E  

We have said that the purpose in any study of the formulary element in 
Homeric diction must be to learn to distinguish in the Iliad and the Odyssey 
what belongs to the tradition and what is due to the originality of the 
poet or poets who composed the poems. In order to make a quantitative 
analysis that would fulfil this purpose, we have consistently chosen 
our examples, wherever it was possible to do so, from the noun-epithet 
formulae used in the nominative case for the six heroes I whose names 
appear on Table I .  The greater part of these formulae wc have been 
able to assign to the tradition : 

Principal- Formulae in which Special- Unclassified Types of 
type the epi thet fills type formulae unclassified 
formulae a specific part of formulae formulae 

the line 

'OOVGGEV, 190 5 6 5 
.:tX"uEV, 92 8 2 2 
°ElCTwp 76 7 4 2 
Si<nwp 32 6 3 
.J'OI-'�&.]' 34 3 4 2 
.�yal-" I-'.w. 63 3 1 2  5 
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An examination of the formulae counted in the last two columns of the 
above table, the formulae which resist the method of analysis we have 
been following, will show that without being over-bold we can assign the 
majority of them to the system of diction, and that in any case the epithets 
they contain are with but two exceptions the same as those already noted 
in some of the principal-type formulae. It will, however, be seen at the 
same time that if we want to keep our conclusions within the limits of 
moderation, we must allow that some at least of these cases reveal more or 
less independent ways of using traditional words. 

I. We should perhaps assign to the tradition the noun--epithet formulae 
in the lines following, if we consider that these epithets, which fill the 
space between a caesura of the third foot and the bucolic diaeresis, 
behave exactly as do certain generic epithets which we have observed in 
this position. Two of these lines have a certain likeness : 

The line 

J: 234 p.vp6p.€vot· p.era O€ uq,t 1ToocfJl("I' €r1Ter' )1XtAA€V, 
X 471 7]p.aTt 'Twt a'T€ p.w Kopv(}atoAo, �ya:ye(}' -EK'TWP, 

'" 6 • , \ , , \ , '0'" , I o 7 3 Et 1T0'T€ 'TOt 1TOI\VP."ITt, €Vt p.€yapotuw OVUU€V, 

recalls lines such as 

11. evpv Kpetwv, which appears only in A 238, owes its existence to its 
presence in two formulae of greater length : 

(thrice) i]pw> )1'Tpeto"l' €VPV KP€twv )1yap.€p.vwv 
(7 times) . . . )1'TpEio"l' evpv KP€twv )1yap.€p.vwv. 

The frequent usage of these last formulae is hard to explain. If they are 
traditional, we must grant that the poet (or poets) liked to use them in 
spite of their metrical value, which is unusual among noun--epithet 
formulae in the nominative case. The same must be true of the noun
epithet formula which we see in these lines : 

e 532 
A 660 = II 25 

Eruop.at et K€ p.' 0 Tvoet07J, Kpa'T€pO, Lltop.�0"l' 
f3€f3A"ITat p.tv 0 Tvo€t07J, Kpa'T€pO, Lltop.�07J" 

and of this expression used for Nestor : 

e 80 
0 370 = 659 
y 41 1 

N€u'TWp olo, £p.tP.V€ r€p�Vto" ovpo, )1Xatwv 
N€u'Twp aV'Te p.a.AtU'Ta r€p�Vto>, ovpo, )1xatwv 
N€u'Twp av 'T6'T' £q,'i�€ r€�Vto" Ovpo, )1xatwv. 

But we must not forget that the predilection for these formulae was 
probably shared by all bards. 
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Ill. The memory of such lines as 

together with the memory of lines like 

I 368 ai'iTLS" i�vf3p[�wv £A€TO KP€[WV :4ya[1.€fLvwv, 

explains the creation of 

8 1  

The creation of A 333 can be explained in  the same way. The noun
epithet expression which we see in 

L1 512 
[] 860 

owes its creation to the memory of expressions such as <EMVTJS" 7TOO" S" 
�VKOf1-0LO and Kpovov 7TCJ.'S" a.YKv�0J1:r7TEw. But there is no way of knowing 
whether the lines formed in this way are the work of Homer or whether, I 
on the contrary, he had heard in the recitation of another bard lines in 
which these names and epithets were already put into this position in the 
hexameter line. 

IV. The line 

is quite exceptional, seeing that the poet could have adopted the line 
which he regularly uses to express the same idea : 

0 485 was suggested on the one hand by lines like 

Q 200 �S" �a.TO, KWKVUEV O� yvv1] Kal. afl,£lf3€TO fLv8w, 
, 506 } " './. ' < 1.' " , ' I:.  ' 'Q '8 
A 59 

WS" €'f'afLTJv, 0 O€ fL o'fLw",aS" TJfL"',..€TO fLV Wt, 

and on the other by lines like 

TOV o· av TTJMfLaxoS" 7T€1TVVfLEVOS" aVTLOV TJvoa (43 times). 

But here too there is no way of knowing whether Homer was the first 
to make this new combination of old formulae. 

v. The two formulae which we have yet to consider are shorter, and 
their use would seem to be due to the fact that the poet was using in the 
line other elements of the sentence with well-established positions, and 
consequently found himself unable to use his ordinary formulae. Thus in 

f3 27 ig ov 'Oovuu£I'S" oroS" if3TJ KO[ATJ'S" iv, V1Jvu[. 
8lU8H. G 
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The expression E� ov occurs 1 2  out of l8  times at the beginning of the line. 
The last half of the line can be compared with 

H 381  �w8� S'  'lSaro� ;f3TJ KolAa� £17' vfja,. 

The expression KOt>"TJ'� EV, V7Jvat, as we shall see further on, belongs to 
a system of noun-epithet-preposition formulae for V7JiJ�. In addition we 
find twice (T 596 and I/J 1 8) : 

And in a 1 8 1  we have a line like the one under discussion : 
M \ '1: " A 

"R '\ ' .. , I wl\£aav, £� OV KHVO, £,..TJ KO£I\TJ£' £V£ VTJVC1£V. 

VI. The epithet TA�/-,WV, found twice in the Iliad, presents a particular 
interest because it never occurs in the Odyssey, despite the greater impor
tance of the role played by Odysseus in the latter poem. One might be 
tempted to see in it a word original with the poet of the Iliad or of the 
Doloneia, only the meaning of the epithet rules out such a conclusion. 
Like 1ToMTAa�, TA�/-,WV could never have been invented for the Iliad. It is 
an epithet whose origin is in some poem describing the wanderings of 
Odysseus, and which eventually came, like 1ToAvTAaS", to be applied to 
him under all circumstances. For in the Iliad Odysseus has not yet suf
fered more than other heroes. So we have here a formula indubitably 
deriving from the tradition and yet never used by the poet (or poets) of 
the Odyssey. Ought we to infer that the author of the Odyssry knew this 
formula but never had occasion to make use of it ? It could be pointed 
out in support of this conclusion that the other words of these two lines 
are elsewhere often found in the same positions : 

K 23 1 7]8£A£ S' 0 TA-t]/-'WV 'OSVC1ro� KaTaSilva, ;;/-,'AOV 
K 498 T6t/Jpa S' rip' 0 TA-t]/-'WV 'OSVC1ro� AU€ f£wvvxa� ;l7l7OV,. 

I t is also true that in the Odyssey Odysseus never has occasion to manage 
horses or to enter the throng of battle. But all this remains uncertain. 

It would be wrong to see in the preceding pages nothing more than 
a list of uncertainties. The very fact that we cannot arrive at certain 
conclusions concerning the origin of the formulae means that the mind of 
the poet (or poets) of the Iliad and the Odyssry was so thoroughly steeped 
in traditional formulae that he never once, for the nominative case of the 
six names in question, created of his own accord an epithet revealing the 
personal stamp of his thought. Traces of originality remain, perhaps ; but 
of an originality that does no more than rearrange the words and expres
sions of the tradition without important modifications. The poet's greatest 
originality in the handling of epithets would have been to use some 
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noun-epithet I formulae a little more or a little less frequently than other 
poets. All the epithets of the Iliad and the Oqyssry we call 'Homeric'. But 
the entire investigation which we have just carried out has not turned up 
a single epithet which can be called 'Homeric' as the epithets of Pindar 
have the right to be called 'Pindaric'. 

§ 4. T H E  C H O I C E  O F  E P I T H E T S  

This conclusion is bound to be displeasing to some, who will think it 
too absolute. On the one hand, scholars who set great store by the unity 
of the Homeric poems, and stress the subtleties of thought and style which 
they feel they have discovered in the Iliad and Oqyssry, will find it in 
contradiction with their notion of the genius of Homer. It may be that, 
arguing from what they will consider to be the improbability of the 
results ofthis investigation, they will conclude that our method is false or, 
at the best, inexact. On the other hand, those scholars who see in the 
Iliad and the Oqyssry poems of different periods of time, and works of 
several or many poets, may be unwilling to believe that the tradition 
could have been followed by all these poets with such fidelity that a pre
cise investigation could fail to uncover any significant differences in the 
use of the epithet between the two poems and even between different 
parts of the same poem. These objections represent too well the reactions 
which many will have to the conclusions of this study, for us to pass them 
by in silence. The following chapters will give positive indications 
proving that Homer was not concerned with finding original epithets, 
and they will at the same time show how much importance should be 
attributed to certain differences in the way epithets are used in the two 
poems. But before the discussion of these problems is begun, there should 
remain no doubts of the validity of the method of analysis which we have 
followed in the preceding pages. There does exist a means of controlling 
the fundamental accuracy of the conclusions just drawn. There is another 
aspect of the problem of the traditional use of the epithet which requires 
an investigation altogether independent of the one just completed ; I the 
results of this investigation will show whether too much importance has 
been given to the influence of metre and the operation of analogy, and 
whether, in the foregoing pages, too many epithets have been assigned to 
the tradition. 

What we have in mind is the choice of epithets. Hitherto we have only 
examined noun-epithet formulae of certain metrical values which con
form to the shape of the hexameter and make up part of a technique of 
diction. This examination has established that there exists only a small 
number of noun-epithet formulae which have the same metrical value 
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with another noun-epithet formula used in the same grammatical case for 
the same character. It should follow that with a few exceptions the poet 
uses the same epithet every time he uses a formula of a given length. If all 
epithets in Homer were distinctive, an investigation into the choice of 
epithets would have to stop there, and we should have to declare ourselves 
satisfied with this first proof of the traditional character of the epithet. 
For most of the epithets applied to the gods, this is true. Fortunately, this 
is the least likely place where one would be tempted to look for the original 
epithets of Homer. It is otherwise with the epithets used for the heroes. 
Here the distinctive epithet, as we shall shortly be able to see with pre
cision, is comparatively rare, and epithets employed indifferently for two 
or more heroes are far more numerous and occur with far greater 
frequency. 

In every noun-epithet formula there are two elements, of which one is 
fixed and the other variable. The fixed element is the substantive. Apart 
from its variation in the genitive and dative plural, it has always the 
same metrical value, and this predetermined value is what the poet must 
reckon with. The variable element is the epithet. It can be assigned what
ever metrical value the poet chooses, and it can begin or end pretty much 
as he wants. So the poet creates the noun-epithet formula of the desired 
measure by adding the x syllables of the epithet to the predetermined 
syllables of the substantive. Here is where the generic epithet can be 
especially I useful. Suppose the poet wants a noun-epithet formula of 
a given metrical value : he can make one with the same generic epithet in 
the case of all heroes whose names are of the same measure. We have 
already seen that a single epithet serves to combine with the names of 
both Achilles and Odysseus to form those extremely serviceable noun
epithet formulae which follow the diaeresis and begin with a single 
consonant. We find, after the diaeresis : 

orOS 'OOVCTCT€VS (98 times) 
oros )tXtAA€VS (55 times) 

This epither S;os is used in like fashion for other heroes whose only point 
of resemblance to Achilles and Odysseus is that they too are heroes and 
that their names are of the same measure and begin with a short vowel : 

)tY11VWP (thrice) 
)tAaUTwp (twice) 
'E7T€t'Y€VS 

oros 'E-rmos (thrice) 
'EX£q,pwv 
'Op£CTrrJS (thrice) 
vq,op{3os (4 times) 

The use of S;os in the nominative case and in this position and with names 
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of heroes ofthis metrical value is almost exclusive. Elsewhere we find it in 
only five places and with three names of different metrical value (for 
these five cases, see TE, p. 149) . 

Cases of this sort are not hard to find. We can quote some of the most 
striking. 

I. After the bucolic diaeresis : {NI.U'TWP (30 times) 
tPvA€VS 

L7T7TO'Ta TVSEVS 
Olv€vs 
llTJA€VS (twice) 

,� ,., { Aras (6 times) 'l'aWtf'os "
E ( 

. 
) K'TWP 30 times 

Cr. 4>aLStf'os vtas ( I I times). 

Il.  After the hephthemimeral caesura : 

:4yaf'tf'Vwv (30 times) 
'EAE4>�vwp 
'EvouLx8wv (7 times) 

KP€twV 'E'TEWVEVS 
'EVf'TJAOS 
'EAtKaWv 
:4ya'1T1}vwp 

LlWf'�STJS ( 18  times) 
AVKOf'�STJS I 
AVKOOpyOS 
M€ya7TI.v8TJs (twice) 
II OAV7TOL'TTJs 
Ll u.opTJS (twice) 

Cf. Kpa'Tf,pOS 'T' 'E4>taATTJS. 
Ill. After the feminine caesura : 

f1o�v dya80s 

f1o�v dya80v 

{M€vl.Aaos (20 times) 
LlWf'�STJS (2 1 times) 

MEvl.Aaov (5 times) 

:4yaf'I.f'vwv (37 times) 
:4yxtUT}S 
AryEias 
AlvEtas 
, Evcfr!JTTJs 
'EVf'TJAOS (llTJAEVS (4 times) 

yl.pwv t7T7TTJM.'Ta alVEVS 
tPorVtg 

Cr. ytpwv S' L7T7TTJAa'Ta NI.U'Twp (twice) {AlaKtSao (twice) 
:4VTtAOX0to (4 times) 
:4AKtVOOto (twice) 
AlytaBoto 
:4YXLuao 

{BOVKOAtWVt (twice) 
llovAvSaf'aVTt 
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ll"l>t£lwva ( 10 times) 
llOV>tva&.,...aVT4 (twice) 
B£M£pot/JOVTTJ" (twice) 
Aao,u80VT4 (twice) 
ropyv8lwva 
iJ"Il.01Tl'"lv 
iJroKa>tlwva. 

[107-9] 

IV. We have already explained (TE, pp. 60-2) why the poet needed 
a noun--epithet I formula in the genitive case, although he did not need 
one in the nominative case, after the penthemimeral caesura. We find : 

)U'KWOo'O (7 times) 
Alv£lao (4 times) 
14'Y](wao (twice) 
'H erlw"o� (twice) 

#U'Ya>t.qTOPO� 14P4,p.&xo,o 
'/K4plow 
·ImrOTd.8ao 
EdpvMxo,o 
Edpv,u8oVTO� 

When the initial sound of the name forbids the use of f'£yaA�TOpo�, the 
poet uses f'£Y48ufWV : 

Tv8'o� v;,o� (thrice) 
llpiuT£u{).ao (twice) 
ll"l>t£lw"o� (twice) 
llavOol.8o.o 
Navpo>t1.8o.o 
T"I>t£p.axo,o 
ll£,p'Ooo,o 
iJroKa>tlwvo� 

V. In the examples given so far, the epithet precedes the name. The 
bards also created a large number of formulae for the end of the line by 
using a single epithet to follow a name. These formulae are not all of the 
same length, but in all of them the metrical value of the hero's name 
determines the choice of the epithet : 

(twice) r>ta{jKO� 

} ¥� 

(twice) T£VKPO� 
K>tVT0""l0� 
Mw'>tao� 

(7 times) IIp,ap.o,o 

1 

(thrice) 'EMvo,o 
(twice) 14P"1'Ooo,o 
(twice) Ta>taLOvl8ao 
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llT/v£Af.wo (27 times) '08vuafjo, 

} 8.1.,. T€VKPOtO o.vaKTo, (twice) ):lXtAA77°' 
Tnp€ulao 'HpaKA77°' 
'HqJaluTOtO (twice) 'OtKA77°' 
<PtAOKT�Tao 
AVy7Jta8ao 
l:€AT/1Tta8ao 
'HpaKA£l8ao 

(8 times) llplap.o, ( 1 9  times) wEKTopa 
( 10  times) ):lMgav8po, (thrice) ):l;njvopa 
(5 times) 8£OKAVP.£VO' (thrice) Lltop.�8£a 
(twice) Evpvp.axo, (4 times) NlaTopa 

Navul8oo, (twice) ):lyap.lp.vova 
):lAKlvoo, (twice) l:ap1TT/a&va aiov 
EvpVAOXO' 8£ona�, 'Y,p�vopa 
ltuKaVtO, ):lp£Taova 
lloAvgnvo, AVKOP.�am 
LlT/icpo{3o, MlvTopa 
:4PT/TO, Mlp.vova 
Xpop.io, 
N€01TTOA£P.O' 

It is clear that each of these series offormulae owes its existence to the 
influence of the verse operating through analogy. To try to discover in 
which formula the use of a given epithet is oldest would be pointless. The 
significant fact is that the bards had no hesitation in applying to any hero 
an epithet which at some point in time had first been ascribed to one 
particular hero. It was used a first time for this one person ; then it was 
used again for the same person, when the rhythm allowed it and made its 
use easy. Then the bards applied it to other persons whose names were of 
the same metrical value with that of the original owner. This process had 
a twofold effect on heroic style. If at some time other epithets of like 
metrical value had been used I to describe certain heroes, the bards were 
led to abandon and forget them, save in those quite rare cases when an 
epithet referred to some characteristic of one of the greatest heroes or 
contained some detail of historical interest. On the other hand the same 
process kept new equivalent epithets from being introduced. Of course 
the bards' fondness for the ancient and traditional epithet must not be 
forgotten ; but this fondness never stopped them from seeking and finding 
new generic epithets with other metrical values. If the poets loved the 
generic epithet, and made liberal use of it, it was chiefly because they 
found it very convenient. 

To what extent did the influence of metre succeed in expanding the 
use of the generic epithet while restraining the use of the distinctive 
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epithet ? To what extent was it able to exclude from the diction of epic 
poetry any epithet of a hero, generic or distinctive, which was of the same 
metrical value with another epithet of a hero already in the tradition ? 
A precise solution of these two problems requires an examination of all 
the epithets of heroes in Homer. We can begin by comparing the number 
of distinctive and the number of generic epithets among them. Afterwards, 
by determining the variety in metrical form of generic epithets, we can 
discover whether we are dealing with a system which, by reason of its ex
tension and its simplicity, could never have come into being in the verse 
of a poet whose diction was individual. This is an investigation complete
ly independent of the one made of the noun-epithet formulae of heroes. 
When a little while ago we listed series of formulae containing generic 
epithets, we chose from among the most common, that is, from those 
that combine with their substantives to form principal-type formulae. 
But the investigation which we are proposing to make of the variety of 
the metrical values of generic epithets has no connection with formulae, 
and its only purpose is to show under what circumstances Homer was 
able to replace one generic epithet of a hero by another, at whatever 
point in the line these epithets occurred. I 

The following list gives all the epithets of the Iliad and the Otfyssey 
reserved for a single hero. This list and Table III together contain all the 
epithets in Homer which refer to the character of a hero.! Patronymics 
and expressions of a hero's family relationship are not given : these 
sometimes replace the epithet when the metrical value of the father's (or 
grandfather's) name makes their use possible. Thus these patronymics 
and patronymic expressions constitute of themselves a system of epithets, 
a system, however, less extended than the system of generic epithets and 
unconnected with it, since it cannot be used for every hero. 

The epithets which are used for only one hero are 40 in number. They 
fall into two distinct categories : those which are used for heroes whose 
role in epic poetry is or must have been of the first importance, and those 

I 7To/laS" WKVS" is given as a distinctive epithet of Achilles even though it is used in v 260 of 
another hero ; 

The presence of the epithet in this line is to be explained as an exceptional consequence of the 
operation of analogy, similar to the metrical anomalies discussed above. The epithets applied 
to men in Homer which are not given either in the list or in Table III are the following : 
A. y£pwv, which can be applied to any aged hero ; y£pwv l7T'"IA&:ra N£OTWP, y£pwv TIplal-£O' 
8EO£</l�., y£pwv «ya8';S" TIoAv,/lOS", etc. B. Epithets of profession or trade ; KijpVg, �v,oxiia, 
lEP€VS, p.a..,.,.I.OS, olwv&.t1rrlv, xpvaoxoov, av{lwTa, al1ToAos, -tJr/Jop{Jos, d.,\�T7]s. C. &'AoorJ>povos, used 
only of wizards ; OAOq,pOVOS" Al�Ta.o, MlvwoS" OAOOq,povoS". D. Epithetic expressions designating 
two or more heroes at once : lLo.X"}S" EJ ElllOTE 7To.O"1/" 7TE7TVVIL£vW «,..pw, 7TOA£ILOV «KOP�TW, 
ILElLaoTE 8ovp,/lo. «AKijS", 8Epo.7TOVTES" ;Jtp"1oS", £YXEO'lLwpoVS", lL�aTwpaS" «VTij., etc. E. AaoLo, 
Tn'lL£vov, said of the bard Demodocus. F. 7TE7TvvlL£va 1L�/lEa El/lwS", said of heralds. 
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TAB LE I l l . GIVIN G  A L L  THE FIXED EPITHETS USED I N  THE ILIAD AND THE O D fSSE T WITH THE 
N AMES OF TWO OR MORE HEROES 

Metre 

I. v v  

11. v -

Ill. - v 

IV. L _  

V. <:TO -

VI. -vv 

VII. v - -

VIII. v - v v 

A. 
B. 

c. 

A. 
B. 

A. 
B. 

A. 
B. 

c. 
D. 

A. 
B. 
c. 

A. 
B. 
A. 

B. 
c. 
D. 

Nominative 

,.uyas 
KAIITCIS 
(Jpacn5s 
EUS 

p.tyas 
EVi 

/lios 

�P"'s 

llyaiJos 
faviJos 
KpaTEpos 
�pws 
ICpElQJV 

.palll,p.os 
.v.K'p.oS 
[."."o..a 

�p.vp.wv 
/lal.ppwv 

4P"1&OS 

/l.t.p.Aos 

Genitive 

3 
I 
I 
I 

2 
I 

1 2  IllolI 2 

10 

3 
2 
8 
4 
7 

6 
3 
5 

6 &yavoii 1 1  
4 
8 IIp.vp.ovos 1 2  

4 /lal.ppol'OS 15 

Dative Accusative Vocative 

,.uyal' 2 
KAVTOV 4 
(Jpacn5v 2 

p.lyav 3 " EIIV I 

Ill"'t 4 /liol' 17 .pallltp.' 
/liE 

�P"'t 2 �P'" 
, 

3 �pws 

llyaiJol' 2 
faviJ';n I faviJol' I 
KpaTEpw' I KpaTEpov 2 

ICpfloV'T' I 

.v.Ktp.oV 3 

clyuvOv I 

dfH740V 3 o.yaKAEts 
o.yaKAVTov 4 
/l.t.p.Aov I ll'OTpE.pts 

a,..Vp.o'" 2 o.p.vp.ova 9 
8al.ppo'" 7 8al.ppol'a 5 /l,l.p.AE 

2 
3 

I 

I 

5 

2 

,..., ... 
... � 

� 
'" 

� ... . So 
'" .... 

§ $:\.. 
So 
'" 

� 
� 
"S" 
� 

� 



Metre 

IX. <::::TO - v 

X. =:i - A 

XI. v v - =:i  

XII. v - v  

XIII. v - A 

XIV. v - =:i -

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

A. 

B. 

c. 

A. 

B. 
c. 
D. 

E. 

A. 

B. 
c. 

Nominative 

,..rya.8vp.o, 3 
.... 0)..{1rOplJO, I 

8EonS�, 14-
,..EVEXa.PP..,S I 

ciYIl�"wp I 

"E""vp.lvo<; 7 
8EO£lKE).OS 11 
8ovp<K).VTo" 8 
;"".,).a.'T1l 5 

;"'IpIJ"p.o .. 11 
cip.,lt/n.>.o<; 11 

a,,� 4"Sp"''' 6 
,..EVE .... O).Ef'O .. 5 ��" dyJo<; 4-

TABLE 1 1  I (cont.) 
Genitive Dative 

8�lo,o 3 �lla.Mi· 

ojpwi 

�a.a.Aijos 4- �Ila.).ij. 
8etolo 5 

KPIlTEpoio I ")..,�l,,,,_ 
.... oA."opIJ_ 

"'EyaAVrOpoS 13 

4YIl�JIOPO" 11 
,..ryIl8!Jf'O" 14- p.�yaA�'TOp' 

p.�YIl8!J,..",. 

dvCllCToS' 3 

dV4IC'TOS' 15 aVClK'T' 

ciYIlK).�' Toii I 4P'1"I,{).-
lnrf!p8Vp.ov I 
a.P"l,t/JAov I 
lV,..,..E)..{W I 
ciYIlK).ijo.- 11 
lv�AJ., .. I 
S'O'T�"'o" 4-

Accusative 

I �lla.Mill 
,..ryG8v,..op 
").#<mro,, 
KPEloVTIl 

4- ojptull 

3 ,..EHX&.p,...,p 
�Il",).ijll 
8EonaEIl 

I p.ry&.8vf'Op 
3 ").#,,,,,0" 

.... oAlorop!Jop 

8ovp<K).VTo" 
8EOElKE).0" 

ciYIl�Jlopll 

4- 8EO£.S/Il 
I P.ryaAVroPIl 

.... oA."opIJ'o" 

dV4lt'TtI 

11 dvQ.lCTo. 

I ciYIlK).E''TO" 
;"'IpIJ"f'O" 
ciP'lltfn.).o" 

lvp.�)..{.,,, 
�".qJl dyJo" 

Vocative 

I ,.,.."G8",..� 
11 
I 
I 
5 

11 
4-
3 
5 
11 
I 

11 
I 

I 

I 
3 
I 

11 

11 

I 
3 
I 

I 
3 

2 

<.C o 

� "" 

� 
� _. 
S· 
;::s 
� 
� ... . So 
� 
S ·  
� � "" '"t 

,.-, ... ... � 



{v. - oo - A. alX,.'If"ls 
B. ;",,.OS 

dVTl8�os 

C. &oyo.is 

'VI. - - - - A. 3ovpuc).nToS 

{VII. - v v - ii A. la08€os t/xfJs 

B. 8pxaf'OS tl�p6)� 
8,os "-P'l0s 

'VIII. v - OO --v A. 
B. 

OX. = - = - 11  A. 1rE'IMJ,.fva f£l3Ws 
B. �Vs Tf£ ,.Eyas TE 

tlTcUavrOS "-P'l' 

{X. oo - oo - = - ii  A. 8f£"""� ,..qaTWP tlTcUa ..... OS 

B. J1r,f£llCf£).OS tl8avO.T�a, 

C. 
PpoTo).",yW& loos "-P'l' 

'XI. v - = - = - ii A. A,l ,.ijT,,, tlTcUavrf)S 
loW& tlTcUavros "-P'l' 

B. 
---- -- ----- ---- -

I 
2 
5 

4-
2 

5 

5 
5 

2 
2 
1 

3 
3 

2 

1 
2 

- " 

o.""" '(OV 1 

1Cv3a>.l1'O'0 6 

tl ..... �/o'o 7 
tl�po<f>Ovo,o 2 
['1'11'08&,.""0 7 
�{I'O'O 1 

tnnp8Vl'O'0 4-pMj" tlya8oto 1 

T'/).f£lC).f£'TOtO 1 

alX"'1nf� 3 
tl ..... ,8/w, 5 dvr18€oJl 2 

;"'f'O" 2 
[mrclBaf'O" 1 

3ovp'lC).nTo� 1 
T'/).EIC).nTO" 1 

mn,.b, ).a6)" 6 1fO'''E�a ).a6)� 12 
XMICOICOPVC7Tij, 1 8vf'O).fo ..... a 2 

XMICOICOPV<7T'l/" 2 
8pxaf'O� tl�p6)" 1 
8Co" "-P'l0S 2 
["""wx4P"'1� 2 

�W Tf£ ,.Eya" Tf£ 2 
tlT4.\avrO" "-P'l' 2 

81£"""" "�(7TWP . 
tlTcUavro" 1 

J1r'I£lICt£>.a" 
tllGl'4�a, 2 

PpoTO>.o&yW& loo" 
"-P'l' 1 

A,l ,.ijT'" tlTcUavrO" 1 
Io6l& tlTcUa ..... O� "-P'l' 5 
tl,.V,.a�4 Tf£ ICpaTf£po� Tf£ 2 

- ----------------- -------------

----" ---------

3'0')'&ES 3 

lColpa�£ ).a6)� 2 

8pXa.p.£ ).a6)� 4-

A,l ,.ijT", tlTCUa ..... f£ 5 

,....., .... .... � 

� � 

� ... . 
� -

l 
s. � 

� 

l 
Ioo..ot 

<.0 
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which describe heroes who are mentioned only once or twice and seem to 
have played only minor parts in heroic story. 

The epithets of the first category are : I 

Hero Epithet Frequency of 
epithet 

I . Odysseus 7ToAUf'TJ'TL' 82 
2. - 7ToA6-rAa. 38 
3· - 7ToAUtPpOJla 5 
4· - 'TaAaaUPPoJlo. 13  
5· - 7TOLKLA°f'TJ'TLV 6 
6. - 'TA�f'wJl 2 
7· - £aBAo. 3 

8. Achilles 7Tol)a. WKV. 3 1  
9· - 7T08&.pKTJ' 2 1  

10. - PTJ��JlOpo. 3 
I I . - 7TOl)ciJKEO' 1 1  
12 .  - BVf'oMoJl'Ta I 
1 3· - BEOr. £7TLdKEA' 6 

14. Hector CSfiPLf'O' 4 
15· - KopvBatoAo. 38 

1 6. Agamemnon EVPV KPElwJI 1 1  
1 7· - KVl)LU'TE 1 0  

18. Heracles Kpa'TEp°tPPOJla I 
19· - p.ey&.>..WJI £7TdU'Topa lpywJI I 
20. Ajax , 'Taxv· 9 

2 I .  Patroclus [7T7TEV 4 

22. Nestor rE�JlLO' 35 

23. Amphiaraus AaoaaooJl 

24· 0restes 'TTJAEKAv'To. 

25. Aegisthus l)oA°f'TJ'TI' 2 

26. Polydeuces 7TV� ayaBo. 2 

In the second category are 1 4  epithets of 14  heroes : 

27. Ilus 
28. Deiphobus 
29. Polydamas 
30. Mentor 

7TaAaLOV l)TJf'orEPOJl'To. 
AEvKaU7TLl)a 
af'Wf'�'TOLO 
7ToAvl7T7TOV 
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3 1 .  Pelegon 
32. Lycaon 
33. Amphius 
34. Scamandrius 
35. Acamas 
36. Oresbius 
37. Thyestes 
38. Menesthius 
39. Arybas 
40. Dymas 

KAv'TOV EYX€L I 
Y€PWV aiXfLTJ'Ta 
Awo(JWPTJg 
a{fLOva (J-r]PTJS 
¥(JEOV 
aioAofLi'TpTJv 
7ToAvapvL 
aioAo(JWPTJg 
pvSov dc/w€wto 
vavaLKA€L'Toto 

93 

So there are fewer epithets reserved for single heroes in the Iliad and the 
Oq,ssey than there are books in the two poems. It is a number small in 
itself, and it looks even smaller when it is compared with the number of 
generic epithets-6I .  

Table III shows the metrical value of all epithets applied to more than 
one hero in Homer. The number placed after each form does not indicate 
the number of heroes for whom the epithet is used in all its grammatical 
cases, but only the number of heroes described by that particular form. 

The development of this system of generic epithets cannot be fully 
appreciated unless we realize that it is designed to prevent not only 
hiatus but also overlengthening. To maintain rapidity of rhythm, the 
bards tried to avoid, especially at the end of the line, as Platt observed, 
syllables long both by nature and by position. Matching 

we find 

Matching 

we find 

:4yafL€fLvwv (37 times) 
:4YXlO'7}s 
AVy€ias 
Alv€ias 
'Evc/J-r]'TTJs 
'EVfLTJAoS 

(M€V€AaOS ( 1 8  times) 
'PaScifLav(Jvs 
M€A€aypos 
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Lltof.L�o7l' ( 18  times) 
AVKOf.L�07l' 
AVKOOPYO, KpaTf:p6, 
M£yaTr£v871' (twice) 
II OAVTrol T7I' 
LI te.vP7I' (twice) . 

Of the 164 forms of generic epithets listed in Table Ill, 9 1  cannot be 
replaced by any other form, while 73 are metrically congruent with 
another generic epithet. In the case of the first group-which in general 
includes the most common epithets-we are in the presence of a rigorously 
fixed system showing both great extension and complete absence of any 
superfluous element, indications that the whole system should be con
sidered traditional. It follows that the system made up of these forms is 
observed with equal rigour in all the lines of the Iliad and the Oqyssry, 
whether these poems are the work of one poet or of several poets working 
at different periods of time. But for the 73 forms which are not metrically 
unique this certain proof is lacking. It is clear that at least one form of 
each measure must be part of the system, but we shall not be in a position 
to know whether they should be referred to the tradition in their entirety 
or only in part until we have considered the three possible explanations of 
their presence in epic diction. ( I )  A greater or smaller portion of these 
forms could be the original creation of the author or the authors of the 
Iliad and the Oqyssry. (2) They could represent elements introduced into 
the poem by bards of different periods. If so, the use of one form rather than 
of its metrical equivalent would provide a means of distinguishing earlier 
and later parts of the poems. (3) They could be simply elements of tradi
tional diction in which the selective process of composition did not operate I 
with sufficient rigour to leave only one form of a given metrical value. 

These equivalent generic epithets, together with some equivalent noun
epithet formulae noticed in Table I, provide material for discussion in 
subsequent chapters. But we should not because of them fail to appreciate 
the extension and the simplicity of the system. Of 9 epithets which Virgil 
uses in the nominative case for Aeneas-Tros ""' pius ""' bonus ,,", pater, 
magnus ""' heros, optimus armis ""' acer in armis, Anchisiades, Troius-7 have 
metrical equivalents. In the entire breadth of the Iliad and the Ot[yssry 
there is not one epithet of a hero, generic or distinctive, that can replace 
SioS", which qualifies 32 heroes, in any of its five grammatical cases. That 
the poet was satisfied with this one epithet which has the metrical value 

- � and begins and ends with a single consonant would be remarkable 
even if it were an isolated phenomenon. But the same is true, although in 
a less striking fashion, of the 90 other forms of unique epithets. The 
influence of metre, operating through analogy, took hold of the device of 
the generic epithet and developed it to an extent which the modern 
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reader finds it hard fully to comprehend, because he is familiar with no 
other poetry in which a device of this kind can be even faintly discerned. 

I t is evident that the existence in Homeric diction of this system of 
generic epithets capable of being applied to any hero must inevitably 
involve a choice of epithets not according to the character of the hero, but 
according to the metrical value of his name. An investigation showing 
exactly to what extent the same epithets are applied to two heroes whose 
names are metrically equivalent will give us precise information on this 
point, and it will at the same time enable us to compare the conclusions 
of the two investigations which we have carried out, the one on the use of 
noun-epithet formulae and the one on the choice of epithets. If on the 
one hand there is a need for noun-epithet formulae of certain metrical 
values, and if on the other hand, except when the poet uses a I distinctive 
epithet or a patronymic, there is only one epithet for each metrical 
value, it should follow that if the two heroes in question are mentioned 
frequently they will be in large measure described by the same epithets. 

The names of the two principal heroes of the Iliad and the Ot[yssty happen 
to be of the same metrical value. The names of Achilles and Odysseus are 
declined in like fashion and both have two variant pronunciations-'08v
UEVS or '08VUUEVS, .i1x,'\€VS or .i1X,'\'\€vs. A comparison between two other 
names would be more complicated : Ai'as and "EKTWP, for example, are of 
like metrical value in the nominative case,

· 
but genitive case .. EKTOpOS 

would have to be compared with .i1TpEoS rather than with Ai'aV'Tos. 
Homer uses for the five grammatical cases of Achilles, 46 different 

noun-epithet formulae representing the same number of different 
metrical values, and for Odysseus, 45 different noun-epithet formulae 
representing 44 different metrical values. For there is but one case of 
equivalent formulae, in which a generic epithet parallels a distinctive 
epithet : '08vuu7jos Ta,\autc/Jpovos "" '08vuu7jos f'Eya,\�TOpOS. 

Among the different metrical values of these formulae, 1 7  are common 
to the two series. These formulae oflike metrical value are the following : 

I. Four cases in which the poet uses a distinctive epithet for both heroes. 

Metre 

6 
1 . - 0'0 - A  

.. 5 6 
2 . VD - VO - T  

.. 5 6 
3· V - = - = - A  

4. The entire line 

Formulae 

£U8AOS 'O�VUUEOS 
clJKvS J4x',u€OS 
1TOAOf''T/'TtS 'O�VUU€VS 
1T<S�as clJKvS J4x,,u€OS 
1ToAO-rAas } .,� { '03VUUEOS ., I O'OS 'A \ \ I 1TooapK'T/S nX'""EvS 

Frequency 

3 
5 

83 
31  
38 
2 1  

�LOI'€VES Aa€p'Ttd.�'T/, 1TOAVf'�xav' '03vuuru 22 
cL J4XcAcv, n'T/A�OS vU, ,.lil'a cp£p-ra-r' J4xatWv 3 
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11. One case in which the poet uses a patronymic for both heroes. 

Metre 

3 5 6 
5. UO - uu - c;c:; - A 

Formulae 

Aaeprt.d&w '081Xrijos 
IJIJA'T/l.d8ew :4X")'�os 

Frequency 

1 2  
8 

Ill. Four cases in which he uses a distinctive epithet or a patronymic 
for one hero and a generic epithet for the other. 

Metre 

1 2 3 4 
6. u - 00 - 00 - = 

7. The same 

2 3 4 
8. = - 00 - 00 

Formulae 

'08vuafjl. p.eya).�'TOpl. 
:4XtM�1. P'T/fr1VOPI. 
'08vuafja p.eya).�'Topa 
:4xtM�a P'rJfr1vopa 

'081Xrija 1ToA1Xppova 
:4x,.).�a 8a.1.tf>pova 

2 3 4 5 6 '081Xrijos } " { aV'TI.BEOW 
9. 00 - 00 - = - 00 - "  'A _ \ A  ap.Vfl.OVOS 

A' ,� nxl.A'T/0S /.aICl.oao 

Frequency 

3 

5 

I 
I 

IV. Eight cases in which he uses the same generic epithet for both 
heroes. 

Metre Formulae Frequency 

5 6 { '08vuueus 60 
1 0. - 00 - ,. 8roS" :4xtMeUs 34 

1 1 . The same �a18l.fI.' { '08vuueii 5 
:4XtMro 4 

3 4 5 6 '08vuafjos } Below 26 
I 2. u - 00 - = - "  :4XtM�os 2 

1 3. The same '08vuafjl. } 
1TToAI.1TOpBwl. 2 

:4XtM�1. 

14. The same '08vuafja } 
1TToM1TOpBov 2 

:4xtM�a 3 
2 3 4 :4X")'�OS } , 

, 
8 

1 5. 00 - 00 - 00 '08vuafjos 
afl.vfl.Ovos 

2 

16. The same :4X")'�1. } 
8auppovI. 3 

'081Xrij1. 3 
1 2 3 4 '08vuevs } 00 - u 8l.up,.).os 1 7. 00 - (oo - u) u - 00 :4x,.).evs 
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§ 5. E P I T H E T S  A N D  N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E  O F  H E R O I N E S  

In  the epithets applied to women appear the same two tendencies which 
we have just examined in the epithets of heroes. There is, first, the develop
ment of the generic at the expense of the distinctive epithet, and second, 
the almost complete absence of equivalent generic epithets. This system 
of generic epithets is naturally of much smaller extension than the one ob
served for heroes, since the role of women in Homer is far more restricted. 

Helen is the only woman in Homer who clearly has I distinctive epithets 
of her own. I We find : 

'EMVTJ "hoS' Jry€yavra 
:4py€lTJ 'EAEvTJ 
'EMVTJt . • .  €V1TaT€pdTJt. 

A few other epithets occur with one woman only ; but their character 
suggests that this is the result of chance. If we had a larger amount of epic 
poetry, we should probably find these epithets occurring with the names 
of other women. There is evidence for this in the metrical values of the 
epithets, which with two exceptions, EV'WVOS' and EVO'TEcpavoS', show no 
duplication. We may conclude that they in all probability belong to the 
epithetic system. 

In the nominative: 

KAVT6S' 
Jv�wvoS' 
JVClTE,pavoS' 
8d;JV a.1TO KaAAoS' £xovua 
1T€PtKaAA�S' 

In the dative: 

KaAAt1TAoKa/LWt 

In the accusative: 

JW€1TAOV 
gav8�v 
l,p8l/LTJv 
8av/La {JPOTOtUt 
1T€ptKaAMa 
yvvatKWV €100S' apluTTJ 

The epithets applied to two or more women are the following (the 
figures indicate the number of women qualified by each form) : I 

In the nominative: 

ot' , I TJVKO/L0S' 
oia 3 8vyaTpwv £100S' apluTTJ 2 
KaA� 4 lKEATJ XPVUETJ' :4,ppOOlT1}t 2 
KaMt7TfiPTJtoS' 5 TavV7r€1TAoS' 2 
AWKWA£voS' 3 ora yvvatKwv 3 
1T£pl,ppwv 3 JV1TA6Ka/LoS' 2 
{JOW1TtS' 3 
I The only epithets applied to women which do not figure in the following lists are terms 

fOT servants : 

salSl5 

8aAap:'17Toi\O' EVPVJ.LE8ovua 
EVpvvoJ.LT} 8aAaJ.LT}7Toi\o. 
"'!i\T} "po"'''' EVpvKi\£La. 

H 



g8 

In the genitive: 

Ka»..urCPVpov 
�VKOJLOW 
KaMLK0I'0LO 

In the dative: 

'\WKwM.vwL 
TaVV1Tl1T '\WL 
8l"lL 
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In the accusative: 

2 '\WKW'\EVOV 2 
2 Ka"-'ljV 2 
2 Ka»..L1TaPTJwv 3 

8vyaTpiiJv £t80S' aplCTrtJv 3 

Of the 37 different forms of generic epithets of heroines, all but five are 
of unique metrical value and irreplaceable by any other generic epithet. 

As with heroes, we discover series of noun�pithet formulae in which 
one epithet is found with several names of like measure : {:48PTJC1'TlVTJ 

II"Iv£M1T£La 
E�pvK'\£La 

We can discern in �£VKW�£VO� the same independent use of the epithet 
as in SOVPLK�VTO� : �£VKW�£VO� serves in the same way to fill the space 
between the penthemimeral caesura and the bucolic diaeresis when 
versification is thereby made easier for the poet. 

can be compared with 

a Ig8 �'\80v 8' aJLcfol1To'\oL '\£VKW'\£VOL EK p.eyapoLo 
T 60 �'\80v 8� 8l'ww1. '\£VKW'\£VOL EK p.ey&'POLO, 

and similarly 

can be compared with 

etc. 

Q Ig4 8aLI'0vl"l' A..oilEv I'0L ' OMI'1TWS' ayy£,\oS' �'\8£ 
I' 374 wKla 8'  'H£,\[WL 'Y1T£plovL ayy£'\oS' �'\8£, 

�VKOP.OLO and KaMLKOp.o&O answer to the same purpose after the bucolic 
diaeresis and are used in a fashion analogous to l1T1TOMp.o&o and ICVSaMp.o&o 
(er. TE, p. 66) . 
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§ 6. E P I T H E T S  A N D  N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E O F  P E O P L E S  

Epithets reserved for the description of single peoples are the following : 

:Aj3avT£S . . •  (Joo{, om(l£v KOP,OWVT€S 
J4j3{wv . . .  OtKaLOTaTWV av(Jpc!nrwv 
J4p,a�ovas aVTtavE{pas 
1.7T7T07TOAwv 8PTJtKwv 
, Iciov€s eAK€X{TWV€S 
Muawv . . .  KapT€po(JUp,wv 
Ilaiov€s aYKuAoTogot 
Ila{ovas . . .  SoAtXEYx€as 
l:tSOV€S 7ToAuSa{oaAot 
lPpVyas . . .  aloAo7TCvAous 
Kapwv • . . j3apj3aporpwvwv 
Tpwas aY17vopas 
xaAKoKv-r/p,tS€S J4xaw{ 
KapTJ KOP,OWVT€S J4xato{ 
lPO{VtK€S 7ToAuoa{SaAOt 
lPO{VtK€S vauatKAuTO{ 
lPa{TJK€S vavatKAvTo{I 
lPalTJK€S SoAtX�PETp,Ot 
lPat�K€aat rptATJp€Tp,Otat 

Other epithets used for only l one people none the less cannot be con
sidered distinctive. If they designate but one people, it is because peoples 
other than the Trojans and Achaeans play no important role in the 
poems. These epithets describe no particular quality of the peoples whom 
they qualifY, and the fact that their metrical values are not repeated by 
other generic epithets of peoples may be taken as evidence that they too 
are generic. 

In the nominative: 

eA{,KW7TES 
ayXtp,aXTJTai 
rpatStp,o€VT€S 
£UKV�P,tOES 

* p,�GTWPES aUTijs 
*(J€pa7TOVTEs :ApTJOS 
* p,€V€7TTOA€p,ot 

In the genitive: 

aYXEtulXwv 

In the dative: 

* KvSaAtp,otatv 
(JWpTJKTijtatV 

In the accusative: 

eAtKw7Tas 
EVKv�p,tSas 

* (J€pa7TOVTas :ApTJos 

I vavULK)IVTO[ is reckoned a distinctive epithet even though it describes the Phaeacians as 
well as the Phoenicians : it obviously cannot be generic. Note that the resemblance in sound 
and metre between tPO[V<KE, vavULKAvTO[ and tPaL7JKE> vavo<KAvTO[ is so close that one of them 
must have suggested the other. 
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The I I epithets which in the preceding and in the following lists are 
marked with an asterisk are used also of individual heroes. We have here 
a characteristic example of the bards' tendency to use their epithets 
economically. In the same way some epithets used for gods and goddesses 
are also applied to mortals. 

The epithets used by Homer to describe two or more peoples are as 
follows : 

In the nominative: 

,dv€a 7Tv€loVT€, 2 
* £YXmlp.wPOt 
xaAKoxlTWVES 

* p.�a8vp.ot 3 
*alxp.7JTal 
* Z7T7TOKopvuTal 
* p.EyaM/TopES 3 
*Iltot 2 1 
* Z7T7Tollap.ot 2 
* KI.VTOPES r7T7TWV 2 
*clyavol 2 

In the dative: 

c/JtA07TTO>'€P.Otat 3 
c/JtA07TTO>'€P.OtUtV 2 

* 17T7Tollap.otS 
* l7T7Tollap.otut 
* l7T7Tollap.otutv 
* clVTt81.otutv 2 

In the genitive: 

* p.€ya8vfUOv 
* alXp.7JTlJ.wv 

' I aU7TtUTawv 
xaAKOXtTC':JVWV 

*cly€pwxwV 
7TvKa 8Wp7JKTaWv 
p.�a8vp.wv clU7TtUTaWV 

* £yxmtp.wpwv 
* 17T7Tollap.wv 

c/JtA07TTO>'€P.WV 
*clyavwv 

In the accusative: 

* p.€ya8vp.ov, 
I I p.EV€a 7TVHOVTa, 

XaAKoxlTWvas 
* P.�aA�TOpaS 

l7T7TOKopvUTa, 

5 5 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 

2 

Of the 46 different forms of generic epithets of peoples we see 4 which 
are not unique in metrical value : l7T7TOMp.otUtv "" avn(UotUtV recalling 
l7T7TOMf-L0w "" avn(Uoto, which we have already met among the generic 
epithets of heroes ; and alXf-LTJTawV "" aU7TteJTawv. 

We have already noticed more than once that when the bards were 
unable to fit a name into a formula of a particular length, they would 
often make use of a synonym. One of the most striking I examples of their 
use of this device is their treatment of the three names of the Achaeans : 
:4Xawl, �avaol, and :4PYEtOt.I 

The use of Aaov and of vta, with :4xatwv makes possible the use of 
object formulae after the bucolic diaeresis. KOfJPOt :4xatwv is of course an 
equivalent formula of 8tm :4xatwv. But the expression Aaa, :4xatwv, 
although of like metrical value with these two, is not their equivalent, 
because it permits the bards the use of singular verb-forms, especially of 

I cr. Diintzer, Homerische Abhandlungen, 538. 
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forms in  -ETO and -aTO in places where the corresponding plural forms 
would not have served. 

A noun-epithet formula in the genitive case after the bucolic diaeresis 
cannot be formed with any of these three names. The noun-epithet 
formula in the genitive after the hephthemimeral caesura exists only 
thanks to .davawv. But that the bards used these three names to make 
noun-epithet formulae is not the significant point. What is noteworthy is 

T A B L E  I V. N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E  F O R  T H E  A C H A E A N S ;  

P R I N C I P A L  T Y P E S 

5 6 
- CTCi - -;; 

VlE� }1Xa,wv 62 
KOVPO' }1xa,wv 9 
8ro, }1Xa,wv 8 
Aa6� }1xa,wv 4 

}1pydounv 6 
vla� }1xa,wv 24 
Aa6v }1xatcliv 1 8  

4 5 6 
CTCi - V'O - A 

ll-E'ya8vll-o, }1xawl 
KovprrrE� }1xa,wv 
Llavao, 'TaXVrrwAo, 
ifPWE� }1xa,o{ 
EAlKW7rE� }1xawl 

Llavawv 'Taxv7rCiJAwv 

ifpwa� }1xa,wv 
EMKW7ra� }1xa,ov� 

4 5 6 
v - vv - O"Ci - 7\  

3 £vKv�Il-,8E� }1xawl 1 8  
Kaprj KOIl-6wVTE� }1Xawl 1 7 

2 
3 

9 }1xa,wv xaAKoX'TWVWV 24 

7 £VKV�Il-t8a� }1xa,ov� 1 0  
3 Kaprj K01l-6wvTa� }1xawv� 20 

rather that J4xawt is very frequently accompanied by an epithet, whereas 
J4pyEio, and .dava,ot are, apart from the two formulae quoted, almost 
never so accompanied. Outside of .davawv TaXV7rwAWV the poet made use 
of J4pYErO, and .davaot in but one noun-epithet formula occurring more 
than twice in the poems. I This is the whole-line formula used to summon 
the Achaean army in the vocative case : 

JJ .plAo, ifPWE� Llavaol, 8Epa7rOVTE� ;l1P7Jo� (4 times) . 

The three names are used in all their cases as follows : 

with epithet without epithet 

}1xa,ol 197 415 
Llavaol 22 1 14 
}1pyErO, 7 148 

It is obvious that the poet uses or omits the epithet according to its use
fulness in versification, this in turn depending on the metrical value of the 
substantive. 
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§ 7. L I M I T S  O F  T H E  M ETH O D  Of' I N V E S T I G A T I O N  

When we leave behind epithets of persons and peoples and turn our 
attention to those used with other substantives, we straightway find our
selves facing difficulties that prevent our drawing equally sure conclusions 
from the method of investigation hitherto followed. The reason for this 
lies in the circumstance that outside of formulae referring to persons and 
peoples-both these groups may from one point of view be considered as 
persons-we can no longer distinguish any system either of noun-epithet 
formulae or of epithets sufficiently extended to prove the system tradi
tional as a whole. We can, to be sure, discover in names of countries and 
in common nouns many systems of noun-epithet formulae and of epithets 
which in their entirety are too extended to have their origin in the verse 
of a poet of individual diction. But this extension is not so great that we 
can conclude from it with certainty that the possession of a unique metri
cal value is proof of the traditional character of this or that particular 
noun-epithet formula. For example : if we take a generic epithet of a 
hero, Satr/>povo�, which is said of 1 5  heroes, or p.,EYa>.�TOpO�, which is said 
of 1 3  heroes, that each of these epithets, and each alone, presents one of 
the I 2 1  different metrical values attested for generic epithets of heroes in 
the genitive case, may be regarded as certain proof that both epithets are 
integral parts of a traditional system. Or again, we have a certain proof 
of the traditional character of 7TOAthAa� S'io� 'OSvaaEv� in that this formula 
is, first, unique in metre among the 1 4  noun--epithet formulae used in the 
nominative case for this hero, and second, is of the same metrical value 
with a great many other noun--epithet formulae of heroes-we pointed 
out 40 of them (TE, pp. 1 0-13) .  But when we try to determine whether 
the epithets EvpvaYVta and TE,XtOEaaav, to choose two examples, are tradi
tional or original, whether they are generic or distinctive, we no longer 
have this certainty. The different epithets of cities which are beyond doubt 
generic amount to only seven, in all the five cases. 1 Thus the uniqueness 
in metre of EvpvaYVta and TEtXt(�Eaaav among these seven epithets is no 
more than a probable indication of their character. The same is true 
of the noun-epithet formulae in which these two epithets occur : 

Ll 52 J1pyo� TEI:7T(iPTTJ TE Ka, EVpvo:yv,a MVKTJVTJ 
B 141 = 128 ov yap ;n Tpol'Y]V atpfJaop.Ev Evpvayv,av 
'Y] 80 ;KETO S' €. Mapa8wva Ka, Evpvayv,av:487JVTJv 
B 559 oX S' J1pyo. T' Elxov Tipvv8& TE TE'XL6Eaaav 
B 646 ot Kvwa6v T' Elxov r6pTvva TE TELxwEaaav. 

I The epithets of cities which can with certainty be considered generic are the following. 
The figures indicate the number of different cities described by each form. In the genitive 
case: 'VK1"L/-LEVTJ� (2), <paT£tvii� (I), l£pO.wv (I) .  In the dative: <VIlTt�VTJt (3), �ya811)t (3), 
�Epfjt (2), £3 VaLO/-LEVWt (I). In the accusative: EVIlTt/-L£VOV 'lTTo>.t£8pov (4), <paTEtV7/v (7), 'paTnVo.� 
(I), IV/lTII-.£VTJv (2), 'a8El)v (4), l£pov, l£p�v (3), TJya811)v (I), £J VatO/-LEVOV (2). 
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If it could be shown that in the case of cities there exist frequent types 
of noun-epithet formula serving to adapt the sentence to the hexameter, 
we should very likely find that Evpuayma MUK-rlV7J and Evpuayu,av )18-rlV7Jv, 
which have the measure of one of the principal types, could be regarded 
as traditional formulae. And again if TE,x,oEaaav and Evpuayu,av were 
used a little more frequently after the bucolic diaeresis, as they are in 
four of the lines quoted, it could perhaps be shown I that their function is 
analogous to that of TTmfLEva Aawv and OpXafLov avSpwv (cf. TE, p. 67) . 
But these proofs are lacking in Homer, and in consequence we can be 
almost sure that the formulae and epithets in question are part of the 
traditional technique of diction, but this conclusion must remain to some 
extent conjectural. 

We see that what keeps us from establishing clear systems of noun
epithet formulae and generic epithets in the case of names of countries is 
the small quantity of Homer's work that we possess. It is important to 
keep in mind this fact that the size of the poems imposes strict limits on 
the study of formulary technique. It is clear, for example, that only 
because the Iliad and the Ot[yssey are as long as they are can we describe 
at some length and in some detail the usefulness of noun -epithet formulae 
of heroes in versification, and discover the system, which appears to be 
virtually complete, of generic epithets of heroes. For if, of what we have, 
only a fourth remained, we should not have been able to point out in such 
number the different ways in which principal-type noun-epithet formulae 
of heroes are used, and the formulae which we could have pointed out 
would not have presented the great variety of metrical values which is an 
essential part of the proof. In the same way, we should not have found in 
the first part of the Ot[yssey, for example-where the number of heroes 
that appear is small in comparison with the Iliad-more than a fraction of 
the epithets which we were able to list in Table Ill ; and moreover it 
would have been impossible to know with certainty in a great many cases 
whether a particular epithet, used with only one hero, should be con
sidered distinctive or generic. It is only because the Iliad and the Odyssey 
are of a certain length, and because they are mostly about heroes, that 
we have a number of noun-epithet formulae for heroes large enough to 
allow us to demonstrate absolutely that certain formulae and epithets are 
integral parts of epic diction. And because the poems are not still longer, 
and the cities mentioned are so few, we cannot establish for names of 
cities any systems of sufficient complexity to be surely considered tradi
tional in their entirety. I 

In addition to these restrictions which the limited extent of the Homeric 
poems imposes on our method of investigation, there is another restric
tion when we deal with common nouns. Common nouns, unlike names, 
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do not fall into a small number of categories. As we have said, the rich
ness of a series of formulae of a particular type depends solely on the 
frequency of the poet's need to express a particular category of ideas. 
There is, for example, a very large number of names all falling into the 
category hero; we find for them series of noun-epithet formulae, some of 
great length, which show the same metrical value in a given grammatical 
case and thus allow us to recognize with certainty a traditional formula 
type. Similarly, the system of generic epithets of heroes given in Table III 
clearly owes its existence to the large number of names which fall into this 
category of hero. But this is no longer true for common nouns. With few 
exceptions, the idea expressed by each common noun has nothing to do 
with the ideas expressed by other nouns or names. It is not easy to 
imagine, for example, how one would put other nouns into the same 
category with horse, or sea, or shield, and how one would go about finding 
expressions analogous to those that describe what a horse, or the sea, or 
a shield do or have done to them. The actions of heroes and the actions of 
horses are not the same. One does not do with a shield what one does with 
a ship, nor what one does with a sword, nor in fine what one does with 
any object other than a shield. And the characteristics of the sea are such 
that epithets applied to it cannot be ascribed to any other thing. True, 
there does sometimes exist a certain common stock of ideas between some 
expressions and even between some nouns. The poet says 'he went to the 
ships', just as he says 'he went to Ilium', and we in fact discover e{3TJ 
KotAar; ETTI. vfiar; and e{3TJ TTPO'TI. "IAwv LfY17V. The epithet a'TpvYE'TOtO can be 
used of the air as well as of the sea ; KAV'TCl is said of arms, of houses, of 
tribes, of gifts. But this sort of resemblance of ideas I between expressions 
in which different nouns appear and between different nouns themselves 
is rather the exception than the rule. 

The result is that when we come to common nouns wc are limited to 
the study of epithets and noun-epithet formulae of a single noun. It is 
just as if our only evidence to determine which noun-epithet formulae of 
Odysseus should be referred to the tradition were the fact that out of his 
46 noun-epithet formulae, 44, in all five grammatical cases, are of unique 
metrical value. In the case of the name of Odysseus we are certainly 
dealing with a system much too simple and much too extended to have 
any place in the work of a poet whose diction is original. The evidence for 
this provided by the almost complete absence in Virgil and Apollonius of 
anything which might be regarded as even the most fragmentary system 
of noun-epithet formulae is conclusive. But the systems of noun-epithet 
formulae which can be discovered for common nouns do not always show 
an extension and simplicity capable of proving them traditional in their 
entirety. Often we have the prooffor a set offormulae without having it 
for each element. For these systems are seldom so extended that we can 
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conclude with absolute certainty that this or that particular formula, 
which in a given grammatical case is the only one to be of a certain 
metrical value, is traditional. For the word for ship, V1}VS, we have a 
system of formulae of sufficient extension to prove it traditional in its 
entirety ; and often, as in the case of formulae such as J-tEP01TWV av8pw1TwV 
( I 0 times) , 8V-f}'TWV av8pcfmwv (7 times) , J-tWVVXES L1T1TOL (8 times) , WKEES 
L1T1TOL (11 times) , etc., the frequency of the formula gives us another 
indication of its traditional character. But when we come to such formulae 
as L1T1TOL aEpat1To8ES' (twice) , or L1T1TOVS wKv1Tooas (once) , the measures of 
which are not duplicated among the noun-epithet formulae of the horse, 
this proof is lacking, and the only conclusion we can safely draw is that 
these two formulae very probably belong to the tradition. 

It is thus evident that outside of noun -epithet formulae and epithets of 
heroes we are compelled to forgo quantitative analysis. This is the only 
case in which the length of the poems and the I frequency of a single 
category of ideas give us an abundance and a variety of material sufficient 
to allow us to carry out such an analysis without leaning too much on 
hypothesis. We cannot exactly fix the line between epithets of names of 
countries and of common nouns that derive from the tradition and those 
that do not ; but whenever we come to nouns of this sort which occur with 
some frequency, we can recognize the importance offormulae containing 
them and occupying one of the principal positions in the hexameter line ; 
and we can observe the artifices of composition which the more often 
attested of these formulae subserve. We are of necessity limited to describing 
some of the outstanding poetic devices which the epithets make possible ; 
but the description has a value of its own, because it enables us to see 
the great variety of ideas which the formulary technique is designed to ex
press. We shall find in some cases that the need to use a particular noun 
with a preposition has given rise to series of noun-epithet-preposition 
formulae. For the expression of other categories of ideas there exist 
systems of noun-epithet-verb formulae. The circumstances attendant on 
the use of certain substantives have brought about a complete lack of 
formulae of certain metrical values in certain grammatical cases. We 
shall see, in fine, the ways in which the technique adjusts itself to the 
boundless complexity of ideas which the bards in their heroic verse 
wanted to express. 

The course we have followed in this study appears to be the only one 
possible in the study of formulary technique. We selected for our subject the 
formulae of a given category, viz. those that contain fixed epithets, and 
as the point of departure of the study we took those formulae which occur 
with the greatest frequency and are used in the simplest manner : those 
noun-epithet formulae which complete both sentence and hexameter 
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line and provide the grammatical subject for the expression of what is 
undoubtedly the most common idea in epic poetry-'X did Y'. Then we 
followed the technique of the use of the fixed epithet in formulae that 
serve to express more and more particular and more and more I complex 
ideas until we came to a point at which the rarity of formulae, which is 
to say the particularity of ideas, makes a judgement of their origin no 
longer possible. Any study of other categories of formulae will have to 
follow the same way. Starting out from the common usage of certain 
formulae for which systems can easily be established, one will always 
arrive at a point where further investigation is inhibited by the complexity 
of ideas. There is no doubt, moreover, that the study of another category 
of formulae could not be pursued so far as can noun-epithet formulae of 
heroes, at once the simplest and the most frequently occurring of all 
formulae. Should we, then, extend to the whole of Homeric diction the 
conclusion which we were able to draw from the study of the noun
epithet formulae in the nominative case of the seven principal heroes
that not one of them appears to be original ? Obviously it is not possible 
to give a certain answer to this question, since these noun-epithet 
formulae of heroes, because they express the most common idea in all 
epic poetry, that of 'X hero', could therefore be more precisely deter
mined than other groups of words expressing ideas more rare. It is clearly 
more prudent to be content with what can be certainly known than to 
seek further with the help of an unverifiable hypothesis. We shall have 
carried this study far enough if we show that for the expression of a cer
tain portion of the various ideas of heroic poetry, the bards made use of 
a formulary technique adapted to the expression of these ideas in hexa
meters. In the following pages which form the conclusion of this chapter, 
we shall accordingly confine ourselves to showing that there do exist 
formulae to express various categories of ideas which have nothing in 
common with the actions or experiences of human characters. 

§ 8. P R E P O S I T I O N -NOUN- E P I T H E T  A N D  N OU N- E P I T H E T

V E RB F O R M U L A E  F O R  C E R T A I N  N A M E S  O F  C OU N T R I E S  

In dealing with epithets of  persons and peoples, i t  was enough to con
sider formulae made up of a name and of one or several epithetic words. 
Now and then the poet does have occasion to use a preposition with the 
name of I a hero, but this does not happen so often that the bards have 
any great need of series of noun-epithet-preposition formulae. And we 
find, in fact, that the epithets of heroes used in formulae of this kind are 
almost always generic epithets which, filling by themselves the space 
between two caesurae or between a caesura (or diaeresis) and the begin
ning or end of the line, have an existence independent of any formulae of 
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given metrical value (cf. TE, pp. 67 ff.). This holds true for all the cases, 
except two, in which the poet uses a preposition-noun-epithet expression 
for Odysseus. 

y 163 
X 115 
X 202 
X 281 
,,1482 
rP 223 
a 48 
7T 100 
£ 149 
A 419 
o 502 

a,.,.rP' 'OSvcrija aVaKTa } 
£aTav s' a,.,.rP' 'OSvcrija 
INTTJV £l� 'OSvafja SatrPpova 7To!KtAo""�T7Jv 
TOI. S' aOT' a,.,.rP'O 'Svcrija 
W� fia TOT' ap.cfo'O 'Svcrija 
KAaiov ap' ap.cfo' 'OSvcrijt Salcfopovt x£ip£ {3a>.OVT£ 
aAAa ,.,.Ot a,.,.rP' 'OSvcrijt Salcfopovt SatETat "'TOp 
� 7TCit� J� 'OSvcrijo� a,.,.v,.,.ovo� �£ Kal. a1iTo� 
� S' J7T' 'OSvacrija f'£ya>.�Topa 7TOTVta vvp.cfoTJ 
W� fia TOT' a,.,.rP' 'OSvcrija StlrPtAov Jaa£vovTo 
J4py£iot, TOl. S' 7fSTJ ayaKAvTov d,.,.rP' 'OSvafja. 

One of the two cases in which the poet uses for Odysseus a preposition
noun-epithet expression containing an epithet that does not fall between 
one of the caesurae of the third foot and the bucolic diaeresis or the end 
of the line, shows a reminiscence of ayaKAvTov aj-tcp' '08vafja. 

In the other case we have a noun-epithet expression usually preceded by 
Kat (cf. A 264, e 275, K I I 2, etc.), which amounts to a fixed type of 
conjunction-noun-epithet formula. The metre of most prepositions being 
such that they can replace Kat, the poet comes to have a formula type 
which can be classed as conjunction- or preposition-noun-epithet. 

can be compared with 

etc. I 

8 518 {3�,.,.£vat ¥T' i4pTJa avv avTtO'wt M£v£M.wt 
y 407 aVTap d {3fj avv oovp/. ,.,.£T' aVTl8£ov IIoAvowpov, 

With names of countries, the case is different. With these names, as 
with many common nouns, it is often necessary to use prepositions, and 
for this reason we find, along with series of noun-epithet formulae, other 
series, equally or more important, of preposition-noun-epithet formulae. 
The most common formulae of this kind for names of countries are those 
that occur after the caesurae of the third foot or between the beginning 
of the line and the penthemimeral caesura (cr. Table V, p. 1 08). 

The constantly recurring need to express the idea of someone's arriving 
at some place gave rise to a series of formulae involving forms of LKdVW, 
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TABLE V. P R E P O SITI O N - N O U N - E P IT H E T  F O R M ULAE U S E D  

F O R  N AM E S  O F  C O U N T RI E S ;  P RIN C I P AL T Y P E S  

'/I'POTi } 
\ "  . ,  '/I'OTI lAIOV 7JvEflo£uuav 

inro 

'IDa.K7Js ES '/I'LOVa 8ijflov 

�V�WI
} JiPYEOS ['/I''/I'0{30TOIO £KBS 

nvDo; EVI '/I'ETP7JEUU7J1 
A.a�E8alfl�vos £� £P:,"TElvijs 
l:'/I'apT7Jv ES KaMlyuvalKa 

£K n';AOU TJflaDo£VTOS 

5 £vl TpolT}' EVPEL1]' 
KaT" TpOL7JV EpL{3WAOV 

:2 

:2 .V Jipyd '/I'£p '/I'OAU'/I'lJpwl 
:2 a'7T' ;ttP'YEOS' 17T1To/JoToLo 

:2 Evl �1I'apT1J' £v(J£lTJ' 

cl7T' alyATjE"VTOS' ' OAVII.7TOV 
KaT' OtiAVIL1TOV V£.pOEVTOS 
KaTa. 1TTVXBS OVAV/L1TOLO 
n';AWI (VI fl7JTEPI fI..JAWV 

4 

:2 

:2 
I 

"fALoII Els l£p�v 
TpOL7JI EV Evpd7JI 
7JflOU a'/l'o T ' Il' ., } 

8..JflWI <VI pWWV 

EV 8..JflWI • IDa.K7Js 

Ji ES 1'/1''/1'0 OTOV {" '{3 P",!OS all' i1T1TOf30TOV 
HvDo; £V TJyaDE7J1 

EV n';AWI TJyaDE7J1 
£S n';AOV TJyaDE7JV 

4 
7 
8 

4 

4 

LKVEVf'EVaL, and iKW. The most common are forms with the metrical 
value � - �, which can stand at the end of the line or before the caesurae 
of the third foot. Of this metrical value we find: 

I. from iKavw : 
n. from iKW: 

Ill. from iKVEvILEVaL: 

t ,  t , ,, 
" ( ) LKaVELS, LKav«, LKavov, LKaVE v • 

iKWILL. 
iKEU(JOV, iKlu(J"Iv, iKOVTO, iKwILaL, iKTJaL, iK"ITaL, 
iK"IU(JE, iKwVTaL, iKOlIL"Iv, iKOLO, iKOLTO, iKOLU(JE, lKlu(Jw, 
iKEu(JaL, acptx(JaL. 

This device has all the more flexibility because the prepositions Eis 
and €1Tt can replace each other or be omitted altogether. At the end ofthe 
line we find : 

cf. 

Tpol"lv 3' £ptpwAOV { �Klu87Jv 
LKOVTO 

EXEpt"lV £ptpwAOV 
'](JaKTJs £S &ijp.ov 
1TOAv3t.pLOV .:'4pyos } 
4>(Jt"lv £ptpwAOV 
KAVTOV .:'4pyos 
KALUt"lV £VTVKTOV } 
3op.ov 1TEPLKaAAl' 

, , , , \  ELS ovpavov EVPVV 
Ta vEtaTa 1TEtpa(J' 
(Joos £1T� vijas 
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But if the poet places these verb-forms before one of the caesurae of the 
third foot, he needs formulae to complete the line. We find: I 

e 47 
o 151 
E 283 
8456 
E 360 
E 367 
E 868 
o 193 

cf. I 414 
B 17 = 168 
Z 370 = 497 
p 85 = 178 
w 362 
A 769 

§ 9. N O U N- E P IT H E T  AN D N O U N - E PIT H E T - P R E P O SITIO N  

F O R M ULAE O F  S H I P S  

The importance of ships in epic poetry is responsible for the formation 
of what is without doubt the most complex of all formulary systems 
created for common nouns; and the Iliad and Odyssry seem to give us 
examples of most of the formulae of which the system is made. Table VI 
shows that the bards had two distinct series of formulae for ships which 
could fill the space between a caesura (or the bucolic diaeresis) and the 
beginning or end of the line: a series to be used with a preposition and 
a series to be used without. In some cases the simple noun-epithet 
formula made a formula of different metrical value when a preposition 
was added to it. Thus fram vfja<; J£aa<; and vfja I-'E�a'Vav, which occur 
after the bucolic diaeresis, are formed Kara vfja<; J£aa<; and J7T1. vfja 
I-'EAa,vav, which come after the hephthemimeral caesura. But in most 
cases the noun-epithet-preposition formula was especially created to 
contain the preposition, and without it would have been of little utility or 
none at all. 

This table brings out clearly the two chief characteristics of a formu
lary system: we see, first, that there are series of formulae of particular 
metrical values for the different cases, singular and plural; and second, 
that most of these formulae I are unique in sense and metre. Note that the 
formulae containing the genitives .itxa,wv and .itpy€£wV are not equivalent 
formulae. Their function in Homer is to denote the fleet before Tray, as it 
must have been in any poem in which this fleet played a part; but if the 
story was about any other set of ships, they would be of no use. It is easy 
to pick out from the formulae we have, or even to reconstitute, those 



TABLE VI. NOUN-EPITHET AND NOUN-EPITHET-PREPOSITION FORMULAE FOR SHIPS; 
PRINCIPAL TYPES 

5 6 -O'O-A 
c:,KVa>.o� "lii� 1I 
'IrOVT&1I'opo� "lii� 4-
"Iii� �tl.m� 3 

"l6� �;aT/s 5 
"11 P.�Ao.l"l' 8 

vio. ",iAo.,Vo.v 9 

[vi�� }lxo.&wv] 4-
�s 'iao.& I 

• 

"l1JO'1 (JO'fj,a, I 
"lvalv tlvq,� I 
["lIIalv }lxo.&wv] 1I 

["io.s }lXo.&wv] 3 
vio.� J{ao.s 11 
----�- ----

4 5 6 OO-0'0-A 

v�6s &.P4n�)JalTl/s 5 
",eyo.rnf'r�' "It I 

�tl.pyio. vio. 8 
1I'.p' ... o.Mio. vio. I 

v�aa, (Joij,a,v 12 

.,Jas d.�,.)J.aaas 4-

3 4 5 6 1 2 J J 4 5 6 
v-O'O-CiV-A -O"O-OO-v --OO-OO-A 

"6� lCIJo.II07rP':"f'O'O 8 "l6� lCIJo.vo1I'pcfJ'po,o 

"11 1I'OAII"'A�'& 3 

vio.s lCIJo.I!01I'p",,�lollS I "io.� �IIaai�� 7 
[vio.s .do.vo,Wv To.X"1I'WAcuV] I 

-----

3 

.. 
o 

� 
� � ::r a' 
l 
� 
s: 
� 
S· 
� 
� 

� � 



lColl'l� l"i "'I0s lZ "'Os "f1OfT4pod� ,.u.at"'l� I 
lvaaD.pov hi ...,.s� 3 
8ofj� "apd V7J0s llflfl� I 

�} V7Ji �a.lV7JI 
3 

807jl {:} V7Ji ,u>.a.lV7JI 
lZ 

I I 
I I 

lColl'll "apd V7J' I lvaal>.,wH. {hi } • I 
bi "'1" I 

J"i .} vija. pl>'a.&va.v 3 8ot}v {;;t} vijo ,uAa.&va.v I 
"fiPL lZ I 

J�v { t:} V7J&v I 
lZ 

,u>.a.&""""v {;;;} V7J&v 3 
4 

lColl'lLs bi V7Jvalv 5 Hfiaa' Jp fTOII'rOfrofJO'aLv I 
"apd V7Jvai 8oijf.aLV 3 [8oijf.� hi "'I_IV}fXa.&&V} I 

[;,t} V7JvaIV}fXa.&&V] I 
4 

lCollas l"l vijos JJ (Botls l,,1 vija� }f xa.&&v) 10 
1C01'o. vijas llaas I 

[;.t} vijas }fp&l] I 
6 

V7J0s {"::i} y>'a4>vpij� 

Jp V7Ji y).a4>vpijl 
[V7JVOW h' .lIpy€lCllv} 

vija. "apd y>'a4>vptfv 

V7Jvaiv l"i y).a4>vpij&� 

vijas {:t} y>'a4>Vp4s 

[vijas h' }fpytEu"v} 

-.-PQZ 444 hU4$ MA ttail as. $ a 

I lColl'l� l"i V7J0s l'fIfI� I 
I 

I lColl'll "apo. V7Ji ,.u.atV7JI lZ 
I 

I 

I Jp 1rOI"r01r6fJO'aL Hfiflfn lZ 

15 [lColla.� l,,1 vijos }fxa.&&v} 3 
3 
I 

� ...... 

� 
� � -
l 
� 

r 5:e 
j;' 
..... 
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which must have been more generally usable. In fact we find vijES Eiuat 
along with vijES J4xatwv, ICa'Ta. vijas Eluas along with ICa'Ta. vijas J4xatwv, 
etc.; whence we can infer that in poems in which some other fleet was 
mentioned, we should find, not ICo{).as E7Tt vijas J4xatwv but ICo{).as E7Tt vijas 
Eluas, not Oofjts E7Tt VTJvutV J4xatwv but OofjtS E7Tt VTJvulv llO"TJts, etc. Of the 69 
formulae given on Table VI, those which are not unique amount to 
only six: 7TOV'T/nrOpos VTJVS '" v7JVS ElIEfYY11s, VTJvut Oofjtu£ '" VTJVUtV llO"TJ£s, 
7Tapa. VTJt p-EAalVTJ£ '" ICO{).7J£ 7Tapa. VTJl. 

The 23 epithets of ships in Homer present 70 different forms, of which 
two only, 8oA£XT}pETp.o£O (twice) and ICvavo7Tpw£pO£o (12 times), can be 
interchanged: 

Nominative: YAacpVfY17 (I) 
dlEmS" (3) 
7TOVTMr°P0S" (4) 
6J,ro�0S" (2) 
KolA7J (I) 
Oo� (3) 

Genitive: ci/LCP£EAWC17]S" (5) 
yAacpvpfjS" (I 1 ) 

{ 'BOAtX'JPET/LOW (2) 
Kvav07TpWtpOtO (12) 
EtC17]S" (5) 
EV'VyOV (I) 
EVUUEA/LOV (-Oto) (6) 
OofjS" (3) I 
KOtATJS" (5) 
7TOVT07TOPOtO (4) 
6JICVd).OV (I) 
/Lt:AalVTJS" (5) 

Dative: YAacpvpfjt (4) 
EVUUEA/LWt (2) 
Oofjt (18) 
KolA7Jt (4) 
/LEf'a�T£t (3) 
/Lt:AalVTJt (29) 
7TOAV'Vywt ( I ) 
7ToAvKA�t'8t (5) 

Accusative : yAacpvp�v (2) 
OO7Jv (30) 
KolATJV (3) 
/LEAatvaV (2 I ) 
7TEptKaMEa (2) 
dlpyea (8) 

Nominative: yAacpvpal (4) 
Eiuat (I) 
EV'VYOt (I) 
6JKWrOPOt (I) 
EVUUEAp.ot (4) 
Ooal (5) 
/LEAatvat (12) 
/LtAT07TrlPTJtOt (2) 
cip.cfotlAwUat (5) 

Genitive: EVUUE).p.WV (3) 
OOrlWV (5) 
/LEAatvrlWV (9) 
opOoKpatprlWv (2) 
6JKt:trlWV (2) 
6J/CV7TOpWV (5) 

Dative: KOlATJtS" (12) 
llC17]ts" (I) 
YAacpvpfjts" (-0'£, -CTtv) 

(17) 
'BOAt X'JPET/LOtUt (I) 
OofjtS" (-Ut, -Utv) (II) 
Kopwvlut(v) (17) 
/Lt:AalVTJwt(v) (5) 
7TOAVKA7JWt (6) 
7TOVT07TOPOtUt (v) (II) 
6JKV7TOpotUt(v) (5) 

Accusative: ci/Lcptt:AwuaS" (9) 
YAacpvprlS" (18) 
EluaS" (II) 
EVUUE).p.OVS" (12) 
OOrlS" (16) 
KotAaS" (I 4) 
ICVavo7TpWtpt:[ovS" ( I ) . 
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We may at first have the impression that this system of epithets of ships 
demonstrates in a neater and more cogent fashion than does the system of 
generic epithets of heroes (Table Ill) how the influence of verse was able 
to create, for the handling of a name in hexameter, an extended system of 
epithetic forms in which no form superfluous for versification has any 
place. The almost complete absence in this system of equivalent forms 
comes about precisely because the epithets of ships are not applicable to 
other objects. TT€ptKa>J..Ea is the only exception worth mentioning among 
the 23 epithets of ships. Consequently the selection of a single epithet to 
provide one or several forms of certain metrical values was made here 
much more easily than in a case where epithets could be used with a large 
number of different names (see TE, pp. 184 ff.) . I 

§ 10. N O U N - E PIT H E T  F O R M U LA E  O F  H O R S E S  

With the exception of iTTTTWV WKVTT68wv (once) , noun-epithet formulae 
of horses of the three principal types are all in the nominative or accusa
tive case. The reason for the predominance of these two grammatical 
cases is clearly that horses are almost always described as either accom
plishing some action or obeying someone's orders. 

TABLE VII. N O U N - E P IT H E T  F O R M U LAE O F  H O R S E S, 

P RI N C I P A L  T Y P E S! 

6 
-vu-T 

P.wVVX€S rTTTTOL 
, , � WK££S tTTTTOt 

p.wvvxas iTTTTOVS 
" w WK£as LTTTTOVS 

[xaAK6TToS' r7T7TW] 

4 6 
CiV-CiV-T 

8 Ka)V.{TpLX£S rTTTTOL 
I I �ptavx€V£s rTTTTOL 

V-PTJXt€S iTTTTOt 

28 Ka)V.{TpLxas rTTTTOVS 
20 �pLavx€Vas r7T7TOVS 

2 KpaT£pwvvxas iTTTTOVS 
v-PTJXtas rTTTTOVS 

I I 
4 
3 

2 3 
- 0'0 -0'0-

2 

XaAK6TT08' iTTTTW occurs twice in Homer, in both cases in connection 
with the harnessing of horses: 

� " } WS €L1TWV f '  � , " fI 
W 8' "8' VTT 0X£uq>L TLTVUK£TO xaAKoTToS LTTTTW. 
£1' £1\ WI' 

I The expressions xpva<¥<1Tv/(a, '1T1Tav, (4 times) and £pvaapp.aT£, (-a,) '7T1Ta. (-av,) (twice) 
have been omitted. The first is used only for horses of the gods, and the second is not an orna
mental epithet: it establishes a distinction between chariot horses and draught horses. 

non5 I 
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Therefore this formula is not the equivalent of f'wVVXat; i1T1Tovt;, since 
ordinarily horses are mentioned in groups of three, the two that draw the 
chariot and the 17ap�OpOt;. It is to be observed that the survival of the dual 
in these two lines is not to be explained by metrical necessity; it survived 
because the formula {m' 0X£urP' 'n".vuK£To XaAK0170cS' i1717W, created at 
a time when the dual was a part of living speech, was preserved in its 
entirety to express the idea 'he put to the chariot the two horses which 
were to draw it'. The equivalent formulae which appear in the Table I 

th fc • b "  .. • ./� ' " d" are ere ore 4 In num er: £p,avx£v£S' '17170' """ V'f"IX££t; '1T7T0' an £p,av-" t.l.,.,.. I " x£vaS' '1T7TOVS' """ v'f"lx£aS' '17170Vt;. 

§ I I. N O U N-E PITH ET F O R M ULAE O F  T H E  H U MAN RA C E  

To designate men, Homer uses {1pOTOt, CLVOPW170', CLVcSP£S' (aVEp£t;) or 
OvrJTOtl without any distinction; but notwithstanding the great variety of 

TABLE V I I  I. N O U N - E PIT H E T  F O R M ULAE O F  T H E  H U MAN 

R A C E ;  P RI N C I PAL TY P E S  

4 5 6 
vv-VO-T 

"dP07T£i> o.V8PW170' 

f'£pCmwv av8pcfmwv 
8vrrrwv av8pw17wV 

f'£P017£UU& {1POTOtuW 

8�TOVi> aV8pWTTOVi> 

lO 
7 

3 4 5 6 
v-OO-vv--;: 

lmx80vtwv av8pw17wV 
KaTa�Twv av8pw17wV 

5 
6 

measures which these four synonyms provide, none of them is of such 
metrical value that it could become part of a noun-epithet formula 
following the bucolic diaeresis. Except for Kat OV'Y}Toim (1poToiu& (twice) 
and avcSpam ')'£ OvrJToiu& (thrice), which occur at the beginning of the line, 
all noun-epithet formulae of the human race which occur more than once 
in the poems are designed to be used either after the feminine caesura 
or after the hephthemimeral caesura. 

Strictly speaking, ()V'Y}TWV av()pw17wV could serve in every place where we 
find f'£P017WV av()pw17wV ; but on each occasion one or the other of these 
formulae is chosen according to whether a syllable needs to be made long 
by position, or whether the poet wants to avoid over-lengthening. 

Formulae in the genitive case are here much more common than in the 
nominative. We found the contrary to be true for formulae of men and 

I Cf. H. Diintzer, op. cit., 538. 
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gods. The frequency is chiefly due to the need for expressing two dif
ferent categories of ideas. The human race is most often spoken of in 
relation to one of the things which belong to it. Thus we find: I 

YEII€al. 
dA6xov. 
T'pa. 

( twice) 1T6An. 
1T6At. 
A6xot 
i1T€a ()IITJTWII all()pc.!J1TWv. 

These formulae in the genitive case are also used very often with Tt. 
to express the idea 'some mortal'. We find: 

cf. 1] 247· 

I 403 oilS' n. aAAo. 
7ftSHII OVT€ ()€OJl/ OVT€ ()II'T/TWV dll()pc.fJ1TWV 

K' \ .1. • " () A , 8 ' t 502 VKIIW,/" at K€II n. U€ KaTa II'T/TWII av PW1TWII 
cf. p 587. Y 1 14. Z 1 23. 

a 167 ()aA1TWP�. EL 1T'P Tt. £1Ttx()ovlwv dll()pc.fJ1TWV 
er. X 414. rp 65· 

§ 12. N O U N-E P I T H E T  F O R M ULAE A N D  N O U N- E PIT H E T

P R E P O SITI O N  F O R M ULAE OF S H I ELD S 

The circumstances under which it behoves the poet to speak of shields, 
as compared with other nouns which we have studied, are very few, 
and noun-epithet and noun-epithet-preposition formulae descriptive of 
shields are almost never of general usage, but usually serve rather to 
narrate a particular phase of battle or of single combat. Hence the greater 
part of these formulae are of the kind which we termed specific, when we 
had occasion to study them above in the case of persons (TE, pp. 75 ff.), 
and, as we have seen, it is fruitless to try to establish any system of such 
formulae by isolating the noun-epithet formula: being by definition 
reserved for the expression of a particular idea, or of a particular set of 
related ideas, the specific formula cannot be separated from the other 
words which together with it fulfil this function. When we deal with 
formulae of shields containing an epithet, therefore, the most we can do is 
to recognize the regular use of the most frequent of them, as they appear 
in the expression of a particular idea. I 

I. The most common formula in which we encounter an epithet of 
a shield is KaT' aU1Ttl3a 7TaV7'OU' '-tUTIII (9 times) , used to describe the inci
dent so frequently recurrent in Homeric battle, when a warrior receives 
a blow of a spear on his shield. We find: 
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r 356 = H 250 
P 517 
Y 274 
r 347 
N 160 
A 434 = P 43 
'P 818 

The Traditional Epithet in Homer {IIPtap.l8ao 
, (J' A () 

)lP�TOtO Kat a e v 
Alvdao 
)lTpel8ao 

Kat {JaAEv, ov8' aq,ap.apTE, 
WS' El7TClv oUT7}aE 
£vO' AraS' p.tv £7THTa KaT' a(}'7Tl8a 7TavToa' £la7}v 
vV�'. 

H. The same formula appears in four places without preposition ; in all 
four, a hero lifts up his shield to ward off a spear thrust : 

M 294 
tP 581 
N 157 = 803 

IH. The expression aa7TtSes oJLcpaAoeauat appears six times in the Iliad, 
and always at the end of a line. Twice it is introduced by rhap: the two 
occasions L1 446-45 I = e 60-5 are identical descriptions of the collision 
of two armies in battle. In the four other cases it is introduced by Kat; at 
first sight one is tempted to see in them four different ways of using the 
expression ; but a deeper examination reveals that the poet was each time 
making use of the same device. In Ka� aa7TtSeS' op.cpaAoeauat we have 
a formula whose use is well worth studying with some care ; for it is the 
type of a large number of noun-epithet formulae designed to facilitate the 
making of verse in quite particular circumstances which the poet would 
only rarely find himself having to confront. In this way, the use of Kat 
aU7TtSes 0lLrPaAoeuaat is appropriate here as the last detail which we shall 
consider in this chapter on the technique of the use of the epithet. We 
have now arrived at a point at which the method of investigation which 
we have used serves no longer, the complexity of the ideas and of the 
expressions which they translate I no longer allowing us to establish 
systems of sufficient extension either of epithets or of noun-epithet 
formulae, nor at last even to pick out specific noun-epithet formulae by 
the frequency of their occurrence. But here, at the limit of our investiga
tion, this last example gives us a glimpse of how the bards created 
formulae which they could use, even when the idea to be expressed was 
no longer such as to be often met with in a heroic poem. Now the con
clusion which we can draw from this is of course of an exceedingly general 
nature ; but considering the quantity of formulae of heroes which we 
were able to refer to the tradition, and the variety which we were able 
to observe in the use to which these formulae were put in hexameter 
composition, we may perhaps conclude without exaggeration from this 
last example that among the noun-epithet formulae of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, there are very few whose creation can be attributed to the author, 
or the authors, of these poems. 
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The poet tells of the clangour of arms in M I 6  I ,  of the great store of 
arms in the possession of a certain hero in N 264, of the lapped appearance 
of the arms of the Achaeans as they march into battle in II 2 14, of the 
density and the shine of their arms as they prepare for battle in T 360. 
He wants to make the image of his thought more vivid to his audience, 
and to this end, in each of these four passages, he names some of the arms 
that figure in his image. The question of how he shall express his thought 
thus becomes in each case the question, how shall he introduce into his 
hexameter lines a series of subjects and a single predicate shared by these 
subjects. His answer to the question offers him both variation of style and 
convenience of versification : he names one subject, places the predicate 
after it (or vice versa) , and then adds as many subjects as he wishes. This 
arrangement in the line of the several elements of the sentence would not 
be any easier for the poet than another, if, to designate the different arms, 
he did not dispose of conjunction-noun-epithet formulae falling between 
the beginning and the internal breaks and the end of the line. That part 
of the sentence formed by the initial subject and the predicate must end at 
the end of the line or at one of the principal breaks, because by itself it 
already constitutes a grammatically complete sentence, and the poet will 
have to make a distinct pause after it, as he sings : then the supplementary 
subject or subjects will follow, I filling the spaces between the beginning 
or end of the line and the internal breaks. 

In II 2 1 2  ff. and in M 159 ff. we have only 'helmets' as initial subject 
and 'shields' as supplementary subject : 

n 212 dJs 0' OTE Tofx0v avTjp apap7JL 1TVKLVOtO'L M.80LO'L 
owp.aTos v,p7JAoto, {3tas av£p.wv aAEEtvWV, 
OIS apapov Kopv8£s TE Ka� aO'1TtoES olUPaAo£O'O'aL. 

M 159 OIS TWV €K XELPWV {3£AEa p£ov, �p.t.v J4xaLwv 
�ot. Ka� €K Tpwwv· Kopv8ES 0' tip.cp' avov aVTEvv 
{3aAAop.£vwV p.vAaKEO'O'L Ka� aO'1TtOES OP.cpaAOEO'O'aL. 

In N 264 ff. we have 'spears' as initial subject, and 'shields', 'helmets', 
and 'breastplates' as three supplementary subjects. The same subjects 
appear in T 357 ff., only in a different order, made necessary by the 
metrical value of the other parts of the sentence : 

N 264 TW P.OL oovpaTa T' EO'TL Ka� aO'1TtoES olUPaAo£O'O'aL, 
Ka� Kopv8ES Kat 8Wp7JKES Aap.1Tpav yavowvTES. 

T 357 dJs 0' OTE Tapcp£La� vLcpaoEs Lhas €K1TOT£OVTaL 
,pvxpat, V7ra pmTJs al8p7JYEV£OS Bop£ao, 
OIS TOTE TapcpELa� Kopv8ES Aap.1Tpav yavowO'aL 

� , -I. '  " '\:> , -1.-\' V7Jwv EK'I'0PEOVTO KaL aO'1TLOES op.'I'WloEO"O'aL 
8wP7JK£S TE KpaTatyVaAOL Kat p.EtALva oovpa. 



IV 

THE MEANING OF THE EPITHET IN 
EPIC POETRY 

I. Can the fixed epithet have a particulariz:.ed meaning? 2. The generic epithet. 
3. The particularized epithet. 4. The epithet outside epic poetry. 5. Can the 

fixed epithet be translated? 

T

HE investigation carried out in the preceding chapter was made 
with the assumption that to ascertain the reasons for the use of 
a fixed epithet in a given case there is no need to consider what it 

denotes. In our study of the various devices which fixed epithets make 
possible, the facility of versification which they afford the poet appeared 
the only factor determining their use. Some of those who know Homer 
well will be dissatisfied with this procedure. To them it will seem incon
ceivable that the poet was not guided to some extent in his choice of 
a fixed epithet by the effect that it might produce in its particular con
text. Nor will they be willing to admit that the poet did not choose the 
set of epithets applicable to a given hero for reasons that have to do with 
his character or his role in the poem. Some will believe that by entirely 
passing over the signification of the fixed epithet we have arrived at false 
conclusions, others that our conclusions are incomplete. The purpose of 
this chapter is to show that these objections are based on an inexact 
understanding of the meaning of the fixed epithet, and that they lose 
their point once one understands the fundamental difference between an 
epithet forming part of a traditional diction and one which is used in an 
individual style ; between an epithet in epic poetry and one appearing 
anywhere else in Greek I poetry or in our own. In other words, it must be 
shown, first, that the fixed epithet in Homer is invariably used without 
relevance to the immediate action whatever it may be, and second, that 
the generic epithet does not define any characteristic that distinguishes 
one hero from another, but only the characteristic that makes him a hero. 
Once it is understood how the meaning of a fixed epithet is modified by 
being used over and over again with a certain name or a certain category 
of names, it will become clear, not only that we omitted nothing essential 
in considering the use of fixed epithets in terms of their metrical value, 
but also that in attempting to explain the use of the fixed epithet by its 
signification, readers have arbitrarily supposed that the literary education 
of the Homeric audience was the same as that of the modern reader, and 
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that the ideal of style which Homer followed was the ideal that inspires 
an author of our own days. 

§ I. CAN T H E  FIX E D  E PIT H E T  HAVE A P A R T I C U LA R I Z E D  

M EANIN G ? 

In order to see the character of the problem more clearly and fully to 
grasp its importance, let us consider the many cases in which, if we are to 
follow Homer's thought exactly, we must choose between the ornamental 
and the particularized meaning of an epithet. In the first line of the 
Iliad the poet puts the name of Achilles' father next to his own. Does he do 
this in order to give us genealogical information ? Or does he do it rather 
to remind us of the glory of Achilles' father ? Sto<; in the seventh line : is 
Achilles so qualified that he may be introduced into the poem in all his 
glory, alongside of Agamemnon who is entitled avag avSpwv ? What 
reason led the poet in line 9 to say 'son of Leto and of Zeus' instead of 
merely giving the god his own name ? Is this some nuance of style 
which, by naming him indirectly, enhances the grandeur of the god ? 
EKTJfJO>tOV in line 1 4 :  does the poet deliberately confer this title upon Apollo 
in order to anticipate for us the part the god will play with his bow ? Are 
the Atreidae in line 16  called 'marshals of the host' in order that we may 
know that it is as supreme commanders of the Achaean army that the 
priest makes supplication to them ? In line 34, is the sea 7To>tvc/>>tolafJoLO 
because a storm is raging? And then in line 37 we have again the ques
tion of Apollo as archer. I 

It would be wrong to believe that this passage at the beginning of the 
poem, where we most expect to find them, is alone in containing so many 
epithets which could be understood as particularized. Let us move on to 
the Otfyssry, to the episode of the slaughter of the suitors. 7TO>tVfLTJ'Tt<; in 
X I : an allusion to Odysseus' wiliness in ensnaring the suitors ? 7TtKPOV 
OLU'TOV in line 8:  does that mean that the arrow is well honed for 
Antinous ? KaKOV and fL€AaLVaV in line 1 4 :  should these epithets bring to 
our minds the particularly dreadful deaths of the suitors? a7Ta>tOtO 
St' aVX€vo<; in the sixteenth line : do we learn from this that Antinous 
was delicate in body ? Or does the epithet rather evoke the contrast 
between the softness of his neck and the hardness of the arrow's point ? 
In line 24 the suitors try to find arms along the 'well builded' walls : 
did Homer choose this word EVSfL�'Tov<; in order to tell us that once they 
are overwhelmed by panic fear, the solid appearance of the walls will 
offer them no hope of escape ? Then in line 34 we find 7TOAVfLTJTL<; once 
more: is the epithet put here to remind us again that wily Odysseus has 
become master of his enemies by a ruse ? 

The length of this enumeration may seem tedious to a reader well 
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versed in the Iliad and Otfyssey ; he may object that we are insisting on 
a distinction known to many. But Diintzer grasps the character of the 
problem well when he says (Horn. Ab., 5II) that if the distinction is 
generally known, yet it is not properly taken into account in the inter
pretation of Homer. And in fact, what has been, and still is uncertain, is 
just how far we should admit the ornamental, at the expense of the 
particularized, interpretation of these and similar words. 

This problem was already dealt with by Aristarchus, as we know from 
the scholiasts and Eustathius. We have sufficient evidence from them to 
be able to gauge the true importance as well as the limitations of the 
solution he offered. I 

The ancients designated what we call the particularized I meaning of 
an epithet by the expression OV t<6up,ov xapw ilia Trp6s Tt. Thus at f3 94, 
where Penelope's deceipt of the suitors is being described, 

the scholiasts tell us, 'p,€yav is not added poetically as an ornament, but 
refers to the long time required by the work'.2 Similar is the remark of 
the scholiast at E 416 where Hephaestus leaves his forge to go to Thetis : 

'Traxv is essential to the sentence ; it is used because Hephaestus, of whom 
the poet says (E 410) Tr€>"wp aiTJ'Tov av€u'T'T}, is lame, and leans upon his 
sceptre.'3 It is clear that the authors of these remarks were above all 
guided by their desire to discover fine points of Homeric style. We gain 
some conception of the exaggeration to which they were led by what they 
say of f/J 2 18, where the poet has the river Scamander speak: 

Aristarchus, perceiving only the patent contradiction between the idea of 
the epithet and that of the sentence, concludes in his usual fashion that the 
epithet must be ornamental (see below) . But others found this ingenious 
explanation for the epithet : 'The epithet is well chosen to indicate the 
kind of river that is being thus polluted.'4 Finally, we cite the scholiast of 
BL V at B 467, where the Achaeans are marching into battle : 

I A. Roemer, Aristarchs At/�tesen in der Homerkritik, Leipzig 19 12, 336 If.; Lehrs, Aristarchi 
Studia Homerica, Leipzig 1865, 199. 

• Schol. HMQS, oil 1/'O'1jT'KWS KOUP.OV Xo.p,v 1/'pOUEppI1I'Ta, TO p.Eyav rua 1/'pOS TO 1/'O>'VXPOVIOV 
rijs Toii EPYOV KaTaUK£vfjs. 

3 Schol. A, OTt OV 7Ta.pE>"Kn TO 1TaxV, tiMa -rrpas TO £71'Ep�l8£l.V xw).,ov ov-ra 'TOV -H</>o.&crrov, etc. 
4 Schol. B, KMWS TO i1/'(8£TOV, £ls Ev8€1glV Toii on Ta TOlaiiTa p£vp.aTa p.£p.{aVTal. 
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'The plain was formerly in flower. 1 The epithet is thus used in the same 
way as EVJLJLE>..lw IIpuJ.p.oto (.::I 47), 7}PWS AlYV7T'TLOS (/3 15), and �VKOJLOS 
N,o/3TJ (D 602).' I 

To the interpretation OV KOUJLOV xap'v illd. 7TPOS 'TL the ancients opposed 
the interpretation ov TOTE d'\"\d. cPVUE'. Aristarchus, in accordance with 
his principle of finding � EK TfjS UgEWS Mms, was the first to put forward 
the explanation in a methodical way. The character of his interpretation 
is not in doubt. He took those cases in which no particularized meaning 
of the epithet is possible, and offered the ornamental meaning as their 
only conceivable explanation. Thus apropos of e 555 : 

dJs S' OT' €V ovpuvw, aUTpu c/>UEW-i]V aJLcP' UEA�V7JV 
c/>UlVET' ap'7TpE7T€U 

'the moon is brilliant,' Aristarchus tells us, 'not at that moment, but in 
general'.2 Porphyry describes the reasoning of the great critic in more 
detail : 'How can the stars shine around the radiant moon ? The solution 
of the passage is found in its context. The moon is brilliant not at this 
moment, but by its nature.'3 And from the scholiast of L we know that 
Aristarchus believed that Homer's image was of the new moon : 'Arist
archus says that brilliant means by its nature, even though the moon is 
not full ; for if there was a full moon, the stars would actually have been 
invisible.'4 Aristarchus compares this use of cPaEw�v to that of the same 
epithet in' 74, where Nausicaa sends for her linen to take it to be washed : 

'Not that her linen is radiant at this moment : it is dirty ; but it is clean by 
nature.'s For KAVTa (' 58) , which is said of these same garments, the 
scholiasts simply compare e 555, which, together with the term E'�TT}UUV 
in a remark of Apollonius (Lex. 161,20), informs us that this last line w�s 
the example par excellence of the I ornamental interpretation advanced by 
Aristarchus.6 We know other cases in which he offered the same solution : 
EKuJLavSplw, dv8EJLOEV'TL (B 467), EPUTEwd. pEE8pa (<I> 218) and EVJLJLEAlw 
IIp,aJLOw (.::I 47), which we have already mentioned as cases deemed 

IT"" civ8"1 1rPW"Iv £xon,. 
• ov.,..qv TOT� oJaav .paEtln/v, a�a T�V l(a8o.\ou .p(J,£'ln/v (cf. Roemer, op. cit., 338). 
3 £1( TWV d8vvaTwv lCat TOVTO· 1TWS" yap 8vvaTov 1f'£PL T�V tfoo.EI.V�V a£'\�V7]v apI/rrp£1Tij etvat. Ta. 

aaTpa; AVETa.f. 8' Ell 'Tfjs A/gEWS· TO q,a£LV�V aUK E1Tt TfjS TOTE cL\,\' E7ft TfjS q,V(1f1.J WS En;' TOU 
E0'8tra. c/>ae".,.qv, Kat TOU EpaT£LVo. pE€8pa. 

4 Schol. L, }1p{aTapxos T�V l(aTa .pva,v .\aP.7TpaV MyEt, I(av P.� 7T.\�80uaa �,. El yap 7T.\"IPoa'.\"Ivos 
1}VI EKEKPV'tfTO av ,...allov 'Ta. atrrpa. 

5 Schol. EHPV, ov .,..qv TOT� oJaav .paEtln/v· p�pV1rCJJT(J.£ yap· &Ma T�V .pvan l(a8apav. 
6 Apoll. Lex. 161, 20 • .\ap.7Tpa· £v 8£ Tfj, 8 TfjS '[.\.a80 • .paEt�v aM' aE.\�V1jv. £'�T"IUaV 7T"'S 

TOTE � aE'\�VT} 8VV4TaL tjla.nvq etvaL aTE Ta aUTpa Aall/trpa t/>a.lVETat.. 08& 0 14.plcrrapxos '\vwv 4>71U£ 
.J. ' • \ ' \  ' �\\" .J. ' \ , �  , t ,  ... '8- - N ' 'f'a€I,';1v ?U :'1v 'TO'TE I\

,
al':pa� aN\a 'T�V ¥'VUE'! l\ap:''Trpa�J wa1rE'p K�I, E1r1. 'T71S Ea TJ'TOS 'TTJS aVU'Kaos 

• . .  a.\.\a 8"1.\ov, t/>"Iu,v, OT' �na.u8a al(OUUTEOV T"IV .pVUE< Aap.1rpav. 
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particularized by other ancient writers-ov TChE a�a 7TPWTJV ; and finally 
Tiv07TL Xa'\KWL which appears in the whole-line formula 

Some penetrating minds had apparently observed that the tripod would 
in reality be filled with vapours and covered by smoke. 

Aristarchus applied the same explanation to cases where an ennobling 
epithet qualifies a wicked or an unworthy man. Thus Herodian tells us in 
connection with Z 160, where the wife of Bellerophon's host attempts to 
seduce the hero, 

'TOlL S� yvv� IIpo{'TOV €7TEI-'�Va'TO, Si' J:lV'TELa, 

'the epithet is added as an ornament, as in the case of Sfa K'\v'TaLI-'v�U'TPTJ 
(y 266) .'z Eustathius gives us more fully what was apparently Arist
archus' explanation of cases of this kind. He says of a 29, where Zeus 
speaks to the other gods. 

I-'v�ua'TO yap Ka7'(l 8vI-'ov dl-'vI-'ovOS; Aly{a8oLO, 

'the Homeric Zeus here speaks of the wicked Aegisthus as 'blameless', 
not referring to his crimes [evidently some found irony in this] , but to his 
natural virtues : he had high birth, beauty, intelligence, and other things 
of the same sort.' 3 Elsewhere he repeats this explanation : ' al-'vI-'wv is 
said of Aegisthus and others who, though unworthy in other respects, are 
yet I blameless in their valour, or blood, or in other like characteristics.'4 
Notice especially the expressions at the end of these explanations : Kat Ei 
'Tt 7TOV a�o and Ti 'TL 'TOLOV'TOV. 

Certain ancient writers found in these illogical usages reason to con
demn or to correct the lines in which they appear. From the scholiast of 
A at A 1 23 we know that these condemnations and corrections stern in 
part from no less renowned a critic than Zenodotus. Homer speaks of the 
sons of :4V'TLI-'&.XOLO Sa{4>povos;, who took gold from Paris in return for 
opposing the restoration of Helen, and eleven lines further on he repeats 
the expression. Zenodotus wanted to correct the epithet to KaK04>povOs. 
Thus we learn that Aristarchus was here the champion of the traditional 
text of the poems.s 

Eustathius gives for the use of aV7't8EOL JLVTJU'Tf'JPES (g 18) ,  who nine lines 
below are termed JLvTJU'Tf'JpULV tJ7TEp4>La.\OLULV, the same explanation we have 

I Schol. A at <OTtV oov WS TO "'a.E'V�V ap.",t OE>'�V'IV, 
z leaTo. I(oap.ov 1TOtT}TtKOV TrpOUEppr:rrTat WS Kat E1Tt TOU ara K�VTQ,l,ILvr1aTP1J. 
3 1 387, 20. ap.vp.ova. yovv avop.a,,, vvv TOV aTao8a.>.ov Aiy,080v '; 'Op.1/P'I<OS ZEVS, OVI< <I< Ta,.. " ... \ Q '  , t '8 � \ \ '  'Jot f t \ 'I' _ \ ... , � ,  , t I , t  � I  £�f'I.VOV �a.KW� I\:,..,�v TO 

"
E'TTt ETOV a.N\ a� WS EtKOS' ELXE KaJ\WV. E'XE' oE TO EVYEVES', TO EVELOES', 

TO O'UVETOV KCU Et 'T' 1TOV d>v\o. 
,. 1�57, 44· 

.
ap.vp.wv I<a.t Aiyto80S I<a.t £TEPO', "'a.v>.o, p.iv a>.>.ws. ap.wp.oL Si l<a.T· avSpla.v � 

".VOS 1/ Tt TO,OVTOV. 
5 Z1/vo80TOs aVTt TOV Sa.l"'povos "pa"'E' l<a.I<O",pOVOS. 
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just observed : 'They are perhaps like to the gods by their birth and their 
beauty and their wealth and their courage ; the epithet is peculiarly 
Homeric, like calling Paris ()EOE,Sfj.' 1 Another way of describing an orna
mental meaning was therefore to say that the epithet was 'Homeric' or 'of 
the poet'. These are expressions we find most often used to explain the 
special cases in which a character in speaking of an enemy or adversary 
makes use of ennobling epithets. Although the scholiasts are somewhat 
confused in their explanation of these usages, there can be no doubt that 
this interpretation, "O/L'YJP'Ke)V T() E1Tt()ETOV, TOU 1TO''YJTOU TO E1Tt()ETOV, was 
part of the teaching of Aristarchus on the illogical use of the epithet.z 
When Aristonicus writes of lJI 58 I ,  where Menelaus chides the victorious 
Antilochus for his conduct in the chariot race, but at the same time calls 
h· � ,I. , '() A ., " \ , � .J. ' , r '  • -Im O'OTPE",Et; : U ETEtTU', OTt UKU'PWt; "EyE' O'OTpE",Et;, 0P'Y'.,,o/LEVOt; UVTW', 
we can be sure I that this condemnation derives from some other critic 
who was opposed by Aristarchus. For Aristarchus aKutpWt;, 'inappro
priate', is not cause for condemnation, but for an ornamental inter
pretation, as we learn from this same Aristonicus at rp 2 18  (EpUTEtVa 

. , () ) " , , '() ., l' - • () - ,I. ' Th h pEE pu : UKU'POV TO E1Tt ETOV • • •  0/L0tDV OVV TW' EU 'YJTU ",UEW'YJV. e ot er 
cases which the scholiast of V compares with SWTPErp€t; in lJI 58I  therefore 
also belong to those cited in Aristarchus' complete exposition of the 
illogical uses of the epithet. Let us consider them. In r 352 Menelaus 
begs Zeus to allow him to revenge himself on S,ov :4.MguvSpov.3 In 
Z 377 Hector asks of a servant where :4.VSpO/Lcl)(1} '\EVKW'\EVOt; has gone.4 
And in rp 33 I Hera, asking a favour of her son Hephaestus, calls him 
KV'\'\01T()S,ov.5 

There is no need to insist on the excellence of Aristarchus' criticism, 
and on the incontestable rightness of his method of reasoning from the 
context. But it must be obvious that this criticism is incomplete by the 
very fact that makes it certain. On the one hand, Aristarchus' method 
frees him of all necessity of explaining exactly why Homer used an epithet 
in a way no Alexandrian poet would ever have dreamed of, or why these 
usages did not puzzle Homer's audience as they did the contemporaries 
of Aristarchus. And on the other hand, this explanation can only apply in 
cases when a particularized sense would be too out of place to be admis
sible. It is not only that there are lines in which the epithet, which at first 
appears to have been illogically used, can be more or less justified by such 

I £, 8E TOV� lao8Eov� ).("1£1., 3ui Tt TO ,,£vo� 1'UXOV Kat KaAA-OS' Kat 1T"\OVrOV Kat av8ptav, fOJ.'''fJPLKW
T(POV EaT', lCa8a KB& TO 8£OEI.aij 1TOV (l1fEr., TOV I1aptV (r 27, 450). 

• Cf. Roemer, op. cit., 339 ff. and Eustathius' " 'OP:'1P'KOS Z£vs ( 1 387, 20 ; quoted above, 
TE, p. 1 22, n. 3). 

3 Ariston. 8iov Q.KalpWS " M£v'>'aos TOV 'X8pov My£< . 
• Schol. BLV, TOV 'lTO'''1TOV TO ''lTt8ETOV, OV TOV 'lTpOUW'lTOV. 
5 Cf. also the scholiast of T at K 220 : (8vf'0� ciy�vwp) : 'lTap'>'K£< TO ''lTt8ETOV. Kat 'UT'V 

'Of'''1PLKOV, .us TO )4v8pof'o.X"1 >'EVKW>'EVOS. 
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explanations as EV ElpwvEtat, OV VVV &,\Aa. 7TPW"IV, EVAOY7J'nKOS 0 7TOt"lrrlS ; the 
fact is that chance alone has brought it about that the circumstances are 
at variance with the idea of the epithet. The poet simply used certain 
epithets as ornaments without ever thinking that his audience would try 
to relate them to the circumstances of the moment. In some of the cases 
it so fell out that the idea of the epithet and the meaning of the sentence 
could not be reconciled. In these cases Aristarchus' explanation is applic
able. But on other I occasions when the poet uses an epithet as ornament 
it must happen that the circumstances are such that the epithet can be 
given a highly plausible sense. Aristarchus' method provides no means of 
recognizing these latter cases. 

Modern scholars, with the exception of a few short remarks, paid no 
attention to this problem which exercised so many of the ancients, until 
Dtintzer wrote his essay On the Interpretation of Fixed Epithets in Homer.1 
Dtintzer saw how the questions of the meaning of the epithet and of its use 
according to its metrical value were interrelated, and in this essay he 
prepared the way for his study of the influence of metre on Homeric 
style. The relation which he thus established between these two problems 
was undoubtedly the most important step since Aristarchus towards 
the understanding of the fixed epithet in Homer. 'What I wish above 
all to show', he wrote (5 10), 'is the capital fact that in the epithet the 
poet makes no reference whatever to the matter of the sentence, that he 
in no way represents the changing aspect of things by means of epithets 
relevant to the immediate situation.' Dtintzer understood that the prob
lem of the meaning of the epithet is far more complex than the ancients 
suspected. The proofs which he put forward in favour of his categoric 
conclusion were two : the illogical use of the epithet, and its use to 
facilitate versification. He judged it impossible that the poet could 
choose an epithet with a view both to its signification and to its metrical 
value. 

How were Dtintzer's views received ? At the time when he wrote, the 
conviction that the ideal of poetry is the same for all periods of history 
was far more widespread than it is now, and as a result most ofDtintzer's 
contemporaries were shocked by the notion that Homer might have 
chosen his words for any reason other than their signification. For them 
each word in a poem must be the product of the long and careful I 
selection of its author ; and consequently some scholars, notably Ameis and 
La Roche, attacked Dtintzer's conclusions. They attacked the weak 
points of his argument by calling attention to the e�uivalent forms in 
Homeric diction which Dtintzer himself believed to be mcompatible with 
his theory. Having made only a cursory examination of the matter. he 

I Diintzer, H�m. Abh., 507-16. For criticism before Diintzer, see Ebeling, s.v. dl'vl'wv. 
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had ho notion of the extent to which the influence of metre was able to 
create systems of epithets, nor had he proofs in sufficient abundance to 
allow him to discount these equivalent elements. 1 Yet we can now see that 
the objections made by Diintzer's adversaries have little weight next to 
his own proof. Other scholars accepted his views and came to the melan
choly conclusion that Homer was not what he had been thought to be. 
Thus the author of the article epithete, in the r870 Larousse, describes with 
considerable accuracy the use of the epithet according to its metrical 
value-a hero has but one epithet in a given grammatical case, an entire 
group of heroes different in character but whose names are oflike metrical 
value receive the same epithet,etc.-and concludes, 'Thus Homer has within 
his reach a large store of words which come of themselves to complete 
the verse when they are needed . . .  Let it be said : his method is childish, 
his poetics exceedingly simple.' But most of all, Diintzer's theory suffered 
from indifference. His work was not forgotten, but no one carried it on, 
and the problem of the meaning of epithets remained in the uncertain 
state in which it had been before his contribution to Homeric studies. 
This indifference would be understandable ifit involved only his categoric 
opinion that all fixed epithets in Homer are ornamental. But the argu
ment that the use of the epithets according to its metrical value is incom
patible with its use according to signification deserved either acceptance 
or refutation. Yet Cauer, when, in the latest edition of his Grunr!fragen 
(p. 449) , he lists cases in which he believes the fixed epithet to be in
dubitably used in a particularized sense, passes over this consideration in 
silence. I 

The consequence of this scholarly indifference to Diintzer's theory is 
that everyone has continued to be guided by his personal inclination in 
the interpretation of epithets. Some can use this approach with intel
ligence ; others use it so as to bring us back to the days when indications 
of the weather were found in the epithets of the sea, and when Ruskin 
explained cpvat,oos ala (T 243) by saying : 'The poet has to speak of the 
earth in sadness ; but he will not let that sadness affect or change his 
thought of it. No ; though Castor and Pollux be dead, yet the earth is our 
mother still-fruitful, life-giving.'z 

I To uphold his theory, Diintzer was obliged to amend 7f'O'8WKT/S in E 234 to 7rO'8<iPKT/S and 
vVKTa '8,d '8vocp,p�v in 0 50 to vVKTa '8t' opcpvaLT/v. For the same reasons, he insisted that the 
epithets in the expressions KAVTOS 'EvvouLyaLOS and Kpdwv 'EVOULX8wv were not both fixed 
epithets. 

2 This interpretation of Ruskin is no more extravagant than many another put forward by 
modern criticism. The reader will find examples to his heart's content in two essays of A. 
Schuster, Ueber die kritische Benutzung homerischer Adjective, Programm des Gymnasiums in 
Clausthal, 1859, and Untersuchungen uber die homerischen stabilen Beiwiirter I, Progr. Stade, 1866. 
Schuster (following Nitsch) proposes to explain 7f'OAVTAas in the Iliad by 'firm in the face of 
danger' ; xnpl 7rax.LT/' ofPene!ope's arm in cp 6 describes 'the rounded and well-fleshed arm of 
a delicate woman' ; Menelaus is called af'TILcp'AoS in r because in this book, where he shows his 
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For example, in J. T. Sheppard's recent book, The Pattern of the Iliad 
(London 1922), we read on the subject of A 36, in which Chryses ad
dresses his prayer to Apollo as )17ToMwv, civaK'n, 'Apollo here is King 
because he is strong to punish Agamemnon' (p. 15) .  And the same author 
says, commenting on the opening lines of the Iliad, 'Having once noticed 
this series .d,os fJovA�, Sfos )1XLMEvS, A7]TOVS Kat .dLOS vtos, you will feel the 
effect ofline 74, where Calchas addresses Achilles as SLlcPLAE. Achilles (line 
86) modesdy transfers the epithet to Apollo' (p. 1 6, n. I ) .  

The weak point in Dtintzer's work is that, like Aristarchus, h e  did not 
look for the positive explanation of the I ornamental meaning of epithets. 
The illogical usages of the epithet and its use according to its metrical 
value are only proofs that the fixed epithet cannot be particularized. But 
the reasons that determine its ornamental nature must be sought else
where : the fixed epithet is ornamental because it is traditional. The way in which 
someone who reads Homer for the first time gradually modifies his 
understanding of certain of these epithets will show us the truth of this 
essential fact. 

Knowing little or nothing of the style of Homer, the student begins by 
giving, as far as he can, a particularized sense to all the epithets he en
counters. In doing so, he unconsciously follows the habit of thought 
impressed on him by his familiarity with modern literature, in which 
every qualifying adjective stands in relation to the sentence or the 
passage in which it appears. Only where it is not possible to establish any 
relation between the epithet and the immediate situation will he of 
necessity regard the epithet as ornamental. But this necessity of falling 
back on the ornamental meaning derives only in small measure from 
those cases in which the particularized meaning of the epithet stands in 
outright contradiction to the idea of the sentence. Its cause is rather that 
the idea of most epithets has nothing to do with the idea of the sentence, 
and hence can neither complement nor contradict it. The student's 
experience, it must be noted, will differ slightly according to whether the 
epithet refers to a concrete physical characteristic or to a moral quality ; 
but in either case the result is the same. He will, for example, soon give up 
seeking the particular reason that led the poet to call Hector Kopvf)aloAos 
or Menalaus gavf)os or a ship ILEAalV7]' in a given line : the quest would 
carry him too far. In epithets expressive of a moral quality, which 
naturally are almost all of persons, we frequendy find no precise idea, but 
an idea so vague as to make some relation with the meaning of the sentence 
valour in the combat with Paris, he is particularly favoured by the god of war. It must be 
understood that the inspiration of notions such as these was above all the desire to defend the 
traditional text : Geppert, Ueber den Ursprung tier Iwrnerischen Gesiinge, Leipzig 1840 (H. 203) 
went so far as to question the authenticity of E 565, 'P 302, 541, 596, because Nestor therein 
receives the epithets inrlp8up.o, and fLEya.8vp.o" epithets befitting young and active men. 
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possible by virtue of this very want of precision. Sio�, S,oy€v��, or fl-€YaA+ 
TOpO�, unlike Kopv8ato>'o�, gav8o�, or fl-€>'atVYJ�, do at a pinch allow one to 
assign a particular reason for their use : the poet must have chosen them 
deliberately to lay stress, at the right moment, on the noble character 
of one of his heroes. But it is not possible to think of this particular 
reason for their use every time I 8io�, 8,oy€��, or fl-€yaA�TOpO� appears in 
Homer. The unremitting vigilance that this would require would soon 
flag, and would in any case offer little real satisfaction. Consequently, the 
student quickly gives up seeking the particular reason for the presence of 
these epithets too, and comes to accept them without further ado as 
ornamental. 

The student does not go through this process once and for all for a given 
epithet. He must repeat the process for each new combination of epithet 
and substantive. An epithet is not ornamental in itself, whatever may be 
its signification : it is only by dint of being used over and again with 
a certain substantive or group of substantives that it acquires this quality. 
It becomes ornamental when its meaning loses any value of its own and 
becomes so involved with the idea of its substantive that the two can no 
longer be separated. The fixed epithet then adds to the combination of 
substantive and epithet an element of nobility and grandeur, but no more 
than that. Its sole effect is to form, with its substantive, a heroic expres
sion of the idea of that substantive. As he grows aware of this, the reader 
acquires an insensibility to any possible particularized meaning of the 
epithet, and this insensibility becomes an integral part of his under
standing of Homeric style. 

It is not, then, only in cases where no relation between the idea of the 
epithet and that of the sentence is possible that the reader acquires this 
insensibility. He soon comes to acquire it just as much in passages where 
special reasons, sometimes very good reasons, could be adduced for the 
choice of the epithet. Let us pick an example. The novice in the study of 
Homer, whether he begins with the Iliad or the Odyssey, rapidly becomes 
familiar with certain set ways of speaking of ships, and one of the most 
frequent of these is the expression 'swift ship', 8o�. He comes across this 
expression so often when the ship is at anchor, or drawn up on the beach, 
or wrecked, that he soon learns not to expect any particularized meaning 
from it. Hence when he comes to v 168, where the Phaeacians speak of the 
ship which Poseidon has turned to stone, and reads the expression swift 
ship, it does not occur to him to look for the particular reason why this 
epithet was used. He will find in the phrase no statement of pity for the 
fate of this ship, I so swift when it bore Odysseus to his home.1 He has 
invested the epithet 8o�, wherever it modifies the substantive v7JfJ�, with 
a purely ornamental quality. He no longer reads 'swift ship' ; he reads 

I This conceit is due to the poet William Morris. 
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'fast-sailing-ship'. Having encountered so many times this single combina
tion of words, this unity of diction, he at last attributes to it a unity of 
thought. The expression awakens in him a single idea, that of a hero's 
ship which possesses the speed characteristic of the finest ships ; but in the 
world of epic poetry he knows only the finest ships-there are no others. 
So he thinks simply of ship, in the genre of epic poetry, the only kind, 
as it seems, that there was in the heroic age. He understands the noun
epithet formula in its totality and it never occurs to him to analyse it, 
and attribute to epithet and substantive their distinct ideas. 

There is no need to adduce further cases where the reader is uncon
cerned to find Homer's special reasons for choosing this or that epithet. 
Nor does the validity of the experience we have just described require 
that all readers without exception read the line in question without 
referring the epithet . to the immediate circumstances. One reader will 
find a p;;trticularized sense where another does not ; in another case it 
will be the other way round, always depending on such circumstances as 
the reader's knowledge of Homeric language, the speed with which he is 
reading, the intensity of his desire to catch the subtleties of Homer's 
thought. The only point of importance is that this indifference does exist ; 
and that in so far as it exists, it is due to the reader's having already 
become familiar with a certain combination of substantives and epithets. 

When he confronts a generic epithet, the student's understanding is 
qualified by considerations of a slightly more complex order. He finds the 
epithet modifying not one object, but a set of similar objects, and he 
eventually comes to feel the epithet as ornamental with any member of 
the set. He finds, for example, �a14>po"os used ornamentally with Tydeus, 
Priam, Achilles, Atreus, Odysseus, I and others of the twenty-three 
heroes whom it describes : it does not take him long to sense that to look 
for a particularized meaning in the case of each of these heroes would be 
lost labour. So when in Z 162 the poet tells him of Antea's attempt to 
seduce her husband's guest Bellerophon, the word �aUf>po"a will not cause 
him to refer the notion of intelligence contained in the epithet to the 
hero's discreet behaviour on this occasion.! This is the first and last time 
that he will find this epithet joined to the name of Bellerophon, but that 
name belongs to the category of hero, and his familiarity with the orna
mental sense of the epithet now extends to all words in that category. 

It is important to keep clearly in mind that it is our familiarity with the 
noun-epithet combination, and this alone, that makes us neglect the 
possibility of relating the idea of the epithet to that of the sentence in 
which it occurs. We can easily see that in the case of �aUf>po"a B£>J..£po-

I Such was the interpretation of Alexander Pope : 

In vain she tempted the relentless youth, 
Endued with wisdom, sacred fear, and truth. 
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q,oVTTJV the imprecise signification of the epithet itself has a good deal to 
do with the way in which the student understands it. What is true of 
a large portion of generic epithets of persons is true here : the signification 
of the word, even when it is known, is so vague that the reader has little 
initial impulse to seek a particularized meaning for it. Its want of pre
cision makes it harder in any case to find such a meaning, or, we might 
say, even less possible than it might otherwise be. So with cpvut,oo!> ala in 
r 243. Few students will read this epithet thinking of the meaning Ruskin 
contrived to give it-even in death, the earth is always our mother-and 
this is so even if they come across the expression for the first time. (It in 
fact occurs in our text of Homer only twice.) The truth of the matter is 
that it is next to impossible to attribute such a meaning to it. To discover 
it, Ruskin needed all his well-known fondness for the poignant in poetry, 
along with a false conception of the history of ideas which led him to 
attribute to the poet a way of thinking that must have been foreign to 
him. A particularized sense is scarcely more possible for cpvut,oo!> than for 
Hector's epithet I Kopv8atoAo" and it is for this reason, not because of 
familiarity, that most readers take cpvut,oo!> as ornamental : to do other
wise would involve too much research into the poet's thought. Naturally, 
not everyone will agree on the amount of probability or possibility of 
a particularized sense in any given case : differences of conception may be 
very great. But we are here interested only in the individual experience : 
if an alert reader can overlook a possible relation between the idea of an 
epithet and the idea of the sentence in which it occurs, a relation which 
he may afterwards recognize as possible, the only explanation of his 
negligence must be his habit, born of familiarity, of understanding a 
certain combination of substantive and epithet as the expression of a 
unified idea. 

The experience of a member of Homer's audience must have been 
fundamentally the same as that of a modern student, only much wider 
and deeper. From their earliest childhood, his audience must have heard 
again and again long recitations of epic poetry, poetry composed always 
in the same style. The diction of this poetry, accessible to the modern 
reader only by way of long study, was familiar to them in its smallest 
details. The experience we have described of the beginner, who learns 
how to understand 8o�v in vfja 8o�v, or Satcppovo!> with the name of a hero, 
must have come quickly to a member of Homer's audience, and long 
before he heard a line sung by Homer. And so with other noun-epithet 
combinations which a modern student learns to associate in thought 
after years of reading : Homer's audience would have made these associa
tions easily. If we today, using dictionary and grammar to go slowly 
through the text of only two poems, can acquire a complete indifference 

81&1816 K 
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to the particular meaning of an epithet in certain combinations, the 
original audience of those poems, who had become familiar with their 
style by no conscious effort but by having heard a quantity of epic verse 
countless times greater, must have already acquired this indifference even 
for expressions I which appear but twice or thrice in the Iliad and Odyssey, 
too rarely for us to regard in this way. This problem of the assimilation of 
the noun-epithet combination cannot be reduced to a definite equation ; 
for our desire to find a particularized meaning varies according to the 
idea of the epithet and the meaning of the sentence. But the question, 
whether, in a given case, Homer's audience had become thoroughly 
indifferent to any particular meaning of an epithet, is ultimately one of 
numbers. It is a question of knowing whether or not that audience had 
heard the expression a St{{ficient number of times to acquire this indifference. 
The fact that a reader attributes a particularized meaning to an epithet 
indicates simply that the reader has not encountered this combination of 
noun and epithet often enough to have fused into one the two ideas 
represented by the two words. But if we could know that Homer's 
audience had heard the expression often enough, there could be no doubt 
that the function of the epithet was ornamental. 

For us there is but one way of finding the terms of this hypothetical 
equation. We must be in a position to suppose that Homer's audience had 
heard a given expression not twice, and not thrice, but twenty and thirty 
times, as many times as the most ardent champion of the particularized 
meaning could demand. To be able to make such a supposition, we must 
go back to the evidence of noun-epithet formula systems : they alone can 
give us unambiguous information concerning the frequency of such 
expressions. We are not mistaken in believing that Homer's audience had 
previously heard many another epic poem. Therefore, once it is estab
lished that a given noun-epithet expression forms part of a traditional 
system designed for the use of a given noun, or in other words that it is 
a fixed epithet, we can be certain that this audience, long before they 
ever heard the Iliad and the Odyssey, were too familiar with the expression 
to think of finding in it any particularized meaning. 

We are thus led to conclude that no noun-epithet formula which 
certainly forms part of a traditional I system of noun-epithet formulae can 
contain an epithet whose meaning is particularized. And this conclusion 
should be categoric, should admit of no exception. To know that a noun
epithet formula includes a traditional epithet which is also a fixed epithet, 
is to know that those who first heard the songs of Homer had already had 
the experience at which the modern reader so easily arrives in the case 
of vfja 8o�v. 

The trouble which Alexandrian scholars gave themselves to explain 
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cases where an epithet seems to be used illogically shows us how much 
they felt such usages to be unusual and even strange. I But like the scholars 
of modern times, they never asked themselves why Homer did not regard 
these usages as they did. The answer is that the kind of interpretation 
which, in the course of reading, occurs to a man accustomed to a litera
ture in which every adjective is used for a particular reason simply never 
occurred to Homer at all. A total indifference is the only possible explana
tion, and so every case of what seems an illogical use of an epithet proves 
how much the poet and his listeners had become familiar with the 
noun-epithet formulae of a traditional style. These usages are so many 
independent confirmations of the conclusion we reached by examining 
the reaction of the novice reader to vfja 8o�v. 

It would be appropriate here to cite a passage of Hesiod, which illus
trates for us how this indifference to the particularized meaning of the 
epithet existed only when the tradition was in its prime. The Berlin 
papyri 9739 and 10560 give us a fragment which we know by a reference 
in Pausanias to have been attributed in antiquity to Hesiod.2 The frag
ment tells of the suit for Helen I by the princes of Greece. Line 2 I reads 

In Homer the expression 7To"\m-"\aS' 8foS' '08vaaevS' appears 38 times, 5 
times in the Iliad, and in neither poem is it ever replaced, although it is 
obvious that in the Iliad Odysseus has been tried by suffering no more 
than any other Achaean chief.3 But the author of the fragment felt that it 
would be awkward to give this title to Odysseus as a young man, and so 
put in another expression, even though the new expression involved two 
metrical errors. Here is proof that indifference to the ornamental meaning 
of an epithet had already begun to lessen at a relatively early period ; 
and in the light of this evidence we can go so far as to conclude that a use 
of the epithet in an illogical sense, ifit is not proofthat the line containing 
it derives from the original poem, at least shows it to be a line composed 
early and when the traditional diction still maintained its vigour and 
a rigorous fixity. It is known that some critics of antiquity, and some of 
modern times as well, have claimed these uses as evidence of interpola
tion. The assumption is that the interpolator was not only wicked, but 
also exceedingly stupid. In fact we should draw exactly the opposite 
conclusion. Only a small portion at most of these uses can be removed 

I On these apparently illogical uses of epithets, see Cauer, Grundfragen3, 450--1 ;  and E. 
Drerup, Homerische Poetik, 460 If., who gives examples of similar phenomena in other epic 
poetries. 

• Pausanias iii. 24. 10, lines 100 If. 
3 Note also w 1 76 where one of the suitors in the Underworld speaks of the man who killed 

him as 1To).v,.).as Bios 'OBvl1l1€t5s. 
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from the text,1 hence I we should have to conclude that the interpolator, 
instead of looking for a particularized meaning of the epithet, as was his 
wont, was imitating in erudite fashion the oddities of Homeric style. 

The above demonstration of the ornamental meaning of the fixed 
epithet in Homer has the advantage, as we have said, of being positive. It 
shows the actual development in the mind of the reader of an indif
ference to the meaning. Now let us consider the other proof of the orna
mental meaning, that put forward by Diintzer ; viz. the incompatibility of 
the use of the epithet for metrical reasons with its use for its own significa
tion. It may be thought that, in doing so, we are returning to a point 
already thoroughly established. It is in fact evident that the technique of 
noun-epithet formulae and generic epithets such as we have described it 
could play little part in composition of poetry if the poet had to concern 
himself with the signification of the epithet. If there can be any relation 
between the idea expressed by the fixed epithet and the idea expressed by 
the sentence, a given noun-epithet formula can only be used when the 
poet chooses it to complete the meaning of the sentence. If the epithet did 
possess a particularized meaning, we could not suppose that the poet 
would have allowed himself to be guided by considerations of metrical 
convenience. The result would have been an intolerable ambiguity. The 
complementary idea added to the sentence by the particularized epithet 
would be due to pure chance rather than to the free choice of the poet, 
and there would be no way of distinguishing the case where the par
ticularized meaning was deliberately selected from the case in which, on 
the contrary, the meaning was produced by a fortuitous juxtaposition of 
words. A different explanation capable of resolving the two kinds of usage 
would be to suppose that the poet makes use of the epithet only where he 
actually wishes to give it a particularized meaning. But to counter this 
argument, there is no need to bring up examples of illogical usage or to 
cite a series offormulary lines ; it is clear that if this argument were true, 
the technique of the use of the epithet would be I due to the desire of 

I Cases of this sort abound. Here are some other striking examples. In 8 46 Zeus chariots 
in broad daylight 'between earth and starry heaven' ; the interpretation admits of no doubt, 
the gods having been assembled since dawn. Likewise in I 527, though it has long since bet"n 
day, Polyphemus 'stretches forth his hands to starry heaven', just as Nestor does in 0 37 1 . 
But I-' 380 shows us the poet at his most careless of the relation between the idea of the epithet 
and the meaning of the sentence : Helios tells Zeus how he used to take joy in his oxen 'while 
he climbed up starry heaven' .  There can be no question of the sun's scattering the stars from 
the sky. The expression means, as the context shows, 'from dawn to noon', and no more. The 
fact is that in all nine cases without exception where the heaven is described by the epithet 
'starry', it is broad day. In 0 440 Ajax laments the death of his comrade Mastorides, slain by 
'great-hearted' Hector. Priam chides Hector's brothers for their want of valour, yet calls 
them J1y&:8wva • • •  �iov (.0 249) and aya8ov . . •  llO>.lTTJV (.0 250). In /1 5 the poet speaks of the 
".oTvla I-'t/TTJP of the beggar Iros. av-rt8£ov llo/uJtfn7p.ov (a 70) and KVKi\"","OS p.£yai\t/Topos (K 200) 
are also among the more interesting cases. 
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singers to introduce the epithet into the lines of their song. One could 
no longer explain this technique by pointing out that it makes it possible 
to use nouns which are essential parts of speech. In short, the only way 
of justifying the particularized meaning of the fixed epithet would be 
categorically to deny its use for its metrical value and to maintain that all 
the epithetic systems which we have observed are the creation of pure 
chance, that they are curious phenomena of Homeric diction, but have 
no real importance at all. 

However, if the several devices pointed out in the preceding chapters 
are in fact so many proofs of the ornamental meaning of the fixed epithet, 
it is none the less valuable to point out a few of the serious offences against 
taste with which Homer would have to be charged if we persist in reading 
him as we read a modern author. Once we have understood that certain 
ideas concerning modern literature cannot be attributed to Homer, we 
shall have a more solid foundation for the study of Homeric style. 

If a poet is to use only the mot juste, the word carefully selected as the 
best one, he must have a mind free from all cares of versification, since 
the motjuste, as criticism has defined it, is chosen purely for its sense. From 
this point of view, any concession to metre impairs the precision of the 
poet's thought. So modern poetry has been criticized on the grounds that 
the poet's need to find rhyming words may hinder him from expressing 
his thought in the most accurate and the most economical way possible, 
a reproach expressed in the well-known lines of Boileau : 

Maudit soit le premier dont la verve insensee 
Dans les bornes d'un vers renferma sa pensee, 
Et donnant a ses mots une etroite prison, 
Voulut avec la rime enchainer la raison . '  

Just as a postclassical poet must find his rhymes, so a classical Greek or 
Latin poet had to fit into a strict framework of alternating long and short 
syllables words whose metrical value was for the most part fixed. And as 
a modern poet can make the writing of verse easier by letting his ideas be 
guided by rhyme, so a Greek or Roman poet could yield himself to the use 
of the epithet. In that way he could either fill an empty portion of the 

I Sat. II. Cr. His Art Poetique, II : 
Quelque sujet qu'on traite, ou plaisant ou sublime, 
Que toujours le ban sens s'accorde avec la rime. 
L'un I'autre vainement ils semblent se hair ; 
La rime est une esclave et ne doit qu'obeir, 

and Voltaire, CEdipe, CinquieTTUI tettre : 'Les vers ne sont beaux que si I'on peut en 6ter lea 
riTTUls et les mettre en prose sans qu'ils perdent rien de leur sens et de leur energie.' This 
attitude to rhyme had already deeply influenced Elizabethan poetry. Spenser in particular 
made a strong effort to dispense with rhyme. 
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line, of else arrange his words differently. The desire to make the com
position of verse easier has given rise on the one hand to dictionaries of 
rhymes, and on the other to Cradus ad Pamassum, collections where the 
writer of Latin verse will find listed under each noun a set of epithets 
which can be used with it, 'filler pieces of every length', as they have been 
contemptuously described. The invention of these Cradus appears to be 
modern, but the lack of them did not keep the Greek poets, later poets 
with individual styles as well as Homer, from incurring reproaches for 
their dependence on the epithet. 

L . , 7i' b '  ' 1' n Z - ../.. '\ ' c ' " � " -1.. ' UClan s tmon eglns : ')4 EV 'f'tl\tE Kat � EVtE Kat ETatpEtE Kat E'f'EUTtE 
" " � ' ../.. \ I " / � d h I Kat aUTEp01T7]Ta Kat OpKtE Kat VE'f'EI\7]YEpETa Kat EptYOOV1TE, an w atever e se 

the crazy poets call you, especially when they're in trouble with the 
metre ; that's when you put on a multitude of names in order to prop up 
their staggering numbers and to fill in the holes in their scansion.'! The 
three epithets aUTEp01T7]TcI., VECPEA7]YEpETa, and eptySov1TE show that Lucian 
is above all thinking of Homer ; at the same time it is clear that he made 
no distinction on these grounds between Homer and poets with an in
dividual style. Certainly Lucian was no closer than his contemporaries to 
guessing how far the technique of the epithet had developed in Homeric 
poetry. He did understand what a temptation the use of this part of 
speech was for a poet ; I he thought that in giving way to it, the poet 
must impair the quality of his thought ; and so he felt that Homer had 
thereby committed a stylistic fault. We have here an attitude valid just 
as long as it can be held that the meaning of the fixed epithet can be even 
vaguely particularized. Homer, by adopting an epithetic technique in 
comparison with which the Cradus ad Parnassum are at once cumbersome 
and pathetically inadequate, is far more culpable, accordingly, than 
Theodore de Banville, who asserted that a poet must let his thoughts be 
guided by rhyme. Banville, after all, had at his disposal a fair selection 
of words to make a given rhyme, whereas most of the time Homer had but 
one epithet for each metrical need. Let us consider a few of the cases in 
which Homer can be charged with a blind faith in its diction and a failure 
to recognize that the epithet in Boileau's words, 'est un esclave et ne doit 
qu'obeir'. 

I. We have seen, on the one hand, that in a great many cases it is im
possible to find a particularized meaning in an epithet. On the other hand, 
almost all substantives in Homer are used, in varying proportions, both 
with and without epithets. These two points are perfectly obvious, but 
putting them together raises a question of capital importance : why does 
the poet omit the epithet in one place and put it in in another? Why, for 

I KaL EL Tt OE ciAAo al fJ-L{3p6vTTJ'TOL 1ToL7}'Tal. KaAoVOLJ Kal p.aALOTa oTav &:",OPWOL 1TPO� Ta P.JTPa.° 
TOTE yap a-UTo,\" 1fO>"VWVVI-'O� YLYV0I-'EYOS" inr£pEt3ELS" 'TO 1Ti1T'TOV TOV I'£'TPOV Kal civa1TA1]pois TO 
KE)('IVIl<; TOV fJlJ(Jp.oV. 
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example, does Odysseus have an epithet in 344 cases and not have one in 
343 cases ? Let us leave in abeyance the question of metrical convenience 
and concern ourselves instead with the bard's aesthetic sense. Obviously 
the poetry would be too weighed down if the poet provided each and 
every noun with an epithet. But while this may, up to a point, explain 
the quantity of epithets in a given number of lines, it is not always easy 
to explain a specific case. We are still in the dark, for example, as to 
why Sparta does not deserve an epithet quite as much as Pylos in a 93, 

considering that the two lands are equally favoured in S 702, 

There are hundreds of other examples where there are two or more 
nouns and only one has an epithet. Usually, as in the case just cited, the 
reader will pay no attention ; but there are cases where an attentive 
reader will find some explanation almost indispensable. When there are 
several heroes, as in E 425, 

Why does Agenor get the epithet rather than Aeneas, who is certainly the 
stoutest warrior of the three, or even rather than Polydamas ? Likewise 
M 88-g, 

ol p.£v ap.' "EKTOp' ,uav Kat ap.vp.ovt II ovAvoap.avn, 
ot 7TAt:iO'Tot Kat aptUTOt €uav. 

Hector has certainly as much right as Polydamas to an ennobling epithet. 
This fashion of favouring one hero over another is yet more inexplicable 
in P 534, 

Chromius, a Mysian chieftain, is in fact mentioned only in this book, and 
in it, thrice : encouraged by Hector he enters the fray along with Aretus, 
hoping to capture the body ofPatroclus ; beaten back by the valour of the 
two Ajaxes, he withdraws, leaving on the field of battle the body of his 
comrade, slain by Automedon. The record of his deeds hardly requires 
that the poet show him greater honour than the bravest warriors of 
Tray. Finally consider Q 249-5 1 ,  where Priam accuses his sons of 
cowardice, 

V€tK€twv "EA£VOV T€ llaptv T' ityaBwva Tt: oiov 
llap.ftOva T' itVTt</>OVOV Tt: {3o�v ayaB6v Tt: lloAtT'l1V 
LJTJl</>o{3ov Tt: Kat '/7T7TOBoov Kat LJiov ayavov. 

Agathon is mentioned nowhere else by Homer ; nor is Dios. Polites, 
who the poet has told us (B 792) was noted for his swiftness of foot, 
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appears elsewhere in the poem only in N 533, when he leads his wounded 
brother Deiphobus from the battle. What makes the heroic epithets used 
here stranger still is that a few lines later Priam qualifies the most valiant 
of his sons I with epithets which seem in no way more honorific : 

Q 257-8 M�UTOpo. T' aVTl8£ov Kat Tpwl>"ov l7T7T£OXo.pp:'1v 
"EKTOpo. 8', 0, 8£0, €UK£ ",£T' avSpo.uw. 

It is clear that we have here examples of usage in some ways akin to the 
illogical usages that drew the attention of ancient scholars. There, it was 
a matter of the meaning of the epithet. In the cases we have just been 
considering, there is no question of meaning, but we still want to know 
why the poet chose to use an epithet at all. There is but one explanation, 
the indifference of the audience, not only to the meaning of the epithet, 
but also to its connotations of nobility. 

A more general proof of this indifference is the frequency with which 
certain names of heroes are variously accompanied by epithets. Why is 
the name of Agamemnon used in the nominative case as often as the 
name of Patroclus, but seven times more often with an epithet ? Because 
he is the commander-in-chief of the Achaean army ? Why then does 
Diomedes in the nominative case appear without an epithet only once out 
of 42 times, whereas out of an equal number of occurrences Agamemnon 
in the nominative appears without epithet twelve times ? Again why does 
Menelaus, fine warrior that he was, but clearly no Achilles or Odysseus, 
deserve the epithet four times as often as they? So with the gods : possibly 
reasons could be given to explain why Apollo, Athena, Hera, and Ares 
have approximately the same proportion of epithets when their names 
appear in the nominative case. But why then should not Zeus, the greatest 
of all the gods, not have still more of them ? For in actuality, the epithet is 
found with his name in this grammatical case less than with the names of 
the other gods. We might also have to explain why Iris enjoys the epithet 
more than any other deity (24 times out of 27) . 1  

Metrical convenience alone can explain these differing proportions ; 
and therefore we must abandon the idea which offers itself so naturally 
to us that the courage or the majesty of a hero or a god led tlle poet to 
attribute the epithet to him more often. Anyone I inclined to believe that 
Homer chose an epithet in a given passage in order to honour a particular 
character, will have to concede that, far from indicating the virtues and 
the deserts of his heroes and gods, the poet has actually falsified our 
conception of their character. Surely Homer did not believe, as the use 
of the epithets would suggest, that Menelaus was a braver warrior than 

I For these proportions, see above TE, pp. 34-5. The name of Zeus appears in the 
nominative 1 1 2 times with epithet, 1 22 times without, a proportion of I :  1 " 1 ; that of Ares, 27 
times with epithet, 23 times without, or I : 0·8. 
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Achilles or even Ajax, or that Diomedes surpassed Ajax, or that Patroclus 
merited fewer titles of honour than any other hero. 

Let us return to the Homeric audience's indifference to the fixed 
epithet. It is to be sure a relative indifference, as becomes evident if we 
imagine a Homeric hero who has some importance in the story, but is 
never described by an epithet at all : the hearers would not notice the 
absence at first, but eventually it would ring strange to them. But these 
same hearers, as we have just seen, were undisturbed by even considerable 
variations in the frequency of the use of epithets, and never looked for the 
specific motivation of an honorific epithet in a given case. This must have 
been so. How, for example, could a member of Homer's audience hear 
the epithet divine (Si'oS') an average of about once every 68 lines, 1 and 
find in it any particularly ennobling significance ? Or, in the case of a less 
usual epithet, say apTJlcfn>.,oS' or ILEVEXaPILTJS', how could he distinguish 
between this epithet and so many others which equally evoked a general 
heroic quality ? If we look at the question in a different light, that of the 
totality of epithets, consider what a grave impediment to the fine 
rapidity of Homeric style would be created by the requirement that we 
find in every fixed epithet a specific motivation for its use. Let us note by 
the way that most of such specific motivations as have been pointed out 
were found not in a continuous reading of Homer, but rather in the 
process of annotation or criticism, or in the course of translation, by 
applying to the text that search for subtleties of thought which is so 
essential for our authors and even I for Pindar, but inappropriate to an 
author who has no individual style. 

It is easy to understand why Homer was able to dispose his epithets so 
unevenly. For him and for his audience alike, the fixed epithet did not 
so much adorn a single line or even a single poem, as it did the entirety of 
heroic song. These epithets constituted for him one of the familiar 
elements of poetry, elements which we of a later age find it so difficult to 
appreciate, but the importance of which, for both poet and audience, is 
shown by everything in Homer : by the story, by the characters, by the 
style. In this respect, fixed epithets were just like the other familiar 
elements of poetry. The audience would have been infinitely surprised if 
a bard had left them out ; his always putting them in hardly drew their 
attention. Epic lines without epithets would have seemed to them like 
a heroic character without his traditional attributes. But even now, who 
among those of us who have any knowledge of the legend has asked why 
Odysseus should be crafty in this or that particular episode ? Just so, 
Homer's listeners demanded epithets and paid them no attention, show
ing thereby the same lack of exact observation that becomes a habit with 
the modern reader. And it is this lack of exact observation that explains 

I 408 times in 27,803 lines. 
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uses of the epithet which appear to us unmotivated, because we look for 
their motivation in the lines where they occur, rather than in all the 
poetry Homer's audience had already heard before they ever heard 
him sing. 

11. We have considered the epithet as a word chosen to emphasize the 
heroic quality of a person or thing. If we take as point of departure 
another way of using the epithet, which again shows how Homer sacri
ficed precision of thought to ease of versification, we shall see that it is 
impossible to understand how the audience felt about the meaning of the 
epithet as long as we are unaware of the principle that the epithet adorns 
all epic poetry rather than a single line. There is a large group of epithets 
which Homer uses for a character in only one grammatical case. Why, 
we may ask, does Homer, with but one exception, call Odysseus Sios only 
in the nominative case ? Here is an epithet which describes Odysseus 99 
times in the Iliad and OdySSf)' ; had the poet selected it, even occasionally, 
with a view I to the momentary circumstances of his narrative, it would 
inevitably have to appear in the oblique cases more often than it does 
since Homer mentions Odysseus 302 times in the oblique cases and 385' 
times in the nominative. Here we cannot adduce the exigency of metre, 
as we can elsewhere, as for 1TOAV'TAaS, for example, which would have 
a genitive form 1TOAV'TAaV'TOS. The poet is able to put Sios in the oblique 
cases in a great many positions in the hexameter. This limitation of the, 
epithet to a single case is too widespread to be the work of chance. 
Achilles is qualified by the same epithet, Sios, 55 times in the nominative, 
and twice only in an oblique case. Odysseus is 1TOAVf'71'TtS 81 times, but 
only in the nominative, although the genitive 1TOAVf'7]'T'OS, used of 
Hephaestus (et> 355), demonstrates that this case was a metrical possi
bility. Similarly, we find in the nominative case only WKVS (5 times) or 
1ToSas WKVS (32 times) for Achilles ; KopvBaloAos (37 times) or cpa[8,f'OS 
(29 times) for Hector ; KPELwV (30 times) for Agamemnon ; 1TE1TVVf'EVOS 
(35 times) for Telemachus ; i1T1TO'Ta (32 times) for Nestor. Going on to th(� 
genitive, BElow is said of Odysseus solely in this grammatical case (3 I 

times), likewise 'TaAaauppovos ( I I times) . With one exception the Achaeans 
are XaAKoXi'TWVES only in the genitive (24 times) .  Hector is Q.vSpo4>ovow 
only in this form ( 1 1 times) . Ships are described as Kopwvia, only in the 
dative plural ( 1 7  times) . Odysseus is 1TOAVf'7]xavE (22 times) and cpatS'f'E 
(5 times) only in the vocative. These are some of the most striking 
examples ; others could be cited, and if we added all the cases where an 
epithet is used for a particular person or thing only in either the nomina
tive or the vocative, or in either the. nominative or the accusative, or only 
in the oblique cases-for many nouns and epithets have identical metrical 
quantities in these sets of grammatical cases-we have a list comprising 
almost every fixed epithet. 
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Perhaps it will be thought that this restriction is one in appearance only, 
and that in reality a single idea is expressed by several epithets. Thus the 
idea of 7ToAVTAaS', which appears only in the nominative, would be 
expressed by TaAaatcppovoS' in the genitive ; sroS' in the nominative would 
correspond to OELov in the genitive, to aVTtO'wt in the dative ; 7TOAVp..'TJTtS' 
in the nominative would correspond to 7ToAvp..�xavE in the vocative ; 
7TOSas WKVS' to 7TOSWKEOS' ; etc. But this hypothesis is too little in accordance 
with what we find in Homer. What other epithet has Hector to cor
respond to I KopvOatoAoS', or to cpatStJLOS', or to avSpocpoVOto ? What epithet 
of Telemachus can we find to compare with 7TE7TVVp..'VOS' ? Which among 
all the epithets of Zeus answers to p..'TJTtETa and 7Ta7"iJp avSpwv TE OEWV TE ? 
Among the epithets of the Achaeans, XaAKoXtTWVWV expresses a unique 
idea, and likewise Kopwvtm among the epithets of ships. What nominative 
epithet of Odysseus can be compared with ap..vp..ovoS' or p..EyaA�TOpOS', 
which are given to the hero only in the oblique cases ? It is evident that the 
similarities of meaning which we can find among different epithets are not 
the result of a plan. They depend solely on the bards' desire to designate, 
in one way or another, either a salient characteristic of a single hero, or 
else one of the characteristics of the hero in general. These characteristics 
are in fact very few. A close examination of the 6 1  generic epithets of 
heroes which appear on Table III reveals that they all refer to five 
qualities : courage, strength, fame, royalty, and that heroic but vague 
concept, 'divinity' . 

There is therefore but one way to account for the frequent limitation of 
an epithet to one or more grammatical cases : by the ornamental meaning 
of the fixed epithet. Otherwise only a fantastic coincidence would explain 
why, every time the poet wanted to complete the thought of his sentence 
by means of an epithet, the substantive described by this epithet was in 
the one grammatical case in which this epithet appears. Hence we see 
that the circumstances of the moment, even if they are perfectly con
sonant with the meaning of the epithet, never suggest that epithet to the 
poet. And so we are led once more to the same conclusion which we 
reached both by the study of illogical uses of the epithet, and by con
sidering the reader's actual experience of the constantly recurring noun
epithet formula. 

Still, the question can always be asked whether, even granted the 
particularized meaning of the epithet, this limitation of its use to one or 
a few grammatical cases is not a fault. For the poet, it would seem, was 
quite unaware of the need to vary his epithets or to use a proper number 
of them in a given stretch of verse. To answer that question we must 
again have recourse to the audience's indifference to I the fixed epithet. 
They quickly learned not to look for any particularized meaning. They 
were so familiar with the fact that the noun-epithet combination is no 
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more than a heroic mode of expressing a noun that all they expected to 
find in the epithet was an element ennobling the style ; from this point of 
view our explanation of the similarity of meaning shown by several 
epithets is valid, since the epithet expresses above all the heroic character 
of a person or thing. And so the audience became indifferent to which 
fixed epithet the poet used in a given line. This indifference is the comple
ment of the indifference he felt for the use or the omission of the fixed 
epithet. Though Homer's listener had no concern for that variety of 
expression which we require in our modern styles, he did expect 
a character or object frequently mentioned to have a certain number of 
epithets. But after a while, when he had heard a certain number of them 
he paid them no more attention. It was inevitable that he would hear 
a certain number of them, since a noun occurring with any frequency will 
appear in different grammatical cases and in combination with different 
expressions, thereby giving rise to the use of epithets of different metrical 
values, which is to say, to different fixed epithets. The necessities of 
versification themselves provoke that variety of epithets which is required, 
it could be said, by the inattention of the audience. 

The attitude, as described above, of Homer's audience both to the use 
or the omission of the fixed epithet and to its meaning shows us how we 
should go about interpreting one of the most controversial elements of 
traditional diction. For most of the principal Homeric heroes, there 
exists a line consisting entirely of their names in the vocative case and 
certain of their titles : 

8wy£v£S' AaEfYTt&.8T], 7ToAv,.,.�xav· '08VUUEV (22 times) 

clJ NluTop NT]AT]t&.8T], ,.,.lya Kv8oS' J4xatwv (6 times) 

etc. (For other lines of this sort, see TE, p. 63.) These lines have received I 
two opposed interpretations. On the one hand, the character and the 
length of such expressions have suggested that they would forcibly strike 
the minds of the audience, and that we should see in them the poet's 
intention to give the speeches which they introduce an exceptional tone 
of grandeur or ceremony or respect. But on the other hand, it has not 
been possible to define the reasons why speeches beginning in this way 
require lines producing such a tone any more than other speeches ; no 
trait can be found in them to distinguish them from speeches beginning 
otherwise. Some critics have concluded that we should not find in such 
lines any special tone. The truth is that both sides are right, and both 
wrong : these lines do confer a tone of grandeur and ceremony and 
respect Kat 'TtvoS' 'TOWV'TOV ; but they confer it not so much to the speeches 
in which they occur as to the whole of epic poetry. Homer's audience had 
heard such lines too often to give any great attention to the epithets in 
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them and to the reasons behind their use. But they were familiar and 
pleasant to an audience for which they made up an important part of 
that ornamentation without which heroic poetry would have ceased to be 
itself. 

This common limitation of the fixed epithet to one or more grammati
cal cases provides us, perhaps more than the other proofs of its orna
mental meaning, with the certain conviction that it is never used, even by 
way of exception, in a particularized sense. We may indeed be tempted to 
find in illogical usage, in the indifference the reader develops to frequently 
recurring noun-epithet formulae, and in the obvious incompatibility 
between the use of the epithet for its convenience and its use for its 
meaning, no more than proofs of a general character, proofs which may 
apply to the majority of cases, but do not for all that rule out the possibility 
that sometimes the particular circumstances of the narrative suggested 
the epithet to the poet, who then arranged for its inclusion in the line. 
According to this explanation, the audience would have understood the 
epithet as Paul Cauer maintains. I Cauer recognizes that the fixed I 
epithet is usually ornamental and capable of being used in a context 
which it contradicts, and goes on to say : 'Often the contrast between the 
signification and the application of a word is so great that there results 
therefrom a powerful new meaning.' He would even like to see in such 
usages the peculiar genius of the poet, who did not allow his own thinking 
to be crushed by the traditional material of his diction : 'In cases of this 
kind (i.e., where the fixed epithet has a particularized meaning) faded 
colours are restored to their brightness, and what had no life is made 
once more animate.' Some scholars may welcome this explanation, which 
at once admits that the fixed epithet is traditional and flatters the 
individual genius of Homer ; even though the price it demands is the 
admission that the poet's work is largely made up of what is 'faded' and 
'lifeless'. For with the best will in the world, one will find only occasional 
examples of the use of the fixed epithet in a particularized sense. As so 
often happens, those who try to find in Homer the profundity and the 

finesse which they admire in contemporary art end by denigrating the 
habitual in order to praise the exceptional. 

The truth is that the proofs already given do not allow of any excep
tions. They all bear witness to so strong, and so habitual, an indifference in 
Homer's audience to any possible particularized meaning that it could 
not be overcome, no matter how perfectly matched the idea of the 
epithet and the meaning of the sentence. But to these proofs let us add 
one provided by the phenomenon we have just examined, the limitation 
of some epithets to one or to several grammatical cases. We shall find in 

I GrundjragenJ, ii. 450. 
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this way a demonstration more specific, if less penetrating, than th,ose 
based on the indifference of the audience. The proof in question is fairly 
simple, and has already been indicated. An epithet used in a particu
larized sense should be so used regardless of the grammatical case of the 
noun it qualifies. Consequently, the epithet of a hero, for example, 
should be used in a particularized sense almost as often in the oblique 
cases as in the nominative, since usually a hero is mentioned only slightly 
more often in the nominative than in the other cases. Thus the total or 
almost total absence of a given epithet in the oblique cases would indicate 
the total or almost total absence of the particularized meaning of the 
epithet in the nominative. The relation I can be expressed in the form of 
a proportion A :  B :  : C :  X, where A is the number of occurrences of the 
noun in the oblique cases, B is the number of times the noun is accom
panied by an epithet in these cases, C is the number of occurrences in the 
nominative case, and X is the number of times the epithet could be 
employed with a particularized meaning in the nominative case. 

Be it noted that this equation is proposed as a means of calculating not 
the actual number of occurrences of the nominative case of the epithet 
with a particularized meaning, but rather the maximum possible number 
of times the epithet could be so employed, factor B representing not the 
number of times the epithet has a particularized meaning in the oblique 
cases, but simply the number of times it appears in those cases. In order 

Ulysses SioS" (99 times) 
7TOAUJLTJTtS" (81 times) 
7TOAU'TAaS" (38 times) 

Achilles llioS" (55 times) 

Agamemnon avag avSpwv (37 times) 
KPElwv (26 times) 

Hector q,alStJLoS" (29 times) 
Kopv£JaloAoS" (37 times) 
JL€yaS" ( 1 2  times) 
llptaJLlSTJS" (7 times) 
o{3ptJLoS" (4 times) 

Diomedes {3o�v aya£JoS" (2 1 times) 
Kpa'TEpoS" ( 1 2  times) 

Zeus 7Ta�p avSpwv 'TE £JEwv 'TE ( 1 5  times) 
vt/lt{3pEJL€'TTJS" (5 times) 
JLTJTlETa ( 1 8  times) 

A :  B :  : c :  x 

302 : I :  : 385 : 1 ·3 

302 : 0 :  : 385 : 0  

1 75 : 2 : : 1 85 : 2 . 1  

} 84 : 0 : : 1 00 : 0  

} .4/1 ' 0 ' " 70 ' 0  

} 37 : 0 :  : 42 : 0 

} 448 : 0 :  :234 : 0  

448 : 1 :  :234 : 0.5 
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to remove any element of doubt, we are supposing the meaning of the 
epithet in the oblique cases to be always particularized. Thus for the 
epithets in the above list, one could count on one or two particularized 
uses ofSroS' with the name ofOdysseus, and two or three with the name of 
Achilles, I and perhaps a single particularized use of p:rrrlera. If the use of 
these epithets in the oblique cases is ornamental, as is probable, we could 
not even count on so many. And could anyone claim to discover the two 
lines of the Iliad and Odyssey in which the form sroS', referring to Odysseus, 
is relevant to the immediate action ? 

The equation can be reversed if our initial supposition is that if the 
fixed epithet had a particularized sense in the oblique cases, it would 
likewise have had it in the nominative. The equation would then be 
C : D :  : A :  X, where C is the number of occurrences of the noun in the 
nominative, D is the number of times the epithet describes the noun in 
the nominative case, A is the number of occurrences of the noun in the 
oblique cases, and X is the number of times the epithet could be used 
with a particularized meaning in the oblique cases. 

The form of the epithet given in the list below is the first encountered 
with the noun in question ; thus SalcppovoS' (7 times) represents SalcppovoS' 
(4 times) , Sauppovt (once), and Salcppova (twice) . 

Ulysses 

Achilles 

Hector 

Diomedes 

Nestor 

SalrppovoS' (7 times) 
ap.vp.ovoS' (9 times) 
p.£yaA�TopoS' (8 times) 
1ToAvp.�xav£ (23 times) 
Lh� p.fjTLV aTaAavTov (8 times) 
8£lov (3 1 times) 
1TOAvrppova (5 times) 
TaAaulrppovoS' ( 1 2  times) 

n'T}A'T}trlS£w ( 16  times) 

l1T1TOS<iP.Oto (5 times) 
avSporpoVOto ( I  I times) 

l1T1TOS<iP.OtO (8 times) 

p.£ya8vp.ov (5 times) 

C : O : : A : X  

42 : 0 :  : 3 7 : 0  

5 2  : 0 :  : 58 : 0  

I t  is evident that the success of the above demonstration depends on the 
limitation of the epithet to either the nominative or the I oblique cases. 
But is there any reason to believe that the group of epithets we have been 
considering is at all different from any other group of fixed epithets ? 
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Always to take refuge in the argument that every last case has not been 
proved is an inferior mode of reasoning. I 

Ill. Let us now look at one last feature of the fixed epithet, a feature 
which, if it were to be judged by the attitudes of the modern reader, 
would betray a truly lamentable want of creative freedom. We refer to 
the simple phenomenon which has been the basis of all the investigations 
of the previous chapters, the uniqueness from the point ofviewofversifica
tion of the great majority of fixed epithets. Perhaps the very abundance 
of the phenomenon has hindered the full appreciation of its importance. 
It is here that we must come to grips with a conception of style entirely 
different from our own and which demands an entirely different kind of 
understanding. What the unique epithet implies is an absolute indif
ference to any other epithet which could accompany the same noun and 
be of the same metre. There is no need to conjecture what other epithet 
Homer might have put in the place of 7To'\6-r'\as or 8ros or y,\avKwms or 
llaMas ; we know without asking that there is an infinite number ofpos
sible epithets which could be applied to Athena and to Odysseus and would 
reproduce any given metre. At no period could the poets of Greece have 
exhausted the possibilities of new words to be created and of new combina
tions of old words to be made, had they been impelled by a desire to express 
their personal thoughts in a personal idiom. Homer's innocence of any such 
desire is demonstrated anew by each example after the first of the use of 
a unique epithet or noun-epithet formula. Starting with the second, each 
one of the 38 occurrences of 7To'\6-r'\as, of the 188 occurrences of 8ros, of 
the 5 1  occurrences of y'\avKwms, of the 47 occurrences of llaMas attests 
Homer's renunciation-his unconscious renunciation, of course--of any 
expression of the quality of his own thought by means of the epithet. I 

In the light of so many compelling proofs, what do we do with the 
aesthetic principles which Lucian put forth, and which critics like 
Boileau and Voltaire analysed and taught, the guiding principles still of 
our own literature ? We must eschew them entirely when we study 
Homer. When we read the Iliad and the Odyssey we should not have them 
in our minds at all ; we should rather conceive that here is a poet who 
marked his works with genius not because he was able to model the 
words on his own thoughts, but because he was able to make use of 
traditional words and expressions. For us to recognize a renunciation 
of this sort demands a tremendous effort of the imagination. Even those 
who have accepted the influence of metre on diction have not all been 
able to do it.2 It is not easy to put aside the literary conventions of 

I Let us mention here a fact analogous to this limitation of the epithet to a single grammati
cal case ; viz., the frequency with which the epithet accompanies certain synonymous nouns. 
Thus )tXa1oL has an epithet in 32 per cent of its occurrences, .1avaoL in 16 per cent, and 

)tPY£LOI in 4 per cent only. er. TE p. IO ! .  
• e.g. J .  Meylan-Fal1re when he writes (us lc.'pithetes dans Homtre, Lausanne 1899, 9) : 'Si 
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one's own era in favour of those of another. But this step is for all of us 
the first condition of a true understanding of the style of Homer. 

§ 2 .  T H E  G E N E R I C  E P I T H E T  

The division made in the preceding chapter between the generic and 
the distinctive epithet is not an arbitrary one, made simply for its useful
ness in analysing epithetic technique. It is a clear semantic division, every 
bit as essential to our understanding of the meaning the bard gave to the 
epithet as is the division between the ornamental and the particularized 
epithet. StOS, for example, confined to a single hero will not have the 
same meaning as StOS applied to many heroes. The former will refer to 
an individual character ; the latter will refer only to a quality of the hero, 
to one of the several traits which distinguish ordinary men from those of 
the mythic and marvellous world of the bards. In other words, we must 
learn to choose between 'divine, and therefore a hero' and 'divine, as 
other heroes are not'. If, in Homer, StOS were said only of Odysseus or 
Achilles, we should have to I take it more or less in the sense of8€Los in the 
Alexandrian epigram (A.P. 9. 188. 3-4, anonymous) : 

7TPWTOS 0' €rS T€ 8€ov KaL €S ovpavov op.p.a Tavvaaas, 
8€£€ llACLTWV, 7187] KaL fJ,ov 7]vyaaao. 

The author of this epigram calls Plato divine because he wants us to 
understand that here was a philosopher whose works and whose life 
revealed a kind of divinity which did not belong to other philosophers. 
This is how we must understand 7To>"vll:rrnS and 7To>"v.r>"as ofOdysseus, and 
7ToSaswKvs and 7ToMpK1}S of Achilles. The two epithets ofOdysseus, used only 
of him, tell us that he was a man of extraordinary ingenuity and that in the 
course of his life he experienced extraordinary suffering. The two epithets 
of Achilles, though they would seem to refer to a part of the legend not 
dramatized in the Iliad and possibly not known to Homer, ascribe to his 
hero a swiftness of foot unmatched by other heroes. But if we find that 
Homer applied the epithet StOS to heroes who differ too much among 
themselves in rank, prowess, and character for us to conceive of some 
'divinity' common to all of them but not shared by other heroes, we shall 
have to reject for this word the distinctive meaning which comes so 
naturally to the mind of the modern reader, and is so appropriate to the 
Alexandrian epigram. 

The same is true of P.€ya>..�TOpOS, ap.vp.wv, (J€O€'S�S, Salcppwv, and of all 
other Homeric epithets denoting an abstract quality. If they are used of 

c'etait uniquement la forme metrique qui determinait le choix de l'epithete, pourquoi ne 
trouve-t-on pas par example, l'adjectif Taxvs avec VTJiis? On a bien su former plus tard 
TaxvvavT£iv. ' 

81U815 L 
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one hero only, we must see in them the designation of a particular feature ; 
if they are used indifferently for all heroes, we can see in them no more 
than the designation of a characteristic feature of the generic hero. When 
the epithet refers to something definite, the difference between the generic 
and the distinctive meaning becomes more striking still. The epithet 
TT'TO>..tTTop8os used for one hero will mean 'the man who more than anyone 
else sacks cities', or else, if it is used only of Odysseus, e.g., it will mean 
'the sacker of Troy'. But if the poet uses TT'TO>..tTTOp8os for any hero, then 
we can understand only : 'a man who, being a hero, was capable of I 
sacking cities' .  The epithet Kp£lwv, said of one hero, will mean 'a man 
whose power deserves particular mention' ; said of only Agamemnon, it 
will mean 'commander-in-chief' ; but used for any hero, it will mean, 
'a man who reigns, like other heroes'. Injust the same way, if ava� avSpwv 
is reserved for Agamemnon, it will suggest the great number of those 
subject to him ; but when it is said indifferently of a number of heroes, we 
find ourselves led once more to the meaning indicated above for KP€twV. 
The expression fJo�v aya86s will, if used only of one hero, say Diomedes, 
assign to that hero an unusual power of voice, just as TToScipK7]S assigns to 
Achilles a singular swiftness ; said of any hero whatever, the expression 
will mean no more than 'good at the war-cry as ordinary men are not' . 

The modern reader begins to recognize the ornamental and the generic 
meanings of the epithet at the same time ; generally speaking, he is likely 
to grasp the generic meaning first. The reason is mainly that the sundry 
uses of the epithet show the generic meaning too clearly for anyone not to 
notice it ; and the reader's growing indifference to the ornamental 
meaning confirms his sense of the generic epithet. The student finds Sws, 
e.g., used first for Achilles (A 7),  and as long as only Achilles is charac
terized by Homer in this way, he will consider it a distinctive adjective of 
this hero. Even later on, perhaps, when he finds the word used ofOdysseus 
(A 145), he will imagine that those two heroes share the distinction of 
being 'divine' .  But after he hears the word used of Nestor (B 57), 
Agamemnon (B 22 1 ) , and Alexander (r 329) , he will give up looking 
for a distinctive meaning in the epithet, and will even forget the names of 
those who were graced with it earlier. And if he arrives at this stage 
after having heard the word used with only five heroes, how sure will be 
his sense of the impossibility of any special meaning after he has read both 
Homeric poems and has found it used therein for 32 heroes who have in 
common only the fact that they are heroes ! There is no better way of 
describing the formation of the reader's sense I of the generic epithet than 
to enumerate these 32 names. 

I .  Achilles. 
2. Odysseus. 
3. Agamemnon. 
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4. Diomedes. 
5. Nestor. 
6. Patroclus. 
7. Menestheus the Athenian. 
8. Thrasymedes, Nestor's son. 
g. Machaon, son of Asclepius. 

10. Hector. 
I I .  Alexander. 
1 2 .  Agenor, a Trojan warrior. 
13 .  Priam. 
1 4. Sarpedon, King of the Lycians. 
15 .  Memnon. 
1 6. Tydeus, father of Diomedes. 
1 7. Oeneus, father of Tydeus. 
1 8. Areithous, father of Menesthius. 
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19. Alastor, a Pylian warrior ; mentioned thrice : the first time merely as 
a Pylian, the other two times when he carries the wounded Teucer and 
Hypsenor from the battle. 

20. Epeigeus, a Myrmidon, named once when he is killed by Hector in the 
fighting over the body of Sarpedon. 

2 1 .  Epeius, who built the Wooden Horse. He appears in the Iliad only in 
'1' when he outboxes Euryalus, but is defeated in the discus-throw. 

22. Lycomedes, an Achaean, named five times ; he performs a few feats of 
little note. 

23. Ereuthalion, mentioned only as a warrior killed by Nestor in his youth. 
24. Hypsenor, a Trojan, mentioned once when he is killed by Eurypylus. 
25. Aretaon, a Trojan, mentioned once when he is killed by Teucer. 
26. Agathon, son of Priam, mentioned only once, when Priam is about to go 

to Achilles and orders his sons to make ready his chariot. I 
27. Mentor, the aged friend of Telemachus. 
28. Amarynceus, King of the Epeians ; at whose funeral games Nestor once 

distinguished himself. 
29. Echephron, named twice in the OdySSf!)I as a son of Nest or. 
30. Eumaeus, Odysseus' swineherd. 
3 1 .  Philoetius, Odysseus' cowherd. 
32. Orestes. 

The generic meaning of 8io�, when it is used of a hero, is evident ; the 
question remains whether the same is true of all the epithets on Table Ill. 
Often a closer look at the use of an epithet which one had taken to be 
distinctive will show that it cannot have such a meaning. avag av8pwv 
generally coincides with the name of Agamemnon, and since Agamem
non is par excellence king of men, one comes to consider the phrase a title 
reserved for him. But in reality Homer uses the same expression for 
five other persons : Anchises, Aeneas, Augeias, Euphetes, Eumelus. It 
could conceivably be argued that Anchises and his son have exceptional 
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power as kings of the Dardanians ; Augeias, however, was only a king of 
Elis, Eumelus is a minor prince ofThessaly commanding a force of eleven 
ships, and Euphetes is named once only as a prince of Elis who gave his 
sword to Phyleus. The same meaning has been sought for KP€{WV with the 
name of Agamemnon, although the word is said six times of Alcinous and 
once each of Agapenor, Eumelus, Helicaon, Haemon, and Elephenor. 
Ebeling, clearly influenced by the idea that these epithets ought to 
signify the possession of extraordinary power, adds the following remark 
to his listing of these names : 'Hi omnes erant nobili genere orti et prin
cipes illustres.' But all the heroes are noble and illustrious. If only 
Agamemnon and Alcinous were so described, one might think of the 
extent of their sovereignty. But the others hardly stand out in the crowd 
of epic kings. Agapenor is a king of Arcadia. Of Eumelus we have already 
spoken. Helicaon is named only as a son of Antenor, the sage Trojan 
counsellor who seems not even to have been an independent ruler. I 
Haemon is named only once and then only as one of the Pylian warriors 
under the command of Nestor. Elephenor is the king of the Abantes. He 
appears only once outside the Catalogue : when he is killed by Agenor 
(..1 463) . L1T7TO-ra might be taken as a distinctive epithet of Nest or. But it is 
said also of Tydeus, of Peleus, of Oeneus, of Phyleus. The meaning 
'Sacker of Troy' was already ascribed to 7TTOAt7TOPOO<; in ancient times,! 
since in the Odyssey this epithet is given exclusively to Odysseus. In the 
Iliad, however, it is not only given to Odysseus (who has not yet sacked 
Troy) , but also to Achilles ( e  372, 0 77, (/J 550, Q 1 08) , to Oileus (B 728) 
and to Otrynteus (Y 384) . The last of these comes up only as the father of 
one Iphition, slain by Achilles. It would seem natural that a reader who 
sees Menelaus being called gavOo<; should conclude that this hero is dis
tinguished by the colour of his hair ; but leaving aside Achilles and 
Odysseus, whom Homer also describes as blond-haired, we find the same 
epithet used for Meleager and for Rhadamanthys. 

Clearly we have no grounds for trying to establish a distinctive meaning 
of these epithets by means of an adjustment of the text. They are found all 
through the Homeric poems ; and there is no reason to single out any 
one of them. 7TTO).{7TOPOO<;, for example, is intrinsically no better and no 
worse adapted to a distinctive use than is {Jaat).€v<; or {Jo�v ayaOo<; or any 
other epithet referring to some specific matter. 

It might be thought that certain epithets such as avag av8pwv, KP€{WV, 
L7T7ToTa, gavOo<;, which are used in Homer for several persons, none the less 
keep their distinctive meaning, since we find them most often used with 
a single name. Their use with other names is so rare, the argument goes, 
as not to affect the issue. The same reasoning can be adduced to justify 
the meaning 'Sacker of Troy' for 7TTOAt7TOPOO<; in the Odyssey, whatever its 

1 Aristorucus on B 278. 
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meaning in the Iliad. To answer this question, we must turn to the 
evidence of the metre. As we have seen, the fact that an epithet has 
a unique metrical value in an extensive system proves it to be traditional. 
But the fact that an epithet of a hero has a unique metrical value proves it 
to be not only traditional, I but also generic. When the bard needed an 
ornamental epithet applicable to a hero and had no distinctive epithet, 
he had to use a generic epithet of a particular metrical value ; if he knew 
only one of these, he had no choice but to use that one. Hence when 
a bard gang stories other than those of the siege ofTroy and the return of 
Odysseus, and recounted the deeds of the protagonists of those other 
stories, he would join the epithets we find in Homer to other names. The 
legend ofMeleager must have been popular with the Homeric audience : 
in the narrative of that legend it was he who received the epithet gav06<;. 
In the stories of the Seven against Thebes, Tydeus was :1T7T6Ta, and 
Polynices, gav06<;.I It is not easy to find outside the Trojan cycle a name 
of the same metrical value as that ofOdysseus so that we can imagine the 
epithet 7TTO'At7TOPOO<; being often used with it, but we can be sure that in 
the narrative of the deeds of Achilles, Homer's audience had come across 
the epithet in a far greater number oflines than those of our Odyssey, and 
that for them these epithets belonged every bit as much to Achilles as to 
Odysseus. Moreover, it is quite unnecessary to limit our consideration to 
the use of epithets with the names of principal characters. Given the 
immense number of heroes who figure in the stories of the heroic age, it is 
certain that Homer's audience had heard the majority of generic epithets 
used many times with a wide variety of names. If avag av8pwv is used of 
ten persons in the Iliad and Odyssey alone, with how many other names 
would it have been found in the wide realm of epic poetry? 

In the matter of the generic meaning of the epithet as in that of its 
ornamental meaning, we can conclude that the poet was guided in his 
choice by considerations of versification and in no way by the sense. We now 
have the alternatives of believing either that Homer sacrificed his thought 
to the convenience I of versification or that he felt an epithet used for 
more than one hero to be applicable to any hero. The use of the generic 
epithet in accordance with its measure is quickly demonstrated. 8;;0<; 
appears in the nominative with the names of twelve heroes of which nine 
are of the same metrical value : J:tXtMEJ<;, '08vuUEJ<;, J:t'AaUTwp, vrpop{J6<;, 
J:tY'77VWP, 'E7TEtYEJ<;, 'E7TEt6<;, 'EXErppWV, 'OpEUTTJ<;. The other names are 
J:tMgav8po<; (thrice) , MEVWOEV<; (once), and OlvEJ<; (once) . Against these 
five usages, we find 183 for the nine names with the metre " - -, beginning 
with a vowel. t7T7TOra is yet more rigorously limited to names of the same 

( Cf. Thebaid, fr. II (Allen), J. I : 
aUTap .; Illoy,v�1' ijpWI' �av8ol' no>.vvElI<TJI'. 
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metrical value, being said only of N£UTWP, tf>VAEVS, Tv8EVS, OlvEus, 
II'YJAEvs. KPEtwv appears in the nominative only with :4yap.£p.wv, :4ya
m7VWP, 'EAtKaWv, 'EAECP�VWP, EVp,'YJAos. gav80s is used only for MEA£aypos, 
'PaSap,av8vs, MEv£Aaos. But there is no need to cite other examples of this 
kind ; we should have to cite almost every epithet that appears on Table 
Ill. One can compare the lists of noun-epithet formulae given above 
(TE, pp. 85-6),  when it was a question of demonstrating the utility of the 
generic epithet in the nature of verse. Clearly coincidence cannot be the 
explanation of this limitation of the epithet to names of a given measure. 
Homer therefore assigned to his characters divinity, horsemanship, 
power, and even blond hair, according to the metrical value of their 
names, with no regard to their birth, their character, their rank, or their 
legend : except in so far as these things were common to all heroes. 

Except, that is to say, in so far as these things are interchangeable. 
If being 'divine', for example, has about the same value as being 'king' 
or 'horseman' or 'blameless' or 'strong' or any of the other qualities 
indicated by the generic epithet, then the poet was led by considerations 
of metre to stress one of these qualities for a given hero more than for 
another. To understand fully that generic epithets do in fact have the 
same value, we must refer to the relation between the generic meaning 
and the ornamental I meaning of the epithet. The problem of the epithet 
has often been complicated by the failure to grasp this relation clearly ; 
but it is actually simple enough : before an epithet can have a generic 
meaning, it must have an ornamental meaning. The reason is that 
a particularized epithet cannot be generic. Used for the purposes of 
completing the thought of the sentence in which it appears, it must 
inevitably imply that the quality which it attributes to the hero is peculiar 
to him. If the poet, for example, wished us to understand that a given hero 
was exhibiting his 'divinity' (Si'os) , or his strength (KpaTEp6s), or his 
royalty (fJaUtAEvs) , etc., the epithet would distinguish him as possessing 
to a peculiar degree the quality in question. This is the semantic explana
tion of the ornamental meaning of the generic epithet. The metrical 
explanation is equally neat : the generic epithet, if it is to assist in the 
making of verse, must be applicable to any hero without regard to 
momentary circumstances. Granted, then, that the generic epithet is 
ornamental, we must recognize the indifference, as we have studied it 
above, of poet and audience alike to its signification, an indifference 
which led them to consider the fixed epithet as a word adorning all epic 
poetry rather than a single line. Just as they took no notice of the limita
tion of the epithet of a hero to a particular grammatical case, so they took 
no notice of its limitation to a particular group of heroes. For them a 
generic epithet was simply one of the ennobling words of the language of 
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poetry, essential to the traditional style, but embodying an idea which 
their indifference put on the same level of importance as the ideas of 
other generic epithets. 

This feeling of the audience for the meaning of the generic epithet is 
attested by some of the illogical uses of the epithet. These uses fall into 
two categories : those in which the epithet is used with a noun which in 
most cases it can logically accompany, and those in which the epithet 
seems always to be in contradiction with the noun. In the first category 
fall, for example, XHpt 7Tax€t7]t, an expression which is usually perfectly 
acceptable, but is odd when used for the hand of Penelope (cp 6) ; and 
7TOTVta 1-'�7TJP, an expression applicable to most mothers, but surprising 
when it is used of the mother of the beggar Irus (a 5) . The examples of 
the second category come from I the transfer of a generic epithet to 
a person to whom it seems ill-adapted. In the first category the contradic
tion is between the idea of the epithet and the meaning of the sentence, 
whereas in the second it is more between the epithet and the noun it 
accompanies. Thus 8ta is a generic epithet of heroines applicable to 
most women in epic ; but when it describes Clytemnestra or Anteia, it 
seems out of place. al-'vJUUv, which is used in Homer for 24 heroes, seems 
to fit 23 of them perfectly well, but raises a question in the case of the 
twenty-fourth, Aegisthus. The same is true of the epithets in the expres
sions aVTtO€Ot 1-'V7]�P€S and )1vTtl-'axOto 8atcppovos. This latter category of 
illogical usage is of interest here, because it attests not only the ornamental 
meaning of the epithet, but also the poet's inattention to which name 
the epithet was to accompany. If the poet paid so little attention to 
the signification of 8ta when he used it for Clytemnestra, it is obvious that 
he was paying no more attention when he used it for Odysseus or for Priam 
or for Alexander, or even for that Aretaon who appears in the Iliad only to 
be killed by Teucer. Ifhe used the epithet al-'vl-'ovOS for Aegisthus with so 
little thought for the character of that villain, there is no reason to sup
pose he took any more thought for the character ofOdysseus, of Alcinous, 
or of that Gorgythion who likewise enters the poem only to lose his life 
at the hands of Teucer. One usage of this kind which has given rise to 
much controversy is 8ws for the swineherd Eumaeus. Monro saw in it 
Homer's desire to amuse his audience, although the epithet is used 1 4  

times of Eumaeus in the course of five books and at moments when the 
swineherd exhibits the greatest valour. If Monro had been consistent, he 
ought to have seen in it the poet's deliberate intention to show us that 
a swineherd can have as much worth as a man of high degree, and can 
by his courage be equally entitled to the epithet 'divine'. But such an 
interpretation of the epithet fails to take into account how little concerned 
the audience was over which noun accompanied this generic epithet. 
Homer used 8tos for the swineherd, first because Eumaeus lived in the 
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age of heroes, and second because it was the only epithet he could find, 
which, together with vr/Jop{3os (Evj-taLos would not work) , made up a noun
epithet formula I coming after the bucolic diaeresis and beginning with 
a single consonant. His audience found nothing out-of-the-way or 
ludicrous in a swineherd's being called 'divine' because it never occurred 
to them for an instant to analyse the noun-epithet formula. It is the same 
with ifpWL LJT}j-t080KWL in () 483 and tPL>'OtnoS, oPXaj-tos av8pwv (v 185, 254) . 

To finish this investigation into the meaning of the generic epithet, let 
us consider a last reproach which could be made to Homer ; that he 
sacrificed the distinctive epithet to the generic epithet. We have estab
lished, for example, that there are in Homer only 40 distinctive epithets 
of heroes as compared with 6 1  generic epithets. Hence it could be said 
that in order to make easier the composition of verse, the bards did not 
trouble to characterize their heroes, and that owing to the use of generic 
epithets most of the heroes of the Iliad and Odyssey are alike. The fallacy of 
this argument is in looking to a hero's epithets for a resume of his charac
ter. Even among the 40 distinctive epithets of heroes, few refer specifically 
to their persons. We learn the characters of men and women in the Iliad 
and Odyssey not from epithets but from what they do and from what they 
say. To make this point clear we can leave aside the audience's in
difference to the signification of the fixed epithet and concern ourselves 
with a proof of a different kind, viz., the paucity of distinctive epithets of 
heroes and peoples in the Catalogue of Ships. 

Ten of the heroes who have distinctive epithets in Homer figure in the 
Catalogue. They are Odysseus, Achilles, Hector, Ajax, Diomedes, Nestor, 
Lycaon, Amphius, and Acamas ; the number of their distinctive epithets 
to be found in the whole of the Iliad and Odyssey comes to 22. Of these 22, 
only 5 appear in the Catalogue : 7r08cl.PKT}S • • •  14XLMEVS (B 688) , Kopv()ato>.os 
"EKTWP (B 816) , Taxvs Ai'as (B 527), FEp�vws i7r7rOTa NI.UTWP (B 601 ) ,  
JIP-rPLos >'LVO()WPT}g (B  830) . Thus neither Odysseus nor Agamemnon 
receives distinctive epithets, and it is furthermore clear that the I epithets 
just quoted, with the one exception of >'LVO()WPT}g, occur only because 
the poet needed formulae of a certain length to complete his lines. 
>'LVO()WPT}g, exceptional in that it describes a hero mentioned elsewhere 
only in E 612  when he is killed by Ajax, is a vestige of an old tradition. 
What created and preserved this epithet of an unimportant hero cannot 
have been convenience of verse-making : it must have been the value of 
the detail it gives us. Its meaning therefore is particularized and not 
ornamental, and it is the only epithet in the whole Catalogue which was 
put in to describe one of the heroes who fought before Troy. 

The treatment of peoples is the same. Of the peoples who are provided 
with distinctive epithets, eight are named in the Catalogue (cf. TE, 
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p. 99) : Abantes, Thracians, Mysians, Paeonians, Phrygians, Carians, 
Trojans, Achaeans. Homer gives them altogether eleven distinctive 
epithets of which only three occur in the Catalogue : IIatovas aYKvAoTogovs 
(B 848) , Kapwv . . .  {1ap{1apocpwvwv (B 867) ,  1!{1avTEs • • •  800t, om8fv 
KOP.OWVTEs (B 542) .  But neither the Trojans nor the Achaeans receive their 
epithets. Those we have quoted clearly belong with ALVo8wp7Jg. It is 
inconceivable that these three peoples played any role in the legend 
important enough for the bards to create and preserve for them distinc
tive epithets of a definite metrical value. The presence in the poem of 
these epithets must be due to the interest of the details they give us. 
From them, as from ALvo8wPTJg, we catch a glimpse of the ancient origin, 
almost the historical origin, of the Catalogue. 

But even in these four exceptional cases, Homer is far from using the 
epithet for the sake of description, as would seem natural and inevitable 
to us. He is only including some traditional data. The descriptions of his 
heroes, the information he gives us of their characters, are conveyed by 
means other than the epithet. 

§ 3. T H E  P A R T I C U L A R I Z E D E P I T H E T 

Our investigation has led us to conclude as categorically as did Diintzer 
that the meaning of the fixed epithet in Homer is I ornamental. But it is 
important not to fall into the error, or rather into the misunderstanding, 
which was certainly the principal cause of the opposition which the 
ideas of that scholar aroused in his contemporaries. Diintzer did not 
sufficiently understand the difficulty of knowing whether the epithet is 
really fixed. Indeed, he omitted the term fixed in the formal statement of 
his conclusions (c£ TE, p. 1 24) , not taking into account that the term 
epithet by itself has been used in so many ways in the criticism of ancient 
and modern literature that it has come to mean no more than a qualifying 
adjective with a poetic ring, i.e. a qualifying adjective which by its 
signification or its use differs from adjectives of the spoken language. l  

I Brunot's definition (La Lal/gue et la pensie, Paris 1 922, 633) can be quoted here : 'Les 
characterisations sont fort souvent appliquees a des noms a l'aide d'epithetes, c'est·a-dire de 
mots ou d'expressions rapportees sans l'intermediaire d'aucun verbe copulc.' For the epithet 
in Greek or Latin poetry, there is no need to look for a more restricted meaning of the term. 
Quintilian's definition, which directly or indirectly inspired those of Hatzfeld and Darmcs
tcter and that of Marmontel (quoted by Littre) is more quaint than exact : 'Ornat enim 
<,,{8erov quod recte dicimus appositum ; a nonnullis sequens dicitur. Eo poetae et frequentius 
et liberius utuntur ; namque illis satis est convenire id verbo, cui apponitur ; itaque et dentes 
albos et humida vina in iis non reprehendemus' (8. 6. 40) .  Quintilian, as not only his words but 
also his two examples show, confounded in a single vague notion Homer's ornamental epithet 
and the particularized epithet of later Greek poetry. If we make exception for the truly 
ornamental epithet of Homer (which can be more precisely termed the fixed epithet) ,  we shall 
find that Brunot's definition is both precise and extensive enough to contain and to define the 
various uses of those words in Greek and Latin poetry which have been called epithets. 
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But, as we have seen, the indispensable condition of any interpretation of 
the epithet in Homer is to know whether it was always used in an orna
mental sense with a given epithet to the point of becoming merged with it 
in an expression of a single idea. If it was not so merged, we must recog
nize that the audience would have had an impression of it quite different 
from the one we have just set forth. 

It is precisely because of this habit of being content with an approxi
mate sense of what the epithet is that the reader can make a similar mis
take in his understanding of the epithet with a particularized meaning. 
In both cases he sees only a word which can be applied in greater or 
lesser degree to the action of the moment. One might think that the 
reader's commerce with modern I literature, by instilling in him the 
habit oflooking for a particular motivation of the" use of every qualifYing 
adjective, would guarantee his recognition of the occasions when Homer 
does deliberately choose an epithet to complete the thought of his sen
tence. But the truth is that his experience of so many epithets which do 
not dearly reveal the intention of the author ultimately engenders (as 
does any other obscure or misunderstood element in the works of an 
author) an uncertainty which soon spreads to matters which he would 
otherwise have understood correctly. The reader of Homer will sometimes 
fail to recognize the epithet used for a particular purpose because he has 
not been able to distinguish it from an epithet whose use he could not 
explain. Let us take as an example the epithet 7TOAv-rpo7Tor;, which 
describes Odysseus in K 330. In itself there is nothing in this epithet to 
distinguish it from 7ToAvp:rrnr; or 7TOAvJL�xavf. The reader has probably 
discovered some sort of particular motivation for these two epithets ; but 
his sense of these motivations will be incomplete or faulty. Consequently 
he will assimilate 7TO>'/J7"p07TOr; to these other two epithets in his mind, and 
he will look for its meaning in the same hesitant and inadequate fashion 
that he was forced to adopt in their case. But for Homer's audience, if 
7TOAVTpo7Tor; is not a fixed epithet, and we shall shortly see that it is not, it 
must have been quite otherwise. They were in no uncertainty about fixed 
epithets ; they knew by long habit which epithets are ornamental ; and so 
they must have unde.rstood 7ToAVTpo7Tor; as a word having no connection 
with ornamental epithets, a word to which they had not learned to be 
indifferent, and thus realized straightway that the poet had special 
reasons for putting it into his song. 

Where, then, shall we look for the particularized epithet ? The intrinsic 
limitations of our investigation of the fixed epithet compelled us to 
withhold judgement on a number of noun-epithet formulae and generic 
epithets, because we were unable to establish their traditional character 
by means of the system. It is among their number that we should begin 
looking for the particularized epithet, keeping in mind that we do not 
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yet know whether they are fixed epithets which have eluded our demon
stration, or whether they are particularized epithets, used for their 
signification rather than for their metre, and hence lie outside the range 
of this demonstration. What we I need therefore to discover them is 
a proof that they cannot be ornamental epithets. 

We have seen that the cases in which the ornamental character of an 
epithet cannot be determined with certainty fall into two categories ; 
cases where the noun-epithet formula is not unique, and thus escapes 
the system, and cases in which we lack sufficient examples to establish a 
system so complex as to be certainly traditional in its entirety. Let us first 
examine the cases of the first category. 

When we find two or even more epithets or noun-epithet formulae of 
the same metre used with the same substantive, we can sometimes see 
that the poet is deliberately choosing a particular word in view of the 
immediate context. It was when the poet wanted to include an adjective 
for its sense rather than for its convenience that the influence of metre 
ceased to dictate the use of an epithet of a given measure, and the poet 
chose another, even though it duplicated that measure. Consequently, 
we can regard the repetition of metrical quantities as a sign that the 
epithet has been used to complete the meaning of the sentence ; but 
a sign only, not a proof. Here many scholars have erred, failing to see that 
there may be other factors determining the use of equivalent noun
epithet formulae ; e.g. the epithet may have been an element in a more 
complex formula, and so exempt from the influence of metre ; or the 
noun-epithet formula may have been made by analogy with other 
noun-epithet formulae, which appear regularly in other grammatical 
cases, or with other nouns. These factors in traditional diction will be 
studied in the following chapter ; here we must simply be aware that they 
exist, and that consequently the particularized meaning of the equivalent 
epithet is by no means a necessary conclusion. 1 I 

Since metrical value does not offer a starting-point, how shall we dis
cover the particularized epithet ? We have two ways only of doing so. 
They may at first sight appear incomplete, but they are in practice 
adequate. They are the context and the other uses of the epithet. First 
we must consider singly the lines containing the epithets in question in 
order to establish the possibility of giving a particularized meaning to 
the epithet, remembering that the relation between the meaning of the 
epithet and that of the sentence must be such as to pertain directly to the 

I A point missed by C. Francke in his study De nominum propriorum epithetis Homericis. 
Gryphiswaldiae 1887, 1 6  ff. He likewise did not grasp the poet's desire to avoid long closed 
syllables in the latter part of the line. 
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action of the moment. It will be objected that opinions here will differ, 
and the objection has some force. But in practice, if we keep in mind the 
directness which is from every point of view the mark of Homeric style, 
and firmly exclude any interpretation which does not instantly and 
easily come to mind, we shall find that there is hardly a case where 
variety of opinion is possible. The second method, which involves the 
other uses of the epithet, will then serve to control the choice which our 
tact has made. After what we have learned of the ornamental meaning of 
the Homeric epithet, we must recognize the principle that an epithet 
used in a given noun-epithet formula cannot sometimes be ornamental, 
sometimes particularized : it must always be either the one or the other. The 
ornamental meaning of the epithet, as we have studied it in the case of 
the fixed epithet, is such that we cannot imagine in the audience a partial 
indifference to the signification of any ornamental epithet. We have no 
reason whatever to attribute to the Homeric audience the hesitation of 
understanding felt by the modern reader, as he tries to find empirically 
the motivation for the use of an epithet, without any certainty of succeed
ing in his search. True, it is conceivable that an epithet in Homer was in 
the process of becoming fixed ; for obviously every epithet was particu
larized to begin with. But that is the only kind of epithet which would 
allow of more than one interpretation, and it is unlikely in the extreme 
that any such exist in the lines of Homer. This state of transition through 
which an ornamental epithet must pass would have been short. If a figure 
is required, one could say that after an epithet had been used about 
a hundred times with an ornamental meaning I by the bards who first 
adopted it, it could no longer retain its particularized meaning. The 
chances of our observing any epithet in the course of this metamorphosis 
in the small fragment of epic poetry which we possess are almost negligible. 
Moreover, the principle thus formulated is confirmed in practice. We 
shall find that certain epithets which in several cases seem to have 
a particularized meaning, have such a meaning in all cases, which some
times amount to as many as ten or fourteen. 

Let us note the cases which we have found in our investigation of an 
epithet whose metrical value is repeated and which is used with a par
ticularized meaning. 

I. Circe, who has not succeeded in her attempt to change Odysseus 
into a pig, begs him to spare her, and in her terror she recalls the words of 
Hermes : 

� , " 0"" " \ , � ,  , , K 330 '/ ov Y OVUU€VS' €UUt 1TOI\VTP01TOS'. OV 'T€ J.I.Ot atH 
t/>a.UK€V £A€vum8at XpvuOppa1TtS' J4PYHt/>OV'TT]S'. 

The metrical values and the positions of noun and epithet are the same 
as in K 527. 
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These are the only lines in which the poet has used a noun-epithet 
formula of this type for Odysseus, but we have already observed a formula 
of this metrical value for the name of Achilles (1: 203, cf. Q 472) and we 
have seen that SdrP'AO� is regularly used when the poet needs an epithet to 
fill the line between the feminine caesura and the bucolic diaeresis (TE, 
p. 66) . SdrP'AO� therefore is the only generic epithet of a hero of this 
metrical value (cf. Table Ill) . It is thus evident that in the passage in 
question Homer did not make use of the epithet which would have come 
immediately to his mind had he not been thinking of the action of the 
moment. Finally, let us note that this epithet appears elsewhere in 
Homer only in the first line of the Ot(yssey, where it is used with avSpa and 
cannot have an ornamental meaning. 

11. The epithet SdrP'AO�, whose function in the technique of the use of 
the epithet we have just recalled, is used 5 times for Achilles, and we also 
find for the same hero 'TTEAWP'O� (twice) , which in every case is found to 
have the same metrical value as the other I epithet. Similarly, we find 
Sd4nAo� used 4 times for Hector, but in A 820 'TTEAWp,O�. As has already 
been said, we need more here than the mere demonstration of a particu
larized meaning in these three cases : either the epithet 'TTEAWP'O� is a 
generic epithet of a hero and always ornamental, or it is always particu
larized in each of the I Q  cases of its use. ( I )  It is given to Achilles in cP 527 
where the poet is telling us how Priam watched him from the walls as he 
drove the Trojan army before him. (2) In X 92 Hector will not yield to 
the pleas of his father and mother, 

(3) In A 820 when the Achaeans are suffering great reverses, Patroclus 
asks Eurypylus in desperation if he has any hope of stopping 'TTEAWP'OV 
"EKTopa. (4) Helen identifies the Achaean heroes for Priam as he observes 
them from the Scaean gate. When he asks (r 226) 

TtS T' ap' oa' aAAos l4xaws avi}p ¥s TE JUyas TE, 
;goxos l4PYEtWV KEq,aA�V TE Ka, Evp£as wf1-0V�; 

she answers him : 

(5-6) Line H 2 I I ,  where Ajax again receives this epithet, occurs in 
a passage where this hero, who is arming himselffor his duel with Hector, 
is compared with Ares, who, four lines above, has himself received the 
same epithet. (7) Ajax receives the epithet a third time in P 360 at 
a moment when, in the thick of bat tie, he bestrides the body ofPatroclus. 
(8) And finally, in P 1 74, he receives the epithet from the lips of Hector, 
who is trying to explain to Glaucus why he fled from Ajax and abandoned 
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the body ofSarpedon. (9-10) In the other two cases the epithet is applied 
to one Periphas (E 842, 847), an Aetolian hero slain by Ares. Although 
this Periphas is mentioned nowhere else in Homer, we can be certain that 
he figured in the legend as a warrior conspicuous for his size. 

There is one important fact to observe in the use of this particularized 
epithet 1T£Awp,or;. In all ten cases it falls before the bucolic diaeresis, and 
there can be no doubt that it was in great I part metrical convenience 
that occasioned its use. However, that in no way invalidates the con
clusion we have drawn. It is true that the poet needed an epithet to fill 
the portion of the line between the feminine caesura and the bucolic 
diaeresis ; but he would certainly have employed Sdc/nAor; in these cases if 
the situation of the moment had not suggested to him the other adjective. 
Although we can see in these passages the influence of the metre, we can 
see at the same time the conscious choice ofa word. Moreover, the variety 
of the metrical values of the names of the heroes described by this epithet 
is an indication that metrical convenience was not the only operative 
factor. An equivalent epithet such as /-,£v£xapp:r/r;, -1JV, for example, is used 
only with the names J4.V7"lAoxor;, 'I1T1T6voov, 'I1T1T6Aoxov, which suggests 
a purely metrical reason for their use and an ornamental meaning
a suggestion which is rapidly confirmed by a consideration of the oc
casions of its use, for example in A 303 or 'P 419. 

Ill.  The epithet 'I(}aK�u,or; is used twice ofOdysseus. Elsewhere, when 
the poet wishes to fill the portion of the line between the masculine 
caesura and the bucolic diaeresis, he uses SOVP'KAV'T6r;. The fact that 
SOVP'KAV'T6r; makes the final syllable of 'OSvu£vr; long both by nature and 
by position is not relevant here ; a long closed syllable is not avoided 
after this caesura as it is in the last three feet of the hexameter, as we can 
discover by a consideration of the lines containing SOVP'KAV'T6r; (see TE, 
pp. 65-6), 1T£7TVv/-,Evor;, and (}£O£lK£Aor;. The contexts indicate a clearly 
particularized meaning for 'I(}aK�mor;. In the assembly in {J, Leocritus 
asserts that the suitors have nothing to fear from a single man, and that, if 
'Odysseus of Ithaca' were to return, he would soon meet his death at 
their hands : 

In this line there is a strong resemblance to the other in which this epithet 
occurs : 

Here Eurymachus says that if Odysseus is truly the man he claims to be, 
he is justified in his desire to take revenge on the suitors. It cannot be 
denied that these two lines are both inspired by a common model ; but 
that is no reason for us to refuse to see the relation between the epithet 
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and 1 the verb. We should, however, refrain from finding in the epithet 
the meaning 'the true Odysseus' ; the meaning is simply 'Odysseus re
turning to his homeland'. We see here a traditional mode of using the 
epithet in a particularized sense. 

IV. tJ7TEp()VI-'-O� has often been translated by 'proud' or 'arrogant', 
a signification which is not confirmed by its use (cf. LI 365, E 77, 1jf 302, 
etc.) . But tJ7Tr:pcptaAo�, which has the same metrical value, clearly shows the 
particularized meaning given by the translation 'arrogant'. This epithet 
is used thrice for the Trojans (cf. Tpwr:� tJ7TEp()V/-'-OL, 5 times ; Tpwa� 
tJ7Tr:p()v/-'-Ov�, twice).  In each of these three cases the poet puts the word in 
the mouth of one of the enemies of Troy. ( I )  In l/J 224 it is Achilles who, 
after he has overcome the river Scamander, boasts that he will not give 
over killing the 'arrogant Trojans' until he has made an end of Hector. 
(2) in l/J 414 Athena, who has crushed Ares beneath a tremendous rock, 
tells him that he has got what he deserved for having defended the 'arro
gant Trojans' against the wishes of his mother Hera. (3) In l/J 459 Poseidon, 
to induce Apollo to quit the field of battle, recounts to him the indignities 
which Laomedon once inflicted upon them both, and expresses his sur
prise that Apollo did not join the other gods in punishing the 'arrogant 
Trojans'. (4) The epithet is used in E 881 for Diomedes (cf. tJ7TEp()V/-'-OV 
LlLOI-'-�l>r:a LI 365) in a line spoken by Ares : who complains before Zeus 
that Athena is rousing the 'arrogant Diomedes' to do battle with the 
gods. Ares himself has just been wounded by Diomedes. (5) In L 106 
Odysseus tells how he came to the land of the Cyclops : 

(6-14) In the nine other cases of the use of the epithet, it is applied to the 
suitors, four times by Odysseus, once by Penelope, and four times by the 
poet himself, and in each case there is more than the inherent wickedness 
of the suitors to explain the use of the word. In each passage there · is 
either a definite crime on the part of the suitors-the wasting ofOdysseus' 
flocks (r/J 356, � 27) ,  the plot against the life of Telemachus (l> 790) , the 
corruption of the servant girls (v 1 2) ,  the indignities suffered by Odysseus 
disguised as a beggar (v 291 ) ; or else there figures the hatred which they 
inspire in Odysseus (0 3 1 5, 7T 27 1 ,) and in Penelope (a 167) ,  or finally, the 
idea of revenge (v 373) . 1  

V .  In  y 81  we find 'I()aK'T}� tJ7ToV'T}tov, which in metre matches the expres
sion 'I()aK'T}� r:Vl>r:dAov, which likewise appears only once. But the frequency 
with which we find 'I()aK'T}v r:vl>r:tr:Aov in the accusative (5 times) shows us 
that 'I()aK'T}� r:vl>r:dAov was the form regularly used in the genitive. Thus 
we know that the poet has Telemachus use the word V7TOV'T}tOV not to 
indicate from what Ithaca he has come, but to describe the island of 
Ithaca, for the benefit of the audience, of course, rather than of Nestor. 
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The meaning of the epithet can be closely compared with that of apY'YIuT��, 
which Aeschylus uses as an epithet of acppo�, 'white foam' (Septem 60) : 
since tmoVYJtov is not regularly used in a noun-epithet formula, it would 
have drawn the attention of the audience and awakened in their minds 
a particular image. 

VI. The epithet Kvavo7TpWtPEtov� is used but once in the accusative 
(y 299) , but we know by its common appearance in the genitive ( 1 2  times) 
that it was the epithet which served regularly in the accusative. Now we 
find on two occasions another epithet of ships with the same metrical 
value : cpOwtK07Tap�wv�, which appears in the repeated line ,\ 1 24 = 

,p 27  I : 

In both lines we are dealing with the prophecy of Tiresias : in order to 
assuage the anger of Poseidon, Odysseus must make a long voyage after 
his return to Ithaca. He must go in search of a people who know neither 
the sea nor the ships that sail upon it. The epithet does not necessarily 
have an occult significance, as we seem to find in a0'YIP'YI'\Otyov ; but it was 
certainly one of the words which, in the tradition of epic song, belonged 
to the prophecy spoken to Odysseus by the old blind seer ofThebes. 

VII .  We find in a 29 ap.vp.ovo!; AlytuOow, where ap.vp.ovo!; is the only 
generic epithet of a hero with this metrical value (cf. Table Ill) ; but in 
y 309- ID  we read : 

1} TOt 0 T6V KTEtva!; oatvv Tlicpov 14pyEtoun 
P-TJTp6!; TE aTvyEpfj!; Ka, avaAKtOO!; Alytu8ow. 

VIII. 18  times we find EVKV7}P.tOE!; ltxawt, and ID times EVKv�p.tOa!; 
ltxatov!;, but .d 66-7 = 7 1-2 tI7TEpKVOaVTa!; ltxatov!;. These lines occur in 
a dialogue between Athena and Hera, who are devising a plan I to break 
the armistice. The epithet is unquestionably chosen to mark the warm 
feelings of both goddesses toward the Achaeans. 

IX. We find vfjE!; EVUUE,\p.ot 4 times in the Odyssey, twice at the begin
ning of a line ; with it we can compare vfja!; EVUUE,\P.OV!; ( 1 2  times) which 
occurs seven times in this position. But in .d 247-9, where the poet could 
have used EVUUE,\p.Ot, we read : 

1} plVETE Tpwa<; UXE06V �A8tP-Ev, Ev8a TE viJE<; 
ElpuaT' EimPVP.VOt, 7TOAtfj<; �7T' 8tv, 8aAQ,uUTj<;, 
C;cppa rOTJT' ar K' Vp-p-tV tnrtpux:rJt XEtpa Kpovtwv; 

Evidence for the particularized meaning of EV7TPVP.VOt is in fact plenti
ful : we shall see further on that an epithet placed in a line following that 
of its substantive is virtually never ornamental. 

X. We have pointed out that certain heroes, and certain peoples in the 
Catalogue, who play no more than a minor role in the legend, none the 
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less receive distinctive epithets ; and we observed that the reasons for their 
use must be sought elsewhere than in the influence of metre. In the case 
of the epithets in question we found that their survival was determined 
by the historical interest of the details they embody ; but there are other 
distinctive epithets which cannot be explained in this way ; all we can do 
in their case is to recognize that they are particularized epithets, a fact 
which accords both with their signification and with the way in which 
the poet used them. These epithets are three : rpopf3aVTo� 7TO�V1L��OV 
(8 490) , 7To�v1L��ov rpv�aK{Sao (B 705) , aY'lvop' Aa01L£SOVT' (rp 443) , 
Aao1L£SWV EK7Tay�o� (rp 452) .  

XI. Let us finally note two noun-epithet expressions for which 
equivalent formulae cannot be found, but which none the less clearly 
exhibit a particularized meaning : 1LaX7J� aKOp7JToV (Y 2)  and IIaTpoKMjo� 
SE'�OrO (4 times) . Here, as in the four cases which we have been con
sidering in the preceding paragraph, the ornamental meaning is excluded 
by the fact that we cannot explain by the influence of metre the existence 
in the tradition of distinctive epithets with the metrical values and in the 
grammatical cases of these. It is true of course that there is no hero more 
important than Achilles in the epic story, but even for him we cannot 
suppose that a formula of this I metre, containing a distinctive epithet, 
was of sufficient use to become part of the technique of the use offormulae, 
in which case the distinctive epithet would have become ornamental. 
And so with the epithet of Patroclus IIaTpoKAfjo� SE'�OrO ; it could never 
have been so helpful to the bards in their composition as to have been 
given a permanent place in their traditional language. 

What has just been said of the formulae of Achilles and Patroclus 
applies with still greater force to the epithets in the expressions ava�K'So� 
AlylaOo,o (y 3 1 0, already quoted TE, p. 1 60), IDVTa'1L�aTP7J So�o1L7Jn� 
(� 422),  and aTVYEP�V • • •  'Epul)l;�7Jv (� 326) . For the less importance these 
characters had in the legend, the more difficult it is to explain the sur
vival of a distinctive epithet by the influence of metre. 

Let us now turn our attention to noun-epithet expressions whose fixed 
character cannot be established by means of the system. Fortunately, we 
discover that cases in which it is impossible to decide the meaning of the 
epithet are fewer than one might expect. Most of the time the epithet 
does not lend itself by its signification to any particularized meaning, and 
in cases where it does, we can recognize the ornamental meaning by 
comparing its use there with its use in other lines of the two poems. On 
the other hand, the particularized epithet reveals itself sometimes by its 
signification and at other times by its position in the line and in the 
sentence. It is often easy to determine that, from the point of view of versi
fication, the poet could not derive any use from the epithet, and that 

SUlS15 M 
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consequently we must not attempt to find the motivation for its use 
in the influence of metre. 

I. We saw above that the same epithet for the same man cannot have 
at one time a particularized meaning and at another time an orna
mental meaning. It would obviously be oflittle value to cite all the cases 
in which this principle applies ; let us rather confine ourselves to indicat
ing by a few examples the possible extent of its application. If, in reading 
line X 43, where the trapped suitors attempt to flee, 

we feel a desire to see in the epithet aL1T'I)V the poet's intention to I stress 
the complete and absolute destruction of the suitors, we shall soon be 
disappointed when we look for an analogous meaning in the 23 other 
lines where this epithet accompanies o)"€Opo�. The same method will 
show us the ornamental meaning in the expressions KtMav T€ 'aO€7Jv 
(A 38, cf. I 1 5  I ,  B 508, 520) ; i€pTJv EKaTCJfL{J7Jv (A 99, cf. 1[I 146, y 144, 
� 478) ; 7To)..vatKO� 7To)..£fLOW (A 165, cf. Y 328) ; �WTP€CP€WV {Jaut)..-r}wv 
(A 1 76, cf. B 98 and especially � 63) ; 'lTtKPOV dtUTOV (X 8, cf. L1 1 34, 2 1 7, 
N 592, etc.) ; €VSfL-r}TOV� • • •  TOtXOV� (X 24, cf. v 302, X 1 26) ; etc. 

11. Let us point out first of all those numerous particularized epithets 
whose very signification rules out an ornamental meaning, since it is 
applicable only to certain members of the group. These epithets, which 
Diintzer designates by the term 'determinative' (bestimmende) , offer no 
difficulty from the point of view of meaning, being easily recognizable : it 
will suffice to mention a few of them : LCPOtfLov� ifJvxa�, a7T€p€tm' U7TOtVa, 
XPVU€Wt • • •  UK-r}7TTPWt, dy)..aa • • •  U7TOtVa, Kpanpov • • .  fLVOOV, xapt€V'Ta • • •  

V7JOV, fL€yav ov86v, aifLaTo� dV�POfL€OtO, X0)..WTOrUtV €7T€€UUt, etc. 
Ill.  The mere fact that an epithet is separated from its noun by other 

words in the sentence does not necessarily prove that its use has not been 
occasioned by concerns of versification. On the contrary, we have already 
met in the case of epithets whose use is partially independent of the 
formula (TE, p. 66) lines in which we see the fixed epithet separated 
from its noun ; thus the lines 

K 527 €Ve' 'OOVUEV� ply €PVgE odq,,>.o� wK£a. r7T7TOV� 

H 38 "EKTOpO� OPUWP.EV KpaTEpov p.€vo� i7T7TOoaP.Oto. 

We have also seen that the epithet ofZeus, for example, in the expression 
OV (TOV) dOavaTo� T€K€TO Z€V� (thrice, TE, cf. p. 78) should be considered 
ornamental. But the fixed epithet, apart from the two types of formula 
which we have just indicated, is never separated from its noun. There are 
only two possibilities : either the epithet must be part of a system of 
formulae designed to express in the hexameter a noun or a category of 
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nouns of the first importance, nouns frequently met with in epic poetry and 
thus requiring a system of great complexity ; or else it must be contained 
in a formula designed to express a I particular idea. Otherwise we should 
have to suppose for a noun which appears only rarely in the poetry a system 
so complex that it would contain not only formulae of the principal types, 
those which fall between a caesura and one of the ends of the line, but also 
types of formulae which are used rarely even with the names of heroes ; and 
these are by far the most frequent of nouns. Thus, for line A IO, 

voiiuov avu ITTpaTOV cJJpu€ KaK�v, dAEKOVTO O£ Aaol, 

vovuov could not appear so often in poetry and in such a variety of cir
cumstances that we could imagine a traditional device by which it and 
the epithet modifying it could be placed in the line in the position in 
which we see them here ; nor can we suppose that the essential idea 'he sent 
a plague throughout the camp' would be so common that the bards would 
have created a traditional formula to express it in the space contained 
between the beginning of the line and the hephthemimeral caesura. The 
only possible reason for the presence of KaK�v in this line is the particular 
desire of the poet to introduce this word into his sentence ; and therefore 
we must recognize that he wanted to say, not to be sure that the plague in 
question was worse than other plagues, but that at this time it was bad 
for the Achaeans. 

We have no reason to believe that Chryses played so important a role 
in the legend ofTroy that the bards would have invented for his name the 
device of a fixed epithet which could have been used with it and would 
at the same time complete the line after the bucolic diaeresis ; therefore 
we must translate the expression in A I I : 

OVV€Ka TOV XpvUTJv �T{fLauEv apTJTfjpa 
J4 TpEloTJs. 

not by 'Chryses the priest', but by 'Chryses, who was a priest'. 
The frequency (38 times) with which the expressions cpo..os vias, cpo..OV 

viav appear, and the positions in the lines and the contexts in which they 
appear, leave no doubt that they are simply metrical variants of vias, and 
that the epithet in this expression has the same ornamental sense which it 
has in CPLAov "'TOp. But there is no reason to believe that cplATJV was regularly 
used with 7Tal:8a whenever it was convenient-which must have been very 
rarely-to I fill the line between the feminine and the hephthemimeral 
caesurae. Therefore we must try to find the motivation for its use in A 20 
in the poet's own thought, 
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Similarly we know that the epithet in X 18, 

f3\ ' . , � . .  \ , " ' A , ..%\8 "7]p.tiVOV, aVTtKa 0 av"oS' ava ptvaS' 1raxvS' 'I" tiV, 

was designed to suggest a particular image. 

[206-J] 

We have already one proof of the particularized meaning of the 
epithets we have been considering ; where the epithet was not constantly 
used with a given noun, it could never have become indifferent to the 
audience. But we must take into consideration another sign of the par
ticularized meaning of the epithets which we have been examining, a 
sign of psychological nature and one we should regard as among the 
many various factors which determined the character of the technique of 
noun-epithet formulae. This is the fact that if between the noun and its 
epithet there intervenes another word more important than a mere con
junction or particle, the attention of the audience will momentarily 
abandon the substantive, and when it is recalled, the close union between 
the epithet and the idea of the noun will have been broken. The audience 
will no longer be solely concerned with the idea of the noun, as they were 
from the one end to the other of a formula of which the epithet im
mediately precedes or follows the noun, and consequently they will 
inevitably give more attention to the epithet, as to a word whose idea is 
important in its own right. We see then that a fixed epithet is never 
separated from its noun except in the case of those nouns which appear so 
frequently in poetry that it is certain that the indifference of the audience 
to any possible particularized meaning would be quickly formed. And so, 
in considering the mental processes of the Homeric audience, we end 
with the same conclusion to which we were led by the consideration of 
metre and convenience of versification. Here, as when we considered the 
role of analogy in the development of traditional diction (TE, pp. 7 1-3) ,  
we can see what a marvellous thing the bards I succeeded in creating. 
In allowing themselves to be guided by the material elements of the hexa
meter and by the metrical values of the words they used, and in con
stantly looking for facility in the making of verse, they created a style 
which conformed in the highest degree to the rules of thought. The 
clarity of the sentences of epic poetry is born from the very difficulty of 
rendering them in the rhythm of the hexameter line. 

IV. These cases of the separation of noun and epithet lead us to those 
in which the epithet is found in the line following the one containing the 
noun, and what we learned of the first group applies even more to the 
second. The epithet in the following line is always particularized, with 
the exception of the exceedingly rare cases of an epithet of which the use 
is almost independent : possibly S"r/J'AOS' in II 169 is the only epithet so 
used in Homer. In the first place, the close bond in the mind of the 
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audience between noun and epithet, which, as we have just seen, is 
necessary to the ornamental sense, is severed by the interruption which 
comes naturally at the end of an Homeric line-an interruption which 
does not necessarily come from a pause, although this will be the case 
with most lines, but from the rhythm, as the poet finishes one movement 
of six feet and begins another. Moreover, the presence of an epithet in 
a following line is of even less advantage in the making of verse than 
a separation of noun and epithet in the same line. The technique of 
epithets, as we have studied it, is solely designed to help the poet to fit 
a noun into a line of six feet ; once the noun has been fitted in and the line 
is complete, the epithet has no further function. To expect a metrical 
utility of the epithet in a following line, with the one exception we noted 
of the epithet used independently, we should have to assume that the 
Homeric line had not six feet, but twelve. 

Cases when the epithet appears in the line following that of its noun 
are few. We can list those to be found in the two books A and X. A I /-LijVW 
• • •  OVAO/-L€VTJV. A 37 )1pYVp6TOf • • •  E/-Ltv()f.v. A 247 N€UTWP I �SVf.rrTJii • • •  

AtYVii nVAtwv ayopTJrrJii. A 481 KV/-La • • •  7TOPCPVpf.ov. X 79 cpaayavov • • •  

xaAKf.OV, a/-LcpoT€pW()f.V aKaX/-L€Vov. X 1 23 KVV€TJV • • •  L7T7TOVpW. The last of 
these examples deserves some attention. We find the following lines I 
4 times ( (F 336, 0 480, n 1 37, X 1 23) when Homer is describing a warrior 
arming himself: 

KpaTt S' '-7T' lcp8lp.wt KVVt7JV dlTVKTOV ;87JKfiV 
'7T7TOVPtv· Sf.tvOV S£ )'6cpo<; Ka8tYrrf.p8f.V lvf.Vf.V. 

Used in this way, the epithet L7T7TOVptV is typical ofa fairly large number 
of epithets which occur in traditional descriptions. These epithets can be 
used like i7T7TOVptV with some degree of frequency, but it would be im
possible for them ever to lose their particularized meaning. What we 
have here is an image which Homer's audience liked to have evoked for 
them, and since Homer, on each of these occasions, was concerned with 
the image, L7T7TOVptV must have maintained its particularized meaning. 

§ 4. T H E  E P I T H E T  O U T S I D E  E P I C  P O E T R Y 

Let us leave the particularized epithet, and turn back to the fixed 
epithet in order to summarize its characteristics and to compare them 
with those of the epithet as it was used in later Greek poetry. These 
characteristics are essential to our understanding of Homeric thought, 
and they are few ; to be exact, four : ( I ) Fixed epithets are used in 
accordance with their metrical value and not in accord with their 
signification ; (2) they are traditional ; (3) they are always ornamental ; 
(4) they are often generic. And these four characteristics-a point which 
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cannot be too much insisted on-are interdependent. The traditional 
epithet would not be possible if the bards had not wanted them in a great 
variety of metrical values. The ornamental meaning is not possible in an 
epithet which is not traditional. And the generic meaning is not possible 
in an epithet which is not ornamental. It follows then that in any poetry 
in which the first of these conditions, use according to metrical value, is 
not met, the epithet can have neither an ornamental nor a generic 
meaning. This is as much as to say that, outside epic poetry, all epithets 
of Greek, Latin, and modern poetry are particularized and are related to 
the action of the context in which they occur. For we find that apart from 
the Greek hexameter no metrical form has had such influence on style as 
to create a traditional diction ; the technique of epithets in epic poetry, 
being a product of the hexameter, could not I be adapted to any other 
rhythmical structure ; and outside epic poetry, we find no other poetry in 
hexameters which shows such influence of the verse-form to even a slight 
degree. Since this influence could not become operative without the 
collaboration of many poets in the course of many generations, the hexa
metric style of another age could never be traditional except in so far as it 
imitated a style other than its own, i.e. that of Homer. And as we have 
seen in the case of Apollonius and Virgil, this imitation did not go far. 

To appreciate this capital and categoric fact that the ornamental 
epithet does not exist outside epic poetry, let us consider the epithets of 
several poets who used them in a notable way. 

To understand Pindar's epithets, the reader does not have to familiarize 
himself with the noun-epithet expression, as he does to understand the 
epithet in Homer ; from this point of view we are a much more satisfac
tory audience for the Theban poet than we are for the author of the 
Iliad and the Odyssey. For those who heard a Pindaric ode being per
formed for the first time expected, just as we do, an individual style in 
which each word subserved the immediate purposes of the author. Let us 
look at the epithets which adorn the beginning of the fourth Pythian. 
avSpi cpt>\M (1. I )  means 'a man who is dear to me' ; the expression means 
as much as if the poet had said Trap' av8pi 0, cpo.o, /-taL £UTLV, because 
Pindar is not recognizing a fact : he is asserting one. EVL1T7TOV . • •  Kvpava, 
(1. 2) : the ode is celebrating the victory of Arcesilas in the chariot race. 
XPVU€wV . . •  alETwv (1. 6) : since not all eagles are made of solid gold, this 
epithet is one of those we have called 'determinative'. tEpav vauov (1. I I )  : 
the island of Thera was famous for the number of its cults, which rules 
out the generic meaning of the epithet tEpa, in Homer : in the Iliad and 
Odyssey it is applied to Troy, to the Echinades Islands, to Thebes in the 
Troad, to Euboea, to Zeleia, to Onchestus, to Pylos, and to the city of 
the Cicones. As for the ornamental meaning, it cannot apply here in 
Pindar, because the epithet has clearly been chosen to underline the 
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dominant idea of the sentence and the poem : the circumstances of the 
colonization of Cyrene were sanctified from the beginning to the end. 
Kap1Toq,opOV JJ4JVa� (1. 1 1 ) :  the poet's thought is 'colonizer of Libya, 
which is I a fertile land and therefore what a colonizer would wish for'. 
Evo.p/LaTov 1ToAw (1. 13 ) : another word pertaining to Arcesilas' victory. 
Into our understanding of this epithet, if, as we have every right to 
suppose, it is an invention of Pindar, there enters another factor alien to 
the Homeric epithet, viz., the striking character ofa new word. This would 
have directed the attention of the audience to the epithet alone, while it 
made him at the same time aware ofPindar's originality. All this is very 
far from 1ToMTAa� ofoS" 'OOVUUEVS", which is found 38 times in the short 
space of the Iliad and Odyssey, and which had been used countless times in 
epic poetry which Homer's audience had already heard. Of course we 
cannot be entirely sure that in this line of Pindar we are seeing the first 
use of Evo.p/LaTov ; what is certain is that there is a large number of novel 
epithets in the works of Pindar. For anyone who wants undeniable 
evidence of this, we can point to avagtq,oP/LtYYE� (01. 2. 1 ) ,  lO1TAoKa/LWV 
(Pyth. 1 .  1 ) ,  /LEytUT01TOAt (Pyth. 8. 2),  etc. 1 But our investigation in the 
preceding chapters has not yielded a single epithet, even particularized, 
which one could venture to say is probably the creation of Homer. 
apytVOEvn /LauTC7Jt (1. 14) : the figurative meaning of the noun at once 
excludes any notion of an ornamental meaning for the epithet : Cyrene 
was built on a white hill. 

In the opening lines of The Persians, we find possibly a greater profusion 
of epithets than in any other passage of extant Greek drama. In these 
lines, the chorus of Persian old men describes Xerxes' army and gives the 
names of its leaders. We have here a catalogue which clearly reveals its 
author's memory of Homer ; but Aeschylus' use of the epithet in it could not 
be more different from Homer's in the Catalogue, in the second book of the 
Iliad. The latter, as we have seen (TE, pp. 1 52-3),  is a mere list of names 
and facts, and the epithets which appear in it are not chosen for the sake of 
description. In setting forth the constituents of the Achaean and Trojan 
armies, Homer had no notion of expressing I any judgement ; it never 
occurred to him to draw any conclusion from his list. What he was doing, 
rather like an impartial historian, was to keep his promise to give the 
names of the captains of the ships and the numbers of the ships themselves 
(B 493), and with the Trojan and allied army he acted likewise. In 
Aeschylus we find something else altogether. Already in the third line, 
the words TWV aq,vEwv Ka£ 1ToAvxpvuwv Eopavwv manifest the poet's inten
tion to describe not so much the Persian army itself, as the huge size of 
the army and the fabulous wealth of the empire that is sending it forth 

I Cf. Gildersleeve, Pindar, London 1885, p. xi, and Jebb, Bacchylides, London 1905, 62-8. 
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against Greece. And in these opening lines, the Athenian audience can 
already sense the moral idea which will dominate the play : the contrast 
between the power of the empire and its defeat. With the proper skill of 
a great dramatic poet, Aeschylus has turned all his epithets with a view 
to the realization of this idea : ava� EEP�7JS {3au/,AEvs L1apE/'OYE�S (I. 5). 
1TOAVXPVUOV crrpa'T/,as (1. 9) , 'TO 1TaAa/,ov Ktuu/,ov €PKOS (I. 1 7) ,  

0(0S' ltp.tcrrf»1S �8' It'Tpaq,plllTJS' 
Ka� Meya{U:rTJS' �8' ltcrrcll7'7TTJS', 
'Tayo� I1qJawlI, /3aUtAr,S' /3au,)..lwS' 
Urr0Xo, p.eyclAov, uOVvra, u'Tpanos 
1ToMr,S' £q,opo" 'To,o8clp.all'TlS' 'T' 
�8' l1T1To/3ci'Ta" q,o/3Epo� p.€v l8Etll, 
8£/'lIo� 8E P.clXTJII 
I/lvxr,S' Wr'\�P.OIl' 86,71" 

(11. 2 1-8) , etc. But there is no need to insist on the point, since the par
ticular purpose of each epithet is unmistakable. Let us notice instead, 
how in borrowing some epithets from Homer, Aeschylus has given them 
a particularized meaning they never had in the Iliad or Orfyssey, a mean
ing which we could even call Aeschylean ; for in them we can perceive 
the personal thought of the poet. 1TOAVXPVUO/,o is in Homer a distinctive 
epithet of Mycenae. It appears only in the genitive case in a formula 
which ends the line, 1TOAVXPVUO'o MVK�V7JS (H 180, A 46, Y 304) , and its 
ornamental function is merely to mention the possibly unique wealth of 
that city. But in the catalogue of The Persians, Aeschylus, who has already 
said 1TOAVXPvuov crrpanas (1. 9), uses the epithet again for Sardis and then 
for Babylon (H. 45, 53) . Now in Aeschylus' mind these cities I were 
indeed conspicuous for their wealth ; but the audience and even the poet 
himself were too much preoccupied with the moral implication of the 
word to give the material implication any real thought. l1Tmoxttpp.7JS 
occurs only twice in Homer, in [) 257 for Troilus and in A 259 for one 
Amythaon, a son of Tyro and Cretheus, characters who were certainly no 
better horsemen than other heroes. But when Aeschylus uses the epithet 
(1. 29), we see vividly the fiery charge of the captain going to his defeat. 
So Mazon translated : 'Artembares, sur son destrier' .  

In  ApoHonius too, Homer's fixed epithet is particularized. We saw 
that the only epithet used with the name 'I�uwv is ap�/'os borrowed from 
Homer (cf. TE, p. 24) : so if this epithet were ornamental, we should 
have a case where the Rhodian poet, like a true bard, was continuing the 
epic tradition. But it is impossible to overlook, in the two occasions of its 
use, the effect on the poet's choice of the immediate action. In i. 349, the 
epithet is used at the point where Heracles has declined the captaincy of 
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the expedition and is proposing J ason in his stead. The Demigods 
approve, and 'warlike Jason rose up right pleased' to accept the honour. 
In ii. 1 22 the epithet occurs as the Demigods are putting the Bebryces to 
flight : 'and the sons of Aeacus rushed on them, and warlike Jason 
joined the attack'. 

Apollonius was a poet of great originality, and his work, far from 
being an imitation of Homer, is an individual interpretation of the ancient 
story. We may learn more from Virgil, who deliberately set out to model 
his work on the Iliad and the Ot!Yssey, how difficult, or even impossible, it is 
for a poet, with the best will in the world, to give a truly ornamental 
meaning to an epithet. The epithets of Aeneas are : Anchisiades (once) , 
magnanimum (twice) ,  magnus (twice) , I heros (once) , bonus (twice)--epithets 
imitated from Homer (cf. TE, p. 30-I )  ; and pius ( 1 7  times) and pater ( 1 6 
times )-which are original in Virgil. The epithets borrowed from Homer 
have undergone the same change as ap�,os in Apollonius : bonus (v. 770, 
xi. 106) refers to the kindness of Aeneas, first when he speaks words of 
comfort to the Trojans who have chosen to stay in Sicily, and second 
when he grants the Latins an armistice for the burial of their dead : 
magnanimum is put into the mouth of Jupiter when in i. 260 he reassures 
Venus of the celestial destiny of her son ; and again into the mouth of 
Euryalus, who says that he could never show fear when 'great-hearted' 
Aeneas is his leader (ix. 204) : magnus is said of the hero when the poet 
describes him (x. 1 59) seated on the prow of his ship, leading the fleet 
to battle. The meaning of the epithet resembles that of irr1Ttoxapl-'''IS in 
Aeschylus. In x. 829-30 Aeneas speaks to young Lausus, whom he has 
just slain : 

Hoc tamen infelix miseram solabere mortem : 
Aeneae magni dextra cadis. 

The poet calls Aeneas heros when he answers the Sibyl's terrifying predic
tions with what we can call heroic intrepidity (vi. 103) .  Nor is even the 
patronymic Anchisiades without its particular motivation in viii. 52 1 : it 
comes at the solemn moment when Aeneas has received Evander's pro
mise of help and is about to hear thunder break the silence of the heavens 
and see revealed above him the arms his mother had promised him. 

In his frequent use of pius and pater, Virgil comes closer to Homer 
without ever succeeding fully in his imitation. When he uses these 
epithets, he never wholly loses sight of the idea of 'piety' in the one, and 
'paternity' in the other ; and his choice varies as he thinks in some places 
of Aeneas and the gods, in other places of Aeneas and men. This was 
inevitable. The epithets have no justification apart from the two ideas 
which guided the author from the beginning to the end of his work : 
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Aeneas as one who, by the will of the gods, overcame superhuman 
difficulties to found the Roman I race in Italy, and Aeneas as the father of 
that race-ancestral father, father who upheld the Trojans who followed 
him, and father as god and protector of his people. As one or other of 
these aspects of his hero comes to the fore, he chooses the appropriate 
epithet. For example, in the passage where Aeneas announces himself to 
Dido (i. 378) , 

Sum pius Aeneas, raptos qui ex hoste Penatis 
Classe veho mecum, fama super aethera notus, 

it is inconceivable that pius should be replaced by pater, because the idea 
of the sentence is Aeneas' divine mission. When he sacrifices to Juno, 
Aeneas calls himself pius in his prayer (viii. 84), and not pater. Evander, 
speaking to the body of his son Pallas, says (xi. 1 70) : 'What greater 
funeral honours could I bestow on you, Pallas, than those of pious 
Aeneas ?' And again, Aeneas is pius when he prays to the Sun (xii. 1 75) ; 
when he addresses the body of Lausus (x. 826) : 

Quid tibi nunc, miserande puer, pro laudibus istis, 
Quid pius Aeneas tanta dabit indole dignum ? 

when reluctant but obedient to the will of the gods he leaves Dido (iv. 393) ; 
when he sees his ships burning and begs Jupiter to extinguish the flames 
(v. 685) ,  etc. Conversely, he is pater, and not pius, when he is the father 
of Ascanius : the epithet has this definite particularized sense on two occa
sions (iii. 343 and xii. 440), and perhaps no example shows with equal 
clarity how far the expression pater Aeneas is from a noun-epithet formula 
such as 7TarTJp avapwv TE 8EWV TE. Again, Aeneas is pater when he enters 
Dido's hall in company with the young men of Troy and takes his seat 
on a purple couch (i. 699) : pius would have seemed strange to Virgil 
under these circumstances. He is pater when he does not allow the boxer 
Entellus's ardour to lead him to cruelty (v. 461 ) .  Here Goelzer, who 
ordinarily translates pater by 'divin', finds himself compelled to translate 
it 'paternel'. Aeneas is also pater in v. 545 when he speaks of the cavalry 
manreuvres to be executed by the young Ascanius. The meaning here 
seems to be not 'father of Ascanius', but father of his people, and especially 
of the younger generation whose destiny depends on his. The same mean
ing is found in v. 348, viii. 606, and ix. 1 72 .  

On rare occasions, it seems that the poet could have used the epithet I 
without any thought of the circumstances of the moment, as in v. 700, 
where pater Aeneas, after the burning of his fleet; wonders if he should 
abandon his plan of going to Italy ; or in v. 26, when pius Aeneas orders 
Palinurus to change course for the shores of Sicily. But even in these 
cases the epithet is far from being truly ornamental. Even if we deny any 
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relation in them between the epithet and the circumstances of the 
moment-since such a relation cannot be clearly established-there is 
still a relation between the epithet and the circumstances of the poem, 
and the reader must think of this. There is no question of the meaning we 
see in 81:0<; '08vaaEv<; or 7ToAvfL1)n<; '08vaaEv<; ; for Odysseus with his 
'divinity' and his craftiness belongs to the legend ; whereas Aeneas, with 
his 'piety' and his 'paternity' , belongs to Virgil. 81:0<; and 7TOAVfL1)TL<;, for the 
audience, describe the Odysseus of all the epic poems which sang his 
deeds ; pius and pater, for the lettered audience of Rome as for us, describe 
the Aeneas of the Aeneid. 

§ 5.  CAN T H E  FIXE D E PIT H E T  BE T R A N S LA T E D ? 

As we come to the end of our investigation into the meaning of the 
fixed epithet in Homer, a question arises : how should it be translated ? It 
goes without saying that translators in general, as we all know, tend to 
take their style and their thought from their own age rather than from 
Homer's, and for the epithet they are especially concerned to find some 
non-existent particularized meaning which recalls their own personality. 
Let us, however, consider whether it is possible to reproduce in trans
lation the true meaning of the fixed epithet. 

In fact we must recognize that it is hardly possible, because a modern 
writer cannot expect his audience to become familiar with the noun
epithet formula, and that is the essential condition for a real under
standing of the epithet. Of course we can avoid far-fetched attempts to 
invent particularized meanings such as many translators have made, 
above all translators who were themselves poets. But we thereby solve 
only a small part of the problem. For nothing can keep the modern 
reader from following his own literary I habits and looking for the specific 
motivation for the use of each epithet, and for some specific meaning to 
assign to iLl Moreover, how could we in a translation make clear the 
crucial difference between the ornamental and the fixed epithet ? Take 
lines L 502-5, in which Odysseus is boating to Polyphemus : 

KVKAW!f, aL Klv TtC; 0'1: KaTa9vTJTwv av9pcfJ7Twv 
dcp9aAfLov ELpTJTaL aHKI:AlTJv aAawTvv, 
cpa0'9aL 'OSvO'crija 7TTOAL7Top9LOV €�aAawO'aL, 
v[OV Aalpnw, ' 19aKTJL iVL OlKl' ixovTa. 

How can we render the ornamental meaning of 7TTOAL7TOp()LOV without 

I Let us quote here the remark of M. Breal (Pour mieux connaftrt Homert, Paris 1906) : 'Ces 
accompagnements traditionnels n'etaient pas seulement une ressource pour le rhapsode : ils 
etaient un repos pour l'auditeur.' The rest provided by the fixed epithet depends, of course, on 
its being truly ornamental, and on its not requiring us to ask why it was used, as we must for 
a particularized epithet. 
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losing at the same time the particularized meaning of the words of the 
following line ? We have the same problem in the scene of the quarrel in 
the first book of the Iliad : how can Kv�,aTE in line 1 22 be translated, so 
that a reader sees no irony even though the genuinely insulting phrase 
CP'AOKTEavw-raTE 7TCiVTWV comes immediately after it ? How can 8EOE{KEAE 
be translated as purely ornamental in line 1 3 1 ,  

f£� S� OVTW" aya8o, 7TEp £wv, 8EOElKEA' J4XLl\AEV, 
KAf.7TTE VOWL, 

without omitting any of the contempt of the expression 7Tcl.VTWV EK7TaYA6-
TaT' civ�pwv, which Agamemnon uses 15 lines later ? 

The mind gives up before so impossible a task. 
And furthermore what can be gained by an effort to find an exact 

equivalent for the ornamental epithet, and so to translate Homer's 
thought with the least addition of foreign ideas ? Perhaps if we did so we 
should have committed a worse error than those who draw on their own 
ideas to translate the epithet. For if the particular reason for the use of an 
epithet is not clearly indicated, the reader will be confused ; I he will 
search and find some meaning or other, and the necessary delay will 
break the rapid movement of Homer's clear sentences. The problem we 
are facing here goes far beyond the mere translation of epithets. It is the 
problem of translation in general, of the choice to be made between what 
is obscure, but literally faithful, and what is clear, but inexact. The choice 
between these extremes will always depend on the relative obscurity and 
inexactitude in each case ; and still more on the translator. 
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THE EPITHET AND THE FORMU LA 
II : EQUIVALENT NOUN-EPITHET FORMU LAE 

I .  The equivalent noun-epithet formula and the operation of analogy. 2. The 
equivalmt noun-epithet formula contained in a more complex formula. 3. Equi
valmt generic epithets. 4. Three equivalent noun-epithet formulae. 5. The uniry 

qf sryle in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

W

1TTE observes the lack of success of those who have looked to 
various cultural, religious, or dialectal differences in Homer for 
a solution of the problem of the composition of the Homeric 

poems, and expresses the opinion that the solution to this problem must be 
sought elsewhere : 'The way to the Homer analysis of the future will be 
through a history of the language of Greek epic whose author will adopt 
the fundamental principle which makes an understanding of the literary 
language of the epic possible : viz., that the language of the Homeric 
poems is the creation of the epic line." In the application of this principle 
the author has not been particularly successful, because he has not 
sufficiently understood the complexity of traditional diction and the 
special conditions of its analysis.2 But the conclusions of his essay, like the 

I Sprachliche Kriterien im Dienste der hiiheren Homerkritik, Pauly-Wissowa, 8' ( '9 '3),  2238 fr. 
• In the statement of his proposed method, Witte shows (op. cit.) that by 'influence of the 

metre' he understands conservative influence only, whereas creative influence is for him a sign 
that a line is late. However, he himself has had to recognize this creative influence by the 
presence in Homer of Ionic elements : av, the endings -a., -0." -7]" of the dative, -DV for the 
genitive, etc. In fact it is clear that everything which cannot be Aeolic is due to the creative 
influence of the hexameter, just as everything which cannot be Ionic is due to its conservative 
influence, and therefore no single element resulting from this creative influence can be 
condemned unless all such elements are condemned. Witte's arbitrary hypothesis deprives his 
examples of their value. For example, he believes Bvvap.EvoLO (with the long v), which appears 
in a 276 1Ta'TpO, p.Eya Bvvap.Evo.o and .\ 4'4 avBpo, p.Eya Bvvap.Evo.o, to be late because the same 
verb is found in other forms with a short root vowel " 7  times. But the metre requires that 
the vowel be lengthened or that the form in question be avoided altogether. The bards did 
lengthen it, and their doing so added flexibility to their diction. The forms BVvap.a., BVvav'Tat, 
Bvv�aa'To, etc., which provide the , 1 7  examples of the verb with a short v, have nothing to do 
with Bvvap.EvoLO, because their natural metrical value is not an obstacle to their inclusion in the 
line. As for the rarity of this form, it is clearly due to chance and to the fact that the need to 
use the genitive case of the present participle of Bvvap.at does not often arise. The same is true 
of 1T'TO'\.1TOp8.o, (. 504, 530). As Table I I I  shows, it is the only epithet of a hero with this 
metrical value ; given the complexity of the system of generic epithets as we see it on this table, 
the unique measure of this epithet can be regarded as a proof that it is traditional. The only 
way in which Witte could have demonstrated the lateness of the two forms Bvvap.Evo.o and 
1T'TO'\.1TOp8.o, would have been first to quote the genitive case of the present participle of a 
verb expressing the idea of 'power' and having the same metrical shape as Bvvap.EvOLo, and 
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I conclusions of those scholars who have explained the dialectal and 
artificial forms of epic language by the influence of metre, amply attest 
the soundness of the principle he lays down. We have found in the Iliad 
and the Oqyss'!Y systems of epithets and of noun-epithet formulae so 
extensive as to be explicable only by the conception of a poet faithful in 
its smallest details to a traditional diction created by bards under the 
persistent influence of the heroic line. Consequently, if we were to find 
that in some parts of the poems, or in some lines, this traditional diction is 
wholly or partly neglected in favour of other words or expressions, we 
should know forthwith that the lines in question are the work of a poet or 
interpolator of a date later than that of the author of the original poem. 
The style of a later author would be easily detectable by our not being 
able to observe the influence in it of the hexameter : our examination of 
Apollonius and Virgil has shown us that a poet whose style does not 
follow an established tradition is capable only to an infinitesimal degree 
of creating a style designed to facilitate the composition of verse. 

Such is our principle of analysis. Now let us consider the I conditions 
required for its application ; they prove to be as complex as the principle 
itself is simple. To know that a form, or a word, or an expression is not 
traditional, we must know what form, word, or expression with the same 
metrical value the poet could have used in its place. For as long as the word 
or words are not duplicated in metrical value, they can be explained by 
the influence of the hexameter. Except in the case of an expression which 
by its very nature could not be of use in the making of verse-and it is 
doubtful that any such could be found in Homer-we cannot claim to be 
so familiar with bardic diction that we could with confidence refuse to 
recognize as traditional any element which would add flexibility in 
composition. In other words, the only material to be found in bardic 
poetry which would admit the application of our principle is equivalent 
elements. When we find in Homer two or more ways of expressing the 
same essential idea in a given part of the line, by the same word or words, 
then and only then can we go ahead and see if these expressions are to be 
found in different parts of the Iliad and Oqyss'!Y, and whether there are 
parts of these poems in which these elements are especially common. 

In the course of the preceding chapters we found a fairly large number 
of elements of this kind in the form of equivalent generic epithets and 
noun-epithet formulae. I  In all probability, these are the only elements 

second, to find some other epithet in Homer which the poet could have used in the place of 
'1I'To>" '1I'op8,o. ; which is not possible. The same holds of the other examples offered by Witte. 

I \-Ve should mention here the cases noted by Franke in which a single noun has tWo 
distinct meanings and a separate epithet for each one. Thus &,vv 1iP"la (5 times) and oJ>.ov 
1ipTJa (once) are not equivalent epithets, nor are {3POTO>'OtyOV 1iP"la (once) and '1I'o>.VllaKpvv 
1ipTJa (thrice) . In the first of each of these pairs, the name refers to the god, in the second it is 
used in the figurative sense of 'war'. 
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of the language of the Iliad and Otfyssry to which the principle formulated 
can be applied with advantage, being the only elements of which the 
essential idea can be unambiguously grasped in a sufficiently large 
number of instances. Formulae of categories other than that of the noun
epithet formula express such a variety of ideas that it would be much too 
difficult to find among them a large enough number of cases in which we 
could definitely say that the poet was expressing the I same idea in 
different words of the same metrical value. The noun-epithet formula, 
however, being, as we have seen, no more than the heroic way of express
ing a noun, and being solely designed to fit the noun into the hexameter, 
perfectly fills the conditions required for the analysis of the poems which 
we propose to make. The noun-epithet formula further lends itself to this 
sort of examination in that the technique of the use of the epithet is itself 
in large part capable of analysis, so that in one way or another we are 
bound to obtain valuable results. The technique of the use of the epithet 
as we have studied it is so complex that if we find nothing in Homer which 
runs counter to it, that is, if we find no noun-epithet formulae which do 
not show the influence of the hexameter, we shall have very strong proof 
that the Iliad and Otfyssry, as they have come down to us, are, with the 
possible exception of a few lines or one or two short passages, the product 
of a time when the bardic tradition was in its full vigour. A technique of 
this sort could only have been learned by a bard taught by other bards 
and obeying implicitly, if unconsciously, the imperative of the verse
form ; and for whom a new epithet or an epithet used in an original way 
was a thing which had never entered his mind. 

§ r .  T H E  E Q.U I V A L E N T  N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A A N D  T H E  

O P E R A T I O N  O F  A N A L O G Y 

The equivalent epithets and noun-epithet formulae which we have 
come across in the course of our investigation do not exhibit in its extreme 
form the influence of metre, as do those epithets and formulae which are 
metrically unique. One expression is useful in composition ; equivalent 
expressions add no further advantage. From this point of view it might at 
first seem as if the presence of equivalent elements in epic diction were 
contrary to the very principle of the influence of metre. Diintzer, here at 
one with his adversaries, was so convinced of this that he found it neces
sary to resort to emendation in the defence of his theories (cf. TE, pp. 
1 54-5) .  At the end of this chapter we shall see that there are I noun-epithet 
formulae which appear to exclude this influence ; but on the other side, 
a large portion of the equivalent noun-epithet formulae which disturbed 
Diintzer actually attest it, and so lose their value as indices of date in 
Homeric analysis. 
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A great many equivalent noun-epithet formulae derive naturally 
from that operation of analogy which, as we saw (TE, pp. 68-74), is the 
dominant factor in the development of hexametric diction from its 
beginning to its end. It was by the association in thought of different 
groups of words that the bards elaborated their whole technique of dic
tion, creating a word, a form, or an expression on the model of an already 
existing word, form, or expression, composing a clause or a sentence on 
the model of another clause or sentence. This operation of analogy, the 
power of which is attested by each artifice of epic diction, is too powerful 
to stop once it has created a metrically unique formula. In the bard's 
mind there will always be an association between the words of one unique 
expression and those of another, and thus, by analogy, he will draw from 
two unique formulae one which will repeat the metre of an already 
existing formula. So, for example, the bards, by the effect of analogy, had 
chosen an epithet with which to compose the noun-epithet formula for 
'ship' in the accusative case following the hephthemimeral caesura and 
beginning with a vowel : EVEP'YEa vija (0 : 7 times) . 1 In the same way they 
chose the epithet 7TOVT07T6pow (2 : 2 times) , 7TOVTo7T6potm (v) ( IQ :  0 times) to 
the exclusion of any other epithet of ship with I the same metrical value. 
The purpose of this epithet was to serve, in the genitive singular and the 
dative plural, to extend a clause or a sentence from the bucolic diaeresis 
to the end of the line : 

o 704 -EKTWP SE 7TPViLJJ7J!: vEa!: iJI/JaTo 7TOJJT07T6pOLO 

g 295 £!: .I1t{3tirJv iL' £7T' "7Ja!: £EuuaTo 7TOJJT07T6pOLO, 

etc. We have already noted epithets of heroes and heroines used for a like 
purpose (TE, p. 66) . 7TOVT07T6potut serves also in another, noun-epithet
preposition formula £V 7TOVT07T6potut vEmm (r 46, 444), equally unique in 
metrical value. Now here are two epithets 7TOVT07T6pow and EVEPYEa which 
in certain oblique cases are the only ones of a certain metrical value and 
which, in these cases, do not encroach upon each other. But the nomina
tive of either one or the other can equally well serve with V7]US to make 
a subject noun-epithet formula beginning with a consonant and extend
ing from the bucolic diaeresis to the end of the line : V7]us EVEfYY1IS or 
7TOVT67TOPOS V7]us. Analogy could equally well lead the bards to choose 

I In this chapter it will be useful to indicate whether the expression is found in the Iliad or 
the Odyssey or in both. For this purpose, we shall use a colon ; the number before it will refer 
to the Iliad, the number after it to the Odyssey. Thus l'-£ya.8vl'-o, 14x(Uol (2 : 1 times) means that 
this expression occurs twice in the Iliad and once in the Odyssey. In this chapter, where we are 
dealing with the unity of style of the two poelllS, this distinction will show us how the style of 
one resembles that of the other. However, the fact that an expression appears in only one 
poem should not be taken to indicate a difference in diction, because we must not see a dif
ference of style where there is only a difference of subject (cf. A. Shewan, The Lay of Dolon, 
London 1 9 12, 37 ff.) .  
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7TOVT07TOPOS v7JVS on the model of 7TOVT07ToPOtUt V€EUUt, v7JOS • • •  7TOVT07TOP0to 
as V7Jvs EVEPYT7S on the model of EVEpy€a v7ja. And even after one of these 
expressions had been chosen, the other epithet, closely bound up with 
v7JVS, remained, ready to spring to mind at any time. So we find in 
Homer 7TovTomSpos V7JVS, ft 69, v 95, 1 6 1 ,  g 339, V7JVS EVEPYT7S, n 396, 
ft 1 66, 7T 322. 

One might suppose that an association of words producing the one or 
the other of these two expressions would be due to some single, especially 
original, poet of the Iliad or the Ocryssry. That is no more than barely 
possible ; much more probably, both formulae were in the common 
stock of epic diction, both kept there by the ever-present model of the 
formulae in the oblique cases, so that Homer learned them both from his 
predecessors. The frequency of noun-epithet formulae of this type, and 
the fact that they are found throughout the poems, seems to show that 
they cannot be considered the work of some one author of the Iliad or 
Ocryssry. Or possibly one could see in these equivalent noun-epithet 
formulae, not evidence of the time of composition, but unconscious traits 
of some one poet, who expressed himself by his I choice of one or the 
other. If we had very many noun-epithet formulae of this kind we might 
have the material for an analysis of the poems. But almost always the 
frequent use of a formula puts an end to the operation of analogy. More
over, we shall shortly have the opportunity to examine the cause which led 
the poet sometimes to choose one equivalent formula and sometimes 
another. 

Let us cite the other cases we have observed in which the equivalent 
noun-epithet formula is the natural result of the operation of analogy. 

I .  A 86 J47To,uwva 8d.CPtAOV ; the poet could just as well have used the 
epithet €KrJfJoAov which we find in €KrJfJoAov J47To,uwva ( I  : 0 time) . But he 
composed his line on the model of '08vafja 8d.CPtAOV (A 419, 473), "EKTWP 
• . •  8d.CPtAOS (Z 3 18, e 493), etc., 8dcptAOS, -OV, -E, functioning here before 
the bucolic diaeresis as an independently used generic epithet of a hero 
(cf. TE, p. 66) . 

11. A 502 Llta Kpovtwva avaKTa -- KEAatVEcp€a Kpovtwva (A 78). The 
latter of these two expressions was doubtless the one regularly used by the 
bards, as we can judge by KEAatvEcp€t Kpovtwvt (3 : 0 times) . The former 
comes partly fromLlta Kpovl.wva, a unique expression which occurs mostly 
in the formula Llla Kpovlwva 7TpoU7Jv8a (A 539, T 1 20) , and partly from 
such expressions as 'I8oftEv7ja avaKTa (B 405, K 1 1 2, T 18 1 ) ,  nouo8clwva 
avaKTa (0 8), etc. 

Ill. E 509 J47TO,uWVOS xpvuaopov ; one might have expected €KaT7JfJoAov 
which we find in EKaT7JfJoAov J47TO,uWVOS (3 : 0 times) . The expression is 
formed from }1TTo,uwva Xpvuaopov (0 256) , where EKUT7JfJoAov would not 
have fitted. 

81H81o N 
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IV. Z 205 xpva�vw� :4PTEl-'t� ,....., xpvao(Jpovo� :4PTEl-'t� ( I  533, E 1 23) . 

The former expression could have had xpva�vto� :4PTJ> ((J 285) as a model ; 
the latter, xpvao(Jpovo� "HpTJ (A 61 1 ) ,  xpvao(Jpovo� 'Hw� (0 : 7 times) . 

V. H 41  XaAKOKVTjl-'tSE� :4Xawl ,....., I-'EVEa 1TVEWVTE� :4Xatol (r 8, A 508) . 
The second expression must have been the regular one : it occurs in the 
accusative at n 364. The first expression comes from a mixture of 
EvKVTjl-'t8E� (-a�) :4Xatol (-ov�) (3 1 : S times) and :4xatwv XaAKOXtTWVWV 
(27 : 2 times) . 

VI. B 1 6 1  L1avaot Taxv1TW�Ot ,....., I-'Eya(JVf.l.Ot :4Xawl (2 : I times) ; from 
LlavaWv Taxv1Tw�wV (9 : 0  times) and I-'Eya(JVf.I.Ot 'E1TEtol (2 : 0  times), I 
I-'Eya(JVf.l.O� :4�vwp (N 598) , AlTW�WV I-'Eya(Jvf.I.WV (2 : 0 times) , etc. 

VII. K�VTO� 'Evvoalyato� (8 440, 1 362, 8 1 3S, 5 10, 0 1 84, E 423, , 
326) '" KPElwv 'Evoalx(Jwv ( 8  208, N 1 0, 2 1 5, 8 ISO, f/J 435, E 282, 37S) . 
The former expression is from K�VTO� :4I-'CPtMEt� (I: 6 14) ,  K�VTO� '11T1TO-
8cil-'Eta (B 742),  etc. + yat�oxo� 'Evvoalyato� (3 : 1 times) ; the latter is from 
KPElwv :4yaI-'EI-'VWV (26 : 1 times) , KPEtWV :4ya�vwp (B 609) , etc. + IIoaEt-
8ciwv Evoal X(Jwv ( 1 3 :  1 0  times) . 

VIII. ZEV� TEp1TtKEpaVVo� (M 252, n 529, � 268, p 437) ,....., VECPE�TJYEpETa 
ZEV� (22 : 8 times) . Obviously it was the second expression that was regu
larly used. The epithet in this expression provides the metrically unique 
L1 tO� VECPE�TJYEpETao (6 : 0 times) . The first expression was suggested by the 
dative L1tt TEp1TtKEpaWWt (4 : 8 times), in which case the epithet is also 
unique in metre. 

IX. N 1 28 :4(JTJvalTJ �aoaaoo� '" :48TJvalTJ KOVpTJ L1tO� (f3 296, v 1 90) . The 
first of these is modelled on :4PTJ� �aoaaoo� (P 398) , "Ept� • • •  �aoaaoo� 
(Y 48) , �aoaaoov :4l-'cptapaov (0 244), etc. ; the second on KOVPTJ L1tO� 
alytoxotO (3 : S times) . 

X. H 23, 37, II 804, Y 1 03, 8 334, ava� L1tO� vio� :41ToMwv "" ava� eKcl.
EpyO� :41ToMwv (0 253, f/J 461 ,  (J 323) . The latter expression, containing the 
distinctive epithet of the god, is undoubtedly the older; the former derives 
from A TJTOiJ� Kat L1 to� vio� (A 9) , L1 to� viov e KTJf30�OV :41ToMwva (A 2 I ) ,  etc. 

XL I: 234 1TOSWKTJ� (Ei1TET') :4XtMEv�, where the poet could have used 
1TOSapKTJ�. 1T08cipKTJS' is only found in the nominative, in the expression 
1T08cipKTJ� sro� :4XtMEv� (2 1 : 0 times) ; in the oblique cases we always find 
1TOSWKEOS' AlaKt8ao (8 : 2 times), 1T08wKEa IITJ�Elwva ( 1 0 :  0 times) , and (of 
particular relevance here) 1TOSWKEO� aVT' :4Xt�i7o� (Y 89) . It is clear that 
with a model such as this last expression it would be more than natural 
for a poet to think of 1TOSWKTJ� rather than 1T08cipKTJ�. 

XII. I: 6 16  (KaT') OV�VI-'1TOV VtCPOEVTO� '" alY��EvTO� 'OAVI-'1TOV (2 : I 
times) . The second expression was regularly used. The first was created 
from opEa VtcpoEVTa (8 227, T 338) + KaT' OV�VI-'1TOV 7"OS' iKcl.vw (-Et�) 
(2·0 times) . 

XIII. Y 79 �aoaaoo� • . •  :41ToMwv, where EKanjf3o�o� might have been 
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expected (we find €KaTTJf3oAov 3 :  1 times) . Here is the same association of 
words as with :4(JTJvatTJ AaoaaooS' I (N 1 28) . AaoaaooS', said of four gods, 
can be considered a generic epithet of the gods. 

XIV. X 2 1 6  futcptAE cpatStl-" 2tXtAAEV -- (JEOLS' EmEtKEA' :4XtAAEV (5 : 1 
times) . The latter expression is regularly used ; the first derives from 
cpatStl-" :4XtAAEV (4 : 1 times) +SdcptAoS', an independently used generic 
epithet of heroes (cf. the first of these examples, :47ToAAwva SdcptAov) . 

XV. tp 1 68 I-'EYci.evl-'oS' :4XtAAEVS' -- 7ToSaS' WKVS' :4XtAAEVS' (29 : 0 times) . 
The latter expression is used ordinarily ; the former recalls I-'Eya(JVl-'oS' 
:4yr}VWP (2 : 0 times) , I-'Eya(JVI-'0t :4xa£ot (2 : 1 times), etc. 

XVI. r 8, 11 508 I-'£VEa 7TVEtOVTES' :4xatol -- Llavaol. (JEpa7ToVTES' J:1PTJoS' 
(4 : 0 times) ; the former expression is built from a generic epithet, cf. 
I-'€VEa 7TVEtOVTES' J:1f3aVTES' (B 536) ; the latter comes from (JEpa7TovTES' JtPTJoS', 
an epithet of the two Ajaxes, and doubtless of any group of heroes 
(8 79, K 228), +Llavaot, often used alone here before the hephthemimeral 
caesura (5 : 1 times) . 

XVII. f3 433 LltoS' yAaVKcfJ7TtS£ KOVpTJ£ -- Ll£oS' KOVpTJ£ I-'EyaAmo (4 : 3 
times) . We can infer from its frequency that the second of these was the 
one regularly used ; the first is a blend of it and of yAavKWmSt KOVpTJt. 

XVIII. S 1 43 'OSvaafjoS' I-'EyaA�TOpOS' -- 'OSvaafjoS' TaAaatcppovoS' ( I : 1 2  
times) . The frequency of the latter expression indicates that the distinc
tive epithet was ordinarily used ; the former expression recalls formulae in 
which I-'EyaA�TOpOS' appears as a metrically unique generic epithet of 
a hero (cf. Table Ill) ; OlvfjoS' I-'EyaA�TOpOS' ( I : 0 time), Ai'aVToS' l-'eyaA�
TOPOS' ( I : 0 time), I-'EyaA�TopoS' :4AKtVOOtO (0 : 7 times) , etc., and especially 
the formula used in the dative, 'OSvaafj£ I-'EyaA�TOpt ( I  : 3 times) . 

XIX. S 1 73 'OAVI-'7TWS' Evpvo7Ta ZEVS' -- 'OAvl-'moS' aaTEp07TTJ�S' (3 : 0 
times) . The first expression comes from Evpvo7Ta ZEVS' (9 : 7 times) + 
'OAVl-'moS', which is used alone as the name of Zeus before the bucolic 
diaeresis ( 1 3 :  2 times) ; the second is formed after the dative ZTJvl. • • • 

aaTEpo7TTJTfjt (H 443) .  
XX. S 578 VTJvatv EtU1]£S' -- VTJvat (Jofjta£ (3 : 1 times) . The first expression 

is modelled on vfjaS' £taaS' (8 : 3 times) ,  VTJ0S' EtU1]S' ( I : 4 times) , etc. ; the 
second on (Joas E7TL vfjaS' ( 1 5 :  0 times) , vfja (Jo�v (2 : 23 times) , etc. 

XXI. (J 520, v 1 2 1  I-'Eya(Jv,.,.av :4(J�VTJv -- yAavKwmv :48�VTJv a 1 56. I The 
latter expression is formed from yAavKwmS' :4(J�VTJ (28 : 5 1  times) ; the 
former, like I-'Eya(JVl-'oS' :4X£AAEVS', is from I-'Eya(JVI-'0£ :4xatot (2 : 1 times) , 
I-'Eya(JVl-'oS' :4yr}vwp (2 : 0 times) , etc. 

XXII. ° 1 33 KapTJ gav(JoS' MEV€AaoS' -- f3o�v aya(JoS' MEV€AaoS' ( 1 3 :  8 
times) . The latter expression is formed in the ordinary way with the 
generic epithet ; the former comes from gav8oS' MEV€AaoS' ( 1 3 :  5 times) + 
KapTJ KOI-'OWVTES' :4xatol (2 : 1 times) . The formation of this expression thus 
matches that of XaAKOK�l-'tSES' :4xatot (H 4 1 ) ,  quoted above. 
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XXIII. 0 420 Kot�'Y/t TTapa v'Y/t (at the end of a line)-- TTapa v'Y/L J-LE�atv'Y/t 

( I : 4 times) . The latter expression is modelled on v'Y/L J-LE�aiv'Y/t (8 : 16  times) , 
vija J-LE�atVaV ( I :  1 4  times), etc. ; the first is modelled on Kot�a� fTTL vija� 
( I 3 :  I times) , Kot�'Y/t TTapa v'Y/L J-LE�a/'v'Y/t (0 :  2 times), etc. 

§ 2. T H E  E Q.U I V A L E NT N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U LA C O N T A I N E D  

I N  A M O R E  C O M P L E X  F O RM U L A  

Three successive stages can be  distinguished in  the development of the 
technique of noun-epithet formulae : in the first, the influence of metre 
has not yet brought about the adoption of the unique noun-epithet 
formula ; in the second it has done so ; and in the third, the association of 
unique formulae has created a superabundance. The noun-epithet 
formulae which we have been examining above belong to the third stage ; 
other traditional equivalent formulae, those which cannot be explained by 
the operation of analogy, belong to the first. For example, the expressions 

" " f .1# ' "  " " t ./� , " EptaVXEVE� tTTTTot -- V'I''Y/XEE� tTTTTOt, EptaVXEva� tTTTTOV� -- V'I''Y/XEa� tTTTTOV�, 
if they are traditional, must fall into the first category, because, since 
they have the same metrical value in all grammatical cases, and resemble 
neither each other nor any epithet of horses, their existence implies two 
original and independent creative acts. We do not yet know whether 
the equivalent noun-epithet formulae which we have still to consider 
should be attributed to this first stage in the formation of epic diction ; 
it may be that they are the personal creations of the poet or poets of 
the Iliad and the Ot(yssry. But we must assume this first explanation in 
order I to discover whether traditional formulae of this sort will reveal 
any features by which we can recognize them for what they are. 

We find such features immediately, and they show us how it is that 
a certain portion at least of the formulae we have been studying have 
escaped the tendency of the bards to preserve only one unique formula 
for each need. The answer lies in a psychological fact : the habit of using 
a definite group of words containing a noun-epithet formula has often 
been so strong with the bards that the epithet contained in this group of 
words has been exempted from the constant simplification of the technique 
of the use of the epithet. We shall take one of the most obvious examples. 
We find in Homer the expression '08vaija TToA.Jcppova (0 :  5 times) which is 
metrically equivalent to '08va�a 8atcppova ( I :  4 times) . 8a/'cppova being 
a metrically unique generic epithet of a hero (Table Ill) ,  it is evident 
that from the point of view of versification, the bards could have used it 
quite as well as TToA.Jcppova. And the epithet would in all likelihood have 
disappeared ifit had not been part of the whole-line formula 

a 83 = � 424 = v 239 = 4> 204 vOaTfjaat } '0'" � \ '.I. • � .." � , oV!TTJa TTOI\V'I'pova ovoE OOftOVOE. 
v 329 Vf)O'7''Y/O'EtV 
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The existence of the formula 'OSvuija 7TOAvcPpova in Homer is then by no 
means a negation of the influence of metre ; on the contrary, it bears 
witness to the severe conditions imposed by this influence on any 
equivalent formula which was to keep its place in the system ; and it 
shows us how the language of heroic poetry, created by the heroic hexa
meter, was handed down from one generation of bards who heard and 
remembered it to the next. 1 

Nowhere else in Homer do we find an example as clear as this one, in 
which the expression is preserved in a more complex I formula and can 
easily be used in isolation by analogy. We can even suppose the existence 
of equivalent formulae preserved in a traditional expression which are 
impossible to distinguish because the expression appeared only once, or 
even not at all, in our texts. But before we go on to cases of that kind, let 
us point out the other examples of equivalent formulae, clearly preserved 
because of their presence in more complex formulae, which our investiga
tion has yielded. 

1. We find Llavaov, ()Epa7Tovra, Jip7]o, in H 382 ('"" fLEVEa 7TvElovra, 
.itXa,ov, ; cf. fLevEa 7TVEloVTE, .itxa,ol, r 8, A 508) . But it is in the nominative 
case that we find the more complex formulae which enabled this formula 
to remain in use. With the exception indicated, in fact, the noun-epithet 
formula in question appears only in B I IQ = Z 67 = 0 733= T 78 : 

We have already seen that this equivalent formula was created by 
analogy with other unique noun-epithet formulae. Thus we can trace 
its history from its first appearance to the moment when it was used by 
Homer, and we see that the traditional diction which brought it into 
being was also responsible for its preservation. 

11. €ptyOOV7TO, 7TOU'S' "Hp7]s (4 : 3  times) , 'OAvfLmo, aaTEpo7T7]T�S (3 : 0  
times) . This formula is found five times out of seven in a line expressing 
a wish : 

8 465 = 0 1 80 OVTW VVV ZEV!> 8d7], Eply3oV7TO!> 7T6ut!; "Hp7]!> 
o 1 1 2 w, TO. Zev!> TEMuE.EV, Iply3ov7To!> 7T6uL!> "Hp7]!>, 

or calling Zeus to witness : 

H 41 I opK.a 3£ Zev!> LUTW, 
K 329 LUTW VVV Zev!> a�T6!>, 

} , , � ' ''H epLYooV7TO!> 7TOU.!> P7]!>. 

I This was how the Aeolic prefix <P" survived along with Ionic ap" . Not only the bards' 
habit of using epithets with the Aeolic prefix, but also their sense of the formula which con· 
tained such epithets, protected the prefix here from their tendency to keep only those elements 
of the M�,<; �£V'K� which differed metrically from the corresponding Ionic forms. Thus 
<plTJPo<; generally occurs in the line· end formulae 'plTJpo<; £'Taipo<; ( 1 : 0  time), 'plTJ"'<; £'Taipo, 
(4: 6 times), EplTJpa<; E'TalpOV<; (I : 8 times) . The other uses are E'Tapov<; EplTJpa<; (r 47), EplTJpov 
ao,Sov (0 : 3 times) . Ep,avX£V£<; appears only in the formulae E/l,aVX£v£<; imro. ( 1 : 0  time), 
<p,avx£va<; i1T1TOV<; (4 : 0 times) ; etc. 
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The other two lines give us a striking insight into the close relation 
between the noun-epithet formula and the idea of prayer. In both of 
them the idea of a wish, even though it is not made explicit, was still very 
much in the mind of the poet. In N 153 Hector speaks of the Achaeans : 

And in II 88, Achilles gives Patroclus permission to enter the battle : 

£l SE K£V aJ 'TO& 
SW7J& riSoS" clpJuOa& tpt,,80V1TOS' 7TlxnS" "HP7JS", 
p..q aV y' u.v£v8w £p.£;;o >'l.Aal€uOa& '7ToA£p.tC£w. 

Ill. V1]0S" • • •  &),&XTJPETJ-t0&O '" V7]oS" KVaVO'7TpW&po&O (3 : 9 times) . The first 
of these occurs twice : 

vour/Jl.uap.7Jv } , \  \ "  � \ , 
t� '18aK7JS' 

£'7T& V7J0S' &WV OO"&X7Jp£'Tp.DW. 

IV. In the two cases, where Athena is called J-tE,,&'8vJ1-Ov (,..,., ,,),avlCW?rw, 
cf. above TE, p. 1 79), we find the formula in the expression 8&<1 J-tEy&.8vJ1-Ov 
.:4lh]V7]v (8 520, v 1 2  1 ) • 

V. ZEVs TEP'7T&ICEpaVVOS" ('" VEt/>E),7J)lEpbaZEvS", 22 : 8 times, cf. TE, p. 1 78) 
appears three times out of four in a preposition-conjunction-noun
epithet formula : 

M 252 t'7T� 8E } \ , 

I:. 68 
' � \ Z£vS' 'T£P'"&K£pavvoS". 5 2 = p 437 £v OE 

VI. The poet's choice between the two formulae POW'7T&S" '7To.TV&a "HPTJ 
(1 1 :  0 times) and 8Ea AEVlCwAEVOS" "HpTJ ( 19 : 0  times) seems to have been 
determined by a whole series of associations. Thus we find 

A 595 = tP 434 �S' tPa'TO, p.£t87JUEV 8E 8£0. A£VKWAwoS' 
"HP7J 

E 767 ",; 8 381 = E 277 = 0 78 �S" EtPa'T', ova' o.'7Tt87JUE 8Eo. AwlCw),woS' 
"HP7J 

A 551 = A 50 = II 439 = E 360 = 'TOV 8' �p.£t{J£'T' E'7TE&'Ta {Jo/mm '7To'TV&a 
Y 309 "HP7J. 

VII. The same i� true of ap1J&o& VCES" .:4 Xa&WV (7 : 0 times), EVKV1}P.WES" 
.:4xa&ol ( 1 7 :  1 times). On the one hand we have 

A 800 = II 42 = E 200 TPWES", o.va'7TVE11uwu& 8' o.p7}&O& vt£S" 
J4Xa&Wv 

Y 3 17  = tP 376 lCawp.EV7J, KaUuU& 8' o.p7}w, VtES' J4xa&wv 

and on the other 

KEKAwE p.£V, TpW£S' Ka� tVICV'lJP.&8ES' 
J4xawt 

. . .  cL\,\m lvlCV'lJp.i8ES' J4xa&ot. 
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In the case of other equivalent formulae we cannot I distinguish with 
certainty the group or groups of words which may have determined 
their survival. It may be that chance alone has deprived us of the evidence, 
or, more likely, that the formulae are associated with a great many 
expressions. But since positive proof is impossible here, we can try nega
tive proof: we can ascertain whether these metrically equivalent expres
sions are proportionately more common in one of the two poems, or some 
one part of either of them. If this attempt fails, we shall know with cer
tainty that associations of words alone have determined the choice in the 
mind or minds of the one or several poets of the Iliad and 04Jssey. 

I .  1TOAvc/JAotCT{10LO 8aM.CTCT'T/S' A 34 B 209 Z 347 1 182 N 798 tp 59 
8aM.CTCT'T/S' dJpV1T6pow 0 38 I 

1ToAVc/JAol.cr{10LO 8aM.CTCT'T/S' v 85, 220 

11. dg'L Sovpt L1 490 E 73, 238 A 95, 42 1 N 542 
eYX£L p.aKpwL E 45, 660 

Ill. S6pv XrtAK£OV N 247 
S6pv P.dAWOV E 694 

II 346, 608 
II 1 1 4, 8 14  

S6pv xaAK£ov K 162 ,  164 
36pv P.£LAwov cP 1 78 

N I 77 

II 862 

IV. In order to be as precise as possible in our investigation, we shall 
omit for the expressions P.£lA,voy EYX0S' ""' XciAK£OY EYX0S' those lines in 
which the equivalent formula is clearly the product of an association 
of words : 

N 184 = 404 = 503 = II 610  = 

P 305 = 526 
0 282 = 1T 40 

ciAA' <> P.€V aVTa lSc1v �A£vaTo XaAK£OV 
€YX°S' 

wS' apa c/Jwv�CTaS' ol ESlgaTo XaAK£OV 
€YX°S'· 

The alternation of the two expressions will then be : 

xrtAK£ov eyx0S' r 3 1 7  L1 481 E 620 

P.£lAWOV €YX0S' Y 272 cP I 72 
cP 200 

X 293 

V. 1T£PLKAVTOU 'Hc/JatCTToLO 8 287 w 75 
1ToMc/JpovoS' 'Hc/JatCTToLO 8 297, 327 
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iAlKWTTE, (-as') :4.xawl (-ov,) A 389 r 234 
ifpw£, (-a,) :4.Xawl (-ov,) M 165 N 629. 0 2 19. 230 

i/o.{KWTT£, (-a,) :4.xawl (-ov,) n 569 P 274 
ifpw£, (-a,) :4.xatot (-ov,) 0 261 .  702 T 34. 4 1  

iAlKWTTE, (-a,) :4.xawl (-ov,) Q 402 
ifpw£, (-a,) :4.xawl (-ov,) a 272 W 68 

VII. €ptavx£v£, (-as') tTTTTOt (-ov,) K 305 A 1 59 P 496 1: 280 
vtPTfX££, (-a,) t'TT'TTOt (-OV,) E 772 

€ptaVX£V£, (-a,) tTTTTOt (-OVS') ljf I 7 1  . 1  
vtPTfX££' -a, t7TTTOt (-OV,) ljf 27 

Little need be said of the distribution of these formulae in the different 
parts of the two poems. It is only too obvious not only that does it not 
corroborate any theory of analysis hitherto advanced, but also that it 
could not support any analysis whatever. 

§ 3.  E QU IV A LE N T  G E N E R I C  E P I T H E T S  

Equivalent generic epithets, too, have been preserved in epic poetry 
by the association of words : in their case, it is the nouns they accompany 
which have assured their preservation. Afterwards these epithets could in 
their turn be used by analogy with other nouns, and even with nouns 
which themselves were the cause of the preservation of some other epithet. 

To ascertain the circumstances which have determined the choice of 
the equivalent generic epithet, we shall take under investigation the 
most common and at the same time the most important of the groups of 
equivalent epithets exhibited in Table Ill. This is the group aVTUJ£oS' � 
av8pO(p6voto � LTTTTo8rlpmo -- 'tcfihf-U>S', when these epithets are applied to 
persons. This group is particularly worthy of study in that all four 
epithets have the same metrical values in every grammatical case. 

We observed that every epithet must originally have been particu
larized. By the same token, it must at some time in its existence have been 
distinctive. In order to become ornamental, it must at some point have 
been constantly used with one noun. Later, when it had become purely 
ornamental and the poet hardly gave thought to its signification, it 
could be applied to another noun by a process of analogy in which its 
signification played little part. We can see this transformation of the 
generic epithet in the use of av8pocp6voto. This epithet, which occurs only 
in the genitive singular, is used with three names : J1p£oS' (3 : 0 times) , 
"EwropoS' ( 10 : 0 times) ,  AVKOVPYOV (Z 1 34) . We have no way of knowing 
for sure whether the epithet began as a qualifier of the god or of the 
Trojan hero. But in any case, Hector must have been I the first hero to 
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receive it, and in the thought of the poet or poets of the Iliad he was the 
hero with whose name it was almost exclusively associated ; so that we 
are almost tempted to classify it as a distinctive epithet and to consider its 
occurrence with the name of Lycurgus an exceptional effect of the opera
tion of analogy. But it makes little difference : for this one usage with the 
name of another hero to have been made, the epithet must have reached 
a point where its use as an epithet of Hector can be described more as an 
unconscious habit of the poet than as a tie between the signification of the 
epithet and the role of the hero.! 

We do not know the origins of L7T7To8cipmo and avnO€oto, but we find 
that Homer's choice of the one or the other is ordinarily decided by 
which hero he is speaking of, or by whether he is using a more complex 
formula containing the noun-epithet expression. Thus we always find 
aVT{OeO!) for Odysseus : 

'OSVCTcrijO, • • •  avn(NOLO 
avTtOlov 'OSvafjo, 
avTLfUwL 'OSVcrijL 

for Sarpedon : 

avnOlwL Eap7T1JS6vL 
aVT{OEOV Eap7T7}S6va 

S 741 ,  T 456 
v 369, 1> 254 
A 140, a 2 1 ,  f3 1 7, � 33 1 ,  v 1 26, X 29 1 .  

E 629, n 649 
E 663, 692, Z 1 99, M 307 

for the Polyphemi, both the Lapith and the Cyclops : 

for Menelaus : 

0 5 18, W 1 16 
and for the Lycians : 

n 42 1 ,  M 408 I 
L1T1To8ci,uno is always chosen for Diomedes : 

for Castor : 

KaaTopa (0') t1T1T6Sap.ov 

and for the Trojans : 

E 415, 781 ,  849, H 404 = I 5 1 = 

7 I I ,  e 1 94, y 18 1 

r 237 = " 300 

TpwmaL (P.EO') t1T1TOSrlp.OL, H 36 1 ,  e 525 
TpWCTiv ('1>') t1T1TOSrlp.OL!) e 1 IO  

Lt 352 = T 237 " , . ,  { 'yelPOP.EV ofov .:'4p1Ja 
.Cl 5 16 = T 318 Tpwaw E1> L1T1ToSap.oLaL(v) ./.. ' \ ,� "A 
U 'f'EpEW 1TOllvoaKpvv np1Ja. 

I The same can be said of ..::1.1 !,-fj'T'v <i'TaAaV'Tos. This epithet four times qualifies Odysseus, 
and seems to mark his ingenuity : er. 1TO;\.V!,-1j'TIS. But it is also found twiee with the name of 
Hector in a formula of address (H 47 = A 20e). 
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And it is the only epithet for the formula : 

B 23, 60 J4TP£O, } 
LI 370 Tv8£0, vU 8alc/>povo, l7T1TOOap.oLo. 
A 450 'I��auov 

In two cases only does Homer use either avnO£ow or i��osal1mo with 
a name elsewhere qualified by the other of these two epithets or by 
av8poif>6vow or lif>et,.,mo ; but given the number of unimportant heroes who 
receive these epithets, that must be partly chance. The two exceptions 
are "EKTOPO, aVDpoif>6voLo ( I Q :  0 times) ,...., "Ewropo, i��oDa,.,mo (5 : 0 times) ,  
and avrtOEo, epaCTVI-'�D7}' (IT 32 I ) ,  epauVl-'�DEO, i��osap,ow ( 1 0 :  0 times) . 
What led the poet to abandon the almost distinctive epithet of Hector, 
as well as the epithet he had already used for Thrasymedes, was the 
proximity in his mind of formulae like 

(8:0 times) LlLOP.�8EO' } 
(2:0 times) J4VT�vopO, , I> ' 
(P ) 'v ' 

L��ooap.ow. 
24 I. �EP1JVOpO, 

(y 1 7) N£UTOPO, 

One might think it possible to find in some one part of the Iliad 
a marked preference for one or the other of the two expressions for Hector. 
A study of their distribution will show that this is not possible. 

"EKTOPO, av8poc/>ovow A 242 1 35 1  II 77, 840 P 428, 6 16, 638 
"EKTOPO, l=o8clp.OLO H 38 II 7 1  7 

"EKTOPO, av8p0c/>oVOLO 
.. EKTOPO, l��08ap.ow 

I 1 49 Q 509 
X 16 1 . 2 I I  Q 804 · 1 

The epithet iif>0LI-'0' (-ow, -ov) appears only five times with the names 
of five heroes, hence we cannot know for sure whether associations of 
other words were responsible for its use. It is also very likely that the 
spondaic measure of this epithet, which distinguishes it from its three 
equivalents, enabled it to survive : five of the six times it is used to describe 
a hero, it occurs at the beginning of a line. For this epithet, and also for 
the several occurrences of avrdNow and i��osal-'oW, in which the associa
tion with the name of a definite hero is not clearly indicated, it will be 
advantageous to look at the distribution throughout the poems, in case 
some sections show a marked preference for one of them. We have 
accordingly omitted from the following chart the several occurrences of 
the four epithets which clearly derive from an association with a par
ticular name. 

aVTl8EO" -0£0, -WL, -av, -OLUL r 1 86 LI 377 
l��o8clp.OLO Z 299 
ic/>8LP.0" -0£0, -ov, -wv E 695 
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dIlTi(Jw�, -aLa, -WL, -all, -OLaL 1 623 K 1 1 2 N 79 1  
{7T1rOoafl-0£o :3 10 ,  47:� 
rcp(JLfl-O�, -aLa, -011, -WII .!I 290, 373 

dIlT{(J£O�, -0£0, -WL, -011, -OLaL :3 322 

;:cp(JLfl-O�, -0£0, -011, -WII 

dIlT{8€0�, -0£0, -WL, -011, -OLaL Q 257 

;:cp(JLfl-O�, -0£0, -011, -WII 

II 32 1 

0 547 P 554 

tp 5 1 1  

' 241 7J 146 " 3°8 g 182 0 237 

As we have done on the preceding pages, when we examined the 
distribution of alternate equivalent formulae, so here we need do no 
more than point out the obvious impossibility of inferring from it any 
theory of analysis whatever. 

§ 4. T H R E E  E Q,U I V A L E N T  N O U N - E P I T H E T  F O R M U L A E  

Of all the equivalent noun-epithet formulae which have appeared in 
the course of our investigation, there remain three only in which the 
epithet cannot be at once explained by the operation of analogy or by the 
association of words, or is not sufficiently frequent to allow the negative 
test of distribution. This means that we have found in Homer three cases 
only which do not reveal themselves I as the natural products of the 
conditions governing the creation and the conservation of epic diction. 

I. II 2g8 UT£P07T'YfY£P€-ra Z£V, ......., VECPEA7JYEplra ZEV, (22 : 8 times) . The 
poet's reason for rejecting VECPEATfYEp€Ta becomes clear directly we read the 
line in question : 

II 297-8 6J� 3' �T' dcp' V,p7JAfjS KOPVcpfjS OPEO� fl-eyaAoLO 
KLV�U7JL 7TIIKLv7]1I IIECP€A7JII aTEpo7T7JYEplTu Z£v�. 

It is to avoid the repetition of the sound v£CP£ATf-. There is no real pos
sibility that U'TEP07TTfYEp€'Ta is a particularized epithet. The context hardly 
encourages such an interpretation, I and to accept it, we should have 
to suppose that this epithet with its entirely traditional appearance and 
its non-Ionic ending is the creation of Homer or of his period : for an ad
jective with so special a meaning could hardly have maintained itself for 
long, had it been usable only as a particularized epithet in the exceedingly 

I This is also C. Franke's opinion (De epithetis homericis, 2 1 ,  n. 5), and he is a scholar who 
does not ordinarily hesitate to ascribe a particularized meaning to an equivalent epithet. 
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rare situations where it suited the poet's thought. A much more accept
able explanation, and one that accords with all we have learned of the 
history of the technique of the use of the epithet, is that the whole line 

K'V�U'r)' 7TVKW�V v£q,DI'Y]v UT£P07T7Jy£ptTU Z£tJ, 

is traditional. In that case the use of the epithet would give us an un
usually valuable insight into the history ofthe heroic style before Homer. 
The survival of the epithet would depend on the fact that the portion of 
the simile in which the line occurs dates from the pre-Ionian origins of 
epic poetry. The words Homer uses to express the essential idea of the 
line, 'Zeus scatters the clouds', would be as old as the epithet itself. 

11. N 624 ZT)VOS £p,{3p£p.fT£W '" 0 293 ZT)vos £P,ySOV7TOV. The latter of 
these expressions can be explained as an analogical formation from 
£plySOV7TOS 7TOUtS "HpT)s (4 : 3 times) , ..1,os . . •  £p,ySotYrro,o (E 672),  etc. ; but 
the epithet in the first expression appears only here. Since it seems to 
occur in a genuine passage, and since it is almost certainly of I Aeolic 
origin, 1 its survival must be explained by a beginning-line formula, 
ZT)vos £p,{3pep.ETuo, which by chance does not turn up elsewhere in our 
poems ; or else by the existence of some formula reserved for the expres
sion of a special idea which is also missing from our texts. 

Ill. ,\ 604 "HpT)s XPvu07T£SlA.oV '" "HpT)s �VKOP.O'O (K 5). The latter 
expression is the one we should expect to find, being formed from the 
generic epithet of heroines and goddesses seen in Bp,uT)lSos �VKOP.Oto 
(B 689) , 'EMVTJs • • . �vK6p.0,0 (7 : 0 times) , 148TJvulT)s • . • �vK6p.0,0 (3 :  0 
times) , etc. xpvao7T£SlA.ov is not so easily explained. It represents what 
may be the only case in Homer of a distinctive epithet in a formula 
which by its nature can be used but rarely : for Hera's role in the epic 
cannot be compared with that of Zeus. A formula of this kind would offer 
no difficulty if it were found with the name of Zeus ; but it seems actually 
to negate the influence of metre with the name of Hera. It cannot be 
coincidence that it occurs in one of the lines modern scholarship has most 
placed in doubt, as we can see from the evidence collected by G. M. 
Bolling.z There is, however, an indication of the lateness of the line which 
may be more compelling than those Bolling cites. This is the presence in 
the expression of a long closed syllable, closed by two consonants. Among 
the many common noun--epithet formulae we have had occasion to cite in 
this volume, both in the tables and in the text, there are three only 
besides "HpT)s xpvao7TeSl,\ov which have a long closed syllable before the 
bucolic diaeresis, and in them the syllable is closed by only one consonant : 
7ToSapKT)S S;os 14X,M£vs, 14xu,wv XU'\KOX'T(.OVWV, and 1 7T£pl!f>pwv flT)v£MJ7TE,a. 

I It is possible that an Ionian poet borrowed the prefix £p<- from £plTJf'£�, £p,avxo£�, 
£p,ovV7J�, etc. ; but ap,8£{K£TO�, ap{'TJ).o�, aplyvCJJ'To�, a.p'7Tp .. r'�, etc. imply that Ionian bards 
were more likely to choose the other form of the prefix. 

• Cf. G. M. Bolling, The External Evidencefor Interpolation in Homer, Oxford 1925 (reissue 
1 968), 26. 
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In the cases of the first and second of these three formulae, it seems likely 
that their fixity was what exempted them from the tendency to avoid 
overlengthening in the latter part of the line. In the case of the third, it 
was undoubtedly the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of finding an 
epithet with the metre � - � ending with -os or -tS which made necessary 
the use of an epithet which we find correctly used with the names 
EVpVKA€ta and )1SP7JuTLvy]. But in the case of" Hp7Js Xpvuo7T€SLAov there is no 
factor of habitual use, nor of necessity, as we can see from the existence of 
the alternative "Hp7Js �vK6J1.oto. Therefore we have here a certain proof 
that the line is the work of a poet who had lost the sense of the ancient 
heroic rhythm. 

§ 5. T H E  U N I T Y  O F  S T Y L E  O F  T H E  ILIA D A N D  OD YSSE Y 

All the fixed epithets, then, which we have come across in our investiga
tion, except one-and we have certainly considered most of those in 
Homer-alike reveal the influence of the heroic line. If the appearance of 
7ToAm-Aas Sfos 'OSVUU€VS 5 times in the Iliad and 33 times in the O4JIssry 
is to be regarded as significant, what value should we assign to the unity 
of that diction which we have been able to observe in its smallest details in 
both Homeric poems alike ? We cannot exaggerate the importance of 
a conclusion which does not derive from a general comparison and is not 
based on exceptional phenomena of style, but is the consequence of an 
accumulation of identical details of diction, whereby we see the poet or 
poets of the two poems making use of the same epithets and the same 
noun-epithet formulae, and reacting in the same way to the influence of 
the metre. What gives the conclusions of this investigation their value is 
the sheer quantity of points of resemblance between the styles of the 
different parts of the poems. 

Having said this, we can now consider some special indications of the 
identity of style in the Iliad and O4JIssry, indications which have come to 
light in the course of this chapter. They appear in some of the equivalent 
noun-epithet formulae common to the two poems. I 

I .  The poet (or the poets) of the O4JIssry calls Odysseus TaAauLr/Jpovos 
only in the genitive ( 1 2  times) , and uses JL€ya>.�TOPt (thrice) and JL€Ya>.+ 
Topa (thrice) always in the dative and the accusative. In one case only 
does he depart from this practice, and this very natural exception (cf. 
TE, p. 1 79) need not concern us here. The significant point is that the 
author or authors of the O4JIssry did not generally say 'OSvuafjos JL€yaA�
TOpOS. Here is a stylistic habit at once firmly established and very delicate, 
since it would after all have been such an easy matter for the poet to 
break his own rule. It shows us how unconscious the use of the epithet 
must have been in Homer ; a conscious approach to style would never 
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have been so consistently governed by habit. But we find exactly the 
same distinction in the Iliad: 'OSvuafjos TaAauuppovos (A 466),  'OSvuafjt 
l.L€yaA�TOpt (E 674) .  

11.  In the Iliad Diomedes is always qualified by the epithet t1T7ToScf{Loto 
(7 times), although the poet could just as well have used avn8£oto, both of 
these epithets being equally applicable to Diomedes or any other hero. 
But we find ,,:jto{L�SEOS t1T7ToSa{LOto in y 1 8 1 .  

Ill.  1TOAVcpAO{U{30to 8aAaucrYJS occurs 6 times in the Iliad and twice in the 
Odyssey, and likewise 8aMucrYJS EVPV1TfJpOtO in 0 381 and S 432, {L 2. 

IV. We have KAVTOS 'Evvou{yatos (5 : 1 times) and KPEtwv 'Evoutx8wv 
(5 : 2 times) . 

V. The choice of ZEVS TEp1TtK£paVVos rather than VECPEATJYEp£Ta ZEVS is 
determined by the same delicate association of words in both poems : 

g 268 = P 437 
M 252 

£V 1)£ Zd,s TEp7rtK€paVVOS 
£1Tt 1)£ ZEVS TEp1TtK€paVVOS 

Thus we find a remarkable similarity between the diction of the Iliad 
and that of the Od)'Ssey, but we must be careful not to see in this any proof 
of what is usually meant by the unity of the Homeric poems. All we know 
is that the author or authors of these two poems faithfully maintain the 
tradition of bardic diction, and that this is why their styles, to judge I 
from their use of epithets, match each other in the smallest details. 
We do have a guarantee that both poems-excepting of course a few 
short passages-are entirely ancient. But if we are ever to learn the 
number of bards who contributed to the Iliad and the Odyssey, we must 
look elsewhere than in their style.' 

I There remains in particular the problem of insertions-'les vers et groupes de vers superflus 
qui sont authentiquement homeriques en leur teneur, mais qui sont illegitimement repetesen 
des endroits OU ils n'ont que faire' (V. Berard, Introduction a l'Odyssie ii. 391) .  
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2 

Homeric Formulae and Homeric Metre* 

I 

THE TRADITIONAL STYLE 

M
UCH has been written on the problem of hiatus' in Homer,2 and 
it is a genuinely complex problem, demanding the consideration 
of a large number of details; but the answers given so far can 

none the less be briefly stated. One argument has been that the rarity of 
certain kinds of hiatus in particular,J and of all kinds in general, shows the 
efforts made by the poet (or poets) of the Iliad and Odyssey to avoid them, 
and that this is corroborated by the practice of writers of poetry and even 
of prose in the historical period. The reason for this desire to avoid hiatus 
is that the Greek poets considered it cacophonous. Those on the other 
hand who argue for the authenticity of some or of all kinds of hiatus base 
their judgement on the failure of every attempt that has been made to 
expel them from the traditional text. Their argument is : hiatus is allowed 
in Homer because we find it there. 

It is quite true that no one has yet succeeded I in removing all examples 
of hiatus from the text of Homer. It can even be said without fear of 
contradiction that no scholar has been able to eliminate from those lines 
of the Iliad and Odyssey which he considers genuine all examples of what is 
regarded as the most undesirable of all kinds of hiatus: that of a short 
vowel which occurs neither before the trochaic caesura, nor before the 
bucolic diaeresis,4 nor before the last foot, nor (some maintain the 

* Les Formules et la mitrique d'Homere (Societe des Belles Lettres, Paris '928). 
I We define hiatus as the juxtaposition without elision of two vocalic sounds, one at the end 

of one word, the other at the beginning of the next. 
• The word 'Homer' in this treatise will sometimes mean 'the poet' or 'the poets of the 

Iliad and OdyssQl', and sometimes 'the traditional text of the Iliad and OtfySSQI'. 
3 We are using the expression 'kind of hiatus' with the precise meaning of a class of final 

vocalic sounds, either short vowels, or else long vowels or diphthongs, which occur before 
hiatus in a definite part of the line. 

4 Since this expression has been used in different senses, we should state that we are using 
it here to mean a pause, however slight, in the sentence at the end of the fourth foot. To 
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legitimacy of this kind of hiatus) at the end of the first trochee. Conse
quently, those who venture to emend the text in order to remove hiatus 
are not justified in doing so, because any correction of a hiatus, on the sole 
grounds that it is one, is arbitrary as long as it cannot be demonstrated 
that all examples of hiatus of the same kind with the one emended do not 
belong to the original Iliad and Otfyssey. 

But whatever their errors of method, those who contest the authen
ticity of hiatus in Homer have accomplished more than their adversaries, 
because the premiss of their argument is the positive one of avoidance of 
cacophony. It has been pointed out, to be sure, that in a majority of 
cases hiatus coincides with a pause in the line and in the sentence, and 
that in addition its harshness is relieved by certain phonetic considera
tions, such as that the 'long' diphthongs M and 7]' are found in hiatus 
more often than diphthongs which could be pronounced more rapidly. 1 

But these factors, essential though they are to the understanding of the 
problem, should not be regarded as proofs. They attenuate the cacophony 
of certain cases of hiatus, but they do not eliminate it. Despite all that 
can be done in this direction, the argument of those who do not wish to 
accept hiatus remains valid: Homer in general I sought to avoid hiatus as 
something harmful to the rhythm of his verse. 

A method of research is incomplete if it limits itself to giving as a rule 
what is no more than a result; but that is exactly what has so far been 
done in the study of hiatus in Homer, even when the term 'rule' has not 
been used: the conception of legitimate and illegitimate hiatus implies the 
establishment of rules without knowledge of the causes that would justifY 
their existence. 

A principal source of this error has been an insufficiently precise notion 
of the meaning of 'rule'. Among the various senses of the word, two 
especially have been confused. According to the first, a rule is a clearly 
articulated principle of composition, which the poet must learn to follow 
if he does not wish to incur the censure of his contemporaries. This is the 
only sense in which a rule can be said to be a cause, although even then, 
it should be observed, it is likely not to be a direct cause. If Horace, for 
example, avoids hiatus, it is not so much because Greek poetry taught 
him to keep hiatus out of his verse, as because the clearly formulated rule 
trained him to find hiatus ugly. It is obvious, however, that this sense of 
the word 'rule' cannot apply to hiatus in Homer: a rule can only act as 

indicate the strong pause which occurs when a sentence or a clause ends with the fourth foot, 
there is the convenient term of Ravet, 'bucolic punctuation' (eours elimentaire de metrique 
grecque et latine, 4th edition, Paris 1896, 8) . 

I Monro says that -w, stays long in hiatus 23 per cent of the time, -7]' 19 per cent, -£v 
6'7 per cent, -DV 6 per cent, -7] 5"7 per cent, -w 4 per cent, -EL 1 ·8 per cent, -D' 1·6 per cent, 
-a. 1 '3 per cent (Hom. Gram.', 356) . 
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a cause in the process of composition. It can teach one to make a line of 
six dactylic feet, or to make lines without hiatus; or it could teach one to 
make hiatus, though only on condition that this would enhance the 
beauty of the line, which is, of course, not possible. If Homer, as an 
apprentice bard, had learned from his master that it is permitted to 
leave short syllables in hiatus before the trochaic caesura, etc., he would 
thereby have learned a rule which, being of a negative character, could 
not be a cause. But if some cause inclined him to make hiatus, then this 
rule gave him the licence to keep it. If, therefore, we give to the word 
'rule' the meaning of an articulated principle of composition, the only 
meaning which would enable it to be a cause, it will be inapplicable to 
hiatus in Homer. I 

The other meaning for the word 'rule' under discussion is that of 
usage pure and simple. In this case, far from being a cause, the rule is 
merely a way of describing a series of conditions and results. An example 
is Seymour's statement: 'Hiatus is allowed . . .  when the final vowel of the 
first word is long and stands in the accented part of the foot.'1 What this 
scholar has done is to describe what the true causes, under certain 
phonetic conditions, led the poet or poets of the Iliad and Odyssey to do. 
If one wants to do more than merely describe what appears in the text, 
one must search out the causes, which alone are capable of showing us 
a rule of any real value. From this point of view, it can be said that those 
who base their arguments on the cacophony produced by hiatus have 
gone further into the problem than those who believe in the legitimacy of 
different kinds of hiatus: the first group have at least pointed out the 
reasons which in general made the poet avoid hiatus of all kinds. As long 
as it is not known for what causes the poet made hiatus where he did, 
theories based on the notion of metrical licence can do no more than 
summon the purely negative argument that it is impossible to remove 
examples of hiatus from the text. To investigate the problem properly, 
one should not try to establish a rule, but to formulate the answer to 
a question which brings us from the realm of the abstract to the real 
circumstances of the composition of epic poetry: what causes led a poet 
composing in hexameter verse to depart from his habitual metrical 
practice? 

We find the general nature of these causes directly we begin to reflect 
on the difficulties which a poet would inevitably encounter in the process 
of versification; and we see at the same time that the identical causes 
must have been responsible for the lengthening of final short syllables: 
the poet found it easier to express himself in words involving metrical 
irregularities than I to look for other words. If it had been otherwise, we 

I Introduction to the Language and Verse of Homer, Boston 1885, 40-1. 

MOM6 0 
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should have to assert that these irregularities were means of adding 
beauty to the line; and this is obviously untrue. The facts we are speaking 
of here are entirely evident, and any study of hiatus must take them for 
granted. But so far a knowledge of the general character of causes has not 
led to any investigation into the particular causes of individual cases of 
hiatus from which we might understand why it was that Homer tolerated 
metrical irregularities which poets of the historical period avoided at all 
costs. For here we see that Homer had special reasons which led him to 
choose words involving metrical irregularities rather than look for other 
words to replace them. 

One fact should guide us in our choice of the kind of metrical irregu
larity to use as the basis of our investigation: the more the irregularity 
disturbs the euphony of the line, the more clearly will emerge the causes 
that provoked it. For the more reprehensible the metrical fault, the more 
powerful must have been the poet's motivation for committing it. There
fore we shall ask under what circumstances the poet found it preferable to 
leave a short syllable in hiatus and to lengthen a final short syllable. 

The poet also avoids in general the hiatus of long syllables and the use 
of long closed syllables in the latter part of the line.1 But these faults are 
less shocking to the ear than the ones we have just named. The fact that 
Homer tolerates them in a fairly large number of cases shows us that he 
did not much hesitate to lay aside his habitual metrical practice for them, 
and that therefore the causes that occasioned them are relatively minor 
and harder for us to recognize in analysing the structure of the line. They 
are then of less value to our investigation than those aberrations whose 
rarity, I as well as considerations of euphony, clearly show us how much, 
and why, the poet sought to avoid them. Hiatus of short syllables must 
have been a common occurrence in the spoken language, and the final 
short syllable in the place of a long is in direct contradiction with the 
rhythm of the hexameter. 

A parallel study of these two metrical irregularities will offer con
siderable advantage. If, as we have the right to suppose, there are factors 
of versification determining not hiatus alone but all metrical irregulari
ties at the end of a word, we shall find the problem of hiatus in Homer 
put in an entirely new way. What was a narrow and particular problem 
will be extended to the whole question of the connection of words in the 
hexameter line. 

-Under what circumstances, then, did Homer find it preferable to 

I In accordance with our definition in L'EPithtte traditionelle dans Homire, Paris 1928 
(TE, p. 41 above), we mean by 'long closed syllable' a syllable containing a long vowel or 
diphthong followed by one or more consonants. 
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express his thoughts in words involving metrical irregularities rather than 
to look for other words which would have avoided them? To answer this 
question, we must take into account the conditions in which he was 
composing his verse. 

For him, as for all bards, composition was a process of memory. He had 
to remember the words, the expressions, the sentences he had heard 
from other bards who had taught him the traditional style of heroic 
poetry. He had to remember the place or the places which traditional 
words and expressions occupied in the complex mould of the hexameter. 
And he had to remember the innumerable devices which enabled him to 
combine these words and expressions into complete sentences and lines of 
six dactylic feet embodying the ideas proper to the narration of the deeds 
of heroes. From generation to generation bards had preserved words and 
phrases which, once happily discovered, could be drawn on for the 
making of poetry. In pursuing the twofold purpose of easy versification 
and heroic style, they had created a formulary diction and a technique 
for its use, and this formulary technique, I I preserved in its smallest details 
because it provided the bard with materials of versification which he 
could never have found for himself, took on the shape of traditional 
things. The apprentice bard, as he became familiar with it, allowed it to 
gain such an ascendancy over his mind, that when he set forth in hexa
meter verse his own version of the deeds of heroes, he used few words or 
phrases of his own, or none at all. And this suited his audience perfectly, 
who expected him faithfully to follow the style which they knew and 
enjoyed. 

It is not our intention here to describe the technique of epic diction. 
A proof of its traditional character is a complex separate problem, 
incapable of brief summary. We recognize, however, that while some 
scholars have accepted the fully or almost fully formulary character of 
Homeric diction, others reject it, seeing in the 'style of Homer' a personal 
creation of the poet. For the benefit of the latter, we must point out that 
this essay is not an independent work, examining the hypothesis of the 
formulary style of the Iliad and Otfyssry. It was rather suggested by the 
conclusions of our earlier work The Traditional Epithet in Homer. In that 
volume we described the essential conditions of an analysis of the tech
nique of formulae used by Homer, and we then undertook the analysis of 
one category of formulae. Those who believe Homeric style to be more 
or less the creation of a single man should therefore consider these pages 
as a sequel to the earlier book, which should be read first. Or else they 
should provisionally accept the hypothesis, and wait for the formulary 
character of Homeric diction to be demonstrated to them by some of the 

1 er. the definition of the formula in TE, p. 13 above. 
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traditional devices of versification which we shall have occasion to 
examine on the following pages. 

Now when we take into account that bardic diction is in great part, or 
even entirely, made up of I traditional formulae, we see that by its very 
nature it often compels the poet who is using it to depart from his normal 
metrical practice. The causes of this are of two different kinds. 

( I )  The first is related to the bard's use of formulary diction. The 
technique of the use of formulae consists on the one hand in the modifica
tion of formulae so as to adapt them to the expression of ideas more or 
less like those of the original formulae; and on the other hand in making 
different combinations of them. Each of these two aspects of the use of 
formulae can occasion metrical irregularities. (a) To express a thought, 
the poet will modifY a formula in itself correct. But the modification, 
involving the exchange of one ending for another, or of one prefix or 
word for another prefix or word, or the omission of a conjunction, cannot 
be carried out without harm to the metre. (b) In the case of two consecu
tive formulae, the technique, which consists principally in combining 
formulae each having a fixed place or fixed places in the line, can only 
operate if the ending of the first formula is in metrical accord with the 
beginning of the second. Hence the rigorous fixity of the hexameter is 
a block to the free exploitation of formulary technique. The bard, 
accustomed to expressing his thought through the medium of traditional 
expressions, will often have to choose between using two formulae which 
perfectly express his thought but whose junction entails a metrical fault, 
and renouncing formulae to make up expressions of his own. Given this 
fundamental contradiction between the rhythm and formulary tech
nique, we can see what a temptation it was for the bard-a temptation 
unknown to a poet with an individual style-to join together two formulae 
even when he had to commit a metrical fault to do so. From this point 
of view, it is not surprising that we find a limited number of cases where 
the poet did violence to the metre for the sake of his formulae: what 
is surprising is that we do not find more. 

(2) The second category of causes obliging the poet to allow irregulari
ties of metre has to do with the history of traditional diction. It happened 
in some cases that the loss of an I initial or medial consonant in a word 
belonging first to the spoken language, and then to poetry, created a flaw 
in the formulae containing it. But the bards nevertheless could not 
bring themselves to abandon these formulae, which had now become 
undesirable from the point of view of rhythm and harmony, because they 
played too important a role in the expression of the ideas of heroic poetry. I 
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THE MODIFICATION OF FORMULAE 

I

F we are to know how the bard was led by formulary technique to 
produce metrical irregularities, we must understand the role of 
analogy in the formation and use of epic diction. Here we shall 

merely summarize what we have already written on this subject in 
The Traditional Epithet in Homer. 

The moment we notice a resemblance between two expressions too 
exact to be the result of chance, we have observed the effect of analogy : 
for either the one expression is imitating the other, or both are imitating 
a single model, directly or indirectly. In these two circumstances of 
imitation and resemblance lies the explanation of the development and 
the survival of epic diction. At first, to go back to the origins, a bard 
found to express some idea an expression at once noble and adapted to 
hexameter composition. These qualities preserved it until the day when 
the same bard, or another, wanted to express an idea more or less close to 
that of the expression in question, and found he could do so by modifYing 
it. Thus in the course of time there came into being series of formulae 
from the most simple to the most complex types. 1 These series were what 
the apprentice bard heard in the verse of his masters, and he learned 
them and remembered them easily because of their resemblance to 
each other. Later, when he himself began to compose in heroic metre, 
he was guided by this resemblance between lone expression and another, 
just as had been his predecessors from whom he had learned the style 
in which he sang. On the model of one word he chose another; he drew 
a new expression from an already existing expression; and he formed 
whole clauses and sentences from clauses and sentences like them. It is 
therefore on this sense of resemblances that the creation and the survival 
of formulae, as well as the technique of their use, depends. And to this 
same sense of resemblances we can trace the majority of metrical irregu
larities at the end of a word to be found in the Iliad and Odysst)'. 

Kurt Witte notes that I-'-EP01TEt; avOpW1TOt was composed by a poet 
guided by the memory of I-'-Ep01TWV avOpcfJ1Twv (9 times).2 Similarly, 
Monro saw that ac/>OtTa alE, (N 22) derives from ac/>OtTOV alE, (B 46, 186, 
E 238).3 But neither scholar was able to show that these analogical 

I We use the words 'type of formula' in the precise sense of a group of words made up of 
definite parts of speech and having a definite metrical value. 

, Pauly-Wissowa, viii' (1913), col. 2223. 3 Hom. Gram.', 357. 
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formations depend on more than a simple resemblance between two 
groups of words. In both cases there is also a resemblance of use, and this 
generally supposes the same position in the line and often the presence of 
other words common both to the metrically correct and to the metrically 
incorrect expression. 

Thus P.fp07TE� If.V(}pW7TOt appears in the line 

� 288 1Tpiv /kEv yap nptll./kOtO 1ToAtv /k'p01T�S iiv8pW1TOt, 

which should be compared with 

� 342 1TtEtpa� 1T'p80VTE 1ToAELS } 
£ 490 £V 8£ 8vw 1Tol'1]u£ 1ToAE"tS fLEpo1Twv av8pw1TwV. 
Y 2 1 7  £V 1TEOtWL 1TE1TOALaTO, 1ToALS 

And to follow aright the mental processes of the poet who made the 
expression P.fp01TE� If.V(}pW1TOt we should also keep in mind such lines as 

A Ig 
N 14 
X 165 

The poet has two formulae: the first says 'Priam's city' and extends from 
the trithemimeral to the hephthemimeral caesura; the other says 'city I 
(or cities) of mortal men', and extends from the trochaic caesura I to the 
end of the line. Then when he wanted to express the idea 'Priam-city
mortal men', the formula IIpLap.oLo 7ToAW took its accustomed place in the 
line, and his habit of saying 'city-of mortal men', beginning with 7TOAt� 
in the same position, led him by the easy exchange of two endings to 
make 'city-mortal men'. If one does not know the existence of these two 
formulae having in common 1TOAt� after the trochaic caesura, one cannot 
understand exactly how the expression P.fp07TE� If.V(}pW1TOt was created. The 
habit of making lines out of formulae, and following the resemblances 
between certain ideas and between the words which express them, 
became imperious to the point of dictating aberrations of metre. 

Let us consider in the same light the composition of 1f.t/>()tTa alEl. We 
find If.CP(}tTOV alEl in 

B 46 E"tAETO OE } A 

'} 
B 186 �UgaTo o{ 

UK'T}1TTpOV 1TaTpWtDV 
iiq,8LTOV alEL. 

8 238 owpa 0' TOL owuw Ka'\ov f}povov 

In If.CP(}LTOV alE, the poet had a formula to express the idea 'imperishable 
forever' which was of use to him whenever he wanted to describe 
a treasure of the gods (E 238) or a treasure which the gods had given to 
men (B 46, 186, cr. B IQI ff.). Since the greater number of these formulae 

I Using Havet's terminology (eaurs illmentaire de mitrique, 6), we give the name 'trochaic 
caesura' to what the ancients called � KaT .. TPITOV TpoXaiov TOI''Ij. 
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fell between two caesurae or between a caesura and one of the ends of the 
line, he could often complete his line and at the same time express 
a poetic idea by joining the formula directly to the noun (8238) or to 
another epithet or to another expression describing the noun (B 46, 186). 
The memory of this device was in Homer's mind when he wanted to 
describe Poseidon's palace, and habit was stronger than the desire to make 
a line free of metrical fault : 

In the first of the two cases we have just examined-p,Epo7TES' av()pw7TOt, 
there is a final short syllable in the place of a long, and in the second
acp()tTa aiEl, there is a short vowel in hiatus. These first two examples 
were deliberately chosen. In the first place, they are cases in which 
scholars other than ourselves have recognized the causes of metrical 
irregularity. In the second place, the mental processes which led to the 
modification of each of them are extremely clear, the reason being that 
both the original formulae and the devices of versification of which they 
are a part appear in Homer with enough frequency to leave us in no 
doubt of the bard's habit of using them. And finally, we wanted to show 
by the juxtaposition of these two examples that similar factors of versifica
tion are operative in both of them: the lengthening of the final short 
syllable is produced by the modification of a traditional formula, and 
so is a short vowel in hiatus. As we have occasion to cite other examples of 
metrical aberration in the course of this study, we shall group these two 
kinds separately; but we shall do so only for convenience of classification. 
In no case does a short vowel in hiatus result from causes which, in other 
conditions, could not produce the lengthening of a final short syllable. 

Other Examples of Metrical Irregularities Resulting from the 
Modification of Formulae 

A. Short vowels in hiatus 

The expression at the end of the line was suggested by EYXEt dgvot:vTt 
which appears seven times in the Iliad and once in the Odyssev. 

This line should be compared with K 423 

It is worth noting that, since the line with hiatus precedes the line 
without it, there can be no question of the memory of a line already 
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composed in this text: the poet must have been guided only by his 
memory of formulary diction, both here and 20 lines later on, when he 
was able to draw from it a line metrically correct. 

Ill. In the line following the last example we see the same substitution 
of a second person for a first person ending. K 404 

KT�jLaTa S' £V <T1T�€aa, 7T€AaaaaT€ 07TAa T€ 7TaVTa 

was inspired by the memory of a line which we find in K 424 

KT�jLaTa S' £V <T1T�mu£ 7T€AaaaOjL€v o7TAa T€ 7TaVTa. 

IV. 'P 195 Bop£.,." Kat Z€q"Jpw" Kat il7TlaX€TO l€pa KaAa. 

This time the fault was occasioned by the substitution of a past for a 
present ending: cf. 'P 209 

tJ7TEfJXETO is found 1 1 times, always before the bucolic diaeresis. 

V. We have a similar case in 'P 224 

The latter part of this line was modelled on a formula used two lines above: 

VI. On the one hand we find {JafJK' iO, 5 times at the beginning of the 
line, 4 times in the formula (JafJK' iOt, ... lpt TaXEta. On the other hand 
Ooas E7Tl. vija!) )txa£(oY appears 9 times at the end of the I line. It was 
natural for a bard accustomed to using these formulae to think of them 
when he wanted (B 8) to express in hexameters the idea 'go, baleful dream, 
to the ships of the Achaeans' : the beginning and the end of his line were 
already made, and to complete it he had only to find, on the model of 
(JafJK' iOt, ... lpt TaXEia, a noun-epithet formula in the vocative case with 
the same measure as ... lpt TaXEia. Such a formula would not be far from his 
thoughts, since three lines before he had said oo'\O!) DYEtpO!), which requires 
only a simple modification of the ending to yield OO'\E DYEtPE. 

VII. We have a slightly different case in X 206 

The short vowel at the end of the third foot is in hiatus. We find the 
expression which suggested this line in II 382 : 

7Tpoaaw UjLEVOL, E7TL S' -EKTOPL K£KAETO 8vjLo!). 

Instead of the modification of an ending, we have here the simple omis
sion of the conjunction S'. 
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VIII. T€Tf:AWp,EVa �€V in E 4 has its origin in the use of a device more 
complicated than the last few we have been looking at. To express the 
idea 'what is (or will be) accomplished', etc., after the caesura of the 
third foot, the bards created a series of formulae comparable, in terms of 
the close resemblance of one formula to another in each series, to that of 
O€OV OJS' TLp'�uovut, etc. (cf. below, FM, pp. 224ff. ) .  Thus we find in the 
Iliad and Odyssry : 

TI) 8£ Ka/. } ( IQ times) 
wS' Ka/. I • (twice) 

, • T€T€A€uP,€VOV €UTat Kat WS' 
Ka/. p.�v (twice) 
Kat El TET£A£up,EvoveUTt (thrice). 

By the modification of an ending, the impersonal expression becomes 
attached to a masculine antecedent (A 388) : 

" ,  -0 ' '" , , " I 7]7T£tI\7]UEV P.V OV, 0 07] TET£I\EUP.EVOS' Eun. 

The memory of all the formulae in this series, but especially of the line 
just quoted, was what directed the poet when he wanted to express the 
idea 'those things which had been accomplished' (E 4) : 

B. Short final syllables in the place qf long 
I. A 402 {3ovS' 7T£ptTap.vop.£vov �8 ' olwv 7TwEa KaAa. 

Only one ending distinguishes the line from W I 1 2  

{3ovS' 7TEpt Tap.vop.EvOVS' �8 ' olwv 7TwEa KaAa. 

The metrical irregularity in this line came about when the poet, to make 
the latter part of his line, modified a correct formula which we find in 
E 518 

11p7]S' TE {3poTOAOtyoS' "EptS' T' ap.oTov p.Ep.avia. 

The omission of T' here can be compared with that of S' in X 206, noted 
above (FM, p. 200) . 

Ill. A 365 {30UK£t yaia p.£Aawa 7ToAvU7T£p£aS' av(Jpw7ToVS'. 

Cf. B 804 ru7] 8' a,\Awv yAwuua 7TOAVU7T€P£WV av8pw7TwV. 

IV. The expression Sp,w£S' €Vt OiKWt which comes at the end ofline A 190 
should be compared with the expression at the end of 7T 140 :  S,."wwv , " "  I T £Vt OtKWt. 
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THE JUXTAPOSITION OF FORMULAE 

T
HE metrical irregularities of which we examined a few examples in 
the preceding chapter result from a modification in the body of the 
formula. In the cases which we shall now consider, the fault is 

caused by the way in which a formula is used. It is the result of the 
juxtaposition of two formulae, where the end ofthc first is not in metrical 
accord with the beginning of the second. We cannot better explain this 
difference than by making an analysis of one of the most striking examples 
of this latter variety. 

We find in Homer extended series of predicate formulae standing 
between the beginning of the line and the trochaic caesura and ending 
with the past tense of a third person singular verb, or with E7TEtTa. The 
usefulness of these hemistichs lies in the fact that for the majority of his 
characters, the bard disposes of subject formulae consisting in a name and 
one or two fixed epithets, which stand between the trochaic caesura and 
the end of the line and begin with a single consonant, and of which any 
one can be joined to any one of the predicate formulae to produce at the 
same time a complete sentence and a metrically correct hexameter line. 
It is one of the most common devices in Homer. We see it, for 
example, in lines like 

E 354 aVTap 0 fLEPfL�P£gE } 
� I O)S 0 fL€V ;vBa KaBEvSE 1To'\VT'\as Sio, 'OSVCTCTEV,. 
e 97 0), to/aT', ovS' €CTdKOVCTE 

(For other examples of this kind, see below, FM, p. 226 and above, I TE, 
pp. 10- I 31. ) Now the habit of using this device had such a hold on the mind 
of the poet of the 04Jssry that he sometimes made use of these hemistichs 
even in cases where he had not the necessary subject formula beginning with 
a single consonant. Whenever the name or a synonym of the name allowed 
it, the bards created a subject formula of the metrical value we specified ; 
but neither the name TqUfLaxos nor its synonym '08UCT�OS ul6s allowed 
the creation of such a formula. All that they could do was to form the 
expression '08UCTafjOS 4>[>'os ul6s, which has the right combination of short 
and long syllables, but begins with a vowel. This formula serves perfectly 
well to make lines like 

f1 2 
0 59 

OpVVT' tip' €g EVvijrpW } '0" � .I." " 
• " , .  1' "  OVCTCTrJ0' '1'£"0, V£O" 

TOV 0 WS OVV EV07JCT£V 
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etc. But when, remembering the device of combining predicate hemistich 
and subject hemistich, and in particular such formulary lines as 

E 1 14  3� TC).r' E1THT' �piiTO (1o�v aya8o. Lllop.�3"1' 
"1 1 c.:J. 0 p.£v Ev8' �piiTO 1ToAvTAa. 31o. '03vuu£v., 

the bard was led by his sense of resemblances into using the formula for 
Telemachus, the result was a line with a metrical fault : 

y 64 c.:J. 3' av-rw. �piiTO '03vuafjo. cplAO. vu),. 

The same causes led the bard to make hiatus when, after the model of 
lines like 

he made 

T 59 
T 102 

We have been speaking of the character of the device which led the 
poet to compose the two lines containing short vowels in hiatus, but to 
understand the power which such devices exerted over his mind, we 
must also take into account the I direct relation between the formulae 
used in a device and the ideas they are designed to express. We shall have 
occasion below to see that Homer knew but one formula to express, in 
words extending from the trochaic caesura to the end of the line and 
beginning with a single consonant, the idea 'they will honour (or they 
honour, or they honoured) him like a god'. Similarly, there were no 
formulae other than the ones we quoted to express, in the same portion of 
the line, the ideas 'in the same way Telemachus prayed' and 'Telemachus 
sat there'. Now those who will not admit that, to express his ideas, Homer 
was virtually compelled to compose lines containing metrical faults, can 
make either of two objections, both of which we must take into considera
tion : Homer could have expressed his idea by arranging his words other
wise, either by disposing them differently in the line, or by distributing 
them in two or more lines ; or else he could have produced a line free from 
metrical fault ifhe had been willing to use other words to express his idea. 

In order to answer the first of these objections, taking line 1T 48 (quoted 
just above) as example, we must first have before our eyes the passages 
which contain the other two lines which serve especially as the model for 
this one. Penelope comes down from the women's quarters : 

T 55 Tfjl 1Tapa p.£v KAIUl"1v 1TVpt KCl-r8£C1aV, Ev8' ap' ECPI'£, 
3WWT�V EMcpavn Kat apyt5pM' 7}V 1TOT£ T'KTWV 
1Tol"1u' 'IKp.a.>..Io., Kat V1TO 8pfjvvv 1TOUtV �K£ 
1TPOUCPVI.' ES aVTfj., ;;8' E1Tt p.l.ya {1a.AA£TO KWU" 
Ev8a Ka81.'£T' E1T£ITa 1T£plcppwv II"1v£Ao1T£Ia. 

60 �A80v 3£ 3P.MUt AWKWA£voI EK p.£yapolo. 
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Penelope orders Eurycleia to bring a chair for their guest : 

T 100 W� l4>aT', � SE P.a.A' oTpaMw� KaT£(JT/KE 4>£povua 
Suppov £V,EUTOV KaL £7J" av.rw, Kwa� l{:JaAAEv· 
lv(Ja Ka(J£'ET' l7J'E'Ta 7J'OAVrAa� Sio� 'OSVUUEV�. 
Toiu, SE p.v(Jwv .qPXE 7J'EPUPPWV nT/VEA67J'Ha. 

It can be seen that in both passages the line preceding the one in ques
tion ends with the mention of a I fleece thrown over a chair which has 
just been brought up. We find no lines closely matching T 58, but with 
T 101 we can compare : 

EVpVII6p.T/, 4>£PE S� Suppov KaL Kwa� £7J" aVTOV 
7J'ap SE Tl(JE' Sl4>pov TE p.£yav KaL Kwa� £7J" av.rov 
7J'ap SE 4>/pwv Sl4>pov 8ijKEV KaL Kwa� £7J" aVTOV. 

We can see how strong was the poet's habit of putting the word for fleece 
at the end of the line as we recognize the existence of a series offormulary 
lines expressing the idea 'to bring up a chair and throw a fleece upon it', 
where Kwa� always occurs in the same position. 

Now let us concern ourselves with the lines following those in question. 
T 60 can be compared with 

And with T 103 can be compared 

E 420 
H 445 
a 28 

{ (JEa YAavKW7r'� l4(J�V'T/ 
Toiu, SE p.v(Jwv �PXE nOUE'SQ.WV £voulx(Jwv 

7J'aT7JP avSpwv TE (JEWV TE, 

etc. (cr. TE, p. 12, above) . In both cases we are clearly dealing with 
formulary lines, and so we learn that the formulae following T 59 and 102, 
like those preceding them, have fixed positions in the line. 

This disposition of formula reveals to us one of the most important 
aspects of epic diction : the interconnection of formulae. If each formula 
has its fixed place or places in the line, not only will it have to join other 
formulae without producing metrical faults, but it will also have to join 
the preceding and the following formulae without leaving any lacuna in 
the line. Consequently a formula placed between one formula which ends 
a line and another formula which begins a line, must have exactly the 
measure of one line. In other words, an idea placed between one idea 
whose expression ends a line and another idea whose expression begins 
a line, will 'have to be expressed by words which exactly fill one hexa
meter. That is what we find in the I two passages quoted. In the first, 
between the idea 'a fleece thrown over it' and the idea 'the servant-girls 
came out', of which the first is regularly expressed at the end and the 
other at the beginning of a line, comes the third idea 'Penelope sat down on 
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it.' Likewise, in the second passage, between the idea 'she threw a fleece 
over it' and the idea 'Penelope was the first to speak', there fits exactly the 
idea 'Odysseus sat down on it'. 

Now let us see whether, in the passage where the use of the formula 
'OSVCT�oS cpl'A.os vws made necessary the hiatus of a short vowel, the poet 
was acting under the influence of this same need to carry out the inter
connection of formulae. Telemachus has come into Eumaeus' cabin, 
where he refuses to accept the chair offered him by the beggar whom he 
does not recognize as his father : 

TT 46 cOs cpri8', 0 S' avns lwv KaT' rip' ;'€TO' TWL S£ CTVPWTTjS 
X€v€V wo X>.wpas pWTTas Kat Kwas W€p8€V· 
Ev8a Ka8l'€T' ETT€LTa 'OSVCTuijOS cp{>'os vias. 
TO£CTLV S '  av KP€LWV TT{vaKas TTapl8TjK€ CTVPWTTjS 
OTTTaAlwv. 

In the line preceding the one containing the hiatus, there is a mention of 
a fleece, as in the two other passages. As for the line which follows, it can 
be compared with a 14 1  = S 57, 

which belongs to the same series of formulary lines. TOtCTLV S' uv which 
replaces 8ULTPOS SE is only a device to fill the first foot of the line, the idea 
'before them' being adequately expressed by the prefix in TTape8TJK€V as 
the two previously quoted lines show.1 Thus we can see that to insert 
between the ideas 'a fleece on top' and '[the swineherd] put trenchers of 
meat before them' the third idea 'Telemachus sat down there', the poet 
was obliged to express this idea by words occupying a single line. And we 
saw that, far from having difficulty in finding the right words, they were 
immediately suggested to him by a device which would have given him 
a metrically perfect line for almost any other character in heroic legend. 
We must therefore recognize that I what led Homer to make the hiatus 
was not merely the desire for easy versification, but even more the desire 
not to break the interconnection of ideas and undo the structure of the 
whole passage. The inadequacy was in the formulary technique, which did 
not provide Telemachus with a subject formula of the required measure 
beginning with a single consonant ; the poet had little to do with it. 

We spoke of another objection which could be made to our use of the 
term 'necessity': that the poet might have expressed the idea 'Tele
machus sat down there' in the same portion of the line using other words 
altogether. To answer this objection with certainty, one would need 
a solution to the fundamental problem of Homeric diction : is there any
thing other than formulae in the Iliad and Otfyssey? Did the poet ever try 

I We note in passing that a£{pas in a 141 = II 57 is also a device to fill out the line, as we 
see from its absence in 'Tt 49. 
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to 'express his thought by words and expressions of his own? For the 
question is not whether the poet could have found such words, but 
whether it ever occurred to him to look for them. In TE (pp. 79 f. 
above) we were at one point only in a position to undertake the quantita
tive analysis needed to settle this matter. There we were able to demon
strate that almost all the noun-epithet formulae used for some of the 
principal characters in the Iliad and Otryssry are traditional, and we 
found that those few which did not lend themselves to our method of 
analysis reveal no special feature indicating that they are the original 
creation of the poet (or poets) of our poems. Thus we discovered that the 
only category of noun-epithet formulae which seemed to offer material 
for the search for original expressions, viz., the category of noun-epithet 
formulae in which two or more express the same essential idea in words of 
the same metrical value (TE, pp. 1 73 ff. above) , shows no trace of original 
workmanship. It is true that these conclusions apply to only a portion of 
formulae, and to those in particular which might be expected to be most 
traditional. But the categoric nature of these conclusions concerning the 
traditional character of noun-epithet formulae suggests that they should 
be extended to most other formulae ; and more important, these con
clusions give us firm ground for the construction of an aesthetic of style 
which I distinguishes the poet of a traditional style from one who uses an 
individual style to express personal ideas. Once the central fact has been 
understood that the genius of Homer manifested itself in the expression of 
traditional ideas by means of equally traditional words and groups of 
words, it will be seen that there is hardly any reason to suppose that to 
repair the hiatus of a short vowel, he would have abandoned the bardic 
style. Only by unconsciously following the sense of style formed in us by 
our familiarity with modern literature, can we imagine that Homer 
could have discarded an established artifice in order to invent a line 
which would have been hard to find in the first place, and once found, 
would have contrasted violently, by its originality, with the traditional 
expressions surrounding it. 

Other Examples of Metrical Irregularities Resulting from the 
Juxtaposition of Formulae 

A.-Short Syllables in Hiatus 

a. Before the trochaic caesura 

I.  . B 571 'OpV€LaS T' €Vf.p.oVTO :4padJvpf.l1V T' €paT€Lvr/v, 

The part of the line between the beginning and the trochaic caesura can 
be compared with 

B 496 0' 8' 'Yp{7Jv €Vf.P.OVTO Kat Av'\{8a 1r'€Tp�f:(](]av 
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Bpvu€tos T' £V£P.OVTO /Cal. Atiy€tuS" £paT€tllOS 
ot 8� nVAOV T' £V£f£OIITO /Cal. }1p�II1}II £paT€t�V. 

Cf. also B 499, 605, 633, 639, where we likewise find £V£JLOVTO before the 
trochaic caesura and preceded by the name of a town, then followed in 
the latter part of the line either (I ) by the name of another town governed 
by the same verb and accompanied by an epithet which fills the part of 
the line not filled by the name; or (2) by two names of towns governed 
by the same verb. To enumerate the towns which sent troops to the war, 
the bards created, among other devices, one consisting in saying in the 
first half of the line 'who inhabited such and such a town', and in the 
second half, 'and such and such a town (or towns) '-a device which 
could be expanded by the addition in the following lines of other names 
of towns, accompanied by other epithets where I necessary : cf. B 496-8, 
591-4, 605-6, 639-40. But to make lines of this shape without metrical 
fault, the second half-line, expressing in the accusative case the idea 'and 
such and such a town', had to begin with a single consonant, as it does in 
B 496, 583, 591 (already quoted), and in B 605 Kat 'OPXOJLEVQV 7ToAvJL7JAov 
and in B 633 Kat AlytAL7Ta TP7JXE'iav. But )1padJvp£7Jv does not lend itself to 
this device; because of its metrical value it must come directly after the 
trochaic caesura, which has the advantage that the line can then end 
with the generic epithet of towns £paTELV'rlv, Cr. 

The conjunction 'and', Kat not being possible, can be expressed by TE 
(T') as in a great many other formulae expressing the idea of 'such and 
such a town' in the latter part ofthe line : IIv()wva TE 7TETp�Euuav (B 519) , 
Ttpvv()a TE TEtXH�EUUav (B 559) , "EAoS" T', EcPaAov 7TToAte(Jpov (B 584) , etc. 
Thus to express the idea 'and Araethyrea' (in the accusative) between 
the trochaic caesura and the end of the line, the poet had to hand all the 
words he needed; but if he wanted to avoid the hiatus of a short syllable, 
he would have to renounce the type of line formula in which £V£JLQVTO 
stands before the trochaic caesura. He preferred the hiatus. 

TpvcPaAELa occurs thrice in the first half of the line, before the trochaic 
caesura. aJL' €U7TETO occurs 6 times in the position it occupies in the line 
quoted, and XELPl. 7TaXEt7JL occurs 17 times at the end of the line. The last 
two formulae join without metrical fault to express the idea 'came away 
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in his hand'. But Tpvcpa>'ELa ends with a vowel. Here, as in the other cases 
we examined, the poet was faced with the choice of making easily out of 
traditional formulae a line I with a metrical fault, or having to make a new 
line in an unaccustomed fashion, or possibly a whole new group of lines. 

Ill. LI 91 AawJI, ot ot E7TOJlTO d7T' Alm]7ToLO poawJI 

which can be compared with 

LI 202 AaWJI, or ot E7TOJlTO TpllCTJS £g t7T7TO{3oToLO 
I 44 £UTaa', at TOL E7TOJlTO MVK7]V'YJ8£11 ,roAa 7ToAAal. 

Cf. also Tpwwv' Ot 8' aJL' E7TOVTO (P 753) . The latter part of the line recalls 
the hemistichs of the series a7T' '.QKEavoio poawv (T I ), 7Tap' '.QKEavoio 
poawv (X 197), l8E Eav()oLo poawv (Z 4). 

This line occurs in the roll-call of the Nereids. The poet found the same 
answer to the difficulties in this list of names as he did to those of the 
names of cities in the Catalogue of Ships : when the names and conjunctions 
did not fill out the divisions of the line, he supplemented them with 
ornamental epithets, as in 1: 40 

NTJualTJ E7TELW TE 80TJ 8' :4AlTJ TE {30W7Tts. 

But for heroines and goddesses there existed no ornamental epithet with 
the measure � - ;:;;:; - beginning with a single consonant-or at least we 
find no such epithet in Homer (cf. TE, p. 97 above) . Consequently, to 
fill the space between the trochaic caesura and T' J4JLa()ELa at the end of 
the line, the poet had to use EV7T>'oKaJLOS, being guided by his memory of 
such formulae as EV7T>'oKaJLos fEKaJL�87J (twice) and EV7T>'oKaJLOs Ll7JJL�T7JP 
(E 125) . The use of the same epithet again caused the hiatus of a short 
syllable in E 6 : 

Els 0 KE 8Epp,a AOETpa £v7TAoKap,os fEKap,�oTJ. 

The form KEiVTO appears nowhere else in Homer, but KEiTO I occurs 5 times 
before the trochaic caesura. X 186 in particular demands comparison 
with the line just quoted, because we find in it the same accumulation of 
particles at the beginning: 

sw. , , • ., • ' .L  \ ." '\ '\ " v'l TOTE'Y TJOTJ KHTO, pa'f'aL 0 EI\EI\VJlTO Lp,aVTWV. 

Six other Homeric lines end with E7T� XOov;' 7TOV>'V{30TElp7JL. 
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To this line let us compare I/J 295 

afL' �Ot CPatvOfL'VTjg>LV occurs 8 times in Homer, always at the end of the 
line; cf. afLa S' �Ot CPatVOfL'VTjcpw (thrice) . 

VII. K 314 = 366 

To this line let us compare on the one hand K 233 

and on the other hand 

&AA' ay� 8� g�rvov IL£V £7Tt Bpavov dpyvpo�Aov 
-rTJv IL£V £7TH'Ta l(aB£ra�v £7Tt Bp6vov dpyvpD'ljAov. 

VIII. fL 199 alt/J' d7T(l wfJpOV ;Aov'TO £ILOt £pt7JP£� £'TarpOt. 

To the first part of this line we can compare alI/Ja Se 3Et1TVOV ;).OVTO 
(twice), 0,3' apa 3Et7TVOV ;).OVTO, etc. As for the second part, we find £fLO' 
£ptTjPE� ETatpOt in five other lines. The construction oflines fL 397 = � 249 
is similar : 

£g.TjILap IL£V £7TH'Ta £ILOt £pt7JP�� £'TarpOt. 

IX. T 542 dILcpt 8' £IL' �YEp'Bov'TO £V7TAol(alLr8�!; l4xatat. 

The causes of hiatus in this line resemble I those we noted above for lines 
J: 48 and E 6 (p. 208) . We find on the one hand 

fJ 392 dBpaot �y�pt80v'To' 8�a 8' lhpvv£v EKaa'TOV 

(cr. w 468) ; and on the other hand 

fJ 1 19 'TaWV at 7TapO!; �aav £v7TAoKalLr8�� l4xatal. 

X. I/J 345 07T7Ta'T� S� p' '08vaija UA7T�'TO ()V Ka'Ta BVILav. 

The form '03vafja is found 16  times in this position. The first part of the 
line is like the first part of 

a 74 £1( 'TOU 8� '08vaija IIoaH8ciwv £voatxBwv 
w 149 Kai 'Ta'T� 8� p' '08vaija KaK6� 7ToB£v ifyay£ SatILwv. 

We see the latter part of the line again in 

N 8 ov yap;; y' d8ava'Twv 'TtV' UA7T�'TO ()V Ka'Ta BVILav. 

To ascertain that a metrical irregularity has arisen from the habit of 
combining formulae, it is not always necessary to discover in other parts 
of the Homeric texts the two half-lines whose juxtaposition occasioned 

814181, p 
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the fault. Sometimes it is clear that the fault has come about from the 
habitual use of short expressions made up, in sundry ways, of adverbs, 
conjunctions, particles, and prepositions, expressions serving to allow the 
poet to graft on to.a sentence an additional clause, or to tie two sentences 
together. Thus in three places a short syllable before the trochaic caesura 
is followed by 0 S£ (0 8') : 

A 378 lv ya{TJ' lCa'TbrTJlC'To' cl at p.aAa �av YE,\auua. 
N 38 vOU'r1}uaV'Ta avaIC'Ta' cl a 'l. a-rpa'TOV �'xE'T' }1xatwv 
t/J 393 EZUOpOWV 'oalJ(Jfja' cl S' 7J&rJ 'TO�OV wwp.a. 

Homer makes frequent use of this expression to join sentences or clauses 
together. Leaving aside cases where 0 8£ (0 8') occurs elsewhere in the 
line, we find it after the trochaic caesura in A 47, 191,474, L1 108,498, 
522, etc., and in a 20, 322, fJ365, 8 226, etc. It is not hard to see I how the 
poet came to use it even after a short vowel. 

Likewise, the hiatus in the two lines 

is the clear consequence of the poet's habit of joining two parts of 
a sentence by E7rEl; Homer uses this conjunction after the trochaic 
caesura in A 112, 274, 281, 299, 381,576, B 16, 115, r 99, L1 269, E 27, 
510, etc., and in a 37, 205. 220, 238, 396, fJ 96, 155, 297, 'Y 70, 250, 322, 
358, 368, 8 490, 647, etc. 

fJ. Before the bucolic diaeresis 

I. B 3 cL\,\';; yE P.EPP..f]P"E lCa'Td. t/Jptva w. }1xlAfja. 
To this line compare 

and 

8 169 'Tpl. p.tv P.EPP..f]P�E lCa'Td. t/Jptva lCal lCa'Td. 8vp.ov, 
v IO 7ro'\'\a at fl-£PP..f]P"E lCa'Td. t/Jpba lCal lCa'Td. 8vp.Ov, 

A 558 Tfj£ u' d{w lCa'TaVEVUa, l'T.f]'Tvp.ov W. }1xlAfja. 

11. 0 172 UI. ICpa'7rvw. p.Ep.av'ia a,t7r'Ta'To wlCta ''lp',. 

To this line compare 0 83 

wlC£a "Jp" appears 19 times in Homer, always at the end of the line; there 
is no formula for this goddess which falls between the bucolic diaeresis 
and the end of the line and begins with a single consonant. 
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We find on the one hand P 108 

" " " i: ' , 'r \ ... � , .
, I' aVTap ° y £i,07TLO'W av£xa",£TO, 1\£L7TfI o£ VEKPOV . •  

(cf. E 443, .600, II.]IO); and on the other hand N477 

IV 6 "  .1.'\ .1  '0\ , " ,  " O� , • a 0 £VTp£7TfITaL ,/,LI\OV "TOp, I\Vf"7TL£, OV VV T aVO'O'£V!;. 

211 

The form 'OAVf"7TLfI appears 4 times, and always before the bucolic 
diaeresis, where it fills the space between the trochaic caesura and this 
diaeresis. So in the present case it is inserted between the formula occupy
ing the first half of the line-cf. 0 554 

and the formula at the end of the line-cf. 

TO'O'W yap tUya 1rijf"a KVAlv8ETaL' OV yap '08VO'O'ErJ!; 
KlKAVTfI 8� VVV f"£V, 'I8a.K7]O'/.oL· OV yap '08�O'u£rl!;.' 

To this line compare: 

and 

� '" C\ " , " , fly ... �, " (6 ' ) '/ TOL ° Y W!; fIL7TWV KaT ap £\o£TO, TOLO'L a aVEO'TTJ tImes 

P 10 
4> 433 

naTpOKAOLO 7T£O'OVTO!; clf"rJf"0VO!;' aYXL 8' ap' aVTOV 
cl,.".pll)t x£'pa 4>lATJV pa.>..£v lYX£L, aYXL I)' ap' aVToV. 

This line recalls 

and 

and so on. I 

. VII. 

To this line compare 
\ .." . .. ' , 'oc. A .1.'\ " o 59 TOV a W!; ovv £VOTJO'£V avO'O'7'JO!; ,/,LltO!; V&O!;. 

EyyVS EOVTn appears in Homer I I times, always at the end of the line. 

I On this use of the epithet, cf. TE, pp. 64 fr. above. 
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y. At the end of the first foot 

Earlier we investigated the causes of the hiatus of the final vowel in OO'\E : 

the poet was guided by his memory of lines composed with the device 
{3auK' Ult, "IpL TaXELa (4 times) . The hiatus of the final vowel of i(h is to be 
explained in the same way. In the first case, there is a modification of 
endings ; in the line above, two formulae which do not go well together 
happen to be juxtaposed. 

S. Short vowels in hiatus which do not occur before a break 
in the line 

We cannot with certainty detect juxtaposition of formulae in all such 
cases of hiatus. This is to be expected : by far the most common formula 
types are those to be found between two breaks in the line or between one 
break and the beginning or end of the line. When we have expressions 
designed to be joined to other expressions in order to make a variety of 
sentences, there is almost always a pause in the sentence at the point of 
junction, and consequently they will be joined at one of the regular 
breaks in the line. None the less, in some examples of so-called illegitimate 
hiatus, the metrical fault can be attributed to the juxtaposition of 
formulae, although the modification of formulae, a more common cause 
of these phenomena, may also play some part. 

ZEVS SE occurs 8 times in Homer at the beginning of the line ; we find as 
well ZEVS TE (twice) . TTPOS Swp.a occurs 1 6  times before the I trochaic 
caesura. The expression EOI' TTPOS Swp.a is not found elsewhere, but in 
' 256 we read TTaTpos ep.ov TTpOS Swp.a and in v 1 92 �P.€TEPOI' TTPOS Swp.a ; the 
modification of ep.ov to ;61' would have been easy, especially when a word 
of this measure was needed to fill the space between formulae whose 
positions were fixed. 

11.  A 678 TTEII'T�KOIlTa {3oWII ay£Aas, 'T()ua TTwEa olwII 
g 100 SWSEK' ill �TTdpWL ay£AaL' 'T(lua TTwEa Ow.,II. 

TTWEa olwII was inspired by TTWEa KaM. which occurs 4 times at the end of 
the line. The Iliad and the Ot(yssry show us, moreover, a type ofline which 
the poet could not use and at the same time indicate that the flocks were 
of sheep without changing KaAa to olwII : 

1: 528 'Tfi./LIIOII'T' aP4� {30WII ay£Aas Ka� TTwEa KaM. 
/L 1 29 E7T'Ta {3owII aylAaL, 'T6ua 15' OlWI' TTWEa KaAa. 
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Outside the formula in question, olwv occurs thrice at the end of the 
line in the formula 7TWV Idy' olwv, and once in the expression KWECTLV 

, -OLWV. 

The beginning of the line derives from formulae like the one which 
begins n 223 : 

Furthermore, the poet could not otherwise arrange the words which 
precede the trochaic caesura in 1jf 263 if he wished to make use of the 
formula which follows the caesura : cf. 

TTJ>'El-"aXOV ETapoL is attested twice at the beginning of the line. TE KauLYV1JTw 
(-OL, -ovs-) is found in the same position in 

o 16  7j87) yap pa 7TanlP TE KautyV'T}Tot TE K'Aov-raL 
Z 239 £lpOl'6'aL 7Tar8as- T£ KauLyv�TOVS' TE [TaS' T£. I 

The form EUEUBov also occurs at the end of the line in its only other use in 
Homer (7T 267) ; and with but two exceptions, EUEuBaL ( I I times) and 
EUEUBE (twice) appear in the same place. In addition, the poet had the 
sense of a formula where KautYVTJTot TE was followed by a verb of which it 
was the subject, such as 0 16, quoted above. 

B. Breves in longo 
a. Before the penthemimeral caesura 

I. In the Catalogue of Ships, the need to insert the names of towns 
between the breaks. and the extremities of the line brought about cases of 
breves in hiatu (see above FM, pp. 206 ff.) .  The same need occasioned 
breves in longo : 

B 734 ot 8' [Xov 'OPI" VLOV, or T£ KP�V7)V 'Y7T'pELav, 

with which we may compare on the one hand 

B 603 0; 8' [xov )lpKa8t7)v, V?TO KVAA�V'T}S' 0p0S' al-rro 
B 735 or T' [XOV )lUT'PLOV TLTavoLo TE A£VK«l Kap7)va 

and on the other hand 
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ot S' .::4pyOS T' Elxov Ttpvv8d. TE TE'xc.OEUUal· 
Ka� Tey£"Iv Elxov Ka� Mavnv£"Iv lpaTEUI7]V 

B 683 or T' Elxov f/>8l"lv �S' 'E>Jtd.Sa Ka.U,yVva'Ka. 

Ill. Z 299 KLUO'7Jls. liAoxos )lll'7'7/vopos t1T7ToSciIl.oto 

was modelled on lines such as 

E 415 lq,8lp."I aAoxos ,d'OP.�SEOS t7T7ToSd.P.O£O. I 
IV; By the same process in p. 294 = 352 the substitution of one name 

for another resulted in a brevis in tongo : 

This line was patterned after lines like 

r 6 " ".J. " ,cI ,� • \ \.'> .  " 1' \ \ ',cI , 4 1 ws E'f'aT n.TPE£u'/S' E7T' 0 "ILVEOV UlV\OL n.XaLOL. 

V. N 587 8WP"lKOS yVaAov. a,7T6 S' £7TTaTO 7TLKP6S OLUTOS. 

We need compare this line with only one other : 

We have on the one hand 

Z 496 lVTP07TaAL{OP.£VTJ. 8aAEP6V KaT4 SciKpv x£ovua 
f/> 492 mp07TaA,{oP.£VTJv· TaX£ES S' £K7TL7TTOV OLO'Tol 

and on the other hand 

VII Y 68 " " . . - \ , . \ 3. \ \ .J. '  , . . 3 Ei'XEL 0 apyaAEOV, E7TE£ 'I 7TOI\V 'f'EpTEpO' EWW. 

We find E'YXE£ at the beginning of the line in the expressions E'YXEL xa"
KEtWL (7 times) ,  E'YXEL p.apvau(JaL (ll 195) , etc., and ap'YaMov before the 
penthemimeral caesura in the expressions 8ELVOV T' apyaMov (4 times), 
7TpfJgaL 8' apyaMov (7T 88), etc. For the last half of the line cf. 

From like · causes derives the brevis in tongo of TT 89 : 

avSpa Ka� iq,8LP.OV. l7TE� � 7TOAV q,£PTEpol EtUL. I 
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To this let us compare 

and 
£ 400 = L 473 aAA' OT£ T(IUUOV a7TfjV ouuov T£ ylywv€ f1o�uas. 

IX. ,\ 322 KOVpTJV Mtvwos OAOorPPOVos, ifv 7TOT€ BTJU€vs. 

The first part of this line follows expressions like KOVpTJV BpUl�OS (thrice), 
KOVpTJL Map7T�uUTJS (I 557), KOVpTJL 'IKaplov (w 195) , etc. o'\oocppovor;, an 
epithet of magicians, like the generic epithet! of heroes SOVpLK'\tJTOr;, 
serves to fill the space between the penthemimeral caesura and the 
bucolic diaeresis (ef. TE, p. 65 above) . Such is its use in a 52, 

and in K 1 37 

But it necessitated a short syllable before the penthemimeral caesura 
when the poet used it to fill the space between KOVpTJV Mlvwor; anq. 1jv 7TOTE 

.a ' ( f. "  , 'A \ \ , " W " A  \ \ '  " , 'O� , t )  O'TJUEvr; c .  W 7TOT .nxuv\£vr;, TJV ap .nxuvu;:vr;, EL 7TOT OVUu€vr;, e c • •  

X 6 ... �/. I "8' " , � " • p. 33 XHpaS VL'f'ap.€Vos, 0 £7TL UK£7Tar; 'IV aV£/LOLO. 
Compare 

and 

x£'ipa, vLtPap.£vo, 7TOALfjS cUo" £VX£T' J48�V7]L 
x£'ipas vLtPaP.€VOL T£VXOVT' EpLKvola Oa'iTa 

r \ '  ' "  .... "8' " , " "  I � 2 1 0  I\OVUaT£ T £V 7ToTap.wL, 0 £7TL UK£7Tas £UT av£p.OLO. 

It is in the case of final short syllables before the hephthemimeral 
caesura that we most often meet metrical irregularities deriving from the 
habitual use of a fixed expression to join two clauses or sentences. We 
have already considered (FM, p. 2 10) one such case : 0 SE (0 S') 
before the trochaic caesura. Knos lists 1 75 cases of a short syllable before 
the hephthemimeral caesura. After these final short syllables the expres
sions of the kind mentioned most frequently to be found are 0 SE (0 S') 
(21 times) ,  and E7T££ (4 times) . We have pointed out the frequency with 
which these same expressions occur after the trochaic caesura. We find 0 
SE (0 S') used after the penthemimeral caesura in A 239, B 268, 515, 62 1 ,  
707, r 349, .od 524, 535, 537, etc., and in a 326, f3 387, y 252, 490, S 251 ,  

I We apply the word 'generic' to an ornamental epithet which indicates a quality common 
to all the members of a class and can be used of any of them indifferently (cf. TE, p. 64 
above) .  
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701 ,  etc. By its frequency we can judge how often the poet must have 
been tempted to use this expression even when a short syllable pre
ceded it. 

Let us observe in passing how apa is added to this expression in order 
to make it easier to use : to join two sentences the poet says, without 
difference of meaning, <> S', <> SE, <> S' ap', or <> S' apa. 

ETTEt is found after the penthemimeral caesura in A I 14, 153, 231 ,  
E 252, 441 , 686, etc., and in a 297, 299, fJ 1 99, S 523, etc. 

fJ. Before the hephthemimeral caesura 

I. t 62 = 105 = K 77 = 1 33 

The form TTMoJLEV appears ten times in Homer, always before the hephthe
mimeral caesura. The formula aKaxr7JLEVos �TOp ends a line 4 times. To 
the line in question may be compared especially 

IC 80 = 0 4 76 Ee�fUlP p.£v op.ws 7TAEOP.EV vVICTas 1'E lCai �p.ap. 

To this line we can on the one hand compare 

etc., and on the other 

.1 248 Elpva1" EVrrPVP.VOt, 7ToAt�s E7Ti 8rva 8aMuCTYJs 
' 236 ;'E1" £TTEt1" a.7TCivEV8E ICtWV ETTi 8iva 8aM.uCTYJs, 

and so on. 

We can compare 

X 284 }1P4>tp.i8oVTa 8£ TTJAEfUlXoS, lloAvtJov 8£ UVfJW1'TJS. 

�vtTTaTTE JLu(JWt occurs 16 times, always at the end of the line. 

IV. Memory of a line of the same type as the line just quoted 
was the cause of another brevis in tongo : 

X 267 Evpva8TJv 8' a.pa TTJAEfUlXoS, "EAaTov 8£ uvfJwTTJs. 

It is significant that this line precedes X 284. The poet allowed the metri
cal fault not because he remembered having used this type of line shortly 
before, but because he had preserved the form of this type in his memory. 
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y. Before the trithemimeral caesura 

I. B 780 ot S'  ap' iaav W!> £L T£ 7TVpl. x8wv 7Tiiua v€P.OtTO. 

We find on the one hand 

r 8 ot S' ap' Luav atyfjt p.£v£a 7Tv£loVT£!> J4Xato{ 

and on the other hand 

T 366 Aap.7T£a8'Y}v W!> £L T£ 7TVPO!> a£Aa!>, EV S£ ot �TOp, 

2 1 7 

Out of 8 occurrences in Homer, ws £i TE comes 7 times in the position 
where we see it here. 

This line was made on the model of lines like 

II 1 30 w!> rPaTO' IIaTpoKAo!> St Kopvau£To VWp07Tt XaAKwt. 

Compare with the first part of this line 

r 16 1  
a 75 

w!> ap' €rPav, IIplap.o!> S' . .  . 
w!> ap' €rPav, N Ipwt St . .  . 

w!> ap' ;rPav occurs 9 times at the beginning of the line. 

Ill .  8 845 p.mU'Y}Yv!> 'I8aK'Y}!> T£ �ap.ou!i T£ 7Tat7TaAo£aU'Y}!>' 

To this compare on the one hand 

N 33 p.£uU'Y}Yv!> T£v£Soto Kal. N Ip.{3pov 7TamaAo£aa'Y}> 
Q 78 p.£uU'Y}Yv!> St �ap.ov T£ Kat N Ip.{3pov 7Tat7TaAo£au'Y}!> 

etc., and on the other hand 

S 671 = 0 29 EV 7Top8p.Wt 'I8aK'Y}!> T£ �ap.ot6 T£ 7Tat7TaAo£uU'Y}!>. 

Like the examples presented earlier to illustrate how the modification 
of formulae can be the cause of metrical irregularities, the examples 
presented immediately above have been chosen from among the most 
striking. We cannot hope to demonstrate categorically that all the metri
cal irregularities in word-endings in Homer, or a definite proportion of 
them, are caused by the technique of the use of formulae : the means to 
do so are lacking. A formula appears in Homer just as many times as the 
poet had occasion to express some one idea in the two poems. Hence 
certain formulae and formula types, designed to express ideas that recur 
at close intervals in heroic poetry, occur 10, 20, or 50 times, or more ; and 
hence also there are many formulae which occur but once. A formula 
declares itself by its frequency. When we observe that, to express a certain 
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essential idea, the poet never hesitates to use a certain group of words, 
we know that that group of words, by definition, constitutes a formula. I 
But an expression occurring once, unless it happens closely to resemble· 
another expression, or evidently to belong to a definite series of formulae, 
will offer no such indication of its nature. That does not prove that it is 
not a formula. To argue that it does, we should have to suppose that in the 
limited space of our two poems, Homer had occasion to use more than 
once each and every idea for which he possessed a formula. 

Keeping this fact in mind, we could add to the examples already given 
many others in which the part of the line preceding the metrical fault is 
certainly traditional, although the part following the fault is not, and 
vice versa. For example, the first part of E 857 

vdaTov lr; KEVEwva 00, {WvvVUKETO /Litp'T/' 

recurs unchanged in A 381 and II 82 I ; but ,WvvVUKETO is found nowhere 
else in Homer. The last part of I 426 ' 

�v VVv lcppauuavTo l/LEv a'ITo/L'T/vWavTor; 

appears again in T 62 ; but the nearest thing to the first part of the line is 
., EKTopa SE cppauuaVTo in 0 67 I .  Further study in this direction would 
make it certain that the great majority of irregularities which we can 
detect are the result of the interplay of formulae. But in any given case, 
the possibility would remain that the cause was other than formulary. 

It would be more useful to turn our steps in another direction, towards 
the investigation of formula types, and of the operation of analogy which 
determined their existence. It can be shown, for example, that of the 175 
cases of a short final syllable before the penthemimeral caesura listed by 
Knos, the caesura is 24 times preceded by a participle in -6P.EVO�; 
-op.evov or -ap.Evo�, . -ap.EVQv, in either the nominative or accusative : 
p.a)(TJUOP.EVO� (A 153), l'ITEPxop.Evov (A 535), a'ITO'/TTap.Evo� (B 71) ,  etc., 
1'IT,p.auuap.Evo� (, 302), o,uap.Evo� (, 339), alvVp.EVo� (, 429), EPE'SOP.EVO� 
(K 170) , etc. A study of these 24 cases shows that with a single exception 
('I' 89) , they all involve one of the I two following devices of versification : 
( 1 )  The poet develops his sentence, which is already grammatically 
complete at the end of the line, by adding to the beginning of the 
following line a participle or expression containin.� a participle in apposi
tion with the subject or object of the sentence. l1lUs : 

oll 'rap lyw Tp<iJwv EVEK' 7i>'vOov alXP.'T/Tcl.wV 
A 153 8Ef!pa p.aX'T/uop.evor;, brEI. OV Tt p.ot a-tTtot Eluw. 

• • • • fJ '\ • - \ . 0 ' TOV /LEV eyw OVI\EVUa KaTa p.Eyal\1}TOpa vp.ov · 
cluuov Mv, etcpor; oet! lpvuua/LEvor; 'lTapO. /L'T/pov, 

• , • �O "O .L '  Jt-.,ft � oVTap.EVat 'lTpar; UT'T/ or;, 0 t ",pEVEr; " ""1" EXOVUt, 
, 302 XEtp' l'lTtp.auuap.Ellor;. 
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I n  15  o f  the 24 cases when a participle in -OJLEVO�, -a.JLn·o� is used before 
the penthemimeral caesura and is followed by a word beginning with 
a vowel, we find this device. The other is close to it. (2) The poet begins 
his line with a finite form of the verb, and the participle preceding the 
penthemimeral caesura agrees with the subject of the verb (unexpressed) 
or with its object which has been given in the line before. So 

n 736 rjKE 0' Epnuc1.JLEllo�, OUOE &}v xc1.�ETO cpwT6i;. 

aiJp'ov �v apeT-qv O,aEtuETa" Ei K' EJL6V eYX0i; 
e 536 P.EtVTJ' E7TEPX6p.EII0V· ill' £v 7TPWTOWW, &tw. 

The usefulness of these two devices is evident. With the first the poet can 
continue a sentence already sung as far as the penthemimeral caesura of 
the next line. In addition to the many other formulae with which he Can 
go on after the caesura, he disposes of a large number of expressions which 
Can make a transition to the next sentence ; 0 SE, 0 yap, 0 JLEv, E7TEt, (l,,'ap, 
�SE, MAO., {J1TO SE, E7Tt SE, a7To SE, etc. By means of the second device he can 
put the finite verb and the participle in the first half of the line, ending his 
sentence at the penthemimeral caesura or else continuing it by adding the 
object of the verb. The complex pattern of the hexameter, moreover, does 
not offer many places in which participles in -op.EVos-, -aJLEVos- can be put, 
especially I if there are other words to dispose in the line. Hence the 
frequent use of these two devices. Homer uses the first of them without 
metrical fault in A 3 1 ,  43, 1 34, 159, 198, 457, B 1 5, 32, 69, 689, etc., in 
a 94, 281 , 3 1 7, fJ 3, 1 36, 2 1 5, 26 1 , 264, 268, 300, 351 , 360, 400, 401 ,  etc. ; 
and the second in B 15 1 ,  etc., in fJ 80, 97, etc. Clearly, not only the 
memory of particular formulae, but also the sense of the device which 
embodies them itself, helped determine those lines in which the final 
syllables of participles in -oJLEVOS-, etc., is short before the penthemimeral 
caesura. The expression OVJLov SEVOJLEVOV' 0 SE . . .  in Y 472 was inspired by 
such particular formulae as OVJLov SEVOJLEvOV�' a7To yap • • •  in r 294 ; but it 
was also inspired by the general sense of the device which we observe in 
them both. Hence we can be certain that XEtp' EmP.aaaaJLEvos-· €TEPOS- SE . . .  
in , 302 was as much determined by the existence of this device as by the 
memory of a line like T 480 where this device has no part : XEtp' EmJLaaaa
JLEVOS- cpapvyos- >-.afJE ; and that O)'XET' a7To7TTaJLEVo�, EJLE SI • • •  (B 7 I )  is 
a result of this device, even though a7T07TTaJLEVO� appears nowhere else in 
Homer before the penthemimeral caesura. 

There can be found in Homer many other devices which we may 
regard as the cause of metrical irregularities in cases where the particular 
formulary model is missing. Of the 104 cases cited by Knos of the hiatus 
of a short vowel before the trochaic caesura, the caesura is 7 times pre
ceded by E7TE'Ta, 10 times by the accusative case of the proper name of 
a hero (IIEMyoVTa, 14x,Mja, 'OSvaija, etc.) , and 2 1  times by the middle 
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form of a verb in the third person singular of a past tense (Ka8TjuTo, 
;1TOIl7"O, ErPall7"O, UEVatTo, etc.) ; a complete investigation would reveal that 
the occurrence of these forms in this part of the line results from the sense 
of a number of fixed devices used in the composition of the hexameter. 
Again, of the 6 1  cases listed by Knos of the hiatus ofa short vowel before 
the bucolic diaeresis, 2 1  show the diaeresis preceded by a verb in -ETO, 
-aTO, -VTO, -tTO. The cause of this phenomenon is not only the poet's 
memory of a number of particular formulae, but also the existence in epic 
diction of traditional ways of composing heroic lines by putting verb
forms with these endings before the bucolic diaeresis (cf. TE, pp. 40 ff. 
above) . 1  A similar phenomenon is that of the 1 3  cases ofa short vowel in 
hiatus at the end of the first foot, we twice find E1TAETO ( 0 227, ° 327) and 
once EU1TETO (N 300) ending a sentence or a clause begun in the pre
ceding line. 

We shall not here attempt to describe these various devices. The time 
required would be immense, and it would always remain true that we 
could at best find a proof of general character of the cause of the hiatus of 
short vowels and the irrational lengthening of short syllables ; and that 
even if in this way we approached the conclusion that all such metrical 
irregularities are the product of the operation of analogy, we could never 
hope finally to reach this conclusion. There would always be cases like 
KvvclfLvta ayEt (l/> 42 1 ) ,  luXla afLrP0TEpw8EV (Y 1 70), �vla ¥x8'YJuav (IJ 404), 
EpKEa iUXEt (E 90), MAOV KaTcI Ei�aTa fJa).Awv (I-' 252) , etc., cases in which 
the degree of uncertainty attaching to the formulary nature of the expres
sions forbids us to draw conclusions about the cause of the hiatus. There 
are examples of lengthened short syllables of which the same must be 
said : 1TAEiov EAEAEt1TTO (8 475), 8al-'EES EXOV (K 264) , yal-'fJpos � 1TEV8Ep6s 
(8 582) ,  EV1TAEKEES, EKaT61-'fJotos (B 449), etc. 

In our earlier book (TE, pp. 103 ff. above), we were more than once led 
to make the observation which we must now make again concerning the 
formulary element in the Homeric poems : as one proceeds from the sure 
ground of expressions whose frequency is a demonstration of their formu
lary character, and often of their traditional character as well, one 
inevitably arrives at a point where all the expressions appear to be 
formulae, but no one of them is incontrovertibly a formula. This is a con
sequence of the shortness of the Iliad and OdySSf)!. What we know of the 
formulary diction of heroic poetry we know because of the number of 
lines in the two Homeric poems which provide us with sufficiently 
numerous repetitions of formulae and formula types ; what we do not 
know is hidden from us by the fact that such lines are not more numerous 
than they are. The essential ideas of Homer are very likely not, because 
they are traditional (let us suppose for the moment that they are all 
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without exception traditional} ,  less varied in themselves I than those of 
an author whose style is individual ; and the expressions and combinations 
of expressions by which he states these ideas are of a like order of com
plexity. Consequently we must renounce the thought of a complete 
analysis of Homeric diction. We can say that a large portion of this diction 
is traditional and formulary, and that all of it may well be. In the present 
state of our knowledge a more categoric conclusion is denied us. 



IV 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FORMU LA 

S
T 1 L L other reasons beyond the limitations imposed on the analysis 
of formulary diction prevent us from explaining in terms of the 
functioning of that diction all the examples we find of the two ir

regularities which are the object of this study. In a number of cases, it is 
certain that the irregularity-if it is one-forms an integral part of tradi
tional diction, since it exists within a group of words whose fixed pattern 
and constant use shows it to be a formula., so that an explanation from 
the modification of a formula correct in itself, or from the juxtaposition of 
two formulae, is thereby excluded. These cases are with certainty to be 
explained as the results of the survival of older forms of speech : rather 
than give up formulae which had become incorrect by reason of changes 
in the spoken language, changes which were reflected in the language 
of epic poetry, the bards preferred to keep them even though they did 
violence to the rhythm. 

We said 'irregularity-if it is one'. The cases in question consist for the 
most part of formulae containing an initial or medial digamma, and we 
cannot affirm categorically that the sound represented by this letter was 
or was not pronounced by the poet or poets of the Iliad and the Otfyssey. 
If it was pronounced, there was no metrical irregularity and therefore we 
need not discuss these cases here. But if this consonant was not pronounced 
by Homer, we must ask which causes, within the history of formulary 
diction, led the singers to tolerate metrical faults which would otherwise 
not have existed. Hence in this chapter we leave the solid terrain of I the 
use of formulae to enter on a problem in which hypothesis will neces
sarily play a large part. 

The cases in Homer in which the loss of an original digamma is most 
clearly indicated are those involving a postpositive wS' in the sense of 'as'. 

In our texts of the Iliad and the Otfyssey, this word is preceded by a brevis 
in longo in the following examples : 1  KaKoS' tOS' (Z 443), KaKov tOS' (B 1 90, 
o 1 96), (JEOS' wS' (r 230, A 58, g 205) , (JEOV tOS' (1 1 55, 297, 302, M 1 76, 
X 434, E 36, TJ 7 1 ,  (J 1 73, T 280, '" 339) , p,OAtfJOS' tOS' (A 237) , �VTOV tOS' (I 57, 
438) , KVVES' tOS' (E 476) , aVES' tOS' (,\ 413) ,  avoS' wS' (a 29) , 7Tll.tS' wS' (S 32) ,  
'TTEAEKVS' wS' (F 60), d(JeivaToS' tOS' ({ 309), aiYEtpoS' wS' (Lt 482), alyvmoS' tOS' 
(N 531 ) ,  �'AtOS' wS' (8 185, T 234) , �''\tOV wS' (a 296) , v717Ttynov wS' (Y 200, 

I The following list is from Knos, De digammo homerico, 167. 
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431 ) ,  T7]AVYETOV wS" (N 470) , {JOES" wS" (11 1 72), opvdJES" wS" (r 2),  opvdJas
wS" (B 764) . 

In a single case, there is a short syllable in hiatus before this word : 
7Taf8a 8E wS" (a 323) . And in six cases there are long vowels in hiatus : .od" 
wS" (B 781 ) , P.EAt7] wS" (N 1 78) , AVKOI wS" (.od 47 1 , 11 72,  II 156), V7J7TVTLOI wS" 
(N 292, Y 244) . 

On the other hand, postpositive wS" does not make position in r I g6, 
e 94, N 1 37, X 299. And it permits the elision ofa preceding word in the 
following cases : OEOS" 8' wS" (E 78, K 33, N 2 18, II 605), aa-rTJp 8' wS" 
(Z 295, 0 108) , oAP.OV 8' wS" (11 147),  MovO' wS" (11 383, M 293, II 756) , 
vlcpa8ES" 8' wS" (M 156), Mwv 8' wS" (Q 41 ) ,  OPVIS" 8' wS" (a 320) , 7Ta�p 8' wS" 
({J 47, 234, E 1 2) ,  OEOV 8' wS" (7] 1 I ) , lXOvS" 8' wS" (K 1 24) , {Jowv 8' wS" (p. 396) . 

According to the generally accepted etymology, postpositive wS" derives 
from an Indo-European *�o attested by the Old High German so 'thus', 
the -Gothic swe 'as', and the Oscan j"vai 'so' (cf. Boisacq, Dictionnaire 
Itymologique, 1084) ; it then became ·'FwS" before becoming wS". The form 
.' FWS" gives us the initial consonant necessary to make the final short 
syllables in the cases listed long by position. Let us note here that the 
distribution of cases falling into the two categories I rules out any 
possibility of assigning the earlier or the later form of the word to definite 
portions of the poems which thereby might be considered relatively early 
or late : 

1 .  'FwS" B 190, 764, 781 r 2, 60 r 230 .1 471 , 482 E 476 
2. WS" r 1 96 E 78 

Z 295 8 94 K 33 A 147 
M 1 76 N 1 78 N 292, 470, 531 

E 185 0 1 96 n 1 56 1: 57, 438 Y 200, 244. 431 
n 605, 756 

X 434 0 32 £ 36 ' 309 7J 7 1  8 1 73 

K 1 24 p. 396 0 108 X 299 

Of what advantage can it be to us in our investigation to know that at 
a certain period the word wS" had an initial consonant, seeing that there 
is in Homer a large number of cases in which it clearly cannot have one? 
There are two explanations to cover these two ways of using the word. 
The first supposes that the cases of brevis in longo and of hiatus, such as we 
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observe them, were the work of the poet (or poets) of the Iliad and the 
04Jssey. According to the other explanation, these irregularities are such 
only in appearance, being due not to Homer but to those who transmitted 
the text of the poems. Bl;lt in reality, as we shall see, both explanations 
bear witness to the same set of facts in the history of epic diction. Let us 
examine them in turn. 

When the spoken language changed and the initial consonant of ws was 
lost, the bards were faced with the choice of either abandoning a number 
of traditional expressions which had now become metrically incorrect, or 
continuing to use them despite their faultiness. In several cases they took 
the second I alternative, partly out of mere habit, but mostly out of the 
desire to keep a convenient and traditional way of expressing certain 
essential ideas in certain portions of the hexameter line. The nature and 
the force of this desire will appear by a consideration of the lines con
taining the expressions BEOS WS, BEOV WS which we find 7 times in the Iliad 
and 6 times in the 04Jssey, always with the measure ..... - -. 

These expressions come 7 times before the bucolic diaeresis, where they 
are followed by a form of the verb ·np.aw or of its synonym Tlw : 

I .  I 1 55 { '  { € } " ' ) { 
I • K£ OWnVTJLUL , 2. 297 OL 

,
17£ 

, ..  
nfLTJUOVUL 

3. £ 36 K£V } 8£ov W. 
4. T 28o } . ,, ' fLLV 7T£pl. KfjpL { , 
5. .p 339 

OL OTJ TLfLTJuaVTO 

6. A 58 Alv£tav 8', 8. Tpwul. } 8 ' .. , '" 
7. t. .. ,  , , , u , £0. W. TL£TO OTJfLWL. 

� 205 0. TOT £VL n.P'1JT£UUL 

The portions of these 7 lines which follow the trochaic caesura bear 
a striking resemblance to each other. There is no more than a difference 
of ending between the final hemistichs of I ,  2, and 3 and those of 4 and 5, 
while the resemblance of6 and 7 to the others becomes clearer as soon as 
we realize that the word S�p.w£, in them both, adds nothing to the sense, 
since Tpwul and KP�TEUUL have already shown by whom it is that the 
heroes in question are honoured, and there can be no thought of a dis
tinction between nobles and people. The ad junction of S�P.WL serves only 
to amplifY the nobility of the style, and is occasioned only by the need to 
complete the rhythm of the line. The use of this word is comparable to 
that of Sovp, cpa£tVWL, the adoption or omission of which after aKoVTLu£ 
depends on whether the poet wants to end his sentence at the bucolic 
diaeresis or at the end of the line. I Because BEOV WS can fit in before the 
bucolic diaeresis, the bards disposed of a device which, by a simple 
variation of ending, allowed them to express the ideas 'they will honour 

I On this device, cf. TE, p. 43 above. 
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him as a god' and 'they honoured him as a god', and which, by the sub
stitution of the nominative -s for the accusative -v and the ad junction of 
8�f'W" allowed them to express the idea 'he was honoured as a god'. We 
have here a typical device of formulary diction : I a single essential idea is 
expressed with differences of tense, voice, mood, and person by a set of 
expressions which differ among themselves only by variations of ending 
and the presence or lack of one or two inessential words. It is all the pro
duct of analogy : one expression suggested another, and the whole series 
created in this way, being easily learned by each new generation of bards 
because of the clear resemblance of the members of the series to each 
other, was kept. 

But that fJ£os ws and fJ£ov ws are thus able to fit into the line before the 
bucolic diaeresis is not the only advantage of this group of similar expres
sions. Formulary diction can be likened to a net of which each mesh is 
a single formulary expression : the form of each mesh will be adapted to 
that of the meshes surrounding it. Thus with but one exception, the forms 
nfL�aova, (4 times) ,  nfL�aaVTo (twice), TtfL�aaafJa" nfL�£VTa, nfL�£VTos, 
occur after the bucolic diaeresis, as do likewise, without exception, 

, , (
. 

) " ( h · ) "  (
.

) ' , £taOpOWVTa 7 tunes , £wopOWVTas t nce , £taOpowVT' tWIce , £taOpowVTO, 
£iaopowaat (twice) , £laopowaa (twice) , £laopowat (v) (5 times) , £laopaaafJat 
(6 · ) , ' fJ " , ' Th b 

. 
times , £taopaaa £, £taopowaav, £taopowC17Jt. ere can e no question 

here of investigating the various usages in versification of a verb occur
ring after the bucolic diaeresis. Such an investigation would be very long, 
and would demand as well a preliminary knowledge of the methods of 
analysis of formulary diction and an understanding of the limitations of 
such analysis. Let us merely set forth instead the frequency with which 
the two verbs in question occur after the bucolic diaeresis, since it is this 
phenomenon which makes fJEOV WS so useful before the bucolic diaeresis. 
The latter expression can be followed by any of the forms of £laopaw 
already listed to express the essential idea 'honour as a god' in moods and 
tenses which the verbs nfLaw and TLW alone would not allow. Thus we 
find : 

7J 7 1  
8 1 73 

Cf. M 3 1 2  

lCui AUWII 0 '  P.LII pu 8EOII �S' elaopOWJl'TES' 
ipx0p.£lIoll 0' alia aaTv 8EOII �S' £laopOwaw 
ill AVlCl'r}" 'lTClIITES' O� 8EOVS' �S' ElaopOwat. 

The present forms of nfLaw and TLW (nfLwm, nfLwVT£S, TLova" 7LOVT£S) 
do not allow the use in the present tense of the device which they make 
possible in the past and future. I 

Let us now leave aside the composition of these formulae and consider 
what help they give in their complete form to the versifYing poet. In the 
nine lines quoted, the idea 'honour (or honoured) as a god' is expressed 
by groups of words which extend from the trochaic caesura to the end of 
the line and begin with a single consonant. We had occasion to show in 

8a181. Q. 
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TE (pp. 10  ff.) above that because of their relation to the trochaic 
caesura, formulae of this metrical value have an exceedingly important 
role in versification. In a great many cases the bard has at his disposal two 
sentences which can express a third idea by the joining of the first part of 
one to the second part of the other. Thus the sentence AB and the 
sentence XY can furnish the materials for the sentences AY and XB. But 
this exchange can only take place on condition that A is metrically 
equivalent to X, and B to Y. Moreover it will be advantageous, or even 
necessary, that A and X end, and B and Y begin, at one of the breaks in 
the line. For most of the time there will be a pause, more or less marked, 
between the two parts of a sentence which can thus be separated and 
rejoined. In the work just referred to we set forth many cases of this 
device (TE, pp. I Q  ff. above) . For example : 

AB 0 340 TOV 0' �P.Etf1ET' £'TTEtTa 'TTOA,"AaS' 8i'0S' '08VUUEVS' 
XY E 94 aVTap 6 'TTi'VE KaL �u8E 8taKTop0S' :4.pyn!fooVTTJS' 
AY 8 338 TOV I)' �P.Etf1ET' £'TTEtTa StaKTop0S' )tpyEt!foOVTTJS' 
XB , 249 � TOt 6 'TTi'VE Kat �U8E 'TTOA,"AaS' 8roS' 'OSVUUEVS' 

AB 
XY 
AY 
XB 

E 426 = 0 47 
E 420 
V 287 
X 167 = a 28 

One should not expect to find the device of interchange as clearly 
demonstrated in the case of the hemistichs 8EOV £oS" nl-'�aov(n etc. as in 
the case of the hemistichs of the lines quoted above. In the latter case, 
the device is as evident as it is because the sentences thus formed are 
of the simplest kind, expressing ideas which recur with great frequency 
in heroic poetry. I None the less, we do have enough evidence to show 
us how useful the expressions 8EOV £oS" nl-'�aovat etc. are to the poet. We 
find, for example, more than a slight resemblance between the first parts 
of the following lines : 

N 206 Kat TOTE 8� 'TTEpt Kijpt lloUEtoawv £xoAw87J 
Q 61  ll7JA/.t, oS' 'TTEPL Kijpt !fotAoS' ,,'VET' ci.8avaTOtUt 
, 158 KEi'vOS' S' aO 'TTEPL Kijpt p.aKapTaToS" £,oXov <iAAwv 
7J 69 OJS' KEtV7] 'TTEPL Kijpt TETtP.7JTat TE KaL £UTW. 

The poet was able to make three of the lines quoted earlier by joining 
a hemistich modelled on the type of those which begin these lines to 
a hemistich of the series we have been discussing : 

T 280 = rp 339 ot &r} }  \ � 8 \ ft {Ttp.�uavTo 
6 . ,  P.W 'TTEpt K7]pt EOV WS' , 

E 3 Ot KEV Ttp.7Juovat. 

To understand fully how great a reSource of versification this device of 
interchangeable hemistichs is for the poet, one has only to continue on 
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one's own the process of interchange with nfL�aaVTo, and nfL�aovaL, and 
to see how easy this device is to carry out. And in composing lines in this 
way, one can be sure that one is faithfully reproducing Homer's own 
process of versification. There is nothing in the Iliad and Odyssey to 
indicate that the poet ever refrained from this interchange of formulae, 
nothing to indicate that he ever replaced them by words of his own find
ing, as long as he was able to use the old words to express his thought. 
Thus we could, for example, make the following : 

{ '  } , TOTE , , ,... , (\  KaL _ 1)"1 7T£pL K"1pL (hov W, 
VVII 

{TLfL�aaVTo 
TLfL�aOVaLv 
£laopowow 

, , naopOWIIT£, {TLfL7/0'aVTo 
TLfL7/0'0VOLII 
f:lO'°POWO'LV 

, , f:LOOPOWIIT£, , 

The game is too easy to need to be continued here. But it is precisely its 
ease for us which shows how convenient for the poet was the metrical 
value of the formula series Of:OV WS' nfL�aavTo etc. I And be it noted that 
this convenience is not limited to the series ofhemistichs falling before the 
trochaic caesura which we have just discussed. The demonstration could 
be continued by means of hemistichs of other lines in which O£ov wS' falls 
before the bucolic diaeresis. Thus the first part of the line 0 1 73 

£PXOfLf:VOII I)' dlla liO'TIJ Of:OV W, £laopowO'w 

belongs to the formula series contained in the following lines : 

and so on. 

"1 40 £PXOfL€"0" KaTa liarv I)La 0tP£a" OV yap )18�""1 
7T 1 70 EPX"10'80v 7TPOTL aoTV 7Tf:PLKAVTOV' ovl)' £yw aVT7/ 

Now that we have seen, first, how Of:OV wS' before the bucolic diaeresis 
combines with certain verb-forms which extend from that caesura to the 
end of the line, and second, how formulae composed in this manner are 
joined to other hemistichs falling before the trochaic caesura, we know 
how much the traditional diction would have been disturbed if the poets 
had had to give up OEOV wS' scanned � - - after the initial consonant of wS' 
had been lost. There is no way of arranging otherwise, in the same por
tion of the line, words expressing the idea 'they honoured him as a god' 
so as to avoid any metrical fault. The poets would have had to renounce 
the whole idea so nobly conceived, and conceived in words so intimately 
and so naturally tied to other words and other expressions in formulary 
diction. It was by necessity, therefore, that they accepted here the 
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presence of a short syllable where the rhythm demanded a long. Nor can it 
be claimed that we are misusing the word 'necessity', in that it is after all 
just possible to arrange in some other fashion, in the hexameter line, the 
idea 'they honoured him as a god'. He who would urge such an objection 
must make an expression of the same brevity, adapting itself with the 
same ease, by interior modifications, to differences of tense, mood, voice, 
and person, and showing the same natural ability to join with other 
words in the hexameter with which it would be associated. It can be 
stated without hesitation that there is no one of this time capable of 
creating such an expression. I The modern reader must here fully recog
nize his own powerlessness. And by our own utter inability to replace 
a single device of epic diction, we can form some estimate of the quality of 
a diction which is nothing more than the complete set of such devices. 

The necessity confronting the bards either to allow a metrical fault or 
else to renounce a device entirely can be just as clearly observed in the use 
of 8EOY wS' at the end of the line. Odysseus, in the embassy scene, says to 
Achilles : 

I 301 uV I)' lliovs '1rEP IIavaxawos 
'TELP0P.'vovs E>.iaLpE Ka'Ta. crrpa'Tov, 0; UE 8Eav ws 
'TEtuoVU'· 7J yap Kt uq,L p.d>.a p.'ya KVI)OS a.pow. 

Hecuba speaks to her dead son from the walls of Troy : 

X 432 0 /LOL vOK'TaS 'TE Ka, 7Jp.ap 
EOXW>'� Ka'Ta. a.U'TV '1rt:>.iUKt:O, '1rCiat 'T' Dvt:Lap 
Tpwat 'Tt: Ka, TpwLijLaL Ka'Ta. '1r'To>'w, 0; UE 8Eav ws 
I)nl)'xa'T'· 7J yap K' acpL p.ti>.a p./ya KVI)OS €7Ju8a 
'was Mw. 

As soon as one understands that f,ELf,'XaT
' 

is from the point of view of 
meaning only the equivalent of TLJL�UaYTO, exactly like ELuopowaw--since 
TLJL�UaVTO cannot be used here-one realizes that in both cases the poet is 
making use of an identical device : he has a fixed way of expressing, 
between the bucolic diaeresis and the end of the following line, the idea 
'who will honour (or honoured) you because you would give them (or gave 
them) great glory'. 

In the first passage, the modification of the idea by the substitution of 
KE for Kat and of apOLo for ET}u8a is typical of the way in which the bards 
modify a formula in order to adapt it to the nuances of the idea. There is 
no need to stress the fact that this device too would have had to be 
abandoned if the bards had wished to avoid the final brevis in longo : no 
other disposition of the words falling after the bucolic diaeresis is possible. 
Thus there was a twofold reason for keeping 8EOY cVS'. 

Equally clear, in the three lines in which it appears, is the device 
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containing the expression �EA'OS ws, �EAWV ws. In E 185 it is used of the 
veil behind which Hera hides her countenance, 

�� , _ I,. <>' " ' "  N I KaAWt V7]ya'TEWt· I\EVKOV 0 7]V 7]EI\(O' W" 

in a 296 it is used of a necklace, 

and in 'T 234 of a chiton, 

The bard, knowing that he could express the idea 'like the sun' between 
the bucolic diaeresis and the end of the line, ends his description with the 
fourth foot and completes the line with the formula in question. In 
the expressions AWKOV S' �v, Aal-'7TpoS S' �v, of the first and the third of 
the lines cited, we find another fixed device : the technique of formulary 
diction, which we have described as the union offormulae of which each 
has its fixed place or places in the line, can be described from another 
point of view as a technique of making at the same time a sentence and 
a line. It goes without saying that the device to which we have just called 
attention would also have to be abandoned if the loss of the initial con
sonant of ws were to be taken into account. 

There is no profit in studying at any greater length the various devices 
which make use of expressions wherein ws follows a brevis in tongo. In the 
first place, both the methods of investigation and the conclusions would 
be the same as in the previous cases, and in the second place, where there 
are expressions appearing once only in our texts, the device is much 
harder to establish : the success of such analysis of diction depends neces
sarily on a certain abundance of analogous usages. But let us note that, 
for the validity of our conclusions, it is not necessary to know that every 
formula implying the existence, at some point, of 'FWS is traditional. 
A bard may well have created, on the model of (JEOS WS or of some other 
formula, a new expression containing this metrical fault now consecrated 
by custom. But the irregularity must have had its origin in the survival of 
the formula as we have described it. 

The other possible explanation of the use of postpositive would be to 
suppose that the initial F had survived in the pronunciation ofthe poets in 
the same way as the I initial consonant of aVs ; so that they said sometimes 'pi)s and sometimes ws, just as they sometimes said atis and sometimes vs. 
It is obvious that this explanation is by nature susceptible neither of proof 
nor �of refutation ; for that, we should need epigraphic evidence which 
does not exist. But the truth of this theory would in no way change our 
conclusions on the survival of the formula. In one case this survival would 
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have caused a metrical fault, in the other it would have ensured the 
preservation, in the language of the poets, of a form which had dis
appeared in common speech. 

This hypothesis of the presence in Homer of a form 'fCfJ� brings us 
naturally to other cases in which hiatus or breves in longo are explained 
by the presence or by the loss of an initial digamma or an initial con
sonant group SF-, as in S�v, St:LVO�, S€O�, SE{aa�, etc.' The problem is not 
quite the same for W� as for other words with initial or postinitial digamma, 
because in the case of the latter the omission of the consonant is not 
frequent enough to make it certain that Homer knew a form of the word 
without the initial consonant.2 There are three different ways of explain
ing the use of words which bear the trace of an initial or postinitial 
digamma : ( I )  The digamma was pronounced by the poet and the 
nature of its sound was such that he could lengthen a naturally short 
syllable where a long was needed, I or could leave short a syllable short by 
nature where a short syllable was needed (so Hartel, Homerische Studien, 
iii. 70 ff. ; Solmsen, Untersuchungen zur griechischen Laut- und Verslehre, 
1 29 ff.) .  (2) In the language of the poets, the digamma survived, and was 
pronounced or omitted from pronunciation like the initial a of aVS' or the 'T 

of 7T'TOALS', as the needs of verse-making required. (3) The digamma had 
entirely disappeared from the poetic language at the time when the 
Iliad and the Odyssry were composed, and its seeming survival is due to the 
fact that the poets, if they were to repair the metrical faults resulting 
from this disappearance, would have had to revise drastically their whole 
formulary diction, or even give it up altogether. This necessity which 
forced the bards either to give up the formula 8EOV t:)S' 'TLJ.L�aOVaL or to 
tolerate a metrical irregularity arose, according to this mode of explana
tion, whenever a formula contained a word which had once begun with 
a digamma. Now the problem of the digamma in fact demands an 
investigation which will begin from a full knowledge of formulary tech
nique, and will follow the method which we have here used for the 
formula in question. The investigation should also be carried out for the 

1 There is no need to treat words beginning with IlF separately from words beginning with 
F, because from the point of view of metre we have the same problem in /-,&>.a Ilt/v (thrice) as 
in 1TVj('VOV £1TOS (4 times) : the position of the consonant has no effect on the lengthening of the 
syllable. The spellings 1T£p.lllldaaaa (et> 328), 1T£p,llllnaav (A 508), etc. in ASM!} do not put an 
end to our indecision since they may well be the invention of a scribe who corrected 1T£P'
Ildaaaa to make it metrically right but did not dare to write T£ 1l1l£'I11j' in Q 1 , 6. Equally 
possible, Homer may have pronounced 1T£p.lllldaaaa, the bards of his time having devised this 
artificial pronunciation to repair the metrical fault occasioned by the loss of F. They may have 
hesitated to pronounce /-,&'>.a IIIlt/v for the same reason that the scribe would have hesitated to 
write it. If the 11 were pronounced double, the case would be analogous to the double pro
nunciation of the liquids /-" v, >., p (see below, p. 232).  

• Phonetic reasons as well suggest that the aspirate digamma was lost before other initial 
digammas. 
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Homeric Hymns, all of which show traces of the digamma even though 
some of them can be assigned to a fairly late date, ' and it should lead to 
some affirmative conclusions, to judge by the results of this essay as 
well as those of The Traditional Epithet in Homer. But these conclusions, 
however clear they may bc, will always be limited in their scope. "\'\' e 
shall at best be able to demonstrate a possibility. We shall be able to 
prove that the suppression of the digamma does not justify the condemna
tion of an expression, and we shall have demolished the solid basis on 
which those editors relied who wished to reintroduce the digamma into I 
the text of the Iliad and the Odyssey. But we shall not have proved that 
Homer did not pronounce this consonant, because the two alternative 
explanations will be as available as they were before. As we said above, 
only epigraphical evidence could give us a certain solution to the prob
lem. Meanwhile, anyone who chooses one of three hypotheses as the 
ground of his conclusions, will inevitably have to concede the uncertainty 
of his hypothesis. 

It is, then, impossible to know whether those words which at one time 
had an initial digamma are true examples of hiatus and of breves in longis 
which in turn, as it has been suggested, served as models for other cases in 
which the digamma played no part. It is an hypothesis incapable of either 
proof or refutation, based on another hypothesis of the same order. But 
since we are working here in a domain where we can only match one 
hypothesis against another, we can reasonably suppose that the bards 
would have more easily tolerated those irregularities which were con
secrated by their traditional usage (FM, p. 234) . It is conceivable that the 
bards developed for those words which had lost an initial digamma 
a feeling analogous to that of the French for the 'aspirate' h, a feeling 
maintained by the Ionians of Archilochus' time for the original initial 
consonant of oL (Arch. 29. 2 8E oL, Simonides 7. 79, cf. Bechtel, Griechische 
Dialekte, iii. 39) . Such a feeling may have led the bards to make a sharp 
distinction between irregularities involving a lost digamma and those in 
which this sound played no part ; an irregularity of the first kind may 
have seemed to them entirely acceptable from the point of view of rhythm. 

[ Hartel, in his Hormrische Studie1l, finds in Homer 3,354 observances of the digamma 
against 617 negligences, a proportion of 5"4: I .  For the Hymlls, Alien, Halliday, and Sikes, 
The Homeric Hym1lS (Oxford '936), give (po cii) the following figures : 

Dcmcter 
Apollo 
Hennes 
Aphrodo 
Diono vii 
Pan xix 
Minor Hymns 

[corrected reference.-Edo] 

Observances 

47 
69 
:27 
46 

9 
2 

20 

Neglects 

35 = ' °342 : 1 
34 = 2 :  I approxo 
49 = 0°55: I 
:24 = 1 °9 : 1 

4 =  :2°:25 : 1  
5 = 0°4 : 1 

1 7  = ' ° ' 75 : 1 
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Moreover, to return to the methodology outlined at the beginning of this 
study, the existence of such models cannot be considered a cause : it could 
only be one of the factors which allowed the poet to maintain in the lines 
he sang the irregularity which the true causes led him to commit in the 
first place. 

The lengthening of final short syllables before the liquid consonants p, 
A, /-" v, does not properly enter into the frame of this essay, since it is clear, 
both from their nature and from the way in which the poet makes use of 
words beginning with them, I that we are dealing here with a device used 
generally to make syllables long by position. None the less, there will be 
some profit in touching briefly on the origin of this lengthening, since it 
involves the survival of formulae, and especially since scholarship is 
agreed in recognizing this survival. 

It has been possible to establish with certainty that in a large number 
of cases words beginning with one of the consonants p, A, /-" v, once began 
with two consonants. Thus P'rlg€W (M 1 98 T€iX6S' T€ P'rlg€,v) derives from 
a root 'FPTJY- ; pEW (1: 402 7T€P' SE p6oS') from UP€F ; pwwv (T 39 a-rag€ 
Ka-ra p'vwv) from upw- ; vup6£V'T' (N 754 oP€' vup6€v'Tt) from UvtCp- ; vvoi 
(.0 166 lSE vvol) from uvv- ; p,o'ipav (II 367 ouSE KaTa /-,o'ipav) from U/-'otp- ; 
V€Vpfj' (Ll 1 18 alifJa S' €7T' V€Vpfj') from uv€VP- ; etc.I 'It is not indeed neces
sary to maintain that in these cases the lost consonant was pronounced at 
the time when the Homeric poems were composed. We have only to sup
pose that the particular combination in question had established itself in the 
usage of the language before the two consonants were reduced by phonetic 
decay to one . . . the habit of lengthening before initial liquids was 
extended by analogy, from the stems in which it was originally due to 
a double consonant to others in which it had no such etymological 
ground.'2 Such are : €lS€ v£cpoS' (Ll 275), iS€ SE v€cp€ATJy€p£Ta Z€VS' (8 293), 
'Ij SE /-,Eyav (r I 25) , EV' /-,€yapo,u, (.0 497), etc. 

This study would not be complete without a few words on the formula 
7T6'TV,a "HpTJ which appears 24 times in Homer. Both Hoffman and Knos, 
embarrassed by the frequency of this formula, were unwilling to include 
it in their lists of hiatus illiciti qui vocantur, where in fact it would have 
stood out in contrast with expressions which appear but once or twice in 
the poems. And yet there was no ground for making such an exception. 
Hoffman (Quaest. Horn. i. 93) observes that the expression always comes 
at the end of the line, and adds, with the approval of Knos (De Dig. I 
Horn. 1 80) that the expression 'came to Homer from older poetry'. The 
correctness of the first of these observations is beyond dispute, and we 
have every reason to believe the second ; but to see them as causes would 

I Meillet et Vendryes, Traite de grammaire compare, Paris 1 924, 50 ff. 
• Monro, Homeric Grammar', 345. 
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be wrong� To do so, one would have to argue that an expression with 
a fixed position in the line produces hiatus by this very fact, and that 
earlier poetry (Hoffman must mean the earlier form of the Homeric line) 
allowed this irregularity more freely. But these two hypotheses are 
groundless. 

There are two ways only of explaining the hiatus in the expression 
7T6Tv,a "HpTJ. The first is that the formula was created when the name of 
the goddess began with a consonant, the former existence of which is 
indicated by the aspiration. 

The other explanation is that the poets were compelled by their tech
nique of versification to find a noun-epithet formula for Hera in the 
nominative case, capable of being used after the bucolic diaeresis, and 
beginning with a single consonant ; and that they were unable to find an 
epithet metrically more satisfactory than 7T6TV,a. It is clear that "HpTJ 
must come at the end of this portion of the line. The task then is to find 
an epithet suitable in meaning, able to be used ornamentally, with the 
measure - � �, beginning with a single consonant, and ending with -os or 
-'so These conditions are not easily met, and it would not be surprising if 
the bards found themselves unable to do SO. I  Given the actual state of our 
knowledge of the etymology of "HpTJ, one of these explanations is as good 
as the other. What they both together imply, however-and for the pur
poses of this study this is the important point-is that the formula 7T6Tv,a 
"HpTJ was traditional and not the creation of Homer, and that therefore 
this poet is not responsible for the hiatus within the formula. And in fact 
we have indubitable proofs of the traditional character of the formula 
7T6Tv,a "HpTJ. One of the principal problems discussed in The Traditional 
Epithet in Homer is precisely that of proving the traditional character of 
noun-epithet formulae ; and we demonstrated that in order to do this, 
one must establish systems of formulae of a given type which are of wide 
extension and which entirely exclude any element superfluous from the 
point of view of versification : i.e. any element equivalent to another in 
both sense and metre. We established a system of this kind for noun
epithet I formulae of gods and heroes which exactly fill the space between 
a caesura and the beginning or end of the line, and in the Table in which 
this system is presented (TE, p. 39 above) occurs the formula 7T6TV,a 
"HpTJ. It has on the one hand the same metrical value as eight other 
noun-epithet formulae which we find used for the ten other gods and 
heroes whose names appear in the Table : Sfos 'OSVUUEVS, lla>J..as .:4.8r}VTJ, 
tPoffJos .:4.7T6>J..wv, S;;os .:4.X,>J..EVS, fLTJTtETa ZEVS, cpatS'fLos "EKTWP, Xc1.AKEOS 
JtPTJS, TVSEOS vt6s ; on the other hand it is never replaced in the Homeric 

1 Cf. in TE, (pp. 188-g above) a similar case where the poets were obliged to use the formula 
1TEP'r/>pWV IlT/vE>'o7TELa although this expression involved the use of a long closed syllable before 
the bucolic diaeresis. 
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poems by another noun-epithet formula of the same metrical value. 
Thus it is an integral part of a system of formulae of too wide an exten
sion and too rigorous an economy to be the work of a single poet. 

Finally, let us observe that by a happy coincidence, the expression 
1TO'TVta "HpYJ gives us a perfect example of how, once a metrical irregularity 
becomes a part of the poetic diction, and once the poets become accus
tomed to hearing it, it ceases to be observed by them altogether. One of the 
rare cases of formulae equivalent in both sense and metre which appear 
more than once or twice is that of {JOW1TtS 1TO'TVta "HpYJ ( 1 1  times) f"OoJ BEG. 
AEVKWAEVOS "HpYJ ( 1 9  times) . 1  The use of the second of these formulae 
would have avoided the hiatus contained in the first. But we find the two 
formulae used with an alternation which rules out the preference of 
a single poet, and which shows that the poet (or poets) of the Iliad and the 
Otfyssry found each of these expressions as correct as the other. This is for 
us a precious indication, proving that we must consider those metrical 
irregularities in Homer which were consecrated by the tradition in an 
entirely different way from those which we might encounter in the work 
of a later poet whose style is free from the traditional. 

I Cf. TE, (p. 182 above) . 
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CONC LUSIONS 

T

HE study which we have made of the relation between the formulary 
character of bardic diction and the presence of short syllables in 
hiatus and of lengthened final short syllables in Homer, has revealed 

three facts which dissuade us from correcting the received text of the 
Iliad and the Odyssey in order to remove these metrical irregularities. 
( I ) The so-called illegitimate cases of hiatus of short syllables, those that 
do not occur before one of the breaks in the hexameter line, result from 
the same causes as those which have been termed legitimate. (2) The 
hiatus of short syllables and also-we can say it without having recourse 
to another demonstration-that of long syllables, results from the same 
causes as do lengthened final short syllables. (3) The conditions of versi
fication having been different for a bard in a traditional style from 
what they were or are for a poet with an individual style, we have no right 
to apply the same canons of criticism to them both. 

I. We found a number of cases in which an 'illegitimate' hiatus of 
a short syllable results from a modification in the body of a formula : 
"-I,.D ' , \ , �  , \ HE d ·  C'. d '1 . . 
a'l'f7tTa atEt, TETEI\EU!-'Eva 'IEV, E1Tt KTOPt, etc., an again we 10un egltl-
mate' cases of short syllables in hiatus resulting from the same cause : 
EYXEa ogvoEVTa, 1TEAc1,uuaTE o1TAa TE 1TaVTa, EpvuuaTE T/1TEtPOVSE, etc. We 
found cases in which the juxtaposition of two formulae brought about 
'1 . .  , 

h· , , 'A 8 ' \ -1,. '  • 'A \ - Q ' ' ''D egItImate latus : EVE!-,OVTO n.pat VPE71V, KaTa 'l'pEva WS n.Xtl\71a, paUK Wt, 
OVAE OVEtPE, etc. ; and likewise we found cases where juxtaposition caused 
'illegitimate' hiatus : Z"vs SE EOV 1TPOS Sw!-,a, yvvatKa aYEu(Jat, 1T(iJ"a oiwv, 
etc. And with this recognition of common causes disappears any reason to 
make a distinction between different kinds of hiatus : either all cases of 
short syllables in hiatus I should be expunged from the text, or else the 
fact that a short syllable is in hiatus elsewhere than before a metrical 
break is no indication that the expression in which it occurs is not 
Homeric. 

But more important, perhaps, than the discovery that the causes are 
the same for both kinds of metrical irregularity is that we learn why the 
'illegitimate' cases of a short syllable in hiatus are less frequent than 
others ; it is precisely this relative infrequency which has aroused scholarly 
suspicion. We have been able to point out the reasons of this infrequency, 
viz., that the temptation to join two formulae arose most often with those 
formulae which fall between two breaks in the line, or between one break 
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and the beginning or end of the line. For formulae of these kinds can most 
often be interchanged, and the device of interchange can always be found 
wherever the juxtaposition of two formulae occasions a metrical fault. 
Once we know this, we can abandon the old explanation of 'legitimate' 
hiatus as justified by the pause in utterance at one of the metrical 
breaks in the line. Those hiatus which do not occur before one of the 
breaks in the line do not have this raison d'etre ; but if pause in utterance 
had played any part in the creation of hiatus, we should have expected 
the disparity in number of the two kinds of irregularity-which can now 
be explained by the workings offormulary diction-to be larger than it is. 
We ought to find more 'legitimate' hiatus, and almost no 'illegitimate' 
hiatus at all. But since we have cases of the latter, and their genuineness 
has been proved, their existence casts doubt on the whole theory of 
a pause, and in any case, the theory is no longer needed. 

11. The two problems which have been shown to be one, of 'legitimate' 
and 'illegitimate' short syllables, are now joined by a third, that of the 
lengthened final short syllable. Anyone who now wishes to maintain the 
principle that a short syllable in hiatus is by its nature an intrusion into 
the genuine text of Homer will have to remove all examples of both 
kinds of hiatus. It is a peculiarity of Homeric scholarship that so much 
effort has been made to rid the text of hiatus, while so little attention has 
been paid to the lengthening of final short syllables, seeing that such 
lengthening is hardly more desirable from the point of view of metre than 
hiatus. I 

Ill. If all Greek poetry other than Homer had been lost, no one of 
course would ever have objected to the hiatus of short syllables. It was 
solely because he had in mind poetry of the Classical period, when such 
hiatus was forbidden, that van Leeuwen came to object so strenuously 
to this metrical fault : 'Neque criticus, cui sint aures, aequo animo 
tulerit hiatus quales sunt E7rt aAAw" TO EI-'0V ' I But this connection 
between Homeric poetry and poetry of a later period dissolves once we 
recognize the fundamental difference between the formulary style of 
Homer and the individual style of poets who worked independently of 
a traditional diction. They were in the habit of looking for words and 
groups of words which would exactly express the particular nuances of 
their thought, and so they never found themselves, like the Homeric 
bard, at a loss for words to express their ideas in metre without metrical 
fault. Their thought, moreover, was as little fixed as their diction, always 
remaining sufficiently flexible to allow modification according to the 
demands of metre, just as the thought of a modern poet can be modified in 
favour of rhyme. When the bard composed his lines, he had had no 
experience of searching for original expression ; his versification was not 

I Enchiridium dictionis epicae2 (Lugduni Batavorum 1 908) 8 1 .  
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a pursuit of new words or new groups of words. When he first learned the 
art of poetry, he accepted a traditional diction, created for the expression 
of ideas appropriate to the recitation of heroic deeds. This diction already 
contained a number of metrical irregularities sanctioned by age ; and the 
nature of the diction was such that in using it the poet was led to make 
other faults which he could have avoided only by resorting to words of 
his own invention. Leaving aside the impossibility of finding words which 
would really sort metrically with traditional formulary expressions, the poet 
simply was not in the habit of looking for words of his own. He was a poet 
of a traditional style : he would have had to become a poet of an indivi
dual style. The poets of the Classical period never found themselves in the 
same metrical difficulty. Since they had no formulae to begin with, their 
habits of versification did not compel them to make metrical faults ; and if 
by some chance they I did happen to fashion a faulty verse, the flexibility 
of their thought, their habitual resources for expressing their thought, 
always sufficed to overcome the difficulty without trouble. The two styles 
differed, and the problems of metrics were different for each of them. 

We have now in general demonstrated the authenticity in the text of 
Homer of the hiatus of short syllables and the lengthening of final short 
syllables. To the negative proof of the impossibility of removing these 
irregularities from the text, we have added the positive proof of their 
causes. None the less, we must take care not to exaggerate the import of 
these conclusions : we have shown that the hiatus of short syllables is not 
in itself a sign that an example of it is not the work of Homer, and like
wise for the lengthened final short syllable. But we have not proved that 
any single irregularity of this kind is necessarily an authentic part of the 
original poem. The possibility remains that a particular irregularity 
derives from a bard of more recent times, who would have made it for the 
same reasons as Homer, under the influence of formulary diction ; or that 
it derives from an interpolator or copyist. 

Papyri have revealed to us fragments of a hexameter poem which we 
know from a remark of Pausanias to belong to the Hesiodic Catalogue of 
Women.1 The author of these lines is telling how Helen was sought in 
marriage by various Achaean lords, and at line 2 I we read 

The structure of this line resembles that of other lines of the same 
fragment : 

1 7  £fLtpy£oS' £P.VWVTO p.&['\' £y]y68£v' aAA' apa Kat TOUS' 
67 £K KP�TTJS' 0'  £P.VaTO p.lya u8lvoS' '[oop.£vijoS' 
42 ' '" H " ..18 ' A8' " n[ £K 0 ap .t1 TJV£WV p.va VtoS' 

I Berlin Papyri 9739, 10560. Paus. 3. 24. 10. 
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In composing line 2 I ,  the poet was mainly guided by his memory of lines 
like 67. But in place of the I subject formula 1ToAvTAaS' SWS' 'OSU(J(JEVS', 
which would have given him a line free from metrical error, he chose 
'OSu(J(JfioS' lEP� is', an expression involving both the hiatus of a short 
syllable and the lengthening of a final short syllable. It is by this very 
choice that we know that this poet lived toward the end of the age of 
heroic verse. For Homer would not have hesitated to use 1ToAvTAaS' S�oS' 
'OSU(J(JEVS'. When he composed, at a time when the technique of the 
formulary and traditional epithet was in its full vigour, the fixed epithet 
was purely ornamental and had no pertinence to the action of the im
mediate context. Odysseus is 1ToAJ.rAaS' SwS' 'OSU(J(JEtJs- 25 times in Homer, 
including 5 times in the Iliad, although at that point in his life he had not 
yet made the travels which earned him more than any other hero the 
right to the title of 'much-suffering' ;  Homer never once replaces this 
formula by another of the same measure. Similarly, Aegisthus is for 
Homer 'irreproachable', Clytemnestra is 'divine', Polyphemus is 'god
like', etc.! It was only when heroic poetry began to make way for indi
vidual styles of poetry that the bards became aware of the frequent 
contradictions between the idea of the epithet and the idea of the passage 
containing the epithet ; and that must have been the time when the lines 
attributed to the Catalogue cif Women were composed. The author of this 
fragment did not want to speak of the young Odysseus as 'much-suffering', 
and the best he could do by way of replacing that formula was 'OSu(JafioS' 
lEP� is', mediocre in thought, faulty in metre. The line is late ; but the age 
to which it belongs proclaims itself not by the metrical errors, but by the 
presence of the non-Homeric formula. 

It may well be that some lines of the Iliad and the Odyssey which con
tain word-endings of irregular metre are likewise the work of late poets. 
But if they should be excised from the text, it is for reasons other than 
these irregularities. If we can never be entirely sure that this or that line is 
part of the original Homeric poems, we can be sure that he (or those 
authors whom we comprise under his name) was master of a I formulary 
diction, and was led by that diction to make numerous faults of metre. 

We must also recognize the possibility that among those cases of hiatus 
which are not clearly the result of the operation offormulae, some may be 
the work of a poet of individual style. It is just possible that such a poet 
composed lines with metrical faults, and felt himself justified in leaving 
them in their faulty state by the many similar cases in the poems. It is 
even possible, since we cannot assert categorically that the diction of the 
Homeric poems is wholly formulary, that Homer himself put together 
original combinations of words which involved metrical faults but were 
none the less allowed to remain in the poems. And finally, apart from the 

I ef. TE, pp. I !  9-45 above. 
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formulary technique as Homer knew it, let us name the third possible 
source of short syllables in hiatus and lengthened final short syllables : 
they could be what they have been so much desired to be, the work of an 
editor or copyist of historical times who changed the text through 
ignorance or negligence. But this last hypothesis is worth little considera
tion. If the original text was greatly changed in this fashion as it was 
handed down, it is unlikely that faults would have been introduced into it 
which from the very beginning of the historical period were regarded as 
offensive. That the editors and copyists, inspired, like van Leeuwen and 
Agar, by the example of poetry of individual style, should have energeti
cally devoted themselves to the reconstitution of a text free from metrical 
error was most probable. But that they should have made changes which 
from their point of view detracted from the beauty of the text, is im
probable, and could be explained only by oversight, not by intention. 

We must then allow that this or that short syllable in hiatus or 
lengthened final short syllable may not have figured in the original 
poems ; but this in no way invalidates the conclusions of our study, in 
which we have sought only to show that metrical irregularities do not of 
themselves reveal that they are not the work of Homer. It may be proper 
to condemn one or another passage in which a hiatus occurs I as the work 
of an interpolator : but it must be done because the passage contains 
some other sign of its age, or because its thought is alien to the poem as 
a whole. Or it may be proper to rewrite one or another line so as to make 
it metrically correct ; but it must be done because the line contains forms 
or expressions unknown to Homer, or because it is impossible to under
stand it as it stands. For such corrections of the text, short syllables in 
hiatus and lengthened final short syllables can give us no hint, nor pro
vide us with any guarantee. 
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The Homeric Gloss: a Study in Word-sense* 

T

HERE are, in general, two distinct views held concerning those 
Homeric words whose meaning is, for us, unknown or conjectural. 
Some suppose that their original signification was known to Homer 

and his public, but was lost because of linguistic changes which took 
place between the epoch of Homer and the historical period of Greek 
literature. It is chiefly the hope of making good this loss which has 
inspired the many well-known attempts to explain these words by the 
methods of comparative philology. Others suppose that their meaning 
had already been more or less forgotten when the verses of the Iliad and 
Odyssf:Y were composed. 1 This theory has been suggested often and 
variously, but always I more as an impression than as the conclusion of 
any constructive reasoning ; and that for a quite natural cause : so long as 
it was believed that the processes of verse-making were the same for 
Homer as for any poet of ancient or modern times who wrote an indi
vidual style, it was impossible to explain reasonably how a poet could 
have used words which he did not understand. The purpose of this paper 
is to give an explanation of how this could really be, based on the concep
tion that the Homeric style is a traditional style, a view which I have set 
forth in my study L' Epithete traditionnelle dans Homere. But the present 

• First published in Transactions of the American Philological Association 59 (1928), 233-47. 
I In this study a somewhat special distinction will be made in the use of the terms significa· 

tion, meaning, sense. The signification of a word is that which it denotes, that is, the definition 
which would be given it as an entity isolated from all contexts. Meaning refers to the ideas, 
single or multiple, exact or vague, which a word arouses in the mind when used in connec
tion with other words. The sense of a word is that particular delimitation of its meaning 
brought about by its repeated use in combination with certain other words, or in connection 
with the expression of certain categories of ideas, or in certain forms of literature. Thus to 
take an example in English: Alexander the Great. The signification of great is 'large in spatial 
dimension' (Webster); its meaning is 'eminent or distinguished by rank, power, or moral 
character' (Webster); its sense is-more or less exactly-'King of Macedon, 336-323. D.e.' 

For in this phrase, as it is ordinarily used and understood, the adjective does no more than 
specify that it is a certain Alexander who is mentioned. An example of the sense of a word 
determined by its repeat eduse in connection with the expression of certain categories of ideas 
is the word idea itself, in Greek or English, used as a term of Platonic philosophy. One example 
of the sense of a word resulting from its use in a certain form of literature is that possessed in 
old English ballads by 'merry,' or 'greenwood'. 

The importance of these distinctions lies in the fact that, just as the meaning of a word 
replaces its signification, from the point of view of its thought content, just so does the sense 
replace the meaning. 
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pages will not take as the premises of their reasoning the conclusions of 
that essay. Rather I would point out, to begin with, one of the phenomena 
determining our own comprehension, or non-comprehension, of the 
glosses, and then show that this phenomenon, in turn, can be understood 
only in the light of a traditional technique of verse-making. 

It must be granted that the definition of the gloss given by Aristotle 
(Poetics, 1457b3) is incomplete: 'By a regular word I mean one which is in 
common use, by a gloss one which is used abroad.'1 For the third alterna
tive is omitted: the word which is obsolete in all dialects. Indeed, to all 
purposes the glosses of Attic poetry were for the greater part archaisms. 
Only the smallest portion of an audience of Aeschylus could have known 
that avag was still employed in Cyprus, and K€>t€V(Jos in Arcadia;2 they 
must have recognized them as words met with in Homer, or in more 
recent poetry, and felt simply that they were no more in common use. 
The definition of Liddell and Scott-'An obsolete or foreign word which 
needs explanation' -is unsatisfactory for the important reason, as we 
shall see, that by far the larger number of words which must be classed as 
glosses certainly needed no explanation. What is more, the essential 
characteristic of the gloss is its I form, and not its 'foreign' and so poetic 
quality, which is a consequence of its form. In the following pages I shall 
use the term gloss as signifYing an element of vocabulary which has either no 
correspondence, or at best a remote one, with any element of vocabulary in the current 
language of an author's public. 

The phenomenon which furnishes the point of departure of the present 
study is simply this: the words in Homer for whose meaning we are in the 
dark are limited almost entirely to the category of ornamental epithets, 
that is, of adjectives used attributively and without reference to the ideas 
of the sentences or the passages where they appear. 

As a result of the direct and substantial nature of Homeric thought, 
finding its expression in a style which rigorously avoids abstraction, those 
words in the Iliad and Odyssey which have no correspondents in later 
Greek, with the exception of those which are ornamental epithets, are 
usually explained by the context. The explanation necessarily varies in 
exactness, according to the word and the circumstances of its use, but 
in only a very few instances does the meaning remain obscure. 8a�p, 
'brother-in-law', which among early authors is found only in Homer, 
may be taken as an example of the way in which the signification of a 
word is thus revealed. In Z 344 Helen addresses Hector: 8a.€P EfL€tO; and 
then we have the verses spoken by Helen at the funeral of Hector: 

I >"EYW 8£ KVptOV JLEV Wc. XPWVTat EKaaTOt, YAWTTav 8f tL, ;TfpOL) waTf 4>aVfpov OTt KaL ,.,Aw-rrav 
KaL KUptOV ([veu 8VV4TOV TO aUTO .. fL� TOrS- QVTois 8£. 

• Buck, Gruk Dialects' § 191. 
8141815 R 
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fJ 768 ill' £t -,t. p.£ Kai ruo. Evi p.£yapotutv Evl.".,.ot 

8a1pwv � YaAOWV � £lvaT£pwv EV1I'£.rrAwv. 
� £KVp�. 

Typical too is EUTWP, which appears in Greek only once, in {J 272, where 
Homer relates the preparing of the wagon which is to carry Priam and the 
ransom to the camp of the Achaeans : 

fJ 270 EK 8' lr/>£pov ,vyo8£ap.ov ap.a 'VYWt Ew£a:rr7JXv, 
Kai TO p.£v EV KaT£87]Kav Ev�£aTWt E1Ti pv,."wt. 
1T£'7Jt E1Tt 1TPW-rr,t, E1Ti 8� KplKOV EaTOpt fJd.>.>.ov. 
TpiS' 8' £KaTEpO£v E87Jaav E1T' oP4aAOV, av-rap E1T£tTa 
£g£l7J' KaT£87Jaav• wo yAwXrva 8' EKaf'llsav. I 

For EaTOpt there has been found no nearer correspondence than the 
doubtful one with Ionic-Attic Epp.a, and vaT�, glossed by Hesychius: 
1TaUUaAoS' KEpcl.nvoS'; but it is evident that it can signify only the yoke-pin. I 

In some cases the context furnishes us with the meaning, though not the 
signification of a word. Certainly such a word has a certain quality of 
vagueness, and so of remoteness, which, if anything, must have made it all 
the more suitable to epic style; but nevertheless, in such instances, the 
meaning indicated is usually quite clear. The aorist aEua, for instance, has 
no nearer correspondent in Homer than lavua" and in later Greek than 
av'\1J,2 but a single use of the word gives its meaning: 

1T 366 ap.a 8' �EAlwt KaTa/)vVTt 
ov 1TOT' E1T' �€lpov vVKT' aaap.£v. ill' EJli 1TOJITWt 
V7Ji Oofjt 1TA£loJIT£S' Ep.lp.vop.£V 'Rw arav. 

What is more, this word, used only in the aorist (6 times), is invariably 
joined with vVKTa. That it signify 'rest', 'pass', or, as its possible etymo
logy would suggest, 'stay', can add little to our understanding of the 
verses where it appears. Similarly there is EfLfLa1TEWS', found only in E 836 
and � 485, where the circumstances of its use easily and surely furnish 
some such meaning as 'rapidly' : 

E 835 ·fJ. ,pap.£V7J 1:0£v£Aov �v a,p' !1T1TWV waE xap.ii'£, 
X£tpi 1T4Aw Epvuaa', 0 a' ap' Ep.p.a1TlwS' a1Topova£v' 

g 484 Kai TOT' EYWV 'oavofja 1TpoU7Jv8wv EYYVS' EOJITa 
aYKWVt vvga.· 0 8' ap' EP.p.a1T£W. waKovu£. 

Even in s�ch a case as that of ap.o'\ywt we do not really suffer anything 
from our inability to give a definition. The word is found always in the 
expression (Ell) VVKTOS' afLo,\YWt (5 times) which, taken as a whole, can 

I See Leaf, Iliad' (London, 1902), 11, pp. 623 If. 
• The etymological evidence adduced by the comparative method which will be cited in 

this paper is chiefly from Boisacq, Diclionnaire Itymologique de la lanp grecque, Heiddberg, 
1923· 
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only mean 'in the dark of night' ; it would I be difficult to devise a mean
ing which would be essentially different. 

In a very rare number of cases we do find a word other than an orna
mental epithet which must remain unexplained, for example EVTv7TCls, 
found only in Q 163. In this passage the poet tells how Iris, arriving at the 
palace of Priam, found the household plunged in grief: 

Q 161 7TaLO€, p.EII 7TaT£p' ap.cpi Ka8�p.€Vot £110081011 avAfj, 
oaKpVatv €ip.aT' £cpvpov, & 0' €II p.£aaotat y€pato, 
€IITV7Tas €II XAalln'/t K€KaAVP.P.£IIO,· 

EVTV7TCJS, evidently an adverb, has variously found the interpretations 
'prostrate', 'bowed', 'closely-wrapped', and its meaning must remain 
doubtful. But it is almost sure that if we had even one other use of the 
word we could explain it: in no case do we find in Homer a word other 
than an ornamental epithet which, when used with any frequency, 
refuses to disclose its meaning. 

The situation is only too different in the case of those glosses which are 
ornamental epithets. We are frankly ignorant, in spite of the fact that they 
are often frequently used, of the meaning of alyOu7To, (3 times, of cliffs) ; 
ai/LOva (once, in the phrase aif'ova "rlP7j,); aKaK7jTa (twice, of Hermes) ; 
ci.AaAKof'€VTJl, (twice, of Athene); aAoaV8VTJ, (once of Thetis, once of 
Amphitrite) ; ci.Aq,7jrrTawv (5 times, of mortals) ; aTPVY£ToW (17 times of the 
sea, once of the air) ; aq,rlTopo, (once, of Apollo) ; af'q,tyvrl€t, (1 1 times, of 
Hephaestus), etc. There are as many other words of the same sort com
mencing likewise with the vowel alpha for which we may, or may not, 
know the meaning, for it is often as difficult in this connection to refute an 
explanation as it is to confirm one. These epithet glosses are used orna
mentally, and the idea which each expresses has no bearing upon the 
ideas of the sentence or passage where they appear. They do not express 
an essential I idea and so they I are not, as are the other parts of speech, an 
integral part of the frame of thought. 

We now know the relation, for us, between the context and the meaning 
of the glosses, and we have made the distinction between the glosses 
which we usually understand and those which can be explained only in 
the degree that they have some correspondence with other words in 
Homer or in later Greek; these latter will from now on be referred to as 
ornament glosses. But as yet no attempt has been made to decide whether, 
or. to what extent, Homer was here in the same position as ourselves. 
Accordingly we shall first consider the possible conditions under which he 
might have understood the ornament glosses and then, if these are 
unacceptable, see how the explanation that he did not know their 

I For the exact force of the term essential as used here cf. TE, p. 13 above. 
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signification, or their original meaning, accords with what we know from 
other sources concerning the traditional character of the epic language 
and diction. 

If the poet (or the poets) of the Iliad and Oqyssey knew the true significa
tion of the ornament glosses, without having access to any traditional or 
recorded explanation, we shall be forced to make the date of composition 
of the poems go back to a time so ancient that it will find, certainly, no 
serious support. For we shall thus be obliged to suppose that the elements 
of vocabulary which make up the ornament glosses were then in current 
use in the spoken language, so that poet and public understood /-L€P07TWV, 
for instance, with the same facility as an audience of Pindar or Aeschylus 
understood any of the epithets of these poets. The thought may occur to 
some that we might be able to show linguistically that certain ornament 
glosses were formed in an earlier period of the language, but it is doubtful 
if we may hope to prove very much in this way. Such epithets as /-LoJVvX€S, 
V�YP€TOS, V7J'\�s, or those containing an Aeolic element, as 'aTp€cpEwV, 
'a(}Eo£at, £PLT]pOS, £p£aVX£v€s, etc., furnish no conclusive evidence, since 
their meaning is sufficiently indicated either by corresponding I elements 
in Homer, or by the meaning of the nouns with which they are joined. 
(This latter is the sole manner in which the context may help explain an 
ornamental epithet.) Such interpretations as 8tc1.KTOPOS, 'Giver' (8£<1+ 
KTEpaS), or apy€tcpoVTT]S, 'of gleaming rays' (which M. Berard seems to 
accept as originating with some Chaldean conception of Hermes as the 
planet),' and the like, are at the best doubtful. And even if the formation 
from ancient elements of vocabulary were proved in the case of certain 
ornament glosses, it would have only a proportionate bearing on the 
others. Without speaking of the limitations, in this connection, of the 
comparative method,z we lack almost altogether the two basic elements of 
the proof, by specific linguistic evidence, of the date when the ornament 
glosses were formed: the date of the poems and the sure signification of 
even a few of those ornament glosses which have no correspondences in 
Homeric or later Greek. 

The answer to the question must be based upon our general estimation 
of the rapidity with which the Ionic dialect could have changed. Can we 
suppose that the time which elapsed between the period of Homer and 
that of Archilochus, of Theognis, even of Hero dot us, to name periods for 
which we have a progressively increasing knowledge oflonic vocabulary, 
is sufficient to justifY the differences of phonology and vocabulary which 
make it impossible to explain so large a part of the Homeric vocabulary 
by corresponding elements in Greek of the historical period? The words 
in Archilochus and Theognis (with the exception of those imitated from 

I Introduction a l'Odyssee (Paris, 1924), I, p. 202. 
• Cf. MeiJIet, AperfU d'une his/Qire de la langue grecque1 (Paris,1920), p. 40. 
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the epos) for which we are unable to find corresponding elements in 
Ionic or Attic prose are few or none. Unless, then, we wish to suppose, for 
the spoken Greek of Ionia between the period of Homer and historical 
times, an acceleration of linguistic change unparalleled elsewhere in the 
domain of Greek dialects, to what great antiquity must we assign 
Homer, if we would suppose I that he naturally understood the ornament 
glosses, explaining them by corresponding elements of current speech? 
This antiquity it is easy and necessary to accept for his language, but 
difficult to believe in for himself. And even if we were to grant this very 
great antiquity of the poet and to accept an explanation of very rapid 
linguistic change, we should have shown only how Homer might have 
understood those ornament glosses which were Ionic. He could not, 
under any circumstances, have understood without some written or 
traditional explanation the non-Ionic elements of vocabulary found in 
these words. Yet knowing as we now do, by the linguistic evidence, that 
the epos, with its language and style, was Aeolic before it became Ionic, 
and possibly Achaean before that, it would be rash to claim that the 
ornament glosses were exclusively Ionic. 

It is important in this connection to make the following observation: 
with the exception of the ornament glosses there is no difficulty raised by 
supposing that the spoken language of Homer was substantially the same 
as that of Herodotus. Homer would have understood with a perfectly 
sufficient accuracy the meaning of the glosses which are not ornamental 
epithets, learning them, as we do, from the context, but better than we 
can, for he would have seen them used with far greater frequency 
and variety. This process of learning the meaning from the context is 
indeed the very thing we observe so abundantly at other periods in the 
case of those Homeric (or more exactly epic) glosses which we find in the 
verses of later poets. The list of epic-tragic and epic-poetic words which 
have no corresponding elements in styles more closely related to the 
spoken language is long: .fJ'TOp (Sim., Pind., Aesch.), OVE,ua (Aesch., 
Soph.) ,  OvoaKoos (Eur.),  JLap7T'Tw (Archil., Pind., Aesch., Soph., Eur., Ar., 
Anth. Pal.) ,  JLa'TEVW (Pind., Soph., Aesch., Ar., Theocr.), O{3PLJLOS (Pind., 
Aesch., Eur.), etc., etc. A striking example is furnished by the adoption by 
later poets of words containing the ancient glossic element JI'Y}-: Jl'Y}JLEf"T71S 
(Aesch., Soph., Ap. Rh.), V�VEJLOS (Aesch., Eur., Ar., I and once even in 
Aristotle and Plutarch) , Jl'Y}AE�S (pind., Aesch., Soph., Eur., Epigr. 
Gr.),  etc. 

There is a second way in which one might explain how Homer knew the 
true signification of the ornament glosses: it could have been handed 
down in writing, or as an oral tradition, by the corporation of Singers. 
But there is not the slightest evidence in the scholia or in any ancient 
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writer which would confirm such an explanation, improbable enough in 
itself. Accordingly, if there had been such a tradition it was completely 
lost between the time of Homer and the beginnings of critical study of 
Homeric language, which we find already developed in the fifth century. I 

This is the sort of theory to which one would resort only when all other 
explanations had failed. 

It is not yet definitely established to what extent the diction of Homer, 
taken as a whole, is formulaic and traditional. The complexity of the 
ideas of the epos, and the comparatively small amount of poetry which 
we possess, render impossible the complete analysis of a technique of 
composition which must be as varied as the thought it is designed to 
express. Only in the case of the ornamental epithets does an abundance of 
material render possible a quantitative analysis which indicates that they 
are probably all traditional.2 

The ornamental epithet is always a fixed epithet, for its quality of 
ornament derives solely from the fact that it has been used repeatedly in 
conjunction with a certain noun and without reference to the thought of 
the sentence where it appears.3 This repeated use is determined chiefly by 
the factor of metrical convenience; for the fixed epithet plays an important 
part in the traditional technique of epic composition I which Homer 
followed: it combines with the noun to form a noun-epithet formula 
of a certain metrical value.4 The uses of noun-epithet formulae are 
varied and many, but their common utility lies in the fact that they 
fill exactly a certain portion of the verse where the noun, or its synonym, 
would not fit. The technique of the use of the fixed epithet as we find it in 
Homer reveals plainly an ancient and intense development. In those cases 
where the importance of a word, or of a category of words, has brought 
about its use frequently, and in different combinations of words, we find 
that the noun-epithet formulae constitute systems characterized by 
a great complexity and by a strict economy.s For example, in the case of 
the 37 most important characters of the Iliad and Odyssey we find that 
each has a noun-epithet formula which fills the hexameter exactly 
between the feminine caesura and the verse end (7To.\w.\as 8ios '08VUUEVS 
(38 times), 8'&'KTOPOS J4PYE'tPOV7TjS, etc.): in the number of such formulae 
lies the complexity of the system. On the other hand we find for these 37 
characters only forty different formulae of the measure in question; that 
is to say, in the case of 33 of them, no matter how often they may be 
mentioned, the poet uses only one formula which fills the verse between 

.1 As is indicated by the fragment of Aristophanes (222 HaU). 
2 TE, pp. 72 above. 3 TE, pp. li6 above. 
4 TE, pp. 10 If. and 39 above. 
5 'by great extension and by great simplicity', TE, p. 6, cf. pp. 17-19 above. 
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the feminine caesura and the verse end: in this lack of formulae which 
could replace one another lies the economy of the system. It is this 
character of the system which is the proof of its integral antiquity. Such 
a system could not be the work of a single poet: it must represent the 
effort of generations of Singers, ever seeking and ever guarding the 
convenient expression, and using it when found, to the exclusion of all 
other formulae which could replace it. This system of noun-epithet 
formulae of the characters, in the nominative, falling between the 
feminine caesura and the verse end, is only one of the many which go to 
make up the technique of the use of the fixed epithet in the traditional I 
style: a complete description of this technique must necessarily be as long 
as the technique is complex. I 

Now when one has seized the conception of a traditional and formulaic 
technique of verse-making, the presence of the ornament glosses in 
Homer has been explained. The epic poets over the generations guarded 
those words which, though they had passed from current usage, were yet 
metrically convenient, or, to be exact, were now metrically indispensable. 
Certainly the fact that these old words had a special poetic quality must 
not be neglected; it was one of the factors making their survival possible, 
but this semantic consideration is dominated by that of metrical con
venience, as is proved by the economy of the formulaic systems. We can 
well see, in the case of the noun-epithet formulae, how deeply rooted was 
the tendency to preserve the gloss for its metrical convenience. Evpvo1Ta 
is an epithet of much-discussed meaning, of an Aeolic ending. It is 
always joined in Homer with Z€Vs, to make the formula €VpV01Ta Z€Vs 
which fills the hexameter between the bucolic diaeresis and the verse end 
(14. times), as does I-'7JTt€Ta (I-'7JTt€Ta Z€Vs, 1 8  times) , a word somewhat 
clearer in meaning, but also Aeolic in form. The two formulae differ by 
the very important element of the initial sound; in no case could they 
replace each other; and we find in the Iliad and Oqyssey no other noun
epithet formula which could replace either. The number of cases where 
one or the other of the formulae has helped the poet to complete his verse 
indicates their usefulness. Imagine, then, a poet who, dissatisfied with the 
ancient formula, wished to abandon it (this first supposition is difficult in 
itself ).  Not only would he have to renounce a traditional word con
secrated by usage; he would, which is more tangible, be obliged to find an 
epithet of the same metrical value, that of a first paeon, and beginning 
and ending with the same metrical element. But in no case could he find 
in Ionic an epithet ending, in the masculine nominative, with a short 
vowel. Nor can Z€Vs be placed first, after the bucolic I diaeresis, since its 
initial consonant would necessarily make position, and might occasion 
the serious fault of over-Iengthening.z It cannot be asserted that it would 

I TE, pp. 19-20 above. 2 TE, p. 41 above. 
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be impossible to create in Ionic, for the king of the gods, other noun
epithet formulae of the metrical values of Evpvo1Ta ZEV� and fLT/TiETa 
ZEV�; but such formulae must be paraphrases.l And then too what 
immeasurable difficulty there would be in finding an expression which 
would equal Evpvo1Ta or fLT/TLETa in the quality of UEfLvOTT/�. Thus fLT/TLETa, 
an Aeolic form, and Evpvo1Ta, an ornament gloss, survived.z 

Did Homer, then, accept blindly, as an unchangeable part of the 
traditional style which he inherited, a large number of words concerning 
whose meaning he was completely ignorant? We have seen that in the 
case of the other glosses he was instructed by the context, but that this 
source of knowledge is barren for the ornament glosses. 

It may be considered as certain that Homer thought he understood the 
ornament glosses : it is not possible that as an am8o�, as an homme de metier, 
he should not have had some explanation for each one of them. But his 
method of explaining them must have been radically different from that 
which has been followed in the etymological studies which in the last 
fifty years have been inspired by the perfection of the comparative method. 
For Homer, if we are to assign him to a point of time anywhere near the 
historical period of Greek literature, can only have explained the words in 
question by associations, however far-fetched, with words of which he 
knew the signification. His etymological science, for such it may be 
called, must have been dominated at every point by the principle of 
analogy ; it is very doubtful if the conception I of phonetic alteration 
could have entered into it at all. The ancients explained fLWVVXE� as 
formed by haplology from fLovo� and ovvg; Homer must have understood 
the word similarly. The fact that the word probably had an earlier form 
* ufLwvvg, * ufL-being the reduced form of I.E. * UEj-L-'One', can have 
had no bearing on his comprehension of the epithet. For lOj-Lwpo" an 
epithet of the Argives used in LI 242 and S 479, the scholiast gives the 
explanation 'famed for their arrows', a signification which certain 
moderns would deny because the initial vowel of 1O�, 'arrow,' is long. It is 
possible that this difference of quantity would prove the falsity of the 
scholiast's explanation as giving the original signification, but such must 
in all probability have been Homer's comprehension of the word, based 
on an association with the ideas found in EYXEaLj-LWPO� and v'AaKoj-Lwpo�. In 
his discussion of the epithet lOEvra, a hapax joined in If' 850 with uL8T/pov, 
Boisacq has done well to approve the derivation from iov, 'violet,' rather 
than to attempt, like Fick, to find a meaning 'subject to rust' (how in
appropriately!) based on Sanskrit and Latin forms signifYing 'poisonous'. 

I TE, pp. 56 and 74-5 above. 
2 For the analysis of similar cases where the poet was, to all purposes, obliged to retain the 

ancient formula, see FM, pp. 224 ff. above. 
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Likewise S£(iKTOPO� must have been associated with ayw rather than with 
KTEpa�. ripYEtc/>OV77J� was probably the 'slayer of Argos', though it might 
also have been given the other explanation which is furnished by the 
scholia : ripyo� Ka� KaOapo� c/>ovov. It is evident that what we need here, in 
order to reconstruct the meaning which Homer gave to the ornament 
glosses, is not a rigid science of etymology, but a working out of the 
popular method. 

And yet one would err seriously were he to consider that the epic poet 
gave to the ornament glosses a sense similar to that which he gave to 
words embodying a part of the essential thought. The characteristic 
sense of the ornamental epithet differs profoundly from that of the words 
which carry ahead the movement of the poem; for the ornamental 
epithet does not have an independent existence. It is one with its noun, I 
with which it has become fused by repeated use, and the resulting noun
epithet formula constitutes a thought unit differing from that of the 
simple noun only by an added quality of epic nobility.' The meaning of 
the fixed epithet has thus a reduced importance : it is used inattentively 
by the poet, and heard by the auditor in a like manner; it is a familiar 
word on which the mind need not dwell, since its idea has no bearing 
upon that of the sentence. It is this circumstance of the indifference of the 
auditor to the signification of the epithet which explains how the poet has 
often come to use it irrationally (c/>aELvTJV • • •  aE;>':r}V1]v, 8 555, rif.Lvf.Lovo� 
AiytaOotO, a 29);2. how he can allow himself to use it invariably under 
certain conditions (the type-hemistich TOV S' �f.LEtfJET· E7mm, in 251  cases 
out of 254, is completed by a noun-epithet formula filling the rest of the 
verse);3 how he can use it disproportionately with certain nouns in 
certain grammatical cases (Odysseus is SfoS' 99 times in the nominative, 
and only once in an oblique case); how the poet can repeatedly use 
epithets of vague connotation (Satc/>pwv, f.LEyaOvf.L0S') ; and finally, in the 
case of the present problem, how he can use as epithets words which are 
comprehended only by more or less distant associations with other words, 
and to which he is often forced to attach a meaning very remote from the 
main current of his thought. The meaning 'abandoned even by goats,' 
which was probably given to aiytAL7ToS', 'ox-eyed' for fJow'mS', 'slayer of 
Argos' for ripyEtc/>OVTTJS', when used in the Iliad or Odyssey led the mind far 
from the path where it was closely following the rapid movement of the 
story. It is not that this quality of remoteness is exclusive to the ornament 
glosses; many other epithets of certain meaning possess it equally-
7ToMpK'Y]S' of Achilles, AEVKWAEVOS' of Hera, VEc/>EATJYEpETa of Zeus. But this 
inattentiveness of the auditor for the meaning of all ornamental epithets 

I TE, pp. 124 ff. above. 2 TE, pp. 12 ff. above. 
3 TE, pp. 14 and 137 ff. above. 
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allows him to pass rapidly over the ornament glosses, feeling in them only 
an element which ennobles the I heroic style. They are words, it is true, 
for whose comprehension he must perform an etymological exercise of the 
mind ; if he would realize their meaning as he hears them in a Singer's 
verses, he must turn his thought aside for them. But his familiarity with 
them, his habit of hearing them joined with certain nouns, absolves him 
from doing this : they are remote words, and he accepts them as such. He 
is fully alive to their sense, but scarcely heedful of their meaning. And so 
we come to Aristotle : 'Thus one's style should be unlike that of ordinary 
language, for if it has the quality of remoteness it will cause wonder, and 
wonder is pleasant.'1 

I RNt. 1404blO. 8'0 8., 1I"0";:V gEV'1V T�V 8"'.\0(TOV· 8avl'aaTal yap TroV tt1l"OJITWV .lalv [dv8pw-
11"0']. 1/811 Sf TO 8aVl'aaTOV EaT'V. 



4 

The Distinctive Character of Enjambement 
in Homeric Verse* 

' ... true musical deli.�ht ... which consists only in apt numbers, fit quanti!)' of 
syllabll's, and the sens evarious(y drawn out from 0111 verse into another. ' 

Milton in the introduction to Paradise Lost. 

T

HE reader of the Iliad and OdySSi!J soon comes to mark in them, as 
a part of the larger movement of the thought, the way in which the 
sense passes from verse to verse. The impression is sharp, and yet it 

is very hard to place, for it comes partly from the joining of single verses, 
and partly from the sum of many verses. My wish, in these pages, is to 
bring into greater clearness this feature of Homeric style. 

Seeking to clarifY dim ideas one first thinks of the broader attempts 
made to set forth the order of thought in the Homeric sentence. There is 
Matthew Arnold's remark : ' . . .  he is eminently plain and direct, both in 
the evolution of his thought and in the expression of it, that is, both in his 
syntax and in his words.'1 But there are ways and ways of being plain and 
direct. As so often in the course of the well-known essay, one regrets that 
Arnold did not keep the Greek more in view; and this regret deepens 
when, a few pages further on, he explains that rhyme is unsuited to 
a translation of Homer since it 'inevitably tends to pair lines which in the 
original are independent', for here he shows how exact a notion he had 
of the movement of the Greek. M. Maurice Croiset does go straight to 
Homer's language : 'Complicated groupings of ideas are absolutely ·
unknown to Homeric poetry . . . .  The ordinary Jlaw of this naive and 
clear style is juxtaposition. When, contrary to custom, the sentence 
happens to grow long, the successive ideas join on to one another in the 
order that they occur to the mind.'2 Still I believe that one who wishes to 
know the exact artifice of words will be led even more surely by a brief 
sentence of Denis of Halicarnassus : '. . . the thought which follows is 
unperiodic, though it is expressed in clauses and phrases.' 

* First published in Transactions of the American Philological Association 60 (1929), 200-20. 
I On translating Homer (1861). 
• Histoirt de la littiraturt grtcq� (Paris, 19 10), I, p. 264. 
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This critic of the Augustan age, in the closing chapter of his essay On 
the Ordering of Words, wishes to show how by the use of enjambement and 
of word groups of varying lengths good poetry takes on a certain likeness 
to good prose, and as an example he cites a passage from the Otryssry 
which he divides thus : 

g I aV'Tap ;; y' EK Atll,tvoiO 7TpOU£fJ7J 'Tp7Jx€iav a'Tap7TOV I 
xwpov av' v'\�€v'Ta I St' aKpta, I �t ol )t8�V7J 
7T£q,paS€ Siov vq,opfJov, I ;; ol fJtO'TOtO p.aAtU'Ta 

"" " n I ., A '0" I I K7JO€'TO OtK'Y/WV OViO K'T7JUa'TO ota, OVUU€V,. 
\ �� JI , , \ �, ... , " I W 8 r '\' 'TOV 0 ap €Vt 7TPOOOP.Wt €VP 7Jp.€VOV €V a Ot aV"7] 

vif;7J'\� S£Sp.7]'TO I 7T€ptUK£7T'Twt EV' XWpwt I 
KaA� 'T€ p.€yaA7J 'T€ I 7T€plSpop.o,. 

Denis, while quoting these verses, keeps pointing out that the word 
groups have different lengths, and that some of them run over from one 
line to another, and it is with the sources of the 'prosaic' movement of 
the style equally in mind that he says, after quoting the clause Ev()a Ot 
av>"� vifrrJ>"� 8E8,.,:r},To, 'Further, the thought which follows is unperiodic, 
though it is expressed in clauses and phrases. For having added 7TEpt· 
UKE7T'TWt EVL xwPWt he again adds Ka>..� 'TE p.Eya>"7J 'TE, an expression which is 
shorter than a clause, and after that 7TEpt8pop.o" a word that in itself has 
a certain idea.' 1 Luckily we do not have to tell I apart here clause, phrase, 
and expression.2 Since we shall have to do with them only as they are used 
unperiodically, we may take them, as well as the word that in itself has 
a certain idea, as longer and shorter word groups. The period, it may be 
well to remark, does not have to be a sentence which cannot be brought 
to a close before its end, although it very often is such; rather it is one in 
which there is a planned balance of the thought.3 The unperiodic sen· 
tence is one which lacks this balance and in which, to cite Denis, 'the 
clauses are not made like one another in form or sound, and are not 
enslaved to a strict sequence, but are noble, brilliant, and free'.4 That is, 
the ideas are added on to one another, in what Aristotle calls the running 
style.s This force of the term un periodic is made clear by the sentence for 
which Denis uses it here : though the whole thought is formed by the 
sum of the word groups, yet it is not a thought whose parts are closely 

I Chap. XXVI, p. 274 f. Ka1TEtTa .; i�fj, voii, u'1TEp{o8o, EV KwAot> TE Ka, Kop.p.aat AEyOP.EVO,· 
E'TTL8£ls yo.p "1TEpLUKf.rrreJJl; £V� xwpw£", 1TaA£v E1TO{UEL "KM..] 'TE ,.,.£yOAT} TE" {Jpax*'ttpov KwAOV 
Kop.p.aTWV, EfTa "1TEp{i)pOp.o," ovop.a Ka8' <aUTO voiiv TtVa EXOV. The text is cited after the 
edition of W. R. Roberts : Dionysius of Halicarnnssus on Literary Composition (London, 19 10). 

2 So I translate KwAov, KOJ.'J.'a, and Kop.p.aTlov. On these terms see W. R. Roberts: op. cit., 
pp. 307 f., 306, and L. Laurand : Etudes sur le style des discours de Ciclron2 (Paris, 1926), 
pp. 135-40. 3 Aristotle, Rhet. Ill, 9, 

• Chap. XXII, p. 212, 11. 7 if. oVr' 1Taplaa (javA'Tal Ta KwAa aM�Aol> Efval oVrE 1TapOp.Ota 
OUTE avuYKalq. l)oV'\£VOVTU aKoAov8lq., dM) EV')'EV-ry Kat Jtap:rrpo. KaL JAEV8Epa. 

s Rhet. 1409a24: � .'pop.£VTJ M�I>; literally, 'the strung style,' as one strings beads or 
a garland. 
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bound together; it contains several ideas which have been added to one 
another, and which could not be foreseen, were not even looked for, until 
each one was told. 

It is not the place here to say how well the words of Denis fit Homeric 
style as a whole. The passage is useful now since it gives us a means of 
grouping by a fixed and worthy plan the kinds of enjambement! in 
Homer, and also since it shows us I the aims of our search : to seize more 
surely the way in which the thought of the poet unfolds from verse to 
verse, and to feel more truly the rhythm which he has given to the 
hexameter in fitting to it the pattern of his thought. 

Broadly there are three ways in which the sense at the end of one verse 
can stand to that at the beginning of another. First, the verse end can fall 
at the end of a sentence and the new verse begin a new sentence. In this 
case there is no enjambement. Second, the verse can end with a word 
group in such a way that the sentence, at the verse end, already gives 
a complete thought, although it goes on in the next verse, adding free 
ideas by new word groups. To this type of enjambement we may apply 
Denis' term un periodic. Third, the verse end can fall at the end of a word 
group where there is not yet a whole thought, or it can fall in the middle 
of a word group; in both of these cases enjambement is necessary. 

We must know how often the verses join in each of these ways, taking 
up enough examples to gain a clear notion of how they differ. We must 
also see how strongly the various forms of enjambement mark the end of 
the hexameter, and in doing this we shall have to see what force should 
be given the break in the rhythm at the end of certain verses. And we 
shall do well to see whether Homer's practice in this matter is like or 
unlike that of other poets using the same verse form. Apollonius and 
Virgil, since they have used the hexameter likewise for heroic tales, and 
since their worth is the greatest along with that of Homer in this field, are 
our best choice. 

To know where there is no ertiambement we must gauge the sentence. 
The varying punctuation of our texts, usually troublesome, will not do. 
I define the sentence as any independent clause or group of clauses 
introduced by a co-ordinate conjunction or by asyndeton; and by way of 
showing that this definition is fitting I would point out that the rhetoricians 

I I use the term enjambement by itself in its largest sense, that of the running over of the 
sentence from one line to another. The word is often used by writers on prosody with the 
narrower force which it originall y had, that of the running over of a group of closely joined 
words. In this sense enjambement is a thing of degree, so that the force of the word depends 
upon where it is used. I have thought it best to use special terms for these different ways in 
which the sentence can run over: un periodic erifambement, necessary enjambement, and so on, terms 
which will be defined as they come up. 
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paid I little heed to the sentence as we understand it : for them the unit of 
style was the clause, and the only group of clauses of which Aristotle 
speaks is the period. Using this standard we can group together those 
verses which as a group are marked by the sharpest break at the end, and 
which thus bring out most cleanly the rhythm of the latter part of the 
hexameter. I This break, it should be noted, varies with the sense in 
each case, I being made up in varying portions of time and of intensity. 
It is rather one of time in a 10--1 I, where the voice pauses before passing 
from prologue to story. It is rather one of intensity in A 24-5, where one 
passes quickly to the contrast of the following sentence. 

In Homer nearly one half of the verses finish where the sentence ends : 
this is the first of the cases where we shall find the ordering of Homer's 
thought throwing the rhythm into relief. In Apollonius and in Virgil the 
number is somewhat less. These poets, here closely alike, have about 
four such verses to Homer's five. But this is not in itself a striking dif
ference : over a length of a hundred lines the practice in Homer can be 
almost the same as in Virgil, and such a passage as N 64-76, where ten 
out of thirteen verses cnd with the sentence, is nearly equalled by Aeneid, 
v, 7o--g, where seven out of ten verses end in this way. 

I The conclusions of this essay are based on the analysis of six passages of one hundred 
lines each from the Iliad, and the same number of lines from the Odyssey, the Argonautica, and 
the A eneid. The verses chosen were the following: A E I N P If>, 1-100; a £ , V P "', 1-100; 
Arg, I, 1-100; I, 681-780; 11, 1-100; Ill, 1-100; IV, 1-100; Iv,889-988 (ed, Merkel, Leipzig, 
19 13); Aen, I, Ill, V, \'11, IX, XI, I-lOO, The results of the analysis arc as follows, (In column 
I are the verses which cnd with the sentence; in column 11 those verses which are followed by 
un�riodic enjambement; in column III those verses after which enjambement is necessary,) 

Iliad 11 

A I-loo 48 3 1  
El-loo 50 24  
I 1-100 52 18 
N I-lOO 48 31 
PI-lOO 48 19 
If> 1-100 45 2 7  

Average 48'5 2 4'8 

Argonalltica 11 

I 1-100 3 1  1 8  
I 681-780 38 20 
11 1-100 33 15 
III  1-100 41 1 4  
IV 1-100 35 13 
IV 88g-g88 3 1  1 6  

Average 3 4'8 16 

III 

2 1  
26 
30 
2 1  
33 
28 

26,6 

III 

5 1  
42 
52 
45 
52 
53 

49'1 

Odyssey 

ai-lOO 
£ 1-100 
,1-100 
V I-lOO 
pi-lOO 
'" 1-100 

Aeneid 

I 1-100 
III 1-100 
V I-lOO 
VII 1-100 
IX 1-100 
XII-lOO 

35 
50 
46 
43 
55 
40 

44,8 

36 
40 
3 7  
33 
45 
38 

38'3 

11 III 

33 32 
30 20 
2 1  33 
30 2 7  
1 4  3 1  
32 28 

26,6 28'5 

11 III 

11 53 
16 44 
1 2  50 
13  .55 
1 1  44 
13 49 

12'5 49'2 
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There is more difference between Homer and the later poets in the use 
of verses which hold just a sentence, or in some cases two sentences, ami. 
which are notable since they best show the measure of the hexameter set 
off by itself. One meets such verses in the Iliad and Odyssey about every 
fifth or sixth line, which is about twice as often as in the Argonautica or the 
Aeneid. I Yet here too the practice of the three poets often meets. Even in 
the use of series of these verses, especially longer series of three, four, or 
five which are much more common in Homer, one does not have a dif
ference which is striking; and the fact that some of these longer series do 
occur in Apollonius and Virgil would show that these poets had no special 
thought of avoiding them. A group of six sentence verses seems to be 
found only in Homer: 

But one finds groups of four or five such verses in both Apollonius and 
Virgi1.2 It is clear, in the matter of the verse which ends with the sentence, 
or which holds just a sentence, that the three poets all felt the need, or the 
fittingness, of bringing out the rhythm of the end of the hexameter, and 
of the hexameter as a whole. , 

One may group under four headings the various means by which 
Homer can continue beyond the end of a verse a sentence which, at that 
point, already gives a whole thought. First, he can add a free verbal idea, 
using a dependent clause, a participial phrase, or a genitive absolute:3 

a 4 1ToAAa 0' (} y' Ell 1T6I1TW' 1TC18£1I <1Ay£a all Kr:tTa 8vJ.L6v 
apvvJ.L£VO!) 7]11 T£ ,pVx�v Kat 116O'TOII €ralpwII. 

The second means of unperiodic enjambement is the addition of an 
adjectival idea, that is, one describing a noun found in the foregoing 
verse.4 

A I Mfjvw <1£,0£, 8£0., IITJATJ'o.o£w )lX,Afjo!) 
OVAOJ.LEVTJII, � J.LVPt' )lXawt!) <1Ay£' l8TJK£. 

I In the verses examined the number of verses containing just a sentence or just two 
sentences, and the average number of lines between occurrences, is as fol lows: It. 117 (19'5), 
Od. 91 (15"2), Arg. 44 (7"3), Aen. 59 (9'7)· 

• Groups of four verses, A 53-6, E 19-22, '" 82-5, Arg. Ill, 30-3; of five verses, I 52-6, 
<P 71-5, Aen. IX, 11-15; of six verses, 126-31. 

1 A 5, 10,22,27,60,63,64, 6g, 90, 95. a 29,34,38,40,65, Sg, 93, 94, etc. A 12, 13,20, 
26, 30, 44. a 4, 24, 36, 37, 72, etc. A 46, '" 69, etc. 

• A 1,98. a 7, 4B. 53,96,99, etc. a 22, 50; 51, 6g, 71,86, 100, etc. A 3, E 16, 93· 
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Third, the added idea may be adverbial, dwelling more fully on the 
action named in the foregoing verse. This idea is usually expressed by 
a phrase, sometimes by a simple adverb : 1  

A 14 uTtp.p.aT' 'Xwv £v X€PU�V �1CTJf36AOV )l1T6AAwvo. 
I t \ I 

I XpVU€WL ava UICTJ7TTpWL. 

This type of unperiodic enjambement is less usual than the two given 
before, as is the next. This last means is that of adding by a co-ordinate 
conjunction a word or phrase or clause of the same grammatical structure 
as one in the foregoing verse :2 

A 4 av-rov. 3£ �AwpLa TdIX€ KVV€(JULV , ... , .... OLWVOLUL T€ 7TaUL. 

Such are the forms of unperiodic enjambement. I have described them 
at length since they, more than anything else, give the rhythm in Homer 
its special movement from verse to verse. This is so, first, because they 
occur twice as often in Homer as in Apollonius or Virgil, about once in 
four lines in the one, and once in eight lines in the others;3 and this 
difference in number, added to that noted for verses which end with the 
sentence, leaves room for the equally different use of necessary enjambe:
ment to which we shall come in turn. But the forms of unperiodic enjambe
ment color the Homeric rhythm even more because, when used with 
a formulaic diction, they give rise to a very special kind of break at the 
verse end. It is the place here to deal with this fact that the use of set 
phrases by Homer is closely bound up with the way in which his verses 
join. In doing so we shall not only see how in certain cases words distri
buted between two verses should be grouped, but we shall also learn 
why this and the other types of enjambement have been used in different 
measures by Homer and by the later poets. 

The action of the formula upon the movement cannot be better shown 
than by setting side by side the prologues of the Odyssey and the Aeneid; 
and it may be said in passing that there are few passages which show more 
clearly than these two how thoroughly Virgil had filled himself with sense 
of his exemplarium Graecum. Virgil has modeled his movement upon 
Homer in the following way. His first verse begins with a principal clause 
(where virum and cano recall av8pa and EVV€7T€) , I and finishes with the first 
part of a relative clause which runs on into the next verse. litora in the 
third line is a run over word as 1T�a.YX(J1J is in the second.4 Virgil begins 
his second sentence quite as Homer does with multum ille . . . , and this is 
echoed by multa quoque . . .  , in the same way that the sentence 1ToMwv 

I A 14,29. a 14, 17, 18, 19,23,49, 61,70, etc. 
2 A 4, 15, 37, 62, 94. E 45, 63, 65, etc. 3 See above, p. 254 n. I. 
4 In the same way Apollonius runs his first sentence over into the second verse by /-w,Jo0l'al. 
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S '. . . is echoed by l7o,u,a SE . . . . The added participial phrase apvV/LEVos 
-,]" TE tPvx:YJV Kat VOUTOV ETatpwv is replaced in Virgil by a relative clause 
with the same temporal force : dum conderet urbem iriferretque deos Latio, 
where the double predicate of the Greek has suggested that of the Latin. 
Finally, the enjambement after the fourth verse of the Odyssty has been 
the model of that after the third verse of the Aeneid: 

170AAI1 S' ;; ')I' £V l7OVTW' l7d8£v ru\')I£a av KaTI1 8vJLoV 
apvvJLOIo!; 7]v T£ tPVX�V Kat VOUTOV ETatpwv 

multum ille et terris iactatus et alto 
vi superum. 

Yet there is a difference. Homer has spoken first of the wanderings, then 
of the sufferings of Ulysses, and finally he says that they took place while 
he was trying to save his life and bring his comrades home. In the Aeneid, 
in spite of the Homeric movement which has been given to iactatus, the 
reader joins it very closely with vi. Virgil does not say first that his hero 
was buffeted about land and sea, and then add as an altogether free 
thought that it was by the might of the gods ; he says almost that the 
might of the gods buffeted him about land and sea. The end of the verse 
after alto marks almost no break, and the editors put no mark of punctua
tion there. I say 'almost' since iactatus gives a whole idea and the 
enjambement is unperiodic. The word is not one which takes the reader 
into the next verse for his understanding of it, as happens for example in 
the twentieth verse of the Argonautica, where the enjambement has been 
suggested by the prologue of the Iliad: I 

VVV S· av £yw yOll,�v T£ Kat OvvoJLa JLv8TJuatJLTJv 
�pWWV. 

Here ')I£VE7]V T£ Kat oUvo/La are without meaning until �pwwv is reached, 
and the enjambement is necessary, not unperiodic as in its model: 

A 3 l7oAAI1!; S· lcp8tJLov!; tPvXI1!; 7i,S, l7potatPOI 
�pwwv 

where �pwwv has almost the same force as OVAOJL€VTJV two lines above. The 
case in Virgil is not like this : the sentence might be ended with the verse, 
and the verse end does mark a break in the rhythm. But it is much slighter 
than that after 8v Ka'Ta (JV/Lov. It is even slighter than the break after E 16: 

TvS£tS£w S· Vl7€P JJp.ov aptUT£pOV 7J>.v8' aKwK� 
EyX£O!;. 

And yet here the thought in itself would seem much more close set. 
We join EYXEO!; more loosely to what has gone before than we do vi 

rufJmJm only because we have formed the habit of reading Homer by 
8161815 s 
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a fixed pattern. The reader of the Iliad and Ot{yssey, passing more slowly 
, and with less ease through the same stages as the man who listened to the 
tales of the Singers, gradually forms in himself what may be called a sense 
of the formula. Meeting over and over the same group of words expressing 
the same idea, he comes to look on this group of words as a whole which 
has a fixed end. And the more he becomes used to these formulas, the 
more he ceases to read Homer as he would a writer who uses his own 
words and seldom uses them over. He does not go ahead word by word 
until the sentence ends. He reads by formulas; that is, since the technique 
of formulas is basically one of making verses out of traditional groups of 
words, he reads by word groups. He usually comes to do this first for the 
vf!rses which introduce speech. Verse formulas such as TOV �' �/LEtf3ET' 
E1TELTa 7ToMpK7J!; �;o!; i1XLMEV!;, which I strangely had at first seemed one 
of the most bizarre features of Homer's style, soon become a simple 
Achilles answered, and so he reads on into the sentence knowing just what it 
,will say and sure that it will end with the verse. As a rule he is not this 
:sure that the sentence will end with the verse; then although he brings 
the thought to a close at the end of the verse he will not do it so finally, 
knowing that other word groups may be added to the sentence; yet he 
does finish the thought with the verse, and whatever comes after is joined 
to an already whole thought. This is the case with one of the verse formulas 
used to tell how a spear strikes. There are in Homer the following lines 
where ip.vO' aKwK-rJ ends the sentence : 

E 66 � SE SLa7l'pO 
aV'nKpv KaTa KUCFTtV {m' oUTlov ';;�vO' ciKW�· 

P 49 = X 327 = X 16 cimKpv S'  0'7I'aAoio S,' a?Jxtvos ';;�v8' ciKW�. 

It is the memory either of these verses, or of others telling a like act by 
a like movement, that leads the reader to close the thought in E 16 also 
at the verse end, so that EYXEO!; in the next verse becomes 'a word that in 
itself has a certain idea', like ov>"O/L€V7JV and �pWwv in A 2 and 4. It is not 
a word which has much weight; it is indeed almost colorless. I would 
describe its force by saying that its length marks a rest during which the 
mind lingers on the already finished thought of the foregoing verse. Nor 
does this at all mean that there should be a comma after aKwK7J in E 16; 
there is no pause of time there. The · break in the rhythm comes solely 
from the fact that the mind, going from formula to formula, has closed 
the circle of the idea with aKwK-rJ, and has placed EYXEO!; next to, but out
side of this circle. ov>"O/L€V7JV and �pwwv have of course more color : such 
run-over words have in common that they dwell upon an already finished 
idea, but their weight comes from their meaning. 

At times the memory of the formula may be even more cut out word 
for word than in the case just cited. The enjambement after a 7 has its 
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special unperiodic movement because we read the verse on the pattern 
we have from K 437 or LI 409 : I 

a 7 av-rwv yap ucPedp7]unv chau(JaAt'T/tuw 5AoVTO 
V�1TtOL 

K 437 TOVTOV yap Kat KE'tVOt aTau(JaAl'T/tuw OAOVTO. 

But more often the memory is less one of certain words and more one of 
a certain ordering of ideas. The pattern of the latter part of the following 
verse may be given as verb-" IAtov E'UW : 

and it is this basic pattern which leads us to close the thought at the 
end of A 7 1 : 

Kat V�E'UU' �y�uaT' )1XatWv "/'\wv E'rQ'W 
�V 8ta p.aVTOuVv'T/V, �V or 7T6pE' CPorfJo� )17T6'\'\wv. 

Likewise one breaks the sentence at the end of a 4 partly because one 
knows verses where the sentence ends with DV KaTa. (}vp.ov, partly because 
one has read other verses where the sentence ends with a shorter phrase 
for the idea 'to suffer woes', such as N 670 : 

In other cases of unperiodic enjambement neither the Iliad nor the 
Orfyssey, nor any other verses we have of the epos, give us any example of 
the word group which ends the verse being used elsewhere to end the 
sentence. EAWpta TEVXE KvvEuaw has no special likeness with any other 
phrase in Homer, and yet one finishes the thought at its end in A 4 :  

aVTOV� 8£ JAwpLa TE'VxE' KVVE'UUW 
., ... , ... OtWVOtUt TE' 7TaUt. 

We do not join these verses at all in the same way as we do verses 5 and 6 
or 6 and 7 of the Aeneid : 

Multa quoque et bello passus, dum conderet urbem 
inferretque deos Latio, genus unde Latinum 
Albanique patres atque altae moenia Romae. I 

The form of the enjambement is the same in the three cases : by using 
a co-ordinate conjunction the poet adds on a group of words with the 
same grammatical structure as a phrase in the foregoing verse. Yet in 
reading Virgil we rightly do not look for the thought to end with the 
verse; we go on to find a planned balance of ideas. We read 'while he 
was founding a city and bringing gods to Latium', a sentence in which 
the two word groups set off each other. In Homer however we read 'and 
made them prey for dogs, and for the birds of heaven too', making the 
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second word group simply repeat the idea of the first. The enjambement 
after genus unde Latinum is even more clearly of the kind which, though 
unperiodic in structure" yet really looks beyond the verse end. This first 
word group names the first of the three epochs of Rome's history, and far 
from closing the thought after Latinum we go on to the second step of 
a well planned sequence. The full difference can be felt if one puts beside 
these verses of Virgil a passage from the Iliad : 

I 80 EK 8£ q,vAaKTfJp€i> ailv T€VX€UtV EUU€VOVTO 
aiJAPl T€ N€UTOpl8Tjv epauvp.�8€a 7TOtplva Aawv 
�8' ap.q,· :4uKdAaq,ov Kal. '1 dAp.€VOV vlai> LtPTjOi> 
aiJAPl 'T€ MTjptoVTJv :4q,apfJa T€ LJTjl7TVPOV TE 
�8' ap.q,l. Kp€loVTOi> v{ov AVKop.�8€a 8,ov. 

The flavor of this sentence comes from its fulness, which makes of it 
a 'catalogue', yet this fulness is gained only by the addition of ideas. 
No one verse looks forward to any other ; each one comes to give us a free 
idea, since we have each time closed the thought at the end of the fore
going verse. But in Virgil we do not do this : we read on, having no 
desire to end the sentence until a new one begins. Now to come back to 
our first example, it is true that we have the memory of no other sen
tences to make us limit the thought with EAwpta T€VX€ KVV€UUW ; but 
guided so often elsewhere by the pattern of the formulas we have formed 
the habit of closing the thought at the verse end when we can. And if we, 
reading a strange tongue, come I thus to read by a fixed scheme, how 
much deeper must this scheme have been pressed upon the mind of 
Homer's hearers, knowing as they did the epic style with its traditional 
diction; for they had heard it since their first years, in the tales of many 
Singers, and in verses far outnumbering those of our sole Iliad and Odyssey. 

There is only a small number of cases in Virgil where the unperiodic 
enjambement marks a break at the verse end with the same force as in 
Homer, as in Aeneid, Ill, 6, where the structure of the sentence itself 
suggests an end for it at /dae : 

Ill, 5 classemque sub ipsa 
Antandro et Phrygiae molimur montibus Idae, 
incerti quo fata ferant, ubi sistere detur. 

Yet even here the sentence leaves us the thought of men building ships 
while their minds are weighed down by uncertainty. In Homer one 
would not thus have blended the two ideas. Though the break in the 
rhythm is marked, it is not as clean as one which comes from the habit of 
ending the thought with the formula. 

Apollonius' use of unperiodic enjambement is usually no nearer 
Homer's than is that of Virgil : in those cases where it is not strictly 
necessary to run the sentence on into the next verse one still finds, as 
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a rule, that the thought in some way looks beyond the verse cnd. The 
joining of verses 682-3 in book 1 of the Argonautica may be cited as 
typical : 

I, 68 I £l OE TO jkEV jkaKapWV 'Tt� a:II'OTp£7TOt, aAAa 3 '  ()7T{O'O'w 
jkvpla OTJtOTijTO� il7T£pT£pa 7T�jkaTa jk{jkVEt, 
£J.r' av 3� y£papa, jkEv a7TocpOtVVOwO't yvvarK£�. 

Yet at times the Alexandrian does join verses in a way which recalls the 
epos by a roundabout use of Homeric diction. He has gone to some pains 
to avoid copying formulas of any great length, so that his lines which 
recall the style of the older epic are found to be made up of words and 
shorter phrases from a number of verses. The enjambement after 1, 774 is 
not unhomeric : I 

j3ij 0' 'jkEVat 7TPOT' /lO"TV cpa£tvwt aO'T£pt lO'o�, 
OV po. T£ vTJyaT£TJtO'tv E£py6jk£vat Ka>.Vj3TJtO'tv. 

This is because the verse is made up of fragments of as many as four 
different verses in Homer (N 242, W 1 54, A 747, Z 401 ) .  Still this enjambe
ment is Homeric in somewhat the same way as OPWPEV (I, 7 1 3) ,  meaning 
'to be', is Homeric. Apollonius comes nearer the Iliad and Odyssry when 
he is copying the epic ordering of thought, rather than the epic words. 
His catalogue of the heroes who came to the quest of the fleece, by re
peating verses of which the idea is 'and there came . .  . ' ,  gives to these 
verses much the unperiodic force that we find in the like verses of the 
Catalogue in B-'these were led by . .  .', or in the catalogue of Helen's 
wooers in HesiodI-'and there wooed . . .  ' .  

But even at the best Apollonius only faintly wins to his unperiodic 
enjambement the Homeric movement. Indeed he needed not only more 
of the traditional diction of the epos, he needed even more to have been 
born in an age without letters. Both Apollonius and Virgil, bent each 
upon making his own kind of epic, wrote out their verses without haste, 
forming their styles carefully from their wide knowledge of many forms 
of literature, from their memory of the words of many centuries. But 
Homer put all his trust in a technique of formulas which he accepted 
without thought of change : it was the traditional style and by it he could 
put together rapidly and easily his spoken verses. It may be doubted ifhe 
ever dreamed that in doing so he was cutting off from his poetry any new 
shades of style which would be his very own : that is not an ideal to which 
the poet who composes long tales without paper has any reason to be 
drawn, for new words and phrases in any number would jar badly the 
working of his formulas. What Homer sought in his style was to reach 

. a traditional idea of perfection, not one that he had shaped himself, and 
I Catalogue of Women, frag. 68 (Evelyn-White). 
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it is only in this spirit I that a poet can fit his thought to a purely formulaic 
diction, just as it is only by the ear that such a diction can be learned and 
only by the voice that it can be used. 

Moreover Homer was ever pushed on to use unperiodic enjambement. 
Oral versemaking by its speed must be chiefly carried on in an adding 
style. The Singer has not time for the nice balances and contrasts of 
unhurried thought : he must order his words in such a way that they leave 
him much freedom to end the sentence or draw it out as the story and the 
needs of the verse demand. Periods of a sort there are in Homer. Denis is 
not altogether wrong in classing the style of this poet as 'mixed', but 
they are not the periods which the later oratory brought into Greek prose 
and poetry. They are of fixed forms which a single example will typifY : 

L 56 oq,pa p.tv 1}w, �v Ka� alg£To t£pov �p.ap 
Toq,pa 3 '  aA£gop.£vOL p.lvop.£v 7TMovds 7T£p €OVTa,' 
-ryp.o, 3 '  1}lALO, P.£T£VtUU£TO {3ovAVTov3£ 
Ka� TOT£ 3� KtKov£, KAivav 3ap.c1uavT£' )1XaLov,. 

Apart from this traditional periodic element it is clear that Denis' other 
remark about the thought being unperiodically expressed generally fits 
the Homeric sentence : just how well will only be known by a special 
study. But we have noted in the present essay to just what degree this 
need of the oral poet to order his thought unperiodically in word groups 
has affected the way in which the thought is drawn out from verse to 
verse : it has made unperiodic enjambement twice as frequent, necessary 
enjambement twice as infrequent, as in the writers of the literary epic. 

I have remarked that, because it is formulaic, unperiodic enjambement 
marks the end of the verse more sharply in Homer than in Apollonius or 
in Virgil. There remains to consider the fact that Denis found this way of 
ordering word groups prosaic. Just what he had in mind is made clear by 
certain of the sentences in which he describes the 'austere' I style. This 
style, he says, wishes its clauses 'to be like nature rather than like art . . . .  

As a rule it does not at all wish to compose periods in which the thought 
would give a sense of completeness. If it ever does this by chance it seeks 
to make them seem unstudied and simple.' 1  From this we know that 
Denis found the unperiodic ordering of the Homeric sentence prosaic 
because it seems natural and not artificial. He has touched there upon no 

; small matter, and indeed upon one which does not permit comment 
here since it involves every part of Homeric style and calls for something 
more than a simple like or dislike of the word nature. 1 would only point 

I De Comp. Verb. XXII, p. 2 1 2  • • •  </>uut, .r' fO'K/vat /Mi)J.ov a.n-a [se. "Ta Kw'\a] {Jou'\€"TQ.L � 
TE-XV1'J' . . .  1TE'pu18ovs 8E GVVT,8£vat. avvu1Tap-rL'ovaas £a.V'Tais TOV VOVV 'Ta. 1ToMcl JA.€V OV3f fJovAE"rW.· 
E'l 8' ,"aT' aUTOIUJ:rws f1T� 'TOVTO KaTE'vE'xll£tT}, 'TO aV£1TL'T.q8nrrov EfLr/JalVE'LV 8'>'££ Kai arpE'A's, . . .  
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out in passing that this way of making verse seem prosaic is of a very 
different sort than the other which Denis notes, which comes from run
ning a word group over from one verse into another and thus dimming the 
rhythm of the end of the hexameter. 

Those cases in which the reader must go to the following verse to 
complete the thought of the sentence are of two sorts. First are those in 
which the poet ends the verse at the end of a word group as in 

A 57 0;' 8' �7TE' otiv 7}yEp8£v op:rryEp'E� T' er'VOVTO 
'TotUt 8' ciVtUTCl.P.£VO� P.f.T'cfrrJ 7T68a� WKV� )1XtAAEV�. 

This sort of enjambement is not one of the more frequent. It occurs only 
about every twenty verses in the Iliad, the Odyssey, the Aeneid, and some
what less often in the Argonautica. 1  It has nevertheless its part in the 
Homeric movement, for it is almost always found in Homer after com
mon formulaic verses, as in the case cited, or in the traditional periods 
which have been mentioned above. I 

The second sort of necessary enjambement is that in which the word 
group is divided between two verses. It differs from all the types of 
enjambement which I have hitherto cited in that it does not mark a brc::ak 
in time or sense at the end of the hexameter. Since all other orderings of 
words fall in the other classes, the word group here will be made up in all 
cases of the unbroken complex formed by the basic parts of the clause
subject, verb, and object, and of the words directly modifYing these basic 
parts. The reader is unable to form a whole picture of a single action until 
he has this whole complex of words and has set its parts in their proper 
place in regard to each other, and so it is that no break can be made in 
the thought until the word group is ended. To this type of enjambement 
we may give Denis' name of prosaic. Modern writers on metric have like
wise pointed out that when the thought of two verses is joined thus closely 
the rhythm becomes less purely poetic.2 In the case of the hexameter the 
unfixed syllable of the last foot, the dactyl of the fifth foot, and the 
unwillingness to divide certain pairs of words between two verses, keeps 
the prosaic movement of the enjambement in Virgil and Apollonius, as 
well as in Homer, far from that which Shakspere and Tennyson reach at 
times in their blank verse. It has been said ofShakspere that his verse often 
becomes prose ; but the Greeks and Romans at no time lost a very clear
cut sense that the basis ofhexametric poetry was a unit of six dactylic feet. 
Still the difference between ancient and modern poets has no bearing 

I A 1 7, 39, 57, 81 .  a l l ,  16, 45, 81 , 82, 83, etc. In the verse!> examined (see p. 254 n. above) 
cases of enjambement of this sort occur as follows: 11. 27, Od. 33, Arg. 14, Aen. 36. 

1 Saintsbury : History of English Prosody (London, 1908), n, p. 298 ; P. Verrier : Principes de 
la mltrique anglaise (Paris, 1909), I, p. 1 8 1  If. 
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upon the differences between ancient poets. For one who knows the 
varying styles and rhythms of Greek and Latin verse the fact that prosaic 
enjambement occurs only in every fifth verse in Homer, while it is found 
in every second or third verse in Apollonius and Virgil, is among the first 
reasons why the style and rhythm of these poets are so far apart. It is 
a difference which in itself does not bring out so strikingly as does 
unperiodic enjambement the way in which Homer orders I his thought. 
But in it above all lies the marked beat and swing of the Homeric rhythm. 

It remains only to point out a way of joining verses which barely exists 
in Homer but which, while not one of the more common in Virgil, yet 
sets this poet off from Homer somewhat in the way that the formulas of 
unperiodic enjambement set Homer apart. It was an example of this kind 
which caught the thought of Ronsard pondering whether enjambement 
was fitting for French poetry : I 

Laviniaque venit 
litora. 

Here we have in one verse an adjective which can have no meaning until 
we can join it with its noun in the next verse.2 Now there is in Homer 
very rarely, about once in every two hundred lines, a somewhat like 
division, but looking more closely one sees that the adjective is almost 
always 71'aS, 71'0""S', or UAAoS'. These words are often used as substantives in 
the very expressions in which we now find them as adjectives, or more 
truly as half adjectives, for as one reads one still gives them some of their 
usual value : 

A 78 1/ yap dtop.at r'1.vSpa xoAwuip.€v oS' p.iya 7raVTWV 
)1py€twv KpaTiH. 

The one case I have found in which a descriptive adjective is put in the 
first verse by itself is in I 74 : 

7rOAAWV S' o.ypop.ivwv Twt 7r€tu€at oS' K€V o.plUT'Y/V 
(3ovA�v (3oVA€VUTJt. 

The case is unusual and, like most of the other unusual features I of 
Homeric style, due to a chance interplay of formulas.23 Homer, putting 
together his traditional phrases, remembered first such common expres
sions falling at the end of the verse as oS' JLEY' aptUToS', oS' Tt, aptUTO" and 
then such expressions used at the beginning of the verse as f3ov"as f30V"€VH 

I Priface ti la Franciade de 1587. 
2 In the verses examined (see above, note 9) this type of enjambement appears as follows : 

A 78; E 2; 1 74, 97. a. 78; p 12, 33; '" 70. Arg. I, 13, 23, 65; I, 685, 728, 732, 760, 766; 11, 
6, 19, 38, 41, 68, 76, 81, 91; Ill, 42, 46, 6g ;  IV, 12, 26, 27, 96; IV, Sgo, Sgl ,  Sg3, 980. Am. I, 2, 
13, 29, 76, 85, 99, 100; Ill, 2, 5, 20, 22, 39, 45, 62, 6g, 86, 91, 94; v, 4, 8, 28, 80, 92; VII, 6, 
8, 27, 32, 43, 54, 55, 82, 83, 94, 100 ; IX, 19, 30, 38, 40, 49, 56, 63, 67, 75 ; XI, 9, 12, 25, 32, 
37, 42, 55, 56, 57, 60, 96, 98. 23 Cf. FM, Chaps, 11-111 above. 
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(K 415) ,  {3ovAas {30VAEVEtV (K 1 47, 327 ; , 6 1 ) ,  {3ovAas {3ovAEvOVat (Q 652),  
and their joining made the enjambement of 1 74-75. But in Apollonius 
we find the adjective in the first verse being used regularly, about once in 
every twenty verses ; moreover he often puts a number of words between 
the adjective and the noun : 

Arg. 1, 685 7/E /3a8dats 
aimlp.aTot /3oES iJp.p.w i''''EVX8EVTES apovpats 
YEtOTOP.OV VEtOtO StEtpvaaovaw apoTpov. 

Virgil goes still farther than Apollonius, thus placing the adjective by 
itself in about every tenth verse. In one case at least we have enjambement 
of this sort in three successive verses : 

Aen. XI, 55 at non, Euandre, pudendis 
volneribus pulsum aspicies, nee sospite dirum 
optabis nato funus pater. hei mihi, quantum 
praesidium, Ausonia, et quantum tu perdis, lure. 

Of the different forms of prosaic enjambement this is, of course, that 
which most completely obscures the end of the verse : in the movement of 
his thought from verse to verse Virgil is here the least Homeric. 

Thus we have found that Homer more often brings his thought to 
a close at the end of the verse than do later writers of the epic, and that he 
marks more strongly the rhythm of the hexameter. That is the larger 
difference and the many details which go to make it up cannot well be 
given briefly : a study in style like the present one fulfils its aims as it goes 
ahead, forming I for us bit by bit a clearer sense of the way in which 
a poet has fitted his thought to the pattern of his verses. Of course one 
would like to say that Homer's enjambement is better or worse than that 
of Apollonius and Virgil. But to do that, one must first be sure of the 
merits of the running and periodic styles as a whole, at least in as far as 
they suit certain lines of thought, and one will have to go into all the 
broader problem of the order of thought in the Homeric sentence, of 
which this paper has treated only a very small part. The subject is vast, 
for we shall have to know the word order in the Homeric sentence and 
within the verse, the use of the parts of speech, the length of sentences and 
clauses and the way in which they are grouped. Yet I think the search 
will repay itsel£ We may very well find that M. Marcel Jousse, from his 
study of various oral poetries, I is right in believing that the order of 
ideas in oral verse is more closely suited to the inborn workings of the 
mind than it is in written style. But even before that I would place the 
reward of knowing what we already know, in a way : that the style of 
Homer is that which best tells what he wished to tell. 

1 U Style oral rhythmique et mnimotechnique clrez les Verbo-moteurs (Paris, 1925). 
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Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral 
Verse-Making. 1. Homer and Homeric Style* 

J. The plan of the study (p. 26g). 2. The formula (p. 272). 3. The traditional 
formula (p. 275). 4. Tileformula outside Homer (p. 279). 5. The formula in 

Homer (p. 301). 6. The traditional oral sryle (p. 314.). 

IN my study of the traditional epithet in Homerl I dealt with those 
formulas in the Iliad and in the 0t!Yss� which are made up of a noun 
and one or more fixed epithets, and showed that they were created to 

help the poet set the heroic tale to hexameters. The noun has a metrical 
value which allows little change, but by adding to it an ornamental 
epithet one can make a phrase of the needed length which, since the 
epithet has no bearing on the idea of the sentence, can be used as freely 
as the simple noun. I also showed that the technique of the use of the 
noun-epithet formulas is worked out to so fine a point that it could be 
only for the smallest part due to any onc man. Unless the language itself 
stands in the way, the poetz-or poets-of the Homeric poems has-or 
have-a noun-epithet formula to meet every regularly recurring need. 
And what is equally striking, there is usually only one such formula. An 
artifice of composition of this variety and of this thrift must have called 
for the long efforts of many poets who all sought the best and easiest way 
of telling the same kind of stories in the same verse-form. Now no reader 
of the study, so far as I know, has failed to grant its main thesis, which 
I have just given. When fault has been found, it has rather been with 
what has seemed to be the bearing of the limited conclusions on the 
larger problem I of Homeric style. It has been objected that formulas are 
to be found in all poetry, where they come either from one writer's copy
ing another or from his using his own diction over once he has formed it.3 

... First published in Harmrd Studi4s in Classical Philology 41 (1930), 73-147. I TE, above. 
1 I shall use the term Homer as signifying either the poet (or the poets) of the Iliad and Ot{)'ssey, 

or the text if the Iliad and Ot{)'ssQ'. This use of the term is possible in a study like the present one 
which has to do only with that body of repeated phrases which is common to the poems as 
a whole. Whether we suppose one or several poets, we have, so far as the formulas are con
cerned, only a single style. For a demonstration of the unity of the diction so far as it is made 
up of noun-epithet formulas see TE, pp. ISg-go above. 

3 Paul Shorey, Classical Philology, XXIII (1928), p. 3°5; S. E. Bassett, Classical Journal, 
XXV (1930), p. 642. 
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Then others have thought that the noun-epithet formulas in Homer's 
style are an unusual feature, and that they might well have become fixed 
while the poet was elsewhere left to choose for his ideas what words he 
would.1 These remarks, I think, are not without reason. I must claim to 
have said myself that one could not hope to show by the method used in 
the study that Homer's style is altogether traditional,2 and I believe that 
the chapter on the epithet in Apollonius and Virgil shows that true 
noun-epithet formulas are absent from later Greek and Latin verse, if not 
from all written European literature.3 But the statement that a certain 
part of Homer's diction is almost entirely traditional is one which is sure 
to suggest larger conclusions; and formulas--or what looks something 
like them at any rate-would seem to be fairly common in Greek, Latin, 
and modern verse. The conclusion that Homer's style is more or less 
formulaic will not be complete until we know just how large a place 
formulas have in the style of Homer and in that of later poets. No 
number offormulas found in later authors would disprove the fact that the 
fixed epithet in Homer is traditional; but they might keep us from saying 
that Homeric style is so formulaic that it can be understood only as 
a traditional and an oral style. 

So it is that the criticisms which I have just mentioned seem to me to 
point out the next step which would naturally be taken in the study of the 
traditional element in Homer. Moreover, we must know the nature of 
Homeric style as a whole before it will be possible to go on to other 
studies which seem to me necessary for the understanding of the Iliad 
and the Otbss�,-such as the use of noun-epithet formulas in the Greek 
epic after Homer, which should tell us much about the Singers-&mSol
and about the making of the Homeric I poems; or the relation between 
the formulas, the dialectic forms, and the hexameter, wherein lies much 
knowledge of the early history of the epic; or the stylistic likenesses 
between the Greek epic and the oral epics of other nations, which must 
form the basis of any attempt to judge Homer by what we know about 
these other poems. 

Since these topics have all to do with the style, and more closely with 
the diction of Homer, I think it may be as well here at the outset to 
explain what seems to me to be just now the value of studies of this sort. 
There is first of all the sure promise of better knowing the poet's thought 
as we note in just what way he has chosen to express it. But there is also 
the hope that we may thus save the question of the making of the 
Homeric poems from the danger of scepticism. The scholars of our time 
have proved the weakness of the attempts made for more than a century 
to show how the Iliad and 0t!)'ss� were pieced together, and though one 

1 P. Chantraine, Revue de philologie, III ( 1929), p. 299. 
3 TE, Chap. 11: pp. 24-37 ; cf. pp. 165-72 above. 

2 TE, p. 106. 
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would hesitate to say, as Lucian makes Homer say,1 that all the con
demned verses are his, one reads the poems in a way which amounts to 
just about that. Yet those who have thus well refuted the theories which 
broke up the poems have themselves given no very good explanation of 
just how they were made. When they have turned to the positive side of 
their argument, which is the art of Homer, they have often added much 
to our enjoyment of the poetry, but they have often been as willful in their 
judgment as ever were those whom they sought to refute. Moreover, they 
have refused to see the need of answering certain valid questions which 
had been raised by the 'higher criticism.' For example, what reasons 
have they had for passing over the fact pointed out by Wolf that a limited 
use of writing for literary purposes, which is the most one can suppose for 
Homer's age, must have made for a poetry very unlike ours?2 What 
source have they given for the tradition that Homer was recorded only at 
a later time?3 How have they explained the unique number of good 
variant readings I in our text of Homer, and the need for the laborious 
editions of Aristarchus and of the other grammarians, and the extra 
lines, which grow in number as new papyri are found?4 Finally, have 
they shown why the poems should be of such a sort as to lend themselves 
to the many attempts to show the parts of which they were made, and 
have they told why these attempts were often made by men of the best 
taste and judgment? Like those whom they were refuting they have, 
I think, failed, because they would not see that in style and form Homeric 
verse is unlike that to which they are used. 

If we are to learn the true nature of the poems, and if we are to solve 
the question of their authorship, or know that it cannot be solved, or, 
as may well prove to be the case, if we are to find that its sure solution 
does not count for so much as one thinks, we must take another course. 
We must go back to the principle of Aristarchus of getting 'the solution 

. from the text', but we must enlarge it until it covers not only the meaning 
of a verse or passage but the poems entire, and lets us know why the poet, 
or poets, of the Iliad and 04Yssry made them as they are, or as they were at 
first. Whatever feature of poetic art we may study, we must follow it 
throughout the traditional text,S and try to see it clearly and fully; but 

I A True Story, 2, 20. 
o Quid? quod, si forte his [se. graphio et tabula] instructus, unus in saeculo suo, Iliada et 

Odysseam hoc tenore pertexuisset, in ceterarum opportunitatum penuria similes illae fuissent 
ingenti navigio, quod quis in prima ruditate navigation is fabricatus in loco mediterraneo, 
machinis et phalangis ad protrudendum, atque adeo mari careret, in quo experimentum suae 
artis caperet. - Prolegomena 26. For our present knowledge about writing in the Homeric 
age, see below, p. 271, n. I. 

3 Pausanias 7, 26, 1 3 ;Josephus, Against Apion I, 2, 6 (Reinach). 
4 For the papyri of Homer, see Victor Berard, Introduction tl I'Odyssee (Paris, 1924), I, 

pp. 51-70. 
5 'Traditional text' is of course a relative term. (Cf. G. :\1. Bolling, The External Evidence 
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our hope will not be to find places out of harmony with one another, but 
instead, after finding all the elements of the poems which bear upon that 
feature, to draw from them when we can, but from them only, a new 
idea of poetic artistry. This is, of course, in my own terms, nothing more 
than one use of the historical method of criticism, 1 which has been used 
by all good critics. What I wish to point out is not the need of a new 
method, but of a stricter use, in the supreme problem of Homer's idea of 
style and poetic form, of the one good one. It is here, rather than in the 
study of religious, I or cultural, or social, or historical details that we must 
look for the answer to the question of how the poems were made, since the 
statement of a fact can only be rightly judged when we know how the 
statement came to be made. Yet it is precisely in the matter of literary 
form that we are most likely to apply without thinking the ideas which 
have been gradually formed in us by the writings of later times. 

The first move in this attempt to rebuild the Homeric idea of epic 
poetry will be to show that the Iliad and the Oqyssry are composed in 
a traditional style, and are composed orally, then to see just how such 
poetry differs from our own in style and form. When that is done, we 
shall have solid ground beneath us when we undertake the problem of 
unity in the poems, or judge a doubtful verse, or try to point out how one 
epic poem would differ from another, or how the greatness of a Singer 
would show itself. We shall find then, I think, that this failure to see the 
difference between written and oral verse was the greatest single obstacle 
to our understanding of Homer, we shall cease to be puzzled by much, 
we shall no longer look for much that Homer would never have thought 
of saying, and above all, we shall find that many, if not most of the 
questions we were asking, were not the right ones to ask. 

I. T H E  PLAN O F  T HE STUDY 

The poet who composes with only the spoken word a poem of any 
length must be able to fit his words into the mould of his verse after 
a fixed pattern. Unlike the poet who writes out his lines,-or even dic
tates them,-he cannot think without hurry about his next word, nor 
change what he has made, nor, before going on, read over what he has 
just written. Even if one wished to imagine him making his verses alone, 
one could not suppose the slow finding of the next word, the pondering of 

for Interpolation in HOl7U1r, Oxford, 1 925, pp. 1-15.) The doubtful lines and groups of lines are, 
however, too few, and with the rarest exceptions too regular in language to affect the subject 
of these pages; so that for my purposes the traditional text is that of A. Ludwich (Leipzig, 
1 88g-i907) . 

I Cf. Roger Bacon, De augmentis scientiarum 2, 4; Ernest Renan, L'Avenir de la science (Paris, 
1 8g2), p. 292 ; Alfred Croiset, Histoire de la littlrature grecque3 (Paris, 19 IQ), I, pp. ix-xliii ; 
TE, pp. 2-4 above. 
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the verses just made, the memorizing of each verse. Even though the 
poet have an unusual memory, he cannot, without paper, make of his 
own words a poem of any length. He must have for his use word-groups 
all made to fit his verse and tell what he has to tell. In composing he will 
do no more than put together for his needs phrases which he has often 
heard or used himself, and which, grouping themselves in accordance 
with a fixed pattern of thought, come naturally to make the sentence and 
the verse ; and he will recall his' poem easily, when he wishes to say it 
over, because he will be guided anew by the same play of words and 
phrases as before. The style of such poetry is in many ways very unlike 
that to which we are used. The oral poet expresses only ideas for which he 
has a fixed means of expression. He is by no means the servant of his 
diction: he can put his phrases together in an endless number of ways ; 
but still they set bounds and forbid him the search of a style which would 
be altogether his own. For the style which he uses is not his at all: it is the 
creation of a long line of poets or even of an entire people. No one man 
could get together any but the smallest part of the diction which is 
needed for making verses orally, and which is made of a really vast 
number of word-groups each of which serves two ends: it expresses a given 
idea in fitting terms and fills just the space in the verse which allows it to 
be joined to the phrases which go before and after and which, with it, 
make the sentence. As one poet finds a phrase which is both pleasing and 
easily used, the group takes it up, and its survival is a further proving of 
these two prime qualities. It is the sum of single phrases thus found, tried, 
and kept which makes up the diction. Finally, the poem which is a thing 
of sound and not of writing is known apart from its author only because it 
is composed in the same style which others use and so can remember. 
Writing may be known, and the poem may be dictated and recorded, 
and the knowledge of writing may thus have some bearing on the text of 
the poem. But it will not have any upon its style, nor upon its form, nor 
upon its life in the group of poets and the social group of which its author 
was a part. 

Such in its broadest lines is the composition of oral poetry as it is prac
ticed in our own times in Serbia, among the Tuaregs, in Afghanistan, and 
in many other places ; 1 and it is clear that the best way of knowing 
whether a style is oral and traditional is to hear it in use, or, lacking that, 
to compare the recorded work of several poets who have made their 
verses out of the same formulas. But we cannot do either, of these things 
for the Greek epic. There is too little known about the making of the early 

I Cf. F. S. Krauss, Vom wunt/erbaren Guslarengediichtnis, in Slavische VolkforschWlgen (Leipzig, 
1 908), pp. 1 83� ; A. van Gennep, La Qpestion d'Hombe (Paris, 1909), pp. 50-5; M. Jousse, 
Le Style oral rhythmiqUII et mnbnotechniqUII chez Us Verbo-moteurs (Paris, 1 925) ' The last work 
is valuable as an attempt to set forth the psychological basis of oral poetic style; it gives 
a bibliography of the literature on oral verse (pp. 236-40) . 
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poetry in hexameters for us to liken the Singers to the Serbian Guslars 
without more ado, or to make of Homer a Singer like any other. More
over, we cannot date the works of this early time at all surely, and we 
have nothing to show us that any one of the poems we have was made by 
a Singer. Opinion generally grants a vague body of traditional epic 
formulas, and we have a certain amount of poetry composed in a style 
which is either entirely or nearly like that of the Iliad and 04Jssry; but 
the notion is also current that Homeric phrases found outside these two 
poems are more or less due to the studied imitation of the style which one 
poet made. We should be well off if we knew for sure that Homer could 
not write, but writing may have been known in Ionia in his time, what
ever were the uses it was put to.l Ifwe are to draw any solid conclusions I 

about the style of Homer, we have only one course to follow. Seeking 'the 
solution from the text' we must see whether the diction of the Iliad and of 
the 04Jssry is of a sort which can be understood only as a traditional and 
oral technique of making verses by means of formulas. The reasoning will 
be as follows. First, we shall define the formula. Then we shall look to see 
what means there are of telling whether a formula is traditional or not. 
The nature of the formula will show us that the more formulas we find in 
a poet's diction, the smaller is the portion of them which could be the 

I Certain scholars in recent years have supposed that the Greeks wrote at a very early date. 
Thus, B. F. C. Atkinson (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed., s.v. alphabet) believes that the 
Achaeans, that is to say, the Greeks before the Dorian invasions, knew the Phoenician alpha
bet. A.]. B. Wace (Cambridge Ancient History, 11, p. 463) and]. B. Bury express a view which 
does not accord with this : 'In the Achaean age writing was an old and well-known art . . . .  
But it was writing without an alphabet' (ibid. p. 508). The evidence for the latter theory is 
the antiquity of the Minoan script and some undeciphered 'signs', to use Bury's word 
(loc. cit.), on some vases of the Third Late Helladic Period from Thebes and Tiryns. The 
evidence for the early knowledge of the Phoenician alphabet is likewise circumstantial. 
I quote Victor Berard (Les Phlniciens et l'Odyssle2, Paris, 1 927, I, pp. 1 4-15) ,  who, after telling 
of the inscription in alphabetic characters discovered at Byblos in 1 923 (cf. Syria, V ( 1 924), 
pp. 1 35-57), which belongs surely to the thirteenth century, writes : 'Ces quelques lignes 
.feront une revolution dans la critique d'Homere et de la Bible . . . .  Des lors, il faut en tete du 
probleme homerique poser la question preliminaire : Corneille, ayant vecu un siecle et demi 
apres l'invention de l'imprimerie, a fait imprimer le Cid; peut-on croire qu'ayant vecu quatre 
siecles au moins - vraisemblablement six ou sept, - apres I'invention de I'alphabet, les 
poetes de l'Iliade et de I'Odyssie ne l'aient pas connu?' On the other hand our oldest Greek 
inscriptions, those discovered at Thera in 1896, have been put by some in the eighth and 
possibly the ninth centuries (so Atkinson, loco cit.) ; but Bury (loc. cit.) refuses to place them 
earlier than the seventh, though he supposes the Greeks to have used the alphabet since the 
tenth century. The problem being of this sort, it is clear that the Homeric scholar, who at 
present bases his conclusions upon the assumption on external evidence either of Homer's use 
or ignorance of writing, risks the future of his work. And besides there remain the questions of 
the uses to which writing was put, and of the degree to which it was known and used. Finally, 
there are illiterate poets in countries in which writing is fairly common, as in Serbia. The 
problem indeed is not at all that of whether or not writing was known in the Homeric age, but 
of knowing whether the Iliad and Odyssey were written. I t is hard to imagine what sort of 
external evidence could ever fix us on that point. All that we can hope to know, and all that 
we really need to know, is whether Homer's style is written or oral. Once this question is 
proposed, that of the existence or of the uses of writing in Homer's time loses its value. 
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work of that single poet. We shall then be led to a study of the verse of 
poets who we know wrote, that we may learn how often the formula can 
appear in written verse. Finally, having seen if the formulas in Homer's 
verse are so much more common that they suffer no comparison with 
those of any written poetry, and having thus learned how much of the 
formulaic element is surely traditional, we shall be able to consider what 
reasons there are to say that Homer's is an oral style. 

2. T HE F O RMULA 

The formula in the Homeric poems may be defined as a group of words 
which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given 
essential idea. The essential part of the idea is that which remains after one 
has counted out everything in the expression which is purely for the sake 
of style. Thus, the essential idea in the word-group �p.o3 8' �p£y£vHa tPaVTJ 
Po8oMKTVA03 'HW3 is 'when it was morning', that in {Hi 8' ifLEV is 'he went', 
that in TOV 8' aJTE 1TpOG£E£7TE is 'he said to him'. The word-group is 
employed regularly when the poet uses it without second thought as the 
natural means of getting his idea into verse. The definition thus implies 
the metrical usefulness of the formula. It is not necessary that a poet use 
one certain formula when he has a given idea to express and a given 
space I of the verse to fill, since there can be formulas of like metrical 
value and meaning which can take the place of one another, though they 
are rare in Homer. But if a formula is to be used regularly there must be 
a steady need for it. For example, Homer uses OEn YAavKw1T£3 )tO�VTJ fifty 
times to express in the last half of the verse, after the trochaic caesura of 
the third foot, the idea 'Athena'. The simple number of times the phrase 
appears is the direct measure of its usefulness, though if one wishes further 
proof a study of its uses shows it to be part of a fixed device for making 
hundreds of verses.1 Kurt Witte's remark2 that the language of the 
Homeric poems is the work of the epic verse is by definition true also of 
the Homeric diction so far as it is made up of formulas. When one has 
added the factor of the story, since it is this which gives the poet his ideas, 
and that of the poetic merit of the expression, which also must have its 
share in the making and the keeping of it, one may state the principle as 
follows : the formulas in any poetry are due, so far as their ideas go, to the theme, 
their rhythm is fixed by the verse-form, but their art is that of the poets who made 
them and of the poets who kept them. 

When the element of usefulness is lacking, one does not have a formula 
but a repeated phrase which has been knowingly brought into the verse 

I Cf. TE, pp. 10-3 above. 
• Pauly-Wissowa, XVI (1913), col. 2214. 
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for some special effect. Thus, the definition excludes the refrain, as found 
in Aeschylus or Theocritus : 

ai.'AtvOv ai'AtvOV £ll7€, T6 0' £0 VtKaTW . . . 1 

lvyg €AK£ TV TTjVOV EIL6v 170TL oWILa T6v avopa,2 

or in Shakespere or Marlowe : 

Double, double toil and trouble, 
Fire burn and cauldron bubble . . . 3 
To entertain divine Zenocrate.4 I 

The definition likewise excludes the echoed phrase.s I give examples from 
Theocritus and Shakspere: 

-xP-rJtUO£tS' clJv EUtO£,V; xP-rJtUO£tS' KaTa8£,vat a£8Aov; 
-xP-rJtUOW TOVT' EUtO£,V, xP-rJtUOW KaTa8£,vat a£8Aov . . . 6 

First Witch.-All hail, Macbeth! hail to thee, Thane of Glamis! 
Second Witch.-All hail, Macbeth! hail to thee, Thane of Cawdor! 
Third Witch.-All hail, Macbeth! that shalt be king hereafter!7 

Non-formulaic too is the verse which is borrowed because the poet's 
public knows it and will recall its former use, as that in which Sophocles 
gives to the dying Clytemnestra the words which Agamemnon had 
spoken in the play by Aeschylus. I quote the verses of the older poet, then 
those in which they are imitated :8 

Ar. wpm l7€l7ATJYILat Katplav l7ATJriJv EUW. 
XO. urya' TlS' l7ATJriJV aVT£' KatplwS' OVTaUIL€VOS'; 
Ar. wILOt ILaA' a08tS' O£VT€paV l7£1TATJYIL€VOS' . . .  9 

KA. wILOt l7€l7ATJyp.at. HA. l7a,uov £l u8€v£tS' Ot1TATjv. 
KA. wILOt ILaA' aV8tS'.IO I 

I Agamemnon 1 2 1 , 1 39, 1 59. 2 Theocritus 2, 1 7 ; 22 ; 27 ; 32 ; 37 ; 42 ; 47 ; 52 ; 57 ; 63. 
3 Macbeth IV, I, IO- I I; 20-1 ; 35-6. 
4 Marlowe, Tamburlaine, Part Two, II, 4, 1 7 ; 2 1 ; 25 ; 29 ; 32. 
5 For this stylistic device see B. G. Kramer, Ueber Stichomythie und Gleichklang in den DramLn 

Shakespeares (Duisburg, 1 889), who quotes examples from Greek, Latin, and modern literature. 
WaIter Raleigh in his Milton (London, 1900, pp. 205-8) discusses a striking case in Paradiu 
Lost (IV, 641-56). It is only because they have been brought altogether wrongly into 
the problem of the formulas that I mention here anaphora-the repetition of a word at the 
beginning of successive clauses, and polyptoton-the repetition in a short space of different 
forms of the same word; both these devices are rhetorical. 

6 Theocritus 8, 1 1-12.  7 Macbeth I, 3 ,  48-50. 
8 For other cases see F. Schroeder, De iteratis apud tragicos Graecos, in Dissertationes philologicae 

Argentoratenses, VI ( 1 882), pp. 1 19-2 1 ,  who mentions (p. 4) Virgil's use of verses from Ennius. 
9 Agamemnon 1 343 ff. 

10 Electra 1415 f. A bizarre case of this kind is given by Aristotle. Euripides, evidently to 
show his skill, took a verse of Aeschylus and by changing a single word added, Aristotle says, 
to its beauty (Poetics 1 458b22) : Alaxv>.os J.L£V yap €V 'TW' tI>'>'OKT�'T'1' €1TOt'1a£ 

q,ay£Sawa S' ii f'OV aapl<as €oOt .. 1TOSOI', 

o 8£ aVT't 'TOV Ea8l£L 1'0 8o('vii"TaL /UTE81JKEV. 

8141815 T 
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Finally a poet will often repeat a phrase after an interval in order to 
obtain some special effect, as Sophocles does when Oedipus, fearing for 
the first time that he hirnself is the slayer of Laius, repeats in horror 
the words by which he had banished from the land the unknown 
murderer.1 

But the repeated phrase, as distinct from the formula, is used more 
often in less outstanding ways than these. When Bacchylides, for instance, 
wrote �EVKW�EVOS' "Hpa,2 or vymTv�ov TpolaS',J he was not using the words 
because he had a certain space of verse to fill and a certain idea to express: 
he was working epic phrases into his poem. Similarly, Pope in his trans
lation of the Odyssey4 borrowed Milton's phrase 'thick as autumnal leaves' 
from the Vallombrosa simile in Paradise Lost. The fact that he had nothing 
like this in the verses he was translating shows clearly what is evident 
enough anyway, that he was using the phrase for its idea rather than for 
any help it gave hirn in expressing certain ideas which he was seeking to 
put into verse. We shall see later that no distinction counts more for us 
than this between the real formula and the phrase repeated for the sake 
of its poetic thought or wording. I have quoted these examples here 
because they bear on the definition of the formula. 

There is one other thing to note before leaving this subject: the prob
lem of the formula is not that of literary influence. This fact more than 
any other has been overlooked by those who have dealt with traditional 
style. When Pindar, for example, wrote: 

1TTEpOEVTa S' 'E' y'\VKVV 
llv8wvd.S' OW'TOVS 

he was without doubt recalling the Homeric phrase-1TTEp6EVTES' &,a'Tol6 

-and the Homeric influence is proved. But what was a formula to 
Homer was none to Pindar. The task of getting his words into his verse 
was quite the same as if he had been using an expression of his own 
making. The formula is useful only so far as it can be used without 
changing its metrical value. The change of endings is too easy to have I 
any measurable effect upon the usefulness of a phrase. One counts by the 
thousands in Homer such cases as the change of €VKvr)f',SES' )lXa,ol to 
€VKvr)f',SaS' )lXawvS', or of {}vTJ'TWV av{}pw1TwV to {}V7J'TovS' av{}pw1ToVS'. And to 
these must be added the change of SE to 'TE, as when CPEpwv 'T' a1TEpElm' 
a1To,va7 becomes CPEpw S' a1TEpElm ' a1Towa,8 or even the omission of these 
particles, or such a change as that of f'0V to aov. But any less simple 

I Oedipus the King 236 ff., and 816 ff. Cf. Schroeder, op. eit., pp. 121-5. 
2 8, 7 (Jebb). 3 8, 46. 
4 Pope's Odyssry 11, 970; Paradise Lost I, 302. 
5 Olympian Odes (Puech) 9. 1 I. 
6 E 17I. 7 A 13 = 372. 8 Q 502. 
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alteration in the word-group supposes thought of some length on the 
part of the poet. I 

3. T H E  TR ADITIO N AL F O R M ULA 

The question of who made the formula does not enter into its definition, 
since it would be equally helpful to a poet whether it was his own work or 
that of another. What means then are there of knowing whether the 
formulas in Homer are borrowed or not, since we have no right to sup
pose, as the basis of our reasoning, that the Iliad and the Otfyssey are 
necessarily due to more than one man? The solution lies in the schema
tization of the Homeric style, which does away altogether with the need 
of knowing how many poets worked at these poems. 

Formulas are of two sorts. First, there are those which have no close 
likeness to any other, as, so far as we know, is the case for dVfda(J' E'TO'JLa 
7TPOKdJLEVa in the following verse, which is found three times in the Iliad 
and eleven times in the Otfyssey: 

.�, , " , {}" - , - Of \ \ I Ot 0 E7T OVEtU ETOtJLU 7TpOKEtJLEva XEtpU� tUI\I\OV. 

The other kind of formula is that which is like one or more which express 
a similar idea in more or less the same words, as, for example, tEpav 
7TTO>.lE(JpOV E7TEpaE2 is like tEpav 7TTO>.lE(JpOV E>'OVTES',3 or as dMKOVTO Se >.aol4 is 
like apETWat Se >.aols and SatVVTO TE >'ao�.6 We may say that any group of 
two or more such like formulas make up a system, and the system may be 
defined in turn as a group of phrases which have the same metrical 
value and which are enough alike in thought and words to leave no 
doubt that the poet who used them knew them not only as single formulas, 
but also as formulas of a certain type. For example, one finds in the Iliad 
and the Otfyssey a group of phrases which all express between the begin
ning of the verse and the trochaic cresura of the third foot, in words 
which are much alike, the idea 'but when he (we, they) had done so 
and so': 

I Note on Method. Formulas, in the strictest sense of the term, may be of any length, but in 
studying them we are forced to exclude the shorter word-groups, for the following reasons. 
If we dealt with formulas of all sizes we should have an unwieldy mass of material of varying 
importance, and it would be impossible to compare the formulaic element in different poets 
by means of the number of formulas found in their verse. In the second place, we must set 
a limit which will shut out any groups of words which are repeated merely by chance, or as 
the result of their natural order in the sentence. Accordingly I have regarded as formulas, or 
possible formulas, only expressions made up of at least four words or five syllables, with the 
exception of noun-epithet phrases, which may be shorter, as </>l>.ov .q"TOP (Pindar, Olympian 
Odes, 1 , 4). I have drawn the distinction at this point because of the fact that while an expres
sion of five syllables will command the hearer's attention by itself, one of four syllables is 
much less noticeable ; and by insisting upon four words in a shorter phrase one puts aside 
almost all the chance groups of connective words. 

2 a 2. 3 , 165. 4 A 10. 5 "T 1 14. 6 Q 665. 
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oEl1TInJUE 
, Ka'TE1TaVUa 

, 'Tap1T71uav 
, 'Tap1T71p-EV 

1TaVUaV'TO 

" p 

£uuav-ro 
ElJgavTo 
1}YEp8£v 
. ucaVE 
. tKOVTO 
�UE 
ETE>'EUUE 

, , EVE."KE 

(twice) 
(0583) 
(3 times) 
(twice) 
(3 times) 
(3 times) 
(4 times) 
(4 times) 
(p 28) 
(3 times) 
(/215) 
(>. 246) 
(0 233) 

{'EUU£V 
t "  , .... aV'Tap E1T£tO." U1TEVUE 

'T£ij�E 

{l>.8TJ'TE 
, \  , \ " aV'Tap E1TTJV E),8."tuW 

ayaY71tuw 

[85-6] 
(twice) 
(3 times) 
(twice) 

(0 1 47) 
(3 times) 
(Q 1 55) 

This scheme shows not only that the poet or the poets of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey had a formula to express the idea 'but when they had prayed', for 
instance, between the beginning of the verse and the trochaic cresura of 
the third foot.! It shows also that he, or they, knew I a type of formula in 
which to aVTap €1TEt was added an indicative verb-form of the measure 
0"0 - v, beginning with a single consonant; and also another type in 
which to awap €1TEt was joined first p', one form of that helpful and many
shaped particle, then an indicative verb-form beginning with a vowel or 
diphthong and measured 0'0 - v. Thirdly, there was a type where awap 

€1TEl, lengthened by the addition of the syllable -8"1, allowed the use of 
verb-forms of the value - v. And lastly, there was a type of formula in 
which awap €1TEt, changed to awap €m7V, made way for subjunctive forms 
of the verb. Each of these four groups of formulas may be called a system, 
since it is clear that the poet, or poets, who used them, felt the exact 
device, as I have taken care to analyze it, for fitting into the verse verb
forms of certain moods and measures. Finally, the four groups taken 
together form a larger system in which the common likeness, while less 
close, is no less real. 

It is the system of formulas, as we shall see, which is the only true 
means by which we can come to see just how the Singer made his 
verses; but we are interested in it now solely as a means of measuring the 
schematization of a poet's style. There are in such a measuring two fac
tors, that of length and that of thrift. The length of a system consists very 
obviously in the number of formulas which make it up. The thrift of 
a system lies in the degree in which it is free of phrases which, having the 
same metrical value and expressing the same idea, could replace one 
another. What the length and thrift of a system of formulas are can be best 
explained by describing one of the most striking cases in Homer, that of a 
system of noun-epithet formulas for gods and heroes, in the nominative. 

I A 458, B 421, Y 447, JL 359. 
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All the· chief characters of the Iliad and the Otfyssry, if their names can 
be fitted into the last half of the verse along with an epithet, have a noun
epithet formula in the nominative, beginning with a simple consonant, 
which fills the verse between the trochaic cresura of the third foot and the 
verse-end : for instance, 7ToAvTAa, 8fo, '08VUUEV,. It is the number of 
different formulas of this type, well above fifty, which makes the length of 
this system. But besides that there are in only a very few cases more than 
one such formula for a single character, though many of them are used 
very often, as 7ToAvTAa, 8fo, '08VUUEV, which is found 38 times, BEn 
yAavKwm, )1B�V1J 50 times, IIouEt8awv €vOULXBwv 23 times. To be exact, in 
a list of 37 characters who have formulas of this type, which includes I 
all those having any importance in the poems, there are only three names 
which have a second formula which could replace the first. 1 

In the case of this system, as in that of other formulas, such as those of 
the types 7TOAVft7JTL, '08VUUEV, and 8fo, '08VUUEV" the length and the 
thrift of the system are striking enough to be sure proof that only the very 
smallest part of it could be the work of one poet.2 But for the greater 

I Cf. TE, pp. 17-19 above. 
2 Because of their unique value for the problem of the formulaic diction I give here these 

three systems. The formulas joined by a bracket are those which can replace one another and 
which must be taken from the system to keep its economy perfect, though one in each such 
group of formulas must be traditional since it adds to the length of the system. For these 
equivalent formulas see TE, pp. 173-90, where it is shown that they result from the play 
of analogy which underlies all the traditional diction. Beside the formulas of the three types 
named, the following list gives those of other types which have the same measure but whose 
metrical value is changed by the initial sound - vowel, single consonant, or double con
sonant. An asterisk indicates that the measure of the name makes the formula impossible. 

8io, ·08vaa.';, 60 7Toil';f£l1T" ·08vaa.';, 
EafJilo, ·08vaa.';, 3 7TTOiIL7TOpfJO, ·08vaa.';, 
naililas )tfJ�vl1 39 yilaVKW7TL, )tfJ�vl1 
'O{3P'f£07TC1TPl1 2 
8io, )t X.iIiI,';, 34 7To8a, WKV, )tX.iIiI,';, 
WKVS )tX,MEVS- 5 P.,yafJvf£o, )tX·iliI,';, 
J.l.T}T&£rU ZEVS' 18 { V,,,,.ill1y,p'Ta Z,';, 
�vpuo1ra ZnJS 14 ZEVS' TEp'lf'LlCEpaVvDS 

aT'po7T1/y,plTa Z,';, 
7ToTvLa "Hpl1 11 iI.VKWil.vo," Hpl1 

xpvaofJpovo,"Hpl1 
",al8.p.o, "EKTWp 29 KopvfJaLoilo, "EKTWp 
o{3P1f£o, • EKTWP 4 

XailK'o, :)tP1J, 5 xpva�v&O, :)tP1J, 
o{3P1f£0, :)tP1J, 5 

Tv8/o, vlO, 8 KpaT'po, ;:jIOf£�&r], 
ayafJos ;:j,0f£�811' 

• KP'LWV )tyaf£Ef£vwv 

81 
4 

26 

31 

30 
4 

3 

25 

12 

26 

7Toil';Tila, 8io, '08vaa,';, 

{ fJ,d. yilaVKW7TL, )tfJ�vl1 
)tilailKof£'V1J" )tfJ�V1J 

7To80.PKl1' 8io, )tX.iliI,';, 

7TaT�p av8pwv T' fJ,wv T' 
• OiIVf£7T.O, ,vp';o7Ta Z,';, 

{30W7TL, 7ToTv.a "H Pl1 
fJ,d. iI'VKWil,vo, "Hpl1 
f£Eya, KopvfJaLoilo, "EKTwp 

{3PI�7TVO, O{3PIP.O' :)tP1J, 
:)tP1J, cITO, 7TOilEP.O&O 
{3o�v ayafJos ;:jlof£�811' 

avaf av8pwv )tyaf£Ef£vwv 

38 

50 
2 

2 1  

15 

11 
19 
12 

3 

21 

37 

[continued overleaf 
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number of systems which are found in the diction of the Homeric poems 
we cannot make such sure conclusions, since their length is rarely so 
great and their thrift never so striking. This does not mean that the proof 
by means of the length and thrift of the system is possible only in the case 
of the noun-epithet formulas. It is clear without need of further search 
that the greater part of the system quoted above must be traditional, and 
that the type of the formula and the words alrrap brEt at the beginning of 
the verse are surely so. But one can see that an attempt made in this 
fashion to see just how much of Homer's diction had been handed down 
to him could give only very partial results, even if the task were not of an 
impossible length, as it is. What we must look for is, more simply, the 
degree to which the diction of poetry outside the epos can become 
schematized. If, having gauged the systematization of Homer's verse and 
of that which we know to have been written in the individual style of 
single poets, we find a difference which forbids any comparison, we shall 
know that Homer's poetry was not made in the same way as was that of 
later poets. We shall then see that we are faced with a problem which can 
be solved only by granting that Homer composed his verses entirely in 
a style that was traditional and adapted to oral verse-making. 

In making this comparison of the systems in Homer with those in later 
poetry we shall not, as it happens, have much to do with the thrift I 
continued from p. 77] 

KvavoxalT'l/S 
�Evvoal"aLo� 

* 

.pal8,fWs ALas 6 
aAK'fWs ACas 2 

8i' }t.pp08i'T'l/ 4 

tl>oi{3os }t".OAA",v 33 

* 

11f7To'Ta NEaTwp 

* 

{ , , '8 KPftWV fVOU'X wv 
KAV'To� £vvoalyQ.4,o� 

IIplafWS 8£o£1lh}s 

T£Aap,cfmos ALas 

XPlJuE'I/ }t.pp08iT'I/ 

(.1' .. }t '>.>. LOS' VLOS' 71'0 wv 
EKa£pyos }t".o>,>,,,,v 
KAVTOTO�OS }t".o>,>,,,,v 

�av8';s M£v.Aaos 
M£V(AaoS' ap.vJ-Lwv 

7To8aS' wHin'" IpLS' 
* 

7 lloan8awv Evoatx8wv 23 
7 

yEp"'v IIpiap,os 8£O£18�s 7 

10 p,Eyas T £Aap,cfmos A r as 12 

{ �".;s 8lJyaT'l/p }t.pp08i'T'l/ 7 
.p,Aop,p,d8'1/s }t.pp08i'T'l/ 4 

2 { ava� .1,';s lJi';s }t".o>,>,,,,v 5 
6 ava� EKa£pyos }t".OAA",v 3 

12  {3o�v aya8';s M£vEAaos 13 
aP"l'.p,AoS M£vEAaos 6 

r£p�VLOS' l7T1ToTa NEa-rWP 31 

10 ".08�v£p,os wKEa 'lp', 10 

}tM�av8pos 8£on8�, 10 

There are also many other formulas of these types for less important characters. If any charac
ter who has a role of any prominence in the poems does not appear on this list, it is because 
the metrical value of the name is an absolute barrier to the creation of such formulas. Such 
are the names, }tVT'AOXOS, A.n-op,E8",v, 'EMv'l/, 'Evp.mIJAOS, '180p,£v£vs, IIoIJAv8&.p,as, l:ap1T"l8cfll', 
}tAKivoo, (but p,EVO, }tAK'VOOW), }tvTivoos, Evpvp,axos, T'l/AEp,axOS (but '08IJuafjos .piAos vios). 
;lI,va� av8piVv Alv£[a, is found once, when Homer was led by the force of analogy to create 
a formula of the type ava� av8piVv }tyap,Ep,v",v; but in no other case does he use this name, 
with its three long syllables, at the verse-end. 
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of the system, since we shall find it hard enough to get together outside of 
Homer any systems which show the first quality of length. We I shall 
seldom get any farther than the overwhelming difference in the number 
of repetitions. Since this is the case, it is well to point out beforehand that 
the number of repetitions in a style, and the frequency with which they 
are used, bear directly upon the thrift of the diction. One may ask why 
Homer uses the formula aV'Tap £7T€' p' iKOV'TO three times. I That is one face 
of the coin. The other face is the question of why Homer did not use other 
words, of whatever sort they might be, for the expression of the idea 'but 
when they came' .  That is, the repeated use of a phrase means not only 
that the poet is following a fixed pattern of words, it means equally that 
he is denying himself all other ways of expressing the idea. This may seem 
a very trivial point to make, if one has in mind only a few scattered 
formulas, none of them used more than a few times. But when one has 
even a single phrase used, for instance as is 'TOV (rTJv) S' �p..€{f3€'T' €7T€''Ta, 48 
times in the Iliad and 24 times in the Odyssey, it is as if Homer wished to 
tell us how little use he has for all other ways of expressing the idea, which 
we must suppose to be very numerous. Then, when one multiplies the 
case of the single formula by all those which are to be found in the two 
poems, and which require the 250 pages of C. E. Schmidt's Parallel
Homer1. for their listing, one has the statement of a thrift of expression 
which it is rather hard, perhaps, for us to understand. Yet we must 
remember, as in the following pages we seek for formulas in later verse, 
that the poet's indifference to the new way of saying a thing is to be 
measured in the exact terms of the number of repetitions he uses and of 
the times he uses them. I 

4. T HE F O R M ULA O U TSIDE H O ME R  

Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns, the Fragments qf the Early Epic 

P. F. Kretschmer, in his study of repetitions3 within the work of Hesiod , 4 
found within the 1022 verses of the Theogony 338 repetitions of which the 
larger part are phrases found in Homer. This proportion does not come 
near that of the twenty-five or six thousand repetitionss in Homer's 
27853 or so verses, nor would one look for it in poems of such different 
lengths. Still it is far above anything we shall find for the poetry of times 
in which writing was beyond any doubt the usual means of composition. 

I A 484, p 85, 178. 2 GOttingen, 1885. 
3 It is important to note that the terms repetition, repeated phrase and repeated expression, etc., 

when used in this study always imply that the word-groups in question are alike not only in 
words but also in metrical value. When the word phrase or expression is used in connection with 
repetition, in the 'sense of a more general similarity, I have taken care to explain the use of 
the term. 4 De iteratis Hesiodeis (Vratislaviae, 1913), p. 29. 

5 I compute this figure from Schmidt's Parallel-Homer. 
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We find in Hesiod even more repetitions from poetry which could not be 
his. A. Rzachl notes 67 cases in the first 100 lines of the Theogony where 
a phrase is identical with one found in the Iliad or the Odyssey. The num
ber of repetitions within the Works and Days is smaller-84 in a poem of 
828 verses.2 For the first hundred lines Rzach notes 55 Homeric parallels, 
but in the gnomic portion of the poem this number falls to 3 I in a hundred 
lines.3 But even this figure is far from any which is ever found outside the 
early hexametric poetry. It is not the place here to explain the varying 
degrees of repetition within the Hesiodic poems, nor the use of Homeric 
phrases. That will be possible only in a longer study in which one will 
throw aside the idea of imitation, which has weighed so heavily on the 
early poetry outside Homer, and take up the repetitions as part of 
a traditional technique of verse-making. One will then learn, I believe, 
a great deal about the nature of the epic diction, of its use for different 
subjects, and by different poets or schools of poets, and of its decline. 
Here we can only point out that the formula is used in Hesiod far more 
often than it ever is outside of the early epic ; and the same thing is to be 
said for the Shield rif Heracles, which in its 480 verses repeats itself63 times;� 
and has in its first hundred I lines 74 Homeric phrases,s as well as for 
certain of the Hymns and for the fragments of the other early heroic 
poems. T. W. Allen, for instance, states that 20 verses of the Hymn to 
Aphrodite 'are taken from Homer with little or no variation',6 and I find 
seven Homeric phrases in a ten-line fragment of the Thebais.7 

The Elegiac Poetry8 

N. Riedy found in Solon 48 phrases repeated without change from the 
Iliad or the Odyssey or the Hymns;9 of these all but one are found in the 22 I 
elegiac verses of this poet. There are none in his iambics. This makes 
about 2 I epic phrases to a hundred verses, a figure fairly near that found 
for the gnomic part of the Works and Days. In the 932 verses ofTheognis 
which Bergk thought genuine R. Kiillenberg found 144 phrases repeated 
from Homer, Hesiod, or the Hymns, which would be about fifteen epic 

I Hesiodi Carmina (Leipzig, 1902), pp. 1-19. 2 Ibid., pp. 127-45. 
3 vv. 202 fr. .. Kretschmer, op. cit., p. 29. 
5 Rzach, op. cit., pp. 273-82. 6 Homeric Hymns (London, 1904), p. 197. 
7 Fr. 2 (Kinkel). alrrap'; Ilwy£v�s (tI> 17) ; "up.9"1"" 'Tpa.,,£�av (£ 92) ; ulrrap £"£I'Ta. (r 273); 

Il'"a.s >ill.os OLVOV (y 51); a.v'Tap;; y' ws (M 40); "U'TPOS 'oio (B 662); £1-'''£0£ 9VI-''''t (8 207). 
8 The figures which I give for unaltered Homeric phrases in the elegiac poets are based 

upon the lists which Riedy and Kiillenberg made of verbal likenesses of any sort between 
Solon and Theognis on the one hand, and Homer on the other, without limiting themselves, 
as we must do, to those cases in which the word-groups are not only alike, but also have the 
same metrical value and are of at least a certain length. The figures given in the following 
pages for Pindar, Bacchylides, Aeschylus, Sophocies, Euripides, Theocritus And Kyd have all 
been gotten by a like method. I have been able to utilize more directly the lists of Kretschmer 
and Rzach for Hesiod, and of Albrecht for Virgil. 

9 Solon is elocutio quatenus penrkat ab exemplo Homeri (Munich, 1903). 
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phrases to a hundred verses. 1 No one has studied the shorter repetitions 
within the elegiac poetry, but Kiillenberg remarks that in the hexameter 
the elegy follows the epic.2 So here too the formulaic element must be 
studied as a part of the traditional diction of the early verse in hexa
meters. But Kiillenberg also states that the elegy follows itself in the 
pentameter. He quotes in proof 18 phrases, all found in the last half of the 
pentameter, which appear in the work of the elegiac poets a total of 99 
times.3 Moreover, certain of the systems into which these phrases fall are I 
long enough to show the traditional character of the greater part of the 
expressions which make them up, as in the following example : 

Solon 3, 6; Theognis 194 
Solon I, 1 2; 3, 1 1 ; Theognis 380 
Theognis 948 
Theognis 756 
Theognis 1 1 52; Simonides 92a, 2 
Simonides I07b, 2 

xp�fLa(n 
€PYfLaaL 
av8paaL 
aWcPPOVL 
p�fLaaL 
'\�fLaTt 

1TEdJofLEVOS (-OL, -all') 

Such a large number of formulas and systems of this sort are found out
side the hexameter only in this one place, and, if we knew surely that 
writing was the regular means for the composition of verse in the sixth 
century, there would very likely be no need of carrying our search any 
farther. But we do not. The example of Serbian poetry shows that 
traditional dictions can exist side by side for different verse-forms and for 
different types of poetry, and the doubt which hangs over the sources of 
Theognis's poem would point to anything but an originally written text. 
A study of the elegy, which kept in view the possibility that its style was in 
a larger or smaller measure oral and traditional, might explain the very 
many verses and passages in Theognis which some editors have given to 
Tyrtaeus, Mimnermus and Solon, because they are found, in more or 
less the same form, in their work as well,'� If this small amount of poetry 
we have is at all typical, the common element in the elegy was very 
large. The conclusions of such a study, however, could have only a 
limited value for our own problem : it is hard to see how it could prove 
that Solon and Theognis first wrote out their verses, and though it would 
doubtless confirm Kiillenberg's idea that there was a formulaic element in 
elegiac style, common to all poets, there are other ways of showing this to 
be true for Homer. 

The Choral Poetry 

When RiedyS remarks that in Solon epic formulas are about twice as 
frequent in the hexameter as they are in the pentameter, and when 

I De imitatione Theognidea (Argentorati, 1877) . 
i Op. cit., p. 49. 3 Op. cit., pp. 50-3. 
4 See E. Harrison, Studies in Theognis (Cambridge, 1 902), pp. 100-34. 
5 Op. cit., pp. 51 f. 
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Kiillenberg says that the last half of the pentameter has formulas I 
found only in elegy, they are dealing with a fact which has been strangely 
overlooked, namely, that the formula can be useful only in the smallest 
degree in any other sort of verse than that for which it was made : the 
nature of the hexameter is such that only a small part of the epic formulas 
are found in more than one place in the verse; likewise one will hardly 
hope to find many of them in a verse-form in which the sequence of longs 
and shorts and the length of the kola are only rarely those of the epic 
verse. The one case in Solon's work of an Homeric phrase which is not 
found in elegy occurs in a skolion which may or may not be his : 1 

1TficpvAayp.lvos u.vopa £KaU'TOV opa. 

Here the strong dactylic movement of the verse gives to the participle, 
and to avSpa fKaa'TOV, something of the movement we find in the Homeric 
line : 

It is surely not a very striking phrase, and one would be tempted to say it 
was only due to chance, if it were not for the hiatus which makes it cer
tain that it was taken from the epic, for like IJ-€AavoS oi'VOto in the fragment 
of the epic poet Antimachus, it shows a sense for the lost digamma of the 
epic phrase similar to the feeling of the French for 'h-aspire'.3 But 
such likeness in rhythm between epic and lyric can only rarely happen. 
H. Schultz4 gives 52 cases in which Pindar has copied a phrase of the 
Iliad or the Oq,ssry, of which, it is well to note, 48 are made up of two 
words, and the remaining four of three words : the rhythm barred all 
longer Homeric expressions. Yet of these 52 there are only 1 9  which 
Pindar could use as he found them.5 In the I case of the others he had to 
change the order of his words, or use them in other forms which would 
give them a new rhythm. They even then show the influence of the epic 
upon Pindar, but they do not show that he was helped in any way, since 
these words were no easier to work into his verse than any others which he 
might find himself. The number of phrases which Bacchylides took from 

I Seolia ano'!Yl7la 32 (Diehl) ; cf. I. M. Linforth, Solon the Athenian (Berkeley, 19 1 9),  p. 226' 
• 0 660. 
3 Antimachus fr. 19, I (Kinkel) ; £ 265, L 196, L 346 ; cf. FM, p. 23 1 above. There is a list of 

the frequent cases of this sort in Apollonius in the edition of G. W. l\'Iooney (Dublin, 1912) ,  
pp. 416-42 1 .  

• De elocutionis Pindaricae colore epico (Gottingen, 1 905), pp. 1 3, 3 1-3. 
S They are : Olympian I,  71 ( = Pythian 2, 68 = Isthmian 4, 56) 7ToALa, MO, (p. ISo) ; I, I 

a18op.£vov 7TUP (JI 293) ; 1 , 4 t/>lAov "TOP (r 3 1 ) ; 3, 33 yAvK'" Ip.£po. (r 446) ; 6, 20 p.lyav OPKOV 
op.O(7(7(U (K 299) ; 6, 25 o8ov ay£p.ov£u(7(U (' 261 ) ;  1 0, 15 XMK£O' :JtPTJ' (E 7°4) ; 1 2, 5 ayopa, 
fJovAa"'opoL (L 1 1 2) ; Pythian 2, 8g p.lya Ku8o. ( 8 1 76) ; 4, 1 74 KMo. E(7Mv (E 3) ; 10, 27 XMK£O' 
o.lpavo. (P 425) ; Nemean I ,  37 xpv(708povov "Hpav (A 6 1 1 ) ; 10, 9 7ToMp.oLo vlt/>o. (P 243) ; 10, 56 
WO K£v8£(7L yala. (X 482) ; 10, 64 p.lya lpyov (w 426) ; 10, 7 1  .poAo£vTa KEpavvov (.p 330) ; fr. ad. 
38 (Puech) v�7TLa fJ&.{EL' (8 32) ; fr. ad. 51 ",tAa T£Kva (B 315) ; fr. ad. 96 vat 60aL (A 389) . 
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Homer without change is equally small : H. Buss found eleven, all of two 
words. I 

There is no need of pointing out that so few formulas in the work of 
Pindar and Bacchylides could have had no measurable effect on the way 
in which they made their verses ; but besides that it is only too clear that 
these repeated phrases are not formulas. They are all of them high
sounding expressions which the poet has been able to work into his verse, 
as for example q,l>tov �TOp in the first of the Olympian Odes : 

£l I)' /J.£OAa yapv€v 
€AI)£aL, cp{AOV �'TOp, 
f'7JKEO' (1,\{ov aK67r£L . . . . 2 

Both the meaning and the movement of q,l>tov "'TOp are here very far from 
those which Homer has made familiar to us : 

Even in what may be the most Homeric of all the Pindaric imitations, that 
of a phrase of three words in an ode in dactylo-epitritic metre, the words 
which go before and after rob the phrase of much of its Homeric sound : I 

In Homer we had : 

oVr£ I)VUTJPL' EWV oVr' 
�V cptJ..6VLKO. /J.yav 

Kat f'Eyav OPKOV dJ1.6aaaL' 
'Tow6 yE o[ aacpEw. 

f'ap'Tvp�aw.s  

Far from being formulas by which he would regularly express his idea 
under certain metrical conditions, these phrases were to him fine expres
sions which his mind had kept solely for their beauty, and which the 
chance of his verse now let him use. One would not deny all usefulness to 
them, since they did after all fit into his verse, but that is exactly the 
usefulness of any phrase which goes to make up any poem. 

Since, then, it is not the epic at least which gave the choral poet what 
Wilamowitz calls 'ein ganzer Apparat von konventionellen Wendungen 

I De Bacchylide Homeri imitatore (Giessen, 1913), pp. 20-2, 41-2. They are : 5, 1 39 
�ovA�vl1£v oA£8pov (8 464) ; 8, 7 A�Vl('wA�vos "Hpa (8 4B4) ; 8, 46 iJ!fJL1rVAov Tpola. (IT 6g8) ; 
9, 43 TO�OV TITalvn ( B  266) ; 10, 87 .po.uyavov dJ.U/>al('�S (K 256) ; 1 2, 64 I('Vo.v�ov vi.p",> ('I' 188) ; 
1 2, 1 28 .pa�I1If'f3pOTWI }to, (fJ 785) ; 1 2, 195 f'�yQ.8Vf'o,> }t8o.va (8 520) ; 1 5, 7 .ppivo. T£p1fOf'£VO'> 
(1 1 86) ; fr. 3, 10 f'£>.t.ppwv V1rvo,> (B 34) ; fr. 18, I ).Q.IVOV o,;sov (8 80). 

2 v. 3 fT. 3 tI> 1 14 = Il 703 = '" 205. • Il 4B1 = 538 = I( 4g6. 
5 Olympian Odes 6, 18 fT. 6 A 233. 7 • 1 78 = I( 343. 
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und Schmuckstiicken zu Gebote, sO dass er nochleichter als der Rhapsode 
den einfachsten Gedanken nach Bedarf variieren und dehnen kann', 1 
this conventional element in the style must be the work of the choral poets 
themselves. But Wilamowitz is surely mistaken here, for how could there 
be such a body of phrases for a poetry in which the order oflong and short 
syllables in the verse varies with every poem ? In ten pages of the con
cordance to Pindar there is not one repeated phrase, whereas not 
a column of the Homeric concordances but teems with them.z A com
parison of the diction of Bacchylides with that of Pindar gives the same 
results. W. K. Prentice3 gives I 72 cases in which there is some sort of 
likeness between the words of the two poets, as in these verses of Pindar 
and of Bacchylides : 

aVv {Ja8vCwvounv ayyt""wv 
T€>'EULKpo.TY} XaplT€UUL y€ywvErv . . :� 

7)' uvv XaplT€UUL {Ja8vCwvo,. vq,o.va. 
" 5 vp.vov . . .  

Such an example as this well shows the influence of the one poet on 'the 
other, or the use ofideas common to the poetry; but only in one of the 72 
cases, in which the phrase is  used without change-'Tars l€pnrs )1lJd.vaLS in 
Pindar6 and Tav i€pav )1lJavav in Bacchylides7-did the older poet spare 
the younger the trouble of making the expression over for his own needs. 

Indeed, it seems to me that one gives a very wrong idea of the style of 
choral poetry in likening its conventional side to that of the epic. Homer 
is telling the old tales in words which his hearers scarcely heeded as they 
followed the story, for those words were to them the only ones which 
could be used, and they knew them far too well to think about them. But 
Pindar is moving alone in his own thought, choosing in a way that is his 
alone from the grand words of poetry. There is of course much that is 
traditional in his verse : he uses the old words, and follows a more or less 
fixed order of thought, and uses the old tales, and points the moral. Nor 
did he scorn the common devices, such as that of passing from one part of 
his theme to another by means of a relative clause, nor fail to use an 
epithet to fill his verse when that would help him, as Lucian charged the 
lyric poets with doing.8 Tradition gave him these artifices, but it did not 
give him his phrases. These he must choose, and if he would use an 

I DU griechische Literalur des Alterlums in Die griechische und lateinische Literalur und Sprache' 
(Leip�ig, 1 91 2), p. 48. 

• H. E. Bindseil, Cllncordantiae omnium vocum carminum integrorum et fragmmtorum Pindari 
(Berlin, 1875) ; G. L. Prendergast, C01lCordance 10 the Iliad (London, 1875) ; H. Dunbar, 
Coneordance to the Odyssey and Hymns of Homer (Oxford, 1880). 

3 De Bacchylide Pindari artis socio et imitatore (Halis Saxonum, 1910), pp. 35 fr. 
4 Pythian Odes 9, 2. 5 Bacchylides 5, 9. 
6. Dithyrambs fr. 4, 4. 7 1 7, I .  • Timon I .  
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epithet he must think and pick.1 We shall find in later verse what may 
be, per lhaps, a small number offormulas, but it will be in verse in which 
the order of shorts and longs is fixed and recurring. Pindar, ever faced 
with a new metrical need, however often he might use his ideas again, 
could make good or bad sentences, but they must be his own. If we 
admire the epic style as a thing beyond the forces of a single man, we 
must wonder at the use that Pindar alone could make of words. 

Attic TragedYZ 

Since the verse of drama is dactylic even less often than that of the 
choral lyric, it contains still fewer Homeric phrases. Of the I 1 2  passages in 
Aeschylus given by Susan B. Franklin as showing epic phrasing, there are 
only three in which the words have been left unchanged.3 All three cases 
occur in the lyrics. Max Lechner found five examples in Sophocles of the 
unchanged Homeric phrase, likewise in lyric metres,4 and in Euripides 
eight,S to which I can add two that he has overlooked. Of these ten 
expressions seven occur in lyrics, the other I three are found within 
a space of twelve verses, for a reason. Andromache, just before the first 
entry of the chorus in the play which bears her name, ceases to speak in 
trimeters, which so far have made up the play, and breaks into a lament 
in elegiac verse. In this passage of fourteen lines, which is the only 
example we have of elegy in tragedy, Euripides was seeking an epic tone, .  
and to this end he  used an unusually large number of Homer's words, and 

I The failure to see that the epithet gave very different degrees of help to Homer and to the 
later poets comes from not seeing that it is the ornamental epithet alone that has a permanent 
usefulness-that is to say, an epithet which can be used without any reference to the idea of 
the verse or the passage. The ornamental epithet, in turn, is possible only in a style in which 
its constant recurrence in company with a certain noun has dulled the attention of the public 
to its meaning (see HG, above) , and accordingly, it can exist only as a fixed part of a 
formulaic diction. The epithet which can have a bearing upon the thought of the sentence 
where it appears presents the problem of choice and thus loses by far the greater part of its 
usefulness. Cf. TE, pp. 1 1 8-72, where I discuss the Homeric and the Pindaric epithets. 

2 The references in the tragic poets are to the following editions : Aeschylus ed. P. Mazon 
(Paris, 1 920-5) ; Soplwcles ed. P. Masqueray (Paris, 1 922-4) ; Euripides ed. G. Murray 
(Oxford, 1 901-g). 

3 Traces of Epic ltifluence in the Tragedies of Aeschylus (Baltimore, 1 8g5) ,  pp. 6g-76. The 
unaltered Homeric phrases are : Suppliants 350 ",E-rpa., ';'>'L{3aToL� (IT 35) ; 663 ij{3a� av8o� (N 
484) ; Persians 80 lao8<o� q,w� (B 565) . Cf. Max Lechner, De Aeschyli studio Homerico (Erlangen, 
[862). 

4 De Sophocle poeta 'OJLTJPLKWTaTwL (Erlangen, 1859), pp. 23-5. The unaltered Homerir 
phrases are : Ajax [46 at8wvL aLll�pwL (..::I 485) ; 1 75 {3ofj� aYE>'a{a� ( 'I'  846) ; Electra [67 OlTOV 
IX01)aa ( 1 563) ; Oedipus at Colonus 706 y>'avKw,",� .lt8ava (A 206) ; fr. 432, I (Nauck) aET';� 
vt/""'ETa, (M 20 I) . 

5 De Homeri imitatione EuripUJea (Erlangen, 1864), pp. 1 7-23. The unaltered Homeric 
phrases from the lyrics are : Alcestis 742 P.Ey' aplUTTJ (B 82) ; Medea 425 w",aaE 8Ea", .. • aOLll&.v 
(8 498) ; Suppliants 80 a>.L{3aTov "'ETpa� ( 0  273) ; Trojan Women 1 93 VEKVWV ap.EVTJvov (K 52 1 )  ; 
Orestes 1 256 q,olvwv alp.a (a 97) ; Iphigenia at Aulis 202 8afjp.a {3poToiaLV (>. 287) ; 1 75 fav8n •• 
MEv'>.aov (r 284) . The Homeric phrases in the elegy of the Andromache are : v. 103 'I>.l,,,, 
ai"'ELvtiL ( 0 558) ; v. 109 E"'t 8iva 8a>.aaaas ({3 260) ; v. [ [5 "'Ept XEipE {3a>.ofjaa (>. 2 1 1 ) .  
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half as many of his phrases as he did in all the rest of his dramas. More
over, all three phrases occur in the hexameters of the distichs-so 
friendly was this verse to the epic diction, whereas the iambic and 
trochaic lines rejected it altogether ! 

But though we have fewer Homeric phrases in tragedy than in choral 
poetry, we may well look for tragic formulas. Here are poets using more 
or less the same style, and the same kind of stories, and, finally, giving the 
first place in their plays to the same verse-form. The irregular rhythms 
which kept choral verse free from formulas have here a limited place. 
A. B. Cook, ! without attempting completeness, but implying that he 
gives all the more evident cases, cites 23 passages in Euripides's Trojan 
Women which recall the wording of the Hecuba which appeared ten years 
earlier ; in nine of these parallels we find expressions which are repeated 
without change. F. Niedzballa2 gives a list, which seems to be inclusive, of 
repetitions within the Prometheus of Aeschylus ; of these fifteen are un
altered. F. Schroeder, however, furnishes by far the most ample evidence 
of repetition without change within the work of a tragic poet :3 he gives 
297 different cases within the plays ofEuripides, all but six of them in the 
trimeters. Of these phrases 48 are used three times, 1 3  four times, 4 five 
times, one six times, and one seven times. This makes 392 cases in which 
an expression appears which the poet has employed before. The first 
appearance of course cannot be counted, since a phrase cannot become 
a formula until it has been used more than once ; and since the greater 
number of expressions are repeated only once, we can be sure that all but 
a very few of them are really being used for the first time in the first of the 
extant plays in which they appear. To this I number of 392 may be added 
91  other cases of borrowing from the work of Aeschylus and Sophocles, 
making a total of 483 repetitions. This may seem at first a very large 
proportion ; certain scholars have cited far fewer repetitions in later verse 
as a final proof that Homer's use offormulas was no different from that of 
modern poets. Yet this number straightway loses its importance when one 
computes the average number of lines between these repetitions, and 
between those which we find in Homer, for we then see that Euripides is 
repeating himself, or borrowing, in every fortieth iambic verse,4 whereas 
Homer, if we discount likewise the first appearance of the phrase, is doing 
so in more than every other verse. Nor is the objection at all sound that 
most of Attic tragedy is lost, and that if we had it all the number of 
repetitions would be much larger ; the 91  phrases which Euripides took 
from Aeschylus and Sophocles would have to be multiplied many times 

I 'Unconscious Iterations' in Classical Review, XVI ( 1 902), pp. 15 1-3. 
2 De copja verborum et elocutione Promethei Vincti q. J. Aeschyleae (Vratislaviae, 1913),  p. 56. 
3 De iteratis apud tragicos Graecos. 
• In the extant plays of Euripides and the fragments given in Nauck's edition are 1 9,723 

whole iambic trimeters. 
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before they would change our conclusions, and one would also have to 
suppose other poems for Homer's time. In a stylistic study small statistical 
differences have little value : one must use the strictest method of search, 
but the differences found must be large enough to be beyond the reach of 
any imaginable faults in method. Whether we suppose that Euripides used 
a repeated phrase in every thirtieth, or every twentieth verse, it could 
never be more than an expression put into his verses from time to time. 
There is not the least reason to suppose, as there is for Homer, that he 
made any considerable part of his poetry out of them. As for the possible 
conclusion that Homer could have made as many formulas by himself as 
Euripides, that is, one for every 36 or so that were handed down to him,! 
I do not think that that will please those who dislike the notion that 
Homer's style is not more or less his own. But it is time at this point to 
remind ourselves that we are, in these calculations, supposing that the 
repeated phrases in Euripides are all formulas. We may very well find 
that they are not at all the regular means of expressing an idea under 
certain metrical conditions, but phrases which the poet brought into his 
work a second time because he could obtain some special effect by them. I 

We pass now from the mere frequency of the repetitions in tragedy to 
their nature, and it may be well to say here that our purpose is much 
more than that of showing that the number of tragic formulas is much 
smaller even than the number of repetitions, which is already too small to 
have any bearing on the epic practice. The one thing which we are seek
ing to know is what the formula is : its higher frequency in Homer cannot 
in itself have any great value for us until it leads us to see that frequency 
is a quality of the formula. The study of the character of the repetitions in 
tragedy, by showing us just why they are not more frequent, will help us 
to this understanding. 

We may begin with the five cases which Schroeder found of a phrase 
which appears unchanged in the work of all three tragic poets. One of 
these expressions is no more than a poetic locution : tnrOVrnaat xapty2. 
for the prosaic xaptaaa8at . ..::l6/-,WV EcpEano�3 is also highly poetic, and 'TTpO� 
Ta� 'TTapovaa� av/-,cpopa�4 and Tfj� VVV 'TTapova7]� 'TT'Y}/-,O��5 have a more than 
usual dignity of statement, but besides this the three phrases express ideas 
which are more than usually striking. The idea of TOV 'TTap6VTa Sat/-,ova,6 
used by Aeschylus of fate, and by the other two poets of a particular fate, 
that of death, is of a force which calls for no comment. We find, then, that 
the repeated phrases common to the three writers are either especially 

I The figure is based on Schmidt's Parallel-Homer. 
2 Aeschylus, Prometheus 635 ; Sophocles, fr. 3 1 4 ;  Euripides, Aleestis 841!. 
3 Aeschylus, Eumenides 577, 669 ; Sophocles, Trachiniae 1!61! ; Euripides, Medea 7 1 3. 
4 Aeschylus ; Sopltocles, Philoctetes 885 ; Euripides, Hippolytlls 483. Helen 509. 
S Aeschylus, Prometheus 47 1 ,  1000 ; Sophocles. Electra 939. 
6 Aeschylus, Persians 825 ; Sophocles, Electra 1 306, Tyro fr. 587, I ;  Euripides, Alustis 561 .  
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poetic in wording or highly dramatic in thought. To bring out the mean
ing of this last term we must have more examples. In passing, then, to the 
phrases found in only two of the poets, there is hardly need of saying 
that the rarity of the cases we have just quoted disproves the existence of 
any body of formulas common to tragic poetry, and makes the question 
of the phrases found in the work of more than one tragic poet purely that 
of the influence of a dramatist. 

Schroederl lists 29 different phrases found both in Aeschylus and I 
in Euripides, all of which appear once in the work of the older poet, and 
of which three appear twice in Euripides, two four times, and one six 
times. He finds 34 different phrases which Euripides took from Sophocles, 
of which three appear twice in Euripides, two three times, and one four 
times. These figures check with those of others. Thus F. Niedzballaz 
gives a list of phrases repeated from Aeschylus's Prometheus, of which 
. fourteen occur in the work of Sophocles, and fifteen in that of Euripides. 
M. L. Earle,3 in a study in which he sought to prove the influence of the 
Alcestis of Euripides on the Women of Trachis of Sophocles, found one 
repetition : Kat uvvwc/Jpuw/-,£vo�.4 To this must be added another given 
by Schroeder : aAL� yap � 7Tapovua.5 Here again the evidence is over
whelming : to judge from the plays which we possess, Euripides uses an 
expression from Aeschylus or Sophocles in every 2 I 5 or so iambic verses. 

When one looks at the phrases Euripides has thus chosen, it is straight
way clear that almost none of them belong to the more general level of 
the style : either their wording is more than usually poetic, or their 
thought highly dramatic. As examples of the first kind one notes WO"T£ 
vao� K£8vo� olaKou'Tp6c/Jo�,6-Pindar seems to have been the first to use 

, I.J.. fc ' 1 7 - , \ 1 8 1\ • 8 OLaKOU'Tpo'f'0� or OLaKOVO/-,O� ; 7Tpauu£ 'Ta7T£U'Tal\/-,£va ; 7TOI\£/-,OV aLp£u aL 
Jl€yav ;9 uvvar/Ja� /-'TJxav�v.IO These expressions Euripides took from 
Aeschylus. From Sophocles he took /-,wpLav oc/JALuKavw, 1 I and 'TOV'TO KTJATJ
'T�PLov,I2-he is the only other author to use this poetic adjective. In the 
greater number of cases, however, the phrase is rather what must be 
called a specific dramatic device. We must consider here the essential 
difference between epic and drama. The epic contains a good I deal of 
speech, which, in its way, comes very near to drama in its direct imitation 
by action, and often, to make this imitation effective, the epic poet uses 

1 De iteratis apud tragicos Graecos, pp. 91-10 I . 
2 De copia verborum Promethei Vincti, pp. 55-61 .  
J 'Studies in Sophocles's Trachinians', in  Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philo-

logical Association XXXIII ( 1 902), pp. 5-29. 
• Alcestis 777, 800 ; Women of Trachis 869. 
s Alcestis 673 ; Women of Trachis 332. 6 Seven against Thebes 62 ; Medea 523. 
7 Isthmian Odes 4, 72. 8 Libation Bearers 779 ; Trojan Women 1 149. 
9 Suppliants 439 ; Alexander fr. 5 1 .  1 0  Agamemnon 1 609 ; Helen 1034. 
1 1  Antigone 470 ; Alcestis 1093 ; Iphigenia in the Tauric Land 488. 
U Women of Trachis 575 ; Hecuba 535. 
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formulas made especially for this end. Such formulas are of various sorts. 
They may express indignation at some sight : 

They may set forth the clash of opinions. 

They sometimes imitate the tone of one threatening : 

Less often they may be of a less purely emotional tone, giving the inten
tion of the speaker, as in 

Of this dramatic sort too are the verses which comment on a situation, 
and which Homer, refusing to let himself enter his poem, always gives as 
the opinion of a character in regard to some certain event :5 

What all these formulas I have quoted have in common is that they are 
the character's expression of what is going on in his mind, rather than the 
poet's statement of what a character did, which is the nature of narrative. 
Now the epic being far more narrative than dramatic, the dramatic 
formulas have only a very small place beside those which tell the tale. 
But the dramatic poet, giving us characters who think and feel before us, 
needs expressions of this sort far more than any other. 

Accordingly we find that the repetitions in tragedy which are not 
stylistic are almost all special devices for supplying the dramatic ele- I 
ment. In one of the three cases in which Euripides has taken almost 
a whole line from Sophocles, we have a means whereby a character 
expresses despair, as Electra does in the play of Sophocles : 

So Hecuba speaks in Euripides : 

In another case the repeated verse is one by which, in the rapid give and 

1 N 99, 0 286, Y 34b <'P 54. 
2 .::I 350, 8 83, a 64, € 22, T 492, !/J 70. 
3 .::I 39, E 259, n 444, 851 ,  .\ 454, 11' 281, 299, P 548, T 236, 495, 570. 
4 'I' 326, .\ 126. 
5 Cf. Aristotle, Poetus 1 460a5 If. ; and T. Stickney, Les sentences dam la poisie grecque d'Homere 

a Euripide (Paris, 1903), pp. 25-49. 
6 E 53 1 ,  0 563. 

8H1816 
7 Electra 677. 

u 
8 Hecuba 683. 
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take of angry talk, one character bids another ask his question. Sophocles 
wrote : 

Euripides changed only one word of this : 

Both verses, of course, are found in stichomythy. An example of the 
phrase by which we know the speaker's intention is this verse from 
Aeschylus : 

In Euripides this becomes : 

Very frequent among the phrases Euripides borrowed are those in which 
a character expresses himself by a nice use of language, as in the words 
which Euripides took from Sophocles : EKOJI'TE!; OUK aKOJI'TE!;,S and 'TC1. 'T' 
oJl'Ta Kat J1.£>.AOJl'Ta.6 Sophocles in turn took a verse from Euripides and did 
not trouble to change it at all : 

If the only repeated phrases in Homer were those of the dramatic sort 
which we have quoted, and if they did not appear too often, so that we 
could be sure that the poet's hearers were always very much I struck by 
them, we should have no need to seek the difference between epic and 
tragic repetitions. But in Homer these formulas have only the smallest 
place beside those which make up the narrative, or even the speeches, 
and many of them are so frequent that it is doubtful whether their 
dramatic effect would ever have set them much apart from the more 
usual level of the style. It is otherwise for Euripides : almost all of his 
repeated expressions are especially forceful, and, rarely used more than 
once, they are always sure of their effect. They are, then, not a regular 
means of expressing the idea but a body of outstanding dramatic artifices. 
There is almost nothing in them to show that Euripides, in order to make 
the composition of his verses easier, was limiting his thought to the dic
tion created by others. 

Voltaire was doing very much as Euripides had done, when, in his 
Oedipe, he borrowed two verses from the play of that name by Corneille : 

I Women of Trachis 416. 
3 Prometheus 505. 
3 Oedipus tr.e King 1 230 ; Children of Heracles 53 1 ,  Andromacht 357 
6 Electra 1498 ; Helm 14. 
7 Ion 1488 ; Philoctetes 1 290. 

2 Suppliants 567. 
• Erechtheus fr. 364, 5. 
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Ce monstre a voix humaine, aigle, femme, et lion . . . .  

[Il vit, et le sort qui l'accable] 
Des morts et des vivants semble le separer. 

Voltaire felt called upon to give his reasons for thus using the lines of 
another : "Je n'ai point fait scrupule de voler ces deux vers, parce
qu'ayant precisement la meme chose a dire que Corneille, il m'etait 
impossible de l'exprimer mieux ; et j'ai mieux aime donner deux bons 
vers de lui, que d'en donner deux mauvais de moi." I This is the very 
reasoning whereby borrowing in the Greek orators was justified : TO yap 
KaAWS £l7T£LV cpamv o'7Tag 7T£ptytYV€Tat, Sis SE aUK Evi)€X£Tat.2 These, however, 
are not the grounds for the use of the true formula : Voltaire does not say 
that the borrowed lines made his verse-making easier ; he would have 
been ashamed to admit any other than purely artistic motives. For him, 
what comes before all else is the idea to be expressed, and which he has 
for his own reasons chosen to express. In this case he had found his ideas 
in Corneille, where they had struck him by their high emotional and 
dramatic quality. He used the ideas and the words from which he could 
not separate them ; but we may I well suppose that he spent as much 
thought in borrowing these verses as Corneille did in making one of them 
out of the lines of Seneca : 

quaeratur via 
qua nee sepultis mixtus et vivis tamen 
exemptus erres.3 

One only has to think of the number offormulas in Homer, and of how 
closely they follow one another, to see that Homer's use of borrowed 
phrases could have been nothing like this. A poet making verses with the 
greatest care, who sought to put into his poetry all that he had found best 
in the poetry of others, could never have thus stopped at every other 
verse to ponder some line he knew, whether that of another or his own. 
Virgil, it would seem, did this more than any poet we know of, yet he is 
far from such a practice.4 The case of Virgil, indeed, bears very directly 
upon this distinction between the formula and the phrase which expresses 
an unusually striking idea : far from being led by any consideration of an 
easy verse-making, he is quite willing to translate his striking ideas from 
Greek. Virgil is not a writer of plays, of course, to be brought in with 
regard to the effective dramatic phrase. But it is clear that, as the tragic 
poet is concerned with the forceful dramatic expression, so Virgil, 
writing heroic narrative, is seeking the salient epic phrase. 

I Lettres sur Oedipe 5 ;  cf. R. C. J ebb, in his edition of Oedipus the King (Cambridge, I8g3), 
p. xlii. 

2 Theon, ProgymlUlJmata I , 3 (Walz) . 3 Oedipus 950-1.  
4 cr. A. Cartauit, L'Art de Virgile dans I'Eniide (Paris, 1 926), passim. 
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I do not think it should be said that the element of usefulness is abso
lutely lacking from the phrases which Euripides borrowed. One case I am 
very nearly tempted to class as a true formula. It happens to be the one 
which the poet used most often, namely aM' Elaopw yap. This is used once 
by Aeschylus and six times by Euripides. 1 The words are a means of 
turning the eyes of the audience towards an actor who is just coming on to 
the stage. But even here the device is more than ordinarily dramatic, and 
there is no other case which approaches this. Perhaps one should grant 
too that the poet was helped somewhat by the poetic locutions he bor
rowed. But the fact that they fall between groups of words which the 
poet was using for the first time, and not, as the true formula does, into 
a pattern of formulas I which were made to fit before and after it in the 
verse, brings them after all very close to the phrases which Pindar took 
from the epic and which, as we have seen, were no more or less helpful 
than any words which were being used for the first time. 

The expressions which Euripides repeated from his own works are not 
very different from those he borrowed, except that they seem at times to 
be more particularly his own, such as certain forceful but prosaic phrases : 

• \ \ � \ , 2 '  � ' 8 ' 3 ' , ' f3  \ ' 4 \ " "� 5 ap,t/ll\wlLa, l\oyo,S', ES' TOaOV'TOV alLa ,as', OUK ES' aIL Ol\aS', aov EPYOV 'T/O'T/, 

and the like. But the poet shows his taste in borrowing others as well as in 
choosing his own words. The best way to show that the repeated phrases 
within his verses are of the sort we have already seen will be, I think, to 
take up all the cases of repetition in a certain play. It is of course the later 
pieces which contain the greater number; the Orestes with 36 has most. 
They may be classed under five headings. 

I.-Three phrases of a highly tragic force : 
'to ZEfj Kal. ya Kal. cfowS'.6 This is one of the rare lyric formulas. It is used 

by the slave in the Orestes to tell his wonder at the vanishing of Helen. It 
opens the first chorus of the Medea, serving to deepen the effect of 
Medea's lamentation off stage. 

"OS' IL' a7Tw�EaaS' Kal. TOV�E.7 In the Orestes Electra speaks thus in her out
burst of hate for Helen. In the Phaethon the words are addressed to Helios 
by the mother as she leaves the stage following the body of her dead son. 

'Eyw �' E7TEYK€�Euaa. Euripides, dealing with the same characters as in 
an old play, is making second use of a dramatic play of dialogue. In the 

I Aeschylus, Prometheus 941 ; Euripides, Hippolytus 51 ,  Hecuba 724, Heracks 1 38, Electra 107, 
Orestes 725, Bacclwnals 1 165. 

, Hippolytus 971, Hecuba 271, Heracles 1255, Suppliants 195. 
3 Ion 374> Trojan Women 972. 
4 Children of Heracles 270, Helen 1 297. 
s Electra 668, Iphigenia in the TaUTic Land 1079. 
6 Medea 148 ;  Orestes 1496. 
7 Phaethon fr. 781 ,  1 1-12 ;  Orestes 1 30-1 . 
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Electra the words had appeared in the lament between Orestes and his 
sister after they have slain their mother : 

OP. 'yw P.EV '1TL{3aAwv ,pap1) KopaL, 'p.at. 
,paayavwL Ka T1)pgap.av 
p.aTlpo, law olpa, p.£8d,. I 

HA. 'yw 0' '7T£YKlA£vaa aOL 
gr.,pov. T' '<P7J,pap.av ap.a. 1  

In the Orestes the phrase is  spoken when the brother and sister and 
Pylades, having resolved the death of Helen, call Agamemnon's spirit to 
their aid : 

flY. 

OP. 
HA. 

JJ avyylvHa 7TaTp6. 'p.ov, Kap.d, ALTa., 
J4yap.£p.vov, daaKovaov' lKawLaov TlKva. 
lKT£Lva p.1)Tlpa . . .  flY. �,pap.1)v 0' 'yw gr.,pov, . . .  
'yw 0' '7T£YKlA£vaa Ka7TlAva' OKVOV.z 

The grasping of the sword is here shifted from Electra to Pylades. One 
can see that Euripides was repeating a complex dramatic grouping of 
ideas in a different verse-form, though only in the case of three words 
could he keep the same language. 

n.-Five phrases which, though not so purely dramatic, contain an 
idea more than usually striking either in itself or in the way in which it is 
expressed : 

'f'Q 'T�:fjfLov 'EMVTJ.3 This is used three times by Euripides. There is no 
need of explaining 'unhappy Helen,' nor the thought of Helen unhappy 
in the sorrows she has caused, which is that found in two of the passages : 

JJ TA�p.ov 'EMv1), OLd aE Ka� TOU. aou. yap.ov. 
aywv J4Tp£{OaL. Ka� TlKVOL' 7}KH p.lya • . . .  " 

JJ TA�p.ov 'EMV1J, oLd a' a7ToAAvvTaL cJ>pVy£ •. 5 

.it'\LS' 'TO K£LVY}S' (fL7J'TPOS') atfLa. Orestes speaks thus in the Iphigenia in the 
Tauric Land and in the Orestes ; both when he refuses to endanger the life 
of one sister for the sake of his escape, and when his I other sister asks for 
her death at his hands rather than at those of the Argives.6 

TavT7JL r€Y7JOa Kd1TL'\�OofLaL KaKWv.7 The verse is both very pathetic and 
very nicely put. The same thing may be said of 8vaTVXOVV'TL aOL c/>L'\OS'.8 

1 v. 122 1  ff. 
2 v. 1 233 ff. Murray prints, but daggers, the reading E1r£!3ov),£vaa. Musgrave's reading, 

however, based on E1r£K'>'waa of B, is almost certain, in view of the many other cases where 
Euripides utilizes the same words for the second expression of a striking idea. Nauck's reading 
E1r£V£I<E),£vaa is less good, since the source of the corruption in the manuscripts was probably 
the absence of the augment, which is rare in the dialogue of tragedy. 

3 Orestes, 1 6 1 3. • Iphigenia at Aulis 1 253-4. 5 Helen 109. 
6 Iphigenia in the Tauric Land 1008, Orestes 1039. 
7 Hecuba 279, Orestes 66. 8 Electra 605, Orestes 1096. 
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ToL. fLEV AOyOt. TjVcPpaVE, TOL. S' EpYOtatV OV;_I The verse .upon·which this 

was modelled is the following : TOL. 7TpaYfLaaw TE8VTJKa, TO'. S' Epyo,a,v 
ov.2 One thinks of the verse of the Hipporytuswhich Aristophanes ridiculed : 
� yAwaa' ofLwfLOX', � SE cPpTJV avwfLoTo •• 3 Euripides was writing for the 
same Athens which, nineteen years before, had listened in grave wonder 
to the balanced style ofGorgias, in whose work we read such sentences as 
the following one from the Praise of Helen : TO yap TO'. EiMaw a '{aaat MyEtv 
7Ttanv fLEV EXE" TEp,ptV S' ou cPEPE& ;4 and one is not surprised to find in this 
author's Defence of Palamedes the same play of words as in the verse 
quoted from the Orestes: tJfLas 8E xpTJ fL-i] TO'. AOyO&' fLQ)J.oV � TO'. EPYO', 
7TpoaEXEw TOV VOVv.S 

OUK Eanv OUSEV KpE'aaov.6 This is a phrase of purest gnomic tone. 
I11.-Six phrases found in dialogue, either in stichomythy or at the 

beginning of a longer speech, always at the beginning of the verse, and 
with one exception the first words in the speech. They are a device by 
which a character who has just come upon the stage can begin his speech, 
or by which the thought can be carried back and forth between actors in 
the give and take of dramatic conversation : 

"Q xa'pE Ka£ cro. This is said in three cases by a character who returns 
the greeting made him as he enters .. ' In the Hipporytus they are put to 
a more dramatic use as the words of the dying hero to his father.8 

"Ea, Tt xpfjfLa;9 This cry of surprise is uttered in three different plays by 
characters who, entering the stage, have come upon some startling sight. I 

"Q cPlATaT', El yap ToVro. lo This emotional expression is used to begin 
a wish suggested by the previous speaker's words. 

The other three cases are found in stichomythy : Kayc1 TO&OVTO,," 
'I too' ; E. TaV-rov 7JKE&'· Ka£ yap OUSE, 12 'We agree, for . .  .' ; Tt xpfjfLa 
Spaaa& ;13 'What must we do ?' 

IV.-Thirteen phrases in which the diction is more than usually 
poetic. There are those in which the words themselves are of the sort not 

. used in prose : 

I Orestes 287. 

avtuPopal 8�Aa-rO&14 
AEVU&P,O' • • •  OlKTJI5 
A£vulp,w& 7T£-rpwp,anI6 

-rnAawav Kapolavl7 
8£or. u-rV')'oVfUVovI8 

• Helm 286. 
3 Hippolytus 612  ; cf. Aristophanes, Frogs 147 1 .  
4 § 5 (Baiter and Sauppe) .  5 § 34. 
6 Andromaehe 986, Orestes 1 155. 
, Medea 605, Children of Heracles 660, Orestes 477. 
• HippolytUS 1 453. 9 Hippolytus 905, Heracles 525, Orestes 1 573' 

10 Cyclops 437, Orestes 1 100. 
1 1  .Children of Heracles 266, Orestes 1680. 
13 Helen 826, Orestes u86, '583. 
15 Children of Heracles 60, Orestes 6 14. 
17 Fr. inc. 900, 6, Orestes 466. 

12 Hecuba 748, Orestes 1 280. 
14 AndToma&he 851 ,  Orestes 2. 

16 OTestes 50, 442. 

I. Aleestis 62, Iphigenia in the Taurie Land 948, OTestes 1 9. 
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In others it is the way the words are used which is poetic : 

dplu'ra� (JvyaT/.pa� u7T£lpa�1 

Kdv£Kovq,lu(J'T}v 3E/La�z 
avp.q,opd.� K£KT'T}/LEV'T}3 

1J7T�p yfj� 'EAt..a3o�4 
d(JAlw� 7T£7Tpay6TaS 
EPYOV dvoutWTaTov6 
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In two cases the expression, by calling up the legend, brings into the 
style what may be called a romantic note : 

'OPEUT'T}V 7Tat3a TOV :4yap.E/Lvovo� • . .  7 

1}v • • • EAtq,' OT' J� T polav E7T t..£t. 8 

These last two examples might have been put in the second class. I 
V.-There remain of the 36 repeated phrases nine which seem hardly 

striking enough in themselves to have been used for much else than their 
usefulness, though here too there are poetic words and word-order, and 
forceful ideas : 

EUW uT£lxoVT£�9 
Jiv 3 '  OVV£K' �A(JOVIO 
€ydJ (J�uw KaAw�1 1 

7Taa'T}� lnr�P yfj�1Z 

OVKET' av q,(Javot� avI3 

KAVTat/L�UTpa� Taq,ovI4 
XP'T}UTd. {Jovt..£vovu' d£ll5 
KT£V£tv uov (JvyaTEp'16 
EKT£tVa /L'T}TEpaI7 

It is to this extent of nine short expressions in a play of almost sixteen 
hundred lines that Euripides used what would seem to be more or less 
true formulas. In all but one of these cases he was repeating himself for 
the first time, and in four of them he was repeating words which had 
been used earlier in the same play, but had not yet faded from his mind, 
which would be likely to hold for any length of time only the most re
markable. Moreover four of the six expressions whose first and second 
appearance occur within the play fall in this fifth class : the poet could not 
well use any very noticeable phrase twice in the same drama. Yet there 
remains a final reason why even these cases should not be classed un
hesitatingly as formulas : there are quite as many repeated expressions in 
the prose of most writers, where the factor of the verse, essential to the 
formula, plays no part. Even here it is doubtful how often Euripides was 

1 Orestes 750, Bacchanals 1 234. 
3 Iphigenia in the Tauric Land 1 3 1 7, Orestes 865. 
• Hecuba 3 10, Orestes 574, Iphigenia at Alllis 1 456. 
, Heracles 707, Orestes 87. 
7 Orestes 37 1 ,  923. 
9 Iphigenia in the Tauric Land 470, Orestes 1 222. 

10 Andromache 1 238, Ion 332, Helen 144, Orestes 6 1 1 .  

2 Hippolytus 1 392, Orestes 2 1 8. 

6 l'.Iedea 796, Hecuba 792, Orestes 286. 
8 Electra I.j., Orcstes 63. 

11 Hi./Jpolytus 52 1 ,  Hecuba 875, Orestes 1 664, Iphigenia at Aulis 401 .  
12 Suppliants 1 190, Orestes 574. 13 Trojan Women 456, Orestes 1 55 1 .  
I 4  Orestes 1 1 4, 1 185. 15 Orestes 773, 909. 
16 Orestcs 1578, 1609. 17 Orestcs 935, 1 235. 
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guided by any other motive than that of the prose author who uses his 
words over purely for the sake of their thought or their fitness. 

I t is clear from this analysis that one would not be far wrong in saying 
that the formula does not exist in tragedy. The dramatic poet, working 
at ease into the mould of his verse those words he carefully chose for his 
very own thought, used from time to time some idea or poetic expression 
which had proved effective in the past and which he remembered I for 
that reason. Since he was using a regularly recurring verse-form, the 
metre did not prevent him, as it had prevented Pindar, from using the 
words which had already expressed the idea, or had even given it some of 
its value. In one sense the verse-form has influenced his style, in that it 
did not keep him from repetition, though it did not push him on to it as it 
had Homer. But in this last distinction lies all the difference between 
a traditional and an individual style. 

We have learned the nature of the repetitions in tragedy. Looking now 
to see whether there are any traces of schematization in the style of the 
tragic poets we find a very few, such as the following : 

In Aeschylus 

T[ 01)T' £P.Ot '1)V K£pOOSI 

In Euripides 

T[ 01)T' £P.Ot '1)v 7jov2 
T1)S VVV 71'apovcrYJS 71'7Jp.ov1js a7l'aAAayw3 
ovoiv A6yow 0'£ BaT£pwL oWp�0'0p.aL5 

T1)S vvv 71'apovcrYJS O'Vp.tP0piis al�0'0p.aL4 
ovoiv 1)£ p.olpaLV BaT/paL 71'£7I'A�t£TaL6 
I)voiv avaYK7J BaT£pWL AL7I'£iv f1lov7 
K£KvpwO'BaL O'tPayas9 K£KvpWTaL T£AoS8 

mlO'av uwaifJaS p.7Jxav�v ovO'f1ovAlas1o KOLV�V O'vva7l'T£LV p.7Jxa�v O'wTr/plasl I  

Within the Work of Euripides 

KaLv6v ayy£A£is £7I'0S13 
Kaw6v ayy£Awv ,\6yov14 

ot3x opaLS a xp� 0" opavl 5  
iJ7l'£p y1)S 'EAAaOos'7 

013 tPPOVOVO" a xp� tPpov£ivl6 
iJ7l'£p y1)S LlavaLI)wvl8 

0131)' aKpavT' �KovO'ap.£v19 ' '' ' "' B' " 20 I oVO aKpav wpp.7JO'ap.£v 

The systems in Euripides are always made up as here of two or three 
expressions. There is hardly need of pointing out that they are of the 
same sort as the phrases repeated without change. The poet is usually 
modifying some striking idea or some forceful use of words to fit a new 

I Prometheus 747. 
• Helen 509. 
7 AndromtJ(;he 383. 

10 Agamemnon 1609. 
I3 Trojan Women 55. 
" Bacchanals 1 1 23. 
16 Supplillnts 1 190 . 
• 0 Bacchanals 435. 

2 Andromache 404. 3 Prometheus 47 ' . 
5 Prometheus 778. 6 Hippolytus 8g4. 
8 Libatwn Bearers 874. 9 Electra 1069. 
II Helen 1034. I2 Medea 1 1 20. 
I4 Trojan Women 238. 1 5 Phoenicillns 7 1 3. 
17 Hecuba 310, Orestes 574, lphigenill at Aulis 1456. 
JO lphigenia in the Tauric Land 520, Bacchanals 123 1 .  
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situation. One could rarely say that he was guided in any way by the 
wish for an easy versification. Yet this, we shall see, was the regular 
motive for the epic poet. 

Since there are no systems of any length in tragic diction, there is, of 
course, no question of the thrift of the system. The lack of thrift in the 
diction is made clear, however, by the large number of expressions which 
could replace one another, that is to say, expressions in which the 
essential meaning and the metrical value are the same, but the words 
different. Such examples are the following : 

In Aeschylus 

Mywv 'n! Kalptal 

In Euripides 

7TCtvTa uvM�pS7]v JLaB£3 
TWV lnr£pKoJL7TWV ayavS 

MYHV rv' Q.ucpaMs2 
7ToAAa uVAAapwv Jpw4 
TWV ayav lJ7T£pcppovwv6 

Within the Work of Euripides 

S£(17TOT7]S yap JUT' JJLOS7 
0;: Jyw TWV JJLWV TA�JLWV KaKWv.9 

ill' avag yap J(1T' JJLoS8 
orJLOt TWV JJLWV Jyw KaKWV'O 

Equivalent phrases of this kind are not lacking in Homer, but they are 
always due to the play of analogy which underlies the diction, and they 
are never phrases of more than a few words. 1 1  In tragedy, however, whole 
equivalent verses are very common, and we shall do well to consider 
some of them for what they show us of the working of the poet's mind. 
Aeschylus wrote the following verse : 

In Euripides this became : 

We read in Sophocles : 

This same idea had been expressed before by Aeschylus in a trochaic 
verse : 

Rather than use the line ofSophocles, Euripides blended the two verses, 
and made : 

I Prometheus the Firebearer fr. 204. z Ino fr. 4' 7, 2. 
4 Erechtheus fr. 364, 5. 5 Persians 827. 
7 Medea 83. 8 Electra 1 245. 9 Helen 1 223. 

3 Prometheus 505. 
6 Children of Heracles 388. 

10 Phoenicians 373. 
1 1  Cf. TE, pp. ' 73-89. above. I2 Seven against Thebes 5. I3 Ion 73 1 .  

16 Phoenicians 396. 14 Inc. fr. 863. 15 Agamemnon 1668. 
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Finally, the scholiast on this verse quotes another with identical thought 
from some unnamed poet : 

Euripides varies the terms of his own statement : 

Kpancrrov £lva£ q,7J1I-� II-� q,iJva£ {JpOTt7J£ . . . I 
TO II-� Y£v£uOa£ Kp£tUUOv � q,iJva£ {JPOTOt, . . . 2 

'Ij 170'\"\' aV7}pov 11-' £v� '\oyw£ II-tii£ 0' <lSw£ . . . 3 
w, 17aVO' a17ag 11-£ uv'\'\a{Jovu' av£crrop£t,. 4 

Possibly the most curious case of equivalent verses is to be found in the 
following passages, one from the Helen, the other from the Iphigenia in the 
Tauric Land: 

EA. 
TE. 
EA. 
TE. 

'Ij,\O£, yap, tlJ �£v', '/'\tov K'\££�V 170'\W ; 
Ka� �vv y£ 17£pua, aVTo, aVTa17WAOII-7JV. 
ijS7J ya.p �17Ta£ Ka� KaT£tpyacrra£ 17Vpt; 

" , , � ' " ' '' ,J. ' 5 I WUT ovo £Xvo, y£ T££X£WV £wa£ ua.,,£, • . .  

ftP. Tpotav ruw, oluO', 7], a17avTaxoii ,\oyo). 
OP. W, 1I-�170T' wq,£'\ov y£ 1I-7JS' lSwv ovap. 
ftP. q,autv v£v OVK£T' ovuav orx£u8a£ Sopt. 
OP. €UTW ya.p OVTW, ovS' aKpaVT' 1}KovuaT£.6 

Not only do these equivalent verses show the lack in the poetry of any 
factor which would have urged the writer to a thrift of diction ; they 
show clearly how the idea could lie in the mind of the poet without being 
bound to any certain words. Euripides, when he made verses, looked for 
terms to express his ideas, but the epic poet, we shall see, thought in 
terms of his formulas, and did not separate the idea from the words with 
which it went. It is not the place here to show this fully, but in passing I 
would quote certain Homeric lines and ask if one should not be much 
surprised to find the same ideas expressed in verses of different wording : 

S£oy£V€) AaEpnaS7J 17o'\VII-�xav' 'OSvuuru . . .  

The first of these verses occurs 2 I times, the second 1 7  times. 

Poetry rifter the Fifth Century 

Leaving tragedy to go on to later poetry one sees straightway that we 
have very little to learn about the formula outside the epic itself. We 
may even be charged with having followed thus far a very laborious 

I Belleroplwn fr. 287, 2.  
4 Iphigenia in the Tallric Land 528. 
, Helen 105 If. 

• Inc. fr. goo, I .  

6 Iphigenia in the Tallric Lalld 517  If. 
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course to prove what is clear enough anyway, namely, that the repeated 
phrase in poetry, unless it be poetry very different from our own, is an 
ornament of verse, not a means of making it. The repetitions in later verse 
have long been put to their proper use as a ready means of studying the 
influence of one author upon another, either upon his thought or upon 
some aspect of his style. As far as our understanding of Pindar or of 
Euripides goes, there is almost no value in the distinction we have been 
making between the phrase which, taken without change from another 
poet, might be helpful, and that which he took and changed for his own 
needs. The influence of ideas shown by the borrowed phrase is very real, 
but no more so than is that of the altered phrase, while its metrical help is 
too small to deserve note. I More than that, unless we consider the 
repetitions as showing this influence of ideas, we cannot know why they 
come more or less closely together in the verses of a poet. We took care to 
see just how many repetitions there were in tragedy, supposing that the 
exact difference in number between those in Attic poetry and those in 
Homer would have some bearing upon the problem of the formulas in the 
Iliad and in the Odyssey. But the truth is that only the absolute difference 
thus proved has any bearing on Homer's practice. The contrast between 
a vast number of repetitions in Homer and a comparatively very small 
number in the work of the tragic poets at once suggested that repetition 
could not be due to the same causes in both cases. Then a study of the 
nature of the repetitions in tragedy showed that almost none of them, or 
even none of them at all, are true formulas, and so we reached that 
important point where we know surely that Homer's poetry is governed 
by factors unknown to later Greek poetry. Just what those factors are we 
shall go on to see ; yet our essay would not be complete if we did not 
pause here a moment to point out what sort of causes, special to a certain 
poet, or to the poetry of a certain period, have determined the frequency 
of repetitions in poetry outside the early epic. 

If we find almost no Homeric formulas in Apollonius, for example, it 
does not at all mean that they would not have helped his verse-making, 
but that he wanted very much to avoid them} IfTheocritus, on the other 
hand, used twelve in his little epic The Irifant Heracles, it means that he was 
seeking, in a rather amusing way, for the epic note, and that the use of the 
twelve formulas was in no way different from that of the ten which he 
changed metrically.2 Indeed, one misses the point if one does not see the 
pains which the poet has spent upon them. Likewise the three hundred 
phrases of his own which, as we just saw, Euripides used over again, 
have nothing at all to do with the number of formulas which Homer 
might have made himself, but they do show the high point to which 

I Cf. G. Boesch, De Apollonii Rhodii elocutione (Gottingen, 1908), p. 7 ;  DE, p. 260-1 above. 
• G. Futh, De Theocriti poetoe bucolici studiis Homericis (Halis Saxonum, 1876), pp. 7-8. 
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Euripides carried the artifices of his dramatic technique, and, if one will 
study them along with the other I cases in which he expresses the same 
ideas but changes his words, one will find them an excellent means of 
learning the nature of his tragic art. The number of repeated phrases in 
Virgil is high. The lists of E. Albrechtl give 372 cases from the Aeneid, as 
follows : 44 in which the expression had been used in the Eclogues or the 
Georgics ; 248 in which the expression appears three times within the 
Aeneid; 47 in which it is found four times ; 22 in which it is found five 
times ; and I I in which it is used even more often. This makes, not 
counting the first appearance, a repetition for every twentieth verse. The 
number is high, but it shows only two things. The phrases from the 
Eclogues and Georgics are a measure of the endless care which Virgil gave 
to his style, and of the need he felt of using again some of the best expres
sions he had made in his earlier years. The repetitions found in the Aeneid 
show this also, but far more they show that he was trying to make a poem 
like Homer's. As in the case of the Homeric formulas in Theocritus we 
must see, if we are to understand the poet, how much toil these repetitions 
must have cost him. When we turn to our own poetry and to our own 
language, the nature of the borrowed phrase in written poetry becomes 
very clear. Charles Crawford,z after writing a concordance to the works of 
Kyd and the play Arden of Feversham, whose authorship is doubtful, was 
able to show 47 places where that play recalls Kyd's Soliman and Perseda ; 
of these there are thirteen where the same phrase is used, though never 
more than once. But it will do to quote a few of the repetitions : 'to 
everlasting night', 'leave protestations now', 'vengeance light on me', 
'this melancholy mood'. I give one more example because it should 
make clear how little effect the loose form of Elizabethan blank verse 
could have had upon the choice of a certain word-group. We read in 
Soliman and Perseda : 

Lucina.-What ailes you, madam, that your colour changes ? 
Perseda.-A sudden qualm.3 

In Arden of Feversham we find : 

Franklin.-What ails you, woman, to cry so suddenly? 
Alice.-Ah, neighbours, a sudden qualm came o'er my heart.4 I 

To find repetitions which could be said to help the verse-making one 
must rather go to the tradition of Milton's style. Here the strictness of the 
verse, and the demand for form in style, come much nearer to the practice 
of the Greek and Roman poets. Yet when one finds Pope copying 'the 

I Wiederlwlte Verse und Verstheile bei Vergil in Hermes, XVI ( 1881 ) ,  pp. 393-444. 
2 The Autlwrship of Arden rif Feversham in Shakespeare Jahrbuch, XXXIX ( 1 903), pp. 74-86. 
3 I1, 1 , 49-50. + V, I, 308-g. 
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glowing violet', or 'rough satyrs danced', or 'tufted trees' ,  or 'dropt 
with gold', one sees the utter vainness of thinking one will find a true 
formula in the remaining 5 1  pages of parallels to Milton which R. D. 
Havens collected from English verse. * 

It would seem, indeed, that those who wished to show that Homer, in 
his formulas, was not really different from any other poet, were not 
altogether logical. Thinking that the use of formulas as a means of easy 
verse-making might damage Homer's good name, they cited the examples 
of repetition in later verse, where they themselves would be the first to 
deny any but purely artistic motives. It may be, though, that Homer was 
not such a bad poet even ifhe did make verses in a way which some have 
found not quite right. 

5. T H E  F O R M U L A  I N  H O M E R  

The easiest and best way of showing the place the formula holds in 
Homeric style will be to point out all the expressions occurring in a given 
passage which are found elsewhere in the Iliad or the Oqyssey, in such 
a way that, as one reads, one may see how the poet has used them to 
express his thought. I have put a solid line beneath those word-groups 
which are found elsewhere in the poems unchanged, and a broken line 
under phrases which are of the same type as others. In this case I have 
limited the type to include only those in which not only the metre and the 
parts of speech are the same, but in which also at least one important 
word or group of words is identical, as in the first example : p:ijvw • • • 

IITfATfLa'bEw :4xL).fioS' and f-LiiVLV • . •  EKaTTffJ6Aov :47T6>">"wvoS'. I 

IAIA.d OE A 

MiiVLVI aEtSE ()Ea IITfATftaSEw :4XtAiioS'2 
�-;SX;;�'VTfv �3 f-LVpl'4 :4xatOLS' <i>..YE' ;()TfKE,5 
7TO>..>..aS' S' l4>()l��-;;� tPvXaS' 1hSt 7TpOtatPEv6 
�pwwv, aVTovS' S€7 JX�p�-;; TEiJXE KVVEUUW 
�l�-;'�T;'{;;-:;;'a.-;;�: LltoS' S' ETEAEtETO fJovA�8 

Eg ov S�9 Ta 7TpWTa Sta�TTfV EptuaVTE 
:4TPEtSTfS' TEIO avag avSpwvl I Kat SLOS' :4Xt>..>..EVS'.I2 

TtS' T' ap U4>WE ()EWV EPLSt13 gVV€TfKE f-LaXEu()at ;14 
ATfTOiJS' Kat LltoS' vi6S' ·15 cl yap fJautAiit XOAW()EtS' 
voiJuov ava UTpaTov WPUEI6 Ka�v, dA€KOVTO S€ Aaotp 

fI ··--;----

X
-------;---------'----;---- , ;..------------------------------

OVVEKa TOV PVUTfV TfTtf-LauEV aPTfTTfpa 
:4TPEtSTfS" cl yap �A()E ()oaS' E7Tt vfiaS' :4xatWvl8 

... TIu Influence of Milton on English Poetry (Cambridge, Mass., 1922), pp. 571-624. 

5 

1 0 
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,\VUOJ-LEVOS TE (}vyaTpa CPEPWV T' a1TEPEtUt' a1Towal9 ) 

1 ' " , \_.�o ' Q 1 \ 'A 1\ \ 21 O'TEJ-LJ-LaT EXWV EV XEpatv- EK7J,.,OI\OV .t:11TOI\I\WVOS 
I ' "  , ;\" ' )1  I 23 = A 372-5 

�.,!.��.,:!.� .. C:"':..C:.��!!,!!:p'��.22 Kat taaETO 1TaVTas xatOVS, 
):lTpEt8a 8E J-Lcl).tO'Ta24 8vw KOUJ-L�TOPE ,\awv·25 
):lTpEt8at TE Kat <iMot26 €VKvrJJ-Lt3ES ):lxawt,27 = 1JI 272, 658. 

vJ-L'iv J-LEV (}EOt 30'iEJI 'O'\VJ-L1Tta 3WJ-LaT' EXOVTES28 
EK1TEpaat IIp£c1.J-L0tO 1TO'\W,29 E3 8' OiKa8' iKEa(}at·30 

All Il" \ \ 1 -1. '\ \ Il' " Il 1 () 1Tawa 0 EJ-LOt I\vaatTE 'f'£I\TJV, Ta 0 a1Towa OEXEU at, 
���f����.31 Lltos viOv EKTJf30,\OV ):l1ToMwva.32 

"Ev()' <iMOt J-LEV 1TcJ.VTES33 E1TEvcp�J-LTJaav ):lxatotJ4 } 
al8E'iu(}at ()' iEpfja Kat ay'\aJ··S'X8�·�-J;;'��-��-:·······-· 

A 376-9 aM' OvK3S }1TPEt8TJt ):lyaJ-LEJ-LVovt36 ';;v3aVE 8VJ-Lwt,37 
lli�--���ws dcptEt, KpaTEpov 3' €1Tt J-Lv80v ETEME.38 I 

1 5  

20 

25 

I Cf. p.ijVtV dAEvap.Evo. Jl(aTT/f3o�ov )11TO�WVO' 11 7 I I .  2 11'1/�'l/ta8Ew )1X�ijo. A 322, 
1 166, 11 269, 653, Q 406, � 467, W 15. 3 ov�op./V'ljV �t E 876, p 287, 474. 4 Cf. p.vpl' 
'08voo£v. J08M EOPYE B 272. 5 d,\y£' E8'1/1<£ X 422. 6 1TO�el. lq,8lp.ov. I(Eq,aM. (v.1. 
t/lvxel.) ;Jt,8t 1Tpo,at/lnv A 55 ; :)Its, 1TpOtat/ln Z 487. 7 Cf. �pwwv Toiolv rE E 747, 8 39 1 ,  a 1 0 1 .  
8 ""tD. 8' ET£�£lE'TO f3ov�� � 297. 9 Ef o� 8� � 379. 10 )1rpd8'1/' 8/ r 271 ,  361 ,  1 89, N 6 10, 
T 252, 8 304. JJ av� av8pwv A 1 72, 442, B 402, 441 ,  61 2, r 81 ,  267, 455, "" 148, 255, 336, 
E 38, Z 33, 37, 162, 3 14, 8 278, 1 1 14, 672, K 64, 86, 103, 1 19, 233, A 99, 254, S 64, 1 03, 
1 34, 1: I l l , T 51 , 76, 1 72, 1 84, '1' 161 , 895, 8 77. 12 l(al 8io. )1Xt�EV. A 7, Y 1 60 ;  8io. 
)1Xt�£v. A 1 2 1 ,  292, B 688, E 788, Z 414, 423, 1 199, 2og, 667, A 599, 0 68, 11 5, P 402, 1: 
181 , 228, 3°5, 343, T 4°, 364, 384, Y 1 77, 386, 3BB, 413, 445, � 39, 49, 67, 149, 161 , 265, 359, 
X 102, 1 72, 205, 326, 330, 364, 376, 455, 'I' 136, 140, 193, 333, 534, 555, 828, 88g, Q 151 ,  
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EV 8a1TE8wt "" 2 ; XPVOEWt EV 8E1Tat Q 285. 23 1TaVTM )1xatOv. A 374, r 68, BB, H 49, 8 498, 
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<[J 477. 42 Cf. ,; 8' £1Tt�a"'E).ws /1-Ev'a,v£v � 330. 43 ;; T' O.a1TEPX£S /1-£VEaLV£tS LI 32, X 10. 
44 an,8'w, '01)vafi' A 140, fJ 1 7, v 1 26, x 29 1 . 45 ya'av [K'a8m 1) 558, 823, " 1 5, 26, 144, 
207, 30 1 ,  � 191 ,  202, 331 ,  '1 193, 8 301 ,  K 39, v 426, ° 30, P 1 44, w 281 . 46 a).).' . . .  /1-£T-
EKLa80v A 7 I. .7 T'1)'08' £on, ). 439. 48 Cr. £axaTO' <i>.>.wv K 434. 

The expressions in the first twenty-five lines of the Iliad which are 
solidly underlined as being found unchanged elsewhere in Homer count 
up to 29, those in the passage from the Odyssey to 34. More than one out of 
every four of these is found again in eight or more places, whereas in all 
Euripides there was only one phrase which went so far as to appear seven 
times. Ifwe had chosen our verses from the end of the Odyssey, one could 
not possibly have objected that the twelve expressions in the passage from 
the Iliad, which are repeated only once, are perhaps being used there for 
the first time. But there is no real need of judging this point. Without these 
expressions the difference between the repetitions in Homer and those in 
the work oflater poets is very great ; but more than that, we are looking 
for the difference not in repeated phrases but in formulas. 

It is important at this point to remember that the formula in Homer 
is not necessarily a repetition, just as the repetitions of tragedy are not 
necessarily formulas. It is the nature of an expression which makes of it 
a formula, whereas its use a second time in Homer depends largely upon 
the hazard which led a poet, or a group of poets, to use it more than once 
in two given poems ofa limited length. We are taking up the problem of 
the Homeric formulas from the side of the repetitions, but only because it 
is easier to recognize a formula if we find it used a second or third time, 
since we can then show more easily that it is used regularly, and that it 
helps the poet in his verse-making. We have found that formulas are to all 
purposes altogether lacking in verse which we know was written, and we 
are now undertaking the first step in showing the particular character of 
Homeric style, which is to prove that Homer's verse, on the contrary, has 
many. We are establishing the difference between many formulas and 
none. But when that is done we shall still be left to decide the nature of 
the Homeric diction as a whole. 

It is straightway clear that only a very few of the repeated expressions 
which are underlined in the two passages have anything either in thought 
or in style which could possibly set them apart in the poet's mind as 
particular devices for making his verses effective. There is nothing un
usual about &AA' OTE 8� ( 1 07 times) , yai'av tKEuOa, ( 1 8  times), OlKOv8£ 
vE£aOa, ( IQ  times) , €vO' aAAo, fLEV 7Tcl.JlTfS ( IQ  times) , nor in Tjv8av£ I 
OVfLW' (4 times) , KpaT£pov 8' E7T' fLiJOov €TEAA£v (3 times) , €XWV EV x£paLv (3 
times) . Nor are the expressions made up of a noun and an epithet or 
a patronymic more noticeable than those just quoted, though some may 
have wrongly thought them so. II7}),7},cl.8£w :4x,).fio� might seem to one 
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who has not read much Homer, fully as forceful as the phrase 'Op€ur'T}v 
1TaLSa rov .ityal'€l'vovos, which Euripides, we said,! used to call up the 
legend, and this is the way that students just beginning the Iliad in Greek 
read the word. But when one has read the two poems, and has met the 
expression seven times more, usually in a context which gives us not the 
least idea of why Homer wished to mention the father of Achilles, one 
becomes indifferent to the patronymic, and ceases to look for a special 
meaning in its use. Besides that, one has found AaEpnaSEw 'OSvaf}o, 
eleven times, .ityal'€I'VOVOS .itrpEtSao thirteen times, N€urop N'T}A'T},aS'T} 
seven times, "EKrwp IIpLal'tS'T}S eight times, TvS€os vias thirty times, 
}1rP€OS vias eleven times, not to speak of II'T}AEtS'T}S or II'T}AEtwv, patrony
mics which are used 93 times in the place of the hero's name. After that it 
is very hard to remember, each time one begins the Iliad, to find in 
II'T}A'T}LaSEw the meaning which one gave it in its newness. What has just 
been said of the patronymic is likewise true of the epithet ava� civSpwv, 
which is used not only 48 times elsewhere in the Iliad and the Odyssey of 
Agamemnon, but also of Anchises, Aeneas, Augeias, Euphetes, and 
Eumelos, none of whom is any more a king of men than is any other of the 
chief heroes ; but all of them have names of the same metrical value as 
that of Agamemnon. Ll LO" the epithet of Achilles, appears again in A 145 
with the name of Odysseus. Even here the beginner in Homer may still 
believe that these two heroes share the honor of being 'divine', whatever 
that may mean. But when he has found the word used for Nestor (B 57), 
for Agamemnon (B 22 1 ) ,  for Paris (r 329) , and, before he has finished 
reading the two poems, for thirty-two different characters, many of them 
of no very great legend, and when he has met it as an epithet of some noun 
once in about every seventy verses, he at length forms the habit of 
scarcely heeding the word as he reads. Finally, if he ever found a sinister 
meaning in €K'T}f3aAov, the epithet of Apollo in A 14, he will have to make 
very much of an effort to find it again after he has heard the god called 
by that word, or by €Kar'T}f3EAErao, I €KcfroLO, €KaEpyos, or €KaT1Jf3aAov, in 
twenty-nine other places. The fixed epithet in Homer is purely orna
mental. It has been used with its noun until it has become fused with it 
into what is no more, so far as the essential idea goes, than another 
metrical form of the name. The reader knows the epithet and likes it, 
but it is the liking for what is familiar. He would be surprised ifin a given 
passage the epithets were lacking, or were missing in certain known 
phrases ; but when he does meet them he passes over them, scarcely heed
ingt heir meaning. The noun-epithet expressions are thus no more 
striking, ifread rightly, than any other part of Homer's diction.2 The case 

I HS, p. 295 above. 
2 I have shown more fully in TE, pp. 1 1 8-72 above how the reader, through familiarity, 

becomes indifferent to the meaning of the fixed epithet. One will also find there other proofs 
8141815 X 
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of E1TEKAwuavTo ()EOt in a 1 7, with its metaphor of spinning, is similar. The 
same verb is used in seven other places in the poems of the lot assigned to 
a man, and like €PKOS OSOVTWV, 'the barrier of the teeth' ( 1 0  times), 
1ToMp.ow YEcpvpas 'the bridges of war' (5 times) , or oM()pov 1TEtpaT' €cp.ry1TTaL 
'the cords of ruin are fastened' (4 times) , and the fairly numerous other 
Homeric metaphors, its newness must have been lost long before Homer 
used it. This does not mean that the poetry has suffered either here or in 
the case of the fixed epithets ; it is only a short-sighted judgment which 
would think of that. It means simply that the expression has found its 
place in the even level of this perfect narrative style, where no phrase, by 
its wording, stands out by itself to seize the attention of the hearers, and 
so stop the rapid movement of the thought, or, ifone wishes, where every 
phrase has its perfection of style, so that the evenness of the diction comes 
not from its lack of what is striking, but I from its lack of any phrase 
which has not been accepted finally as the one best means for stating the 
idea. 

It does not follow, because the style of Homer is even, that all the ideas 
of his poetry are equally forceful. There is hardly any need of pointing out 
the varying intensity of the thought within the fifty lines we are studying. 
Yet that intensity, where it appears, usually comes from the thought of 
the passage at that point, rather than from any certain expression. Very 
often, as one reads, the thought of some group of words will stand out, 
but it is usually the way in which they are used that makes them do so. 
The line which Homer uses in A 33 does not seem notable as one reads : 

But when it appears again, in the scene between Priam and Achilles 
(.Q 57 I ) , it becomes one of the very pathetic verses in Homer. The words 
EV{)' lliOL P.EV 7Tll.VTES in a I I bring us to the moment when the Odyssey 
opens, and to the situation with which the poem begins, and does so with 
an ease which leaves us wondering ; in A 22 this same expression is used 
for a more ordinary transition. Likewise the half-verse .::hos S' ETEAEtETO 
{3oVA� is highly forceful in the prologue of the Iliad, but in A 297, where it 
concludes Melampus's adventure with the cattle of Iphicles, it is in no 
way remarkable. Besides this last repeated phrase there are six others, of 
the 63 found in the fifty verses we are considering, which express what 

for which there is no place here : the use of the fixed epithet in a contradictory context 
(afLvfLovo, Alyla8oI0), the use of epithets of vague connotation (8af.</>pwv, 8io" fL£ya.8IJfLO')' the 
invariable use of epithets in certain type-verses (TOV 8' TJfLdf1n' .,TE1Ta in 251  cases out of 254 
is followed by a noun-epithet formula), the restriction of certain epithets to certain grammati
cal cases (Odysseus is 8io, 99 times in the nominative and only once in an oblique case) the 
limitation of an epithet to nouns of the same metrical value (as in the case of ava� av8pwv just 
mentioned, p. 305). In my paper HG, above, I added still another proof, showing that the 
survival and the use of the epithet-glosses (e.g., alyo....p, apyn</>OVT1j,) was to be explained 
only by the traditional inattention of the poet and the public to their meaning. 
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seem to be more than ordinarily effective ideas : OV>"OJLEVTJV if (A 2), lcP8LJLOV� 
Vroxas (A 3) , 11,0, 1TPOLalPEV (A 3) , €VVE1TE Movua (a I ) ,  1TO>"VTP01TOV O� (a I ) ,  
V7}1TLOL o r  ( a  8) . "lcP8'JLo� and 1TO>"VTp01TO�, it should be noted, are not orna
mental epithets, but are used as an essential part of the thought. 1 It is then 
only to this extent of one out of every nine or ten that the repeated 
phrases of Homer are in any way like those which are found in later verse. 

Having shown that the repeated phrases in Homer are only for a very 
small part to be classed as striking phrases, we must now go on to see if 
they are useful, since utility was a quality of the formula as we defined it. I 

The technique of the formulas in Homer is vastly complex, but its 
general principle can be stated briefly. The Singers found and kept those 
expressions which without change, or with slight change, fall into that 
part of the hexameter which is determined by the role they play in the 
sentence. Since the problem of the poet is not only that of making a verse 
of six dactylic feet, but of fitting his words between the pauses within the 
verse, the formulas which express the most common ideas fall exactly 
between one pause in the verse and another, or between a pause and one 
of the verse-ends. The ways in which these formulas fit into the parts of 
the verse and join on to one another to make the sentence and the hexa
meter are very many, and vary for each type of formula. A full descrip
tion of the technique is not to be thought of, since its complexity, which is 
exactly that of the ideas in Homer, is altogether too great. One must 
either limit oneself to a certain category of formulas, and describe their 
more frequent uses, as I have done in my study of the noun-epithet 
formulas, or one must take a certain number of formulas of different sorts 
which can be considered typical. We must choose the latter course. I shall 
thus consider the metrical usefulness of the first five repeated expressions 
which appear in the Iliad and in the Ot!Jssry. 

I.-lI7J>"TJHLoEw J4x,MioS' is one of a series of noun-epithet formulas, in 
the genitive, for gods and heroes : AaEpncLoEw 'Oovuijo�, 1TaTpoS' J,oS' 
aly,oxOLo, J toJL�OEOS' L1T1TOOaJL0to, MEvE>"aov KVOa>"LJL0to, aya1T�vopoS' '100-

� 'A ' 'A '� Cl f3 ' IT' , 'y. ' , �  , JLEVTJO�, riyaJLEJLVovOS' rlTpEtoaO, OTJ atov � ELpEU,aO, 1TEPTJVOP0S' L1T1TooaJL0to, 
and so on. The usefulness of these formulas lies in the fact that they can 
finish the verse with a clause which is complete but for the genitive of 
a character's name ; or that, if they do not finish it, they can bring the 
poet at any rate to the beginning of the next line where he can use 
formulas which regularly begin the verse. In the two cases where EKaTTJ
f36>..ov J41T6Mwvo�, a formula of this type, is used with JLijVLV, the sentence 
ends with the verse : 

E 444 = n 7 1 1 JLfjVLV aAWaJLEvoS' €Ka77Jf3oAov 2t1ToAAWVOS'. 

I For the particularized epithet see TE, pp. 153-65 above, where the sense of 1ro>'.r.po1ros, 
and other epithets whose uses are not fixed, is discussed. 
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In ,\ 387 another formula of the same type brings the clause as far as the 
verse-end, so that the poet can use the common device of beginning the 
next verse with a middle form of the participle : 

�'\8E" S' £7I't "'vx� :4yap-'l'voVOS )l.rp£iSao 
axvv,uVTJ· I 

The formula in the first line of the Iliad renders a like service. It would 
be very hard at the best to put OV,\OfLbrJv if in any other place in the verse 
than at the beginning, where it is found all of the five times it is used. l  

11.-Very common in Homer is  the device of using an adjective fol
lowed by a relative clause to continue a sentence which might have come 
to an end with the preceding verse. This type of enjambement is found 
four times in the first hundred verses of the Oq,ssry : V7jmo, oi (v. 8) , 
SVUfLOPM os (v. 49) , fLaKpas ai (v. 54) , afLfJpou,a xpvuE",a Ta (v. 97) .2 One 
should compare with A 2 two passages from the Odyssey : 

p 286 yauTEpa S' ov 71'WS Eun!1 a1ToKpv"'a, l'E"fLavfav 
ov'\o,uvTJv � 1To'\'\cl KaK' av8pciJ7To,m SiSwa, . • .  

p 473 aVTclp El" :4vTivoos {Ja'\E" yauTEpos £iv£Ka '\vypiis 
OV'\OI'EVTJS � 1To'\'\cl KaK' av8pciJ7To,a, SiSwa,v. 

The verse which is repeated in these two cases differs in meaning from 
A 2 only in the word av8pciJ7l'o,s. The formula which follows the trithe
mimeral caesura in E 876 : 

is of the same type as that found in E" 67 : 

E"lva'\,a, Tii,uLv 'rE" 8aM.aa,a Epya fLEI'TJA£v. 

Indeed the play of formulas in this device of the appositive adjective 
extending to the middle of the second foot, followed by a relative clause 
which finishes the verse, seems so easy that one is tempted to make verses 
for onesel£ Thus the line � 289 : 

becomes the following verse by the omission of S�, which is clearly used 
here to fill in the half-foot : 

, \  I � \ \  , I "  8 I , I I OVI\0I'£VTJV TJ 1TOl\l\a KaK av pW1To,aw £WPYE"'. 

1I1.-)1'\y£' E8TJKE" in A 2 is of the very common type of formula which 
is made up of a verb and its direct object and falls after the bucolic 
diaeresis. To give only a few of the formulas which are directly like it 

I For the use of noun-epithet formulas in the genitive see TE, pp. 55-63 above. 
• For the relation between the forms of unperiodic enjambement and the need of the 

Singer for an easy versification, see DE, p. 262 above. 
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there are TEVXE' e871KE, EOVLV e871KE, KVSO� e871KE, on the one hand, and on 
the other O.>.YE' eSWKE, O.>.YE' e7Taoxov, O.>.YE' EXOVUW, and the like. The uses 
of these formulas are much more varied than those of the noun-epithet 
formulas which serve to expand the simple name to a certain length, or 
than those of the longer types of formulas, such as the one just discussed, 
which make up an entire clause. For a shorter group of words such as 
O.>.YE' E871KE expresses an idea which will be used with many kinds of 
formulas to make many different sentences. This formula thus belongs to 
the less obvious part of the technique ; yet it would be false to suppose 
that it is any less helpful to the poet than the longer ones : it is chiefly in 
the formulas of these shorter types that lie the suppleness and the range 
of the diction, and their usefulness is to be measured by the many dif
ferent kinds of other short formulas with which they combine, as in 
KpovlS71� ZEVS O.>.YE' eSWKEV (three times) , ci).Wf'EVO� ti'\YEa 7TclOXWV (twice),  
and so on. A 2, however, is not the only verse where this type offormula 
is preceded by a dative. We find E7T' avnOL KVSOS E871KE (twice) , and TWL 
SEVTEPW' i7T7TOV E871KE. In X 422 ti'\YE' E871KEV follows 7TEPL 7TclVTWV. This last 
expression falls very often before the bucolic diaeresis : 7TEPL 7TclVTWV 
ef'f'Eva, ti,uwv, 7TEPL 7TclVTWV TrOV ETalpwv, and the like. It should be noted 
that the poet has another formula of the same meaning as O.>.YE' E871KE, but 
beginning with a single consonant, so that it can be used after a final 
vowel : K�SE' e871KE (ifJ 525, '" 306) . Such pairs of formulas are frequent : 
O.>.YEa 8v,.,.w, and K�SEa 8vf'w" aic1Lf'Ov �f'ap and V7J,\EES �f'ap, EOXOS 
apEu8a, and KVSOS apEu8a" and so on. 

IV.-In A 3 we have a formula which, but for the change of a word, 
fills a whole line and is itself a complete sentence. Verses of this kind are 
outdone in usefulness only by those used unchanged, and one would 
have such a line here if one wished to adopt �XclS, the variant reading to 
A 55, for KECPa.\clS. But the difference after all is very slight, as one can 
judge by the many other verses in which the poet has shifted only 
a word, or two words such as : 

II 186 EiJSwpov 7Tlp' fl-EV 8ElEW raxvv �SE fl-aX'1r�v 

'" 'A '\ , \ 8 '  \ • .., \ , I ° 202 nVTLl\oxOV 7TEpL fl-EV ELELV raxvv "I0E fl-aX"lT7lv. 

V.-Lhos S' ETE'\ElETO flov'\� in A 5 is of the type of numerous other 
formulas which form a complete sentence in one half of the verse. It 
happens that the words which precede it here have no direct parallel, 
but 8EucpaTa 7TclVT' Ei7Tovra which goes before it in ,\ 297 is like aYYEM71v 
Ei7Tovra in 7T 467. The formula appears in an altered form in .,hos S' 
EgElpETo flov'\�v (twice) . Other formulas which are used in this way as half 
verses are KpaTEpov S' E7TL f'v8ov ETE,uE (four times) , 7Ta.\clf'71' S' EXE XaAKEOV 
eyxo� (twice) ,  VEf'EU�871 S' EVL 8vf'w, (three times) , and so on. 

VL-MoL eWE7TE Movua is one of the rare cases of a formula of any 
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length which is found in more than one place in the verse. One can see 
how its place was determined by the play of the other formulas which 
have taken up their regular position in the line. It appears also in B 76 1 : 

The beginning of the verse is that of A 8, which is likewise addressed to 
the Muse. "OX' apulTOS and the related I1-Ey' apLuTos fall regularly at this 
place, and oX' apLUTos ETJV is found three times. In the first verse of the 
Ot[yssry 11-0L EVVE7TE Movua falls before 7To>'mp077'ov os which begins a series of 
formulas each of which has its fixed position. 

VII.-IIo>'�Tpo7Tos os, the first of these, appears again in K 330 : 
� UV y' 'OSVUUEVS EUUL 7TOAVTP07TOS QV T£ 11-0L alEl 
cpauKEv EAEt5uEu8aL xpvuoppa7TLS dpyncpovTTJ<;. 

"OV TE 11-0L alEt appears in six other places at the verse-end. I t is one of 
a numerous class of formulas made up of relative words, particles, pro
nouns, and adverbs, which begin a clause of which the principal words 
will be found in the next line. Examples are Er 7TOTE o� aOTE, Er 7TOTE O� Tt, 
OVOE VV uot 7TEP, Kat f. l1-a>'LUTa, and the like. In the verses just quoted the 
formula of this sort leads up to q,auKEv J>'E�uEuBaL, which is of the same 
type as q,fjLULV J>'EvuEuBaL (a 168) . In a 1 we find 8s l1-a>.a 7To).,\a followed by 
7T>'ayxOTj, which brings the sentence to the end of the clause. A like use of 
7T>'a{0l1-aL, as a run-over word, occurs in E 389 : 

€v8a S15W V15KTaS S150 T' 7Jl1-aTa KUl1-an 7TTJYWL 
7TAa'ETo. 

The use of a simple verb at the beginning of the verse, measured - � and 
followed by J7TEt, is found, for example, in u 1 74 :  EPXEV J7TE� • • •  This 
brings us by an unbroken chain of formulas to our next case. I 

VIII.-TpotTJs LEPOV reappears in II 100 : 

ocpp' oloL TpolTJS tEpa Kp�SEI1-Va A15WI1-EV. 

The line, after the first foot and a half, is no more than a variation of 
a 2, made necessary by the fact that >'VWI1-EV, beginning with a consonant, 
cannot be joined to tEpoV 7TTO>.tEBpov. There is yet another variation of the 
verse in v 388 where the metrical value of the verb does not allow it to be 
placed at the verse-end : 

olov OTE TpolTJ<; AV0I1-EV AL7Tapa Kp�SEl1-va. 

IX.-In K 4S8 the poet used the fixed epithet of 7TOVTOS rather than the 
intensifying QV KaTa BVI1-0v which is found in a 4 : 

IIaBEv a>.ym 8v KaTa BVI1-0V is one ofa long series offormulas, all of which 
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express in the different persons, numbers, moods, tenses, and cases of the 
participle the essential idea 'to suffer woes,' but each of which has its 
unique metrical value. A list of the formulas of this kind which fall at the 
end of the verse will give us some idea of the extent to which Homer had 
a formula for each metrical need : I 

.'lfter the fifth foot and a half: 
After thefourthfoot:  

.1fter the third foot and a half: 

After the thirdfoot: 

After the trochaic caesura cif 
the third foot: 

After the second foot and a 
half: 

TrafJEv IiAYEa (twice) 
aAYEa TraUX££ ( I Q  times) 
aAYE' EXOVULV (4 times) 
Tr�p.aTa TraUX££ (7 times) 
Trijp.u TrflfJ7JLULV (3 times) 

TrafJov IiAYEU fJVp.WL (6 times) 
xuMTr' IiAYEa TraUX'/L 
KpUT£P' aAYEa Traux££ (4 times) 
KpUT£P' IiAYE' EXOVTa (4 times) 
KUKa. �OE' EXOVULV 
KUKa. TrOAAa. TrUfJ6VTU (4 times) 
KUKa. Tro'\'\a. p.o�uu, (4 times) 
IiAYEa TrOAAa. f.I.�uu, (4 times) 
IiAYEa TroAAa. TrafJoLp.Ev I 

TrafJ' aAYEa DV Ka Ta. fJvp.6v 
EXOVT' TrEp aAYEa fJVp.WL (twice) 
KUKW, TraUXOVTo, €p.Eio 
OL�VOP.EV KUKtt TrOAAa 

TrfifJE"V aAYEa DV KUTa. fJvp.6v 
XUAmov O£ TOL EUUETUL IiAyo, 

The help given the poet by these formulas is that each of them completes 
his verse, leaving him free to continue his thought by the formulas that 
begin the verse. One should not judge from this that the technique of 
formulas aims altogether at bringing the thought to a close at the end of 
the verse. It does do this often enough to bring it about that the thought 
comes to end in three out of every four verses in Homer, whereas in 
Apollonius and in Virgil it does so in only two out of every four verses.Z 
But the technique also has its formulas which run the clause over into the 
following line. We have just studied in the case of TTOAVTP0TrOV 0, l.tcfAu 
TrOAAa and TrOAV-rP0TrO, QV TE P.OL alE, two formulas of this kind. 

X.-Uf.LEVO, TrEp is of the type of a large number of formulas : aXVVf.LEVO, 
TrEP, KT}SOf.LEVT} TrEP, €UUVf.Lo·ov TTEP, YLyvOf.LEVOV TTEP, oVTaf.LEVoi TTEP, THpOf.LEVoi 
1TEP, and so on. These formulas can be joined to the large number of 
clauses whose thought is brought to a point of completion at the bucolic 

I The list of course omits the variation of endings. Thus dAYE' Exova,V (once) represents also 
dAYE' EXOVTO. (twice) and clAYE £X"'/1"OV (once) . 

2 Cf. DE, p. 254 above. 
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diaeresis, where they usually end with a verb, for the fourth foot of the 
hexameter is very well suited to the verb by its measure and its position.! 
One may see this in E 324, which is a verse very much like a 6 : 

dA'" oilS' OJs- CTX£SlTjs- €7T£"�8£TO TEtpOP.C:Vos- TrEp. 

The verse g 142 : 

should be compared with X 424 : 
.... , " t� , ' "  I TWV 7TaVTWV ov TOCTCTOV oovpop.a£ axvvp.c:vos- 7T£p. 

We have now found that there are formulas in Homer, one at least to 
every verse or so, for we have seen that the repeated expressions in the 
Iliad and the Odyssey are really formulas. They express only for a small 
part ideas which are more than usually striking, and they form a part of 
a highly developed technique for making hexameters. What we have 
done then is to prove that the style of Homer, so far as the repeated expres
sions go, is altogether unlike that of any verse which we know was written. 

But we have also seen a difference between Homer and the later poets 
which is not confined to the repetitions. We found only the slightest 
traces of schematization in the diction of Euripides, but we have had it 
continually before us in our study of Homer. First, we have had one 
measure of it in the simple number of the repetitions, and in the large 
number of times many of them appear. For, as was said at the beginning 
of our search, whenever a poet uses his words over, he is limiting his 
thought to a fixed pattern on the one hand, and on the other he is casting 
aside all the other possible ways in which the idea could be expressed. 
Secondly, we have seen, by the broken line used in the passages taken 
from the Iliad and the Odyssey, the large number of expressions which, 
though not repeated, are related to others of the same type. Finally, in 
showing the usefulness of the repeated expressions we did nothing more 
than find the systems of formulas to which they belonged. One must not 
overlook this fact that the schematization of the diction is always due to 
the fact that the poet is using, to express an idea, the same device which 
he had used to express one more or less like it. The role played by analogy 
as a guide to the poet in his choice of terms is one which, we shall see, can 
be fully understood only when one sees the relation between the play of 
sound and the thought of the poet, but at no moment should one forget 
that the use of like formulas is a direct means of overcoming the difficulty 
of expressing ideas in hexameters. 

The systems which were given to show the utility of the repeated expres
sions in Homer were often made up of phrases found only once in the two 

I Cf. TE, pp. 40 fr. above. 
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poems. That these expressions were formulas, however, was clear. We 
could not observe them in different places, and thus prove their regular 
usage, but we saw that they belong to particular I artifices of versification 
which have a fixed place in the diction. We have thus brought into the 
category of formulas not only the repeated expressions, but those which 
are of the same type as others. In the two passages analyzed above I 
marked with a broken line only those formulas which were like others in 
rhythm, in parts of speech, and in one important word ; but there are 
more general types of formulas, and one could make no greater mistake 
than to limit the formulaic element to what is underlined. TtYVWUKW U€ 
O€a. in E 815  is like I1:Tjvw cl.€,S€ O€a. in A I ,  since in both cases one has 
a complete clause of the same length, followed by the vocative OH!. The 
similarity between }txatOLs a.>.y€' £07JK€ and br' athwt KVSOS £07JK€ has been 
noted. IIo>..>..as S' lc/>Oip,ovs «/JVXas in A 3 is an accusative phrase of the same 
length as 1TOAAas Se Spvs a'aMas (A 494) , and 7ToAAas Se uTixas TJPwCJ)v 
(Y 326) . If one excepts the change from accusative to nominative, the 
formula «/JVXas Jl,St 7Tpoia«/J€v is paralleled by «/;vXai. S' JltSOuS€ KaTfj>..Oov 
(H 330, K 560, >.. 65) . The use of TJpWWV at the beginning of a verse, fol
lowed by a new clause, appears in 1 525, and }tpy€iwv is often used in the 
same way. T€vX€ KVV€UUW is like SWK€V eTaipwt (P 698, 1JI 612 ) .  Often one 
finds the same verse-pattern where the words are different : 

A IQ vovuov ava uTpaTov JJpU€ KaK�v, dMKOVTO 8£ Aaol 
A 20 7far8a 8' £I-'OL AvuaLT€ c/>tATfV, Ta 8' a.7fotva 8ex€a8at 

Even in the very limited amount of poetry in which we are searching 
for like expressions there are, with the exception of those phrases used 
more or less often to express some special idea, as, for example, E7T' 
ov€iaO' eToLp,a 7TPOK€ip,€va quoted above, 1 very few which do not fall into 
some closer or more general system ; and one must never forget that 
the results of any analysis of this sort are conditioned by the hazard that 
has given us under the name of Homer not quite twenty-eight thousand 
verses. Ifwe had a greater or a smaller number, we should have under
lined either more or fewer expressions when we analyzed the first verses 
of the Iliad and of the Ot[yssry. Ifwe had even twice as much of Homer's 
poetry as we have, the proportions I between the repeated expressions, 
the closer types of formulas, and the more general types, would be much 
changed, and we should very often find that Homer was using a formula 
a second time where, as far as our evidence goes, he is only using a formula 
which is like another. But as it is we have verses enough to show us the 
vast difference between the style of Homer and that of poetry which we 

1 HS, p. 275. For the special formula see TE, pp. 76-g above. 
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know was written : we have found that the schematization, of which there 
were only the faintest traces in later poetry, reaches almost everywhere, if 
not everywhere, in the diction of the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

6. THE T R A DITI O N AL O R AL STYLE 

Having shown this difference we must now look for its causes. Did this 
style of Homer's come into being through one poet or many, in a short 
time or over many years ? And why should Homer have wished to use 
a formulaic diction ? 

The direct proof that the style of the Iliad and the Odyssey is traditional 
is, of course, the schematization of the diction itself, and the number of 
artifices of verse-making which make up this schematization. It is not 
possible, for example, that one man by himself could work out more than 
the smallest part of the series offormulas of the type llTJATJta8EW 14XtAfjoS". 
We may make ourselves believe that the one poet who composed both the 
Iliad and the Odyssty first used OVAOJLEV7JV if, which is found three times in 
the first poem and as often in the other, yet we cannot go on endlessly 
adding V7}7TtOt oi (5 times), 8vO'JLopoS" oS" (6 times) , O'XE-rAtOS" oS" (4 times), 
VTJAE€S" oS" (ll 204) , and so on. One cannot grant the same poet UJL€voS" 7TEp 
( I Q  times) , axvvJLEvOS" 7T€P ( 1 3  times), KTJ80JLEVTJ 7T€P ( I  I times) , oVTaJL€Vo{ 
7TEp (4 times) , and yet more. Virgil, striving to do as Homer, was able to 
repeat in the Aeneid 92 verses. How many of the 1 804 repeated verses in 
the Iliad and the Odyssty can we then give to one poet, for whom we shall 
have to find I know not what reasons to repeat himself, since he could 
scarcely have had those which led Virgil to do so ? Finally, how could one 
man even have made a beginning of the technique of the diction as 
a whole in which the various types offormulas accord with one another so 
well ? Indeed, the more one studies the formulas in Homer and the 
artifices of their use, the more one sees what efforts have gone to their 
making. One may well say that the single series of formulas 7TaB€v aAYEa, 
aAy€a I 7TaO'XEt, and so on, is by itself alone far beyond the power of any 
one man. For the formulas are not only too ingenious to be the work of 
the one poet of the Iliad and the Odyssty ; they are also too good. The 
epithets, the metaphorical expressions, the phrases for the binding of 
clauses, the formulas for running the sentence over from one verse into 
another, the grouping of words and phrases within the clause and within 
the verse, all this is many times beyond whatever supreme creative genius 
for words one could imagine for the poet Homer. 

Moreover, we know that the Homeric diction was centuries making. 
The linguists have shown us that the language of the Homeric poems, 
which was once given the mistaken name of Old Ionic, is an artificial 
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language, made up of words and forms taken from the current Ionic, 
from Aeolic, even from Arcado-Cyprian dialects ; and along with these 
are artificial forms which could never have existed in the speech of any 
people. I The epic poets kept the older or foreign forms and words, and 
adopted or created new ones, in order to have a language which would 
suit the hexameter. The scholars who have thus finally given us the answer 
to the ancient question of Homer's dialect have, however, not seen 
clearly enough that the survival of the older forms is due not to their 
metrical value alone, but also to the fact that they occur in traditional 
formulas. There is no reason, for example, why the Aeolic prefix lPL
should not have been changed to the Ionic apL-.z Yet beside apLS€tK€TE 
Aawv (6 times) ,  and apLS€tKETO<; avSpwv (twice), and so on, we find : 
tptT}PE<; €TatpOL (20 times) ,  lptySOV7TO<; 7TOUL<; "HpT}<; ( 7  times) , lpLavXEvE<; 
i7T7TOL (5 times) , TpotT}v tpL{3wAaKa (5 times) ,  ep�KT}<; tpL{3wAaKo<; (twice), 
TapV''1<; tpL{3wAaKo<;, and so on. Since the presence of apL- in the poems 
shows that the epic poets were not consciously archaizing in their use of 
the Aeolic prefix-and they archaize knowingly only when the metre 
leads them to it-we know that the series of formulas just given goes 
back to a time before the Ionians had learned the traditional formulaic 
style from the Aeolic Greeks. More I usually, however, the older forms 
are kept because the epic poets would otherwise have had to give up the 
formula altogether. The presence in the Iliad and in the Ot[yssey of 
Kpovov 7Tat<; ayKvAo/-,�TEW (8 times) ,  and BEO;' Souav ayAaa Swpa (4 times), 
warns us not to seek to change llT}AT}L&.SEW .i'lXLAijo<; (8 times) ,  with its 
Ionic ending, to ll'Y}A'Y}LaSa' .i'lXLAijo<;, though there is no doubt that the 
Aeolic poets used it thus. But in /-'T}TtETa Z€v<; ( 1 9  times) ,3 .::ILO<; alYLoxoLO 
( 1 9  times) , .::I LO<; VECPEA'Y}YEpETao (6 times) , /-,€Aawawv a7TO V'Y}wv (7 times) , 
/-,aKap€UUL BEOtUL (7 times) ,  the Ionic poets had to keep the Aeolic endings 
or lose the formulas. Likewise we have AeoIic aAAVSL<; in aAAvSL<; aAAT}L 
(8 times) ,  7TEpmAo/-,EvwV lVLaVTWV (3 times) beside its Ionic form 7TEpL
TEAAo/-,EvWV tVLavTWv (3 times), ava 7TToAE/-,OLO YEcpvpa<; (3 times) beside 
o/-,ottov 7TOAEJLOLO (8 times) , which falls at the verse-end where the poetry 
did not allow a syllable to contain a long vowel and be followed at the 
same time by two consonants.4 It is certain in this last case that the 
formula represents an older o/-,ottoo 7TTOAEp-OLO. But We also have UTVYEPOV 
7TOAE/-,OLO (twice) which must remain.s KaKo/-''Y}xavov OKPVOEUU'Y}<; (Z 344), 

I Cf. Kurt Witte, Homer, B) Sprache in Pauly-Wissowa, XVI ( 1 913) ,  coli. 22 13-3B ; K. 
;\leister, Die Homerische Kunstsprache (Leipzig, 192 1 ) ; TE, pp. 5-B above. 

• For the Aeolic forms in Homer cf. K. Witte, op. dt. coli. 22 14-2223 ; A. Meillet, Aperfu d'unt 
his/oire de la langue Grecque2 (Paris, 1920), pp. 1 20-7 ; C. Buck, Greek Dialects,l pp. 1 35-40. 

3 M1J'T,lr1J� would cause overlengthening, for which see the following note. 
• On overlengthening in the last two and a half feet of the hexameter, see TE, pp. 4 1 , 

93, IBB. 
S The genitive in -00 is probably not the older Ionic form of -ou, but thl' original of the 

Arcado-Cyprian -wo The retention of , in the original l'nding -OLD, is confinf"d to Thessalian. 
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however, can only stand for an earlier KUK0I-'1JXcLVOO KPVOfUU1J<;. The epic 
poets preserved the formula by creating the strange but easily understood 
OKPVOfUU7J<;. But the antiquity of certain parts of the formulaic diction 
goes back even before the time when the Aeolic Greeks either learned 
this diction for the first time, or fused the lays of another Greek people 
with their own. Wc find in Homer a number of words which, in historical 
times, occur only in the dialects spoken in Arcadia or in the island of 
C � ... ' l: " • \ ' ,\ 8 .. d 1 yprus : u'uu, al-'up, Fava"" avwyw, EVXOl\a, KEI\EV 0<;, O'F0<;, an so on. 
To these Arcado-Cyprian dialects has been given the name of Achaean, 
since it would seem that they are the remnant of the language spoken by 
those Greeks who were powerful in Greece I and the Aegean before the 
Dorians came. If E. Forrer's translations of the Hittite tablets found at 
Boghaz-Keui is correct, an Achaean chief of the thirteenth century went 
by the title of KOLPUVO<;.2 There is of course no need to suppose that all the 
formulas in Homer which contain Achaean words go back to a time 
before the coming of the Dorians, since it is very possible that the later 
poets may have used one of the old words in a new formula, but in many 
cases it is easier to accept the antiquity of the formula than explain it by 
such a hazard. Aiu,J-'Ov �I-'ap (4 times), for example, is made up of two 
such Achaean words : iJl-'u-ru 7TaV'TU (27 times) appears in fifth-century 
prose inscriptions from Mantinea and Tegea. One can only guess at the 
age of V1JAE�<;, in which appears the prefix V1J- which had disappeared 
from spoken Greek before the historical period : this word is found nine 
times in V1JAE£<; �I-'Up. Most important, perhaps, of all the Achaean words 
is uv-rap, found only in Cyprian. The use of this word, of which we have 
given one of the systems above,J is so far-reaching in Homeric style that 
we must either accept the high antiquity of many of the most common 
phrases for joining clauses in the hexameter, or say that the later Greeks 
just happened to seize upon what was to them no more than a helpful 
poetic word to use in many of their most common formulaic devices. I t  is 
hard to believe in such a curious chance. Finally, the age of certain parts 
of the diction, as well as of the form of the hexameter, is shown by the 
great number of noun-epithet formulas in which the meaning of the 
epithet has been lost to us, as it must have to Homer also, for otherwise 
we must suppose a rapidity of change in spoken Ionic which would be 
without a linguistic paralle1.4 

The form 'TT<l,\." found in Cyprian, Arcadian, and Cretan, and ".,."'\f/LO, glossed as Cyprian, 
are Achaean, unless one wishes to accept the Thessalian ot .,..,.o,\{apxo. as evidence of a possible 
Aeolic origin. Cf. Buck, op. cit., pp. 57, 8 1 .  

I Cf. Buck, op. cit., p .  1 32 ; C .  M. Bowra, 'Homeric Words i n  Arcadian Inscriptions', in 
Classical Quart.!rry, XX ( 1 926), pp. 1 68-76. 

2 E. Forrer, 'Die Griechen in den Boghazkoi-Texten' III Orimtalische Literaturzeitung, 
XXVII ( 1924), pp. "4-8. 

3 HS, p. 276 above. 4 Cf. HG, above. 
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It may still seem to some at this point that the schematization of the 
diction, and the age of parts of it, prove that most of Homer's style is 
traditional, but still leave room for the creation of phrases by the single 
poet. One could answer simply that the expressions created within the 
systems, by following the fixed types, would have none of I the newness 
which the term 'originality' suggests to us, and that those created outside 
the systems, if there are any besides the special formulas, are too few to 
call for much thought. But in treating of the oral nature of the Homeric 
style we shall see that the question of a remnant of individuality in 
Homeric style disappears altogether. 

It is of course the pattern of the diction which, as in the matter of the 
authorship of the style, proves by its very extent that the Homeric style is 
oral. It must have been for some good reason that the poet, or poets, of 
the Iliad and the Odysst;)' kept to the formulas even when he, or they, had 
to use some of them very frequently. What was this constraint that thus 
set Homer apart from the poets of a later time, and of our own time, 
whom we see in every phrase choosing those words which alone will 
match the color of their very own thought ? The answer is not only the 
desire for an easy way of making verses, but the complete need of it. 
Whatever manner of composition we could suppose for Homer, it could 
be only one which barred him in every verse and in every phrase from the 
search for words that would be of his own finding. Whatever reason we 
may find for his following the scheme of the diction, it can be only one 
which quits the poet at no instant. There is only one need of this sort 
which can even be suggested-the necessity of making verses by the 
spoken word. This is a need which can be lifted from the poet only by 
writing, which alone allows the poet to leave his unfinished idea in the 
safe keeping of the paper which lies before him, while with whole 
unhurried mind he seeks along the ranges of his thought for the new 
group of words which his idea calls for. Without writing, the poet can 
make his verses only ifhe has a formulaic diction which will give him his 
phrases all made, and made in such a way that, at the slightest bidding of 
the poet, they will link themselves in an unbroken pattern that will fill his 
verses and make his sentences. 

This necessity which oral verse-making sets upon the poet shows its 
force most clearly, as has been said, in the simple number of formulas 
found in the Iliad and in the Ot[yssry ; but there are also many cases in 
which that force can be measured by its effect upon the single phrase. 
The greater number of metrical irregularities in Homer come in the play 
of the formulas, either from a change within the formula, as when vio� 
IIETEwo (3 times) becomes viE IIETEwo (..1 338), or from the I grouping of 
formulas which will not join to one another without fault, as in the fol
lowing example. Homer makes a large number of verses by joining to 
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different predicates, which fill just one half of the verse, subjects of the 
type 'TTarr,p a�pwv 7'£ 8£wv 7'£, a� avop6Jv )1yap,Ep.vwv, and so on. By this 
pattern he made 7' 59 and 7' 102 : 

lvOa lCaO/{€7" lfT£'7'a fT£p{q,pwv ll"lV€AOfTna 

lvOa KaO/{€7" lfTnTa fTOAOTAaS' Si'oS' 'OSvO'O'£vS'. 

He could have made just as many verses of this sort as he had noun
epithet formulas in the nominative, falling after the trochaic caesura 
of the third foot, and beginning with a simple consonant. But for 
Telemachus, whose name has a measure which bars it from forming in 
the latter part of the hexameter any formula save the little-used type 
TTf>.E�xos 8£o£,or]s (5 times) , he had only 'Oovuufjos q,f.>.os vtas (9 times), 
which begins with a vowel. Nevertheless, the force of the formulas and the 
pattern of the verse was so strong upon him that he made 'TT 48 : 

lvOa KaO/{€T' lfTnTa ' OSvO'crijoS' q,{AOS' viOS'. 

In the same way, on the type offormula found five times in the following 
verse : , " A I  tI � ,  • , � ,  TEKVOV EP.OV fTO'OV U£ €fTOS' ."V')'£V €PICOS' OOOVTWV ; 

and on od 350 = E 83 : 

he made y 230 : 

T"IAfp.aX€ fToi'ov U€ lfToS' q,Vy£v lpKoS' &SOVTWV ;  

The type of formula found in the first verse of the Iliad has entered into 
the making of T 35 : 

It is not until we have read forty verses farther in the poem, however, that 
we find the direct model of this incorrect line : 

This verse in turn belongs to the system in which falls E 444 = II 7 I I : 
p.fjvw ci.Awap.€voS' £KaT"I{JOAOV )tfTOAAwvoS'. I 

One should note especially that in this case as in that of 'TT 48,just quoted, 
the incorrect verse occurs before its correct model. In neither place was 
the poet altering a line he had just used, but was composing after the 
pattern which he had in his mind. Now it is not possible that the metrical 
irregularities of the sort which have been given, and they are very 
numerous in the Iliad an,d in the 04Yss�,1 could occur in any but an oral 
poetry. The poet whQ makes verses at the speed he chooses will never be 
forced to leave a fault in his verse, but the Singer, who without stopping 

I For other examples see FM above, which is devot� to a study of such cases. 
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must follow the stream of formulas, will often be driven to make irregular 
lines. In such cases it is not the poet who is to blame, but his technique, 
which is not proof against all fault, and which, in the unhesitating speed 
of his composition, he cannot stop to change. 

But there is more to show the oral nature of Homer's diction than the 
need of explaining why he limited his thought to the formulas and made 
faulty verses. There is also the diction itself: First, there is a fairly large 
number of cases where the pure sound of one expression has suggested 
another which is altogether unlike it in meaning. Thus some Singer, 
whether Homer or another, when he had to express the idea 'along with 
the clouds', thought of the words op-ov IIECP€EUOW (E 867) ,  simply because 
his mind was guided by the echo of op-ov IIEKVWUt ( 0  I I8) , 'among the 
dead' ; or perhaps it was the latter phrase which was the model. The only 
examples of this sort that I have found in Euripides are a�€lIov 7TOPOV,1 
made after EV�Etllov 7TOPOV,2 and aV'T()S allTa7TWAop-1]1I,3 made after aJ(hs 
all'Ta7TwAE'To.4 One case at first sight seems to come near what we find in 
Homer : we read in the Andromeda : Ea' 'Ttll' 0X8oll 7"OIlS' opw,s and in the 
Cyclops : Ea' 'Ttll' DXAOIl 'TOIlS' I opw.6 This would be no more than a faint 
parallel to the Homeric verses : 

8 395 �P-EII avuKAtIlUt 7TVKtvoll VEq,OS �B' E7Tt8EtVUt 

A 525 �P.EV cl.lIuKAtllUt 7TVKtVOIl A6xoll �B' E7Tt8EtIlUt. 

Here, by the change of four letters, the verse 'to throw ajar the thick 
cloud, or set it to', becomes 'to open the door of our shrewd ambush, or 
set it to'. But the source of the Euripidean phrase becomes clear when we 
find Aristophanes using it in a ridiculous scene in his comedy The 
Women at the Thesmophoria,7 which means that Euripides was answering 

I Iphigenia in the Tauric Land 253, 1 388. 
2 Andromaclte 1 262. 3 Helen 106. • SupplianJs 743. 
5 Fr. 1 24 :  la' Tlv' oX8ov TOVS' opw 7T€plpPVTOV 

�cfop�, 8a�aC1C11J� ; �ap8'vov T' :lKW TLva 
E� aVToJ.LoPcfJOJV AaLvwv TVKLalfaTWV 
�ot/>fj� ��aAJ.La X�LP?�; � , ' "  

6 Vv. 222 ff. : Ea' TLV OXAov TOVa opw '"po. av>JoLS ; 
A"ILaTa{ TLVE� KaT£axov ;j K'\WwE' x8ova ; 
opw Y£ Tat Tovao' apvas £, avrpwv £I'WV 
aTpE'1t7'ai� '\uyoLaL aWJ.La aVJ.L,"E,"AEYJ.L£VOU� 
TEUX"I TE TVPWV aUJ.LJ.LLyfj y£poVTa. T. 
71'A"Iyui� 71'pOaW7TOV t/>aAUKPOV i�WLa"lKOTU. 

Vv. ] 10.1 ff. : Ea' Tlv' OX8ov TOVS' opiiJ Kat 'n'ap8lvov 
8£ais op..olav vavv OftWS WPI'LCTP.'V't}V; 

Aristophanes and the Athenian public, it would seem, found the use of 'Lo ! I see . .  . '  very 
ridiculous upon the stage. So far as I know, no editor has noted the relation of these verses to 
the lines in the Cyclops, nor used it to date this play, which we may suppose to have been 
written in the year following that of the comedy of Aristophanes, when it was still fresh in the 
mind of the Athenians. Ifwe accept 410 (Rogers) as the date of The Women att�t Thesmophoria 
the Cyclops would belong to 409. R. \1arquart, in Die Datierung des Euripideischen Kyklops (Halle 
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Aristophanes' mockery by mocking himsel£ Thus only by a planned 
comic use of words does the Attic dramatist do what the epic poets did 
without thinking. 1 Other examples in I Homer in which the sound of 
words has suggested the terms of statement for an unlike idea are the 
following. The likeness of vr]£um to V�UOLUL has given us the verses K 2 14  
and U 245 = TT 1 22 = T 1 30 :  

oaaOL yelp �£aaLv €7TLKpUT€OVaW apLUToL 

oaaOL yap v�aoLULv €7TLKpUT€OVaLV apLaToL. 

The likeness of �8€ to �>"8£ has suggested one or the other of these two 
verses : 

y 
34 �/)E IIoa£LMwv yaL�ox0S' �/)' €PLOQV7]S' 

'Ep/UlaS' 

B 322 ?JAB£ IIoa£L/)awv yaL�ox0S" ?JAB' £P£OQV7JS' 
'EpJL£laS'. 

The line B 581 : 

was the model of S I , in which the relative OL becomes a demonstrative : 

Apollo and Athena both take the form of a man named Mentes : 

P 73 av/pt £laaJL£voS' KLKOVWV ��TOPL M€vT7J£ 

a 105 £l1)OJL€V7J e£[vw£ Tag,[wv ��TOp£ M€vT7J£. 

Of shorter expressions we find aJL4n1>..v8£v fJSvs aVTJL� (I" 369) and aJL��>"v8£ 
8fj>..vs a� (' 122) ,  avug avSpwv }1YUJLEJLVWV (37 times) , and avug £VEPWV 
}1LSWV£VS (Y 6 1 ) ,  and so on.2 There is in most of these cases nothing to 

1 9 12), concluded, on the grounds of language, meters, dramatic technique, scenery and cos
tuming, and possible reminiscences of other works, that the play, commonly assigned to the 
poet's earlier years, was to be placed after the Iphigenia in the TaUTU: Land (414-4 1 2  according 
to Murray) and the Helm (41 2), and before the Phoenicians (41 1-409) and the Orestes (408) . 

I The only unusual case of this sort which I know outside the epic is in English poetry. 
Twice in Paradise Lost Milton uses the forceful line 

The serpent, subtlest beast of all the field . . .  

(VII, 495 and IX, 86) . Then once more he writes : 

Thee, Serpent, subtlest beast of all the field 
I knew . . .  

(IX, 560). It may be that the poet's dependence upon his hearing had something to do with 
this. He may even have made the verse thinking of those he knew in Homer : 

Kat I" V  t/>wvTJuaS E7I'£a 7M"£pO£VTa 7I'poU1}vSa (29 times) 

Kat I'W t/>wvTJuau' E7I'£a 7I'T£pO£VTa 7I'pou1jvila (9 times) . 

2 For other cases of this sort, and a discussion of the artistic value of such a method of 
creation, see TE, pp. 71-4 above. 
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show us which of the expressions is the model and which the copy, nor 
do we know that it was Homer whP was thus guided in his language by 
the play of sound, since it is more likely that he knew both original and 
copy as separate formulas. This, however, affects l our conclusions in no 
way ; we are merely saying that the traditional style which Homer used 
was oral, and not that Homer's style was so. 

It is largely chance that has given us these expressions in which we find 
likeness of sound without likeness of idea ; yet we would have known just 
as well without them that Homer's style was oral. For there is a simple, 
almost too obvious, fact to show it : namely, that there is no memory of 
words save by the voice and the ear. We who have lived our lives with 
books, and have read much, often reach a point, at least for prose, where 
the words upon the printed page are more symbols for ideas than the 
record of speech ; and it is our eyes which carry to our minds the author's 
thought, rather than our ears. Yet if we would remember any sentence, 
even any phrase, we must say it to ourselves either aloud or beneath our 
breath, until the organs of our voice will repeat, at our bidding, the 
gesture of its utterance. There are some, they say, who can recall whole 
sentences or even passages because they can picture to themselves the way 
they look in print. In the same way schoolboys remember the place of 
Greek accents, being unable to make with their voices any sound for 
which they would stand ; and we also know that one can learn a foreign 
language in a way by learning to tell the idea from the printed image of 
the words and phrases, and that one can even write sentences of a sort by 
grouping together such images by a purely visual process. But as there is 
no real knowledge of a language thus learned, so is there no real memory 
without sound. As a rule we are unable to recall a single phrase of the 
book we have read silently. The poet who is repeating his own phrase, or 
that of another, is doing so by ear. To deny this for any poet is to sup
pose impossible things. The repeated phrases in Virgil, then, would 
become, as it were, labels which the poet fitted into his verse in the same 
way that one pieces together a puzzle, and not, as we know they were, 
expressions which were judged in every part by his sensitive feeling for 
sound. And would one dare to say that Pope had never heard the phrase 
he took from Milton : 'thick as autumnal leaves' ? 

We know Virgil's practice of dictation, and of reading his verses to his 
friends, but we do not have to suppose that he spoke aloud every phrase 
which he had used over ; nor did Pope necessarily have read to him all 
the poems of Milton from which he borrowed. He may I have muttered 
the words, or have spoken them to himself beneath the hearing of any 
other person. But memorizing under one's breath is possible only up to 
a certain point. Pope may thus have learned all the phrases of Milton 
which he knew by heart, and Virgil most of what he repeated, though it 

illU816 y 
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is hard to believe that. But when we come to Homer such a thing is 
beyond reason. Would he, by the conning of long manuscripts of epic 
poetry, have learned the thousands of whole verses, the thousands of 
verse-parts, which make up the traditional diction ? And we must sup
pose that the authors of all those manuscripts in turn had learned just as 
faithfully in the same way the countless mass of formulas, and so on back. 
But the argument has reached the absurd, and we are trying to suppose an 
oral poetry in an undertone. Homer could only have learned his formulas 
by hearing them spoken in the full voice of those poets to whom he 
listened from his childhood. 

Homer learning his formulas from manuscript is no harder to imagine 
than Homer using his formulas to write verses. He is then keeping his 
thought to them not because he has to, but because he wants to. His is 
a strange game in which he must fit into his written lines only those 
phrases which have been used by others. Each one of the eighty-eight 
times he uses 'TOV S' aJ'TE TTpOUEEt7TE, followed by a noun-epithet formula, or 
the hundreds of times he uses am-ap ETTEL at the beginning of the verse, or 
whenever he uses any formula whatsoever, he is showing his skill in 
choosing the old expression, his stern disregard of all the new groups of 
words which, since his writing materials gave him time to pause, must 
have crowded annoyingly about his head. And this is the way we must 
suppose him to have made almost all, if not all, of his poetry. If one 
wishes to think that Homer composed his poems orally, and then sat 
down and wrote them out, there is little that can be said in disproof, and 
little that needs to be said, since the question ceases to be one of the oral 
style, and becomes that of the way in which the spoken poetry was 
recorded. 

So far we have said only that the formula itself must be a thing of 
sound and not of sight. We now come to the last of proofs that the diction 
of the Iliad and the Ot{yssry is oral, and to the one which is most precious 
for our understanding of Homer : the technique of the formulas is one 
which could only be created and used by oral poets. 

Each system of formulas comes, in the last analysis, from some single 
expression. The simple fact that two phrases are too closely alike to be due 
to chance implies that one of them imitates the other, or that they go back 
to a common model. There was one formula, what one we shall never 
know, from which comes all the system found in Homer : S;;o� .i1yr}vwp, 
� � '11 \ , �� '11 \ \ '  � �  'E , � � ''E ' �� ''E '-I.. ow� rJ.l\au'TWp, OW� rJ.X'I\I\EV�, OW� TTHyEV�, OW� TTE'O�, OW� XE'f'pWV, 
S;;o� 'OSVUUEV�, S;;o� vcpopf3o�. More than that, there was one noun-epithet 
formula which was the beginning of all the larger system sro� .i1X';\;\EV�, 
J1-T)'TLE'Ta ZEV�, TTO'TV,a "HpT), cpaLS'J1-0� "EKTWP, and so on. Likewise, all the 
formulas of the system am-ap ETTEL p' iKOVTO, aV'Tap ETTEl p' 77yEpBEV, and the 
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like, go back to one source, as does the type of verse we see in the two 
following lines : 

A 1 2 1  TOI' o ·  �J./,(d{3ET' E1THTa 1TOoapK7JS otos )1XLAAEVS 

B 402 aVTap 0 {30VI' iiPEVO'EI' (wag al'opwl' )1yaJ.LEJ.Ll'wl'. 

When one multiplies these cases by the number of the systems in the 
Homeric diction, one sees that the formation of the style was of a very 
special sort. The Singers, ever seeking to reduce the terms of their expres
sion to the simplest pattern, used for this end the means of analogy.' 
That is to say, wherever they could obtain a new formula by altering one 
which was already in use, they did so, and this they did up to the point 
where the complexity of the ideas which must be expressed in their 
poetry put a stop to this making of systems. This means of forming the 
system is quite different from that which would have been followed if it 
were the usefulness of the formula alone which led the poets to make it 
and keep it, for then we should find a diction in which there would be 
formulas, but few of them would have the same words as another. 
Instead of avag avSpwv :4yafLEfLvwv and avag avSpwv Ai-vEias, we should 
have had formulas with different epithets. We should not find TOV S' 
�fLE{fJET' E7wTa joined with twenty-seven different noun-epithet formulas, 
but many different kinds of lines for announcing a character's answer. 
But such is not the nature of the epic diction, which so much preferred to 
use the same words where it could that there are in all the Iliad and the 
Ot{yssry only forty fixed epithets that are used for single heroes, beside 
sixty-one that are used for two I or more.Z Thus we have Sfos in the 
nominative used of twelve characters, (hOELS�S of fourteen, iipws of ten, 
SOVPLK�VT6s of eight, and so on. In these cases, and in all others, we see the 
sound of the words guiding the Singers in their formation of the diction. 
Nor is the factor of sound limited to the formulas where the same words 
appear ; it appears equally in the more general types where the likeness of 
sound consists in the like rhythm. The sound of the words has not acted so 
willfully in the creation of the systems as it has in the case of those formulas 
which we noted above, in which it has gone so far as to give the poetry its 
ideas. Here it has followed the thought which the Singers wished to 
express, though it imposed rigorous limits for that thought ; yet whereas 
in the one place it created only a certain number of isolated phrases, it 
here has had an influence as far-reaching as the schematization of the 
style. 

This formation of the traditional diction belongs, of course, to a time 
far earlier than that in which Homer lived, but the making of the diction 
is in no way different from a single poet's use of it. One can say that the 

I On the place of analogy in the formation of the Homeric diction, see TE, pp. 68-74 above. 
2 Cf. TE, pp. 83�6 above. 
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Singer, in a recitation of a few hours, repeats the history of his style, for 
it is the play of sound which guides him in his grouping of the formulas, 
quite in the way that it had guided the poets of an older time in their 
making of them. As they had made for him o�SE J-LE TTEtaEt�, 0�8€ J-LE ;\�aEt, 
0�8€ € CPTJI-u, and so on, to be used at the verse-end, even s6, when he has 
ended a sentence at the bucolic diaeresis, he is led by the habitual move
ment of his voice to these formulas. Or at the beginning of a verse, when 
he has another sort of transition to use and a certain act to tell, he will be 
guided by his feeling for what there is in common in the sound of such 
a system as vuv 8' lfN;\w, vuv 8' £X0J-Lat, vuv 8' 1];\(Jov, or 0; 8' aTE 8� p' 
iKOVTO, 0; 8' aTE 8� aXE80v 1]aav, and so on. And it is here, finally, that we 
can see why we should not seek in the Iliad and in the Orfyssey for Homer's 
own style. The poet is thinking in terms of the formulas. Unlike the poets 
who wrote, he can put into verse only those ideas which are to be found in 
the phrases which are on his tongue, or at the most he will express ideas 
so like those of the traditional formulas that he himself would not know 
them apart. At no time is he seeking words for an idea which has never 
before found expression, so that the question of originality in style I 
means nothing to him. It may here occur to some to ask how the diction 
was ever made if one thus grants the Singer no power to change it. It is to 
be answered that the years of its first making belong to a very dim past, 
and were also those of its least perfection ; then, that we may well sup
pose for the single poet a very few cases where the play of words has 
suggested some new epithet, or phrase, or verse, which the other Singers 
found worth using and keeping, but that there could never be more than 
a few such creations for any one Singer, and they could win a place in the 
diction only as they were in accord with what was traditional, and fitted 
the habits of verse-making of the other poets. Indeed, in certain places in 
the poems we can see how certain very effective phrases or verses were 
made. The wondrously forceful line : 

II 776 = w 40 KEiro fI£ya� flEyaAwarl. AEAaafl£vOf> lTTTToavvawv 
is made up of verse-parts found in other parts of the poems : KELTO J-L€ya� 
CM 38 1 ) ; J-L€ya� J-LEya;\waTl CE 26) ; ;\E;\aafl€VO� aaa' €TTE7TCJV(JE' (v 92) ; 
;\E;\aaJ-LE(Ja (Jovpt80� a;\Kf)� (A 313) .  There is a striking play on the name of 
Odysseus in a 62 : Tt vu 0; roaov wMaao, ZEU ; which is made after €TTEi 
J-L€ya� w8uaaro ZEU�, which is found in E 292. There are in all the poems 
only two other places where ZEU is found at the verse-end : J-LTJTtETa ZEU 
(A 508) and Evpvo7Ta ZEU (1l 241 ) .  That Homer might, by a like new play 
of formulas, have added to the great wealth of the traditional style is 
possible, but we shall never know, since ifhe did so he was guided by the 
same play of words and phrases as all those other poets who, bit by bit, 
and through the many years, had made this best of all styles. 
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I. THE HOMERIC LANGUAGE AND THE HOMERIC DICTION 

W
1THIN the last twenty years Homeric scholars have shown that 
the language of the Iliad and Odyssry is a poetic language made 
to suit the needs of the verse, and they have thereby done away 

with a whole number ofhypotheses which were no longer neededo A brief 
account of these earlier theories of Homer's language will serve to set 
forth the subject of the present pages. The reader should bear in mind 
that we are speaking here at the beginning about language, and not 
about diction or style. All three have to do with the sum of words, 
word-forms, and word-groupings used by a man. As language, however, 
we look at them as used by a certain people, at a certain time, and in 
a certain place ; as diction, as the material by which thought is expressed ; 
and as style, as the form of thought. 

Older Theories of the Homeric Language 

The common view of Homer's language in antiquity was that which, 
while it seems the simplest, is likewise the furthest from the truth : I 
Homer himself chose various forms and words from the dialects which 

• First published in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 43 ( 1 932), I-50. 
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11e had 11card in l1is travels about Grcece.1 SUCll a vicw could of course 
be held only in the lack of any careful study of the Greek dialects and of 
Homer's language, for we now know that some of the forms in the Iliαd 
and 0qyssey are much older than otllers, while some could never have 
been a part of tlle everyday speech of any Greek. AIso Homer's use of the 
forms and words of different dialects follows a fixed rule and ηο varying 
chance of memory.2 The gravest fault of such a theory, however, is that it 
supposes that one man could all by himself create a poetic language. 
Such a thing has been seen nowhere. Νο single poet could ever have such 
powers; and a poetic language, it is clear, is poetic only by a convention 
shared by the poet and his hearers, so that the growth of a poetic language 
must be gI'adual. 

The ancients, since they had ηο rigorous historical method of literary 
criticism, may be excused for such a mistake, but not so the authors of 
a recent theory who hold that Homer was the native of a city wherein 
a mixed population of Aeolians and Ionians had come to speak a language 
having the same variety of forms as that found ίη the Homeric poems.3 

ι (Plutarch], Life αnd Poetry of Homer 2,8; cf. Ωίο Chrysostom, Orαtions 11, 23. 
• See ρ. 328. 
3 The latest critic to hold thΊS idea is Τ. \'\1. Allen ίη his Homer: tIιe OrigiIls αnd Trαnsmission 

(Oxford, 1924), ρρ. 98-109, \vhere he claims to be developing the views of Ρ. Giles (cf. 
Proceedings 0/ the Cαmbridge Philologicαl Society, 1916, ρρ. 7-g), whose very sensible view, 
however, he has failed to understand. He did not know, ίι would seem, that the theory 
had already been set forth by Wίlamowitz (Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Berlin, 1906, ρρ. 52-75, and Die llias und Homer, Berlin, 1906, ρρ. 356 ff.), and straightway 
disproved (cf. Ε. Drerup, Das Homerproblεm in der Gegenwart, Wίirzburg, 1921, ρ. 110). For 
the views of a linguist οη such a theory see Α. Meillet, Aper;u d'une histoire de la langue grecque8, 
ρ. 171. There ΊS scarcely any need of giving further warning against the theory, but one finds 
even so good a critic as C. Μ. Bowra falling into the euor ίη a milder way. lη his Trαdition and 
Design in the lliad (Oxford, 1930), ρρ. 139-40, he conιpares Homer's Ionic and Aeolic with 

Chaucer's English and French - the comparison shows that the author is thinking of 
Ηοmι-r ίη terms of wrirten lίterature: 'Chaucer wrote [οτ a class who knew both English 
and f'rench, and for whom his mixed laηguage was intelligible. But it was essentially his own 
creation. His predecessors wrote ίη the Anglo-Saxon tradition, but he created a new language 
for English verse. If we press the analogy, ίι would follow that Homer lived ίη a world where 
different dialects, though existing separately, impinged οη each other and were mutually 
intelligible. Out of this situation Homer οτ his predecessors created a poetical speech.' 
Bowra, however, somewhat misses the nature ofChaucer's language, as one may judge by the 
following statement of Α. "V. Pollard (' Chaucer' ίη the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed.) : 'The 
part played by Chaucer ίη the development of the English language has often been oveuated. 
He neither coπupted ίι, as used to be said, by introducing French words which ίι would other
wise have avoided, ηοτ bore any such part ίη fixing ίι as was afterwards played by the trans
lators of the Bible. The practical identity of Chaucer's language with that ofGower shows that 
both merely used the best English of their day with the care and slightly conserνative ten
dency which befitted poets.' Moreover the French part of Chaucer's language, as of English, 
is of a very certain kind, namely abstract words without which the pattern of European, as 
opposed Ιο Anglo-Saxon, thought could ηοΙ be kept, and names of objects brought ίη by 
French culture. Ιι could be held οηlΥ ίη the rarest cases that the Aeolic element ίη Homer 
thus represented any contribution of thought or culture foreign Ιο Ionic. 

As this article goes Ιο press Ι find that Allen's unlucky theory is accepted by Β. F. C. Atkin
,οη (The Greek Lαllguage, London, 1931, ρ. 201): 'V,'e shall ηοΙ be far wrong ίη regarding it 
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Such a view altogether overlooks the nature of Greek poetic diction as it 
is to be seen everywhere in the poetry of the historical period ; by the 
same reasoning the population of Attica was partly Dorian. Nor has 
anyone anywhere found a spoken language which shows even faintly 
such a variety of forms current side by side. 

A third theory, which found many believers at the end of the last I 
century, held that Homer's language was altogether lonic and that the 
variety offorms was due to a simple literary conservatism which kept the 
older forms from age to age for purely stylistic reasons. 1 This view, like 
the next which will be mentioned, is much better than the first two, since 
it has a part of the truth in it. Its authors, however, had insufficient 
linguistic knowledge when they held that an of the Aeolisms in Homer 
had at one time been used in earlier lonic, since many of the forms in 
question are the creation of a later period than that of common Greek. 
Yet their greatest faults were those of giving no I good reason for so strong 
a conservatism and offailing to see that the different forms are used under 
fixed conditions. 

The last of the earlier theories is one of the oldest of an, since it was 
already held by Zopyrus and Dicaearchus at thc end ofthe fourth century 
B.C.: �v Sf 7TolTJutv avaytyvwUK€UOat agtoi' ZW7TVPOS 0 MaYVTJS AloAlSt 
StaAEwrwt· 'TO S' mho Ka� LJtKalapxos.2 This hypothesis as developed by 
A. Fick won both more favor and more scorn than it deserved.3 The 
favor it should not have had because Fick in putting it into practice 
used a method far too arbitrary, and those who scorn it now do not 
see that it first brought into prominence the two facts on which the 
whole problem of Homeric language hinges, namely that Homer's 
poetry can with no very great change be turned from lonic into Aeolic, 
and that the non-Ionic forms are kept as a rule only when lonic itself 
has no forms which could take their place. K. Witte, when he wrote that 
the Homeric language is the work of the Homeric verse, gave the better 
reason for this, but it was Fick nevertheless who made the needed if 
false step, and we shall see what a large amount of truth there was after 
an in his views. 

[i.e. the Homeric language] as in the han<1s of the poet of the epics a living language against 
whose everyday use in the island of Chios earlier than the ninth century we know no valid 
reason.' It is criticism enough to have quoted the statement. 

I The theory was first set forth by K. Sitd ('Die Aeolismen der homerischen Sprache' in 
Philologus, XLIII, 1884, pp. 1-31) ,  and answercd by G. Hinrichs (Herr Dr Karl Sittl und die 
homerischen Aeolismen, Berlin, 1884) ; cf. his De Homericae elocutionis vestigiis Aeolicis (Berolini, 1875) . 
It was developed in English chiefly by D. B.Monro (Journal of Philology, IX, 1880, pp. 252-65 ; 
XI, 1882, pp. 56-60 ; Homeric Grammar', Oxford, 189 1 ,  pp. 386-g6). See below HL, p. 345. 

• F. Osann, Anecdotum Romanum (Gissae, 1 85 1 ) ,  p. 5 ;  cf. p. 280. 
3 August Fick, Die homerische Otfyssee in der ursprünglichen Sprachform wiederhergestellt (Göt

tingen, 1883) ; Die homerische Ilias (Göttingen, 1886) ; Die Et!tstehung der Odyssee (Göttingen, 
1 9 10) .  



The Epic Technique of Oral Verse-Making 

The Homeric Language as a Poetic Language 

Witte was able to show long lists of words from the Iliad and Odyssty 
in which Aeolic or older forms stood beside Ionic forms, always with 
a difference of metrical value, and he was further able to show that these 
different forms were suited for use in different places in the verse. 1 As we 
shall see,2 he failed to consider Arcado-Cyprian, and had no notion of an 
Aeolic poetic language, and so was wrong in thinking that some of these 
Ionic forms were only Ionic and so could not have been used by Aeolic 
poets. But this misunderstanding in no way affects the soundness of the 
principle which he drew from his evidence : I the Homeric poems were 
composed in a poetic language wherein old and foreign forms had been 
kept and new forms brought in by reason of the help they gave the epic 
poets in making their hexameters. These poets ever sought a language 
which was easier to handle, and for that reason ever made use of the fact 
that the older or foreign form of a word was to a Greek, as Aristotle teIls 
us, more poetic than the form used in everyday speech.3 

The Homeric Language as an Oral Poetic Language 

In one way, however, the theory ofWitte, even with the further work 
done on it by Meister, is unfinished : they have logically proved that the 
language of Homer is the work of the Homeric verse, but they have not 
at all shown how the verse in this case could have such power. It did not 
have it in the later Greek epic, nor in Roman hexameter verse, nor in 
short do we find elsewhere in ancient or modern literature (with the very 
notable exception, however, of the early poetry of the nations) any but 
the slightest traces ofthe verse-form acting on the language ofthe poetry. 
Clearly a special language for the hexameter could come into being only 
when poetry was of a very different sort from that which we ourselves 
write, and wh ich we know to have been written throughout the history of 
European literature. To say that the Homeric language was the work 
ofthe Homeric verse thus implies a poetry which is, at least to our way of 
thinking, of a very special kind, so that while the theory may be proved it 
cannot really be understood until we know just what this poetry was. 

It is my own view, as those who have read my studies on Homeric 
style know, that the nature ofHomeric poetry can be grasped only when 
one has seen that it is composed in a diction which is oral, and so formu
laie, and so traditional.4 So it is for the language ofthe Iliad and Od;'ssty: 
if we know what an oral diction is we shall have the larger I background 
which the theory of a language made to fit the hexameter calls for. At the 

I K. Witte, Homeros B) Sprache in Pauly-Wissowa, VIII (1913), coll. 2213-47. The subject 
has been further developed by K. Meister, Die homerische KUlIstsprache (Leipzig, 1921). 

2 HL, pp. 344-5, 349, 32. 3 Rhetoric 1404blO. 
• TE; FM; HG; DE; HS, above. TM, below. 
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same time the Homeric language when thus explained by the diction will 
in turn give us the history of that diction. 

2. THE TRADITIONAL POETIC LANGUAGE OF ORAL POETRY 

The Formula 

In a society where there is no reading and writing, the poet, as we 
know from the study of such peoples in our own time, always makes his 
verse out of formulas. He can do it in no other way. Not having the 
device of pen and paper which, as he composed, would hold his partly 
formed thought in safe-keeping while his unhampered mind ranged 
where it would after other ideas and other words, he makes his verses by 
choosing from a vast number of fixed phrases which he has heard in the 
poems of other poets. I Each one of these phrases does this: it expresses 
a given idea in words which fit into a given length of the verse. Each one 
of these fixed phrases, or formulas, is an extraordinary creation in itself.2 
It gives the words which are best suited for the expression of the idea, and 
is made up of just those parts of speech which, in the place which it is to 
fill in the verse, will accord with the formulas which go before and after 
to make the sentence and the verse. Each formula is thus made in view of 
the other formulas with which it is to be joined; and the formulas taken 
all together make up a diction wh ich is the material for a completely 
unified technique of verse-making.3 Finally, the formulas of an oral 
poetry are not each one of them without I likeness to any other; in that 
case the technique would be far too unwieldy. They fall into smaller 
groups of phrases which have between them a likeness of idea and words, 
and these in turn fall into groups which have a larger pattern in common, 
until the whole diction is schematized in such a way that the poet, habi
tuated to the scheme, hits without effort, as he composes, upon the type 
of formula and the particular formula which, at any point in his poem, he 
needs to carry on his verse and his sentence.4 

I Cf. A. van Gennep on the Serbian epie (La question d'Homhe, Paris, IgOg, p. 52): 'Les 
poesies des guslars sont une juxtaposition de diehes, relativement peu nombreux et qu'il 
sulfit de posseder. Le developpement de ehacun de ees diehes se fait automatiquement, 
suivant des regles fixes. Seul leur ordre peut varier. Un bon guslar est eelui qui joue de ses 
diehes eomme nous avec des eartes, qui les ordonne diversement suivant le parti qu'il en veut 
tirer.' Cf. also F. S. Krauss, Slavische Volkiforschuligen (Leipzig, Ig08), pp. 183-4, and John 
�Ieier, Werden und Leben des Volksepos (Halle, IgOg), pp. 17-19. 

2 For a fuller definition of the formula see TE, pp. 13-15 above; HS, pp. 272-5 abov('. 
·3 For the teehnique of eomposition by formulas see TE, pp. 8-16, 37-1 1 7  above; FH, 

pp. 197-9, 202-6, 225-9 above; HS, pp. 275-9, 319-24 above. 
• For the sehematization of the formulaic diction see TE, pp. 1 7-20, 68-75 above; HS, 

pp. 275-9, 3'9-24 above. W. Radloff (Proben der Volkslitteratur der Ilördlichen Türkischen 
Stämme. V. Der Dialeel der Kara-Kirgisen, p. xvii) gives the words in which an oral poet teils of 
the ease with whieh he composes: 'Ich kann überhaupt jedes Lied singen, denn Gott hat mir 
diese Gesangesgabe ins Herz gepflanzt. Er giebt mir das Wort auf die Zunge, ohne dass ieh 
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A single man or even a whole group of men who set out in the most 

careful way could not make even a beginning at such an oral diction. It 
must be the work of many poets over many generations. When one singer 
(for such is the name these oral poets most often give themselves)1 has hit 
upon a phrase which is pleasing and easily used, other singers will hear 
it, and then, when faced at the same point in the line with the need of 
expressing the same idea, they will recall it and use it. If thc phrase is so 
good poetically and so useful metrically that it becomes in time the one 
best way to express a certain idea in a given length of the verse, and as 
such is passed on from one generation of poets to another, it has won 
a place for itself in the oral diction as a formula. But if it does not suit in 
every way, or if a Lctter way of fitting the idea to the verse and the 
sentence is found, it is straightway forgotten, or lives only for a short time, 
since with each new poet and I with each new generation of poets it must 
und ergo the twofold test of being found pleasing and useful. In time the 
needed number of such phrascs is made up: each idea to be expressed in 
the poetry has its formula for each metrical need, and the poet, who would 
not think of trying to express ideas outside the traditional field of thought 
of the poetry, can make his verses easily by means of a diction wh ich time 
has proved to be the best. 

Actually, of course, this birth of a diction is beyond observation, and 
unless it can really be shown that a people reverting from written to oral 
poetry created anew a formulaic diction we must suppose that it took 
place in a very distant past, since the poctry of an unlettered race has as 
much claim to age as have any of its other institutions. But if the birth of 
a formulaic diction is only to be described theoretically, we can see in 
living oral poetries how such a diction is passed on from one age to 
another, and how it gradually changes. 

The young poet lcarns from some older singer not simply the general 
style of the poetry, but the whole formulaic diction. This he does by hear
ing and remembering many poems, until the diction has become for hirn 
the habitual mode of poetic thought.2 He knows no other I style, and he is 

zu suchen habe, ich habe keines meiner Lieder erlernt, alles entquellt meinem Innern, aus 
mir heraus.' This is a commentary on two passages in Homer: 

x 347 

TWt yap pa 8(0'; 1TEpr. 8wl«(v dOl,8�v 
TEP1TEtV Ö1T1T7Jt (JUILOS E1TOTPVVTJLUtV aEl8nv, 

atho8l8aKTos 8' .;;'I-'-l, 8EO'; 8' p.0l. EV cPpEuiv oip.as 
'TTal'TOlas EV€r/>VUfV. 

For the meaning of a.rroiiliiaKTos cf. Kalevala, I, 36 ff.; Radloff, op . eil., pp. xx-xxi; H. Basset, 
Essai SUT La litt/rature des Berberes (Algiers, 1920), pp. 330-1. 

I Greek äotii6s, Serbian pjevac, Finnish laulaja. 
• Cf. Mathias Murko, La poesie p opulaire epique en Tougoslavie au debut du XXe sücle (Paris, 

1929), p. 12: 'Les chanteurs commencent a apprendre a jouer des gusle et a recueillir la 
tradition epique des leur tendre enfance, sur les genoux d'un pere ou d'un aieul, ou d'autres 
parents, ou de familiers, puis dans le public, la plupart du temps entre dix et douze ans, mais 
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ever kept from quitting the traditional diction and using phrases of his 
own make because he could not find any as pleasing or as useful as the 
old ones, and moreover, since he is composing by word of mouth, he 
must go on without stopping from one phrase to thc next. Since his 
poetry has being only in the course of his singing, and is not fixed on 
paper where it can show itself to hirn verse by verse, he never thinks of it 
critically phrase by phrase, but only faces the problem of its style when he 
is actually under the stress of singing. Thus whatever change the single 
poet makes in the traditional diction is slight, perhaps the change of an 
old formula, or the making of a new one on the pattern of an old, or the 
fusing of old formulas, or a new way of putting them together.1 An oral 
style is thus highly conservativc;2 yet the causes for change are there, and 
sooner or later must come into play. 

These causes for change have nothing to do with any wish on the part 
of the single poet for what is new or striking in style. They exist above the 
poets, and are two: the nevcr-ceasing change in all spoken language, and 
the association between peoples of a single language but of different 
dialects. 

The Archaie Element 

As the spoken language changes, the traditional diction of an oral 
poctry likewise changes so long as there is no need of giving up any of the 
formulas. For example, a change in the sound of a vowel or consonant 
which calls for no change in the metrical value of a word soon I makes its 
toujours en general jeunes, "alors qu'ils ne pensent encore a rien", jusque vers l'äge d'environ 
vingt-cinq ans. Il leur suffit d'ordinaire d'entendre chanter un chant une seule fois, et, quand 
ils sont plus äges, plusieurs fois.' Cf. also the same work, p. 42, paragraph 18, and D. Com
paretti, Tradition al Poetry of the Finns (English translation, London, 1898), p. 20. In countries 
where the art of the singer is a paying profession there is a more formal apprenticeship; cf. 
James Darmesteter, Chants populaires des Afghans (Paris, 1888-g0), p. cxcii: 'Le Ijum novice 
va aupres d'un Ijum ceJ(,bre qui est devenue maitre, IlSttid; il devient son shtigird, son disciple. 
Le maitre lui enseigne ses propres chansons, puis les chansons des grands chanteurs passes ou 
presents, et les chansons les plus populaires de Khushhäl Khan. Il l'emmi:ne a la �ujra, ou I'on 
se reunit tous les soirs pour causer des nouvelles du jour et ecouter quiconque a un conte a 
conter ou une chanson a chanter . . . .  Quand le shtigird commence a se sentir assez fort pour 
voler de ses propres ailes, il quitte son maitre, compose en son propre nom et devient usttid a 
son tour.' Cf. also H. Basset, Essai sur la lit tlrature des Berberes (Algiers, 1920), p. 33I. 

I Cf. HS, pp. 317-24 above. 
Z A. Dozon, L'lpopie Serbe (Paris, 1888), pp. lxxiii f.: 'L'äge des pesmas n'est pas une 

question facile a resoudre. En presence de I'uniformite de style et de langue qui les carac
terise, on n'a pour guide, afin de constater du moins leur anciennete relative, qu'un reste de 
couleur plus antique ou plus barbare . . .  pour ces sujets memes qu'une celebrite exception
nelle maintient dans la tradition vivante et qui peuvent tenter quelque chanteur, on y 
trouvera a la verite certains anachronismes: la composition, le style et I'esprit de la pesma ne 
varieront pas. Pour s'en convaincre, on n'a qu'a lire, par exemple, la piece des Adiewr: de 
Karageorge, qui date de 1813, et la comparer avec les plus anciennes. Rien, sinon l'incident 
qui en forme le fond, ne vous avertit qu'il y a entre dies un espace de plusieurs siecles.' It 
should be added, however, that this uniformity of style is due as weil to the fact that the 
language of the older poems changes along with the language of the diction as a whole; cf. 
HL, below, pp. 332-3. 
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way into the poetic language: the singer naturally pronounces the word 
as he usually does, and there is not the least thing to keep hirn from doing 
so. But when a change in the form of a word must also change its metrical 
value it is far otherwise, for the poet, if he then wished to keep up with 
the spoken language, would have to put up with a phrase which was 
metrically false, or give it up altogether and make hirnself a new one. But 
neither of these two choices is at all pleasing. The rhythm must be kept 
fairly regular,1 and the oral verse-making makes it very hard for hirn to 
find new words; it is even doubtful if with all the good will and time in 
the world he could do so in any great number of cases. Each formula, as it 
was said above, is the long-proven choice of a long line ofsingers, and it is 
not possible that a phrase wh ich is useful in oral composition could be 
made in any other way than by a singer who, making his verses through 
his sense of the scheme of the formulaic diction, created, in the stress of 
the moment, a new phrase more or less like an older one. For otherwise 
the new phrase would not fit into the scheme of the diction, and since it 
could be used only with an effort it would not be used at all.2 Finally the 
change in the spoken language would very likely be such that a phrase to 
express the same idea in words of the same metrical pattern would be out 
of the quest ion. The new phrase must be shorter or longer, or begin or end 
differently. Then the formulas to which it would be joined must also be I 
changed, and so on. Thus by no wilful choice, but by. the constraint of his 
technique of verse-making, the singer keeps the formula though its 
language has become archaic.3 

As it happens, this archaic language does not at all displease hirn. His 
style is thus lifted above the commonplace of daily speech and made 
distant and wondrous. But though the old words and forms are thus 
desirable, they are ne ver wilfully sought after. When the formula can be 
changed it sooner or later will be, and the cleavage between the old and 
the new in the style depends on whether it is easy or hard to change the 
formula.4 An oral diction may thus in time become very archaic, since 

I It often happens, however, that oral poets will change a formula under the influence of 
the current language and yet keep it despite the false verse which is the result. Kaarle Krohn 
has noticed this in Esthonian oral poetry ('Kalevalastudien I. Einleitung' in F[olklore] F[ellow] 
Communications, XVI (1924), pp. 56 f.: 'Bei der feststellung der urform eines altestnischen 
liedes durch vergleichung der verschiedenen varianten kann somit die forderung aufgestellt 
werden, dass sie sowohl der älteren sprachform als den metrischen gesetzen der rune ent
sprechen muss. Für die beurteilung der in den varianten vorkommenden verse und ihrer 
variierenden formen ist diese doppelte forderung ein ausgezeichnetes kriterium. Ein scheinbar 
fehlerhafter vers kann, wenn er in die ältere sprachform zurückgedacht metrisch regelrecht 
wird, der urform angehört haben. Als spätere interpolation muss dagegen ein scheinbar 
fehlerfreier vers angesehen werden, der in die ältere sprachform zurückgedacht eine überzahl 
von silben aufweist.' For the same thing in Creek epic poetry see FM, pp. 222-34 above; and 
see below, HL, pp. 350 n. I, 352-9 n. I. Such cases show how the usefulness of the formula 
overtops aIl else in oral verse-making. 2 Cf. HS, p. 324 above. 

3 For this strong conservatism of the formulaic technique cf. FM, pp. 222-39 above. 
4 It should be added here, however, that a form or word easily changed may nevertheless 
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even though a word has been lost altogether from the spoken language its 
context in the poetry will teach the poet and his public its meaning. In 
the case of words which are not a needed part of the thought, such as the 
ornamental epithets, the meaning of the word may even be lost al
together.1 In time, however, a point must be reached in the case of each 
formula where its meaning, needed for the thought, is lost, and here an 
even heavier constraint than ease of I verse-making comes into play: the 
formula must be given up cost wh at it may, and the singers must do the 
best they can to find another one to take its place. Thus the language of 
oral poetry changes as a whole neither faster nor slower than the spoken 
language, but in its parts it changes readily when no loss of formulas is 
called for, belatedly when there must be such a loss, so that the traditional 
diction has in it words and forms of everyday use side by side with others 
that belong to earlier stages of the language.2 The number of new words 
and old words varies, of course, from one oral poetry to another as 
different factors have force: a complex verse-form, a fondness for tales of 
an heroic past rather than of the present, and the practice of poetry by 
a dass of professional singers all tend toward a greater conservatism, 
whereas a short verse without enjambement, a change in the way of 
living of a people, and the lack of a dass whose gain it is to keep the best 
poetry of the past all allow a quicker change. But the principle of change 
and conservatism of language is the same in all cases. 

The Art of Traditional Poetry 

I have written so far, in telling of how thc language of oral poetry 
comes to be archaic, as if the formula were the unit of diction, and such 

be kept for a long time because it is bound with the words which go before or after into a larger 
word-group which the singers fee! as a single whole; but such survivals are not apt to be 
common. Cf. HL, be!ow, pp. 351-3 ff. 

I Cf. HG, pp. 247-8 above; A. Rambaud, La Russie ipique (Paris, 1876), pp. 18-19: 
'Les chanteurs ne comprennent pas toujours ce qu'ils chantent: la langue a vieilli et plus 
d'un vers s'est altere. Si on leur demandc compte d'une expression singuliere ou d'un passage 
obscur, ils repondent invariablelflent: " Cela se chante ainsi", ou bien: "Les anciens chantaient 
ainsi; nous ne savons ce que ccla veut dire" . . .  Ce qui prouve la tenacite de la memoire 
populaire, c'est que le paysan de l'Onega continue a chanter les "chenes robustes", et "la 
stipe de la prairie" et "la plantureuse campagne", bien que ces traits de la nature kievienne ne 
repondent en rien a la nature qu'il a sous les yeux, et que de sa vie il n'ait vu un chene. Il 
parle de casques, de carquois et de massues d'acier, bien qu'il n'ait meme pas une idee de ces 
sortes d'armes, de "I'aurochs au poil brun" et du "Iion rugissant", bien que ces animaux qui 
ont pu exister dans l'ancienne Scythie, lui soient aussi inconnus que les quadrupedes aus
traliens . . . .  Ces scrupules n'ont pas empeche qu'il ne se glissät parfois dans les bylines des 
details etrangement modernes . . . .  C'est ainsi qu'on voit des heros ecrire sur du papier timbre, 
ou encore, sur le point d'attaquer un dragon ou un geant, braquer sur lui une lunette d'ap
proehe.' Cf. also, Basset, op . cit., p. 319. 

z For numerous examples of the conservatism of the oral poetic diction see O. Böckel, 
Psychologie der Volksdichtung (Leipzig, 19 13), pp. 59-63. Böcke! himse!f altogether misses the 
nature of the poetic language; witness his use of the term Schriftsprache. 
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it is in the end. But in practice the oral poet by no means limits his 
borrowing to the single formula ; rather he uses whole passages which he 
has heard. This is, indeed, his whole art : to make a poem like the poems 
he has heard. 1 I know only too weH that this is sure to suggest I the thought 
ofplagiarism to those not familiar with oral poetry, but it must bc under
stood above all that plagiarism is not possible in traditional literature. 
One oral poet is better than another not because he has by hirns elf found 
a more striking way of expressing his own thought but because hc has 
been better able to make use of the tradition. He strives not to create 
a new ideal in poetry but to achieve that which cveryone knows to bc the 
best. This is true even of the poetry which may tell of happenings of the 
singer's own day : the event may be new, but it will be told in the tradi
tional way on the pattern of passages from other poems, and in more or 
less the same phrases as were used in those passages, so that thc only 
difference between the poem made about the present and that which teHs 
of the past is that the former will be made from the memory of a larger 
number of different poems.2 For if the tale I is old, and, as is usuaHy the 

I Cf. \V. Radloff, op. eil.: 'Man glaube nun nicht, dass dieses Improvisiren ein jedes
maliges Neudichten ist. Es geht dem improvisirenden Sänger gerade, so wie dem Improvisator 
auf dem Klavier. Wie der letztere verschiedene ihm bekannte Läufe, Uebergänge, l\'lotive 
nach der Eingebung des Augenblicks in ein Stimmungsbild zusammenfügt und so das Neue 
aus dem ihm geläufigen Alten zusammenstellt, so auch der Sänger epischer Lieder. Er hat 
durch eine ausgedehnte Uebung im Vortrage, ganze Reihen von Vortragstheilen, wenn ich 
mich so ausdrücken darf, in Bereitschaft, die er dem Gange der Erzählung nach in passender 
Weise zusammenfügt. Solche Vortragstheile sind die Schilderungen gewisser Vorfälle und 
Situationen, wie die Geburt eines Helden, das Aufwachsen eines Helden, Preis der Waffen, 
Vorbereitung zum Kampf, das Getöse des Kampfes, Unterredung der Helden vor dem 
Kampfe, die Schilderung von Persönlichkeiten und Pferden, das Charakteristische der 
Bekannten Helden, Preis der Schönheit der Braut, Beschreibung des Wohnsitzes, der Jurte, 
eines Gastmahles, Aufforderung zum Mahle, Tod eines Helden, Todtenklage, Schilderung 
eines Landschaftsbildes, des Einbrechens der Nacht und des Anbruchs des Tages und viele 
Andere. Die Kunst des Sängers besteht nur darin, alle diese fertigen Bildtheilchen so aneinan
der zu reihen, wie dies der Lauf der Begebenheiten fordert und sie durch neu gedichtete 
Verse zu verbinden.' Cf. also ;\lurko, op. eit., p. [8; Basset, op. eil., p. 307. 

2 Cf. G. Gesemann's account of the composition in [914, in the military hospital of 
Kragujevac, of a poem on the death of the son of one of the hospital surgeons (Studien zur 
südslavisehen Volksepik, Reichenberg, [926, p. 66): 'Der Sänger sang sofort drauf los, das 
erstemal bezeichnenderweise mit Einkleidung des Ganzen in einem der häufigsten traditionel
len Kompositionsschemata. Natürlich, er war ja nicht dabei gewesen, als der junge :\Iann fiel. 
So stilisierte er das Ereignis in einer \"'eise, die es ihm ermöglichte, etwa hundert Verse 
herzusingen und seiner Aufgabe zu genügen, ohne sich auf reale Einzelheiten einlassen zu 
müssen: Da liessen sich zwei Raben auf dem Dache der Kaserne nieder mit blutigen Flügeln 
und blutigem Schnabel, da fragt sie der Oberst, von wo sie kommen. Sie kommen aus der 
Macva, wo grosse Kämpfe sind. Sie werden gefragt, ob die Serben gesiegt haben, ob Sabac 
noch in Feindes Hand ist usw., nein die Stadt ist befreit, die Serben haben gesiegt. Ob der 
Sohn nun bald auf Urlaub kommt, mit einem Orden geziert ? Einen Orden trägt er, aber 
heim kommt cr nicht mehr. - Ein paar Tage später hörte ich denselben Sänger in einer 
anderen Krankenstube dasselbe Lied singen, und siehe da, er hatte nicht nur das eben ange
führte Kompositionsschema aufgegeben, indem er es nur noch als Einleitung benutzte, dann 
aber gleich nach der ersten Frage an die Raben zur Schilderung einer Schlacht überging, 
die sich durch ziemlich viel realistische Züge auszeichnete und auch das Bild des Gefallenen 
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case, regarded as more or less true, the singer may tell it just about as he 
heard it. 

Yet no graver mistake could be made than to think the art ofthe singer 
calls only for memory. Those who have sought to re cord oral poetry in 
lands where it still lives have straightway found that the same poem, 
that is to say, a poem on the same subject, could be sung badly or weIl, 
and that the people carefully set apart the poor singers from the good. 1 
Still the farne of such a singer comes not from quitting the tradition but 
from putting it to the best use. The poorer singer will repeat a poem with 
the loss of its most pleasing lines or its most dramatic moments, but the 
good singer will keep what is striking, and even add, on the pattern of 
other poems, lines which he knows will pIe ase, and new incidents, or give 
a fuller tale with many such borrowings. He may even have heard the 
same tale told by a singer living at a distance who inherited from a dif
ferent tradition ; then he will fuse the poems, using the best in each. Thus 
the highest sort of oral verse-making achieves the new by the best and 
most varied and perhaps the fullest use of the old. This is the meaning of 
what Telemachus says : I 

'TT]V rap amS1}v p.a.AAOII €7T'KA€tova' all8pw7TOt 
Ti n, aKOVOIIT€aat V€W'Tcl'T1/ afUPt7TlATJ'Tat. 2 

It is the same in all thriving oral poetries. The good singer wins his farne 
by his ease and versatility in handling a tradition which he knows more 
thoroughly than anyone else and of which his talent shows hirn the 
highest use, but his poetry remains throughout the sum of longer and 
shorter passages which he has heard.3 

Irgendwie persönlicher zu zeichnen versuchte. Er hatte offenbar die Führung durch ein festes 
Schema der Erzählung nicht mehr nötig, er hatte wahrscheinlich auch von Kameraden 
irgendwelche Einzelheiten inzwischen gehört, die er jetzt verwandte. Aber eins blieb erhalten: 
die episch-heroische, feudale Stilisierung der Einzelzüge und des Gesamtgehalts.' Cf. also 
M. Murko, 'Neues über südslavische Volksepik' in Neue Jahrbücherfür das klassische Altertum, 
XLII I  ( 1 9 19),  p. 294;John Meier, Werden und Leben des Volksepos, pp. li-I,. 

I Cf. Murko, op . cit., p. 2 1  : 'Un bon chanteur peut faire d'un poeme mediocre un poeme 
remarquable, et un mauvais chanteur gater le meilleur poeme. Ce n'est pas a tort que, 
souvent Vuk Karadzic:' cherchait Ul1 chanteur de qualite pour se faire dicter tel chant qui ne 
lui avait plu. Les auditeurs apprecient, eux aussi, cet art du chanteur. Un bey m'exprima un 
jour son admiration en ces termes : "Moi, je ne saurais meme pas faire une composition de 
trois mots." En Herzegovine, on m'a parle de paysans qui auraient donne le meilleur boeufde 
leur etable pour savoir chanter un seul chant. 

' 

'Les chanteurs sont des artistes, le fait qu'ils se montrent extremement jaloux run dt" 
l'autre le prouve encore. Un jour, a Sarajevo, apres avoir recueilli des phonogrammes de trois 
chanteurs, je donnai a tous trois la meme recompense. L'un d'entre eux refusa de raccepter. 
Je ßairai aussitöt que je l'avais froisse de quelque maniere. Les personnes presentes me pre
vinrent en effet qu'il se considerait comme un bien meilleur chanteur que les deux autres.' 

1 a 35 1 -2• 
3 Cf. Gesemann, op . eit., p. 68: 'Ein Improvisator muss improvisieren können. Er muss 

nicht nur ein Dichter sein, um unter Umständen ein neues Lied singen zu können - das war 
besonders bei Vi§njic:' der Fall - er muss als Hauptt"rfordnnis seines Dichterberufes nicht 
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The formula thus is by no means the unit of the singer's poetry, but it 
nevertheless ever tends to become so, for no singer ever teIls the same tale 
twice in the same words. His poem will always foHow the same general 
pattern, but this verse or that will be left out, or replaced by another 
verse or part of a verse, and he will leave out and add whole passages as 
the time and the mood of his hearers caIls for a fuHer or a briefer telling 
of a tale or of a given part of a tale. Thus the oral poem even in the mouth 
of the same singer is ever in a state of change ; and it is the same when his 
poetry is sung by others.I His great name and the I farne ofhis verse may 

nur einem alten, überlieferten Liede sein "adäquate" Form geben, d. h. die höchsten künst
lerischen Möglichkeiten, die ein Stoff in sich trägt, herausarbeiten Können - er muss also 
nicht nur im Rahmen traditionellen Fühlens und mit traditionellen Stilmitteln eine von der 
eigenen künstlerischen Persönlichkeit durchwärmte Leistung hervorbringen können, son
dern er muss, um alles dieses zu können, eine vollkommene Beherrschung über die For
menelemente seines Kunststils fertig mitbringen, wenn ihm eine Improvisation oder ein 
teilweise improvisierter Vortrag gelingen soll.' 

I The researehes of M. Murko on this point will long remain a model of method for 
students of oral poetry (op. eil., pp. 1 6- 1 7) : 'On a longtemps eru, et I'on eroit eneore, que 
les ehanteurs ne modifient pas les poemes . . . .  J'ai deja dit qu'au contraire il peut a volonte 
raeeoureir ou allonger ses chants et que le meme poeme peut etre tres different, quant au 
fond, dans les versions de divers ehanteurs. Il est bien eertain que dans de teiles conditions un 
texte ne peut demeurer immuable. Deux fois, j'ai emporte avee moi le phonographe perfec
tionne de l'Academie de Vienne. Je n'ai pu enregistrer avec cet appareil les longs chants 
epiques, mais il m'a suffi de fragments de moins de 30 vers pour eonstater quelque chose 
d'inattendu. Comme il etait preserit de noter ehaque texte avant I'enregistrement phono
graphique, je demandais au chanteur de s'exercer, au prealable, une fois devant le pavillon, 
tandis qu'un stenographe notait le texte. J'avais ainsi a la fois trois textes, et j'en ai meme eu 
quatre dans un cas. La comparaison a montre que ce ne sont pas seulement des mots isoles 
ou l'ordre des mots, mais des vers entiers qui apparaissent sous une forme entierement 
nouvelle ou disparaissent, si bien que sur 15 vers dictes, par exemple, il n'en reste plus que 8 
chantes. Un bon chanteur musulman du nord-ouest de la Bosnie modifiait a chaque fois le 
premier vers lui-meme. 

'Il dicta une premiere fois : 

puis en s'exen;ant : 

et puis il chanta : 

Beg Osman beg rano podranio (figure etymologique) 
"Le bey Osman bey s'est leve de bon matin" ; 

Beg Osman beg na bedem izidje 
"Le bey Osman bey est monte sur les remparts" ; 

Beg Osman beg niz Posavlje gleda 
"Le bey Osman bey regarde la plaine de la Save." 

Dans le monastere orthodoxe de Duii pres de Trebinje, en Herzegovine, nous avons 
entendu les chants d'un paysan attaehe au monastere . . . .  Un des moines et l'instituteur 
avaient ecrit le eommencement du chant sous sa dictee. Je les priai de noter les variantes au 
cours du chant, mais ils furent contraints d'y renoncer des le seeond vers . . . .  Il est desormais 
bien clair pour moi que les chants que nous possedons aujourd'hui imprimes n'ont tous ete 
qu'une seule fois ehantes, ou plus exactement dietes, et eela, lors de leur mise par ecrit. 
C'est pourquoi aussi toutes les tentatives faites pour reconstituer un chant dans sa forme 
originelle sont vaines. Le eomparaison des differentes variantes ne peut nous permettre de 
determiner quc le contenu primitif ou eneore des parties ou des vers.' The bibliography of 
these phonographie studies is given op. eil., p. 7, and the author has given a summary of them, 
'N eues über südslavische Volksepik' , in Neue Jahrbücher für das klassische Allertum, XLI II ( 1 919),  
pp. 273--96. Cf. also Radloff, op. cit., pp. xvi-xxviii; Basset, op. eil., pp. 306-7. 
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urge those who have learned from hirn to a more careful and more faithful 
use of memory than that which they would show for the poetry of a lesser 
singer. But the memory of the hearer depends after aH on his being 
habituated to the diction as a whole, rather than on the learning of the 
poem word by word, so that he too must change and add and leave out 
verses and parts of verses, and this process will go on until aH that is left of 
the poem are its single formulas and shorter passages which are the final 
units in the traditional diction. It should be added here that an oral 
poetry practiced by guilds of singers with masters and apprentices would 
tend to a more faithful I keeping of poems which had won farne, and that 
one singer might win such a name that his disciples would find their 
profit in keeping his poetry as nearly without change as they could ; but 
then they are no longer singers but rhapsodes, their task is not that of 
creation but only of memory, and they are merely keeping from age to 
age the verse which was first composed by a singer who made his poetry, 
in the way that we have seen, by an ever varying use ofwhat he had sung 
and heard others sing. 

The Foreign Element 

When poems thus pass from one singer to another in the same region 
the language of the poetry undergoes no change other than that which 
time may set upon it. But when the poets of one locality hear the poetry 
of a singer who speaks another dialect of their language their own tradi
tional poetic language may undergo a much more rapid change. One 
must suppose that the two dialects are enough alike for their speakers to 
understand each other fairly weH, and that the poems from abroad are 
such as to please. The farne of some singer may have spread until other 
singers came from afar to hear hirn ; or the way oflife in one region may 
have brought about a great liking for poetry, so that it was practiced more 
intensely and carried to a higher point; or the singers may have made 
their living by carrying their songs abroad. 1 In some way, then, the 
foreign poems are heard by the local singers and repeated more or less as 
they have been heard, and just as they have brought into their poetic 
language new words and forms of their I spoken language, so do they 
make the foreign poetry fit their spoken language in so far as they can do 

I For the way in which the poetry is spread cf. A. Hanoteau, Poesies p opulaires de la Kabylie 
(Paris, 1 867), p. iv : 'Ces poesies sont repandues parmi le peuple par des chanteurs de pro
fession qui parcourent les villages et vivent des off randes du public. Cette profession est 
ordinairement hereditaire et se transmet de pere en fils, souvent pendant plusieurs genera
tions . . . .  Quelques-uns neanmoins . . .  vivent retires dans leurs villages. Leurs vers ne restent 
pas dans l'oubli pour cela. Des qu'ils ont acquis une certaine reputation, les chanteurs qui 
n'ont pas re�u le don poetique viennent, souvent de fort loin, enrichir aupres d'eux leur 
repertoire. Moyennant une retribution assez legere, mais toujours proportionnelle aux succes 
deja obtenus par l'auteur, celui-ci leur repete ses chansons jusqu'a ce qu'elles soient gravees 
dans leur memoire. Ils vont alors les repandre dans le public <,t les apprennent, par le meme 
procede, a leurs collegues.' Cf. Hymn /0 Apollo, vv. 1 73-6. 
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so without any too great loss. The new poems thus take on straightway 
a local color, but they keep those foreign forms which cannot be changed 
without harm to the verse, as weH as words whose meaning may be 
known only from the context or which may be meaningless. I In time these 
poems, by the unending process of change which has been told of above, 
become fused with the local poetry, yet even when they have been lost as 
poems they leave their mark upon the poetic language. Coming from 
a tradition which has developed separately, the foreign poems have in 
them many pleasing l and useful formulas which are kept even after the 
poems which brought them to the new land have been lost, and in these 
formulas live the forms and words of the foreign dialect. Then on the 
pattern of these formulas others will be made which, while they are 
foreign in their language, are nevertheless native work. Even as the poets 
kept archaie formulas and made new formulas with archaisms, so do they 
keep foreign formulas and make formulas with foreign forms, so that a 
foreign word or form may show that a passage in a given poem was made 
abroad, or may prove no more than a contact at one time between the 
poetry oftwo regions. The poet and his hearers, it should be noted, in no 
way think of these words and forms as the words of a certain locality : 
like the archaie elements, they simply serve to carry the style above the 
commonplace of everyday speech.2 

I Cf. K. Krohn, 'Kalevalastudien I '  in F[olklore] F[ellows] Communieations, XVI ( 1 924), 
pp. 76-7: 'Dass noch in der neuesten zeit estnische lieder über die Narova nach Ingermanland 
gewandet sind, beweist am klärsten ein ausläufer des estnischen liedes von der freierei der 
himmelslichter, der auf der insel Lavansaari in der nähe der westingermanländischen küste 
aufgezeichnet worden ist. In diesem finden wir nicht nur einzelne wörter, die in ihrer est
nischen form und bedeutung beibehalten, wie z. b. opunen (fi. hevonen) "pferd", soittamaan = 

söitamaie "fahren" (fi. bedeutung "spielen"), oder durch ein ähnlich lautendes finnisches wort 
verschiedener bedeutung ersetzt worden sind, wie z. b. poikinensa "mit seinen söhnen" < poisi
keIlt "söhnchen", lassa "als kind" < las "lasse", sängyn "des bettes" < särgi "des hemdes", vilu 
"kälte" < Viru' '\Yierland". Auch ganze sätze sind bis zur unverständlichkeit und zu reinem 
unsinn verdreht worden. Der estnischen aufforderung zum tanze, bis eine mark aus dem 
boden, ein ferding zwischen den zehen, aus der drehung des schuhabsatzes hervorspringt 
(marko maasta, veerik varvaste vahelta, kinga kanna kierämistä), entspricht in dem finnischen 
abklatsch: marka (statt markka) maasta, verikorvat ei vaella "die blutigen ohren wandern nicht", 
kimmi kammi kieremästä (unverständlich). Weiter wird im estnischen geschildert, wie die 
schlafende jungfrau ; Hebemesta keitas kieltä "aus dem feder bette warf die zunge", köneles 
kivikojasta "sprach aus dem steingebäude" ; diese zeilen sind im finnischen ohne rücksicht auf 
den gedanken lautlich nachgeahmt worden: hedelmästä heitä kiellä wörtlich: "von der frucht sie 
verbiete", krljota (?) kivi "stein" kovasta "aus dem harten". Ähnliche sinnlose übertragungen 
aus dem finnischen finden wir in den zauberliedern Nordo�testien�. Fi. maito "milch" ist einfach 
als maidu übernommen, obgleich ihm im estnischen piim entspricht. Das in Ingermanland in 
T ymän koski verdrehte T yrjän koski "wasserfall von T". ( = stürmischer Tiberiassee) ist mit den 
worten türna kaske wiedergegeben, die im estnischen' 'zwergbirke" und ' 'birke" bedeuten. Der 
finnischen zeile: suonia sovittamahan "um die adl'rn zusammenzupassen", entspricht in einer 
estnischen handschrift : Sohvia ei soovita Maie "Sophia empfiehlt nicht Marie", ein unsinn, der 
nicht nur vom sänger, sondern auch vom aufschreiber herrührt.' Cf. also Meier, op. eil., 
p. 18 j Böckel, op. eit., pp. 59-63 ; Basset, op. eil., pp. 3 14-5. 

• Cf. above, HL, p. 328 n. 3 .  
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Finally, to the archaic, the new, and the foreign elements must be 
added a fourth and last : the artificial. Since the language of an oral poet 
is already far removed from daily speech, his public will not wonder at 
hirn if he should use a form which has never really been used anywhere. 
A whole new word no poet could make, since no one could understand 
hirn if he did, but he may make a form like another. That is to say, he 
may make the artificial by analogy with the real. The reason for such 
a creation is of course the same which leads the singers to keep the old 
and foreign forms, namely the need of a formula of a certain length 
which can be gotten only by this means. One poet, driven by this need, 
and making his verses under the sense of analogy which binds together 
the whole technique of his diction, will hit upon such a phrase, another 
will take it up, and it too will win its own place in the traditional poetic 
language. 1 Another kind of artificial form is due to the only partial 
adaptation of old or foreign forms. In certain cases the meter will allow 
part of a word to be modemized but force the singers to keep the rest of 
the word unchanged.2 I 

3. THE STUDY OF A TRADITIONAL POETIC LANGUAGE 

Such is the making of the language of an oral poetry. That the Homeric 
poems were oral is shown by their diction, which, being formulaic, can 
only be traditional and oral. Putting the two sets of facts together, we see 
that the variety of words and forms which so long puzzled Homeric 
scholars is the natural and necessary condition of the Homeric diction. 
Being oral it must be traditional, and being traditional it must have in it 
old words and forms, and it could be without foreign words and forms 
only if the people among whom it was developed had been cut off from 
the rest of Hellas. U ntil very lately scholars have started with the study 
of the forms and words in the Iliad and O&ssry, and have sought in them 
an answer which could not be true because, though they were not aware 
of it, they were basing their search on their belief that they were written in 
just the same way they themselves would write poetry. But the sounder 
way, it is now clear, is first to leam the oral nature ofthe Homeric poems 
-this is shown us by the diction quite apart from the language-and 
then to tum to other poetries of the same kind, where we leam, besides 

I For the part played by analogy in an oral style cf. TE, pp. 68-74 above ; HS, pp. 322-4 
above. 

2 The present article discusses only the second of these two kinds of artificial forms 
(pp. 350-1). For the first kind see K. Meister, Die Homerische Kunstsprache (Leipzig, 19:Z 1 ) ; 
such forms, to give a few examples from many, are "ljVtOxij', beside the nominative "ljvloxos, 
1rpoocfnra-ra as a plural to 1rPOOW1rOV, the subjunctive in -"1'0', 8"" o/e,v, e/a,va" all the forms 
with lengthening of a normally short vowel, and so on. 
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many other things, that the language of Greek heroic poetry could not 
have been apy .other than it iso 

Even more, the knowledge that the Homeric diction is traditional 
gives us the method we need for the study of the Homeric language, and 
shows us what we may hope to learn from it. 

1.- The spoken dialect of the author of an oral poem is shown by his poetic 
language, which will tend to be the same as his spoken language wherever he has no 
metrical reason to use an older or foreign word or form or construction. Many 
scholars, when forced to show why the language of an oral poem follows 
a given dialect wherever the meter will allow, have supposed the text to 
be due to a scribe who, in copying a poem from another dialect, changed 
it to his own language where he could. To the bookish mind such a pro
cess may seem quite natural ; yet it is hard to see why a scribe should 
have wanted to do such a thing. I lfhe was merely copying the poem for 
other readers, why should he think that they would find it harder to 
read the original than he found it ? If it was in order that the poem might 
be read to local hearers, why should he change only single forms or small 
groups of words ? The foreign words and forms where the metrical 
value was different from that ofhis own dialect would be quite as puzzling 
to his hearers, and since he had writing materials to aid hirn at his task 
he should not find it much harder to change the language of the poem 
from beginning to end. When one does away with the factor of oral verse
making and its ever-present check on change there is nothing left to show 
why the change of language in a poem should be only partial. Further, 
the change of dialect which one thus finds in an oral poetry is so regular in 
its smallest points that one would have to suppose that such a scribe kept 
card indexes. But all such theories, after one has grasped the notion of 
traditional oral poetry, are seen to be forced. 1 

II.-On the other hand an oral poet, composing in a diction which follows his 
own language where it can, mqy be using phrases and passages which are neither 
his own work nor that of other poets of the same dialect, whether of his own or of an 
earlier time, but borrowings from the poetry of another dialect. Thus one cannot 
say that a given phrase or passage in a poem is the work ofthe author, or 
of another poet of the author's linguistic group, just because it has forms 
of the author's language. Such a phrase or passage may have been taken 
from another dialect and changed only where the forms had the same 
metrical value. Thus the proof that a given phrase or passage is the 
original work of the authOl;'s dialect calls for the same demonstration by 
metrical value as the proof that it is the work of a foreign dialect.2 

I Cf. above, HL, pp. 33 1-3, 377-9 and below HL, pp. 342-3. 
• HL, Cf. pp. 358-6 1 .  
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III .-A given word,Jorm or group of words can be proved to be the original 

work of poets speaking a given dialect only when it can be shown that no other dialect 
which had had a part in the history of the poetry had, in either its spoken or its 
poetic language, the same word or Jorm or group of words with the same metrical 
value. That the poetic as weIl as the spoken language of another dialect 
must be taken into account is a fact which is usually overlooked. But it is 
clear that the poetic language of one region is as subject to change under 
the poetry ofits I neighbors as is that of another region, andjust as likely 
to show the same variety of forms. Thus the form which may seem to be 
the work ofthe author's dialect may instead be taken from abroad, where 
it was a foreign form taken from still a third dialect. 1 

IV.-Conversely, a word or Jorm or group of words which is metrically Jalse, 
or Jails to make sense, must be the work of a dialect whose words andJorms when 
used would make the verse correct' or give it meaning. In making use of this 
principle, however, the critic must be quite sure he has to do in a given 
case with a word or phrase which is really metrically false and meaning
less.2 

v (exception to I) .-A Joreign or older Jorm mqy be kept in the poetic 
language even when the poet's own language has aJorm which could take its place, 
but such a keeping, apartfrom metrical reasons, will be due to the regular use ofthe 

Jorm along with other words which are always used as a group and which the poet 
Jeels as such, or to the poetic character of the word, or to some other such special reason. 
This is most apt to be so when the words or forms used with it are them
selves foreign or especially poetic, thus making a larger word-group which 
the singer feels as a whole, so that he changes none of its parts.3 

VI (exception to IV) .-The working of a Jormulaic dietion may itself be the 
cause ofmetricalJaults. These will be oftwo sorts : those which are due to the 

1 In the paragraph from Krohr, quoted above (p. 338) mention was made of the passage 
of poems from Esthonia to Finland and from Finland to Esthonia. On page 61 of the same 
work the author gives a comprehensive diagram ofthe poetic influences bt:tween the different 
regions of Finland and Esthonia : 

West- Sa-(Österb.)  Hinterkarelien 
t 

Finn- vo- -+ Finn.-Ost- u. Nordk. 
t 

land -� lax -+ Finn. -Südkarelien 
t t 

Es- «- West- u. Mittel- +- Nordingermanland 
t 

tien :-� Ingermanland -+ -+ 

Cf. belOw, HL, pp. 349--5°, 353-4. 
• Cf. HL, above, pp. 331 n. 1, 332-3, 337--8, and below, pp. 349--5°, 353-4. 
3 Cf. HL, pp. 351-3. 
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joining of formulas which do not fit, and those I which come from chang
ing a correct formula to fit the needs of a sentence. I 

VII (exception to III) .-Aform which seems old or foreign may be a creation 
by analog)! from forms which are really so. The form, however, still stands to 
show that the poetry was at one time influenced by another dialect or 
that the tradition of the language is old. 

VIII.-A word,jorm, or group of words which is old or foreign is not in itself 
proof that the verse or passage in which it is found is the work of an older or foreign 
singer. One must ever be ready to admit that a given poem may be made 
by putting together anything from single tradition al words or phrases to 
whole traditional passages.2 

4. THE HOMERIC LANGUAGE AS A TRADITIONAL AND ORAL 
POETIC LANGUAGE3 

Any attempt to localize the traits ofHomeric language must be largely 
balked by the conditions of the search : the lateness of the inscriptions, 
their small number which allows us to know only a part of the words and 
forms of any one dialect, and our complete, or almost complete, lack of 
them for many regions. The evidence quoted by the ancient gram
marians is simply by itself untrustworthy because they had no sound 
linguistic or textual method, and so must be left aside unless it happens 
to agree with the evidence of the inscriptions. The manuscripts of the 
lonic prose writers likewise give us little help, since they have suffered 
from the ignorance, and even more from the mistaken linguistic notions, 
of their editors and copiers. The remains of lonic and Aeolic verse are 
more helpful, though they too have sufTered I from copiers and mistaken 
theories of language, and their evidence, as we shall see, bears on the 
poetic rather than on the spoken language. Thus the study of Homeric 
language must be based above all on the inscriptions. 

The Ionic Recording 

The language of the lliad and OdySSf:Y has at least one very common 
sound and one very common form which, as the prose inscriptions show 
us, were used only in Attic and lonic speech, but which might have been 
replaced without harm to the meter by the sound and form of the other 

I On this point cf. FM, pp. 197-220 above, HS, pp. 3 I 7- I 9 above. These types of 
metrical fault are not discussed in the present article. 

• Cf. HL, above, pp. 333-7, and below, HL, pp. 358-61 .  
3 Save where other sources are named, the dialectal evidence used in the following pages 

is taken from one of the following works : C. D. Buck, Introduction to the Study 0/ the Greek 
Dia/ects' (Boston, 1928) ; F. Bechtel, Die Griechischen Dialekte (Berlin, 192 1-4) ; O. Hoffmann, 
Die Griechischen Dialekte (Göttingen, 1891-8). 
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dialects : 'YJ for original ä, and the third singular of the imperfect �v. 
Original ä is found in inscriptions of all the other dialects, and �S' is 
found where that form of the verb occurs outside Attic and lonic, 1 
namely in West Greek, Boeotian, Lesbian, Arcadian, and Cyprian. 
Neither 'YJ for ä nor �v could be the archaism of another dialect.Z These 
traits of Attic-lonic, though only two, play such a part in the language 
that they are more than enough to show, in view ofwhat was said above,3 
that the singer (or singers) , or rhapsodes, who composed, or gave final 
form to, the Iliad and Ot[yssry, spoke either lonic or Attic. These traits of 
language do not, however, necessarily show whether the recording was 
due to lonic singenI, whose verse-making was a constant creation, or to 
lonic rhapsodes, who were mere reciters, although all the evidence of 
contemporary oral poetry which I know points to the singer, and none to 
the rhapsode. Nor do they show in what measure the diction ofthe poem 
-words, phrases, verses, or passages-was the original creation of lonic 
rather than foreign singers. 

That the spoken language in question was lonic and not Attic is 
shown by the following sounds and forms : 'YJ for original ä even after €, t, 
p, where Attic would have ä- ; -aa-, 7jv (€l+av) , 7jV€tKa, ia7l'YJ for Attic 
-77-, �V, 7jV€YKa, €a7la. Of these lonic traits at least three-'YJ I after €, t, p, 
-aa-, and 7jv--could not be Attic archaisms.4 The various lonic dialects 
are not weIl enough known to allow a more exact localization.s 

Arcado-Cyprian, Aeolic, and Ionic 

The various elements of the Homeric language are drawn from three 
dialects-Ionic, Aeolic, and Arcado-Cyprian. As we have just seen, the 
language was last affected by lonic, and we have the following evidence 
to show us that the Arcado-Cyprian element was not brought into the 
language by any direct contact between Arcado-Cyprian and lonic 
poetry, but came in along with the Aeolic element. The Homeric poems 

I Since there is no evidence that the language of the Homeric poems has any other ele
ments than those of Ionic, Aeolic, and Arcado-Cyprian, the other dialects are referred to 
under the general term of West Greek. 

z -?� is for *-?UT, cf. Vedic Sanskrit &b. 3 HL, pp. 331-2. 
4 Even though -uu- and -TT- (cf. Buck, op. eil., p. 65) be only different writings for the 

same sound, -uu- nevertheless proves an original Ionic recording ofthe poems. The relation of 
TfvEt/(a to Tfv<YKa, and of tUT'." to EUT,a, is disputed. On ." after <, L, P cf. W. Ridgeway, Origin 01 
Tragedy (Cambridge, 19 10), p. 3. 

5 West Ionic -T'T- and -pp- would show that the recording was not Euboean. The use of 
Ö1I"0L, 1I"0T<, etc., is attested by inscriptions of Amorgos, Thasos, and Ceos, while the single form 
in K so far brought to light is oKoia from Erythrae. This might show that the last singer (or 
singers) or rhapsodes spoke island Ionic, but the evidence is slight (cf. Bechtel, op. eit., I II, 
pp. 87-8 ; H. W. Smyth, Sounds and Infleetions 01 the Greek Dialeets. I. Ionie (Oxford, 18g4), 
pp. 289--93) .  The use again of such forms as ÖKW�, lliKof.LaL, etc., in Ionic prose would show 
that literary prose was developed by a different linguistic group ( Miletus ?) from that to 
which the recording was due. More cannot be said on the grounds of language. 
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have AeoIic ai for lonic Ei when the next word is KE, ai KE being feIt more 
or less as one word because of the foreign KE. The Arcado-Cyprian form 
of the phrase, however, has Ei (Cyprian i KE, Arcadian EiK av) , and had 
this phrase ever been known to the lonic poets it must, because of the 
greater likeness to the lonic form, have straightway taken the place of 
ai KE.I Likewise, the poems have Aeolic afLfLE�, VfLfLE�, etc., whereas the 
knowledge of the Arcado-Cyprian forms a,fLE�, JfLE�, etc., would have 
brought about their use because of their greater likeness to lonic �fLE;�, 
JfLE;�, etc., ;;'fLE� doubtless becoming *�fLE�. JOfLEva, and c/>�p, where 
Arcado-Cyprian has DOFEva, and 8�p, point the same way ; otherwise one 
must be willing to grant the bare possibility that DOfLEva, might have taken 
the place of DOFEva, by analogy with other non-thematic infinitives in 
-fLEva" and that the legend ofthe Beasts (cf. below, p. 353) might not have 
been known in Arcado-Cyprian I poetry. The history of the Homeric 
language is thus seen to follow the order Arcado-Cyprian, Aeolic, lonic, 
whatever may have been the ' influence back from Aeolic to Arcado
Cyprian and from lonic to Aeolic. 

The Arcado-Cyprian Element 

The following Homeric forms are found, as far as the evidence of the 
inscriptions goes, neither in lonic nor in Aeolic, but in Arcado-Cyprian ; 
if they are found elsewhere it is in West Greek :2 the infinitive of contract 
verbs in -ijva, (Arcadian KaTvc/>povijva" Cyprian KVfLEpijva" Homeric 
c/>opijva" aijva" and also, therefore, ß,wva,) ; the declension of 1]F-stems in 
-rw, -1]V (Cyprian ijEP��, ypac/>��, Arcadian h'EP�V, Homeric 'aijv, JtP1]v, 
MEY1]V) ; the suffix -TEPO� in the sense of one of a pair of things (Arcadian 
TWPPEVTEPOV YEVO�, Homeric 81]�vTEpa" 8EwTEpa" aypoTEpo�, etc.) ; Arcadian 
DWfLa, aE�w�, €aXE8ov, afLaTa ; Arcadian and Cyprian 7TTO�'� (Homeric 
7TT6�,�, 7TTO�EfLo�, cf. Eustathius o DE 7TTO�EfLo� KV7Tplwv) .3 

The following Homeric words are found in neither lonic nor Aeolic 
inscriptions, but in Arcado-Cyprian ; they occur in the Greek literature 
we know only as poetic words : 

In Arcadian and Cyprian alaa, €P7TW, Evxw�a, olFO�. 
In Cyprian Favag, avwyw, apTvw, aVTap, €�O�, iM, 7Toa,�, a7TEo�, xpavw. 
In Arcadian a7Tvw, aaK1]8��, MafLa" KE�EV8o�, �Evaaw.4 

I Cf. below, HL, p. 5. 
2 On Arcado-Cyprian in Homer see H. \V. Smyth, 'The Arcado-Cyprian Dialect' in 

Tran.sactions of the American Philological Association, XVI II ( 1887), pp. 59-133 ;  C. M. Bowra, 
'Homeric Words in Arcadian I nscriptions' in Classical Quarterly, XX ( 1926), pp. 168-76 ; 
Hoffmann, op. cit., I, pp. 276-83. 

J It is hard to see what sure conclusions can be drawn from the Arcadian name of a festival 
'EKOTovßo,a. Arcado-Cyprian ßo�o,..at is also found at Oropus and Eretria. Of the forms 
given above the following are found in West Greek : .u�toS ; lf.,..aTa (in Aetolian) ; the pairing 
-T€POS (in Elean) . 

4 'Epww and apTvw occur also in West Greek. Nu is found in Arcadian, in Cyprian, and in 
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If we consider how small a part of Arcado-Cyprian vocabulary it is 

which we know from the inscriptions, this number of poetic Homeric I 
words which we find in current usage in Arcadia and Cyprus is highly 
significant. It can be understood only by assuming that the Homeric 
diction comes, for a large part at least, from Arcado-Cyprian poetry. 
The most stable part of an oral diction is its vocabulary, since it is usually 
easier for a singer to change a form on the model ofhis own language than 
it is for hirn to give up one word and find another, and his art of verse
making is chiefly the art of using the traditional poetic words. The Aeolic 
element in the Homeric language seems indeed to have been more one of 
morphology than of vocabulary. 

The Aeolic Element 

The belief was held at one time that the Aeolisms in Homer were really 
only older forms of lonic, but this was due to a misunderstanding of the 
nature of linguistic change, since most of the forms in question are duc 
to two separate treatments of one original form. Thus the dative in 
-EUUt was formed on thc analogy of the EU- sterns (YEVEU-Ut, ßEAEU-Ut) ; 
the first aorist in -aa- on the analogy of a-stems (;OAau-aa, ETI.AEa-aa) ; 
the perfect active participle in -wv, -OVTa, was formed after the present 
participle ; 7T{UVpES for lonic Tl.uaapES, and tP-rJp for lonic 0-rJP, show 
different treatments of *qIJ. and *gIJ.h ; ia for lonic p.la shows a complete 
absence of the initial * sm ; apyEvvos and ap.p.ES show different treat
ments of *-av- and *-ap.- from those which gave lonic epaEtVOS and TJP.E'iS. 
"07T7TWS, 07T7Tot, etc. is an innovation of Lesbian, seemingly made after 
()rn (original *öSn) . In view of the number of these certain Aeolisms it 
is clearly better to take also as Aeolisms those forms which might be 
earlier forms of lonic, e.g. the genitives in -eio and -ctwv and in -ow. 
Indeed the number ofHomeric forms which are not lonic but are found 
in other dialects is such that it seems to outweigh that of the archaic and 
artificial forms. 

The following traits of the Homeric language are Aeolic : 
(I) In Lesbian (Aeolic of Asia Minor) , Thessalian, and Boeotian, the 

dative in -wat ; OEpa- instead of Oapa- (Homeric (iJEpulT7!>, (iJEpalAoxos, 
cf. Thessalian (iJEpalTas, (iJEPUtAOXEtOS, etc.) ; ia instead of lonic p.{a ; 
the patronymic adjective instead of the genitive of the father's name 
(Homeric TEAap.wvws, NTJA-rJws, ctc.) ; thc treatment of labio-velars as 
labials even before front vowels (Lesbian 7TEUUVPES according to Hesychius, 
cf. Balbilla 7TEuvpa, Sappho 7T-rJAVt, Boeotian 7TETTapES, I Thessalian 7TEP.7TE, 

Boeotian, but its use in no one of these three places is that found in Homer. Hesychius glosses 
oJvov • • .  Kv1r'p'o, Sp0l-'0V, which is sorne reason to take 'pwvvw�, the epithet of Hermes, as 
Arcado.Cyprian. If E. Forrer's translation of the Boghaz·Keui tablets (Orientalische Literatur
zeitung, XXVII, 1924, pp. 1 1 4- 18) is correct they show I<oipavo� to be an 'Achaean' word. 
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1Tf:cpEtpaKOVTES, Homeric 17LaupES, 17Eft17wßoAa, 17EpmAoftEvOS, E17AE, E17AETO, 
17EAOftat, etc., 17EAWP, 17EAWPWS, tP�p, and the variant reading cpALrf;ETat for 
8>.trf;ETat in p 22 1 ) ; declension of 7JF-stems in -ijos, -ijt (Lesbian ßaat).7J0s, 
Thessalian ßaatAEtOS, Boeotian ßaatAEit) ; aftftES, VftftES, etc. (Lesbian and 
Thessalian, no evidence for Boeotian) ; the apocopated forms of the 
prepositions ; the dual (Thessalian 8ELftEVE, a8[?]aTotv, Boeotian E170tEUTa
Tav, aVE8ETav, Lesbian [av]8pE, TW E17tUTaTa) . 1 

(2) In Lesbian and Thessalian the development of a followed by a liquid 
or nasal into double liquids or double nasals respectively (Lesbian 
EftftEVat, Zowvaw, .74>'>'7JKTOS, Thessalian EftftEV, LJ tOvvVaot, Homeric EftftEVat, 
" -1.-\ � , � • ß " ' "  -1. "  �\ \ EftftEV, 'f'U\oftftEt07JS, EftftOpE, EpE EWOS, apyEWOS, ayaWt'f'os, EWEOV, atV\'YJKTOS, 
E>.>.aßE, eppEov, EVPPOOS, KaTappEw) ; the change of *T� and *8t into aa 
(Lesbian and Thessalian oaaos, etc., Lesbian ftEaaos, Homeric oaaos, 
ftEaaOS, etc.) ; KG.>.>.OS instead of Ionic Ka>.OS in compounds, and in the 
comparative and superlative (Lesbian Ka>.>.LKA'YJt, etc., Thessalian Ka>.
AtCPPOVVTEtOS, etc., cf. Boeotian Ka>.FOS, Homeric Ka>.>.ulvaaaa, KG.>.>.tOV, 
Ka>'>'tyvVatKa, etc.) ; KE instead of av. 

(3) In Lesbian 01717WS, 017170t, (hn, etc. ; the infinitive of non-thematic 
forms in -ftEVat (Lesbian EftftEVat, eOftEVat, 8EftEVat, 8oftEVat, Homeric 
EftftEVat, EOftEVat, 8EftEVat, OoftEVat, ctc.) ; aftßpoT1Jv (Homeric 7fftßPOTOV, 
ßPOTOS, aftßpoatos) ; 'a- from 8ta- (cf. Lesbian ZOvvVaw, Sappho 'a 8'  
EAEgaftav, Homeric 'a8Eos, 'aTpEcp�s, etc.) .  

(4) In Lesbian and Boeotian the aorist in  -aa-. 
(5) In Thessalian and Boeotian the thematic and non-thematic infini

tive in -ftEV (Thessalian EftftEV, 8EftEV, 80ftEV, Boeotian 8OftEV, etc., Thes
salian KPEVVEftEV, 17paaaEftEv, Boeotian cpEPEftEV, etc., Homeric EftftEV, 8EftEV, 
8OftEV, etc., aYEftEV, CPEPEftEV, etc., and the variant readings 170AEftt'EftEV 
II 834, aKOuEftEv T 79, etc.) ; the genitive in -ow (Thessalian ofPelasgiotis 
and Perrhaebia IIauaouvELotO, 170Mftow, etc.) .  

(6) In  Boeotian the genitive in -äo (Boeotian )1ptaTEao, etc.) ; the 
genitive in -ciwv (Boeotian opaXftawv, etc., cf. Thessalian Kowaouv, etc.) ; 
TOL, TaL instead of oL, aL.2 I 

Of all these Aeolic traits thc only ones which are found in other dialects 
are the following : in Cyprian KE ; in Arcado-Cyprian the declension in 
-ijFos, -ijFt, etc. ; in West Greek the non-thematic infinitive in -ftEV, 
ftEaaos, etc., Tot, Tat ; and in Arcadian and West Greek apocope in the 
prepositions. )!TT, E17, and iJ7T, however, are Thessalian only.3 The only 
cases of apocope in Ionic inscriptions are two occurrences of 17ap. The 
Homeric words which have Aeolic (and original) ä where one would 

• Cf. A. Cuny, Le nombre duel en gree (Paris, 1906), pp. 454-66, 487-505. 
Z The vocative in -ä is attested only in Lesbian verse, which also has -ä, so that there is 

nothing to show us which was the common form. The evidencc for -q" as Acolic is too slight 
to be given much weight (cf. Bechtel, op. eil., I, p. 26g) . 

3 One might add ·äFu in Cyprian as equivalent to Bocotian -äo. 
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look for Ionic 7J are dealt with be!ow (p. 346) . The traces of the digamma 
in Homer are likewise Aeolic, and allow us to say from which ofthe three 
Aeolic groups the poetry passed to the Ionians, but before dealing with 
this sound we must understand the nature ofthc Lesbian poctic language. 

The Traditional Language of Lesbian Lyric Poetry 

The same forces which crcated the poetic epic language of Homer 
created the poetic lyric language of Sappho and Alcaeus. The scant 
remains of these two poets do not allow us to show, as we can do for 
Homer, that their diction is formulaic, and so oral and traditional. We do 
know, however, that Solon and Theognis were still following an oral 
tradition of iambic poetry, 1 and that they lived at that time, always so 
precious for our own knowledge of oral poetries of the past and present, 
when verse-making was oral but writing known and used as a means of 
recording and keeping.2 All that we know of the use ofwriting in Greece 
at the beginning of the sixth century points to the same thing for Sappho 
and Alcaeus. Yet while we may still fee! some doubt as to the way in 
which they made their verses, there is not the least doubt that their poetic 
language was drawn from an oral tradition : I only in an oral poetry does 
one ever find such a variety of forms that have each one its own metrical 
value.3 

Thus Sappho and Alcaeus use the endings of the spoken language, 
that is of the inscriptions, -w, -ä, -äv, -fEum, -OLUL, -OVTfES' (perfect active 
participle) ,  but they also use -OLO, -äo, -tiwv, -UL, -OLS', -OTfES' ; although the 
forms with -uu- were the current forms, they also have ouoS', piuoS', 
lJ7Tluw, and first aorists such as eUKESau', wAfEuav ; beside Lesbian TToALS', 
eSwKav, euxov, lpoS', <!AwS', SO/LoS', they have TTTOALS', eSouav, eUKfEBov, ifEp0S', 
MAwS', SW/La ; beside TTap, which we always find in the inscriptions, they 
have the longer TTapa, and where their speech used am$ they shorten to 
aTT ; they have the uncontracted vooS' beside VW. 

The foregoing forms are either archaic or found in other dialects than 
Lesbian ; the following are artificial forms : <!/L/LfEmv beside Aeolic <!/L/LLV ; 
the genitives e/LfEBfEv, UEBfEv, eBfEv ; NYJP�LSfES' beside NYJPELSfES' ; the transfer of 
endings from one declension or conjugation to another, as in TToA7J0S', 
T€/LEVTJ0S', eXYJLuBa ; the use of v-movable which, in verb-forms at least, was 

J Cf. HS, pp. 280-1 above. 
z Cf. Murko, La poesie ipique en Yougoslavie ' . . .  Mujo Selimotic, paysan, ne sait pas lire, 

chante des poemes qui durent jusqu'a des quatre heures' (p. 46) . ' . . .  Ilija GaAljevic, riche 
meunier, qui a dicte un gros recueil de chants populaires au eure catholique' (p. 34). 'Mais 
le plus grand ennemi du chanteur, c'est l'instruction moderne. Les recueils ont fait perdre 
l'interet aux chants populaires (je n'ai gagne la confiance de nombreux chanteurs qu'en leur 
assurant que je ne prendrais pas note de leurs poemes) ' (p. 30). 

3 For the language of Sappho and Alcaeus cf. E. Lobel, l:o.",q,ov. MI.)..Tj (Oxford, 1925), 
pp. xxviii-lxxvi ; }4)..Kalov ME)..T/ (Oxford, 1927), pp. xxviii-xciv. 
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foreign to Lesbian ; artificial forms such as wpavw, 7TOtKtAo8EtPOt, WPEUt, 
7TwAvavaKn8a, wAop,Evav, beside opavw, 8Epa" OPEUt, 7ToAv. In all these cases 
there is a difference in the metrical value of the forms ; the language is the 
work of the verse. 

It is my own viewI that initial digamma had been altogether lost in 
Lesbian by the time of Alcaeus and Sappho. Where it still seems to be 
called for to prevent hiatus or make position, it is not the sound itself, 
but its one-time presence, which is feit, much in the same way that the 
French feel the one-time presence of h-aspire. It was likely that even in 
everyday speech certain word-groups that had had an initial digamma 
were long kept without elision, as the combination of the unelided article 
before h-aspire keeps the traces of that sound in French (8E oZ may be such 
an instance) , but the greater number of cases in Lesbian poetry, as in 
Homer, must have been due to the keeping of the poetic formula. The 
poets and their hearers, being used to these formulas, would feel no 
fauIt where there was hiatus or failurc to make position, while on the 
other hand, if they were using newer phrases, they were free to treat the 
word as if it had never had the I sound. Thus we find in Sappho yAwuua 
" ..I.. I " 2 d ·  Al I � , ' "  (b ·d EaYE, .,..aWETat Ot, an In caeus 7TVEvp,ova OtVWt, V7Ta EPYOV eSI e 
ap,vun8oS" EPYOV) , Avu' aTEp E(}EV (- � - � �) ; likewise the trace ofthe initial 
digamma is seen in Sappho's EEt7TE, and in Alcaeus' a]7TvEL7T7J[t and eavauuE, 
where the meter kept the unshortened form beside el7TOV and 'lj�v[ in 
Sappho and Et7TE and 'ljA7TETO in Alcaeus. There are in the two poets some 
33 places where an initial digamma would spoil the meter. 

The keeping of FP- in some form which is noted in our manuscripts as 
ßp- (Sappho ßpo8ov, ßpa8tvoS", ßpaKEa)-how it was sounded is doubtful 
-was a poetic device to keep for these words the power of lengthening 
the foregoing syllable. Had such a treatment ever been a part of the 
spoken language the poets would have used it when the second element of 
a word began originally with * FP-, and Herodian would have quoted 
from Lesbian poetry *Eßpayr} and *aßp7JKTOS- (*E-Fpayr}, *a-FP7JKTOS-) , and 
not Evpayr} and avp7JKTOS-, as he did. These two forms are beyond doubt, 
because they show the treatment wh ich the spoken language gave to the 
group vowel-digamma-consonant-vowel, as in 8EVW (*8EFUW), vavoS" (*vaF

uoS") , and EvpvuLAaoS" (*'E-FPvuL-AaF0S-) of the inscriptions. Nevertheless 
such forms as EvpaY7J and avp7JKToS" could never have been a part of the 

I On F- in Homer cf. FM, pp. 222-32 above and TD below. 
2 The reading of a papyrus fragment of Sappho (Lobel ä 3, 6) is without value, since 

antiquity, no less than our own times, had its grammariarts who, failing to understand the 
hiatus, wished to restore the digamma, e.g. Apollonius Dyscolus, who quotes .\VCl<U aTEp 

FE8EV to show that the third personal pronoun began with a digamma. Likewise John the 
Grammarian (Hoffmann, op. cil., II, p. 2 I 7) states that the Lesbians wrote FOLVOV, but Aulus 
Ge!1ius wrote the quotation from A\caeus '/TVEvp.ova OLVW', while others emended 1rVEvp.ova to 
1rVEvp.ova,. Balbilla has no more authority than the grammarians. 
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spoken language, since :"FP- would then have been treated as an initial 
and not an intervocalic sound-group, and they would have become 
*epaY'] and *äpTJK'ro�. EvpaYTJ and aVPTJKTo� can only be understood as 
poetic forms made to keep the metrical value of *eFpaYTJ and *äFPTJKTO�. 
The following forms in Homer show this Lesbian treatment of the 
digamma : 8evw beside lonic 8ei ; xevw, Exevav, etc., beside lonic XEet, 
EXEaV, etc., (hTOVpa� (*a7ToFpa�), ci7TTJvpa� (*ä7TEfpa�), TaAavpwo� (*Ta'\a
FPWO�) , KaAaVpO,p (*KaAaFpo,p) . A like treatment was given in Aeolic to 
the group vowel-consonant-digamma-vowel. Eva8e (from *EuFa8e) is 
cited by Choeroboscus as I Aeolic. Homer has eva8e beside ä8e, aVlaxot 
(*ciuFlaxot) ,I avepvovTa (*civFEpVOV-ra) . Of these words ci7Tovpa�, ci7TTJvpa�, 
Ta'\avptvo�, Ka'\avpo,p, eva8e, aVlaxot, avepvovTa, could have come only 
from the poetry of the Aeolians of Asia Minor. They are the proof that 
the Aeolic in Homer was brought into the lonic epic from the Lesbian 
epic language at a time when spoken Lesbian had lost the digamma.2 
Likewise poetic and Lesbian is the treatment of a short vowel followed by 
digamma when the short vowel is followed by two more short syllabies. 
The glossographers quote as Lesbian KaVaAEOV, cPavocPoPOt, etc. ; the same 
treatment is seen in Homer's ci,\EVo/LEvm, etc., beside ci,\EOVTO, etc. To this 
same source belongs the artificial treatment of intervocalic -8F- as -88- in 
E88etua�, e88etUEV, etc.3 

There is no sure case of a form borrowed by the Lesbian singers from 
some other Aeolic dialect : wherever the Aeolic form in Homer differs 
from that of the Lesbian inscriptions the form may be archaic Lesbian. 
Yet the readiness with which the lonic singers took over the Aeolic forms 
would rather point to just such an exchange between the Aeolic groups 
before the migration to Asia Minor. The Lesbian lyric language offers the 
same difficulty of deciding between forms which are Thessalian or 
Boeotian but might also be archaic Lesbian ; nor is the source of the 
non-Aeolic forms always altogether sure. )U'\tO�, 8w/La, EUKe(}ov, iepo�, and 
7TTO'\t�, however, are Arcado-Cyprian and not lonic ; moreover, the non
Aeolic endings of the dative -Ot� and -at�, which are the only ones found 
in Arcado-Cyprian inscriptions, are later in lonic than -mut, -TJtat, which 
were not altogether supplanted until weH into the fourth century. 
N-movable, which is generally classed as an lonic trait, is nevertheless 
found in the dative plural of consonant sterns in Thessalian and in verb
forms in some Cyprian inscriptions. There is thus nothing to show that 
the foreign element of the Lesbian lyric language was not drawn wholly 
from Arcado-Cyprian. This is a point to remember when we seek for 

. I That lcf.xw began with a double consonant is proved by 23 cases where the word makes 
position after a short final vowel, e.g. uP.€p8&.>.€B lcf.xwv, 8 times. 

• Lesbian is used here, of course, in the sense which it bears as a linguistic term. 
J I shall discuss more fully in .tnother article the traces of the digamma in Aeolic and 

lonic verse. 
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forms in Homer I which could only be lonic : if the form is also Arcado
·Cyprian, we must grant that it may have been a part of the Lesbian epic 
language. 

The Artijicial Element 

There are in the Homeric language a number of artificial forms which 
can be understood only as Aeolisms which were changed by lonic singers 
to forms nearer those of their spoken language, though they could not 
make them altogether lonic. The change in each case was brought about 
by a purely oral process. Thus the Lesbian poems which the lonic singers 
learned had in them a number of perfeet active participles in -wv, 
-OVTO�. Where the forms of the lonic participle had the same metrical 
value these were put in their pi ace, save in a few words where the Aeolic 
ending and the meaning of the word led the lonic singers to mistake the 
forms for presents, as in KEK'\�yoVTa�, TETp{yoVTa�.1 Usually, however, the 
lonic singers, when the forms of the two dialects were metrically different, 
were drawn by their habit of using different endings for the present and 
perfeet to the endings -OTO�, -OTL, which the rhythm forced them to 
lengthen to -WTO�, -WTL. Thus we find TE()VYJwTa beside TE()V7JOTO�, 1TE-
1TT7JWTE� beside 1TE1TT7JoTa, KEK/L7JwTa beside KEK/L7JOTa�, etc. This same 
struggle of the lonic singer between the foreign form and the habit of his 
daily speech is likewise the source of E�vSavE. He had heard on the one 
hand the Aeolic poetic *U,vSavE, but all the usage ofhis speech tended to 
ifvSavE, so that, speaking the two forms as it were at once, he made 
E�vSavE. This form, it should be noted, shows that the initial digamma 
had been lost in lonic. 

The so-called 'distracted' forms were the work of singers who, torn 
between their desire to keep the metrical value of the genuine uncon
tracted forms on the one hand, and their habits of daily speech on the 
other, in which they used the contracted forms, made such artificial 
forms as /LVWO/LEVOL, opow, OPOWVTE�, SPWWUL, etc. Thus the poet who had 
heard /LVäO/LEVOL in verse, but said /LVW/LEVOL in talk, would tend to begin 
the word with /LVW-, whereupon the rhythm would force him to I keep 
without change the latter part of the poetic form and make /LVWO/LEVO'. 
When faced with a verb of the Aeolic -iiw conjugation, such as �ßiiwaa, 
where he would usually say �ßwaa, he would be drawn into using the 
first two syllables of the spoken word �ßw-, and then when forced by 
the rhythm to supply two more syllables would use the ending of the 
spoken word -waa, thus using the w twice and making �ßwwaa. When 
faced with the poetic opaw beside the spoken apw the singer would be 
drawn to the spoken form, but the rhythm would force him to shorten the 

I K€KA-'/YOVT€S was a variant reading of Aristarchus at � 30, and is also found as a variant 
reading at ,.,. 256, M 1 25, II 4-3°. It is found in all the manuscripts at P 756 and 759. At B 314-
Zenodotus read T<Tl'OVTas, which can only be an attempt to Ionize T€TplyoVTas. 
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w-syllable to 0, which would be feit only as a poetic sound to fill in the 
verse until the real last syllable could be given, making opow. The same 
thing happened in certain nouns : cfoao�, where the spoken form was cfow�, 
became cfoow� ; 7Tpiiov€�, where the spoken form was 7TPWV€�, became 
7TPWOV€� ; aao�, where the spoken form was aw�, became aoo� ; etc. 
Another way in which the uncontracted forms were brought nearer to the 
usual contracted forms was by lengthening a short root-vowel and making 
Tpw7Taa()€ from Tpo7Ta€CJ()€, 7TWTWVTO from 7ToTaoVTo, etc. That this change 
was a purely oral process is shown by the fact that when the root had an a 
there was a tendency to keep the genuine uncontracted forms, as in 
aotc1ha€t (the voice repeating in -aEt the movement of am-), Kpa8awv, 
Va'€Tcl.oVat, etc. 

A like oral creation of artificial forms is found in such forms as 'ItAov, 
ayptov, o/-,odov, OOV, etc., found always before a double consonant, which 
can have come only from * '  I>.too, *ayploo, ·o/-,odoo, *00, etc. In another 
case the loss of the ending *-00 led to the making of the poetic form 
OKPVO€t� in the phrases lm8"1}/-,lov OKPVO€VTO� (I 64) and KaKo/-,�xavov 
oKpvolaU"l}� (Z 344) for *lm8"1}/-,loo KPVO€VTO� and *KaKo/-'''I}xavoo KpvolaU"l}�. 
Van Leeuwen is doubtless right in thinking the poets were guided by the 
model of the adjective OKPtO€'�/ but of far more weight in each instance 
was the need of keeping the formula, and wherever the former presence 
of the *-00 ending is found there is a marked formulaic device. Thus the 
form 'IAlov is found only in the phrase ' IAlov 7Tpo7TapOt()€ (3 times) ; OOV is 
found only in a special type of clause, OOV KMo� OU 7TOT' OA€LTat (B 325, 
Hymn to Apollo 156) , oov KpaTo� la-rt /-,lyta-rov (a 70) .  '0l-'Odov, which is 
found only in the phrase o/-,odov 7ToM/-,oto for *o/-,otloo 7TTOM/-,oto, is used 
six times in the Iliad and twice in the 0t!Yssey, and I here the Arcado
Cyprian 7TT6A€I-'O� might show that the ending *-00 belonged to the 
Arcado-Cyprian poetic language. But we cannot be sure, since a Lesbian 
poet might have used the foreign 7TT6A€/-,0� in a new phrase.2 But whether 
*-00 is the original of Arcado-Cyprian -W, or a middie stage between 
Aeolic -OLO and -w, the creation of the artificial forms in question can 
have been due only to singers who had to keep the formulas. 

Equivalent Aeolic Forms 

It is likewise only the theory of oral verse-making which can show why 
certain Aeolic forms were kept when an Ionic form might have been 
used. In at least one case it was only because there was no such form in 
Ionic : ()€et was kept because Ionic used ()€O� for both masculine and 
feminine. But usually the Aeolic form was kept for less simple reasons, 
which could be only those of a poet who was drawn more towards the 

I Enchiridium dictionis epicae', (Lugduni Batavorum, 19 18), p. 1 76 n. o .  
2 A Thessalian inscription gi  ves 01  TTo,\lClpxoVTf,. 
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foreign form he found in poetry than towards the form which was 
habitual with hirn in his daily speech. An equivalent Aeolic form might 
be kept for one or more of the following reasons : the form was used 
along with other words, so that the poet feIt the group as a unit and 
sought to change none of its parts; the form was known to hirn more 
from poetry than from speech, so that the habit of the poetic language 
was greater than that of his spoken language ; the syntax of the form was 
foreign, and thus set it apart from the current form. 

Aeolic al for lonic d is regularly found in the phrases ai KE, al yap, and 
aiBE. In the phrase ai KE it has been kept because of the foreign KE with 
which it was feit more or less as a single word, like ifv for El av. So soon as 
a single word is put between al and KE, however, the motive for keeping 
the Aeolic form is lost and we have d 8E KE, El J-LEV KEV, El yap KEV, etc. The 
use of al yap, and its metrical variant aiBE, is foreign to lonic speech, 
being found only in lonic and Attic prose in highly emotional passages 
where the author meaningly assurnes the tone of poetry. 

'Ep'-, which seems to have come first from Arcado-Cyprian,1 tended 
in the lonic vocalization to become aph The form ep'- was kept in I 
certain fixed phrases: e.g. ep,avXEvEs i1T7TO' (5 times) ; ept7JPES E'Ta,pO' 
(22 times) ; epty8ov7Tos 7TOO" S "Hp7Js (7 times) ; ep'Kv8Ea 8a''Ta (5 times) ; 
ep'Kv8Ea 8wpa (twice) ; Ep'Kv8Ea 'TEKVa (once) .2 It �as these formulas that 
kept the prefix, but it was kept unchanged for another reason : where the 
radical of the word is a noun ep'- is used, while ap'- was brought in where 
the radical is a verb or adjective and thus properly calls for an adverbial 
prefix. Thus we find ep'ßw'\ag, epty8ov7Tos, ep'Kv8�s, eptJ-LVKOS, eptO'BEvrJS, 
, I,J. ,\ " , I b t ' I , � I , Ir ,\ , Ep'O"Ta'f'V os, EptnfLOS, EP'W7TOS, U ap'yvw'TOS, apWEtKE'TOS, ap'r,,7J os, ap'-
7TPE7T�S, ap,rppa8�s, ap,O'rpa'\�s. In ep,ovv,os and ept7JpOS the meaning of the 
radical is so vague that the prefix is scarce feIt as such, and in eptB7J'\�s it 
was the poetic B7J'\-, for the prosaic Ba'\'\-, which kept the whole poetic 
word unchanged. 

There is no need, if we would understand why '\aos was not changed to 
* ,\7JOS whereas vaos became V7Jos, to argue that there was no word '\EWS in 
lonic. Indeed two names in the Iliad and 04Jssey prove an lonic '\EWS : 
AE'WKP''TOS and AHW87JS are artificial forms which have been made from 
* AaOKp,'TOS and * Aaw87Js (* AaFOFa87JS) after the spoken * AEWKP''TOS and 
*AEW87JS. }tYE'\EWS in 'Tors 8' }tYE'\EWS J-LE'TEEmE (X 1 3 1 ,  247),  where the 
Aeolic would be *TOrs 8' }tYE'\aos €EmE, shows that there must have been 
many names of this type in early lonic (cf. }tVagtAEO, }tPXE'\EOS, €'JEPO'{'\EW, 
'\EWrpOPOV, of the lonic inscriptions) , for the form €EmE was common 
enough in the Homeric poetic language and }tYE'\aos is found in other 
verses where the change would not have been so simple. The foreign '\aos 
was kept simply because it was more common in poetry than '\EWS was in 

I Cf. p. 344 n. 4. • Cf. K. '\litte in Pauly-'Vissowa, s.v. Homeros, co!. 2 1 2 1 .  
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speech, so that the singers were more habituated to the poetic than to the 
prosaic word. Each time a singer met vaoS' in verse he would tend to 
modifY it in the direction ofthe spoken vewS'. But AaoS', which figured in so 
many poetic phraSeS-'7TOLl-tEVa Aawv (56 times) , KOLpave Aawv ( 1 1  times) , 
Aaov }1xaLwv ( 1 9  times) , etc., in the epithet of gods AaoaaooS" (6 times) , in 
heroic names-and was moreover a word which by its meaning had 
a special dignity, won a place for itself far beyond the reach of AewS'. 
Where on the contrary a word had no such special place in the poetic 
language, but differed only in form from the common prose word, the 
singers would be drawn to the current form. Thus doS' and TaOS' became 
€wS' and TEWS', contrary to the usual laws of I the heroic meter.' It is 
wrong, however, in the case either of these words or of the words wh ich 
make hiatus through a lost digamma, or in such phrases as �J-Le'iS' O€ 
oeLaaVTeS', J-LQ).a o�v, aJ-LepÖclAea laxovTeS', to speak of metrical faults, for 
these irregularities of the rhythm are constant and accepted, and so are 
rightly to be felt as th� correct rhythmic usage. 

The Aeolic form rPYJP- wherever it was used in the common sense of 
'hunting' or 'game' appears as (}YJP- in lonic ((}�PYJ, (}�p etc.) ,  but when 
the word was used of the Centaurs the Ionic singers very naturally failed 
to translate the word into their own dialect, but left it to be a proper 
name, CP-rypeS', 'the Beasts,' and so we find it in A 268, B 743. 

'EpJ-LeLaS' was kept beside 'EpJ-L-ryS', though }1(}YJvaLa became }1(}YJvaLYJ, and 
'PeLa became 'PeLYJ, because the non-Ionic ending -oäS' was well fixed in 
other heroic names such as AlveLaS' and AvyeLaS'. NavaLKaa and CPeLa were 
not changed because the names were not Ionic. 

IILavpeS' kept its initial consonant because the whole word differed in 
form from TEaaapeS'. 'EpeßevvoS' and apyevvoS' were unchanged because 
there was no like word in -eLvoS' in Ionic. 

The Ionic Element 

We may now turn to the forms of the Homeric language which are 
Ionic. 

The greater number of sounds and forms which are Ionic and not 
Aeolic are metrically equal to the Aeolic sounds and forms. They can in 
no way be looked on as an Ionic addition to the traditional diction, but 
are the work of Ionic singers changing the Aeolic epic language to suit 
the habit of their own speech. Thus, save for the few unusual forms just 
noted, Homer has YJ where Aeolic kept original ä ;  ev from eo where 

I The overwhelming reading of the manuscripts is lw, where the scansion should be - v, 

and €rW, where it is - -. Erws'is an artificial form made by lengthening lws under the force of 
the rhythm. There is no real ground for the *.Jo, with which, as with the F, some modem 
editors have disfigured their texts. Here, as elsewhere, the seeming vagaries of the manu
script tradition accord with the processes of oral poetry and thus bear witness to their faith
fulness. 

81U815 A a  
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Aeolie had @ ;  �v for Aeolie �S" ; -OU, -ovS", ·äS", -�, -v, � in I the noun 
where Aeolie has -w, -otS", -aLS", -ä, -äv ; -ELV -OVUL, -ovua, in the verb where 
A I· h .J.. - I �ß - t. - " " 0 I eo le as -7]V, -WUL, -OLua ; ",aUL, lr.LOvua, �ELVOS", ELfLL, ETEPOS", apuoS", ete., 
where Aeolie has c/>a'iuL, Mo'iua, gEVVOS", EfLfLL, aTEpoS", OEPUOS", ete. Eaeh one 
of these sounds and forms is a sign of the thorough lonization of the 
traditional epie dietion. 

A number of Homerie forms whieh are lonic and not Aeolic are found 
in the Lesbian lyric language. Some of these are also found in Areado
Cyprian, whieh seems to be their souree. These forms are : the noun
endings -OLS", -aLS", -UL ; the first aorist in -u- ; the perfeet partieiple in -WS", 
-OTES" ; fLEUOS", öuoS", ete. ; and v-movable in verb-forms. 

The non-thematie infinitive in -vaL is not found in the remains of 
Lesbian poetry, but was used in Areado-Cyprian (Areadian a:1TELOfjvaL, 
�vaL, EgfjvaL) .  We are thus unable to say surely that these infinitives are an 
lonic addition to the Homerie language. Likewise we are unable . to 
claim an lonie souree for av in Homer. Cyprian has KE, but Areadian has 
av, and for el followed by av it has Ei K' av ; in one ease in Areadian we 
find Ei K' used without av followed by the subjunetive.I The tendeney in 
Aeolie would have been to change av in Areado-Cyprian formulas to 
KE(V) , as it was in lonie to change Aeolie KE(V) to av. There are in the 
Iliad and the Ot[yssey some 43 out of 156 eases where av eannot be ehanged 
to KE(V), and some 747 eases of KE(V) , but even this small portion of sure 
eases of av may have eome over from the Lesbian epic. 

The Lesbian lyrie language also has the artifieial (or Areado-Cyprian ?) 
afLfLEULv, whieh is metrieally equal to TJfL'iv seanned !.. - ,  and afLfLES",2 which 
ean usually take the plaee of the lonic aeeusative TJfL�S"' Eo in Lesbian 
poetry ean be seanned as a single syllable, and is thus the equal ofIonie EV 
(Lesbian ßE>'@S" seanned � -) . Synizesis of E with a diphthong, and so we 
may suppose with a long vowel, is eommon to lonie, Aeolie, and Areado
Cyprian verse (Lesbian O�u', apycfA�, Cyprian (J�S", 144, 2 in Hoff
mann, op. cit., l, p. 76) .3 I 

Onee we have set aside the lonisms cited in the foregoing paragraph 
we find that there are left almost no forms in the Iliad and Ot[yssey whieh 
have not equivalents in the Lesbian poetie language. We find DovvaL 

I 29, 2 1  in Hoffmann, op. eit., I, p. 23. 
• For the accusative al-'fL€' cf. Hesychius s.v. ; Etymologicum Gudianillm 45, 18. 
3 -aTO, -aTa" for -VTO, -VTa" in the optative and certain non-thematic forms, are often caJled 

Ionic, but the ancient grammarians caJled the endings Aeolic (cf. Hoffmann, II ,  p. 568) , and 
as it happens we have no inscriptional evidence for the third plural middle of the optative in 
either Aeolic or Arcado-Cyprian. IIO>'VKT>1fLWV may have taken the place of a 1TO>'V1T1TQfLwv. 
The third plural of tbe non-thematic aorist in -aav is found in Cyprian (KaTE8.aav, cf. KaT'8,

jav) ; the ending -aaV is also used in Aeolic in the aorist passive. -€wV is said to be disyJlabic in 
three places (1Tv.\fWV H I, M 340, 8VPEWV '" 19 1 ) ,  but the Aeolic singers may have lengthened 
the v in these words in the way that gives us ii/lwp in Lesbian verse with bolh short and long v . 
• I/l� in 1 558 may be for •• l/loo. 
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twice at the end of the verse, beside three pI aCes within the verse where 
80fLEVat could be used just as weH ; but we lack evidence on this form for 
Arcadian which might have a form *owvat (cf. Arcadian (Jfjvat) . 

Out of 25 uses of [ws 23 caH for the scansion of Aeolic aos ; EWS in P 727 
is monosyHabic, leaving only ß 78 where EWS has a definitely lonic scansion. 

The lonic forms of the first and second personal pronoun plural like
wise give us almost no grounds for believing in lonic changes in the dic
tion. 14fLfLES is found in Homer 37 times within the verse, and never where 
the lonic form could take its place. On the other hand �fLEtS, in 73 of its 
81  occurrences, could be replaced by äfLfLES, and ofthe 8 remaining cases 
3 occur in the phrase �fLEtS iOfLEV, that is äfLfLES (F) iofLEV. Beside afLfLt ( 1 8  
times) �fLtV is used 7 2  times : i n  55 of these cases afLfLtv could be used 
instead, in 16 where �fLtV is used at the head of the verse before a vowel 
afLfLEow could take its place, and the single remaining case is �fLtV 
€KclEPYOV, that is *afL/-'w (F)EKclEPYOV. The accusative äfLfLE is used 1 3  
times, always within the verse, while �fLEas appears 3 times at the verse 
end, which shows that the lonic singers felt �/-,Eas as disyHabic. Where 
�fLEas is found elsewhere it is 8 times foHowed by a consonant, including 
one case of the digamma, so that the poetic Lesbian could just as weH be 
used, leaving only 8 cases for which we have no Lesbian equivalent. 

Out of 35 occurrences of VfLEtS there are only 4 where V/-,/-,ES could not 
be used. Out of 38 occurrences of vfLtv there are only 5 where v/-'fLtV 
could not take its place, and in 2 of these 5 places v/-'fLEatV could be read. 
Out of the 5 times that vfLEas occurs, VfLfLES could be used in 3. I 

There are thus only 2 I verses of Homer where the meter seems to be 
warrant for the lonic form of the personal pronouns : r 104 �fLEtS, ..d 246 
V/-,EtS, H 1 94 VfLEtS, 1 528 v/-,tv, 1 649 VfLEtS', K 2 1  I �/-,EaS', A 695 �fLEaS', M 
223 �fLEtS', 8 369 �/-,EtS, 0 I 36 �fLEaS', 'P 495 VfLEtS, a 76 �fLEtS', ß 75 VfLEIJS, 
86 �fLEaS', 2 10  V/-,EaS', 244 �/-,EaS', Y 81 �fLEtS', '1T 387 v/-,tV, X 264 �fLEaS', tP 1 38 
�fLEaS', 224 �/-,Eas. Even these few cases, however, are not sure. The larger 
number of accusatives might point towards an artificial (or originaHy 
Arcado-Cyprian ?) *a/-,/-,EaS' in Lesbian verse, and in some cases the 
metrical fault caused by using the Lesbian form might be like the 
numerous other faults we see resulting from the formulaic technique. For 
instance, *a/-,/-,ES crrpvvwfLE(J' in 8 369 might be due to the modification of 
a common *ä/-,/-,ES' 0' OTpvvwfLE(J' ; cf. at the beginning of the verse �fLEtS 
O€ tPPcl'WfLE(J' (..d 14) .  I 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen in our study that both Arcado-Cyprian and Aeolic 
singers had used the epic diction and left the mark of their language 

1 Cf. FM, pp. 202-2 I above. 
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upon its words and phrases in such a way that we know the epic diction 
was more or less altogether their creation ; whereas we have found only 
very slight traces of lonic work besides the mere change in pronuncia
tion. There are two possible conclusions, either that the Iliad and 
Otfyssry as we have them are, save for the lonic pronunciation, the work 
of an Aeolic singer or singers, or that they are the work of an lonic singer 
01' singers who made their verses out of a traditional diction which had 
undergone almost no change from the time when the lonians had 
learned it from the Aeolians. 

The Theory of an Aeolic Horner Rejected 

According to the first explanation, this Aeolic Homer would have lived 
at the moment when the oral poetry was most creative-for of course 
every oral poem has its moment of creation, however long it may have 
lived merely by recitation-and would have made his verses from an 
oral diction which was very ancient, which may even in some parts have 
gone back to the time before Greek broke up into the dialects in which we 
find it. But whatever may be the age of the diction, I it had, in the period 
before Homer's time, been used and highly developed by Arcado
Cyprian and Aeolic singers. Whether there was a period of mutual 
exchange between Arcado-Cyprian and Aeolic, or whether Aeolic took 
over an Arcado-Cyprian tradition and greatly changed it, we cannot 
know. Homer would then have composed in this Arcado-Cyprian and 
Aeolic diction, and his poems would have won such farne that his fol
lowers found their profit in merely reciting them. Now recitation is not 
the natural practice oforal poetry, which, as was seen above (pp. 335-7) , 
is ever in a state of change, so that one must suppose the formation of 
a guild, not of singers, but of rhapsodes, who made their living by faith
fuHy keeping and reciting the poems which Homer had composed as 
a singer. We must then suppose further that this guild was fixed in a city 
which in Homer's time was Aeolic but later became lonic, so that the 
daily speech of the reciters changed from Aeolic to lonic. This change in 
their spoken language would have brought about a change in their 
pronunciation of the Iliad and Otfyssry ; while the tradition of their craft 
may have kept the poems line for line, they would have changed the 
sounds and forms to suit the habits of their speech in so far as that caHed 
for no change in the words ofthe line. Then finaHy, at some moment weH 
along in the lonic period of the city, when the lonic speech had had time 
to lonize completely the pronunciation of the poems, they would have 
been recorded in writing. 

Simple as such a theory may seem-Fick, who had not the notion of 
an oral poetic language, gave hirnself needless trouble, since he need 
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almost never have changed more than the form of the single word1-it is 
without any sound basis, and there is much to be said against it. First, 
such a dose keeping of the words in a way quite foreign to the natural 
functioning of an oral diction must necessarily have made for a keeping 
of the older pronunciation ; in any case the complete Ionization of the 
equivalent sounds and forms can be undcrstood only by an uttcrly free 
handling of the diction by Ionian singers. I Secondly, we must then 
suppose that all thc poems of the epic cyde, the greater Homeric Hymns 
to Apollo, Aphrodite, and indecd all the fragments we have of the older 
poetry, had likewise been kcpt by some guild from the Aeolic period, with 
just the same change in their own speech from Aeolic to Ionic ; for the 
language of these other poems, as their diction, differs in no point from 
that ofHomer. In the case ofthe Hymn 10 Apollo one would have to reason 
most ingeniously about the lines wherein thc man who sang it makes 
mention of his hearers and of himself: 

14,\,\d UU LI�'\WL (/>o'ß€ iJ-a'\LUT' ETTtTE{J1Tf.aL -ryTOP 
EIiOa TOL e'\K€xtTWII€, 'UOIlf., ,iy€pEOOIiTaL 
aUTO', uVlI 7TaLSmUL Ka� alSot7]t> a..\OxoLuLII. 
o[ SE UE 7TtJYiJ-aXL7]L Tf. Ka� oPX7]0WJiL Ka� aotSf]t 

, I " I , _ iJ-1I7]uaiJ-€lIOL Tf.P7TOVULIi OTali UT7]UWIITaL aywlIa. 
cf>atT) K' aOaliaTov, Ka� a�pw, EiJ-iJ-€lIaL alf.t 
0, T6T' E7TaIiTLaUH' ÖT' '!aollE, aOp60L El€lI. 

14'\'\' äy€O' D.�KOt iJ-eli 147T6'\'\WII 14PTEiJ-tSL gVII, 
XaLPf.T€ S' viJ-f." 7TaUaL, EiJ-f.'O Se Ka� iJ-€T6TTtuOf. 
iJ-1I�uauO' 67T7T6T€ KEil TL, EmxOolltwlI allOpuJ7TwlI 
EIiOaS ' all€tpT)TaL gf.'1I0' Ta,\a7TELptO, E,\OWII· 
ciJ KoUpat, Tl, S' ViJ-iJ-LIi all�p ijSLUTO, aotSWII 
EIIOaS€ 7Tw'\dTaL, Ka� TEWL TEP7Tf.UO€ iJ-a'\LUTa ; 
ViJ-€" S '  cl iJ-a'\a 7TaUaL VTToKptliaUOf. acf>' ��WII· 
TVcf>'\O, all�p, olKf.' Se Xlwt EII� 7TamaAOEUUT)t, 
TOU 7TaUaL iJ-€T6muO€ll apLUTf.VOVULIi aOLSat. 
�iJ-f." S' �iJ-ET€POIi KMo, OLUOiJ-f.1I ÖUUOIi E7T' alall 
allOpWnwlI uTpf.cf>6iJ-€uOa 7T6'\€t, cl llaL€TaWua,· 

r � , , \ � \ I , , \ " " 2 I OL 0 E7TL 07] 7THUOIiTaL f.7TH KaL ET7]TViJ-OIi f.UTW. 

' lt is impossible to build any theory of either multiple or single authorship on the basis or 
the language. Such attempts as that of Fick are based upon the purest of a prioris ; e.g. he 
changed �p.Ea. a,;"o,). in B 529 to *ap.p.€a. a,;",o1l" assuming that Aeolic had such a form, but 
in K 2 1 1 he claimed �p.Ea. 'i\80L as proof of an Ionic redaction. 

2 Vv. 146-52, 165-76. The great majority of the manuscripts read lmoKplvaa8€ in v. 
1 7 1 ,  which is correct, the metrical fault being a guarantee of the text (cf. FM, pp. 199-201 
above) . The reading &.4>' �P.EWV of some nine manuscripts, instead of &.4>' VP.EWV, which is 
given by the other manuscripts and modern editors, is exactly suited to the pride which oral 
poets everywhere have in their own skill ; likewise the variant �p.lrEpov in v. 1 74 is to be 
preferred to VP.ET€POV. The variant reading was due to the feeling of the scribes-which has 
also been that ofmodern editors - that Homer could not have been so immodest. 
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Here we clearly have to do with a singer and no reciter ; he is singing to 
Ionians ; and he says that there are many other singers and that each of 
them has his own songs. One is forced to grant that this Hymn, in which 
we find the very same poetic language as in the Iliad and Oqyssry, was the 
work of an Ionian, in the diction common to all other heroic poets of his 
time, at a moment when the tradition of epic poetry was still that of 
creation and not of recitation. 

The Theory 01 an Aeolic Diction Accepted 

Moreover the theory of an Aeolic Iliad and Oqyssry rests altogether on 
one supposition, which is false, namely that the ease with which the 
poems can be turned into Aeolic proves they must have been more or less 
entirely as they stand the work of an Aeolic poet : really it proves only 
that the formulaic diction was Aeolic. As was said above (p. 329) , oral 
poetry is altogether made up of traditional formulas and series offormulas, 
each of which is an artifice for making the verse and the sentence. The 
singer has learned these formulas by hearing them in the mouths of older 
singers, and he makes his own poetry out ofthem from beginning to end, 
since the only way he can compose is by thinking in terms of the formulas. 
Thus while the poems of an oral poetry are ever each one of them in 
a never-ceasing state of change, the diction itself is fixed, and is passed 
on with little or no change from one generation of singers to another. 
This is why we find that even those Ionic words which in themselves are 
metrically different from the Aeolic words are used in the Iliad and 
Oqyssry in such a way that the change to Aeolic is still possible : in each 
case the word is used in fixed formulas and types of formulas which are 
traditional artifices ofverse-making. 'HJLE'i>, for example, can be changed 
to ciJLJLE> in 73 out of the 81 times it occurs, which could by no means be 
due to hazard, and could not happen in the verse of any poet who was 
making each verse out ofhis own new words. Homer, however, was using 
the word in fixed phrases ; so we find �JLEL> S (E) 41  times as the device for 
beginning a sentence, and in 34 ofthese 41 it is a device for beginning the 
verse as weH. 'HJLEL> JLEV accounts for 9 other occurrences of the word, 
falling 8 times at the beginning of the verse. ):1'\'\' ciYEO' �JLEL> 1TEp begins 
the verse twice. This, when we have set aside the 13  cases I of �JLEL> 
at the verse-end, leaves �JLEL> before a consonant in only 8 places where 
the phrase is not clearly fixed in the diction. It is of course largely hazard 
and the length of the Iliad and Oqyssry which bring it about that we can 
observe the use of a fixed phrase in a number of places and so analyze the 
technique of its use. 

'Hp.e'i<; S(E) is itselfoften used to make up longer formulas. One of the 
most needed artifices of the singer is that of ready phrases of different 
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metrical values to join his sentences on to one another. Homer's technique 
of the conjunctional formula is vast and complex, and, as in the case of 
the epithet, easily permits analysis into systems of great length and great 
simplicity. One such series offormulas is that for expressing the essential 
idea hut we : �fLEr, 0' (20 times) , �fLEr, OE (9 times), �fLEr, 0' av (3 times) , 
�fLEr, 0' aVT' (once) , �fLei, 0' aVTE (3 times) . Each of these phrases ex
presses the same essential idea but has a different metrical value. These 
formulas are then in turn used in other formulas. We find at the begin
ning of the verse �fLEr, 0' EfLfLEfLawTE, (N 785, tP 1 27), �fLEr, 0' €crraoTE<; 
(JavfLa'ofLEv (B 320, [J 394) , �fLEr, oe cppa'WfLE(J' Ö1TW, (A 14, E 6 1 ,  tP 1 1 7) .  
Twice we have the pair of verses 

�fLEfs S '  OUT '  e1TL lpya 1TC1.pOS y '  ifLEV OUTE 1T7}' a'\A"7' 
1Tp{y y' al3T�y y�fLa0'8a, .:4xa,Wy cL, K' e8/A"7'0'" 

(ß 127-8, 0' 288-g) . We have the system �fLEr, oe oEiO'aVTE, (, 236, 396), 
�fLEr, oe KAaioVTE, (, 294) , �fLEr, oe laxovTE, (0 454) . 1  Among the nine 
uses of �fLEr, fLEV we find �fLEr, fLeV Ta EKaO'Ta o,Ei1TOfLEV (A 706, fL 1 6) ,  
�fLEr, fLeV yap (y  262, 276).2 Nor are the 1 3  cases Of�fLEr, at the verse-end 
due wholly to chance : the word is regularly used there as a means of 
filling in the last foot of a verse in which the fifth foot has ended with 
-OfLEV, -OfLEV �fLEr" making, as it were, merely a longer personal ending. 
Thus we find E1TEcpvofLEV �fLEr, (K 478), Ei1TOfLEV �fLEr, I (a 37), KaTEAEi1TOfLEV 
�fLEr, (A 53, 447), EKTafLEv �fLEr, (fL 375) , E1T'EO'O'afLEv �fLEr, (v 143) . We 
also find �fLEr, at the end of the verse in the formulaic passage 

ou yap fLO{ 1TOTE ßWfLO' eSWETO 8a'Tos ltO"l/S 
Ao'ßfis TE KY{O"I/S TE, TO yap AaXOfLEV y/pa, �P.ErS, 

(A 48-g, [J 69-70). We are sometimes unable to analyze so exactly the 
artifice of verse-making which carries in itself the possibility of changing 
Ionic �fLEr, to Aeolic afLfLE" but we may be sure, nevertheless, that it is 
only because the small remnant of Greek heroie poetry which we still 
have does not let us follow everywhere the vastly varied technique of the 
diction. 

Such an analysis as we have just made for the use of �fLE'i, in Homer 
could be made for any other form or word in the tradition al diction 

I 'H/LEi, Il. ll.{aaVTE' and �/LEi, ll. la.xovTE, when 1)' aO and 1)' aOT" which in the heroic style 
are equal in meaning to the simple M, might have been used, show how keenly the singers 
feit the accepted irregularities as positive features ofthe epic versification. They are among the 
many Homeric phrases which bear witness to the oral nature of the diction at the same time 
that they prove the soundness of the traditional text. 

. 

• The repetition of a more or less uncommon formula at a short interval, as in the case of 
�JLEi, 1)' I)€!aaVTE' and �/LEi, /LEV ya.p above, is a constant feature ofthe Homeric diction, and is 
another sign ofits oral nature : a phrase or type ofphrase wi11 linger in the mind ofthe singer, 
and in the speed of his verse-making, where his thought largely follows for its expression the 
habitual vocal gestures of his poetic diction, it will come to the fore and be used again. 
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which is used at all often, and since each form and word, save for the few 
Ionisms we have noted, is either Aeolic, or equal in metrical value to 
Aeolic, we should thus be analyzing an Aeolic technique of verse-making. 
There thus ceases to be anything surprising in the fact that the Iliad and 
Odyssey can be turned into Aeolic almost word for word : the formulaic 
dietion was learned by the Ionians from the Aeolians, and though under 
the stress of habit of their own speech they made it Ionic wherever that 
could be done without harm to the technique of its use, they otherwise 
kept it almost without change, since the way in which verse is orally 
made forced them to do so. The few Ionic forms which we were able to 
point out above are, for all they are few and some of them doubtful, 
a precious proof that the Ionic singers had made at least some slight 
changes in the dietion. Far from showing, by their rarity, that Homer 
could not have been an Ionian, they are, in view ofthe little change made 
in an oral dietion from generation to generation, just about what one 
might look for in a tradition of Aeolic heroic poetry which was being 
carried on by Ionic singers. I 

The History of the Greek Heroie Style 

The study ofthe Homeric language has thus given us the outlines ofthe 
history of the heroic style. From a high antiquity it was carried on in the 
Greek peninsula by peoples who spoke Arcado-Cyprian and Aeolic. 
J ust what part each of these two peoples had in keeping and developing 
heroie poetry is not clear. If it was the work of Arcado-Cyprian singers, 
they must have made an ample use of Aeolic poetry with its Aeolic forms ; 
if it was the work of Aeolic singers, they drew largely on Arcado-Cyprian 
words and phrases. A long period with mutual exchange of poetry seems 
most likely. Why the Ionians while in Greece proper had nothing to do, 
so far as we know, with the formation of this heroic diction, and why when 
they migrated to Asia they brought with them no heroie poetry, must 
remain matters for conjecture. It was only in Asia Minor that they met 
with peoples of Aeolic speech and learned from them to practice the epie. 
Just how they learned must likewise stay in doubt. The art of the Greek 
heroic poetry is so far above that of any other oral narrative verse that 
one might, perhaps, condude that it was the work of a more highly 
professional dass than that whieh usually practices oral poetry. In that 
case we might suppose, as others have, that Ionic heroie poetry was due 
'
to the tradition of poetry in some eity or eities where the speech of the 
people had once been Aeolic, and then, because of their defeat at the 
hands ofIonians, Ionic. However that may be, the new way oflife which 
the Ionians took up in their new land gave a great impulse to the practiee 
oftheir new poetry, and brought forth all the countless poems which were 
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heard and forgotten, as weIl as the Iliad and Ot[yssey. Here again we are in 
doubt. Were the two poems put in writing during the lifetime of their 
author, and kept by some group who recited them ? Or were they kept by 
some such guild of reciters as that which was described above ? Or were 
they passed in manuscript among many singers who, while they still 
practiced creative oral poetry, found this way of getting for their reper
tory the poems which had the greatest fame ?1 One thing is plain : our 
manuscripts cannot I all go back to a manuscript of Homer's time ; for 
their variant readings, while some are due to copyists, are for the greater 
part the variants of an oral tradition, which means that the manuscripts 
which the Alexandrians used came from different oral traditions. 

Nor, because of any evidence which the language gives us, may we say 
that the Iliad and Ot[yssey are single poems, nor show how the singer, or 
singers, of the poems have put smaller poems and whole passages together. 
The answer to these problems is not to be found in the language, which, 
like the diction ofwhich it was a part, merely shows that the whole ofthe 
two poems, with perhaps a few rare verses excepted, are the work of one 
or a number of Ionic singers using, at about the same time, the same 
traditional style, which was itself an Arcado-Cyprian and Aeolic creation. 
For on the one hand the same diction is common to all singers, and on the 
other its tradition is so conservative that even the complete unity of 
language which we find in the poems and in some of the Homene Hymns 
might have been kept over a fairly long period. To prove that there were 
one or many poets, and to show what passages were taken whole from the 
tradition and which were made anew out of single formulas or verses, we 
must turn to the study of other oral poetries where the processes of 
composition can be studied in actual practice and in a greater body of 
poetry than we have for the Greek epic. When, by the exact analysis 
of oral poems in reference to their tradition, we have grasped in detail 
just how the oral poet works, and what it is that makes a poem good or 
bad in the judgment of hirnself and his hearers, we shall then, but only 
then, be able to undertake to study the authorship of the Iliad and Ot[yssey, 
and to try to apportion that which is due to the tradition and that which 
is due to the author. I 

I Murko (La poesie ipique en rougoslavie, pp. 1 2- 1 3) describes such a state of poetry, half 
oral, half writtclI, as is conceivable in a general way for the preservation of the Homeric 
poems : 'Janko Ceramic, age de 68 ans, m'a assure qu'il pouvait repeter le lendemain toute 
chanson entendue la veille au soir. Cependant, les chants de la poesie dite orale ou tradi
tionnelle ne sont pas toujours transmis de bouche en bouche ; ils sont tres souvent, et de plus 
en plus, pris dans des livres et des brochures, et cela meme en Herzegovine, terre classique du 
chant epique . . . .  Le chanteur qui apprend un chant qu'on lui lit doit se le faire repeter 
plusieurs fois pour le savoir.' 

[HP Editors' nole: For the convenience of the reader there is appended (pp. 362-4) an index 
of Greek words and forms discussed in this article.] 
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I ND E X  O F  G R E E K  W O RD S  A N D  F O RM S  
[references are to original page numbers] 

c, 2.4. 29, 37 
-ri, 28 n. 2 
-c, 28 n. 2, 30, 38 
*ri{JPTJKTOS, 3 '  
d:ya.vvl.;os, 28 
)!'l'EAaos, 36 
)!'l'EAnus, 36 
a'l'l,..VJ, 28 
*a'l'ploo, 34 
�'l'pt�v, 34 
a'l'pOT�pOS, 26 
all[?]aTo,v, 28 
dllf, 32 
aEA,os, 26 and n. 2, 30, 32 
*äFPTJKTOS, 3 '  
-cFv, 2 9  n .  , 
a1jva,, 26 
)!9TJvalTJ, 37 
al, 25, 35 
w, 28 
a,9�, 35 
Alv�las, 37 
-a,s, 32, 38 
alaa, 26 
aKovfJ.LfV, 28 
dltOVTo, 32 
aA�v&f'VJo" 32 
ä>.,os, 30 
:Jt>'>'TJKTOS, 28 
ä,..aTa, 26 and n. 2 
d.,..{Jp&a,os, 28 
d.po{Jp&TTJV, 28 
tiPOES, 25 
äpopo�, 39 
*ä,..poms, 40, 4' n. , 
ä,..po�s, 25, 27, 28, 38 and 

n. 2, 39, 40, 43, 45 
äpopo�a,v, 30, 38, 39 
äp.p.', 30, 39 
äv, 24, 28, 38 
iiV, 24 
-cv, 30, 38 
)!vaelA�o, 36 
[dv]8p�, 28 
dv�8''Tav, 28 
*dVFEpvovTa, 32 
d.vw'l'w, 26 
-co, 27, 28, 29, 36 
d.o,IlL/7.n, 34 
dos, 36, 39 
d. .. , 29, 30 
*d .. qpaS, 3 '  
d. .. nll1jva', 38 
*d."&FpaS, 3 '  

a1l'ovpaS", 3 1 ,  32 
a1TTJupas, 3 ' ,  32 
amJ, 30 
a]1Tv�l1TTJ[" 3 '  
a7Tvw, 26 
ap"aA�" 38 
d.P'l'�vv&s, 27, 28, 37 
*äPTJKTOS, 3 '  
:JtPTJv, 26 
ap'-, 35, 36 
d.plYVWTOS, 36 
d.p,ll�lK�TOS, 36 
apl'TJAos, 36 
apmpE1"'/S, 36 
)!p'UTEao, 28 
ap,a4>a>.�s, 36 
d.p'4>pall?/s, 36 
aPTuw, 26 and n. 3 
)!pXEA�os, 36 
-äs, 37 
*aaFlaxo" 32 
aaKTJ9�s, 26 
-aTa" 38 n. 3 
änpoS, 38 
-aTO, 38 n. 3 
a�, 44 
AVy�las, 37 
a&r', 44 
av�pvoVTa, 32 
a"taxa', 32 
ailpTJKToS, 3 '  
airro.p, 26 
-dW, 34 
-äwv, 27, 28, 30 
ßaa,A�ios, 28 
ßaalATJos, 28 
ß/A!2S, 38 
ß·Ama,, 27 
ß"Älva,, 26 
{JoAopoa" 26 11. 2 
{Jp-, 3 '  
(Jpa8,vos, 3 '  
ßpaKm, 3 '  
ßpollov, 3 '  
ßpO'TOS, 28 
'l'lv�au" 27 
'l'paif>*, 26 
1)' aJ, 44 n. , 
8' a3T', 44 D. I 
/l., 44 n. , 
/lEapoa" 26 
*/lEFuw, 3 '  
ll€i, 3 '  
Il�lp.�v�, 28 

Il�laavns, 37, 44 n. 
/lEKop.a" 25 n. 
IlEpa', 30 
1)�uw, 3 '  
-81l-, 32 
-8F-, 32 
/l�v, 37 
.d,ovvuao" 28 
lloFEva,, 25 
1)op.�v, 28 
IlOpoVJa" 25, 28, 39 
IlOp.os, 30 
lloiiva', 39 
Ilpaxp.awv, 28 
Ilpwwa', 33 
8w, '9 n. 3 
Ilwp.a, 26, 30, 32 
*/lwva', 39 
i, 25 
€a'l'�, 3' 
EavaaoE, 3 1  
*c!avllav�, 33 
.Illlnaas, 32 
.8p.�va" 28 
€/loaav, 30 
€8WKaV, 30 
€E<"�, 3 ' ,  36 
*lFPa'l'TJ, 3 '  
*'EFPvalAaFos, 3 '  
E�v8av�, 33 
;9VJ, 30, 3 '  
19Aaaaa, 27 
�l, 24, 25,  35, 38 
EiK, 25 
dpol, 38 
-�w, 38 
-nvos, 37 
�11T�, 3 1  
�'ws, 37 n. 
'EKOTovtJol.a, 26 n. 2 
lAAa{J�, 28 
;Aos, 26 
Ep.�9�v, 30 
Ep.p.€V, 28 
.p.�va" 28 
€P+U, 38 
Ep.p.op�, 28 
€VVfOV, 28 
!9, 37 
lE1jva', 38 
l1T, 29 
* l1T,IlTJp.loo, 34 
J7rtOTtlTa, 28 . 
.1TA�, 28 

[40] 
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E1rOI.€UTaT4V, 28 
*Jpa'Y"/, 31  
EPyov, 3 1  
ip€fl€VVos, 28, 37 
ip'" 35, 36 
ip,avX€V€S, 36 
ip'flw>.ag, 36 
lply8oV1TOS, 36 
'pl,/pos, 36 
'",O,/>'.qs, 36 
i",KOO.qS, 36 
iplll-VKOS, 36 t 
'p,ovv.os, 26 n. 3, 36 
fpLUO€V>/s, 36 
'p,uTaq,v>.os, 36 
iplT'/J-OS, 36 
'plW1TOS, 36 
'Epll-€las, 37 
'Epll-ijs, 37 
EP1TW, 26 and n. 3 
EPP€OV, 28 
*Eufall€, 3 1  
EUKE8aa', 30 
EUK€OOV, 30, 32 
-.uu., 27, 30 
Ecrrta, 24, 25 n. I 
EUX€OOV, 26 
EUXOY, 30 
E:rE'A€aaa, 27 
Enpos, 38 
.V, 37, 38 
€vall€, 3 I, 32 
.lIpa'Y"/, 3 1  
ivPPOOS, 28 
ElIpvul>'aos, 3 I 
€lIx",>.a, 26 
EX.av, 3 1  
Ex·vuav, 3 I  
EX'I.uOa, 30 
-.W, 37 
-€"'V, 37, 38 n. 3 
."'S, 36, 37 n. I ,  39 
* f, 30-2, 37 n. I 
,avag, 26 
FEO.V, 3 I n. I 
foivov, 3 1  n. , 
* FP-, 31  
Ca, 28 
'aijv, 26 
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7 
The Traditional Metaphor in Homer* 

AISTOTLE tells in his Poetics of the kinds of words which make for 
a poetic diction, then he adds: 'It is a great thing to make a fitting 
use of each one of these devices [i.e., of poetic word-forms], as well 

as of compounds and glosses, but the greatest thing of all is being meta
phorical. This alone can be gotten from no one else, and is the sign of 
born talent, since to use metaphors well is to have a sense for likenesses. 
Compounds best suit the dithyramb, glosses heroic verse, and metaphors 
iambic verse. In heroic verse, finally, all the devices which I have named 
are useful. . .  .' 1 Further on he says: 'The heroic meter is the steadiest 
and the fullest, so that it is the readiest to take glosses and metaphors.'2. 
Now if we take the term 'heroic', as we usually do, as meaning most of all 
the Iliad and Odyssey, Aristotle has said in so many words that Homer's 
metaphors will show us as nothing else in his style can just why he is great. 
What, then, are we to make of it when modern scholars tell us that the 
metaphor has only a small place in Homer, and that it is usually put to 
no striking use?3 That it was Aristotle who was mistaken is clear, but we 
must learn why he thus fell into error. In doing so we shall find we have 
to deal with that principle of criticism on which at the present time, more 
than on any others, depends the true understanding of Homeric poetry. I 

Aristotle's statement does not hold for all Greek heroic poetry because 
he had in mind as he wrote not so much Homer as the epics of his own 
age. We may even be sure he was thinking of the two chief epic poets of 
the fifth century, Choerilus and Antimachus.4 We know how much Plato 
liked the verse of Antimachus, and how he defended him against the 

• First published in Classical Philowgy 28 ( 1933), 30-43. Reprinted by kind permission of 
the editor. 

I Poetics 1 459 a 4: €UTW �£ JLEya ILev TO EKaa'TWt 'TWV £lP'1JILEVWV [i.e., E17'£IC'Taa£,s, o:rroK01tru, 
E�a.,Uayal TWV Qvop.a'Twv] 1TP£1TOVTWS xp-qa8at, Kat 8t7TAois oyop.aal. 1('(11. "AW'TTal.S', 1TOAU 8E ILEY'UTOV 
or,) p.£Tac/>opLKoV £[vaL_ p.ovov yap TOVTO OV'T€ 1Tap' aMov £U'1''' '\a{JEiv Evc/mlas 'rE O1]p,£iov (UT" TO yap 
£J JL£Ta,pEpELV 'TO 'TO OP.OLOV 8£wp£iv EC1TI.V. TWV 8' ovop.aTClJV Ta JLEV 8t1T'\'£ P.Q.ALUT4 apJLOTTf:I. 'TOrS' 
81.8vpap.fJotS'J al8E yAwTTal. ToiS' �pw'KoiS', alae JLETa4>opai Tots lap.{3£loLS'o Kal EV ILEV TotS' �pw£KoiS' 

• , ' "  cr DL,_ . 8 '  , .J.. ' " f� \ , , �  , �1t(l.VT� XPTJ(JL':'a. 1"0. £LPTJf£va
, 
. . . ... . �w::,rzc 1 4?5

, 
a : 

,
K�L 1"0 aa'f'£� KaL TO TJOV Kat TO 5"�V'KOV 

£Xn p.ti>...uTa 'Y/ /L£Taq,opa. Kat >'a/3£,v OVK £11'T'V aVT'Y/V 'Wap lliov. 
2, Ibid. b

,
34 : 1'0 \a.p 1PWLKOV

,
(J7'auLp.ciJ1"a1"OV Kat dYKw8J(J7'a1'ov 1"WV ,.,iTPWV EaTtV. 8LO I(at 

y>'wTTas Ka, /L£Tar/>OpaS 8£X£Ta, /Lcf).'l1'Ta. 
3 Cf. A. L. Keith, Simile and Metaphor in Greek Poetry from Homer to Aeschylus (Chicago 

dissertation, 1 91 4), pp. 33, 49 ; Karl Meister, Die Homerische Kunstsprache (Leipzig, 192 1 ) ,  
p. 244, n .  I .  4 Fragments in  G. Kinkel, Epicorum Graecorumfragmenta (Leipzig, 1 877). 
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vogue which Choerilus was having.' Aristotle often quotes both of them 
and does so in a way which shows he took for granted a very common 
knowledge of their work. In one place he says briefly: 'In the way 
Homer does, not Choerilus', and in the Rhetoric he quotes only from the 
first line of a passage in Antimachus, though it is only in the following 
lines that the artifice of which he is treating is illustrated.2 Now the two 
poets had very bad names for their use of metaphor. Proclus must be 
giving a critical commonplace when he says: 'If the grand manner has 
anything artificial about it, it becomes very forced and bombastic. The 
fault usually lies in the use of metaphor, as in the case of Antimachus.'3 
Choerilus on his side had called stones 'the bones of the earth', and 
rivers 'the arteries of the earth', and though it must be partly through 
chance, his few fragments show a straining of metaphor far beyond any
thing to be found in what we have of Antimachus.4 In his Perseid a noble 
Persian, brought low in defeat, is forced to drink from a broken clay cup: 
'Here in my hands, all my fortune, is the shard of a cup broken in 
twain, a timber from a shipwreck of banqueters, such as oft the gale of 
Dionysus doth cast up on the coast of pride.'s This, indeed, I is what one 
might look for after his prologue, which Aristotle quotes: 'Happy the 
man who in those times was skilled in song and comrade of the Muses, 
when the meadow was unmowed. Now, when all has been allotted and 
the arts have their outcomes, we are left last in the race, and though we 
gaze everywhither there is no chariot newly yoked to which we may 
win.'6 One sees straightway that the very thing might be done for 
Choerilus which was done by a critic of modern poetry who made 
a study of the metaphors of Guillaume Apollinaire, the French symbolist 
poet, because he could find in them the essence of the poet's thought.7 

I Plutarch, Lysander ,8; Proclus, Commentary on the Timaeus i. 28; Suidas, s.v. Xo,po..os. 
• Aristotle, Topics '57 a '4: £is /)£ oa4>�v£,av 1Tapa/)dYl-'aTa Kat1Tapa{3oAaS oloTfov, 1Tapa-

8€iYILa'To. SE olK£ia Kal Et <Lv LaILEv, ola "Op.."pos, p.-r, ola XO'Pl),.o�· OVl"W yap av aQ.cPEClT£POV £{11 
TO 1TPOTE<V0I-'£vov. Rhetoric '408 a , ; cf. E. M. Cope, Aristotle's 'Rhetoric' (Cambridge, England, 
,877), I1�, 68. 

. , . 
, , , _ _ • , .  , 

3 Op. nt. I. 20: Ka, yap .. T' T£XV'KOV £OT' 1Tapa nu, TWV 1TO<'1TWV vI/Jos, 1TOAV TO 1-'£I-''1xaV'lI-'H'OV 
lx£, Kat OTOI-'4>w/)£s, I-'£Ta4>opais Xpwl-'£VOV ws Ta 1TOAAa Ka8o.1T£p TO .i4VT'l-'o.XE<OV. 

4 Tzetzes, in ''''alz's Rhetorici Graeci, Ill, 650: W01T£P 1To,£i XmplAos I<aAWV TOUS Ai80vs yiis 
daTa, TOUS TrOTap.ovs yijs t/>>"E�as. 

5 Athenaeus xi. 464 A: . , . . , , > . , ' X£POtV /) oA{3oV £XW KVAtKOS TPV4>OS al-'4>., £ayos, 
avSpwv l)aI.Tvp..ovWV v4mlYLov, ala T£ 7ToMa 
1TV£Vl-'a Lhwvvooto 1TPOS i5{3ptoS 1l<{3aA£v «/{Tas. 

6 Rhetoric '4'5 a and Scholiast ad. lac.: 'A l-'o.I<ap, OUT'S ('IV I<£ivov Xpovov '/)p's Q.o<llljs; 
Movaawv 8£pa11wv, OT' aKT}po.TOS �v ('Tt 'Anp..wv· vuv 8' 0.,.£ 1Tclvra 8£8aaTQ.l" ;xovat. BE TrElpo:ra 
'f'EXV4I., VClTa.TOL WU'T£ 8pbp.oV KaTa.A£",rbp.£8a,.ov8' 1TTJt (OTt 7TaVT7}' TraTrTcUVtlvrCl. v£o'vy€s J.pp.a 
1T<Moon<. [M. Parry evidently thought Choerilus the tragic poet and Choerilus the epic 
poet one and the same.-A. P.] 

7 P. B. Rice, 'A Modern Poet's Technique: Guillaume Apollinaire' in The Symposium 11, 
('93'), 470• 
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But what is true of Choerilus and Antimachus, and of Aristotle's friend 
Aeschrion who called the new moon 'heaven's fair new letter-s', ! and 
of modern verse, is not true of Homer. 

It is not that metaphors are lacking in Homer, or that when taken by 
themselves they are not striking enough. The rhetoricians usually took 
their examples from the Iliad and Otfyssry. Aristotle has the highest praise 
for Homer's metaphors 'from living to lifeless', such as that in which he 
says of Sisyphus' punishment, 'back to the bottom rolled the shameless 
stone', or speaks of spears which, having fallen short, 'stood in the 
ground, yearning to sate themselves on flesh'.2 Demetrius dwells at length 
on 'the ruinous battle quivered with spears',3 and Byzantine writers are 
still quoting 'unquenchable laughter', 'shepherd of the people', and 
'the seed of fire'.4 When I thus weighed alone, however, these phrases 
are not at all what they are in their place in the poems. There the way 
they are used and their use over and over have given them a sense which is 
utterly lost when they are torn from the poetry. They are fixed metaphors. 

The true fixed metaphor has not existed in English poetry since the 
days when Anglo-Saxon was spoken. Nevertheless some idea of its nature 
can be gotten if we consider the use of metaphor in the English Augustan 
age. This was the one time in English literature when poets used a diction 
which was at all fixed.s Dr. Johnson sets forth its theory thus: 

Every language of a learned nation necessarily divides itself into diction 
scholastick and popular, grave and familiar, elegant and gross ; and from 
a nice distinction of these different parts arises a great part of the beauty of 
style. But if we except a few minds, the favourites of nature, to whom their 
own original rectitude was in the place of rules, this delicacy of selection was 
little known to our authors ... . There was therefore before the time of Dryden 
no poetical diction : no system of words at once refined from the grossness of 
domestick use and free from the harshness of terms appropriated to particular 
arts. Words too familiar or too remote defeat the purpose of a poet. From those 

I Tzetzes, loco cit.: p.�v'I 'TO KaAov ovpavoi! VEOV u{yp.a. 
• Rhetoric 141 1 b 3 1 :  KaL ,;" KEXP'I-ra, 1ToAAaxoi! ·Op.'1po" 'TO 'Ta ar/JVxa Ep.r/JVxa 1TO'£LV Il,a 

TfjS P.£T4q,OpOS. EV 1Taur. 8E 1'W' EV£P'Y£t4V 1TOtErV £V80KLjJ.Ei, otov EV 1'OLa8E, "aJTts E1Tl 8a1TE86v8E 
KvMv8£'TO Aaa, ava,Il�," (A 598) KaL "£1T'TaT' &'UTO," (N 587) KaL "E1T{1T'T£u8aL p.£vm{vwv" (.:11 26) 
Kat. "EP "'IaiTJI. iU-r4VTO ",Aac,op.E'VuxpooS' 4170.£." (Lt 574) Kat. "alxJ.L� BE trrEPVOLO atEaaVTO 1-'41.Jl.Wwaa" 
(0542). 

3 On Style 82: Ev,a P.EV'TO' uaq,EU'T£pOV EV Ta,. p.£Taq,opa" MY£'Ta, KaL KVP'W'T£POV 1/ 1T£P EV 
4v-roiS' TotS' KvplolS, wS' 'TO "€4>P'�EV 8£ P.c1XTJ". DV yap av TLS' I-I.£Ta!3aAWV 8ui Kuplwv OVT' &)'T/8£UTEpUY 
(two, OUTE aatPEUTfpOV. 

+ au/3£U'To, YEAW, (A 599), 1To,p.Eva Aawv (A 263), u1TEpp.a 1TVPO, (£ 490), etc. Cf. Cocondrius, 
'On Figures of Speech', in Boissonade, Anecdota Graeca, Ill, 291; Tryphon, 'On Figures of 
Speech', in ibid., p. 273. 

� Cf. Thomas Quayle, Poetic Diction: A Study of Eighteenth Century Verse (London, 1 924) ; 
R. D. Havens, "Poetic Diction of the English Classicists", in Kittredge Anniversary Papers 
(Boston, 19 13), pp. 435-44 ; Myra Reynolds, The Treatment of Nature in English Poet�y between 
Pope and Wordsworth (Chicago, 1909), pp. I -57. 
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sounds which we hear on small or on coarse occasions, we do not easily receive 
strong impressions or delightful images; and words to which we are nearly 
strangers, whenever they occur, draw that attention on themselves which they 
should transmit to things. I 

Such an idea of poetic diction is of course far too small to be true : Johnson 
has merely put into words his feeling that only a very certain class of 
words and phrases were 'appropriate' to poetry. There is no need here 
to question his notion of the proper. The thing to mark is that almost every 
other writer of the time shared the notion, so that most of the poetry was 
written in a style which largely used the same words and types of phrases, 
and very often even the same phrases. The verse form also had no small 
part in this fixation of the poetic diction, since the close form of the heroic 
couplet often prompted the I repeated use of certain types of phrases. 
Pope, in his Essay on Criticism, is all without knowing it, his own critic: 

Whene'er you find the 'cooling western breeze', 
In the next line it 'whispers through the trees' ; 
If crystal streams 'with pleasing murmur creep' 
The reader's threaten'd, not in vain, with 'sleep'.' 

A certain diction, in short, became the style, and the words and phrases 
which made it up came to have not only the meaning which they would 
naturally have, but also the quality of 'propriety', which in time tended 
to do away with the meaning. Phrases and types of phrases came to be 
used with less thought for what they said and more for the sake of their 
correctness. 

In this fixed diction the metaphor has a large place. It was one of the 
most elegant ways of keeping away from the commonplace word, so that 
certain correct and pleasing metaphors were used until their meaning was 
quite lost. Shakspere had written of 

The watery kingdom, whose ambitious head 
Spits in the face of heaven-3 

and one feels in the verses all the violence of Elizabethan thought. 
Milton likewise had lamented Lycidas 

Sunk though he be beneath the watery floar.� 
Here, it might seem to the casual reader, the meaning of the metaphor 
cannot be forced; but Milton had in mind Virgil's lines: 

vastis tremit ictibus aerea puppis 
subtrahiturque solum,s 

I Lives of the English Poets: Dryden, ed. G. B. Hill, Ill, 420. 
2 LI. 350-53. Cf. G. Saintsbury, History of English Prosody (1908), I1, 449. 
3 Merchant of Venice, Act n, scene vii, I. 44. • L. 167. 
5 Aeneid v. 198 f. Milton's commentators usually give aequor as the source of the metaphor 

and find in it the thought of the level sea; but it is not possible that aequor ever meant 'floor' 
to Milton. 
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and in his close-packed thought the metaphor means that the ship sunk 
in the very element which ships are built to float on. It is far otherwise 
with the poets who followed and used this sort of metaphor for the sea. 
Aequor of the Latin poets came over into English verse I as 'plain', which 
Dryden already used until the word has been emptied of its meaning: 

Oenus was next, who led his native train 
Of hardy warriors through the watery plain, 1 

he skims the liquid plains 
tIigh on his ehariot,2 

and so on. But the metaphor only had all the more charm for Pope, who 
likewise used it over and over: 

Pikes, the tyrants of the watery plains,3 
and Meanwhile our vessels plough the liquid plain,4 

and so on. Indeed, the phrases are to be found in almost every poet of the 
age. Even Falconer, who was a sailor, must speak of the sea in the same 
fixed way. Of a ship he says: 

Thus like a swan she cleaved the watery plain, 
The pride and wonder of th' Aegaean main,s 

and of dolphins: 

Awhile beneath the waves their tracks remain, 
And burn in silver streams along the liquid plain.6 

There is scarce need of giving further examples of the fixed metaphor in 
English Augustan poetry: Dryden also calls the sea a 'watery desert', 
'watery deep', 'watery way', 'watery reign'; Pope has 'wat'ry 
waste', 'wat'ry way', "watr'y world', 'watr'y glass'; and Falconer 
'watery world', 'watery path'. Two special types of metaphor, how
ever, should be noted which are common at this time, since they are 
very common in Homer. The first of these is the fixed metaphor which 
is limited to the single word and is little more than a poetic synonym. 
Thus in Pope's Homer-to take examples from the I work which more than 
any other set up this fixed diction-a voyage is 'crowned' with success, 

I Aeneis, X, 261 (Virgil's Aeneid x. Ig8) . The Latin says merely: 'Ille etiam patriis agmen 
ciet Ocnus ab oris'. 

• Dryden, op. cit., I, 223 (Virgil's Aeneid i. 147). Here, too, the Latin has nothing of the 
sort: 'atque rotis summas levibus perlabitur undas.' 

3 Windsor Forest, I. 146. 
4 Pope, Od)'ssey, X, 54. The Greek has nothing of the sort: 

S Shipwreck. 

8141810 

K 54 at o' J.ptpOVTO KaK1)' Qvt!-'OtO Ovi>'>'1J' 
a&rLS' f,"' AloAtT]v vfjaov. 

Bb 
6 Ibid. 
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a cape with a temple, the sky with clouds, and a conquest is simply 
'crowned' ; men 'burn with rancour', ships 'plough' the sea, Philoctetes 
is 'taught to wing the dart', oars 'cut th' immeasurable way', Hermes' 
wand 'seals the wakeful eye', cares are 'lulled', woes 'banished', and so 
on. Second, there is the fixed metaphor in the epithet. To Pope and 
Dryden anything white is 'snowy' or 'silver', anything colored 'enamel'd' 
or 'painted', anything that had a yellow gleam 'golden'. 1 

Many modems, following the Romantics, still feel the greatest scorn 
for such a way of writing and for that state of mind which would rather 
call the sea a 'glass', 'way', 'main', 'desert', 'wave', 'waste', 'foam', 
'tide', 'flood', 'deep', or 'billow' than give it its own name.2 The 
reaction to the so-called age of classicism brought in the view which 
is still held that each word a poet uses should be the word of his 
very own thought and never simply a word that other poets had used. 
For our own poetry such an opinion is altogether sound, but to condemn 
the diction of the English Augustan age on the same principle is a sort of 
criticism which is too simple to be true, for it fails to see that what the 
words lost in meaning they gained in charm of correctness. We must 
judge not the device in itself but the state of mind which found pleasure 
in the device, and, more largely, the society which set up such a state of 
mind as the most desirable one. The men of that time were agreed that 
certain words and phrases were more noble than others. We must not 
then condemn the language of their poetry before we have condemned 
their entire way of life, since their fixed diction, of which we have taken 
the fixed metaphor as an example, is a valid and finished sign of their 
common outlook. 

Many times greater, however, in reading Homer is the need of thus 
understanding that what a diction loses through common use it gains in 
the kind of charm which suits the times, for the diction of the Iliad and 
Odyssry, being altogether traditional, is fixed to a point of which English 
poetry can give us only a faint notion, and is filled with I phrases emptier 
of meaning than any in Pope or Falconer. I have written elsewhere about 
the traditional diction of the Homeric poems, but there is no need here of 
giving the results of other studies. The metaphor, being typical, will give 
us knowledge enough of the diction as a whole. 

When one has set aside the phrases in which the metaphor is not real, 
being only the tangible term used for the intangible thing, as in vovoov 
JJpOE, 'he roused up a plague' ;3 AOLYOV ap.vvaL, 'to ward off the bane';4 
or a poetic shift of the parts of speech, as in 7To'\vOTova K7}SEa, 'unhappy 
woes';5 7TOAVclLKO<; 7ToAfP.OLO, 'violent warfare',6 there are left only 

I All these examples are taken from Books IV and V of Pope's O4JIssey. 
a, All in the same two books of ibid. 3 A 10. 4 A 67. ' A  4-4-5. 6 A 165. 
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some twenty-five met�phors in the six hundred and eleven lines of the 
first Iliad. I This is a small-enough number in itself, but in reality the 
place of the metaphor is far more limited than the mere number would 
show, because only two of these metaphors bear on more than the single 
word. In the other cases it lies either in an epithet or on a word which 
merely takes the place of the KVPWV Dvop-a, the 'regular word', with 
what force of metaphor we must see. 

The 'watr'y way' of English verse doubtless goes back in some way or 
other to Homer's rypa KE>'Ev8a, which is one of the two cases in the first 
book where the metaphor goes beyond the single word; the loss of mean
ing in the phrases, however, is of course due in each case to the way it has 
been used in each of the two languages. Were rypa KE>'Ev8a found only 
once in the Greek epic we might perhaps give the phrase all its force, and 
the English use would have no bearing on it, but by the time one has read 
the Iliad and Odyssey one has met the same phrase four more times, 
always with bTt7TMw, 'sail over', and once indeed the same whole verse 
of the first Iliad: 

A 312 = 0474 ot p-£v €7TEL7" ava{3avTES £7TE7T'\EOV v-ypa KE'\Ev8a, 
S 842 P-VYJUTfjpeS S' ava{3avTEs £7TE7TAEOV v-ypCt KEAEv8a, 

.. i: " , , , '8 \ "8" , '\ 8 I i' 71 = t 252 W �EtvOt, TtVES Ea"TE; 7TO EV 7T1\E"t vypa KEI\EV a; 
Moreover, one then finds the verse y 71 = t 252 without change in the 
Homeric H)lmn to Apollo, so that not only does the use over and over of the 
metaphor wear out its force, but the use with it of other words which are 
always the same, and which always bring back the phrase with the same 
rhythm at the same place in the verse, act strongly in making it habitual: 
Homer's formulaic diction is in this much like the chant of ritual. But if 
the phrase can thus lose its meaning for us, how much more must it have 
lost for the Greeks who lived when epic poetry flourished; for we know 
from Thucydides that the verse was used 'everywhere in the same way 
by the old poets'.2 Nor is this all. The reader has likewise found seven 
times in Homer and once in the Hymns ryp�, 'wet', used all by itself for 
the sea; and itself is used as often in its metaphorical as in its real mean
ing: Homer also calls the sea lX8vOEVTa KE>'Ev8a, 'the fishy ways';3 
�Ep6EV7"a KE>'Ev8a, 'the misty ways';4 and speaks of cl.VEp-WV >'aLrpTJpa 
KE>'Ev8a, 'the speedy ways of the winds'.5 By this time the reader would 
think of the meaning of the metaphor only if he stopped and tried to. 

The metaphors which lie in the fixed epithers are of the same sort, 
and there is no need of going so fully into the background of their 

I Achilles' insults to Agamemnon-Kvvo� op.p.aT' EXWV, Kpa8l7Jv 8' EM.t/>OtO (A 225)-are not 
metaphors, since Achilles means that Agamemnon really has the eyes of a dog and the heart 
of a deer. Nor is KIJVW.,.a (A 1 59) metaphorical. Here, as doubtless in the foregoing case, 
much use has worn down the meaning. The word means only 'shameless', but if it did mean 
'dog-faced' there would even so be no transfer of terms. 

·i. 5. 2. 3 YI77. 4 v 64. 5 BI7,0620. 
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thought in the diction. Going on with the metaphors of the first Iliad, 
E1T€a 1TT€pO€VTa, 'winged words', I is used by Homer one hundred and 
twenty-three times; POS08c:f.KTVAos 'Hws, 'rosy-fingered dawn',2 twenty
seven times; J4xaLo� xaAKOxlTWV€S, 'bronze-shirted Achaeans' ,3 twenty
four times; apyvp01T€'a €JEns, 'silver-footed Thetis',4 thirteen times; 
{Jowms "HpTJ, 'ox-eyed Hera',5 eleven times; vfj€S WKV1TOPOL, 'swift
faring ships',6 eleven times. Boat vfj€S, 'fleet ships',7 is used four more 
times in the first book and a hundred times altogether. au{J€Crros YEAws, 
'laughter unquenchable',8 is found only three times, and the phrase has 
been much admired in English chiefly because of I the English words, but 
the phrase could not have had such vividness for Homer, who uses 
au{J€UTOS, 'unquenchable', over and over for the shouting of men, and 
also speaks of au{J€UTOV /LEVOS, 'might unquenchable', and au{J€UTOV 
KAEos, 'fame unquenchable'. �BlTJL {JwnaV€lpTJL, 'nourishing Pthia', 
where the idea of the metaphor is that of men tending beasts at pasture, 
is not found outside the first book of the Iliad, but the same metaphor is 
found sixteen times in xBwv 1TovAv{JoTHpa, 'the nourishing earth', and in 
J4xaL�S 1TovAv{JoT€Lpa, 'nourishing Achaea'. 

It is clear to anyone reading the Iliad and Odyssey that these epithets 
are used by the poet largely for the help they give him in making his 
verses. Pope, in the verses quoted above, pointed out the same thing in 
the poetry of his own time, but where the English poets would from time 
to time pause and pick out an elegant epithet to fill out their couplet, 
having a large choice of such words and usually making the choice more 
or less in view of the thought at that point, Homer had usually only one 
epithet which he used, one might say, without thinking, and he had 
moreover for any noun that he used at all often a whole set of such 
epithets, each one made to fulfil a different metrical need. This technique 
of Homer's epithets can be analyzed into whole systems, as I have shown 
elsewhere.9 Here it will be enough to give a few examples from the 
phrases we have just studied. Homer, to simplify his verse-making, has 
a system of verses which expresses the idea such and such a person said, 
answered, asked, and so on, giving also the tone of voice when the poet 
wishes, or some other detail. One special line of this type which is needed 
is that in which the character who is to speak has been the subject of the 
last verses so that the use of his name in the line would be clumsy. The 
one verse that will do this is Kal /LLv cpwJn]uas E1Tm 1TnpO€VTa 1TpoUTJVSa, or, 
when the tone of voice is to be given, Kal p' oAocpvpo/L€VOS E1T€a 1TT€pO€VTa 
1TpoC17JvSa, and so on. Homer has this one line for this one frequent need, 

J A 201 .  2 A 477. 3 A 371 .  4 A 538. 5 A 568. 6 A 42 1 .  
1 A 1 2, 300, 308, 371 , 389. This epithet and the foregoing may hardly seem to deserve the 

name of metaphor, but the Greeks were more sensitive here than we are. Aristotle quotes as 
an example of metaphor Homer's II1Jvs 8. ,..0' ';;8' £a'TT}I<£v, 'Here stands my ship' (a 185 ; 
er. Poetics 1457 b 10) .  8 A 599. 9 TE, above. 
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and its use always brings in E7TEU 7T'TEpOEVTU. Likewise, the formulaic line 
which expresses the idea 'at dawn' always brings in the epithet paSo
MKTV�OS'. The metrical purpose of the other phrases could likewise be 
shown. Now the bearing of the practice on I the meaning of the metaphor 
is clear : a phrase which is used because it is helpful is not being used 
because of its meaning. 

There remain thirteen metaphors from the first Iliad: all but one of 
them bear only on the single word, which is thus no more than a word 
used in the place of some words which would have more usually been 
used. Pope's use of the word 'crowned' for 'topped', which was 
referred to above, was such a word. Here too the word is generally used 
by Homer alone often enough to wear out even for a modern reader the 
force of the metaphor. KapTJvu, 'heads', for 'peaks' ; 1  a ship 'running' 
-EOEEV ;2 a wave 'howling'-ruXE ;3 a god, 'standing over' a city-
, A. Q 'Q h '  . , f b I 

. 
h · " .1. ' uJ.L'f'tt'Et'TJKUS';4 t e crowmng 0 ow s WIt wlne-E7TEO"TE'f'UVTO,5 a 

wall against war'-EpKoS' 7ToM.J.LOtO;6 'clothed in shamelessness'-avat
SEtTJV E7TtEtJ.LEVE;7 even the curious and untranslatable EXE'T' EJ.L7TErpVV'iu,8 
have all lost their meaning. Xo�ov KUTa7TEIpTJt, 'he shall swallow his 
wrath' ;9 7T�ofhov arpvgEtv, 'to pour out wealth' ;1O STJJ.Lof36poS' f3ua'�EvS', 
'a ravening king' ; 1 I  and OVJ.L()V aJ.LvgEtS', 'thou shalt rend thy heart',12 
may, for a while, keep the force of their metaphor because they are not 
found elsewhere in Homer. But because there is nothing outside the 
word to show the reader that Homer had the notion of the metaphor in 
his mind, and because he soon ceases in reading Homer to seek for any 
active force in such single words, they too finally become for him simply 
epic words with no more meaning than the usual term would have. 

The last metaphor of the first book is that which praises the speech of 
Nestor: 'TOU KUC. a7To y�waUTJS' J.LE�'TOS' y�VK{WV PEEV UVSlJ,13 'from his 
tongue flowed voice sweeter than honey' . Here, there can be no doubt, 
the metaphor was meant to be felt, but even here there is nothing which 
one could wish to take as the work of Homer's own new thought. First, 
the metaphor lies only in the words 'sweeter than honey' since 'flow' is 
used too often elsewhere of speech to carry here I the idea of 'flowing 
honey'. Then the same idea is found twice in the Theogony: 

'T£UI J.L�V £7Tt yAwuC1TJI yAVKEpfJV XElovutv UpC1TJv, 
'TOV 8' E7TE' £K u'ToJ.La'ToS' fki J.LElAIXU.14 

o 8' oA{3wS' OVT£VU Movual 
cplAwv'TUI· yAVKEp� o{ a7To UTOJ.LU'TOS' pEE£ a��ls 

I A 44. • A 483. 3 A 482. • A 37. 5 A 470. 6 A 284. 7 A 149. 
B A 513. 9 A 8 1 .  10 A 171. 11 A 23 1 . I2 A 243. 13 A 249 . 

.. Vss. 83-4: ' . . .  On his tongue they pour sweet dew and honeyed words flow from 
his mouth.' 

15 Vss. 96-7: 'Happy is the man the Muses love : sweet voice flows from his mouth.' 
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And finally the same metaphor is used again by Homer, this time, and 
here, as it happens, the following line shows clearly how little Homer felt 
its force, unless one should wish to make Homer mix metaphors with aI1 
the ruthlessness of an Elizabethan. The metaphor is of anger : 

O!; T£ 1TO.\V Y.\VKtwv ",I..\'TO!; KaTa.A£,{1o",l.vo,o 
avl)pwv lv CTT�8£CTOW dl.g£Ta, �VT£ Ka1TV6!;. I 

So even the one active metaphor of the first Iliad-and the rest of Homer 
is in no way different-fails to do what Aristotle said the metaphor 
must do-that is, show why Homer was like no other poet. 

At least, it fails to do so in the way that Aristotle meant, for really 
these metaphors that have been emptied of their meaning do show just 
what the natural talent of Homer was: it was a talent that worked not in 
the new but in the traditional. A careless reader of the foregoing pages 
may have thought that each one of the fixed metaphors which had lost 
its force was so much to be counted against Homer, but the example of 
fixed diction in English poetry should have shown him that what the 
words and phrases lost in meaning they had gained in kind of charm 
which pleased the poet and his hearers. As the fixed diction of the 
Augustan age can only be understood as the expression of a whole way of 
life which we may call the proper, so Homer's traditional diction is the 
work of a way of life which we may call the heroic, if one will give that 
word all the meaning it had for the men of Homer's time. It is a term 
which can only be understood in the measure that one can think and 
feel as they did, for the heroic was to them no more I or less than the 
statement of all that they would be or would do if they could. To give 
form to this heroic cast of thought they had the old tales that had come 
down in time, and they had a rhythm in which to tell them, and words 
and phrases with which to tell them. The making of this diction was due 
to countless poets and to many generations who in time had found the 
heroic word and phrase for every thought, and every word in it was holy 
and sweet and wondrous,2 and no one would think of changing it wil
fully. The Muses it was truly who gave those poets voices sweeter than 
honey. And those parts of the diction which did not carry the story itself, 
since their meaning was not needed for understanding, lost that meaning, 
but became, as it were, a familiar music of which the mind is pleasantly 
aware, but which it knows so well that it makes no effort to follow it. 
Indeed, poetry thus approaches music most closely when the words have 
rather a mood than a meaning. Nor should one think that since the 

1 1: 109-10: 'Sweeter than trickling honey it waxes in the breasts of men like smoke.' 
• As one might say in Greek : 1'0 u£JLVOV Kat 1'0 �Il" Kat 1'0 �£VIKOV OQ 1'0 8avl-'aulov 1tA�jU'TOV 

1-'£1"X£l· 
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meaning is largely lost it ceases to matter if the meaning is good. Though 
the meaning be felt rather than understood it is there, as it matters 
whether music idly heard be bad or good. Of such a kind is the charm of 
the fixed metaphor in Homer. It is an incantation of the heroic. 

Aristotle did not understand this. Between the final vanishing of the 
old oral poetry and his own time two hundred years or more had already 
passed, and, thinking of Homer as he thought of the epic poetry of his 
own age, he failed to see that the metaphor was one thing for Anti
machus and another for Homer. Modern critics, on the other hand, 
whose study was more careful, have found that Homer used the metaphor 
quite otherwise than Aristotle thought, and we ourselves have seen how 
utterly right they are, so that we are forced to choose between Aristotle's 
view of the nature of metaphor, in which case we must condemn Homer 
as mere copier, and the view that a traditional poet is good not because 
of the new that he brings into verse but because he knows how to make 
use of the traditional. If we do this we have found a charm far beyond 
any which can be found by men who wilfully wish to read Homer as they 
would any poetry of their own day. Indeed, the Greeks were not the men 
to carry the I historical method of criticism to any such point. For that 
there had to come a new world which did not know the old by birthright 
but which, seeking rules of art for itself in times past reasoned much 
about that art, and more and more closely. In literary criticism generally 
this was the growth of the historical spirit. In Homeric criticism it was 
first the growing scorn for Homer's art in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries in Italy, France, and England; then the period 
of Wolf and his followers who, however much they may have failed to 
grasp the meaning of what they did find, left no doubt that the Iliad and 
Ot:[yssry were not such poems as we would ever write, or as Virgil and 
Dante and Milton wrote; and lastly of our own days in which, through 
a study of the oral poetries of peoples outside our own civilization, we 
have grasped the idea of traditional poetry. There is not a verse in Homer 
that does not become clearer and greater when we have understood that 
he too was a traditional poet. This way lies all true criticism and liking of 
his poems. 
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Whole Formulaic Verses in Greek and 
Southslavic Heroic Song* 

In this essay on the method to be used in the comparative study of early poetries the 
view is set forth that the essential feature of such poetry is its oral form, and not such 
cultural likenesses as have been called 'popular', 'primitive', 'natural', or 'heroic'. 
As an example of method those numerous cases are considered where we find both in 
Homer and in South-slavic heroic song a verse which expresses the same idea. The 
explanation is as follows. Oral poetry is largely composed out of fixed verses. Especially 
will ideas which recur with any frequency be expressed by a fixed verse. Thus where 
the two poetries express the same frequent idea they both tend to do it in just the 
length of a verse. Knowing this common feature in the oral form of the two poetries 
we can conclude that the extraordinary hold which heroic poetry has on the thought 
and conduct of the Southern Slavs provides us with an example of what heroic poetry 
must have been for the early Greeks. 

THE ancient poetries of Europe-Greek, Saxon, Welsh, Irish, Norse, 
and German-have lately been studied together as common 
examples of heroic poetry,' and certainly no reader can help being 

struck by the fact that all these poetries have chiefly to do with the 
prowesses of men of strength and courage, whom the poets believed to have 
lived in a more or less distant past when human powers were greater, and 
whom they called by a special term which we translate as 'hero'. It is 
wrong, however, to go on and suppose that heroic poetry (in this exact 
sense of the term) is due to any law in the growth of literature. The 
poetry is heroic only because it is created by people who are living in 
a certain way and so have a certain outlook on life, and our under
standing of the heroic will come only as we learn what that way ofliving 
is, and grasp that outlook. I We find, for example, that cattle-lifting is 
a common theme in the ancient European poetries, but it is found there 
because of no law of poetry, but because these peoples happened to live in 
a way which led them to the stealing of cattle on the one hand and to the 
practice of poetry on the other. It may seem far-fetched to say that any 

• First published in Transactions of The American Philological Association 64 ('933), '79-97. 
I H. M. and N. K. Chadwick, The Growth of Literature: I, The Ancient Literatures of Europe 

(Cambridge, '932) .  
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one has gone so far as to suppose a law of poetry which makes cattle
lifting a common theme at a certain stage in the growth of poetry, and 
which results in reaving, but still that is implied by those who study the 
heroic element in early poetry as primarily a literary problem. Its proper 
study is even more anthropological and historical, and what Doughty 
tells us about cattle-lifting among the Bedouinsl is more enlightening, if 
we are reading Nestor's tale of a cattle raid into Elis,2 than is the mere 

"knowledge that the theme occurs elsewhere in ancient poetry. 
The critics, groping for the rules by which they should group and 

separate the varied works of the world's literature, have come to see more 
or less clearly that literature falls into two great parts, but they have not 
yet agreed upon the real nature of these two parts, nor upon the terms 
which should be applied to them. 'Heroic' is one of the attempts to find 
the term for the first part. Others have chosen 'popular', or 'primitive'. 
'Natural' was one of the first tries, and was given up largely because 
of the romantic notions of those who sought to apply it (though it has 
been revived in a much sounder way in a late study of the psychological 
processes of poetry) .3 There is surely much truth in each one of these 
names, but I think that no one of them goes deep enough : in each case 
there is the failure to see that literature falls into two great parts not so 
much because there are two kinds of culture, but because there are two 
kinds of form: the one part if literature is oral, the other written. Until this is 
grasped we cannot hope for any sound I method whereby we could use 
Beowulf, for example, for the better understanding of the Iliad. 

The 'primitive', the 'popular', the 'natural' and the 'heroic', all 
hang upon a poetry's being oral. This is not only because of the negative 
reason that the use of writing is the great cultural happening and brings 
on a new way of life. That does account for the loss of the primitive 
(though that tells us little, since the term means only the lack of the new 
way of life).  It also accounts for the growth of a new form of society in 
which there is no longer any place for the old heroic ideal. But there is 
also the positive reason why the oral quality is more basic than the other 
qualities named: oral poetry is formulaic and traditional. The poet who 
habitually makes his poems without the aid of writing can do so only by 
putting together old verses and old parts of verses in an old way. Since 
the verses, and the parts of the verses, and the schemes by which they are 
put together, are beyond the power of any one man to make, but must be 
the common creation of a people who all have a right to them, the poetry 
can well be called popular. The Romantic opinion that the poetry in ques
tion was more natural than other poetry was, as we can now see with our 
greater anthropological knowledge, little more than first fancies about the 

I Arabia Deserta, index s.u. ghrazzu. 2 A 670 fr. 
3 M. Jousse, Le Style oral rhythmi'lue et mllemotechnique chez les Verbo-moteurs (Paris, 1925). 
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thought of uncivilized man. When Jousse, however, after dividing poetry 
into the oral and the written, explains his reasons for thinking the thought 
of oral poetry the more spontaneous, he is working on much sounder 
ground : those phrases and verses are kept from one oral poet to another, 
and from one generation to another, which are most easily remembered 
and most easily grouped together. In this sense oral poetry really is more 
natural than written poetry. 

Not all oral poetry is heroic. The careful use of this term must exclude 
not only a great part of the lyric poetry which we usually find side by side 
with an heroic narrative poetry, but also such a popular and traditional 
narrative poetry as the Finnish, which rather is magical. These reasons 
alone make I the term unsuitable as the term for one of the two great 
parts of poetry ; but it is my wish, in the following pages, to go further 
and show how the heroic quality of a poetry also hangs upon its being 
oral, and I shall follow a method which makes use of more than one 
poetry that I may show how, by starting from the form, we can surely use 
one poetry for the understanding of another. 

When one hears the Southern Slavs sing their tales he has the over
whelming feeling that, in some way, he is hearing Homer. This is no mere 
sentimental feeling that comes from his seeing a way of life and a cast of 
thought which are strange to him, nor from the fact that the man who is 
singing to the four notes of a horsehair string calls himself a singer
pjesnik, as the blind poet of the Hymn to Apollo called himself an ao,80S', 
and that he calls his songs heroic songs-junacke pjesme. When the hearer 
looks closely to see why he should seem to be hearing Homer he finds 
precise reasons : he is ever hearing the same ideas that Homer expresses, 
and is hearing them expressed in phrases which are rhythmically the 
same, and which are grouped in the same order. The verse forms, of 
course, are different. The rhythm is falling in both cases, but the Greek 
has a verse of six feet which are either dactyls or spondees, while the 
Southslavic has a verse of five feet which is sung either as a spondaic or 
trochaic whole. Moreover, the rhythmic break in the Greek verse can fall 
in several places-after the strong syllable of the third or the fourth foot, 
or after the second syllable of a third dactylic foot, or after the fourth 
foot; whereas the Southslavic verse has a single break after the second 
foot. Yet this difference in the verse form is only a surface difference in the 
rhythmic likeness of the thought : in both the poetries we find the same 
idea being stated in just the length of a verse, or in the part of the verse 
which stretches just from one of the rhythmic breaks to one of the verse 
ends. I shall deal here chiefly with those cases in which Homer and I 
the Southslavic singers say what is after all the same thing in just the 
length of the verse. I might have chosen my Southslavic examples from 
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any part of the large number of printed texts, or evcn from thosc which 
I have collected myself. It scemed better, however, to limit myself to the 
most famous collection, that which Vuk Stefanov Karajitch made at the 
beginning of the last century. I 

VERSES BEGINNING AND ENDING DISCOURSE 

Like Homer, the Southslavic singer, save in rare and fixed cases, 
always states the idea so and so answered in just the length of a verse, and in 
both poetries the verses are made in the same way. The first part is fixed 
and holds the verb, the second part holds the name of the speaker, which 
is fitted in with the aid of an epithet. The likeness extends even to the 
way in which, in the first part of the verse, the pronouns for the two num
bers and genders change places. Thus in Homer we have the long series: 

'TOV 
to him 
'T�V 

1ToAOTAa, OtO, 'OOVC1(T£lJ, (8 times) 
much enduring divine Odysseus 
8£a yAavKwm, :48�VI1 ( 1 4  times) 
the goddess grey-eyed Athene 

to her 
'TOU, 

0' a�'T€ 1TPOC1€£L1T€ 
again spoke 

p.€ya, Kopv8aloAo, • EKTWP (thrice) 
great jlashing-helmed Hector 

to them (m.) 

to them (f.) 

cLvag aVDpwv :4yap.€p.vwv (5 times) 
the king of men Agamemllon 
r£p�VLO, t1T1ToTa N€C1'Twp (K 168) 
the Gerenian horseman Nestor 

and so on. Altogether there are in the Iliad and Odyssey verses of this sort 
for 28 different characterS.2 Indeed, the only characters who have not 
such a verse are those who do not appear often enough for there to be the 
occasion or need for such a verse, or those whose names cannot, even 
with the I epithet, be fitted into the last half of the verse. I now give the 
like series in Southslavic poetry: 

njemu 
to him 

Veli njojzi 
Said to her 

njima 
to them 

nahod Simeune (n, 1 3, 54) 
the foundling Simeon 
Todore vezire (n, 28, 19) 
Theodore the high counselor 
Milos cobanine (n, 28, 158) 
Milosh the shepherd 
srpski car Stjepane (n, 28, 382) 
the Serbian emperor Stephen 
Kraljevicu Marko (n, 55, 277) 
the king's son Mark 

I .Srpske }{arodnt Pjesme. Volumes II-IV, which contain the heroic poems which Karajitch 
himself edited, were first published in 1823 and 1824 at Leipzig and in 1833 at Vienna. There 
have been a number of later editions. The latest is that printed by the Jugoslavian state at 
Belgrade, 1932. The references in the text are to the volume, the poem, and the verse. 

• q: TE, pp. 12 f., above. 
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In giving the Greek series I stated the number of times the verse is found 
in Homer, and mentioned the number of such verses for different charac
ters. There is no point in doing so for the Southslavic system, for here we 
are not limited as in Greek heroic poetry to a small vestige. It is possible 
to find in the Serbian texts, and if not in them, in the poetry as it is still 
sung, as many examples as one wishes of any given verse, and as many 
different verses of the type as one wishes.! 

Both poetries have more than one verse for the idea in question. 
Homer, for example, has another series : 

'TOV ) {1TOAVd.aS' oi'oS' 'OOVUU€vS' (thrice) 
him 0' �/Ldf1€'T' €1TEL'Ta much suffering divine Odysseus 
'T�V answered then 1TOo&'PKTJS' oi'oS' )1Xt,\AWS' (twice) 
her swift-:footed divine Achilles 

and so on for 27 other characters. The Southslavic poets have : {BOSkO Jugovicu (n, 44, 58) 
AI' govori Boshko Yugovitch 
But spoke sluga Milutine (n, 44, 154) 

the squire Milutin I 

These different verses are needed to provide variety in the style as the 
talk passes back and forth, and both Homer and the Southslavic poets 
have still others of the same form. 

But the poets must also have a way of beginning a conversation. This 
must be done in a much greater variety of ways, since the way in which 
the statement is made must depend largely upon the way in which the 
action leads up to the speaking. If both the speaker and the person 
spoken to are clear in the hearer's mind Homer uses the verse : 

KaL /LLV rPwv�uaS' €1T€a 1T'T€p6HTa 1TpoUTJVOa (49 times) 
And addressing him he spoke winged words 

This in Southslavic is : 

Pak mu poce tiho govoriti (n, 44, 50) 
And quietly she began to speak to him. 

The word quietly in the one poetry has become as conventional as winged 

I This does not mean to say that the same verses could be found in an identical form in any 
desired number. While this is true of a great number of the whole formulaic verses in the 
texts of Karajitch, other such verses have more or less different forms in different regions, and 
to a less extent, at different times: a study of these differences will furnish us with conclusions 
which will bear directly on early Greek heroic poetry. In the present pages, however, we are 
concerned only with the existence of given types of verses, and these are common to the 
Southslavic poetry as a whole. 
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in the other. If the speaker is known, but not the person spoken to, we 
find such a series as : 

ab/la s· {;: ��::�;V) E7TEa 7TTEPOEVTa 7TpOGTJvSa (twice) 
And straightway 148TJvalTJv he spoke winged words (thrice) 

to Athena 

and so on. This is like the Southslavic : {SVOj gospodi srpskoj (n, 49, iii, 14) 
Pa govori to his Serbian nobility 

And he spoke srpskom car Stjepanu (n, 28, 677) 
to the Serbian emperor Stephen 

Or the poet may wish to tell both who speaks and to whom he speaks : (ap' 'IsarOV) {KPElWV 14yall"p.vWV (H 405) 
Ka'ToT' to Idaeus 7TpOG€CPTJ royal Agamemnon 
And then 147To,uwva spoke VEcp£ATJYEP€Ta ZEVS (twice) 

to Apollo cloud-gathering Zeus I 

Simo gospodi kraljici (n, 1 3, 1 43) 
Simeon to the royal queen 

Rece {Ostariloj majci (11, 55, 79) 
Said Marko to his aged mother 

Mark Ljutici Bogdanu (n, 38, 1 08) 
to Lyutitsa Bogdan 

Homer has a type of verse in which he tells the mood of the speaker : {7TOSaS WKVS 14X'AAEvs (4 times) 
TOV S· ap' u7ToSpa lSdJV 7TpOG€CPTJ swift:footed Achilles 

To him, scowling, spoke KpaTEpos Ll,op.7JSTJs (thrice) 
mighty Diomede 

Here there is a certain difference. The shortness of the Southslavic verse 
does not allow it to say so much. The thought of the Homeric verse will be 
stated simply as 

Razljuti se Milos Voinovic (n, 28, 419) 
This angered Milosh Voinovitch 

or more fully in two verses : 

Razljuti se Kraljevicu Marko, 
Pa govori Novaku kovacu (11, 66, 1 52-3) 

This angered the king's son Mark, 
And he spoke to Novak the smith 

But the rhythmic effect of the verses is the same in both languages. The 
thought still begins and ends with the verse, and the rhythmic pattern of 
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the Hom�ric verse with its two clauses separated by the verse-break is little 
different from that of the two clauses separated into two verseS". 

-

The verses which begin speech are by far the most common type of 
verse in the two poetries, but the likeness in the style of discourse goes 
even further. Homer very often begins the speech itself with a set verse of 
address : 

:4Tp£la"1 KUaU1'T£, avae civapiiiv :4yaf£EJ-Wov (8 times) 
Son of Atreus, most glorious king of men Agamemnon ! 

Tva£la"1 LJt6p."1a£!), EP.Wt K£XaptO'p.£v£ 8vp.wt (thrice) 
Son of Tydeus, Diomede most pleasing to my heart ! I 

JJ 7TaT£p �P.£T£p£ Kpovl�, waT£ Kp£t6vTCIJV (4 times) 
o our sire, Cronus' son, loftiest of monarchs ! 

The Southslavic singers follow the same practice : 

Car Lazare, srpska krono zlatna ! (11, 44, 4) 
Emperor Lazarus, Serbia's crown of gold ! 

Pobratime, Kraljevicu Marko! ( 1 1, 73, 2 1 )  
My comrade, .Mark the king's son ! 

o nas babo, stari Jug Bogdane ! (11, 3 1 ,  1 22) 
o our father, old rug Bogdan! 

Of a like sort is the following type of verse : 

K£KAVT£ P.fiV 
Hear me 

fTpiii£!) Kai. LJeipaavot �a' E7TlKOVPOt (4 times) 
you Trojans and Dardanians and allies ! 
1TavT£S T£ 8£01. 1TauaL T£ 81.aLVat (twice) 
all you gods and all you goddesses ! {sva srpska gospodo ! ( 1 1, 34, 53) 

Cluete li all you Serbian lords ! 
Hear me gospodo latinska ( 11, 36,_ 102) 

�ou lords of the Latins ! 

Finally, the poets in both languages have verses which they use when 
speech is ended, either to tell the effect of the speech, or what was done 
right afterwards : �OAUTAa!) atO!) 'oavO'Q'f,U!) (8 446) 

aVTap £'lTfii. T6 y' aKovO'fi much enduring divine Odysseus 
But when this was heard by /IoO'£tMwv EvoO'ixBwv (twice) 

oseidon the earth-shaker 

- (pecirep Lazare (IV, 7, 300) 
Kad to zacu Lazarus Petsirep 

When this was heard by bego Zotovica (IV, 22, 29) 
beg �,otovitcha 
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cV> €cpaT' £uxop.£l'oS', TOV 8' lKAv£ !P0t{30S' J471'0Mwl' (thrice) 
So he spoke in prayer, and he was heard by Plwebus Apollo 

Boga mole, i umoliee ga (IV, 8, 1 63) 
They prayed to god, and won their prayer 

� pa, Kat ap.1T£7I'aA6J1' 1TpOt£� 80A�XOO'KtoV lyxoS' (9 times) 

He spoke, and brandished and hurled his long-shadowing spear I 

To mu rece, bojno koplje puSti (11, 43, 6 1 7) 
So he spoke to him, and hurled his battle spear 

cV> apa I'Ll' £l1TOI'Ta T£AoS' Oal'aTOW Ko.>..V,pEI' (twice) 
So he spoke, and the end of death came over him 

To izusti, laku dU8U pusti ( 11, 32, 64) 
So he spoke, and gave up the lightsome soul 

As a last example of the verses used in discourse I would call attention to 
a certain formal manner of putting and answering questions : 

ill' ayE p.o� 1'08£ El1T£ Kat aTpt"K£WS' KaTaM�OI' (a 169+ 16  times) 
But come, tell me this, and relate it to me trury 

TO/yap £yw TOL 'Tawa 1'0.>..' a'Tp£K£WS' ayop£Uuw (a 1 79+ 3 times) 
Indeed I shall relate this to you truly 

St� te pitam, pravo da mi kazd (n, 3 1 ,  8) 
What I ask you, trury do you tell me 

Kad me pitas, pravo da ti kazem (u, 3 1 ,  23) 
When you ask me, trury I must tell you 

V E R S E S  T E L LI N G  O F  T H E  M O V E M E N T  O F  T I M E  

• 

After the verses beginning and ending speech the like verses in the 
two poetries which are most noticeable are those which mark the pro
gression of time. Most frequent of all is the following : 

�p.0S' 8' �pLyEI'Ha cpaVTJ p0808aKTvAoS' 'HwS' (2 1 times) 
When appeared the earry-born rosy-fingered dawn 

Kad u jutru jutro osvanulo (11, 5, 54) 
When on the morn the morning dawned 

Each verse in Homer which tells the time of day could be paralleled from 
the Southslavic. I quote only the following : 

860'£1'0 1" �£AwS', O'K�OWVTO 'TE 1TaO'a� ayv�at (7 times) 

And the sun set, and all the ways grew dark 

Danak prode, tavna nocca dode (u, 42, 1 38) 
The day passed, the somber night came all I 
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�p.OS 0' �£AWS KaT£Ov Kat £7I't Kv£cpas �A8£ ( 7 times) 
But when the sun had set, and darkness had come on 

A kada je tavna nocca dosla (n, 28, 5 1 )  
But when the somber night had come 

Whole fixed verses likewise mark the passage of the years : 

t1\A' OT£ T£TpaTov 1j,\8£v £TOS Kat £7I'�Av80v iJJpa£ (thrice) 
But when the fourth year had come, and the seasons had come on 

Kad nastala godina cetvrta (n, 25, 1 3) 
When the fourth year had set in 

V E R S E S  T E L L I N G  O F  T H E  M O V E M E N T  O F  T H E  C H A R A C T E R S  

A third notable group oflike verses in  the two poetries is that in which 
the poet moves his characters about the scene of his story : 

aVTap £7I'd p' ZKOvrO oop.ous £0 va££Tclovras (thrice) 
But when they had come to the pleasant palace 

Kad su bili pred bijele dvore (n, 33, 86) 
When they had come before the white palace 

alif1a 0' £71'££8' ZKOVTO []VAOV aZ7I'v 71'ToAt£8pov (0 193) 
Quickry then they came to the sheer ciry of Pylos 

Kada dode bijelu Prizrenu (n, 28, 66) 
When he had come to white Prizren 

ayxtp.oAOV S£ ot �A8£ BOTJ80tSTJs 'ET£WV£VS (0 95) 
And there drew near to him Boethus' son Eteoneus 

Dolazi mu otac igumane (n, 1 3, 49) 
There drew near to him the reverend abbot 

0PVVT' ap' £g £lJII'ijcp£ r£p�v£Os l7l'7I'OTa N£UTWP (y 405) 
Rose from his bed the Gerenian horseman Nestor 

U ranio starac kaludere (II, 13, I )  
Rose up an aged monk 

V A R I O U S  O T H E R  L I K E  V E R S E S  A N D  G R O U P S  O F  V E R S E S  

I t  would be  possible to draw up a very long list indeed of the various 
other like verses in Homer and Southslavic heroic poetry. They are of all 
kinds : I 

Siju£ S' 01TtUUW x£fpas £VTP.�TO£ULV tP.U.UL (t/J 30) 
He bound his hands in back with well-cut thongs 

Svezase mu ruke naopako ( Ill, 2 1 ,  1 1 3) 
They bound his hands behind him 
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uOToKuaLYrn/T'rl dAOOq,povo, Al�TUO (K 1 37) 
The very sister of the baleful-hearted Aeetes 

Mila seka Frpce Ibrahima (Ill, 26, 38) 
The dear sister of Ibrahim Ferptsa 

cnruaaafl-0I0, TUVV'rlKE, aop TTUX£O, TTupa fl-'rlPov (3 times) 
Drawing his sharp-edged sword from beside his stout thigh 

On poteze sablju od bedrice (n, 24, 164) 
He drew his sword from beside his thigh 

UJLfl-wgOl S'  ap' £TTHTU KUL c.:J TT€7TA�YETO fl-'rlpw (3 times) 
He groaned then, and smote his thighs 

Udari se rukom po koljenu (Ill, 24, 40) 
He smote his hand upon his knee 

When, as happens in many cases, the action of the poetry is alike even 
in its details, we may find whole groups of like verses : 

8H181� 

Kad se pobre nakitile vina 
Onda rete Tankovic Osmane (III, 24, 5 f.) 
When the comrades had sated themselves with wine 
Then spoke Osman Tankovitch 

UOTap �TTEL TToaLo, KUL �S'rlTVO' �g epov £VTO, 
TOL, apu fl-vOWV �PXE rEp�VW' iTTTTOTU N£UTWP (y 67 f.) 
But when they had sent from them desire for drink and food 
Then began to speak the Gerenian horseman Nestor 

Pa pripasa sablju okovanu, 
I prigrnu curak od kurjaka, 
A na glavu kapu od kmjaka, 

Pa uzimlje koplje ubojito (n, 41 ,  75-7, 79) 
And he belted on his sharp sword, 
And put on a coat of woifskin, 
And on his head a cap qf woifskin, 

And he grasped a spear of battle I 

dfl-q,L S' ap' Wfl-0LULV /3aAETo gtq,o, dpyup0'rlAOV, (4 times) 
(aaUTO S '  £KTOaO€V PLVDV TToAwLO AVKOW, (K 334) 
KpUTL S' �TT ,q,Otfl-WL KW£'rlV EVTUKTOV £0'rlKEV (4 times) 
EtAETO S' aAKLfl-0v £YXo, dKUXfl-£VOV dg£L XUAKWL (4 times) 
About his shoulders he slung his silver-studded sword, 
And he put on over all the hide of a grry wolf, 
And on his mighty head he set a well-made helm, 
And took a strong spear pointed with sharp bron�e 

c c  
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Njim dolazi Blazena Marija, 
Roni suze niz bijelo lice. 
Nju mi pita gromovnik Ilija : 
'Sestro naSa, BIazena Marija ! 
Kakva ti je goIema nevoIja, 
Te ti ronis suze od obraza ?' 
Al govori BIazena Marija : 
'A moj brate, gromovnik Ilija ! 
Kada necu suze proljeva ti ?' (11, I ,  1 0-1 7 ) 

Unto them drew nigh blessed A1ary, 
Weeping tears down her white face. 
Her questioned the thunderer EliJah : 
'Our sister, blessed Mary ! 
What is your great sorrow 
That you weep tears adown your cheeks ?' 
Answered him blessed Mary: 
'0 my brother, thunderer EliJah ! 
How may I not pour forth my tears'? 

llaTpOK)o.o<; S' )1XL)o.i}L 7TaplaTaTo 7TOL/L£VL )o.awv 
SaKpva B"p/La X£wv w<; n KP�VTJ /L,,)o.avvSpo<; 

T6V SE lSwv wLKnp" 7ToSapK7J<; Sfo<; )1XL)o.)o."v<; 
Kat /LLV tPw�aa<; €7Tm 7TT"p6"VTa 7TpOG7JVSa· 
"Tl7TT" S"SaKpvaaL, llaTp6K)o.",,<;, �VT€ KOVp7J 

." . . . , 
T6V St fJapv aT€VaXwv 7Tpoa£tP7J<;, llaTp6KA€,,<; L7T7T€V· 
"cL )1X�"v ll7J)o.i}o<; vU, /L£ya tP£pTaT' )1XaLwv, 
/L� V"/L£aa· Tofov yap tixo<; fJ€fJt7JK€V )1Xawv<;" (ll 2 f., 5-7, 20-2) 

But Patroc/us stood beside Achilles the shepherd qf the people, 
Pouring forth warm tears like a spring qf dark water 
. . . .  I 
And when he saw him, swift-footed Achilles pitied him, 
And spoke and addressed him winged words: 
' Why are you in tears, Patroclus, like a girl 
. . . .  ?' 
With a groan you spoke to him, horseman Patroclus: 
'0 Achilles, Peleus' son, far the mightiest qf the Achaeans ! 
Be not angry : such griif has come upon the Achaeans' 

Finally, there are the many cases in which the thought which Homer 
expresses in one line will be expressed by the Southslavic singers in two 
full lines : 

TL<; 7T6B"v "l<; avSpwv ; 7T6BL TOL 7T6)o.L, �SE TOKi}€<;; (a 1 70) 
Who are you, and whence ? Where is your ciry and where your parents ? 
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Otk1e 1i si, od koje l'krajine ? 
Kako l' tebe po imenu vicu (m, 2 I ,  73 f.) 
Whence come you, from what land ? 
What is the name by which they call you ?, 

In other cases there will be some small difference in the essential meaning 
of the verses : 

Posadi ga u sto1ove zlatne, 
U gosti ga vinom i rakijom 
I gospodskom svakom dakonijem (n, 24, 267-269) 
She placed him at the golden tables, 
Guested him with wine and brandy 
And all manner of lordly delicacies 

elO'e SE /L' elauyuyovO'u E7Tl 8p6vov dpYVPO�AOV 

O'LTov 8 '  ul8oi71 TU/Li71 7Tup£871KE cP£povO'u, 
dOUTU 7T()AA' Em8eiO'u XUpt�o/LbrJ 7TUPEOVTWV (K 366, 37 I f.) 

And she led me and sat me down upon a silver-studded seat 

And a grave housekeeper set food before me, 
Giving me many dishes generously from her store 

In such cases as these, though the number of verses is not the same, or the 
thought is somewhat different because of differences of idiom in the two 
languages or because of differences in customs, the hearer still has the 
feeling of a like rhythmic mould of the thought, and we find at work the 
same forces which tend to make the whole verse the dominating unit of 
the poetic style. 

This rhythmic likeness of the thought of the two poetries also is found, 
though to a somewhat less striking degree, when the different lengths of 
verse have made it necessary for the Southslavic singers to use two verses 
where Homer uses one, or when Homer uses only a half-verse where the 

' One of my own texts, dictated by Perkachin Shtyepan of Stolats in Hertsegovina, con-
tains an even fuller expression of this thought : 

Odaklcn si, od koga si grada ? 
Cijega si roda i plemena ? 
Kako li se po imenom vi�eS ? 
Whence come you, from what city ? 
Of what family and race are you ? 
What is the name by which you call yourself ? 

These verses contain not only the thought of a 1 70, but also of IJ 550 : 
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Southslavic poets have a whole verse. An example of the first kind IS 
this : Vidosava, moja vjerna Ijubo ! 

Ja sam noCas cudan san usnio (n, 24, 137-1 38) 
Vidosava, my true wife, 
In the night I dreamed a wondrous dream. 

KMJn, .p(),Ot· O£fo, ILOt �W7T1"OV �A8£v C;vnpo, (twice) 
Hear me,friends ! In my sleep there came a wondrous dream. 

In such a case as this, where the thought begins and ends with a verse, 
though not the same verse in the Southslavic poetry, the verse is still felt 
as the unit. In cases of the second kind, however, it is a part of the verse 
which corresponds with the whole verse : 

Ono rece, na noge ustade (u, 2, 19) 
So he spoke, and rose to his feet 

W, £l7rwV dvopovu£, [rlOn a' apa Ol TTVPO, eyyv,] (� 5 18) 
So he spoke, and leaped up [and set upfor him near the fire] 

A on ode uz bijelu kulu (n, 13, 103) 
But he went through the white palace I 

{Jij a' iIL£vat atd aWILaO' [iv' dyy£iA£t£ TOKWUt] (' 50) 
And she went through the palace [that she might tell her parents] 

Even in such cases as these, however, the verse break in the hexameter is 
strong enough to keep much of the rhythmic likeness. 

As a matter of fact, instances of these two sorts are not nearly as 
common as one might expect from the difference in the length of the 
Southslavic and the Homeric verse, because the Greek singers, instead of 
adding to the thought of a verse, tend to fill it out instead with ornamenta
tion. The greater number of examples quoted from above will show this 
tendency of the Southslavic to simpleness, of the Homeric to fullness of 
style. Thus we find the tendency of the two poetries to express the same 
idea in the like rhythmic form of the whole verse so strong as even to 
counteract differences of idiom and verse form. The differences of 
thought, of course, are much stronger : as many as are the points of like
ness between these two heroic ages, the differences of customs, religion, 
warfare, private, social, and political life are more frequent, if not more 
profound, and such differences make it useless to look in the one poetry 
for most of the verses of the other. But wherever that thought is the same 
we find it tending to be expressed in the like form of the whole verse 
which is also a whole sentence. 

There is nothing strange in this common tendency of the two poetries. 
Indeed, to the person who has actually seen the practice of a living oral 
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poetry it seems the most natural of things : the easiest formula for the 
oral poet to handle is that which is both a whole sentence and a whole 
verse. This is the only formula which is complete in itself both in rhythm 
and thought. It is only formulas of this kind which can be joined on to 
one another, and be joined together in any number to make a shorter or 
longer passage. Formulas of other kinds I can fill only a given part of the 
verse, and they must be preceded and followed by formulas which are 
different in rhythm and which contain other parts of the sentence. Thus 
the art of the oral poet is largely that of grouping together whole fixed 
verses. These fixed verses themselves are, of course, no work of the single 
singer, but the gradual work of time and of countless singers ever seeking 
to cast their thought into the easiest mould. When any one of them hits 
upon the formula which is poetically good, and which expresses an idea 
which other singers would wish to use, and expresses it in a form which is 
easy to use, that formula is kept, and becomes a part of the tradition. In 
the measure that the idea to be expressed is a common one in the poetry, 
so is there need for the formula which is easily handled, and since the 
sentence-verse is most easily handled, the most common ideas will be 
cast into this form. Also the thought of the poetry will be largely shaped 
in this process : it is only when the thought of a verse is of the simplest 
sort that it can be used over and over for different stories and different 
situations. Thus the singers of an oral poetry ever seek and keep for the 
common ideas of their poetry the whole verses which give the simple 
statement of those ideas. Now to a very great degree the common ideas of 
Southslavic heroic poetry are the same as those of early Greek heroic 
poetry : it therefore follows that both poetries will often express the same 
idea in just the length of a verse. I 

The diction of Southslavic heroic poetry we know to be oral and 
traditional. The diction of Greek heroic poetry, which has those features 
which in the Southslavic poetry are due to that traditional and oral 
nature, such as the feature of whole formulaic verses which we have 
looked at in these pages, must therefore also be oral and traditional. But 
we need not stop here at the form : understanding it we can go on to see I 
the hold which heroic poetry, by its oral and traditional forms, has on the 
life of men of an heroic age. 

In the summer of 1933 I met in Gatsko, in Hertsegovina, Mitcho 
Savitch, a man then eighty-two years old. He had never learned to write. 
He dictated to me a number of poems which told of the uprising against 
the Turks in 1 876, in which he took part, and he also dictated to me the 
story of his life. It began : 'I was twenty-two years old when I took part 

1 er. DE, above. 
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in my first battle at Ravno above Gatsko . . .  .' The account goes on in 
a prose which keeps falling into verse, thus : 'My fourth battle was in the 
Valley of the Wolves. Two pashas attacked King Nicholas, the Montene
grins and us men of Hertsegovina, in the Valley of the Wolves. King 
Nicholas met them heroically. There were three pashas, by God : 

Dvije paS<! bismo i ubismo, 
A Selima ziva ufatismo. 
Two pashas wefought and overcame, 
And Selim we took alive.'I 

The first of these two verses is a very common one in all the poetry. It is 
used very often, for example, in the poems which tell of the battle of 
Kosovo in 1389, about which has been built one of the greatest cycles of 
Southslavic poetry. Thus in the poem which tells of how Musitch Stephan 
went to that battle we have the verse (11, 46, 162) : 

Tri je pa!e bio i ubio 
Three pashas he fought and overcame 

The verse appears in Vuk's volumes in the poems of different singers, 
and from different regions. It must have been a very I old verse in his day. 
A hundred years later it is still the form in which an old man casts the 
thought of his own life. It is no verse that he has made, but has come 
down to him from the past. For the people as a whole who created the 
verse and kept it, it is an ideal ; for this man it has become a boast. And 
as we can see in the case of this one verse, so the whole body of traditional 
poetry from the past brought with it the ideal of life as a whole for these 
men of Gatsko who have ever been renowned for their singing. So in the 
Greek heroic age did they sing the KMa avSpwv-the high deeds of men. 

1 Bilo mi je 22 godine kad sam prvi put bio u boju na Ravnom viAe Gacka . . . .  E fetvrta 
bitka na Vufji dol. Udarise na Kralja Nikolu dvije pase, na Crnogorce i na nas isto Ercegovce, 
na Vufjem dolu. Kralj Nikola junafki doceka. Tri su Bogami pase bile. 
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9 
The Traces of the Digamma in Ionic and 

Lesbian Greek* 

Rc H A R D B E N  T L E Y has won only blame for wishing to change a 29 . fi '  I , ' 8 " I A' I 8 I , rom p,VTJua-ro yap Ka-ra vp,ov ap,vp,ovo,> tytU OtO to p,VTJua-ro yap . 
Ka-ra )iOVV avo�p,ovo,> Alylu80tO ; I whereas his plan of writing the 

digamma into the Homeric text2 is still cited as one of his claims to fame. 
Yet in both cases he did much the same thing : he was unable to see why 
the traditional text was as it was, he was unwilling to grant a simple lack 
of understanding on his own part, and so he changed the text. Had he 
known Homer better, however, or known more about other early poetries, 
he would have seen that the unreasoned use of the fixed epithet is so 
common that we must explain it, not try to do away with it. First, the 
analysis of Homer's diction might have shown him that the poet had, to 
help him in his verse-making, many fixed phrases in which there was an 
epithet, and that he used these phrases so often that he forgot to think 
about the meaning of the epithets in them.3 Or second, the study of oral 
poetries might have shown him that the use of the fixed epithet is com
mon there, and this would have led him on to the cause of metrical use
fulness.4 It is the same for the digamma. Had Bentley, or any of all those 
scholars who have corrected Homer or printed the digamma in their 
editions been willing to grant that there might be some force acting on 
the Homeric language which they did not see, they would not have 
fought so fiercely against the stubborn text. But they had I seen a part of 
the truth, and they were beguiled by the complexity of what they had 
seen. Yet a fuller knowledge of Homer's poetry and of oral poetry shows 

• First published in Language 10 ( 1934), 130-44. Reprinted by permission of the Linguistic 
Society of America. 

I Cf. R. C. Jebb, Bentley, 149-154 (London, 1882). 
2 Cf. J. W. Donaldson, The New Cratylus", 219-25 (London, 1849). 
3 Cf. TE, pp. 118-72 above. 
4 E.g. rusa, 'blond', in Southslavic heroic poetry as an epithet of the head. In one of the 

Bulgarian poems (36, v. 45 in A. Dozon, Chansons populaires bulgares inldites, Paris, 1875) a 
'black negro', as he has constantly been called, is killed. The words of the singer are Otsele 
mu nemu rusa glava, 'he cut off his blond head'. The verse is one which occurs often both in the 
Serbo-Croatian texts of KaradziC ( 1823-1833) ,  and in those which I myself collected in 
Hertzegovina in 1933. In the same way the 'hyacinthine' locks which Athene had given 
Odysseus (C 231, cf. rP 158), are later called 'blond' (v 399, 431). 
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us why Homer's language has traces of the digamma, but not the digamma 
itself. 

The poet who has no writing materials to aid him can make his poetry 
only out of fixed phrases, verses, and passages which have come down to 
him from the past, and which are the gradual work of generations of 
countless poets. 1 The phrase which will easily fall into the mould of the 
verse in the right place to make the sentence is a hard thing to create, as 
is the verse which forcefully expresses a given idea in just its length. One 
poet might make a few such phrases and verses, but he could not make 
many, let alone the vast system of them needed for free composition. 
Really he does not even think of making them. He has learned the 
poetic diction by hearing many poems which had been composed out of 
it, and his art lies in putting that diction to its best and fullest use, not in 
changing it or adding to it. 

He does, however, without thinking, change it in one way. If phrases 
in the diction have come from the people of another dialect, or if they 
have come down from a time when the spoken language was different, 
he will tend to change the language of such phrases to suit his own spoken 
language. He wiII usually make such changes only ifhe can do so without 
damaging the rhythm, but he may even do so if the damage is only slight. 
Beowulf, for example, has such forms as .!rea, giin, doo, where the meter 
calls for an older or Anglian dissyllabic form.2 Old Norse poetry has such 
verses as en at viroi rekaz (Hdvamdl 32) ,  pess mun Vioaff reka ( Vafpruoismdl 
53) which depart from the rule of alliteration through the loss of the 
older forms vrekaz and vreka.3 Krohn has pointed out such cases in Finnish 
poetry as that in which the singers of Sa vola x have turned the Tavastland 
form orasta into oraasta, though the resulting I verse has one too many 
syllables.4 In the same way he gives the metrical irregularity as one of 
the chief means of finding the older verses in Esthonian poetry.s The 
editors of Beowulf and of the Norse poetry have in many cases followed 
the same reasoning as Bentley, and changed the text ; but the mere fact 
that we find this same thing in a number of early poetries so far removed 
from one another, and that the thing is unknown in the manuscript 

I Cf. HS, pp. 269-79, 301-24 above ; HL, pp. 329-42 above. 
• Cf. Beowuif ed. A. J. Wyatt and R. W. Chambers xxiii (Cambridge, 1925) ; Eduard 

Sievers, Altgermanische Metrik, 1 22 f. (Halle, 1 893) .  On the language of Beowulf as a poetic 
language cf. O. Jespcrsen, Growth and Structure of the English Language, 55 f. (Leipzig, 1905) ; 
H. Collitz, The Home rif the Heliand, in Publications of the Modern Language Association 
1 6. 1 23-40 ( 1 902) .  

3 This parallel was first pointed out by O. W .  KnCis, De digammo Homerico, 9-1 0  (UpsaJa, 
1872) ; cf. also S. H. Grundtvig, Om nOTfiens gamle literalur, 7 1  (Copenhagen, 1 867) j Er 
/UJrdens gamle literatur, 69-73 (Copenhagen, 1 86g). 

4 Cf. K. Krohn, Kalevalastudien, in Folklore Fellows Communications 16,44 ( 1 924). 
5 Ibid. 56-7. 
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tradition of any poet for whom we can be sure that writing was the 
normal means of composition, shows that we have here a true feature of 
oral poetry, and no scribe's changes. Moreover the Finnish and Esthonian 
poetry show that the faults really do occur. 

. 

Similarly the digamma was lost in the diction of early Greek heroic 
poetry neither sooner nor later than it was lost in the daily speech, but 
the singers who had to compose in a rigorous and therefore highly 
conservative verse-form, still used the old phrases and verses because that 
was their way of making poetry, because to have given up the traditional 
phrase wherever the loss of the digamma now caused hiatus or failure to 
make position, would have been to destroy the diction almost entirely. 

The traces of the lost digamma were not maintained simply by the 
regular failure to avoid hiatus or to make position within certain often 
used phrases, such as the following which show by the number of the 
times which they occur in the short space of the Iliad and Odyssey the 
fixed and helpful place which they had in the diction : eLSE SE TLS (F)EiwEU
KEV (24 times) , avSpa ' (F)EKaa'TOV or civSp/' '(F)EKaUTWt ( 12  times) , EiILaTa 
' (F)EUUE or ' (F)EU'TO, etc. (1 7 times) , OWWS EU'Tat 'TaSE (F)Epya (7 times) , 
Wo>tEIL�ta (F)Epya (7 times), ulLEpSaMa (uF) iaxwv (8 times) ,  floas Ka/' (F) iq,w 
ILfj>ta (10 times), dit EV/' (F)O'Kwt (1 1 times), a,(}owa (F)O[VOV (16 times) ,  
ILE>tt7]SEa (F)O[VOV (5 times) ,  EW/' (F)oivo7Ta 7TOV'TOV (8  times) , and so on. I t  is 
not enough merely to point out how many phrases, often used, have kept 
the trace of the digamma, nor even to show how many different repeated 
phrases a single word of the sort can occur in, such as (F)lSE£V : (}avlLa 
(F)iSEu(}at (8 times), tl1ToSpa (F) lSwlI (23 times), EWE/' (F) iSEV Oq,(}a>tILOtUW 
(6 times) , 'TQV SE (F) iSE or (F)iSwv, etc. (20 times), ot SE (F) iSOVTES (6 times) , 
oq,pa (F) iS7]t or (F) iS7]at, etc. (1 7 times), aVTa (F) lSwv (7 times), EuaVTa or 
EiuaVTa (F)WWV (7 times), and so on. To understand fully why the traces 
of the digamma are so firmly fixed in the epic I diction we must under
stand the technique of formulaic verse-making. In this way alone can we 
grasp the nature of the fixed phrases which have just been quoted. 

The easiest unit of diction for the poet to handle is the sentence which 
fills just a verse. Such a formula is complete in itself both in meaning and 
rhythm ; it carries the poem on from the end of one verse, where most 
formulaic phrases or groups of phrases end, to the beginning of another 
verse, where they mostly begin ; and it is the one kind of formula which 
can be followed by another of the same kind. I The technique of all oral 
poetries is more or less simply that of grouping together whole formulaic 
verses. The traces of the digamma are found in a large number offormu
laic Homeric verses : 

aAA' ayE ILDt 'T08t: (F)t:lw€ Kat CLTpt:K£WS KaTC1At:,ov ( 1 7  times) 
o{ IL€V KaKKt:{ovTt:S lf3av (F)OrKOv8t: '(F)£KauTos (4 times) 

I Cf. WF, above. 
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� \ \ ' . � _ . I  ' • •  w ' ( ) nc> ( ) " (P ) 111\1\ ayE' O€VPO, 1Tf1TOV, 1Tap fP. LU'TaUO Kat F LOf F €pyov, 1 79 X 233 . 
)hPfthr] KU�LUT£, (F)avag av�pwv i1yaJl-fp.vov (8 times) 

and so on. 1 
The next easiest formulas to handle are those which fall into the verse 

between one of the rhythmic breaks and one of the verse-ends, such, for 
example, as the noun-epithet formulas which just fill the last half of the 
verse and supply a grammatical subject for any predicate which just 
fills the first half of the verse :2 

'Tclv �. �p.dfJ£'T' E1T£L'Ta } 
ptY'1U€V �' ap' E1T£L'Ta (i:)avag av�pwv i1yap.£p.vwv 
WPVV'TO 8' alrrtK' E1T£L'Ta 
'\VUf �£ '(r)OL 8wfYTIKa (F)avag .(hcls- vicls- i11T6'\'\wv 
Kat vu K€V EVO' a1T6'\oL'TO (F)uvag av�pwv Alv€tus-

(thrice) 
(twice) 
(F 267) 
(ll 804) 
(E 3 I I )  

This formulaic device of the predicate-subject verse divided at the 
trochaic caesura of the third foot regularly supposes that the predicate 
will end with a short vowel, as for example, TOV S' �JL£lf3ET' E1TELTa, which 
is used in 62 verses of this type, or ws- 1>&'TO, JLElS7JC1EV Si, which I is used in 
IQ  verses of this type. The device also supposes that the subject phrase will 
begin with a simple consonant, as in 7To'\VT'\us- Sios- 'OSvuu£vs- (38 times) ,  
or  BEa y,\uvKwms- :4B�V7J (5 1  times) . 3  *ravug clVSPWl' :4yuJL€JLVWV served at 
one time in this way without fault until the digamma was lost, when the 
poets were faced with three choices : ( I )  to find a new subject formula, 
(2) to give up this type of verse for Agamemnon, (3) to use the verse in 
spite of the hiatus. An epithet of the metrical value of * Favug clVSpWV 
could not have been an easy thing to find ; in any case there is no epithet 
of this sort in Homer.4 If the poet were to give up the type of verse he 
would find himself greatly hampered whenever he was telling about 
Agamemnon, and forced to avoid the phrases which he regularly used for 
his other characters ; indeed it is doubtful if he had other phrases which 
he could have used instead. Therefore he simply followed the age-long 
habit of the diction and committed a fault, which was scarcely a fault, 
since he and his hearers had been used to it from their earliest days. 

In the complex play of the formulaic technique the device is not 
always as simple as that of the predicate-subject verse. The oblique 
cases of (F)avug, for example, came down from the older poetry as 

I Cr. the number of whole verses showing trace of the digamma which are to be found in 
H. Dunbar's list of the verses found in both the Iliad and Odyssey (Concordance to the 
Odyssey and Hymns of Homer, 393-41 9  (Oxford, 1 880) ) .  

a Cf. FM, pp. 1 92, 202-2 1 above, on the fallacy of distinguishing between 'legitimate' and 
'illegitimate' hiatus. 

3 On the Homeric formulas for the predicate-subject verse cf. TE, pp. 1 0-16, 38-55 above, 
and Table I. 

4 TE, Table Ill, p. 90, metre XIV. 
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the word which could be used to finish the verse after a proper name 
ending in a vowel and in the rhythm : . . .  ;:; - ;:; : 

. • . •  1Ip"J,p,ow 
• • • .  'EMvow 
· . . .  'H1>alCTTo,o 

and so on for nine other different names ;1 

· . . .  A,;' Kpovlwv, } ( ) W 
• • . .  lIoun8o.wv, 

F aVaK7" 

(8 times) 
(3 times) 
(twice) 

(4 times) 
(9 times) 

and so on. These genitive and dative phrases in turn have their fixed 
uses. Thus, for example, they allow the poet to make a subject phrase 
with ptTJ where the metrical value of a name does not allow the poet to 
use the nominative of the name with an epithet : 

., W-I. ' ..  .." W {p.Eras T£Aap.Wvws Ai'as (twice) ws €'f'U7' • wPTO 0 €1T€'7'a R ' ", I 
( ) "  (tu 8 ) I fJ'TJ � £VKpOW F aVaK7'OS T 5� z 

The two dative phrases quoted, on the other hand, are used chiefly in 
a type of verse which expresses the essential idea of praying or sacrificing 
to a god : 

£os 11>a(J'· ol 8 ' } " {A,;' Kpovlwv, } ( ) " 
� , " £VXOV7'O 1I _ ..,  , F avaK7" 

ws 0' p.€V P ou£wawv, 
(H 200) 
(v 185)3 

Least of all should we think that the smaller words are freer from the 
traditional fixity of the diction than the longer words. If anything, it is 
the other way. The vast number of fixed phrases in Homer in which we 
find �e ' (F)O', oq,pa ' (F)O', yelp r (F)O', 'Trep r (F)O', If.pa r (F)O', and so on, 
show that the traces of the digamma are probably more firmly fixed in 
this word than in any other. There are not only the many longer formu
las, such as 

, .." "  r( )  -I.� \ ( ) W ' "-I. ' ' '  " r ( t' ) €V 0 apa F 0' 'f'V X€'P' F €'TrOS 7' €'f'a7' €K 7' ovop.a",€ 10 Imes 

There are also the many simpler series, such as the following, which gives 
the. poet a complete sentence to finish his verse after the verse-break of the 
third foot : 

VEKpOS 
7'ogov 
8a.\os 
u�pov 
uKihos 
811Tas 

(A 493) 
(twice) 
(0 421) 
(g 31)  
(t 34) 
(X 17) · 

I Cf. TE, p. 86 above. • Cf. H 194, Y 43, 54, , 4HZ, ,\ 1 30, '" '.1.77· 
l Cf. N 7sS, 770, 781 ; 'P 836, f 499 ; 8 409, D n, 159· 
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When one multiplies this one series of formulas by all the others in which 
' (F)OL seemingly causes hiatus, or seemingly fails to make position, we 
can see how firm a hold the older use of the word has upon the diction. 

The few examples which have been analyzed in the foregoing para
graphs differ in no way from any of the other phrases in the Homeric 
poems where the writing in of the digamma would make the rhythm 
more regular. When the phrase is often used, or is of a type which is 
often used, we can most easily see the part which it plays in the formulaic 
technique ; but even a phrase which Homer uses only once, and which has 
no close counterpart elsewhere in the diction, is also to be taken as 
traditional. Either the phrase as a whole is traditional, and it is only the 
scantiness of the remains of Greek heroic poetry which does not allow I 
us to show its place in the formulaic diction ; 1 or it is a later creation by 
analogy,Z which is much the same thing. It is probable that in some 
cases a poet who himself did not know the digamma made a new phrase 
in which he used a word as though it still had the sound ; this means 
merely that he is following the traditional use of the word, though he is 
not using one of the older phrases which maintained that use. Cases, 
however, in which any one poet, such as the poet of the Iliad, would use 
one of the words we are considering in a new phrase, are so few as to be 
negligible : with the oral poet the making of the new phrase is very rare, 
and almost always due to the chance play of traditional phrases.3 

We find constantly that the better understanding of Homer's formulaic 
diction confirms the soundness of the traditional text. Thus even as we 
should not try to restore the digamma where the rhythm is seemingly 
irregular, so we should not touch those places in which, while there is no 
irregularity, the digamma can be very easily restored. There was, how
ever a certain soundness in the emendation of the text which was prac
ticed for two centuries : the editors in most cases really did establish the 
older form of the phrase. For example our texts have 

'TOV I)' aV'TE TTPOU£€L7TEV avag avl)pwv J4ya/L£/Lvwv (5 times) 
�, 19,a'T" oul)' aTTl8'TJuEV avag avl)pwv J4yap.l/Lvwv (twice) 

By removing the v-movable of TTPOU€€LTTEV and clTTl87]UEV, and restoring the 
digamma we get what must have been the older form of the verse. 
Certainly the sense of Q 1 54 is better when we read *0, 'F' agEL, and 
I.WALXloL, €TT€EaaLV ( I Q  times) was surely made from * /L€LALXloLUL F€TTEaaLV. 
These changes, however, were made by the later singers themselves, 
drawn on by the habit of their spoken language, but held back by the 
constraint of the formulaic diction. 

I cr. TE, pp. 102-5 above. 2 cr. TE, pp. 68-74 above. 
3 Cf. HS, pp. 322-4 above. I have been able to observe in Southslavic heroic poetry, in 

its actual practice, this complete absence on the part of the oral poet of any thought of making 
original phrases. 
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This does not mean that we can use the digamma to establish an older 
form of the Iliad and Odyssey. We can say that certain phrases and verses 
are the creation of an older time when the digamma was pronounced 
(though even here we must admit that certain forms may have been 
made later by analogy) , but such phrases and verses will be only the 
older parts of the diction which the singers used side by side with later 
phrases and verses. Just as we can show the metrical usefulness I of the 
older phrase, and the fixed place which It holds in the diction, so can 
we do for phrases with newer forms. 1 For instance, before the digamma 
was lost, the singers were able to use the following verse only in the 
masculine : 

But by Homer's time the verse could not only be used in the masculine, 
as it appears 30 times in the ldad and Odyssey, but also in the feminine : 

Kat p,w cpwII�uau' €7T€a 7TT€pO€JITa 7Tp0rrt}v8a (9 times) 

In the same way, after the example of f'E�t'Y}S'U (F)olvov (5 times) , the 
singers made f'E�t'Y}S'OS" oivov (twice) ; after the series given above, 
'HtPulUTOW (F)avuKToS" (twice) , etc., they made TIou€tMwvoS" o..VUKTOS" 
(twice) . They could now begin verses with (AlIIEinS" 

TOil 8 ' t8EII (,8011) J4I1Tl,\ox0S" 
£11 II�UWt 

(E 1 66) 
(E 565) 
(8 556) 

The following verse should be particularly noted, since it shows the early 
use of (F)El7TEV (or EFEmEv) ,  and the late use of OV side by side in the same 
formula : 

1 Cf. D. B. Monro, Homeric Grammar, § 401 (3) (Oxford, 1882; second edition, 1 8g 1 ) .  
2 Knos (215) admits the impossibility of emending this verse. Bentley wished to read .<1>"1 "'po • 

• plv, but such a use of E"'''I is not Homeric. Fick corrected to EFEt"'£ "'po. EOV, but the contracted 
EOV supposes the earlier loss of an intervocalic digamma in a form *UIFO" There was probably 
never any form *UIFO" but only *UFO •• The form £0. is the classic modification of EO. which in 
Lesbian is itself an artificial creation, on the analogy of EWV and EP.OS, to compensate for the 
loss of position in arsis. Thus rov, p.£v £ov, T,pvl<al<£ p.wvvXa, t1T1TOV, (E 32 1 )  is probably for an 
older *rov, p.£v UFOVS T,pvl<al<£; ",milD, £oio is for an older *",a.llo, uFoio, etc. In those cases 
where *uFo, had made position for a final short vowel in thesis, however, the metrical fault 
could not be corrected, and Homer uses 8vyarlpa .qv (4 times), ",OUEt ,L. (E 71) ,  rII<Et ,L. (twice), 
etc. The actual existence at some time of a form * FFo. may be doubted. The dissyllabic forms 
of the word which are cited from Aeolic (Bechtel, Griechische Dialekte, 1 .277) are all poetic 
and are evidence that the Homeric "0. dates from the Aeolic period of the poetry, when it 
was adapted t;:ither from an old Aeolic or an Arcado-Cypriote * UFO'> Cf. HL, pp. 347-50 above. 
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can see how this verse was made. The singers had inherited on the one 
hand such verses as ( I )  

, ,, , , 
£ugajUvo, } • � � { lS�V { �£'\ ovpa�ov £Vpv� 

• 8 '  
S apa (F)E£7T£V £1T£ (F)oLvo1Ta 1TOVTOV ox 1Jaa� JI , JlJ,. ' " " r £1TO, T £.f'aT £K T ovojLa",£ 

and on the other hand such verses as (2) 

(T 257) 
('P 143) 
(rp 248) 

0), rpaaav· dM' ou 1T£r80v £jLOV jLE'YaJ..�Topa 8VjLov 
1TO'\'\' d1TOjLv8£OjLTJv· aV SE aWL fLE'Ya'\�TopL 8VjLWL 

(L 500) 
(/ 1 09) 

They also had such verses as (3) 

£ugajLEvO, S' apa (F)£l1T£V £KTJfJO'\WL ):t1TO'\'\WVL (n 5 13) 

And finally, one of their most common words for 'speak to' was 1TpOG£L1TEiv. 

By the natural play of phrases which is the essential process of oral 
composition, the words of the first two types of verses combined to give 
a verse which is syntactically like the third type ; 1TPOG€(F)EL1T£ gave 
(F)£l1T£ 7TPO�, and the third person av, losing the trace of the digamma, 
took the place of the first person EfLoV in such a verse as , 500, or of the 
second person Ga/£ in such a verse as I log. The verse thus made proved 
so useful that it won the fixed place in the diction which led Homer to 
use it 1 1  times. It is an example of the stability of the diction as a whole 
and of the fluidity of the diction in the grouping of its elements, and as 
such it shows that while there are older and newer phrases in Homer they 
are not necessarily the mark of older and newer passages in the poems. It 
should be fully understood, however, that the number of outstanding 
formulaic phrases which refuse the digamma is small ; I this merely 
shows how little the Greek heroic style changed over a long period of 
time.2 

The traditional formulaic diction must have trained the ears of the 
singers and their hearers to feel the traces of the lost initial digamma 
much in the way that the French feel the traces of h-aspire, so that, while 
they say l'herbe, l'homme, they say la hache, le Mtre. In the French it is the 
feeling for the rhythm of the close group of the word with the article 
which has kept the feeling for the lost sound ; in the Greek heroic poetry it 
was a feeling for the equally fixed word group. It has been objected to 
this that the keeping of h-aspire is largely due I to formal education,3 and 
to the fact that it occurs in regular combination of article and substantive, 
whereas in Homer hiatus occurs between all sorts of words.4 The answer 
in both cases is that the feeling for the digamma was maintained by the 
altogether artificial constraint of the diction. Nevertheless the parallel of 

I Cf. Kniis 50-1 46. 2 Cf. HL, pp. 358-60 above. 
3 Monro, Homeric Grammar, § 402. 
4 A. MeiIJet, Aperfu d'une histoire de la langue grecque3, 1 54-5 (Paris, 1 930). 
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It-aspire should not be pushed too far, because the singer was also habi
tuated by his spoken language to the use of the words in question without 
any trace of the digamma : he had not one, but two conventions. For this 
reason we should not insist too much on the feeling for the lost consonant 
as an acting factor, but only as a factor which justified the irregularities 
which the diction imposed. 1 The ever increasing use of the words without 
regard for the lost digamma, which we can trace in Hesiod and the 
Homeric hymns, shows on the contrary that the habit of the spoken 
language was constantly wearing down the habit of the song. Neverthe
less the latter habit should not be overlooked, since we find it lasting well 
on into Greek poetry. Thus we have in Archilochus 'Evva>..loLO (F)avaKTos 
( 1 . 1  Diehl) , in Solon Ka>..a (F)Epya ( 1 .2 1 ) ,  in the epic poet Antimachus 
J.-tE>..avos (F )oivo,o ( 1 9 . 1  Kinkel) , and in Apollonius of Rhodes KaTacpO'J.-tEvOLO 
(F)avaKTos ( 1 .41 1 ) ,  avSpa ' (F) EKauTo, ( 1 .399) , etc.Z 

It has also been objected that while hiatus resulting from the lost 
digamma might be bearable, the fault of the short syllable in the first part 
of the foot is too grave to be possible.3 ME>..avos (F)Oi'VOLO of Antimachus, 
which was just quoted, shows that this is not so, but of much more weight 
than this is the great number of short syllables in the first part of the foot 
in Homer which come not from the loss of the digamma, but from the 
faulty putting together offormulas.4 For example, verses such as 

€IJ'TP07TaA,'OP"VTJ, 8aA£pov KaTa. sa.KpV x'£ovua 
1TVKVa. ,."aAa CT'T£vaxwv wS T£ A�s �vy£v£ws 

may combine to make such a verse as 

(Z 496) 
(£ 318) 

€V'Tpo1TaA,,6,.,,£vos WS T£ A�s �VY'VHOS (P 109) I 

Similarly the poet may change the case of a formula with a resulting 
failure to make position, as when after J.-t£p01TWV avOpcJJ1TWV (9 times) he 
makes J.-tEP01T£S avOpw1To, (1: 288) .5 It should also be remembered that 
we have to do here with song, and not with speech, so that the poet 
would be allowed a freedom in treatment of vowel or consonant which 
would not be possible in spoken verse.6 

Those cases in Homer in which the use of an uncontracted form might 
seem to show a survival of intervocalic digamma are to be explained in 
the same way as the seeming use of initial digamma. A single example 
will suffice. The uncontracted E(F)£mE occurs in a whole series of fixed 
phrases, from whole verses such as 

crrfj S' op8os Ka� ,."fi8ov €v :4pyElo,u,v ;(F )E&1T£V 
alv6TaTE KpovlSTJ, 1TOLOV TOV ,."fi8ov ;(F)H1T£S' 

(7 times) 
(6 times) 

I This was the mistake of G. Curtius (Grundziige der griechischen Etymologie6, 560, Leipzig, 
1879), who first adopted this explanation. 

2 cr. Argonautica, ed. G. W. Mooney 416-42 1 ,  Dublin, 19 12 .  3 Meillet, loco cit. 
4 Cr. FM, p. 2 1 5  above. 5 Cf. FM, pp. 10-1 1 above. 6 Cf. Krohn, 56. 
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to shorter phrases such as Karu. fWrpuv e(F)mT€S ( I O  times) ,  or otov 
e(F)mT€S (7 times) . One notable series is the following : 

(, 509) 
(twice) 
(twice) 
(r 204) 
(4 times) 

The problem of the digamma in Lesbian poetry is very similar to that 
of this sound in Homer : we find cases where the digamma would correct 
a seemingly faulty rhythm and others where its introduction on the 
contrary would harm a rhythm which has no fault. The only difference is 
that whereas in Homer the number of words which refuse the sound is 
small in comparison with those which call for it, or take it by an easy 
change in the text, this proportion is reversed in Sappho and Alcaeus. 
The natural conclusion is that the Lesbian poets, like Homer, were 
following a tradition of poetic diction in which certain phrases had kept 
the trace of the digamma, but that they were further away than Homer, 
either in time or in evolution of style, from the time when this sound had 
its natural place in the poetic language. Now this is not the prevailing 
critical opinion. Modern editors, with the exception of Lobel,1 follow the 
line of reasoning which, we have seen,2 is usual in such cases, I and 
restore the digamma, and even emend the text to take it, and they 
support their view, which is also that of the writers on Greek dialects,J 
by a certain amount of ancient evidence. That evidence, however, is less 
sure than is generally supposed. 

The form Fora, in a papyrus text (Sappho a' 3.6 Lobel, reproduced in 
photograph in Oxyrhyncus Papyri I, plate 11) ,  and FOV in a text from 
Herculaneum (Alcaeus 1 20.24 Lobel) actually show us the digamma, but 
aside from these two cases there is no other example of initial digamma 
in the papyri or in the literary quotations of Sappho and Alcaeus ; all 
other evidence comes from the grammarians or from Balbilla, a Roman 
lady poetess of the second century A.D.S The correction of T' €i7mV to 
F€t7TOV in the fragments of Sappho and Alcaeus quoted by Aristotle is 
uncalled for, since elision of the dative of the pronouns is regular in 
Lesbian poetry, and we have Tel8' €i7T7Jv elsewhere in Alcaeus (48.2 

1 E. Lobel, 1:a.Trr/wv, MEA'" (Oxford, 1 925), }1AKatov MEA", (Oxford, 1 927). 
2 Cf. above, TD, p. 393. 
3 O. Hoffmann, Criechisht Dialekte, 2.454-9 (GOttingen, 1 893) ; F. Bechtel, Criechischt 

Dialekte, 1 . I 1-15 (Berlin, 192 1 ) ; R. Meister, Criechischt Dialekte, 1 . 1 03-6 (GOttingen, 1882) . 
4 Cf. A. Vogliano, 'Herculanensia', in Atti della reale accademia delle scienz;e di Torino 47.91 

( 1 9 1 1 ) .  
5 Lobel alone of all the editors has seen the weakness of the evidence for initial digamma 

before a vowel (1:a.Tr.pov, M.A", xxx) . For a contrary view see ]. M. Edmonds in Cambridge 
R,view, 47. 2 1 1  ( 1 926). 
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Lobel), and 'T08' El1T7][ elsewhere in Sappho (a' 8. 1 2) . 1 Similarly aXE' 
8' EK 7TE'TaAWV 'Ta8E av 'TE'Tng quoted by Proclus has been corrected to 
Fa8Ea 'TE'Tng, but the reading of the text is too bad to be the work of any 
but the latest time and of a scribe with the haziest ideas of classical 
syntax whose ear was led astray by the 'T'S of the following word. The 
F before a8Ea is no surer than the v after it, and Lobel is right in reading 
simply 7TE'TaAwv a,8Ea 'Thng.2 

When the ancient grammarians give a certain form as 'Aeolic' we 
cannot be at all sure that they mean Lesbian. Their studies of dialect 
were rudimentary ; they never grasped the rigorous notion of dialectal 
subdivisions ; and the forms they quote may come not only from Lesbian 
poetry, but also from Boeotian poetry or the spoken dialects ofThessaly. 3  
Thus we have the 'Aeolic' glosses yclAAo, (�Ao,) , YEfLfLa'Ta I (tfLana) , 
yot87JfL' (E7TtcTTafLa,) ,  YOAafLoS" (8,wYfL0S") ,  yptvoS" (8EpfLa) ,  in which the 
initial y is supposed to be a miswritten F.4 We have, however, another 
gloss : T,O ya.p ol8a oi87JfL' r/>aa�v oi AloAEts",S and our texts of Sappho and 
Alcaeus show us that where FP- survived it became {3p-, as in {3po8oMK'TvAo, 
and {3p08a ofa papyrus ofSappho (E' 5.8 and 13) .  The easier explanation 
is that the grammarians had found, or rather heard of, some regional 
Aeolic dialect in which the digamma had survived in a velarized form, 
and that they concluded that this was the actual sound which had been 
used in Lesbian poetry. It must have been in accordance with such 
a doctrine that Balbilla, as we know from the inscription of her poem on 
the colossus of Memnon in Egypt, actually wrote yo, and yE as what she 
thought was Sappho's language,6 and that our texts of the grammarians 
almost always show us the digamma as y in the words which are given as 
examples. Bpo808aK'TvAoS", etc., however, show that where the sound did 
survive in Lesbian it was labialized. If John the Grammarian really 
states that FOtVOV was Aeolic for oivov,7 we nevertheless know from the 
fact that Aulus Gellius quoted the phrase of Alcaeus ( 1 08. 1 )  as 7TVEvfLova 
OiVM, while Athenaeus and Plutarch quoted the obvious correction of 
this reading 7TAEvfLovaS" oivw" that he did not find this form in the text of 
one of the Lesbian poets. Terentianus Maurus says : 'Quamque L'TVV 

J Rhetoric 1 376 a 9, 1 2 ;  cf. F. Bechtel, Griechische Dialekte 1 . 1 2 ; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca2 
1 . 266 (London, 1 928) ; on elision in Lesbian poetry cf. 1:a..rrtf>ovs Ml>'T} lxi. 

• Cf. Edmonds, Cambridge Review, loco cit. 
3 Cf. Hoffmann 2 .223. Edmonds (loc. cit.) is wrong in saying that John the Grammarian 

identifies 'Aeolic' with Sappho and Alcaeus. He merely gives his confused description of the 
'Aeolic' dialect, and then says that Alcaeus and Sappho used it. The correct statement could 
be that the grammarians associated everything 'Aeolic' with these poets. 

• Hoffmann 2.236-7. 
S Choeroboscus, Scholia in Theodosium, 342. 1 (ed. Hilgard, Leipzig, 1889). 
6 Hoffmann 2 . 1 25. vv. 7, 15 .  
7 Hoffmann 2 . 2 17. § 2 I .  The text has EO'VOV which is itself not an impossible form, but may 

actually have come into the poetry as a form to correct the rhythm, as ;o� (see above, note 2 1 )  
was made from *af'k 
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dicunt Achaei, hanc vitym gens Aeolis' l which goes no further than the 
vague term 'Aeolic'. Trypho the Grammarian really does refer by name 
t L b· " "  t t' \  " ..1 \ I \ · -t " t  \ I " 2 o a es lan poet : a7Ta!, Of: 7Tap r1I\KatWt TO PTJstS OVpTJ!,tS I\f:Yf:Tat , 
where the spelling seems to be the survival of some attempt at a phonetic 
explanation. Finally Apollonius Dyscolus says : 

aac/>f:' on Kal T6 Alo'\tK6V '8tyap.p.a TaL, KaTa T6 TptTOV 7Tpoaw7Tov 7Tpoavtp.£TaL, 
Ka86 Kai at a7T6 c/>WvT]£VTO, apxop.£vaL '8aavvovTUL. it'\Kato, (I IQ) .  

WU7"f: 8twv p.TJ'8' ;v' 'O'\VP.7TtWV 
'\vaat aTf:p yt8£v. 3 I 

His remark explains all the confusion of forms under which the gram
marians refer to the digamma, and the discrepancy between their 
remarks and the tradition of the poetic text itself: Apollonius is not basing 
his view upon the evidence of the texts, but is arguing for a reading of the 
text from metrical evidence. The last part of his statement refers to 
a view set forth more fully by Velius Longus,4 according to which the 
sound h was a consonant and could make position in such a verse as 

The ancient critics had observed the similarity between Lesbian and the 
other Aeolic dialects, and they had found somewhere in these other 
dialects in some form or other the digamma which would correct what 
they thought were the metrical faults of Sappho and Alcaeus. They thus 
practiced emendation on exactly the same grounds as the modern critics 
do. Indeed, the source of the modern practice lies entirely with the ancient 
grammarians, for it was by reading the Latin grammarians that Bentley 
got his whole notion of the restoration of the digamma. In view of this it is 
reasonable to suppose that the two cases where the papyri show us the 
digamma are also due to the work of ancient editors. That they seem to 
have limited their correction to the third personal pronoun and possessive 
adjective would be indicated by the fact that Apollonius Dyscolus, in the 
three passages where he deals with the 'Aeolic' digamma,S is concerned 
only with these words, and it would be explained by the large number of 
cases in which these words must have invited emendation, even as they 
do in Homer. The fixity of the older use of these words in the diction is 
further indicated by the fact that we find even in Ionic poetry � 8' 
• (F)Ot in Archilochus (25.2 Diehl) , and ou8' • (F)OL In Simonides (7.79 
Diehl) . 

I De Syllabis, v. 658, text vitem (Keil 6.344). 2 II&./hj A'�£wv 1 1 . 
3 llEpl l4VTwvvJ.,,{as 761 .32, ed. Schneider and Uhlig (Leipzig, 1 878) ; text >'vu£a'TEp y£8£v. 
4 KeiI 7.52. 
5 The second case is "'alveral (.)01 KijVOS (p. 82, 1. 1 7) .  The third case, in which the text of 

Apollonius reads TOV 'ov 1Tai8a KM .. (p. 107, 1. 1 2) ,  cannot be corrected to TOV F.oV because 
Apollonius is discussing precisely forms in -EO-. 
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When we have thus removed from the problem the confusing theoretical 
forms of the grammarians and editors, both ancient and modern, we find 
that the Lesbian lyric poetry conserved traces of the digamma in just 
the way that the Ionic heroic poetry did. There are some fourteen cases 
in which Sappho and Alcaeus elide before words which had once had an 
initial digamma, and some seventeen cases in which the introduction 
of the digamma would lengthen a vowel which must be metrically I 
short. Side by side with this neglect of the digamma we find five cases 
where the phrase shows the traces of the digamma : aTEp (F)e(JEv con
sidered above ; cpawETai (F)ol (Sappho, inc. lib. 48) , also quoted as an 
example by Apollonius ; 1TAEvp.ova (F)O'tVWt ; 1mb (F)epyov (Alcaeus 108. 1 )  
beside af'VCTnSOS (F)epyov (Alcaeus 36. 19) ; and the famous yAwaaa 
(F)e(F)aYE (Sappho a' 2 App., 9) . 1  Similarly we find the traces of the 
digamma in such forms as e(F)Et1TE (Sappho E' 3.3) beside Et1TOV (Sappho 
E ' 4.8) , a]1Tv(F)Et7T11[ (Alcaeus 64.4) , and E(F)avaaaE (Alcaeus 1 18) . We 
have not enough ofthe early Lesbian poetry to be able to show, as we can 
for Homer, fixed phrases in the diction which must be traditional. 
C/JaivETai f'Ot Kfivos (a' 2 App., I )  and cpaivETai Ot Kfivos of Sappho may, 
or may not, be such examples. 'Ve do know, however, that the two poets 
lived at the beginning of Greek poetry, and that if they were not following 
an oral tradition oflyric poetry as completely as Homer followed the oral 
tradition of heroic poetry, they must anyway have been more or less 
closely bound up with the popular tradition which had brought down 
from the past phrases which had in them traces of the digamma.2 

I Confronted by these last three cases Lobel, who by rigorously keeping to the evidence of 
the texts had saved himself from the error of restoring the digamma, commits an even worse 
fault :  he marks two of the three passages as corrupt and attempts emendation of them, while 
he reads ,,).£UfLovaS' oiv"" after the quotations by Plutarch and Athenaeus. One can under
stand how ,,).£UfLova (F)oiv"" became plural but not how the plural could ever become the 
singular. 

2 I have dealt in HL, pp. 347-50 above with those cases in Aeolic and Ionic poetry where 
the loss of the digamma has modified the form of the word itself. 
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1 0  

On Typical Scenes in Homer* 

THERE are certain actions which tend to recur in the Iliad and Ot{yssey, 
and which, each time they do recur, are told again with many of 
the same details and many of the same words. Arend calls such 

passages 'typical scenes,' inasmuch as they have a common 'type.' The 
greater part of his book is made up of his analysis in turn of the most 
striking sets of such scenes, namely, those which recount arrival, sacrifice 
and eating, journeys by sea or land, arming and dressing, sleep, hesita
tion before decision (I-LEPI-L7Jpt,EW), assembly, oath, and bath. In each 
case he starts from those passages which are most alike, and shows by 
charts how nearly they have the same stages of the action in the same 
order, and how nearly they use the same verses and verse parts. He then 
goes on to other places where the course of the tale has changed or 
shortened or lengthened the action, and here he shows how Homer, far 
from quitting his usual pattern, uses it as the base and framework for 
scenes which may be even among the most unique in the poems. For 
example, Arend first fixes (p. 28) the simple type of an arrival scene on 
the basis of the passages where Athena, at Hera's order, seeks out 
Odysseus (B 1 67-72), where Nestor and Odysseus go to waken Diomed 
(K 15�8) ,  where Thetis brings Achilles the divine weapons (1: 616-
T 7) ,  and where Nestor recounts how he and Odysseus had visited the 
home of Peleus (A 769-8 1 ) .  Then taking up again the last two of these 
passages, he shows for the one (p. 29) how like it is to the other three 
scenes where Thetis comes to her son (A 359-63, 1: 65-74, Q 1 2 1-7),  and 
for the other (pp. 34-6) how like it is to other scenes where the arrival 
takes the form of a visit, as when Patroclus calls at the tent of Nestor 
(A 61 7-47) ,  or when Achilles receives the embassy (1 1 82-223) . Finally 
we see how Priam's visit to the tent of Achilles, for all the uniqueness of 
its telling, yet follows the pattern of the type (Q 322-484, pp. 37-9) . 
Arend elsewhere brings out the same 'typical' treatment in other parts 
of the story of Hector's ransoming, namely, for Priam's journey from 
Troy to the Achaean camp (Q 189-469, pp. 88-g), for Hermes' amval 
on the Trojan plain (Q 333-48, pp. 54, 58-61 ) ,  and for Priam's eating 

* Review of Waiter Arend, 'Die typischen Scenen bei Homer', Classical Philology 3 1  ( 1936), 
357-60. Reprinted by kind permission of the editor. 
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in Achilles' tent (D 625-8, pp. 69-70) , and he thus makes plain how 
Homer builds his tale by joining and interworking the traditional 
schemes of composition. The book closes with a like analysis of the prac
tice of Apollonius and Virgil, who, however, as later poets, make use of 
the 'typical' only in so far as they set out to copy Homer. Here as 
elsewhere the analysis is fine and thorough. To some readers it may seem 
tiresome, but it is chiefly I to those who, like Arend, join to a real feeling 
for Homer's song the sober work needed to make clear with exactness 
wherein it differs in form from more modern poetries that we can look for 
a real advance in Homeric studies. 

Yet for all that he so clearly sees the schematization of Homer's com
position, Arend fails almost altogether to understand the reasons for it. 
For this he is not greatly to be blamed, since there is still so little general 
knowledge of the way in which oral narrative poetry is composed, and it 
is only with this knowledge that we can understand the very simple 
reasons why Homer uses a fixed diction and follows a fixed pattern for 
the telling of his story. Having nothing better, Arend outlines a philo
sophic and almost mystic theory, to which he seems to have been inspired 
(cf. p. 2, n. 3) by Nietzsche's oracular utterances about Homer dancing in 
chains. Arend writes (p. 26), referring to Priam'sjourney from Troy to the 
battlefield (r 259-"65) : 

To sum up, the Greek sees right through to the essential, and brings it out in 
the presentation : the structure, the form, the ElSoS'. But the essential of an 
incident is that which is constant in all the repetitions. And therefore this type 
of journey by land can and must recur whenever a like happening comes up. 

On the other hand (p. 27) : 

Yet we find scenes which have almost nothing in common with r. But it is 
just this little bit which counts. What counts is that all the particular cases 
result either from the toning down or the embellishing of a single type. All the 
variations, extreme as they may be, especially in the Otfyssry, yet have not 
broken down the fixed form. So arises the peculiar and unique nature of the 
Homeric art, the play between fixed form and varying embellishment (ElSoS' 
and 7To£K£Ala in the language of the old commentators) ,  between the necessary 
and the chance, between the typical and the individual, between repetition and 
variation, and it has preserved for us a picture of the peculiar Greek com
prehension of reality, which in manyness saw the one and yet by reason of 
oneness did not forget the many. 

Now all that may or may not be true-it does not matter much, but it is 
surely simpler to say that Homer relates the same action in more or less 
the same way because that was the only way he had learned. The singer 
of tales, unlike the writer of poetry, is never free of his tradition. He has 
not learned his art from a varied reading, but only from listening to older 
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singers. He has no pen and ink to let him slowly work out a novel way of 
recounting novel actions, but must make up his tale without pausing, in 
the speed of his singing. This he can do only by telling each action as it 
comes up in more or less the usual way, and in more or less the usual 
verses which go with that way. That there are not many of these ways is 
because the singers, even as they tended, for reasons of easier verse
making, to keep only the one best and easiest formula for expressing 
a given idea in a given length of verse, so tended also to keep only a single 
set of details for a given action. The fixed action-patterns and the fixed 
formulas, of course, depend on one another : an action which I each time 
took a new form would call for new words, and in the same way the 
formulas are useful only inasmuch as the singer uses the schemes of 
composition in which they are meant to serve. 

Arend points out that Homer likes to relate an action from beginning 
to end, and to treat each principal stage of the action in its proper order. 
But in this there is nothing strange or particularly Greek. The singer, like 
anyone who is telling a story aloud, finds it easiest to lead his action 
straight ahead. Where Homer, however, must have differed from the 
ordinary singer of his day, was in his being able to tell the action more 
fully. A highly developed oral poetry differs from one which is less 
developed because its singers have a more ample art. The song which has 
only a few hundred verses in the hut of some hard-working tiller of the 
soil, whose time for such sport is short, will run into thousands of verses 
when it is sung before some noble by a singer who, raised among men 
with great leisure for talk and song, has had time to become fully prac
ticed in a highly developed art. The difference between such long and 
short versions of the same song lies in what singers call the 'adornment.' 
The finished singer will boast that he knows 'how to saddle a horse', or 
'dress a hero', or 'plan a battle', and whereas one less skilful might 
spend only a verse or two on these actions, he himself will give twenty or 
fifty or more verses to them. This great difference is never due in any more 
than a small part to the singer's own making up things. It comes instead 
from his having been trained in a richer tradition, and, as a singer of 
talent, from his having been able to grasp all the richness of the tradition. 
When asked how he has learned to caparison a horse so well, he will say 
briefly that as he has heard so he sings. But if one is able to point out that 
the singer from whom he learned his song has nothing of that sort in his 
version, he will then say that the other had shortened the song (which 
among singers is the most rankling of all accusations), and that he him
self had known how to put it right. Questioned further, he will explain 
that bad singers leave this out and leave that out, but a good singer 
knows how to put it back in, even though he has never heard that 
particular song. What he means, though never having reasoned about his 
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art he cannot say it, is that he has listened to so many songs and stored 
away in his mind ready for use such a vast stock of details of heroic 
action, in the form of the verses and verse parts whereby they are ex
pressed in song, that at no point in his story is he forced to give up telling 
his story in all its fulness. 

. 

It is along such lines as these that Arend might have planned his 
analysis, not aiming to bring out a meaningless play of norm and varia
tion, but rather to show how Homer, with his overwhelming mastery of 
the traditional epic stuff, enriches the course of his story now with one 
group of details, now with another, though each group for a given 
action will tend to center about certain key verses and to follow a certain 
general pattern. Happily the theory of 'type' and variation is so tenuous 
a thing that it has had almost no effect at I all upon Arend's analysis 
itself, which thus remains good. He is also to be praised for going to 
other early poetries for parallels to Homer's style, though such parallels 
are likely to be idle when we know as little about how the poetry was 
really composed as we do for the Assyrian-Babylonian poem of Gilga
mesh, which Arend is most fond of citing. The healthy result of this 
reading of early poems shows itself in his not finding falsely subtle 
meanings in the repetitions, as meant to recall an earlier scene where the 
same words are used, and in his forceful refutation of the practice of those 
older critics who, setting up an unhomeric conciseness as the Homeric 
standard, threw out at will such repeated passages as did not suit them or 
their theories. 
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I I 

The Historical Method in Literary Criticism* 

I D 0 not think that it is generally well enough understood how great 
a change has taken place in the last hundred years in the way in 
which we see the writing of past times. The change of which I speak 

has gradually been going ahead from the very beginning of the tradition 
of European reasoning, though now faster and now slower, and again 
with long set-backs, but in our own time the speed of that change has 
quickened and in the space of a very few years has created a critical point 
of view which is having, and will have, very far reaching results on 
human institutions in general, and particularly on the institution with 
which we are here concerned, the University. 

I refer to nothing more than that which is familiarly known as the 
historical method in literary criticism, a point of view which is so obvious 
to us, or rather so much a part of us, that for that very reason we fail to 
see how much it sets our own intellectual times off from the past. Yet it 
is really a very new thing. Those who know Greek and Latin literature 
know that the principle was already stated in the fifth century before 
Christ, notably by Thucydides, but that classical literature as a whole 
either pretty well ignores it, or makes, at the best, rare and rudimentary 
attempts to apply it. The first exact statement of it in modern times 
seems to be that of Francis Bacon in his Advance of Science (De augmentis 
scientiarum) . There we have what seems to be the first statement of the 
concept of literary history : 'General history without literary history 
is like a statue of blinded Polyphemus : what is lacking is just that which 
best shows the particular genius and character of the person.' And then 
on the next page he goes on : 'In the study of these things I wish that 
instead of passing our time like the critics in assigning praise and blame 
we should give a frankly historical account, and reserve our personal 
judgments.' And we can see that we should not reject this statement as 
nothing more than the now much questioned notion of so-called 'objec
tive history', for he continues on the next page as follows : 'It is not by 
a mere exhaustive reading, which would really have no end, but by the 

• An address delivered by Milman Parry, as Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin, 
before the Board of Overseers of Harvard College at a meeting on 1 5  May 1934 ; first 
published in Harvard Alumni Bulletin 38 ( 1 936), 778-82, and reprinted by permission. Copy
right © 1 936 by the Harvard Alumni Bulletin, Inc. 
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assimilation of the subject, the style, the method, that we must, as it were, 
call up from the dead the literary spirit of those times.' 

It is only at the beginning of the last century, however, that this 
historical method of literary criticism suddenly begins to become a com
mon point of view which we find frequently either assumed or expressly 
stated, and ever more and more, in critical writing. I shall mention only 
its statement by Ernest Renan who at least as much as any other man, if 
not more, moulded European thought in the last hundred years : 'How 
can we seize the physiognomy and the originality of early literatures if 
we do not enter into the moral and intimate life of a people, if we do not 
place ourselves at the very point in humanity which it occupied, in order 
to see and to feel with it, if we do not watch it live, or rather if we do not 
live for a while with it ?' 

Now I believe that the remarkable thing about that point of view is 
that it is one which can never reach completely, but only I come nearer 
to its attainment. The work upon it will never be done. The students of 
each generation, approaching the literature of some past period with the 
clearer sight which has been won for them by the earlier generation, will 
find in the best opinions on that past elements which jar with one 
another, or things which have been left out, or things which have been 
given too much place ; and if they have head enough not to become 
befuddled by details-which is the great hazard-they will in their turn 
give a truer picture. I myself can see at present no current in the best 
modern thought which goes counter to this historical trend. The notion of 
relativity surely lies in this direction : if I say that Grote's account of 
democracy at Athens is more revealing of the mind of an English Liberal 
of the nineteenth century after Christ, than it recalls what actually took 
place in Athens in the fifth century before Christ, and then go on to 
admit that the opinion which I have just expressed about Grote may in 
turn reveal even more my own state of mind than it does that of Grote
(indeed, I know that I am expressing this thought here because I came 
across it about two weeks ago in one of the essays submitted for the 
Bowdoin prize essay contest and it struck me)-even in that case I am 
still doing no more than to try to attain a more perfect method for the 
historical approach to the thought of the past. And then apart from 
method, there are all the other fields of learning which concern them
selves with man as he lived in the past, or lives in forms of society other 
than our own-history itself, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, the 
study of the plastic arts, of music, indeed, every field of learning right 
down to the physical sciences, is moving in this direction, and each sub
ject lends knowledge to each other. So, gradually, we learn to keep our
selves out of the past, or rather we learn to go into it, becoming not 
merely a man who lived at another time than our own, but one who lived 
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in a certain nation, or city, or in a certain social class, and in very certain 
years, and sometimes-when we are concerned with a writer in that 
whereby he differs from his fellow men-we must not only enter into the 
place, the time, the class-we must even become the man himself, even 
more, we must become the man at the very moment at which he writes 
a certain poem. 

1 can then see nowhere in the critical study of literature anything to 
check this ever accelerating concern with the past as the past. But when 
one trained in this method (and 1 speak very particularly about myself, 
for the quotation which 1 gave above from Renan was once quoted by me 
in one of my own writings ; indeed they were the first words in the first 
book which 1 ever published)-when one trained in this method, while 
still staying in the past, turns his eyes back to his own time, he cannot 
prevent a certain feeling of fear-not for the fact that he has become 
a ghost in the past, but because of what he sees in the person of his living 
self. For in the past, where his ghostly self is, he finds that men do the 
opposite of what he has been doing : they by their literature turn the past 
into the present, making it the mirror for themselves, and as a result the 
past as it is expressed in their literature has a hold upon them which 
shows up the flimsiness of the hold which our past literature has upon 
ourselves. 

1 shall try to show what 1 mean by an example drawn from the field 
which 1 myself teach, that of classical literature, and particularly from 
the Homeric poems on which 1 have done most of my writing. There 
is a famous passage in the twelfth book of the Iliad in which Sarpedon, 
the ally of the Trojans, calls upon his friend Glaucus to follow him to the 
assault on the Greek Wall : "lfafter escaping this war we were to become 
ageless and deathless, then would 1 not fight myselfin the front ranks, nor 
urge you into the battle which gives men glory. But there are hazards of 
death beyond counting which stand above us, and which no man can 
escape or dodge. So let us go I forward : we shall give glory to some man, 
or some man will give glory to us." Now there is a passage in Matthew 
Arnold's essay On Translating Homer in which he relates an incident con
cerning this passage ; the story originally comes from Robert Wood's 
Essay on the Genius of Homer, written in the eighteenth century, and 
one of the first books to bring into existence the well-known and so-called 
'Homeric Problem'. Robert Wood says that in 1 762, at the end of the 
Seven Years' vVar, being then Under-Secretary of State, he was directed 
to wait upon the President of the Council, Lord Granville, a few days 
before he died, with the preliminary articles of the Treaty of Paris. 
'I found him so languid that 1 proposed postponing my business for 
another time ; but he insisted that 1 should stay, saying it could not pro
long his life to neglect his duty, and repeating the following passage out of 
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Sarpedon's speech, he dwelled with particular emphasis on the third 
line, "Then would I not fight myself in the front ranks", which called to 
his mind the distinguished part he had taken in public affairs.' And then 
Lord Granville recited to himself in Greek the lines which I just gave you 
in translation. 

Now I myself, because of the particular training in historical method, 
read those verses with an understanding which Lord Granville could 
never have had. I keep in mind, beyond doubt in a way which he never 
did, certain earlier lines in this same speech of Sarpedon in which that 
hero states the moral grounds which oblige them to high deeds : because 
their fellow countrymen give them at banquets the best cuts of meat, and 
keep their cups filled with wine, and have given them broad farm-lands. 
And then from my understanding of the speech of Sarpedon as a whole, 
from my knowledge of other early heroic poetries, from the general pic
ture drawn of men of the heroic age by such scholars as Ker and Chad
wick, and from what I myself have observed of traditional heroic poetry 
as it is still sung in the mountains of Hertzegovina, I see that this speech 
ofSarpedon is really a statement of the rewards and the responsibilities of 
prestige in the society of Homer's time-a society in which men were 
fewer in number, the social group smaller and its members known to one 
another, the mechanic arts still undeveloped, and warfare of a certain 
sort the constant condition of life. And so I make for myself a picture of 
great detail. 

That is what that speech of Sarpedon must be to the scholar. To 
Homer and to the men who sat before him with their different cuts of 
meat, and their varyingly filled cups of wine, and their different recog
nized positions ofimportance in the community, it was another matter. It 
was the statement in heroic terms of their own way oflife. More than that, 
it was a sanction and an ideal for that way of life. There was no separa
tion there between what Sarpedon said and what they did and saw and 
admired every day. By not seeking to find out the past as it was (such 
a thought could not possibly even occur to them because they had never 
conceived that the past could be essentially different from the present) ,  
but making it the heroically magnified reflection of their own life, that 
past had become a very part of their being. The hold which Homer had 
on later centuries, though weaker, was of much the same sort. In one of 
the dialogues of Plato we find the Iliad praised because of the pointers 
it gives for chariot racing. Lord Granville was still reading Homer in this 
way, but there must have been few in his day, and how few now ! And of 
. those few who do, certainly the smallest part are the scholars. 

Now the situation which I have described with relation to Homeric 
studies cannot be very different from that which applies to any other 
field of literary study, and to the whole body of the humanities as they 
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are taught in universities ; and this is what cannot keep me from a certain 
feeling of uneasiness as to the future not I only of classical studies, but also 
for the very existence of all our study of the literature of the past, whether 
in our own or in any other language. For men--even those few who study 
the literatures in universities, and those, even fewer and rarer, who reach 
the point where their familiarity with the literature of a certain period 
allows them to speak soundly about it-must, as they always have, attach 
their action to some emotional body of ideas which provides them with 
a moral code. They have always done this, presumably they always will, 
and one has only to look anywhere to see that they are doing it now. The 
chief emotional ideas to which men seem to be turning at present, as the 
older ones fade, are those of nationality-for which they exploit race
and class, and for these ideas they create a past by a fictitious interpreta
tion. Anyone who has followed the history of the use of propaganda for 
political purposes, with its extraordinary development of intensity and 
technique in the last fifty years, cannot but have been struck by the many 
occasions on which those who were directing that propaganda expressed 
their lack of concern, or even contempt, for what actually was so, or 
actually had been so. Particularly the conception of relativity which 
I mentioned a while ago has been misused as a justification for this dis
regard of what truth we have. 

To the student of literature, to myself as a student of Homer, this 
should be no surprise. The general process of early poetry, whereby what 
begins as an historical poem inevitably becomes a fictitious tale to 
idealize the present, is only repeating itself in its particular modern 
form, and must continue to do so until men again have a stable way oflife 
in accord with a stable body of emotional thought. In the meanwhile the 
critical study of the past is finding itself in an ever more and more uncer
tain position. While it perfects its method and learns more about the past, 
the true understanding of what knowledge it has or gains is limited to a 
smaller and smaller number ; and from the standpoint of people in general 
it is probably now having a greater influence as a source of material for 
propaganda than as a source of real understanding of what is and has 
been. By its very method it is setting itself apart from human movements 
and advancing ahead to what may be its own destruction. In times of 
social changes and confusion, a bewildered people will seize with ex
plosive suddenness upon some emotional idea and in a matter of months 
create a past for itself without bothering about the verity of details. 

There is, so far as I can see, only one alternative to such a future. It is 
that the universities and the scholars must provide, and even impose 
upon a people, a sense of the nobility and the importance of their own 
search for knowledge. I can see no substitute for Plato's belief that there is 
nothing at the same time finer or more practical than the truth. In the 
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field with which I have been particularly concerned here, that of the 
literatures of the past, unless we can show not only a few students, but all 
those people whose action will determine the course of a whole nation, 
that, by identifying one's self with the past, with the men, or with a man 
of another time, one gains an understanding of men and of life and 
a power for effective and noble action for human welfare, we must see 
literary study and its method destroy itself. I have seen myself, only too 
often and too clearly, how, because those who teach and study Greek and 
Latin literature have lost the sense of its importance for humanity, the 
study of those literatures has declined, and will decline until they quit their 
philological isolation and again join in the movement of current human 
thought. 

There is no question here of sacrificing the search for a fuller knowledge 
of the past. We surely can never know too much about what people have 
done, and how they came to do it ; nor can one compromise with the 
truth. But the scholars must see that they must impose their truths I 
before others impose their fictions. They must create their heroic legend
or rather they must make it known-for the European humanistic 
tradition which we of the universities follow is no inglorious thing. 
Otherwise they will be choosing a future in which they must see themselves 
confined not by choice, but by compulsion, to be forever ineffective, if 
they would not be untruthful. 
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About Winged Words* 

PR O F E S S O R  C A L H O U N'S study of the Homeric formula E7T£a 
1T'T£po£vra shows, as has so much of his late work, that he is one of 
the very few scholars with a real understanding of the nature of 

Homer's style. 1 Nevertheless-and it is the first time, I believe, that we 
have not rather generally agreed-he has failed to make me believe that 
I was mistaken in holding that Homer uses this phrase just because it is 
useful, and without thought for any particular meaning which the epithet 
'winged' might have. I stated my reasons for thinking this in an earlier 
number of this journal, but only in a single sentence, and I should now 
like to give my view more fully. 

The various E1T£a 1T'T£pO£VTa verses, I believe, are used to bring in speech 
when 'the character who is to speak has been the subject of the last 
verses, so that the use of his name in the line would be clumsy'.z Thus 
Homer could not have used at a 122 such a verse as 'TOV S' a� T'Y/Mp.axos 
1T£1TVVP.EVOS avrwv 'Y/vSa, as can be seen by reading from verse 1 13.  The 
name of Telemachus is given in this verse, and it serves as the gram
matical subject of all the following sentences in such a way that the second 
use of the name at 1 22 would break the style badly ; what Homer wants to 
say is essentially 'and he said', not 'and Telemachus said'. Likewise it 
cannot be only Homer's wish to get 1T'T£pO£VTa in at £ 1 72 which keeps 
him from using some such verse as 'TOV S' ap' v1ToSpa lSwv 1TPOClEr/J'Y/ 
1TOAVP.'Y/'T'S 'OSVClCl£VS. He has just given the name of Odysseus in the verse 
before, and could not do so again. It is the same in all the other 1 24 E1T£a 
7T'T£po£vra verses in the Iliad and the Otfyssey : the hearer already has the 
speaker in mind as the natural subject of the sentence which introduces 
the speech, and there is no place for the second use of the name. Only in 
some five or six cases, where subordinate clauses with another subject 
have come between, might we again use the name without spoiling the 
style. Of course, if Homer had some other whole verse or verses without 
1T'T£pO£VTa in them whereby he could say 'and he said', there would be 
no purpose in pointing this out ; but there is no other verse. If he wishes 
to express this idea in just the length of a verse, he is bound to use the 

• First published in Classical Philowgy 32 ( 1 937), 59--63. 
I 'The Art of Formula in Homer-£1I'£a 1I'T£pO£VTa', Classical Philowgy, XXX ( 1935), 

215-27. 2 TM, pp. 372 f. above. 
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words E7TEa 7TTEpoEvTa. On the other hand, the phrase is never found in 
the same verse with the name of a character. I 

Thus, in order to hold that Homer uses the phrase only when he has in 
mind speeches of some given sort, one has to argue both that Homer 
never wanted to say in just a verse 'and he said' and also that, when he 
wants to use 7TTEpoEvTa, he plans the syntax ahead in such a way as not to 
have to give the name of the speaker when he introduces the speech. This 
would be a very complex sort of verse-making and quite foreign to the 
way in which such traditional and oral song as that of Homer is com
posed. The singer of oral narrative rarely plans his sentence ahead, but 
adds verse to verse and verse part to verse part until he feels that his 
sentence is full and finished. The poet, with writing materials, can think 
leisurely ahead, but the singer, in the speed of his song, must compose 
straight on out of fixed verses and verse parts until he comes to the point 
where one of his characters is to speak. Then he must have straightway at 
hand a verse or verse part to introduce the speech. This the common oral 
style has given him, as it has given him his diction as a whole ; and it has 
given him not one or two formulas which he must in some way work in, 
but a whole living system of them which allows him each time to express 
just the right idea in a phrase of just the right words and length and 
rhythm. He has formulas to bring in a first speech in dialogue, or an 
answer, or to bring in monologue. He has formulas where there is place 
for the speaker's name, and others where the name, already understood, 
is implied in the verb. He has also formulas which simply bring in the 
speech, or which also state the tone, or which give the name of the person 
spoken to, or give some circumstance about the speaking. Finally, within 
these categories of meaning he has formulas of different grammatical 
form to fit the grammatical sequence of the passage, and of different 
metrical forms to fit into his verse at the different points where he may 
find himself. However, he usually has only one formula to suit a particular 
need, since the earlier singers in their natural and never ceasing search 
for the easiest means of verse-making had usually kept and passed on to 
him only as many fixed phrases as were really useful. Thus Homer, when 
he has just a verse to fill and wishes to express the idea 'and he said', 
will use the simple formula Kat /L£V (acf>Ea�) cf>wv�aa� (cf>wV'ljaaa') E7TEa 
7TTEpoEVTa 7TpoCTTJlJ8a (7TpOCTT)lJ8wv) 54 times. Or, ifhe wishes also to give the 
tone of the speech, he will use a formula of the type : 

[ 1 1 times] Kat p' d'\ocf)Vp6fLfvO� } • , ,,, 
[ • ] 

, \ '  f7Tfa 7TT£pO£VTa 7TpOG'1Jvoa 4 times Kat fLtV IltGGOfL£VOC; 

Or he may state some circumstance : 

[ 13  times] 

[thrice] 
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Finally, there are times when he finds himself ready to announce speech 
though he is only halfway through a verse. He then says, simply, €170s -r 
€e/WT' €K T' DV0ll-a'€ (45 times) . It is for purely grammatical reasons that 

h � ' �A. ' '' ' ' '  r d t "  , ,� . we ave €170S T €'f'aT €K T oV0ll-a.,€ an no €17€a 17T€pO€VTa 17pOC17Jvoa In 
such a I verse as €V T' apa ol cpv XHP� E170S T' €cpaT' €K T' DV0ll-a'€ ( 1 1  times) . 
Now to find in 17T€pO€VTa and DV0l-'a'€ some meaning which would limit 
the use of these formulas to speeches of some one sort is to take away 
a whole part from the system and say that Homer has no speech formulas 
for the verse and the half-verse-the most common measures of the 
formula-which simply mean 'and he said'. 1  

When Professor Calhoun gives the particular meaning which he finds in 
" , d " ' ''A. ' '' ' ' '  r h th t th f €17€a 17T€pO€VTa an €170S T €'f'aT €K T oV0ll-a.,€, e says a e range 0 
the two expressions overlap, and that they express 'myriad facets of the 
human spirit', and finally that 'the one usually connotes animation or 
urgency, the other earnestness or affection'.2 Is it not possible, however, 
that he has here for once fallen into somewhat the same line of reasoning 
as that so often followed by the so-called 'Unitarians' ? This school of 
critics thought that the only way to defend Homer against the dis
integrators' charge of inconsistencies in the text was to show that there 
were really no inconsistencies at all. They accordingly gave their in
genuity full play and looked for subtle beauties of thought which had 
escaped the dull understanding of Homer's belittlers, who through their 
lack of poetic feeling had seen inconsistencies where there was only 
poetic refinement. Professor Calhoun, of course, is far beyond this ; yet is 
it not, perhaps, a like unwillingness to believe that Homer Inight have 
used common formulas, and used them without thinking about what the 
words in them meant, which has led him to find in all the speeches intro
duced by €17€a 17T€pO€VTa 17poC17JvSa an emotion and intensity which would 
set them off from the other speeches of the poems ? Certainly when he 
paints for us in his own words the circumstances and the substance of 
each one of these speeches he sets vividly before us its intensity and 
emotion. But here I must fall back on the somewhat questionable charge 
of SHVDS MYHV, because I believe that the fallacy of the method lies in the 
fact that another critic, if he knew how to write as well as Professor 
Calhoun, could paraphrase in the same lively way the speeches intro
duced by any other group of formulas. Is there not everywhere in the 
Iliad and the Odyssey enough of the simple force of Homer's heroic style to 
allow a writer of talent to bring forcibly before us the intensity and 
emotion of any given passage ? Professor Calhoun thus places his readers 

1 No small part of my knowledge of £1T£a 1T1'£pO£VTa I owe to my former students, J. P. 
Cooke and M. V. Anastos, who made a study of the length of the speeches introduced by the 
different speech formulas. This they did to disprove an explanation of £1T£a 1TT£po£vTa more 
improbable even than Professor Calhoun's-namely, that the phrase is used to introduce 
short speeches. • Pp. 225 f. 
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in the plight of having to agree with him before they can disagree, save 
perchance in the few cases where one can argue against the sort of 
intensity and emotions which he finds. Thus he tells us that Eteoneus 
(8 20 ff.) has his hands so full with the banquet that the sight of Telc
machus and Pisistratus, two new and uninvited guests, I is for him 'the 
last straw', and he 'momentarily loses his head' and announces 
their arrival in winged words, but I do not believe that every reader 
of the Otfyssey will be willing to find this comedy between the lines for it. 
Likewise I myself do not like to think of Zeus as being "eager and 
brisk" when he gives orders to the baneful dream (B 7) .  Such a Zeus seems 
to me too little Phidian. 

Professor Calhoun uses as one of his arguments the fact that 'out of 
somewhat more than 1 20 instances of E1Tfia 7TTEpoEVTa more than 70 are 
preceded by explicit allusions to emotion or its symptoms', I but is it not 
also true that the speech formulas of the type ending in 7TPOUErp'T} 7To8aS" 
WKVS" )tX'�EVS", 7TPOUErp'T} 7TO).VI-''T}'nS" '08VUUEVS", and so on (if one puts aside 

f th t \ �" Q '  '.I. '� ' , 'A \ \ ' verses 0 e ype TOV ° a7TaI-'E'I"0I-'EVOS" 7TPOUE'f''T} 7TooaS" WKVS" nX'IV\EVS", 
which is limited to answers) show an equally high number of cases 
where there is some word which we could class as emotional ? What 
difference is there between Kat I-" V  lJ7To8pa l8wv E7TEa 7TTEpoEVTa 'TTpoU7Jv8a 
(twice) and TOV 8' tip' 1.mo8pa l8wv 'TTPOUECP'T} 'TTo).vl-''T}TiS" '08VUUEVS" (9 times) 
save the presence of the name in the one case and its absence in the other, 
and the difference for grammatical reasons of the conjunction ? We can, 
perhaps, see here what has led Professor Calhoun to his conclusions : 
having found in the text, either in the same verse as E'TTEa 'TTTEpOEVTa or very 
near it, a large number of such words as VEI-'EUmjB'T}, ptY'T}UEV, yr]B'T}UEV, and so 
on, has he not supposed that the meaning of these words must accord with 
the meaning of the epithet 'TTTEp6EvTa ? By the same reasoning, however, 
we could argue equally well for an emotional connotation of E'TTEa and of 
7TpoU7Jv8a. One can be somewhat surer that he has thus reasoned his way 
to his understanding of QV0l-'a'EV as connoting "earnestness or affection'. 
This half-verse is most often found in the following whole verse formulas : 

[6 times] XHp{ TE I-'tv KaTEPf.gf.V } " ' ''.J. ' '' '  " r 
[ 1 1 tl'mes] " , ,,  , .J. - \ f.7TO<; T E'f'aT EK T OVOfLa."E 

EV T apa Ot 'f'V XHpt 

and in these verses there are doubtless earnestness and affection. How
ever, we also have 

[4 times] 
['TT 4 1 7] 
[T go] 
[Vs g6] 
[0 552] 

81n81� 

I P. 225, n. I . 

E e  
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Is there not, therefore, as much reason to say that ovoJ.ta�E connotes dislike 
as to say that it connotes affection ?  Have we the right to suppose, in the 
one case more than in the other, that the meaning of the first half of the 
verse has anything to do with the meaning of the second half? 

These are the particular reasons I have for thinking that Homer used 
7T'TEpOEVTa and ovoJ.ta�Ev without thinking of their special meaning ; but 
the I issue at stake here is one which probably stands beyond such minute 
arguing. It seems to me to be the whole issue of whether we should read 
Homer as we read written poetry, which is for us the natural form of 
poetry, or whether we should not rather try to gain for our reading the 
sense of style which is proper to oral song. I know from my own mistakes 
that this is no easy thing. In some measure we may gain this sense by our 
mere feeling for the diction of the Homeric poems, but there is still then 
the danger oflooking too closely and finding beauties where they are not. 
The reading of the Iliad and the Otfyssey must be abetted by much reading 
of the other early European heroic poetries, and by the study of some of the 
many oral narrative poetries which still thrive in those places of the world 
where reading and writing have as yet gained no hold. The Homeric 
student who does this will come back to the Iliad and the Otfyssey better 
able to feel their conventional wording as the usual heroic language of 
a tale which ever sweeps ahead with force and fineness, but also with an 
obviousness which is so utter that it may deceive, as I believe has been the 
case for Professor Calhoun, even the best of critics. 
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The Homeric Metaphor as a Traditional 
Poetic Device* 

IN contrast with the simile, which finds its most complete expression in 
the Iliad and Odyssey, the metaphor has in Homer (and the early epic) 
a more limited place than anywhere else in Greek poetry : metaphors 

are rare in Homer, are usually confined to the single case, and in only a 
very few cases receive any development. This is curious to begin with, in 
view of Aristotle's opinion that the epic poet could make as free a use of 
metaphor as he chose, and that it is this poetic device more than any 
other which shows the particular talent of a poet. But a further study of 
the Homeric metaphor shows even more : (a) it is almost never used as any 
but a casual poetic device-that is to say, one rarely finds it used to 
heighten a specifically emotional instant, or to bring out some crucial 
point in the narrative ; (b) in almost no case is the metaphor such as to 
suggest the working of a mind seeking to express its unique kind of 
thought, which is the case, for example, for the Pindaric metaphor ; 
(c) a very large proportion of the extended metaphors have a meaning 
which is vague, and at times problematic ; (d) a large number of them are 
used so often that it is difficult, after reading any amount of Homer, to 
find in them a force greater than that of the ordinary word ; (e) bound up 
with all the foregoing considerations are the facts that the metaphors are 
in many cases a part of the technique of composition by formulas, and 
that they are found elsewhere in the early epic. All these circumstances 
force us to the conclusion that the Homeric metaphor is traditional, and 
not the original work of the poet, and thus we are brought face to face 
with the need either of condemning Homer, or of judging him by 
standards other than those applicable to a poet using an individual style. 
The aim of the paper is less that of describing the Homeric metaphor than 
of bringing to a crystallization this need of oral standards in Homeric 
criticism. 

* An abstract from Transactions of the American Philological Association 62 ( 1 931 ) ,  xxiv. 



Homer and Huso : 1 .  The Singer's Rests 
Greek and Southslavic Heroic Songs* 

[xlvii] 

. 
In 

THE traditional heroic songs which are still sung by the Bosnian 
Moslems, particularly by those on the old Montenegrin border 
(and of which I have made the first and only collection) commonly 

run in length to four or five thousand verses, and sometimes to as many as 
sixteen thousand verses. We thus have in them, for the first time, a body of 
songs, composed and transmitted orally, which generally equal in length 
the early Greek heroic songs, and so may be expected to throw much 
light upon them. We can thus see, for example, how the singer of 
a traditional song breaks his narrative, both when he needs to rest 
himself from the effort of his singing and when he needs to put off the 
rest of his song until another session. The circumstances of the singing 
of the long Southslavic songs are then described in so far as they bear 
upon the rests : the places, the occasions, the audience, and the time at 
the singer's disposal ; also the differing length of the various songs and the 
singer's ability to lengthen or shorten a song. The bearing of these 
circumstances on the actual practice is then shown, and the practice is 
described both in the terms of my observations and of the explanations 
given by the singers when questioned. A comparison is then drawn with 
the early Greek heroic singing to see how far we can apply our knowledge 
gained from the observable Bosnian singing to the Greek songs where 
such external evidence is scanty. The conclusions of the comparison bear 
very definitely on the theories which seek to divide the Iliad and 04Jssey 
into books or chants. 

* An abstract from Transactions of the American Philological Association 66 ( 1 935), xlvii. 
This abstract was submitted by the author before his death on 3 December, 1 935. It may 
not have been intended for publication in its present form. 



A Comparative Study of Diction as one of the 
Elements of Style in Early Greek Epic Poetry* 

I 

JUST as the story of the Fall of Troy, the tale of the House ofLabdakos, 
and the other Greek epic legends were not themselves the original 
fictions of certain authors, but creations of a whole people, passed 

through one generation to another and gladly given to anyone who 
wished to tell them, so the style in which they were to be told was not 
a matter of individual creation, but a popular tradition, evolved by 
centuries of poets and audiences, which the composer of heroic verse 
might follow without thought of plagiarism, indeed, without knowledge 
that such a thing existed. This does not mean that personal talent had no 
effect on style, nothing to do with the choice and use of the medium 
whereby an author undertook to express his ideas : Aristotle points out 
Homer's superiority to other writers of early epic verse in the organiza
tion of his material. It does mean, though, that there were certain 
established limits of form to which the play of genius must confine itself. 

This is very clearly seen when we consider the unrestricted range of 
style in contemporary letters. An audience of the period of epic poetry 
would have been dumbfounded had they heard a rhapsodist recite 
a piece whose story was altogether his own invention. They would 
probably have been more amazed ifhe had used a new method of telling, 
say having some minor character tell the story so that everything is seen 
through his eyes, a method often adopted by modern writers. And if he 
had made the theme of his story a study of the mental processes of the 
main character-. But it was not done. As a matter offact, they could no 
more imagine such things than they could modern machinery. Homer, 
the authors of the Hymns, the composers of the Thebais, the Afterborn, the 
Kypria, the Returns, the Telegony, had to take their stories from legend, 
from no place else. They had to tell them in the grand manner, in which 
almost all the characters are eminently noble and speak as beautifully as 
.the poet can contrive. They had to tell them in straightforward narrative, 

• Master of Arts Thesis, 'A comparative study of diction as one of the elements of style in 
early Greek epic poetry', University of California, 21 December 1923. 
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which seldom allowed speeches shorter than half a dozen lines. And while 
the psychology of the characters might be treated with the greatest 
subtlety, it was always subordinated to the principal interest, which was 
the story itself. 

Probably there are few things more necessary to the appreciation of 
Greek epic poetry than an understanding of the quality and value of this 
traditional element in the style, this necessity of the composer to follow 
certain very definite lines. Explanations of it have often been taken for 
granted, or vaguely guessed at, especially in discussions of the 'Homeric 
question' ; it has never been properly explained. And yet it is the very 
point where modern critics must change their attitudes if they would 
understand the epics as their original audiences understood them. It is in 
this respect that epic poetry differs diametrically from modern poetry 
which lays so great a value on individuality and uniqueness of style. 

Now any complete discussion of epic style must take into consideration 
the larger subjects of epic psychology, society, even religion. For since the 
proper study of style is the study of the ability with which an artist has 
expressed his ideas, the first thing is to know the nature of the author's 
thought. The element of diction, however, the choice rif words for the ex
pression of ideas, which is one of the constituents of style, is at once 
a more limited and a more tangible matter, and it is from the study of 
this that we shall attempt to gain some understanding of the broader 
field of style. We cannot be unsuccessful. It would be like studying the 
heart without learning anything about the body. 

1 1  

As might be expected, the character of the diction reflects the character 
of the style. Its most striking feature is its traditional, almost formulaic 
quality, its regular use of certain words and phrases in a certain way. The 
actual extent to which this quality enters into epic language is seen only 
upon investigation. "Ve shall see how far it enters into the make-up of the 
Iliad and the 04Jssey. 

The reader of the Iliad and the Odyssey first perceives this traditional use 
of language in the more obvious instances. He notices that the name 
:4{}�V7J, whatever the case, whatever the thought, comes with very few 
exceptions at the end of the line.1 The line may end, for instance, 

· . . �>'8£ 0' :48�V1J 
• • • OV 1TOT' :4�V1J 
· . . Kal :4�V1J" 
· . . £i'O"tO' :48�"7J". 

This is the beginning of an inexhaustible search. He next notices that the 
line often ends y'\avKW1TL<; :4{}�V7J. Investigation shows that it ends this 

1 For the exact figures as to the positions of l4IhjY7J and l48�ya{7J see Appendix 1. 
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way more than one third of the time.I Further inquiry shows that yAavK
W1TLS', in its oblique cases occurs only in two positions, although the lines 
where they occur would seem unusual enough to have escaped any 
formulaic impress ; that is, their thought seems to have been created only 
for the situation in hand. The form }1(}'T}vat'T} also has its very definitely 
assigned place, beginning with the third syllable of the first foot. There is, 
for instance, 

ciJS' 4>o.T', :49TJvaiTJ S€ . . .  
ciJS' CP(iT' :49TJvaiTJ . . .  
xa'ip£ S'  :49TJvaiTJ . • . 

oS' P.£T' :49TJvaiTJS' . . .  

This is its position four-fifths of the time ; the other fifth it occurs in 
another very specific position, where its use is even more obviously 
formulaic, since it occurs only in a formulaic line and two set phrases : 

ai yap ZEV T£ 1To.T£P Kat :49TJvaiTJ Kat .:'41ToAAov, 
. . .  :49TJvaiTJ Kat 211To'\'\ov, 
. . .  :49TJvaiTJ KO.' -HpTJ. 

Investigation of phrases shows the same quality of prescribed position 
and order. There are lines ending (}ofjv ava vfj' EpvaaVTo or (}ofjS' 1Tapa v'TJoS' 
£iU7]S', (Jofjt aVv VTJL p.£Aatvn. There are lines beginning aKTaL SE 7Tpo{3AfjT£S', 
aKTaL (i7Toppwy£S', and aKTfjL ETTL TTpo{3Afjn. 

Once begun, the search for traditional or formulaic words and phrases 
is endless. The word p.fj,ltS', which one would suppose uncommon enough 
to have escaped the lot of having its position assigned to it, we find has 
two definite places, either at the beginning or the end of a line, and twice 
it occurs in the formulaic line 

(It occurs fourteen times at the beginning and end of the line.) The three 
exceptions where it is used in other positions seem to have been made 
necessary by the use of other formulaic words and phrases.2 

So far we have considered only the Iliad and the Odyssey. We find the 
same traditional diction in the Homeric Hymns, in Hesiod, and in the 
fragments of the Epic Cycle. To think that it would soon disappear from 
epic poetry would be as foolish as to think that a technique so elaborate, 
so complex, and so much the very essence of the epic, could have been 
evolved by one man or even by a single generation. In the H)'mn to 
Dionysos, written at least three hundred years after the Iliad, probably 

I For the positions of y�avKw1T'� see Appendix 11. 
2 For the position of l':ijVI> st"e Appt'ndix Ill, especially the conclusion. There is much 

corroborative material in these first three appendices which has not been used in the dis
cussion. Its use would be superfluous to any but scholars with particular doubts. 
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more, we find the same words, the same phrases, and the same formulaic 
quality of position. 

I I I  

Such is the character of epic diction. Now what is the significance of the 
use of language of such a nature ? What are its advantages ? What are its 
drawbacks ? 

A reader, asked to describe this epic diction, might liken it to a school 
of sculpture which taught that all figures were to be modelled by the 
piecing together of certain ready-made arms, legs, heads, torsos, fingers, 
and so on. There is quite a variety to select from, and the parts in them
selves are very beautiful. Moreover they fit with a perfection made 
possible only by centuries of constant experiment. But there are doubts as 
to the merits of this school. It may be that these parts are of such variety 
that the skilful artist can make a figure as subtle and individual as his own 
imagination, with every curve and line as he would wish. It may be, 
though, that the material is not so pliable, and that the best work must 
be much like all the other work of the school, and at the most, only an 
approximation of the author's conception. Then there is another draw
back. Would it not be an art which could be learned with little genius ? 
Why could not anyone make a statue by fitting together the various 
pieces ; since they fitted so easily it would be a task requiring little ability 
in the handling of the material ? And even the greatest artist, might he 
not, sometimes, when at a loss, use a piece just because it fitted and would 
make little difference in the finished work? We must learn the merits of 
this sort of art. 

Now we have drawn our analogy from standards of modern sculpture. 
Is this valid ? Can we apply to the art of one period the criterion of the art 
of another ? Should we not rather have drawn our analogy from not 
modern, but Greek sculpture ? And Greek sculpture immediately gives us 
the clue to the significance of this traditional element in the epic. For in 
Greek sculpture, too, convention, tradition, plays a large part, a part 
which has been recognized and appreciated. 

Like the Greek painter the Greek sculptor worked in fixed schemes. He 
was dependent upon the manner in which his subject had been repre
sented in earlier art. So, Furtwanglerl points out, Phidias, in his Lemnian 
Athene, followed the traditional design of the peaceful Athene-an 
Athene with uncovered head and closely-bound hair circled by a festal 
fillet, who holds a spear in one hand and a helmet in the other, and wears 
the aegis in unwarlike fashion aslope her breasts. Moreover, the expres
sion of the statue, a repose of body and face which by its very quietness 
indicates a divine strength and intellect, was an expression which, at the 
time, any carver of divinity must represent to the best of his abiltiy. By 

[ '  See Introduction, pp. xxiv f.-A. P.] 
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following this tradition of design and expression Phidias has filled his work 
with the spirit of a whole race : he has not only followed its conception of 
the nature of the goddess, he has also represented her in the position and 
with the attributes which the race had chosen and approved as the most 
fitting to represent the beauty, the strength, the calmness of her nature. 
In a sense it might almost be said that the statue was produced by the 
Greeks in collaboration with Phidias. Nor, by accepting these broader 
lines, has he hampered the strength or subtlety of his own personality. He 
has used them for the further perfection and purification of the popular 
ideal. He has blended his own genius with that of his race, so inextricably 
that the two are hard to distinguish : they can only be realized in the 
perfection of the result. 

Such is the role of convention in Greek sculpture, and we can now see 
that its role in epic poetry is much the same. We realize that the tradi
tional, the formulaic quality of the diction was not a device for mere 
convenience, but the highest possible development of the hexameter 
medium to tell a race's heroic tales. The poetry was not one in which 
a poet must use his own words and try as best he might to utilize the 
possibilities of the metre. It was a poetry which for centuries had accumu
lated all such possibilities-all the turns of language, all the words, 
phrases, and effects of position, which had pleased the race. 

We were obviously wrong in applying to the diction of this verse the 
standards of modern art which made it seem a patchwork technique. We 
cannot speak here of making a figure subtle and individual as the artist's 
imagination ; for the artist's subtlety was a sort which expressed itself not 
in individuality but in refinement of the popular conception. We cannot 
speak disparagingly of the fact that all the work of the school was much 
the same ; it was similar only in kind, not in the degree of perfection. 
And while it was a technique which might be learned parrot-like by men 
of little genius who added nothing to their inheritance, it was also a tech
nique which furnished inexhaustible material for genius : the work of 
bringing to perfection is never finished. 

We must keep these things in mind if we would understand the values 
of epic diction, if we would understand the epics at all. We must not look 
upon this poetry as we would upon our own contemporary, individualistic 
art. Rather it is Phidian ; for it may be said that like the Lemnian Athene 
it was produced by the Greek race in collaboration with the artist, whose 
proper task was the perfection and refinement of the popular ideal. 

IV 

As the Platonic philosophy so keenly realized, abstractions are neces
sary but dangerous things. They are easily made, and they are easily 
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made falsely. Yet they are indispensable to the understanding of the 
particular, the concrete, the indubitable fact. Now reasonable as our 
generalizations about the nature of epic diction may seem, we can be sure 
of their truth only by seeing how they conform to the actual facts. We 
must fit them to some phase of the poetry, which, you might say, is solid 
enough to be taken and held in the hand. Such a particular phase is the 
use of adjectives. This is also an especially convenient field for study ; for 
here in the use of ornamental adjectives we have a traditional element 
which can be evaluated from a literary viewpoint. Thus we shall be able 
to determine how much the constraint of formulaic use has actually 
contributed to or detracted from the merits of the poetry. 

An ornamental adjective is one which mentions some characteristic of 
an object without regard or reference to the special condition of that 
object in the narrative. One of the most striking instances of ornament 
occurs with the word 'ship' in the Iliad. There are twenty ornamental 
adjectives used with this noun : 1  hollow (KOlATJ and yAarpvp'lj) , swift, 
black, well-decked, sea-faring, trim, many-tholed, curved, huge, famed, 
well-built, many-benched, vermilion-cheeked, prowed, swift, straight
horned. In more than a third of the cases where Homer uses this noun in 
the Iliad he affixes one of these adjectives. There is in the whole poem only 
a single use of a specialized adjective with this word, that is, an adjective 
which contributes to the direct thought : 'There are revilings in plenty 
for both of us to utter, a hundred-thwarted ship would not suffice the burden.' 

There is little difference in the use of ornament with objects animate or 
inanimate. The mention of Athene is nearly half the time accompanied 
by some word which describes the goddess, not on that particular occa
sion, but as she is immutably.2 She is grey-eyed, the driver of the prey, 
fair-haired, Alalcomenean, she of the spoil, the saviour of the folk, pro
tector of cities, lady, she of many counsels, great-hearted. In not a single 
case is she described by a specialized adjective. 

Although in most cases not so marked, the tendency prevails through
out the poem. The sea is loud-sounding, echoing, broad, restless, bound
less, grey, green, wine-dark, teeming. Kine are shambling, well-horned, 
wide-browed, straight-horned, of the field. The account could be 
lengthened indefinitely. In all, about half3 of the adjectives in the 
Iliad and in the Odyssey are of this nature. 

How utterly regardless of the situation this use of ornament is can be 
seen from such instances as these : Polyphemos lifts his hands to the starry 
heaven in broad daylight ; ships are swift, even when drawn up on land ; 
and raiment is gleaming, although it is ready for the wash. 

The first impression which this use of ornamental words makes upon 
the reader is one of utter loveliness. They flow unceasingly through the 

1 See Appendix IV. 2 See Appendix V. J See Appendix VI. 
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changing moods of the poetry, inobtrusively blending with it, and yet, by 
their indifference to the story, giving a permanent, unchanging sense of 
strength and beauty. They are like a rhythmic motive in the accompani
ment of a musical composition, strong and lovely, regularly recurring 
while the theme may change to a tone of passion or quiet, of discontent, of 
gladness or grandeur. 

Then may come a disappointment, a suspicion that we are possibly 
reading into the epic poetry a beauty which is not really there. For it is 
clear that these words are often used for convenience' sake. There is 
nothing, it would seem, especially admirable in this : Athene is called 
'grey-eyed' over one third ofthe time her name is used in the nominative 
with the form :40�V1}. A good proportion of these times she is called 'the 
goddess grey-eyed Athene' .  Evidently the composer, wishing to tell 
something done by Athene, and finding it inconvenient to use the form 
:40'Y}val'Y}, managed his sentence or clause so that Athene would be named 
as the subject at the very last ; he knew her name was a metrical line
ending. Now if his sentence or clause was so long, not including the sub
ject, that it filled all but the very end of the line, Athene had no adjective. 
But if there was not quite so much to be said, and there was some space 
left, then she was called grey-eyed Athene. And if there happened to be 
even more space at the end, then she was called 'the goddess grey-eyed 
Athene', which ended the line very neatly. 

This need for filling space in the metrical pattern seems to have 
entered invariably into the use of ornamental adjectives. For instance, 
we find (A 200) 

Athene was not called Pallas here, as some might wish to believe, for the 
sake of introducing her in emphasized augustness. She was called Pallas 
because there was space which had to be filled in so that :48'Y}val'Y} could 
fall into its natural place and the hexameter flow smoothly on. And any
one who doubts the truth of this is welcome to refute us by rewriting that 
sentence, either with the omission of llaMaS' or with the substitution of 
other words. 

Finally, if there is still any hesitation in believing that the use of these 
words was dictated by convenience, we may observe this fact : of eleven 
different adjectives used in the Iliad to describe Athene, only two 
(7TO>..V{JOV>..os and /l-€yaOV/l-os) , each of them used only once, have the same 
metrical value. Homer had to hand a particular word for each of ten 
metrical exigencies that might arise. 

So, we may ask ourselves, are we not overzealous in finding such 
beauty as we first described in words whose use is determined not by care
ful choice for the sake of their meaning, but by pure metrical convenience ? 
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If we are judging by modern individualistic standards, yes ; but not if we 
consider them in the light of what has been observed with regard to the 
influence and value of the racial artistic tradition. 

These ornamental adjectives are really the practice of an artistic 
principle of unquestionable value, the principle that the medium should 
be blended to the ideas which the medium is to express, and conversely, 
the blending of the ideas to the medium. The desire for smoothness, that 
even flow of verse which Matthew Arnold described as 'rapidity of 
movement', made filling-in, padding, if you want to call it by that name, 
a necessity. There is no other poetry in the world as smooth and rapid as 
this epic poetry, in which the ideas of the particular passage seem fitted 
so perfectly, and yet so compactly, to the hexameter framework. And this 
smoothness is due, of course, to the use of a traditional diction which for 
centuries had experimented for words and phrases which would most 
perfectly fit the framework of the verse, and it is especially due to the use 
of ornamental words which eliminated even more completely any dis
crepancies in the pattern. The process of composition for the epic poet 
was much like of that of the worker in mosaic, who, having made his out
line by the use of set pieces fills in whatever odd spaces may be left by 
pieces which fit exactly and yet blend inobtrusively with the pattern. 

Such is the need of filling-in, and Greek epic poetry took that need not 
as a necessity, but as an opportunity. The words which they chose for the 
filling were those which generations of poets and audiences had selected 
as producing the highest artistic effect, as being most beautiful and 
appropriate to the subject. The fact that every epic poet used them is 
nothing to disparage : in their case the race was the artist, and the artist 
satisfied an artistic need and made of that need an opportunity for 
extraordinary beauty. 

v 

And now, by way of conclusion, we may discuss the merits of the 
various epic poems in the light of what has been discussed, we may see 
how the various poets have made use of this tradition of diction, and as 
a tangible means of judging we may see how they have made use of this 
tradition of conventional adjectives. Since our chief interest, of course, is 
to see how well Homer has made use of his medium, we will do best to 
study not Homeric usage first, and then compare our findings with later 
epic poetry, but rather to bring to the earlier poetry what we may learn 
from the later. We must reverse our chronology. We shall deal in order 
with Quintus of Smyrna, Apollonius of Rhodes, the later Hymns, the 
earlier Hymns, Hesiod, and the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

The first impression of the reader of 'Matters Omitted by Homer' is 
one of extreme stiffness. It seems pompous, least of all, heroic. It is soon 
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seen that, writing in the sixth century after Christ, in a society not 
altogether Homeric, he has out-epicked the epic. He has exaggerated 
what he mistook for the heroic to a degree of caricature. This is especially 
clear in his misunderstanding of ornament, which he mistook for grandi
loquence, evidently believing that an epic adjective should be as lofty and 
uncommonplace as it could be made. For instance, he describes the boar 
at bay wrought upon a shield as 'grim-eyed', 'with woeful teeth' in 
a 'loud-gnashing jaw'. The boar that wounds Odysseus is meek by com
parison : 'And forth from his lair he sprang forward with crest well 
bristled (cpptgas EO >'OCPL�V) and stood at bay before them.' An analysis of 
his adjectives shows hardly a simple word. He uses only about half as 
many purely ornamental adjectives as does Homer, I yet one hesitates to 
class hardly any of the rest as used specifically for the sake of the narrative. 
They are poor half-caste things. Indeed, there is little to observe in this 
author except the misunderstanding of the nature of ornament. For 
ornament could have no proper place in a diction that knew the tradi
tional style and diction only by literary imitation ; the traditional element 
was essentially a part of an oral poetry, a poetry that was learned by the 
ear, not by the eye. Quintus does, however, do us a real service in helping 
us appreciate the real merit of Apollonios. 

Apollonius swings us from imitation to originality. Just as the mood of 
his Argonautica is his own, a romantic tale of the demigods, a story of the 
race of men half-divine, filled with the spirit of his own Hellenistic age
consider, for instance, his description of the toilet of Aphrodite-so his 
diction is his own. He affects ornament, along with epic forms and words, 
only enough to produce a pleasantly archaic impression, I an atmosphere 
much like that which the prose tales of William Morris have given our 
own time. There are no formulaic lines, few formulaic phrases, and the 
formulaic quality of position is noticeably absent. His work has every 
mark of originality and can in no way be criticized as a mere imitation of 
Homer, as the emulation of a literary form evolved by an altogether 
different stage of society. In this respect, at least, Callimachos and the 
Alexandrians were very much mistaken. 

In turning, now, to the later Homeric Hymns we go back into the field 
of epic poetry proper, where the formulaic tradition was a natural and 
a vital part of an oral poetry. The best of the later hymns are those to 
Dionysos and to Pan, and there is in these poems, neither more than sixty 
lines long, a richness, a life, besides which even Apollonios at his best is 
a pauper of genius. This must be attributed to the use of the traditional 
diction, an inheritance so rich that its lesser partakers were richer than 
the greater men oflater years. Compare, for instance, the first four lines of 
the Hymn (vii) to Dionysus, 

I Appendix VI. 
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ltiUPi. ;d u.lvVO'ov EEP.EAf}S Ep'KV8Eos vMv 
p.�uop.m, WS E#."'1 7TapO. 8£v' a.\os a:rpII'YE1'OI.O 
a.Krij, hri. 7TpofJAfJn VEf}Vl"1' a.vcIlp;' EOUCWS 
7TPWfh1fJ"1' • 

with the first four lines of the Argonautica : 
ltpxOJ.W'OS UEO, t/JO£fJE, 7TaAa')'El'EWv /CJtEa t/Jam»v 
p.�uop.a" 0: IIov1'ol.O /Ca1'a aTop.a /Ca;' 8m 7TE1'pas 
KvavEas fJau�fJos It/JrJp.oaWr,, IIEAlao 
XpVUEI.OV p.E1'a. /Cwas Et1Cvyov �AaaEV :)lpyw. 

By comparison the poetry of Apollonios seems poor, halting, and clumsy ; 
in the hymn there is hardly a phrase or position which cannot be 
paralleled over and over again in other epic poetry. One may notice too, 
the beauty and grace of the two ornamental adjectives EP'KtJi" OS .and 
a:rpvyerol.O. 

Yet by comparison with the earlier hymns these later hymns use com- I paratively little formulaic diction or ornament. In the Hymn to Dionysus 
about a third of the adjectives are ornamental, in the Hymn to Pan about 
a sixth ; but in the Hymn to Apollo this proportion is increased to almost 
two-thirds. J :The relative merits of the poems are clear. The later poems 
are graceful, charming, but they have not the greatness of the earlier 
hymn, which, losing nothing in grace or charm, has added to them 
a grave reverence and a spirit of universality. For this result the diction is 
largely responsible : it has been to a great extent the means of submerging 
the poet's consciousness in that ofhis race. The later hymns have allowed 
a definite impress of personality to creep in. We may be sure that the 
author of the Hymn to Dionysus was a man who above all delighted in 
phantasy, in wonders, a fairy-tale mind. The composer of the Hymn to 
Pan, like Theocritus, whose verse is in certain respects strikingly similar, 
was a genial soul who carried the love of nature to a very high point. But 
the one who would sketch the personality of the author of the Hymn to 
Apollo would have to delineate the characteristics of the Greek people. 

Matter-of-fact Hesiod in his Works and Days has gone as far as the late 
hymns in his abandonment of ornament, J but it is in a different respect 
that we feel the lack of it. For in robbing his verse of the beauty which 
ornament gives he did not substitute for it his own sense of charm. He 
said only what he had to say, and as a result he will never be too interest
ing, though that was probably no concern of his. He wished to teach, not 
to please. Yet his Tkeogony, which uses an Homeric proportion of orna
ment,! and whose diction as a whole seems to follow the tradition as 
much as Homer's, is little, if any, better. And this failure of the Tkeogony 
is probably our best evidence that, despite the native richness of the 

I Appendix VI. 
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tradition, it required a great poet to turn it into great poetry. Both 
Homer and Hesiod followed the set scheme, but while one breathed 
a divine life into it, the other could hardly make it open its eyes. 

For the Iliad and Odyssey, just as their conception and thought are the 
most perfect, have made the most perfect use of this tradition of words. 
They have used it to gain a depth and universality which the later poetry 
lost, to express a beauty which Hesiod in his moral strain could not hope 
for, and to fill it with a sense of life which the Theogony hardly hints at. 
As in the sculpture of Phidias the genius of the artist has blended with 
that of his race so inextricably that the two are hard to distinguish : they 
can only be realized in the perfection of the result. 

APPENDIX I 

Position of the words .:4lh}v7J and .:407Jva{7J in the Iliad and Odyssey 

a. l48�V711 

In the nominative this word occurs 1 93 times at the end of the line (Iliad 86, 
Odyssey 1 07).  The nominative form elsewhere in the line occurs three times : 

E 260 ar KEv P.Ot 7TOAufJovAo� l48�V71 KiJSO� dpE�TJt 
o 1 23 El p.� l4lhJV71 7Tii.cn 7TEptS,duaua 8EotUtV 

6 \ .L  I � A 'A� \ A \ , 7T 2 0 Kat 't'pauat TJ KEV VWW nV'IV71 UVV •. Ht 7TaTpt. 

In 41 of these instances the line ends llaAAdS l48�V71 (Iliad 23, Odyssey 18) ,  in 
49 8eo. yAaVKW7Tt� l48�vTJ (Iliad 19, Odyssey 30), in 28 yAaVKW7Tt� l48�V71 (Iliad 1 0, 
Odyssey 1 8) .  

In the genitive it occurs 4 times at  the end of the line (Iliad 3, Odyssey I ) ,  and 
twice elsewhere : 

Z 297 at S' aTe V710V iKavov l4lhJV71� £V 7ToAet aKpTJt 
� 291 S�Et� aYAaov l1.Auo� l48�V71� ayxt KeAEu80v. 

In the dative it occurs 1 3 times at the end of the line (Iliad 6, Odyssey 7), and 
thrice elsewhere : 

Z 301  a t  S'  dAOAvyi7t 7Tliuat l48�vTJt XErpa� aVEUXov 
T 2 = T 52 p.vTJ�peuut cfoovov uov l48�V71t p.epp.TJpl�wv 

In the accusative it occurs 1 2  times (Iliad 4, Odyssey 8) , always at the end of the 
line. 

fJ. l48TJvalTJ 

In the nominative this word occurs 34 times in a position beginning with the 
third syllable of the first foot (Iliad 14, Odyssey 20) . Its only other position ill 

I These figures are compiled from Ebeling's Lexicon Homericum, Leipzig 1 885. 
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beginning with the third syllable of the third foot. Its use in this position is 
purely formulaic, for it occurs 9 times (Iliad 4, Odyssey 5) in the formulaic line 

7 times in the phrase :481)JJal1) Kat -Hp1) (Iliad) , twice in the phrase :481)val1) Kat 
.i17ToAAOJJ (Iliad), and nowhere else. 

In the genitive it occurs only in these two positions, in the first 10 times (Iliad 8, 
Odyssey 2) ,  and in the second 3 times : 

Z 269 
Z 300 
7T 207 

• . •  7TPO, "1)01' :481)JJal1), a:y£Ael1)' 
T�JJ yap Tpw£, �81)KaJJ :481)val1), Up£taJJ. 
• • •  TOOE" €pyOJJ :481)JJa[1), o.y£AE"[1)" 

In the dative it occurs 5 times in the first position (Iliad 4, Odyssey I ) , and thrice 
in the second position : 

Lt 64 • • .  av O� 8fiaaoJJ :481)JJa[1)t E7TtTE"i:Aat 
(/J 392 . . . Kat 7TPWTO, :481)JJal1)t E7Topova€JJ. 

In the accusative it occurs I I times in the first position (Iliad 9, Odyssey 2),  and 
once in the second : 

APPENDIX 1 1  

Position of the word y"aVKW7TtS" in the Iliad and Odyssey! 

The nominative of yAaVKW7Tt, occurs only in the line-ending YAaVKW7Tt, :48�"1). It 
occurs thus 29 times in the Iliad and 38 times in the Odyssey. 

The genitive, which appears three times (Iliad 2, Odyssey I ) shows a new 
position, beginning with the second syllable of a spondaic third foot. 

In the dative it appears twice in the first position (Iliad J ,  Odyssey I ) both times 
in the phrase YAaVKW7TtOt KOl)PTJt, and four times in the second position (Iliad 3, 
Odyssey J ) . 

There are two forms of the accusative, YAaVKW7TtJJ and YAaVKW7TtOa, each 
occurring once in the first position. 

I The following figures are compiled from Prendergast's Concordance to the Iliad, London 
1 875, and Dunbar's Concordance to the Odyssey, Oxford 1880. 
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APPENDI X  I I I  

Position of the word fI:ijv'� in the Iliad and OdysseyI 

The nominative of this word occurs only in the Iliad, once at the end of the line 
and twice at the beginning of the fifth foot. 

The genitive occurs only once, in the Odyssey, at the beginning of the line. 
In the accusative the word with one exception occurs at the beginning or end 

of the line, 7 times at the beginning (Iliad) , and 5 times at the end (Iliad 2, 
Odyssey 3) .  The exceptional line occurs in 

I 51 7 OUK av Eywyi UE p.fjVtV a:1ToppbpaV7'a KEAolp.'TJv. 

It is also significant that the word appears three times in a formulaic line: 

A 75 
E 444 = n 7 1 1  

p.fjvtV :41T6Mwvo� 'KaT'TJf3EMTao CLvaKTos 

p.fjVtV aAEvap.evos 'KaT7Jf36Aov :41T6AAWVOS. 

CONCLUSION : This word probably gives a more significant idea of the pre
valence of the formulaic element than do the other words we have discussed. 
For it is by the exceptions as well as by the agreements to position that this 
must be learned. The word is sufficiently uncommon, and yet in five-sixths of 
the instances its position is prescribed. Those three exceptions would seem to 
be an original use of diction, yet there is another factor, the use of other 
formulaic phrases which render the new position necessary. In the first two 
exceptions, 

o 122 1Tap L!tds a8avaTOtat X6AOS Ka� p.fjVts £TVX8'TJ 
c[J 523 CLU'TEOS al8op.ivow· 8EWV Si , p.fjVt� avfjKE, 

is the phrase 1Tap L!t6s, which like 1Tpd<; ..1t6s and £K ..1ws occurs regularly in this 
position ; the word £TVX8'TJ, which never appears in any other position, and the 
word avfjKE which appears only three times elsewhere in the line. The third 
exception (I 5 13) contains the word KEAolp.'TJv which is always final, and the 
whole line bears a striking similarity to another : 

Q 297 OUK av Eywyi u' E1TEtTa £1TOTpvvovua KEAolp.'TJv 
I 5 1 7 OUK av Eywyi UE p.fjVtV a1ToppbpavTa KEAolp.'TJv. 

It would seem that there is almost no purely original diction, the use of most 
words is seen to be exactly prescribed, and the most individual lines are found 
to be only the result of more unique combinations of these prescribed words and 
phrases. 

I The figures are compiled from Prendergast and Dunbar. 
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APPEND I X  I V  

The following observations may be made upon the use of adjectives with the 
noun V7]v� in the Iliad : I 

Case times used without times used with Total 
an adjective an adjective 

Sing. Nominative 0 2 2 
Genitive 1 4  I D  24 
Dative 5 1 6  2 1  
Accusative 7 5 1 2  

Plur. Nominative 1 4  36 50 
Genitive 104 2 1  1 25 
Dative 1 16 55 16 1  
Accusative 97 68 165 

357 2 1 3  560 
62% 37% 

Twenty-one different adjectives are used with v']v�. Of these twenty are 
ornamental and seem in no place to be used with specialized significance. 
They are : 

adjective 
yAacpvp� 
Bcnj 
p.£AatV7] 
;VC1aEAp.O� 
KOtA'] 
7TOVT07TOpO� 

, KOpWVL' 
, , WKV7TOpO� 

" £W'] 
7TOAVKA']{� 

times used 
48 
48 
33 
1 6  
1 5  
1 2  
1 5  
9 
8 
7 

adjective 
ap.r/,,'Awaa 
p.eyaK'lj7'7J� 
£OKA£t']� 

' , £v£pY'l� 
7ToA6,vyo. 
P.LAT07Tcfp']o� 
dmpvp.vo� 
Kvavo7TpwLpO' 
wK£i:a 
dpBoKpaLpo� 

times used 
6 
3 

I 
I 
2 

In a single case the adjective used with this word bears a specialized sense
ooS' av V7]v� £KaTo,vyo. G.xBo� G.POLTO. 

J These figures are compiled from the account of V7Jv� in Ebeling's Lexicon HomericlIm. 
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APPENDIX V 

435 

The following observations may be made upon the use of adjectives with the 
name J48�v'I) or J48'1)val'l) in the Iliad : 1  

(The figures in the left-hand columns are for the form )f8�v7J, those i n  the right-hand columns 
for the form )f87Jval7J.) 

Case times used without times used with 
an adjective an adjective 

Sing. Nominative 32 23 55 5 
Genitive 3 4 6 
Dative 1 0  3 4 
Accusative 9 6 3 
Vocative 3 

48+39 = 87 6 1 + 18 = 79 
52% 48% 

The adjectives used are these : 

Adjective 
YAaVKW1TtS 
IIa.>J.a.s 
ay£A£l'l) 
�VKOI'OS 
J4AaAKOI'£V'I)tS 
A'I)£nS 
£PVUl7TTOALS 

Times used Total 

7TOTVLa 
Aaouuoos 
7ToM{3ovAos 
I'EYa.8vl'oS 

29 3 
24 5 

4 
3 

3 

32 
29 
4 
3 
3 

Total 

1 15 
1 3 
1 7  
1 8  
3 

1 66 

In no instance do we find a specialized adjective applied to the description of 
this goddess. 

I These figures arc compiled from Ebeiing's Lexicon Homericum. 
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APPENDI X  V I  

. Proportion 'of Ornamental and Specialized Atijectives 
in the Epic Poems 

The lines chosen for investigation were the following. 

Iliad 200 lines : A, LI, H, K, II, T, N, Q 1-25 
Odyssey 200 lines : a, y, £, 8, g, p, rp, W 1-25 
Works and Days 100 lines : 1-25, 101-25, 201-25, 301-25 
Theogony 100 lines : 1-25, 201-25, 401-15, 601-15 
Hymn to Apollo lines 1-100 
Hymn (vii) to Dionysus entire 
Hymn to Pan entire 
Argonautica 200 lines : A, B, r, LI, I-50 
Matters Omitted by Homer : A, r, E, Z, e, lA, ILl 1-25. 

The proportion of ornamental adjectives was found to be as follows : 

per cent 
Iliad 43 
Odyssey 52 
Works and Days 18  
Theogony 48 
Hymn to Apollo 64 
Hymn to Dionysus 33 
Hymn to Pan 1 7  
Argonautica 5 
Omitted by Homer 24 

These figures make no aim at being ultimately exact : a comparatively small 
part of the poetry was investigated, and some adjectives border undecidedly 
between the two classes. They are doubtless, however, near the exact propor
tion, which is all that is necessary for the purposes of our discussion. 



Cor Huso: A Study of Southslavic Song 

(Made in the years 1933 to 1935 under the auspices of Harvard University 
aud the American Council of Learned Societies, and with the gracious favour 

of H.M. the King of Yugoslavia) 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

Cor Huso is an urifinished work; it is largely concerned with Serbo-Croatian 
poems, and some of these of low quality. Moreover, it is a long work, and would 
have strained the limits of this volume. Hence excerpts only from it have been 
printed here. Passages were chosen which are of direct interest to the Homeric 
scholar and which do not require a knowledge of Serbo-Croatian to be understood. 
None the less, it will be seen from these excerpts how much Parry's general insights 
derived from close observation of specific poetic texts. In order to assemble his best 
general remarks, it was sometimes necessary to include references to texts and dis
cussions which themselves could not be printed here. 
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s: 
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s: 

N: 

s: 

N: 
s: 
N: 
s: 

From whom did you learn your first Bosnian songs? 
I learned Bosnian songs from One-Eye Huso Husovic from Kola1!in. 
Who was he? How did he live? What sort of work did he do? 
He had no trade, only his horse and his arms, and he wandered about 
the world. He had only one eye. His clothes and his arms were of the 
finest. And so he wandered from town to town and sang to people to 
the gusle. 
And that's all he did? 
He went from kingdom to kingdom, and learned, and sang. 
From kingdom to kingdom? 
He was at Vienna at Franz's court. 
Where was he? 
At Vienna, at the court of Franz Joseph. 
Why did he go there? 
He happened to go there, and they told him about him, and went and 
got him, and he sang to him to the gusle, and King Joseph gave him 
a hundred sheep, and a hundred Napoleons as a present. 
How long did he sing to him to the gusle ? 
A month. 
So there was a Dutchman who liked the gusle that much? 
You know, he wanted to hear such an unusual thing. He had never 
heard anything like it. 
All right. And afterwards, when he came back, what did he do with 
those sheep? Did he work after that, or did he go on singing to the 
gusle? 
He gave all the sheep to his relatives, and put the money in his purse, 
and wandered about the world. 
And went on with his gusle and arms from kingdom to kingdom? 
And went on again, the same way, from kingdom to kingdom. 
Was he a good singer? 
There could not have been a better. 

--Talk on Dim: Text Number 652 



[1] 

FOREWORD 

I 

HAVE planned the following volumes both for myself and for any 
other students of Southslavic oral literature as the full record of the 
way in which I gathered Southslavic oral prose and song. These 

volumes are in no way meant to be a finished work, but first a source of 
material for the author for a finished work of a very certain sort, and then 
a source for other students who may either wish to use the material for 
their own ends or to better the conclusions which I myself have drawn. 

Those who consult these volumes should fully understand with what 
end in mind I gathered my material. It was least of all for the material 
itself that I planned the study. What I wished to learn was in general 
what an oral poetry was, and in particular what the Southslavic poetry 
was. The brief tale of how I was led to this poetry will make this clearer. 

My first studies were on the style of the Homeric poems and led me to 
understand that so highly formulaic a style could be only traditional. 
I failed, however, at the time to understand as fully as I should have that 
a style such as that of Homer must not only be traditional but also must 
be oral. It was largely due to the remarks of my teacher M. Antoine 
Meillet that I came to see, dimly at first, that a true understanding of the 
Homeric poems could only come with a full understanding of the nature 
of oral poetry. It happened that a week or so before I defended my 
theses for the doctorate at the Sorbonne Professor Mathias Murko of the 
University of Prague delivered in Paris the series of conferences which 
later appeared as his book La Poesie populaire epique en Yougoslavie au debut 
du XX' siecle. I had seen the poster for these lectures but at the time I saw 
in them no great meaning for myself. However, Professor Murko, doubt
less due to some remark of M. Meillet, was present at my soutenance and at 
that time M.Meillet as a member of my jury pointed out with his usual 
ease and clarity this failing in my two books. It was the writings of 
Professor Murko more than those of any other which in the following 
years led me to the study of oral poetry in itself and to the heroic poems of 
the South Slavs. 

I did not at once give myself up to the study of oral poetries, I was still 
too absorbed in following the method which I had worked out in the 
writing of my theses, and of which I shall shortly say something, but 
I gradually found myself obliged to clear up certain points, to seek what 
I could find in the works of students of the different oral poetries. Finally, 
when my study of the Homeric language led me to see that such a 
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language could be created only by a long tradition of oral poetry I found 
myself in the position of speaking about the nature of oral style almost 
purely on the basis of a logical reasoning from the characteristics of 
Homeric style, whereas what information I had about oral style as it 
could be seen in actual practice was due to what I had been able to 
gather here and there from the remarks of different authors who, save in 
a few cases-that of Murko and Gesemann for the Southslavic poetries, 
and of Radloff for the Kirgiz-Tartar poetry-were apt to be haphazard 
and fragmentary-and I could well fear, misleading. Of the various oral 
poetries for which I could obtain enough information the Southslavic 
seemed to be the most suitable for a study which I had in mind, to give 
that knowledge of a still living oral poetry which I saw to be needed if 
I were to go on with any sureness in my study of Homer. 

The purpose of the present collection of oral texts has then been made 
not with the thought of adding to the already vast collections of that 
poetry, but of obtaining evidence on the basis of which could be drawn 
a series of generalities applicable to all oral poetries; which would allow 
me, in the case of a poetry for which there was not enough evidence 
outside the poems themselves of the way in which they were made, to say 
whether that poetry was oral or was not, and how it should be understood 
if it was oral. In other words the study of the Southslavic poetry was 
meant to provide me an exact knowledge of the characteristics of oral 
style, in the hope that when such characteristics were known exactly, 
their presence or absence could definitely be ascertained in other poetries, 
and those many large and small ways in which the one oral poetry 
differed from written poetry for its understanding could be carried over to 
the Homeric poems. 

A method is here involved, that which consists in defining the charac
teristics of oral style. I believe this method to be the essence of whatever 
I may have been able to add to our understanding of early poetries, and 
while my earlier studies gave too little place to the nature of oral poetry 
as such, nevertheless, they gave me the method which I have followed in 
my study of Southslavic oral poetry. There is nothing especially new in 
the method itself, only in the measure to which it has been used and the 
purity of its use. Thus my first work on the formulas of Homer thoroughly 
developed a familiar enough theme, since it was generally said that the 
Homeric style was formulaic, but no one had yet tried to see just to what 
extent the style was formulaic, nor to show how the technique of the 
formulas functioned for the composition of poetry, nor to show how such 
a technique of formulas by its complexity must be the work not of one 
man, but of many, and of many years. The method of the present in
vestigation is essentially the same-that of obtaining the necessary know
ledge which allows as exact and sound a description as possible of the 
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style of the Southslavic poetry. Here, however, we can go much further 
than is possible in the case of the Iliad and the Otfyssey, or of any of the 
other early poetries of Europe : the actual practice of the poetry itself 
suggests the hypothesis, and that hypothesis can be verified by the 
observation of the actual practice of the poetry. We can learn not only 
how the singer puts together his words, and then his phrases, and then his 
verses, but also his passage and themes, and we can see how the whole 
poem lives from one man to another, from one age to another, and passes 
over plains and mountains and the barriers of speech,-more, we can see 
how a whole oral poetry lives and dies. 

And this stylized method, unless I am altogether mistaken, is at the 
same time the most rigorous and the most living of the methods of 
literary study. Style, as I understand the word and use it, is the form of 
thought : and thought is shaped by the life of men. 

That particular form of thought which is sung or told-and in our own 
time written-and which we call literature, is only a more finished kind 
of thought, and is equally shaped by the character of the man and his 
times. Then to fully seize the style of a piece of literature would be to 
know everything about the author and the world in which he lived. For 
the Southslavic oral literature we can see how the form oflife is mirrored 
in the form of style. For Homer we have only the form of style and the 
working backward to the form of thought-for so many elements enter 
into the problem-can only be partly done. The Southslavic poetry, 
however, can show us in many ways-just how many remains to be seen
how points of style in the Homeric poetry can be grouped together in 
a pattern which can be followed back to that moment which criticism 
must seek to create-the instant when the thought of the poet expressed 
itself in song. 

Poetically this poem [which tells of the assassination of Franz Ferdi
nand] is negligible, whatever its value may be as a document of the 
popular thought. A popular poetry rises to greatness only in the measure 
that it shows a full understanding of the life which is portrayed or 
symbolized in its verses (and then, of course, only as that life itself is 
admirable) ,  and it is the natural ability of oral poetry to show such an 
understanding that explains the high quality of so much of it. But when 
the civilized world, with complexities which can only be grasped by the 
educated mind as we understand it, encroaches upon the earlier life, the 
result is naivety of different degrees. The theme of the seven kings in 
the Moslem poetry causes one to smile, yet such a poem as that of Dzanan 
huijuk-ho1a i Rakocija (Hormann I, 2), in which this theme appears, can 
still be one of the best Moslem poems, since after all the seven kings do 
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effectively typify the enmity of Christian Europe; but the scene in 
Jugins's poem in which the Austrian Emperor calls for the telephone and 
telephones to the Kaiser, to the King of Bulgaria, and to the Sultan is 
only ludicrous. Notable in this poem are certain cases where the older 
phrases of the poetry have been adapted to an original use, such as 

Evo tebi sigurna fermana. 

or Jevo ti Sarovite guje? 

(Nikola, who is sitting just behind me working at the transcription of 
discs, when he heard me reading to the dictaphone the verse of Princip's 
speech went on and recited the line which follows them, 

Puce strasno, cu se na nebesa. 

When I asked him to recite the poem fi'om the beginning he was able to 
do so only for twelve verses, and then lost himself in making the rhymes 
(doubtless had he been playing the gusle he would have had time to 
think of his verses as he sang or played the gusle between the verses). His 
explanation which, in its way, is doubtless true, was that it is very easy to 
forget poems that are rhymed. With this should be compared the state
ment which he made a week ago at Novi Pazar when Demail Zogic 
remarked that no two singers ever sing the same songs alike. He then 
stated that the one exception was with rhymed poems. All this means 
that the song without rhyme heard in the manner habitual to the tradi
tional poetry is recreated by each singer in his own verses more or less as 
an improvisation each time. The poem in rhyme, however, must be 
learned by heart, and when forgotten it cannot be re-improvised on the 
instant, since the rhymes present too great an obstacle to such improvisa
tion. Corroborating this is Milovan's statement oflast year that one could 
not improvise in rhyme to the gusle but must have the time provided by 
writing materials if he would compose a rhymed poem.) 

[3] 
All my observations of the poetry so far have, without exception, 

pointed to the conclusion that a singer who learns a song from another 
singer makes his own version more or less from the same themes (of the 
theme much must be said further on and a suitable classification of them 
devised) but almost altogether out of his own verses. There are, it is true, 
certain cases where the verses will be identical : 

First, the first two or three lines of the poem to which the singer will 
listen with special attention, and which he can memorize; 

Second, verses which are remarkable by an inner play of sound, par
ticularly by rhyme at the caesura and the verse end; 
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Third, verses which are highly striking in some dramatic way, and will 
thus particularly force the attention of the singer who is listening ; 

Fourth, in the case of singers of the same region, those verses which may 
be called common verses, that is to say, which are used more or less by all 
the singers of a given region (the distinction between the common verse 
and the verse which is the singer's own is one of degree, and is dependent 
upon the function of the verse. Of this much more must be said later on); 

Fifth, in the case of a singer who has learned to sing, that is to say, 
who has learned his equipment of verses, from a certain other singer 
there will be a larger number of identical verses common to his poem and 
to the poem as his master sings it; 

Sixth, the greater number of times that one singer hears another 
singer sing the same song will make for a proportionately greater number 
of identical lines. 

In the cases of the songs which have been learned from the books, the 
degree of identity between the text and the poem as it is sung will also 
vary for reasons similar to those just given. The primary factor of varia
tion here is the proficiency of the singer who reads. In the extreme case, 
if the singer knew himself no other song he could only memorize the 
printed text. Such a case, however, is purely hypothetical, since the 
acquisition of the melody and the ability to play the instrument neces
sarily go side by side with the acquisition of verses ; that is, the singer as he 
practices to sing to the gusle must necessarily sing verses. 

A point is involved here which is one of the most difficult to get at, but 
which must definitely be cleared up, to wit, to what extent, and how, 
singers practice by themselves. Nikola, on occasions when we have had 
long drives, has amused himself by singing to himself beneath his breath 
parts of certain of the heroic songs we had heard. Another indication of 
the process is furnished by Nikola's statement, when I asked him about 
whether a singer who is dictating thinks of the verses to himself as sung or 
spoken, that he can think of them only as sung. I have not yet, however, 
met any case of a singer who came to the printed texts without first 
having a sufficient equipment of verses of his own, and it may be that, at 
the present, there exists in the Southslavic region no such singer, so that 
this factor of the previous proficiency may be discounted. It is, however, 
an important one from the point of view of the distinction between written 
and oral poetry, and it will become important for the Southslavic poetry 
if the time arises when the natural oral tradition is lost and the songs 
merely sung in the ancient manner. Such may or may not have been the 
case of the Homeric rhapsodes. 
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[5] 
I have thus up to the present time found no evidence at all which would 

permit the conclusion that similarity of verses between a printed text and 
, the same song as sung by a singer could be due to a natural oral trans
mission. 

This conclusion is one which, I believe, has a great bearing upon the 
question of the authorship of the Homeric poems. There is, so far as 
I have been able to observe (L'tpithite, Chapter V [TE, pp. I 73-go] , 
particularly the last three pages. Of course, before anything can be done 
in applying the conclusions of the Southslavic poetry to Homer there must 
be a thorough investigation of this problem of identity of style. None of 
the comparisons yet made by anyone are really worth much since none of 
them proceeded on the basis of the technique of oral composition) an 
entire identity of formulas--that is, of the parts of verses, of the verses, 
and even of the groups of verses which express a given idea-between the 
different parts of the Iliad and the Otfyssey and between the Iliad and the 
Otfyssey,-and this similarity can be observed in certain of the Homeric 
Hymns, certain of which, however, show evidence of dissimilarity of 
formulas, as do the Hesiodic poems. Two conclusions only seem to be 
possible, either first, that both the Iliad and Otfyssey in their entirety, with 
perhaps some small exception, as well as some of the Homeric Hymns, 
are all the work of a single singer, or else, secondly, that for some reason, 
that does not exist for the Southslavic poetry, there existed for the Greek 
heroic songs a fixity of phrasing which is utterly unknown in the South
slavic. Such a fixity, as I see it, could be due to one or the other of two 
factors, or to both. First, it might possibly be due to the existence of 
a closed professional organization which gave to the young singer a long 
apprenticeship in which he must steep himself in the poems which the 
members of that association sang. The fact that the organization must 
have been closed is as important here for the reasoning as the fact of the 
apprenticeship. The reasoning is as follows : if there was in the group 
a singer who had not received the same identical training as the other 
singers of the group, and if the Iliad and the Otfyssey and those of the 
Hymns which are identical in style are all the work of a single period, then 
that singer could have had no part in the poems as we have them since, 
coming from a different background, his phrasing must be different, and 
would thus reveal itself. If, on the other hand, the poems in question are 
not the work of the same period, and in the interval singers entered the 
group from outside, they would have influenced the style of the younger 
singers and would thus have destroyed the similarity of style. Thus, if we 
limit ourselves to identity and similarity of style, the evidence of the 
Southslavic poetry indicates that the poems are all either the work of 
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a single singer or of a single closed professional group of singers. There is 
also, however, a second possible factor to consider: the far greater 
rigour of the hexameter as a verse form might have imposed a highly 
rigorous conservatism of phraseology whereby the poets one and all were 
obliged to have recourse to the traditional phrases, which only with the 
greatest difficulty could they alter or replace. 

There is much still to be learned before we can pronounce with any 
sureness as to the exact place to be given to one or the other of these two 
factors. This much, however, I can see at present. The explanation of 
the uniformity of style of the Iliad and the Ot[yssey and certain of the 
Hymns on the grounds that they are the product of the work of different 
members of a closed corporation of singers will not satisfactorily be proved 
or disproved on the single evidence of the Southslavic poetry. We must 
have an exact account of the functioning of some oral poetry which is 
practiced in a far more professional way than is to be observed in the 
Southslavic region, where the nearest approach to professionalism exists 
among the Moslem singers, for whom at one time, to judge by what Luka 
Marjanovic tells us, it was a definitely lucrative profession, that is in the 
days of the old Bosnian aristocracy. Jousse in his Procldes orales makes 
reference to an African tribe in which a priestly group has maintained 
without change songs composed at an earlier stage in the language, since 
the penalty of the change of any syllable was death. The conclusions to 
be drawn from that statement, however, are very doubtful. If they are 
songs preserved merely by fixed repetition they are similar to the song of 
the Arval brotherhood in Latin and have no bearing on the problem of 
the composition (since the problem is not that of preservation) of narra
tive poetry. On the other hand, what the Lomax's have told me about 
variations in the same song by the same singer among the southern 
Negroes would indicate that certain ballads in, that poetry exist in a far 
more fluid state than is ever to be found in the case of the Southslavic. 
This might furnish evidence for a principle whereby a poetry as it was 
more intensely practised and more fully elaborated became more fixed in 
its verses and in its themes (the Macedonian and Bulgarian regions may 
furnish more definite evidence on this point). Finally, I add that there is 
another way of getting at the problem of the authorship of the Homeric 
poems through the Southslavic epos, to wit, on the basis of the construc
tion of the large as opposed to the shorter poems. This is the problem of 
the technique of the themes, of which much must be said later. Briefly 
the principle may be stated in the form that what the shorter Serbian song 
is to the larger Moslem song, 'the Moslem song is to the still larger 
Homeric song. 
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[6] 
Line five of Nikola is to all effects the line four of Podrugovic. Such 

simple substitution or rearrangement of the words in the line as are found 
in the case of these two verses are inevitable. No singer who memorizes 
a text would ever think of doing so with an exactness which extended to 
the precise word and the ordering of words. 

Now even as the verse may be evidence of influence, so may the simple 
theme, and for similar reasons. The great fluidity of the poetry, which 
makes it almost impossible for any given verse in a poem to remain 
unchanged for any great length of time or through any great number of 
singers also makes it difficult for any given simple theme to maintain 
itself for any great time in any given poem. Indeed, it is obvious that the 
distinction between the verse and the simple theme is only one of degree, 
and that even as the verse and the theme might be called formulas, so the 
simple verse might be designated as one of the types of simple themes. 
(Of the simple themes in a given song some are stable or essential, and 
others are momentary or decorative; this distinction will be developed 
later on). 

[8] 
Nikola's present version (text 2) of the poem seems to me even finer 

than that of Vuk. The details of the escape give a fullness to the poem as 

I 
a whole which raises it above the barren statement of its classical version. 
Indeed, as I see it now, it is almost altogether this difference of barren-
ness or fullness which makes for the weakness or the strength of the 
poetry; and in such fullness more than in anything lies the superiority of 
the Moslem songs and of such of the greater Serbian songs as Banovit 
Strahinja (Vuk 11, 43) or as MusiC Stefan (Vuk 11, 46). (There is also, of 
course, an empty fullness, of which we shall find examples enough, but 
here I am speaking only of real fUllness.) 

[9] 
However, here, as in so many places, one must resign oneself for the 

moment to uncertainty and wait patiently until an abundance of evidence 
provides knowledge enough of the processes of composition and trans
mission to make it possible to tell certainly by the stylistic characteristics 
of a given poem just what are the circumstances of its composition and 
transmission. The direct and simple method of asking the singer for the 
necessary information, though it is in general a good one, is nevertheless 
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apt to be unsatisfactory in the case of any given question. The singer is, of 
course, completely unable to grasp the purpose of the sort of question 
designed to bring out the information about composition and trans
mission. In the first place, he has never thought very much about it, and 
what ideas he has about it are not exact and arc influenced by certain 
vague conceptions of what is the ideal process of composition and trans
mission. Moreover, far transcending any desire to speak the truth is his 
desire to give the answer which will please the most and will place himself 
in the most favourable light. The soundest information which the singer 
thus gives is apt to be that which he gives by hazard or which he gives 
naturally at the beginning of the questioning before he has had time to 
formulate any theories about what one is trying to get at. The seeker after 
information will himself be at fault here unless he is careful. For instance, 
it is clear from the conversation in general of Salih Ugljan at Novi 
Pazar (spoken texts 652, 654-6, 65�) that he was himself unable to 
remember in a great many of the cases where, and from whom, he had 
learned a certain song. Nevertheless, since he was asked in each case 
where he had learned a song he felt it incumbent upon himself to give an 
answer, which was in many cases far from consistent with what he had 
said elsewhere. In the case of Nikola self-interest always is and has been 
very much at stake. It was only gradually and by circumstances arising 
here and there which actually put him to the proof that I learned the 
smallness of his repertory and the fact that in the case of a good number of 
the songs of that repertory he did not know them to the end. 

[10] 
Because of a certain degree of professionalism, indeed, it is easier to 

locate the best Moslem singers in a given region than the best Christian 
singers. But even in the case of the Moslem singers the difficulty is great 
enough: the execution of the singer is apt to outweigh the intrinsic merit 
of his songs, and the repertory of any given singer is due so much to 
hazard that it is only in rare cases that his favourite poem would give the 
treatment of a theme which one was seeking. So in the case of all the 
poetry, but particularly in the case of the Christian, and even more so in 
the case of the short song, one must see that the odds arc overwhelming 
against the possibility that any poem could be the best version. One can 
only say of the best version of a given poem that it was the best that 
could be collected. 

[Il] 
The variations between the texts of Podrugovic and that of Nikola, 

while considerable from the point of view of the number of verses 
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affected, are nevertheless not very deep. The long passage of lines 67 to 
141  which tell how Tosa travelled over hill and dale to Prilip to the 
tower of Marko and came at the happy moment just as the day was 
dawning, and how he went up to the door and knocked upon it with the 
ring, that the ring was heavy and could be heard afar, and Marko in the 
summit of the tower heard it, and Marko had just arisen, and so on, is 
a passage made up of a great number of the so commonplace simple 
themes. PrkaCin Scepan who, as we shall see, is like Nikola a singer of 
a most limited repertory, generously helped himself to themes of this 
precise nature in composing what poems he knew, and I know myself 
from my experience in telling the stories from various poems for my 
children that themes of this sort are the very easiest to repeat and the 
very easiest to remember. A bad singer will use them to excess, while 
a good singer, like Salih Ugljan, will use them sparingly. 

Skuric came, a small man with a large sense of importance, and after 
many formalities. of speech, remarks of such a sort that Nikola was the 
standard-bearer who must carry on the art of song when the older singers 
such as himself had passed away, he consented to sing. He was the first 
whom I met of the class of singers who give themselves the designation of 
narodni guslar, a kind who, from the point of view of one interested only in 
the genuine tradition, are only an inconvenience, but who are, neverthe
less, definitely interesting by the fact that they represent one of the final 
stages in the disappearance of the tradition of oral song. Konavle is 
a community with some vestiges of Dalmatian oral song, and on the 
other hand by its contact with Dubrovnik it has a certain sophistication; 
it has accordingly followed the example set, I take it, by Belgrade, and 
then by Sarajevo, of holding guslar competitions, 'utakmice'. Such com
petitions are necessarily held under conditions which from any critical 
point of view must be considered the worst possible. They are public 
affairs and their organization is due to those political elements in the 
community which are precisely most closely in contact with the newer 
cultural and social points of view, and the farthest removed from the 
older life which produced the poems as a natural thing, and likewise 
understood them naturally. The critical point of view, on the other 
hand, of the completely sophisticated person of education, which care
fully tries to reconstruct for its judgement the older point of view must 
obviously be a rare enough thing even in the most highly educated com
munities. The Guslar Competitions are necessarily demonstrations judged 
by notables (one account which I had of the competition at Belgrade, 
gave governors and generals among the judges) and since they attract an 
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audience with no idea of what the true old songs would be, the singers are 
usually men with operatic voices and a stupendous style of song, and their 
songs are either the classical ones,-usually the shorter ones, because an 
audience of the sort is not patient for longer songs-or the new songs of 
the type ofthat ofGuzina mentioned above. There is thus not the least 
requirement that singers in such competitions should be in any sense the 
inheritors of a genuine tradition, and from the point of view of anyone 
concerned with the poetry as it exists naturally, such singers have no 
worth. 

But they enjoy no small fame in the communities from which they 
come (in the more educated communities where they give their per
formances they attract little attention) and the more so in the measure 
that their natal district has still maintained the true tradition of the oral 
song. Thus at Gacko, half an hour after my first arrival in the place, 
I was told of Ilija V ukovic, shown his postcard, and listened to an admir
ing account of the cash value of his costume and the hitherto unheard of 
ornateness of his gusle. Even as the very communities which produced 
the finest songs (and as we shall see, Gacko has as much claim to distinc
tion in this respect as any other place in the Southslavic area) utterly fail 
to have any idea of what are the true poetical values of the singing, so 
they are unable to understand that the simple lines of the older gusle with 
its simplified stylization of the goat's head is a finer thing than a gusle 
which bears upon it the carved head of the ancient kings and heroes, the 
sovereign, and Vuk Karadzic. 

The question of original verses is a fundamental one and one which, 
because of the distinction involved between oral and written poetry, 
must be established with great exactness and completeness. There is 
probably already in the collection material enough from the region of 
Stolac to make possible an investigation in which one would seek in the 
poems of singers of other regions as many verses as possible of any 
poem or of all the poems of Pe tar ; provided, of course, that we had from 
other singers versions of the same poems that Petar sang, so that it would 
be possible to have the essential verses of the different poems and the 
verses containing the different names of each poem. My impression is that 
it will be possible to find elsewhere almost every single verse of Petar's. 
Further effort must be made at Stolac to obtain a complete collection of 
such material. But more important than this mere demonstration by 
analysis of accumulated material, is the establishing on logical grounds of 
the reason why such a singer as Petar has no original lines in his poems: 
the verses and the themes of the traditional song form a web in which the 
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thought of the singer is completely enmeshed; there is some strand of 
words to bind his lightest thought. His major theme can be made up only 
of minor themes, his minor, only oflesser, and his lesser, only of the verses 
and phrases which he has heard from other singers. The old romantic 
notion of the poetry as a thing made by the people is by no means 
a completely false one. The poetry does stand beyond the single singer. 
He possesses it only at the instant of his song, when it is his to make or 
mar. Make it or mar it he will as he is able or unable to tell a story well, 
but well told or poorly told a song must be made of the traditional themes 
and traditional verses. 

We saw above that these two themes are precisely two of the four which are 
possessed in common by the eighteenth-century short-line version of the poem and 
Vuk's version: and in the one case where there is an identical verse in the 
two older versions the verse is the same as Petar's I, 1 00 = 11, 25. In 
other words, we find that those parts of the poem which are the most 
exactly fixed in the mind of a single singer are precisely the parts which 
are most fixed in the tradition as a whole. From our literary point of view 
this is almost a startling thing : the singer embodies the tradition, and what is 
true of the one is true of the other. Petar, when he learned his poem, learned 
the larger themes in a general way; the unessential themes he learned or 
forgot or introduced as the occasion of each singing prompted; but the 
essential simple themes of the poem he learned with exactness and 
repeated faithfully. The tradition is, of course, only the sum of such 
singers as Petar. One might symbolize it by the idea of a singer who is at 
once all singers. 

[ 15] 
One of the faults to which the singers are most prone is that of dilute

ness, and the characteristics of concision and diluteness, and the role 
which they play in the Southslavic song, must be discussed fully in their 
place. 

[ 16] 
The faults which have been discussed thus far are all of them dependent 

upon the circumstances of singing, that is to say upon the constraint 
which the speed of the song sets upon the singer, and accordingly they are 
such faults as would not be found in a dictated text. In dictating the 
singer has ample time to think about the next verse, and if the verse is 
not a good one the writer will not accept it. But dictation also makes for 
faults of its own kind. I am not thinking at this point of the relative 
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narrative merits of the song and the dictated version, which will be dis
cussed shortly, but of faults which arise when a singer lacks the powers of 
concentration which would enable him to hold in mind exactly the train 
of thought, while he is waiting for the last verse to be written, and at the 
same time compose to himself the verse which he will dictate next, and 
which will carry that train of thought ahead as it should be carried. The 
necessary slowness of dictation is itself trying in the singer's attention; the 
pause for the writing gives place for distraction; and finally, the singer, 
as in the pause for writing he thinks ahead, may more or less forget just 
how he dictated the last verse, and may even skip some verse which he has 
thought of in his own head, and thinks he has dictated. 

DIGRE SSION: NOTES SUGGESTED BY THE READING 
OF THE ODrSSEr 

I. Tempo and Length of Narrative Song 

The more I understand the Southslavic poetry and the nature of the 
unity of the oral poem, the clearer it seems to me that the Iliad and the 
Odyssey are very exactly, as we have them, each one of them the rounded 
and finished work of a single singer; though whether they are both the 
work of one singer I do not yet know. I even figure to myself, just now, the 
moment when the author of the Odyssey sat and dictated his song, while 
another, with writing materials, wrote it down verse by verse, even in the 
way that our singers sit in the immobility of their thought, watching the 
motion of Ni kola's hand across the empty page, when it will tell them it 
is the instant for them to speak the next verse. The reasons I have for such 
an opinion are many, some of them still very vague, some very exact. 
I have mentioned above the line of arguing by the principle of the 
elaboration of themes, which produces the longer oral poem. This will 
probably be the most convincing, and also the most objective method 
of taking up the problem. There is also the line of argument by 
unity of style, which has been mentioned above, and which bears on 
the question, not only of the unity of each poem, but also on the question 
of whether they are both the work of the same singer. Also the problem 
of the characteristics of oral style and the language of oral poetry 
still has many phases other than those on which I have already touched: 
I have already in my Homeric studies dealt with the oral character 
of the formula and the oral character of certain metrical irregularities; 
but still untouched are the matters of irregularities of syntax due to oral 
composition, and of contradictions of detail in the narrative as indication 
of oral composition, that is to say, the use of Lachmann's material 
to this very different end. The arguments by the characteristics 
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of oral style (of which the most important is probably the theme) 
will prove only the oral nature of the Homeric poems, which, of course, 
does not necessarily establish the unity of the poems; but the whole 
problem involves two steps : the demonstration of the oral character 
of the poems from beginning to end, and then the demonstration of 
the unity on the basis of the unity of the oral poem. 

The whole problem of the transmission of the poems once composed is 
also one which must be considered in detail. In view of what the South
slavic poetry shows us about the history of the poems when they have 
been written down, and when singers have begun to take advantage of 
writing, there is good reason not only to be patient, but inquisitive with 
the narodni guslari and such young singers as the nephew of Hasan 
Custovic, who on Christmas Day, when we were questioning him about 
the songs which he had learned from his uncle, stated in a burst off rank
ness, 'Najvise znam od pjesmarica.'1 Much also will be learned from the 
alterations made to the Southslavic texts by such unscholarly collectors 
and editors as Saulic. A methodical study along such lines will probably 
show us much about the sources of the variants of the texts such as 
Ludwig and AlIen give them in their editions, about the longer and 
shorter papyrus texts, and the action of the early editors. 

Date of writing, January 20, 1934 

The particular point, however, which prompted the writing of these 
pages is what may be called the tempo of the narrative. As I have become 
familiar with the tempo of the narrative of the Moslem poems, and in 
single cases with the tempo of the narrative of such a good Moslem singer 
as Salih Ugljan at Novi Pazar, I have come to have enough knowledge of 
the style of the narrative to see that certain shorter passages of the poems 
imply by their nature a long poem. Thus, in Salih Ugljan's Kraljifnici 
TU1"ci i;:;bavljaju Bega Mustajbega i;:; suzanjstva (dictated text 649) , the story 
moves ahead with such a full and unhurried movement of the exposition 
that it is clear that the poem will be a long one before the poet, at the 
same detailed rate of utilization of the oral material, has developed the 
possibilities of the chief theme which he has exposed; the poem, indeed, 
runs on to 1,297 verses. The opening theme of the poem in itself implies 
length. Its function is highly pathetic. I have mentioned above how 
deficient the Southslavic epic is in pathos, as compared with the Greek. 
In the same way the Christian poems, with certain notable exceptions, 
are more lacking in pathos than the Moslem poems, and the principle 
may be stated that the length of the poem in an oral poetry is generally 
in proportion to the place which the pathetic has in the poetry as a whole, 
and in individual cases in the work of each poet. Even in the Moslem 

I ['Most of what I know is from thE' songbook.'-A. P.] 
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poetry, however, such pathetic opening themes as that of this poem of 
Salih's are rare enough; an outstanding case is that of the opening 
theme of Ill, I of the Matica Hrvatska. 

Even more, however, than the indications of length which are given 
by the way in which such a theme as the opening theme is developed, one 
may deduce such length from shorter passages whose presence in the 
poem indicates on the part of the singer the intention of developing his 
story with all fullness, and without hurry. Such a passage in the poem of 
Salih in question is that of verses 41-50, where the singer relates how, on 
this morning ofBajram on which the poem opens, Beg Osman Beg, after 
hearing from his mother how Mustaj Beg and the agas of Osijek were 
lost, performs the ritual of ablution and goes to the mosque for the 
ceremony ofBajram. The passage is in no way essential to the story of the 
poem, but more than anything, here at the beginning, it adds to that 
sense of fullness which is one of the finest characteristics of the Iliad and 
Otfyssey. Another such passage in the work ofSalih indicative offullness of 
story and corresponding length of song is that of the verses I 10-80 of text 
270 : {,enidba Deraelez Alije. The Sultan's Tartar arrives at Kanida at 
Alija's tower with the message of the Sultan, and the singer, had he 
wished, might have said immediately in the next verse that he gave the 
message to Alija. Instead, the poet relates at length how, Alija not being 
at home, the Tartar is directed to go on to the mosque where Alija has 
gone, and there is then a long and very fine scene wherein is related how 
the Tartar finds Alija seated in the garden before the mosque with the 
nobles, how Alija is pointed out to him in verses which describe his 
appearance (165-8), and how Alija, with the proper actions of noble 
fealty, receives the message from the hands of the Tartar. The fullness of 
the detail in this passage is very like that of the fullness and leisure of 
Homer's account of the arrival ofHermes at the isle of Calypso with the 
orders of Zeus for the sending of Odysseus. The description of the island 
and the cave, the details of the entertainment, and the talk \vhich leads 
up to the words of the actual message, all [date of writing, January 2 I, 

1935] show the oral poet in full command of all the traditional material, 
leisurely building theme on theme to make the fullness of detail. 

For it is the construction by themes which makes this comparison of the 
Greek and the Southslavic poetries different from a comparison in the 
field of written literature. It is true, for instance, that a person well read in 
modern novels, and with the other works of, say,jane Austen and Tolstoy, 
could tell by reading not very many pages of Sense and Sensibility or War 
and Peace that the work as a whole must run to considerable length, but he 
could not determine the fact in anywhere nearly the short space that he 
can in the case of the oral poetry, nor with nearly the same sureness: 
almost all the themes of the modern authors are completely new to him, 
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and he is not able to distinguish between the essential themes and the 
unessential themes, nor to see to what fullness comparatively the author 
has chosen to develop a given traditional theme. 

Recent Homeric criticism generally recognizes that the narrative of 
the first four books of the Oqyssey is not of a sort which could stand by 
itself. Its interest disappears so soon as it loses its relation with the later 
part of the poem, and in its detail it shows itself clearly to be the narrative 
preparation for that later part. Calhoun's article on the legal liabilities of 
the suitors brings this out very well. (G. M. Calhoun : 'Telemaque et le 
plan de l'Odyssee', Revue des etudes grecques 47 (April-June 1934), 153) . 
Moreover, Berard's assumption of a Telemachy supposes a type of oral 
poem of a very special sort, which has no chief theme, and of which the 
only unity must be either the interest of the epic detail, or the interest 
attached to the person of Telemachus by his relationship to Odysseus. 
Neither of such interests could be sufficient to create a special type of 
poem. In regard to the first, there is no example in oral narrative poetry 
of detail being interesting by itself. In regard to the second, it is true that 
relationship by blood of the hero to a yet greater hero can to a great 
extent provide the interest of a poem, but the deeds of the son must be of 
the same high sort as those of the father. Thus, in the Southslavic poetry 
a cycle has developed about the young Omer, the son of Mujo Hrnjica, 
and for a Homeric audience the deeds of Diomed must have gained no 
small part of their interest from the fact that he was the son ofTydeus of 
the Afterborn. The character of Telemachus, however, is of a very dif
ferent sort from that of these two heroes. There is thus abundant enough 
evidence on the mere basis of plot for the reader of the first books of the 
Odyssey to suppose a long poem to follow. The completely different sort 
of evidence of elaboration of theme points to the same end. 

n. The Falsity of the Notion of the Chants of the Homeric Poems 
The habit of chapters which our general reading has given us is 

a strong one, and for a long time, even as Berard, I believed that a proper 
analysis of the poems would furnish a proper division of the Homeric 
poems into their chants. The imposition by the Alexandrians of all the 
letters of the alphabet was obviously, by its arbitrariness, false, and I 
looked for some unit in the poems which would correspond to the length 
of song suited to the regular length of time which a singer would sing. 
I was, of course, unable to figure to myself the exact details of life in 
Homer's time which would have made a certain length of time a normal 
one for a gathered company to listen to heroic song; I probably had in 
the back of my head some reflex of critical thought which came from the 
modern actuality of the theatre. 

The mind, since it cannot think in a vacuum, must necessarily carry 
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over to its comprehension of the past the notions of the present, unless a 
man has actually been able to build up from the very details of the past 
a notion which must necessarily exclude the application of his habitual 
notions. Here lies that tremendous difficulty of making clear to the 
modern reader of written literature the nature of oral literature : until he 
has got a fairly complete idea of oral literature, he will comprehend the 
explanation of what oral literature is in accordance with the standards of 
written literature, and will be almost sure to misunderstand what seems 
to the explainer a most simple thing. So, for a long time I expected that 
I would find some day the sections of his song which Homer had planned 
for the successive days of his singing, although I at no time in my reading 
of the poems ever came upon the slightest indication of such divisions. It 
was only when the Southslavic poetry showed me the actual practice of 
a sung poetry that I saw how foolish my notions had been. 

Date of writing, January 22, 1 935 

Each household where there is a guslar with any claim to his art, or 
which has any tradition of song, has its gusle; and so has each kafana in 
the community where songs still thrive. To these two places of (a) the 
singer's home, or (b) the han or kofana, are to be added (c) the wedding, 
and (d), in the case of the Moslem poetry and in the days of the old 
Moslem aristocracy, the home of the nobles, who invited singers for the 
entertainment of themselves and their guests. No one of these four places 
provides for circumstances of singing which would make for any fixed 
length of time as the ordinary one for a single continuous singing. In 
every case the singer himself has himself almost no control over the time of 
his performance, which, on the contrary, is subject to the conveniences of 
his listeners. The irregularities of the comings and goings, and the tasks 
and different interests of the members of a household leave no fixed 
moment for singing; there are no regular moments for arrival and 
departure at the tavern; and weddings are notoriously boisterous and 
eventful. The nobleman's entertainment provides by far the best circum
stances for the singer's performance, but it is obvious that even here there 
will be no fixed moment for a singer's beginning or ending his song, or for 
the moment when some circumstance will interrupt the performance, or 
bring the gathering to its end. The general length of time which the singer 
can generally count on has indeed a far reaching effect, in that it pro
duces a comparatively longer song; but it is better to state this fact by 
saying that an audience which has greater leisure and greater interest in 
singing than another audience is ready to give more time to the singing, 
knows more about the songs, and so demands a fuller tale. 

The instances in which Homer gives us scenes in which there is singing 
of the heroic songs show us in almost every case how the length of the 
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singing is subject to the circumstances of the moment, quite as are the 
Southslavic singers. Achilles in the Iliad (I 186 ff.) is singing for himself 
the high deeds of men, quite like some man of the Black Mountain, while 
Patroclus listens. The arrival of the embassy necessarily puts an abrupt 
end to his song. Thus the one example which the Homeric songs give us of 
informal singing properly shows us the uncertainty of its length ; which, 
of course, if one thinks about it at all, is an only too obvious thing. The 
passages in which the professional aoidoi sing also conspire to show this. In 
the first book of the Odyssey the singer Phemius starts to sing to the suitors 
the Return of the Achaeans. He cannot have gotten very far before he is 
stopped by Penelope, who begs him to sing some song less painful to her
self. There follows the conversation between Telemachus and his mother 
and between Telemachus and the suitors, and when that is done there 
seems to be no more thought of Ph em ius. The suitors turn to dancing and 
to singing themselves. When Telemachus and Peisistratus arrive at the 
palace of Menelaus they find a marriage in progress, and as a part 
of the marriage entertainment there is a singer, but there are also 
acrobats, whose presence can hardly have made for an undivided 
attention to the songs, and the general boisterousness which their 
presence implies can hardly have made for a very sustained narrative. 
I take it that Homer, in this passage (8 15 ff.) ,  means that Menelaus 
had provided a minstrel and acrobats for the entertainment of his 
guests, and not that the singer and acrobats performed at the same 
time, or had any relation to one another in their performance. At 
any rate, the arrival of the new guests must have broken into whatever 
singing there was, although Homer is thinking so little about the singer 
that he makes no more than the simple mention of his presence as part of 
the entertainment. In the verses following () 62 Homer tells how, at the 
banquet which the Phaeacians give in honour of the wanderer, after the 
meal is over, the singer Demodocus strikes up the song of the Strife of 
Odysseus and Achilles. (Note that Demodocus, like Phemius, does not 
seem to have been an actual member of the household in which we see 
him singing, but rather a member of the community who through his 
art has won a certain place in the life of the household, that is to say, 
there is no evidence that the singers in question were men whose sole 
concerns and means of livelihood was their song, or that they were 
attached exclusively to a single household.) The song makes Odysseus 
weep, and then Alcinous considerately suggests that his guest had had 
enough of food and song, and that it is now time for the sports. There is 
no question of the end of the song : when one has had enough of singing 
no more is served. At the games Demodocus sings the Loves of Aphrodite 
and Ares. It is a short song, and its comprehension calls for the solution of 
two problems : whether it is one of an accepted type of short and amusing 
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oral songs ; and whether, for the Greeks, a pure hexameter rhythm could 
be a dance rhythm. At any rate, the song is of a different type than that 
which the singers sing elsewhere in the poems, and the fact that the song 
itself is given as a song within a song removes it from all relevancy in the 
present discussion. (The ending of this song is worth noting (B 361-6) , 
because the manner of its ending is like the manner of ending of both the 
Iliad and the Ot!Jssry.) When they return to the halls of Alcinous Odysseus 
himself asks Demodocus to sing the Wooden Horse. Again the song is too 
much for him. He breaks down in tears, and again Alcinous bids the 
singer stop (B 537) : 

(Note in passing the subject of the evidence within the Homeric poems 
on the character of the singer in Homeric times, on the repertory of heroic 
songs of Homer's time, and on the technique of the construction by 
shortened themes as it is shown in the shortened version of the Caly
donian Hunt in I, and of the Wooden Horse and Odysseus Spies Out 
Troy in S.) It may of course be argued with reason that the difficulty 
which the singers in the Homeric poems thus experience at every point in 
getting very far with their songs could hardly be typical of the actual 
practice, since in all the cases but one Homer is making use of the theme 
of the interrupted song. What is important, of course, is the picture of the 
Homeric gathering, which plainly shows what is obvious enough anyway, 
that the poet is at the convenience of his hearers. 

Or it might be thought that the length of a chant could be determined 
by the length of time which the singer could sing at a stretch, but here 
again there is absolutely no element making for fixity. Fine singing for the 
Greeks must have been very like fine singing for the Southern Slavs : 
a voice as strong as possible singing to as high a pitch as possible, a clear
cut and forceful delivery of the words, and a vigorous accompaniment 
upon the instrument. It takes the full strength of a man to sing this way. 
The movement of the body in playing the instrument, the labouring of 
the lungs for the breath needed for the volume of song, the strain on the 
muscles of the throat and mouth that go to forming the words, make the 
singing a toil, and a good singer after a half hour of his song is drenched in 
sweat. The length of time which any singer will sing at a stretch is thus 
largely determined by the stamina of his physique, and since it is the 
singer who sets the pause for his song when he feels that he can say that he 
can sing no further, the amount of singing before that pause will depend 
upon the strength of the man, which again largely depends upon his 
youth or age, on the way he is feeling, on the condition of his voice, and 
finally, upon how much he feels spurred on by the particular audience to 
which he is singing. 
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Date of writing, January 23, 1935 
Thus Camil Kulenovic at Kulen Vakuf, a young man of25 years, sang 

at a single stretch the song Vrhovac Alija u suzanjstvu (text 523) , a song of 
over 1,300 lines, at a single stretch and in over two hours of continuous 
singing. Such a sustained singing is quite unique in my own knowledge, 
and I have never heard nor read of anything which approaches it. The 
singing was done in the open air kafana that stands by the great spring. It 
was a very pleasant summer day, and no small portion of the town were 
there to see the making of the discs. The excitement of the moment led 
Camil to outdo himself. Sulejman Hrnjica, who sang after Camil, sang 
a song of 828 lines in 3 pieces of 287, 352, and 189 verses, which represent 
about 20 minutes, 26 minutes, and 12 minutes of singing respectively. 
The usual length of time for singing at a stretch is somewhere between 20 
and 40 minutes. It is not much use trying to give a more exact figure, 
since in almost every case there is some varying circumstance, such as 
those which have been mentioned, which is the determining factor, or 
anyone of a thousand thoughts which may suggest to the singer when he 
has sung enough. 

The singer then stops and rests, and gives the audience to understand 
that his strength will let him go no further, and no 'Goni, goni' from his 
audience obliges him to go on unless he so wishes. He at this point has 
some ethical claim to some form of entertainment-almost always a 
cigarette, and very often something to drink, and his listeners must wait 
until he is ready to go on. The length of such a pause is also necessarily 
variable, depending upon the patience or impatience of the audience, the 
extent of weariness of the singer, or rather upon the extent which he has 
made his weariness apparent to the audience, upon the time taken to 
allow him to consume his entertainment, upon the course of the conversa
tion which has sprung up in the interval, and so on. 

Still another fundamental factor of variability in the amount that is 
sung at a stretch and in the space of a given time is that of the different 
rate of singing of singers. To begin with, the singer does not always sing 
at the same rate of speed. The verses at the beginning of the song are 
usually sung more slowly than those of the middle and the end of the 
poem, when the singer has warmed to his work. Thus, Salih U gljan in 
the �enidba Deraelez Alije (text 277a) is singing at the beginning of his song 
at the rate of about 13 verses to the minute, but between lines 538 and 608 
he is singing at the rate of about 18 verses to the minute. Then the singers 
vary greatly between themselves in the speed of their singing. The calcula
tion which Murko has made (La Poesie populaire epique en Yougoslavie, 20) 
that singers vary between 13 and 28 verses a minute, and have an average 
variation of 16 to 20 verses a minute seems to be a good one. Finally, the 
fact is very certain that the singer has no exact idea at all how long his 
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song will take him. Almost always when we have tried to get from a singer 
some indication of how long relatively his song will be, or how much of it 
is still left, he has been mistaken. The song which he has described as 
a very long song will not be particularly long, and on the contrary his 
longest song will be one which he gave as one of his shorter poems. Very 
often a singer has told us during a pause that his song will finish in a very 
few moments, when, in fact, there were still many hundreds of verses for 
him to sing. Such uncertainty is, of course, bound up with the great 
variability in the length of the song, and in most cases the factors for this 
variability are unconscious ones as far as the singer himself goes. 

Thus, from beginning to end there is not a single thing in the circum
stances of singing which would tend to the development of a song or part 
or a song of fixed length and occupying a fixed time. The tendency there 
is, however, to the longer or shorter poem according to the comparative 
length of time which the singer's general public has to give, and to the 
interest which it has in singing. Thus the far greater length of the Moslem 
poems must be set down to the longer period for amusement which the 
Moslems had or wished to give to the singing. Frequent in the Moslem 
songs is the verse : 

Na Udbini u begluk mehani,' 

and the begluk mehana, the tavern where the nobles of the Turkish border 
sit and drink and boast of their prowess (such is a common opening 
theme of the Moslem songs) may be taken as symbolic of the conditions 
which have made for length in the Moslem poems, as well as for their 
form, and the many other qualities which set them off from the Christian 
songs. It is clear that there must have been an even greater interest and 
leisure for song among the Greeks of Homer's time, for the circum
stances of singing do impose this limitation in the case of the Southslavic 
Moslem songs : none of them is longer than may be sung in an afternoon 
or a long evening, whereas the Iliad and the Of!yssey, or the long epics 
which we hear about point rigorously to a ·  performance by the singer to 
the same audience on a number of successive days, which implies a very 
leisurely aristocratic audience. 

The idea accordingly might suggest itself that this necessity of the 
Homeric singer of dividing his poem between successive days renders 
inapplicable to the Homeric poems the parallel example of Southslavic 
song, but this only makes the circumstances even more against any fixed 
division of the poems : to all the elements of variability mentioned for the 
Southslavic which make for the uncertainty of the singer's singing any 
exact length of song at a given meeting must then be added the new 
necessity of the singer's having to complete each day the fixed portion of 

I ['at Udbina, in the tavern'-A. P.] 
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his song in order to be able to go on the next day from the beginning of 
the new section. While we can well suppose that Homer could count on 
his audience for a comparatively long period, and probably on successive 
days, it is obvious that the circumstances of each day must be different 
and the mood of his audience changing. 

One particular circumstance of the practice of the Southslavic singers 
will conclude this array of evidence against the notion of the chant. It 
happens constantly that there is not time for a singer to finish his song. It 
is then simply abandoned. This is particularly frequent for songs sung in 
the han or kafana as opposed to those sung at home, when they will be 
sung over a number of days. Thus Duro Vujnovic, who had heard most of 
his songs while living as a kiridzija, knew more songs only part way than 
he knew whole songs. Hajdar Dozo of Bare had learned his songs in the 
han which his father kept for the caravan drivers on the caravan route 
from Sarajevo to Foca, and so knew most of his songs only half way. 
Salih Ugljan at Novi Pazar told us once how he knew only part ofa cer
tain song because he had heard it sung at some han by a singer who had 
had to go on before his song was finished. There is in all this far more than 
the mere very inconvenient interruption of a song as we would under
stand it. The song for the oral audience has an interest of its own apart 
from the plot. The song is usually known already. If it is not known, 
other songs of the same theme are most sure to be familiar to the listeners. 
On the other hand, each verse and each one of the shorter themes as they 
are sung is itself relished, so that a singer's beginning a song in no way 
obliges him to finish it if his audience is to have any pleasure in it at all. 
Accordingly, the risk of not being able to finish a long song, or the 
insufficiency of a short song to fill up an entire evening, has in no way 
operated to the creation of songs of any standard length. The length of 
song depends on factors altogether other than the probable length of 
time for which the singer will have an audience at his disposal : it will 
depend on the type of chief theme-for instance the zenidba in the strict 
sense of the term, that is the poem in which the inviting and the arrival 
of the wedding guests must be told in detail for each guest, is necessarily 
a long poem : it will depend on the extent to which the tradition of the 
region has created a fuller or shorter version of a poem ; on whether the 
singer has inherited a poem in a fuller or shorter version ; on how much 
the singer himself is given to the elaboration of the theme ; and so on. 
Now if, in the case of the Southslavic poetry, where the song must be 
sung in its entirety or left usually forever incomplete, the length of time 
for singing has in no way ever affected the length of the song, it is evident 
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that it would do so even less in the case of the Greek. For the Greek song is 
such that it must be sung anyway over many evenings, and, in view of all 
that there is still left to be sung on other days before the end of the poem is 
reached, the singer could always put off until the morrow any hundreds 
of verses which might remain before any particular part of the action 
could come to an end. 

The Iliad and the 04Yssey, like the Southslavic songs, have only the 
single unity of their whole story. No part of them has a unity ofits own, 
and in both the poetries, when his time is at an end, the singer breaks off 
his narrative at any one of the points of progression in the narrative. 
Since that narrative is continually progressive such points are abundant. 
Accordingly, the Alexandrians were able to make no bad division of the 
poems, and those which modern editors have proposed are usually 
neither better nor worse than those of the Alexandrians. 

[ 1 9] 
The oral song is made up on the one hand of the essential theme, which 

may in itselfbe a bare enough thing, and on the other hand of the tradi
tional oral material which furnishes its elaboration. That oral material, if 
properly applied, is good in itself, and accordingly whether more or less 
of it is used is not the deciding factor in the quality of a song, but rather 
the appropriateness of its use. Thus one can say little more than that 
Petar's version I is good for a shorter poem, and his version IV is good for 
a longer Song. The good or bad song is due to no mere accident oflength, 
but to the singer's narrative ability, which is in turn limited by the quality 
of the tradition, which is to say, by the quality of the themes which make 
the texture of his song. This brings us into the fundamental but large 
problem, to be treated later on, of the social conditions which have made 
for a more noble or a less noble tradition. 

[20] 
All this would point to the conclusion that the poems of a flourishing 

tradition which were constantly being sung would be comparatively 
fixed, and that in a professional tradition with an intense apprenticeship 
a certain poem would preserve a fixed form for a longer period. Factors in 
this relationship must be the extent to which the apprentice singer felt 
himself inferior or superior to the singer to whom he was listening. How
ever, an oral tradition which has a large number of long songs must, in 
the most extreme circumstances which one can imagine of exact trans
mission and constant practice, nevertheless involve a more or less im
perfect transition between singers, and for each singer long periods without 
practice in which any given song must largely revert to its verbal 
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fluidity. Also the accumulation of small changes in a constant singing of 
the same song must in time amount to major changes. The fundamental 
point to remember in connection with this problem is that without 
writing there is no fixity of the model, and a singer can never know exactly 
just how his master sang, nor even just how he himself sang the last time. 
Thus, while the fluidity of Petar's song seems by its circumstances to 
provide an extreme example, it is nevertheless an example which must be 
to some extent typical of all narrative song. 

PrkaCin himself, however, claimed to have learned the poem from his 
father, but since time proved him to be a particularly great liar, no cer
tainty on this point is possible. 

D IGRES S ION : ENJAMBEMENT AND THE PUNCTUATION 

OF THE VERSE END IN NARRATIVE SONG 

The singing of narrative in verses of equal length with a pause between 
each verse necessarily makes for an adding or, as it is usually called, an 
unperiodic style. The poet, thinking of his story verse by verse, will only 
to a small extent be led to look further ahead than the verse end, and as 
a result, unless the sentence is to be limited in its length to the verse, that 
part of the sentence which comes after the first verse will be of such 
a kind that while it carries on and develops the thought of the first verse of 
the sentence, it is nevertheless not particularly indispensable to that first 
verse. This may be stated simply by saying that in narrative song the 
narrative can be broken off at almost any point and brought to a close 
with a period. This is, however, very far from saying that each verse in 
such a style can stand by itself. The first verse of the sentence can, but the 
following verses are dependent on the foregoing verses for their meaning. 

The first lines of the Iliad give an example of this type of oral narrative 
poetical syntax. The first verse of the poem could stand by itself. The 
second verse, however, is syntactically dependent on the first, as likewise 
is the third verse; and the fourth is dependent upon the third, the fifth 
upon the fourth, and the sixth upon the fifth. Yet it would be possible in 
the case of any one of these first five verses to bring the verse to an end 
with a period, and thus make a sentence which, to anyone who does not 
already know the text, must seem in every way complete. 

The sixth verse, on the contrary, relies on the seventh verse to give it its 
grammatical subject. Even here, however, the break in the syntax is 
largely of the same sort as that at the end of the foregoing verses. The 
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verse will be read by anyone who has the habit of Homeric syntax : 
'From the time when they first parted in strife, Atrides, the king of men, 
and divine Achilles.' Verse nine likewise would not bear a period at the 
end, but there is still a sharp break in the thought, caused by the division 
at this point between a participle clause and its finite clause. The 
enjambement is essentially like that in Southslavic song when the 
dependent clause precedes its principal clause : 

Kad je rana zora udarila 
Gospoctica pa se razbudila. I 

(Sulejman Makic, dictated text 683, vs. 9-10) 

A good deal of the difference in the poetries is due to the role which the 
participle plays in the one language, and the tendency of the other 
language to parataxis. From verse nine one goes on to verse 18  before 
finding another sentence where a period could not close the verse. Here 
definitely is a kind of enjambement which has no parallel in the South
slavic song : the verse end is reached and the verb is still without its 
object. It is to be noted, however, that ' OAvp.ma Swp.a'r' EXOVTES is a purely 
ornamental phrase of the epithet type. Homer here used the phrase since, 
when he reached Soi'ev and the middle of his verse, he realized that the 
thought of his EK7TEpua, llpu1.p.o,o 7TOAW would not fit into the last half of 
the verse but could find its place at the beginning of the following verse. 
A point to be exactly investigated in the Homeric technique is that of the 
ornamental device for filling the last half of the verse, so that the thought 
of the first half of one line can be carried on from the beginning of the 
following line. Verses 39 and 40 are the next examples of verses which 
would not bear the period : they are of the same type of preceding 
dependent clause that has been noted above in the case of the South
slavic. The enjambement after Er/nEls of 5 I is like that after XOAw8Els of 9 ;  
66, however, provides a true case of enjambement, since the KVlU'T/s of 66 
has no place in the syntactic pattern until the participle aVT'cluas of the 
next verse is reached. 

It is thus to be seen that while the Homeric poetry is for the greater part 
like the Southslavic in its adding of verses to the already potentially 
completed sentence, there are nevertheless a certain number of verses 
where the syntactic pattern is divided between two verses. We must thus 
seek in the Homeric verse some factor making for enjambement which is 
absent in the Southslavic. That factor must be one of three sorts : either 
rhythmic, or syntactic, or both. The rhythmic explanation would be that 
the Homeric rhythm is such that the verse is not the rigid unit of the 
rhythmic phrase, but is divisible into sub-phrases of various lengths, and 

I ['And when early dawn appeared, 
Then did the lady awaken.'-A. P.] 
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that a sub-phrase of a verse end may be combined with a sub-phrase at 
the beginning of a following verse in such a way as to constitute a longer 
single phrase, which would be sung as a unit. A final answer to this ques
tion must depend upon a fuller knowledge of the nature of the rhythms of 

Greek song than is possessed at present, but against it can be mentioned 
the syllaba anceps of the verse end and the fact that all the cases of really 
close enjambement, that is to say where the essential words of a single 
clause are divided between two verses, all seem to be due to an unusual 
functioning of the technique offormulas which, not grouping themselves 
within the verse, have made necessary the enjambement. The syntactic 
explanation seems more satisfactory, and in itself is enough to account for 
the differences of enjambement we know between the Greek song and the 
Southslavic song. 
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Homer, Parry, and Huso* 

ALBERT B. LORD 

M

ILMAN PARRY began his first study of Homeric style 1 with 
a quotation from Ernest Renan which epitomized the method 
which he was later to follow so scrupulously. Renan's words 

have become familiar to all of Parry's students. 'Comment saisir la 
physionomie et l'originalite des litteratures primitives, si on ne penetre la 
vie morale et intime de la nation, si on ne se place au point meme de 
l'humanite qu'elle occupa, afin de voir et de sentir comme elle, si on ne la 
regarde vivre, ou plutot si on ne vit un instant avec elle ?'z 'La litterature 
de chaque pays et de chaque epoque', Parry continued, 'n'est comprise 
comme elle doit l'etre de facton naturelle que par l'auteur et son public 
contemporain. 11 existe entre eux un fonds commun d' experience qui 
permet a l'auteur de mentionner tel objet, ou d'exprimer telle idee, tout 
en etant sur que son public se represente bien le meme objet et saisit les 
nuances de l'idee. L'auteur, et c'est la une partie de son genie, tient 
compte a tout instant des idees et du savoir de ceux auxquels il soumet 
son oeuvre; done la tache de celui qui, vivant a une autre epoque, veut 
apprecier cette reuvre avec justesse, consiste precisement a retrouver le 
savoir varie et les groupes d'idees que l'auteur supposait appartenir 
naturellement a son public . . .  si le principe n'est que trap apparent, son 
application rigoureuse est des plus rares, etant complexe au point d' etre 
impossible a realiser de maniere tout a fait satisfaisante: la critique se 
propose la un but qui est la perfection meme.'3 This was the goal which 
Parry set for himself from the very beginning and it was this which led him 
by logical steps from the painstaking analysis of Homeric style to the investi
gation of the oral nature of the South Slavic epic, from Homer to Huso. 

In L' Epithete traditionnelle [TE, above], he showed that the noun
epithet combinations in the Homeric poems were part of a vastly intricate 
pattern of formulas which the poet (or poets) had available to enable 
him (or them) to express a given idea within the limits of the verse. 

* First published in American Journal of Archaeology 52 ( 1 948), 34-44. Reprinted by kind 
permission of the editor and Dr. Lord. I TE, above. 

2 L'Avenir de la science, p. 292 ; TE, p. 2 above. 3 TE, p. 2 abo\-e. 
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Because of the lack of extant Greek material it was impossible to prove 
that all of the noun-epithet combinations were formulas, but the pro
portion which were demonstrably so was great enough that it was ob
vious that such a style could not be the work of a single poet. It must have 
been years in the making and it must have required the efforts of many 
poets. Hence this style was traditional and was thus set apart from the 
style of other epic poets such as Apollonius or Virgil. They were imitating 
Homer, but they were composing in a different way. With them the 
epithet was a literary device used to impart an 'epic' flavor to their verses, 
but in the Homeric poems the traditional, or ornamental, epithet was 
forced on the poet by the exigencies of the verse and was an integral 
and necessary part of the style. The requirements of the verse-making 
created the formulaic, traditional, style. 

When approached from this angle many of the difficultiems in the poes 
were solved, or at least were readily understood, without any departure 
from the critical method which Parry ever had before him. In his 
supplementary thesisl he considered two types of metrical irregularities 
from this point of view: the hiatus and the short vowels which had to be 
given the value of longs because of their position in the verse. In putting 
the formulas together to form verses the poet sometimes found that 
a metrical irregularity occurred at the point of I juncture ; a formula 
ending with a vowel, for example, had to be joined to a formula begin
ning with a vowel and to elide would leave the verse short a syllable ; or 
a formula ending with a short vowel followed by a single consonant was 
to be joined to a formula which began with a vowel. But the poet would 
rather ignore this irregularity than change the formula, which was for 
him the proper way of expressing the idea. He was not willing to depart 
from the traditional phrase. Another cause of such metrical irregularities, 
Parry pointed out, was the construction of formulas by analogy with 
others. This is important, because it illustrates the way in which formulas 
are created. The most common examples, and the most obvious, arise 
from a change of case in a noun and its adjective. MepOTT€S avBpwTToL 
occurs at the end of E 288 and the last syllable of the adjective must be 
considered long. To understand how this happened the verse should be 
compared with the several instances where a line ends with the formula 
ft€p6TTWV avBpcimwv (E 342, E 490, Y 217).2 The modification of the 
formula caused a metrical irregularity, which the singer was willing to 
overlook in favor of the formulaic pattern. 

One could continue in this way to show how Parry applied the touch
stone of the traditional style to the apparent inconsistencies which critics 
had found in Homer,3 but it is not the intention of this brief article to 

I FM, above. Z FM, pp. 1978 above. 
3 See HG, and DE, above. 
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review in detail the writings of Milman Parry. What I would like to 
point out is that in his early works he was thinking of a traditional style 
which was created by the poet's need for an easy way of making verses. 
The oral nature of that style had not yet occurred to him. He did not yet 
realize that this need for an easy versification arose from the fact that the 
poems were composed orally. 

The first expression of this is found in his article on enjambement in 
Homeric verse. '. . . Homer was ever pushed on to use unperiodic 
enjambement. Oral versemaking by its speed must be chiefly carried on in 
an adding style. The Singer has not time for the nice balances and con
trasts of unhurried thought : he must order his words in such a way that 
they leave him much freedom to end the sentence or draw it out as the 
story and the needs of the verse demand.' !  The idea had been sown in 
fertile soil and it grew rapidly. Parry's two articles in the Harvard 
Studies2 show an amazing development. He had in the meantime been 
delving into other heroic poetries, as even a cursory glance at the foot
notes in the second of the two articles shows. These two articles, together 
with his French theses, present fully his theories and convictions about the 
Homeric poems up to the time of his research on the Yugoslav epic. 

The first of these two studies deals with style and the second with 
language. Since style is concerned with the form of thought, the basis for 
a discussion of Homeric style is the formula. Parry showed that the 
formula and the systems offormulas are peculiar to Homeric style. 'It is 
of course the pattern of the diction which, as in the matter of the author
ship of the style, proves by its very extent that the Homeric style is oral. It 
must have been for some good reason that the poet, or poets, of the Iliad 
and the Odyssey kept to the formulas even when he, or they, had to use 
some of them very frequently. What was this constraint that thus set 
Homer apart from the poets of a later time, and of our own time, whom 
we see in every phrase choosing those words which alone will match the 
color of their own thought ? I The answer is not only the desire for an 
easy way of making verses, but the complete need of it. Whatever manner 
of composition we could suppose for Homer, it could be only one which 
barred him in every verse and in every phrase from the search for words 
that would be of his own finding. Whatever reason we may find for his 
following the scheme of the diction, it can be only one which quits the 
poet at no instant. There is only one need of this sort which can even be 
suggested-the necessity of making verses by the spoken word. This is 
a need which can be lifted from the poet only by writing, which alone 
allows the poet to leave his unfinished idea in the safe keeping of the 
paper which lies before him, while with whole unhurried mind he seeks 
along the ranges of his thought for the new group of words which his idea 

I DE, p. 262 above. 2 HS, above ; and HL, above. 
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calls for. Without writing, the poet can make his verses only if he has 
a formulaic diction which will give him his phrases all made, and made 
in such a way that, at the slightest bidding of the poet, they will link 
themselves in an unbroken pattern that will fill his verses and make his 
sentences.'1 This is an enlargement of the brief statement I have already 
quoted from Parry's article on enjambement. When he came to study 
the Homeric language as the language of an oral poetry he gave a much 
fuller description of this style, and then proceeded to show by the same 
type of reasoning that the language of an oral poetry is made up of 
archaic elements, foreign elements, and artificial elements, and he applied 
this to the Homeric language. In this paper, too, he was thinking for the 
first time not only of formulas but of whole traditional passages.2 This is 
a point which was later to assume even greater importance in his thinking, 
although he did not live long enough to set his ideas down on paper. 
I know, however, that he had formulated them pretty exactly. 

But at this point in 1 932 he had reached a crisis. He wrote : 'To prove 
that there were one or many poets, and to show what passages were taken 
whole from the tradition and which were made anew out of single 
formulas or verses, we must turn to the study of other oral poetries where 
the processes of composition can be studied in actual practice and in 
a greater body of poetry than we have for the Greek epic. When, by the 
exact analysis of oral poems in reference to their tradition, we have 
grasped in detail just how the oral poet works and what it is that makes 
a poem good or bad in the judgment of himself and his hearers, we shall 
then, but only then, be able to undertake to study the authorship of the 
Iliad and the Ot[yssry, and to try to apportion that which is due to the 
tradition and that which is due to the author.'3 Up to this point he had 
been talking of oral poetry from a theoretical basis and from accounts of 
others who had done field work. With rare exceptions (for example, the 
research of Murko and Gesemann in South Slavic poetry and Radloff in 
Turkish) Parry had no great faith in the reports of these investigators. He 
was too thorough a scholar (as anyone will attest who has taken the 
trouble to follow the close reasoning and careful analyses in his writings) 
and too devoted to method to rely upon the observations of others when 
it was possible for him to observe the phenomena of oral poetry himself. 
There was nothing else to do then but to learn Serbo-Croatian (he chose 
the Yugoslav field because in those days it was the most accessible of the 
still living oral epics), to have a recording apparatus built which would 
satisfy the needs of continuous recording, and to go to Yugoslavia. With 
the financial assistance of the American Council of Learned Societies and 

I HS, p. 3 1 7 above. 
2 HL, p. 334 above. 3 HL, p. 361 above. 
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of the Milton Fund and Clarke Bequest of Harvard, and with the 
cooperation of the Yugoslav government, he surmounted all the difficul
ties of such an undertaking and returned in the fall of 1 935 with one of 
the most remarkable collections of oral poetry ever made. I 

We all know that he did not have the opportunity to commit the results 
of his field studies to writing. However, in the fall of 1 935 he did begin 
a book to which he gave the title 'The Singer of Tales'. Seven type
written pages of the first chapter of that book, typically entitled 'Aim and 
Method', are still in my possession and, obviously unfinished though they 
be, they are published here for the first time. They are the last words 
which he wrote on the subject of oral poetry. 

'This book is the report of a study which I made in the years 1 933-
1 935 of the heroic songs of the Slavic speaking peoples of the Balkan 
peninsula. It happened at the time that I gathered much lore and music 
of many sorts, and made beginnings of what I hope may be in time a full 
and much needed work on Southslavic heroic and lyric song, but the 
study reported here was planned and carried out with no such large end 
in view: its business was to find out how the singers of the heroic tales 
learn and practice their art. But if I thus narrowed the scope of the search 
it was because I believed that we needed a very particular kind of know
ledge before we could go much farther in our understanding of a whole 
vast and often very famous body of poetry, namely of what is properly to 
be called the song qf unlettered peoples, but has been variously named asfolk, 
or popular, or primitive, or traditional, or merely earry poetry. Briefly, the aim 
of the study was to fix with exactness the form of oral story poetry to see 
wherein it differs from the form of written story poetry. Its method was 
to observe singers working in a thriving tradition of unlettered song and 
see how the form of their songs hangs upon their having to learn and 
practice their art without reading and writing. The principles of oralform 
thus gotten would be useful in two ways. They would be a starting point 
for a comparative study of oral poetry which sought to see how the way of 
life of a people gives rise to a poetry of a given kind and a given degree of 
excellence. Secondly they would be useful in the study of the great poems 
which have come down to us as lonely relics of a dim past : we would 
know how to work backwards from their form so as to learn how they 
must have been made. Thus this book is meant not only for the Slavist 
but as well for the folklorist or anthropologist who has to do with the 
songs of any unlettered people, and even more for the students of such 
"early" poems as the Iliad and Odyssey, or the chansons de geste, or Beowulf. 

'I am not of course the first to try to find out how an oral poem comes 
into being and passes from one singer to another, and what changes it 
undergoes in the course. No more am I the first to try to use living 
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unlettered song for better understanding of "early" poetry. Indeed, no 
small part of my faith in the method I have followed has come from my 
belief that the work of other scholars has tended ever more and more 
towards this method, until the time had come for someone to attempt 
a rigid formulation and use of it. It is even more than likely that someone 
else would have done this before had it not been for the lack of the 
mechanical means : it has only been in the last few years that the science of 
electrical sound recording has given us an apparatus of such a sort that it 
can record songs of any length and in the large numbers needed before 
one can draw conclusions, and finally which can make records which are 
so good that the words on them can be accurately written down for the 
purpose of close study. 

The Oral Form of Unlettered Song 
'The CrItIcs, groping for the rules by which they should group the 

varied works of the world's literature, have come to see more or less 
clearly that literature falls into two great parts, but they have not yet 
agreed upon the real nature of these two parts, nor upon the terms 
which should be applied to them. Such names asfolk-literature, or popular, 
or primitive I literature have much truth in them but they are not finally 
good because, not to speak of the strange use of the word "literature", 
they are purely negative terms and mean at the best nothing more than 
the talk and song of men who have not the education of a self-styled 
civilized people, while at the worst they either betray a scorn which it 
would be hard to justify for certain ranks and forms of society, or else 
a wistful belief in questionable theories which make of the "common" 
man and the "simpler" stages of society the springhead of art. With our 
great anthropological knowledge we can now see that such terms get us 
little further than the point men reached in the seventeen hundreds 
when they believed that savages had a poetry which was more "natural" 
than their own. We are readier, now that we know more, to set lore 
against literature. These two words entangle us in no doubtful theories, 
but they do suppose that the use of writing brought about the one greatest 
change in man's artful use of words. It would seem true, however, that 
learning the use of writing is the one greatest cultural happening in the 
life of a people. 

'If we put lore against literature it follows that we should put oral 
poetry against written poetry, but the critics so far have rarely done this, 
chiefly because it happened that the same man rarely knew both kinds of 
poetry, and if he did he was rather looking for that in which they were 
alike. That is, the men who were likely to meet with the songs of an 
unlettered people were not ordinarily of the sort who could judge 
soundly how good or bad they were, while the men with a literary back-
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ground who published oral poems wanted above all to show that they 
were good as literature. It was only the students of the "early" poems 
who were brought into touch at the same time with both lore and litera
ture. Early poems come from the time debatable between the lack and the 
use of writing, and if the pride of the nations in the genius of their past has 
led above all to the vaunting of these poems for the same sort of merits in 
them as one finds in great literary poetry, the little that is known about 
how they were made keeps pointing the other way to poets who made 
little or no use of writing. So from the start the songs which men gathered 
in modern times from unlettered peoples were likened to the early poems. 
The theories which resulted, for good or for worse, have been of any 
number of sorts, but broadly they may be put under the headings of those 
which stressed origins, content, or practice. 

'We can see now that the critics began working from the wrong end 
when they leaped upon the oral poems to wrest from them the answer to 
the question which had so long vexed them : who was their author ? 
Their question, unhappily, was the wrong one, because in it they failed 
to see that an oral poem undergoes two kinds of creation, that of the man 
who first makes it and that of the man who sings it each time. We are 
able to get pretty fully at the creation of the singer, but we are slapped at 
every turn when we try to get our hands upon the creation of the maker 
(and very properly, for it is the only way we will learn that we are looking 
for the wrong thing), but it was nevertheless the creation of the maker 
which the first critics of the oral poems were sure they had found. It was 
simply that they had never heard or dreamed of a poem being otherwise 
than fixed, so they left the factor of the fluidity of the oral poem altogether 
out of their equation and got the answer that whereas the author of 
a written poem is so-and-so, the author of the oral poem is the people. The 
solution to the age-long problem they then set forth in a pleasant setting 
of ideas on the genius of the folk, which were then prompted largely by 
the democratic faith in man, but which have since, not without a certain 
irony, become the heart of the various doctrines of nationalism. The view 
which came belatedly, because it is only by careful study that we can 
work away from habitual ideas, that uneducated and uncivilized man is 
not really very unlike the man of the modern world, and that the genius 
of the oral poet is not really any different from the I genius of the written 
poet, is still so rare that it is limited almost to the experts. Nevertheless it 
was this first great eagerness to know the origins of the oral poems which 
turned men to them and brought into being the work of such great 
collectors as Karajitch and Radloff whose work with true singers led 
them to see for the first time the true nature of creation in unlettered song. 

'It was soon seen that there was much against the theory of folk
origin in such a simple form and further work was carried on along two 
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lines. First, the method of comparative linguistics was carried over into 
the field of early and oral poetry, and a great deal of sound study showed 
how parts of stories, or even the whole story, keep turning up in poems of 
different regions of a country, and in different centuries, and even in 
different countries. I t was a method which could not be used as rigorously 
as in the field oflinguistics for fixing the "common" form from which all 
the other forms must have come in the course oftime and travel, because 
the material was too varied, and there was no way of telling whether two 
poems with the same story came from a common source, or whether one 
of them came from the other. Nevertheless the search itself was of a sort 
which kept to the songs themselves, and even though it failed to give us 
a body of Aryan ballads it showed much about the life of the theme in 
oral poetry, though the reasons for that life can be well understood only 
when one has seen the use of it by the singer in making up his song. The 
second line of study which sought to get at the origins of oral poetry took 
up more carefully the practice of the poetry itself as a way to this end, but 
it will be better, before looking at what was done by scholars along this 
right road, to glance at what was done along another. 

'The students of the early European poetries, as these became better 
known, were struck by the great likeness in their thought, in such a way 
that passing over their oral nature, which they were more or less ready to 
grant, they came more and more to treat them as common examples of 
heroic poetry. This was very good as far as it went. Certainly no reader of 
these ancient poetries can help being struck by the fact that they have 
chiefly to do with the prowesses of men of strength and courage, whom 
the poets believed to have lived in a more or less distant past when 
human powers were greater, and whom they called by a special term 
which we translate as " hero". These critics were wrong, however, when 
they went on and supposed that heroic poetry was one of the necessary 
stages in the growth of literature. They failed to keep apart history and 
poetry. Poetry is heroic only because it is created by a people who are 
living in a certain way, and so have a certain outlook on life, and our 
understanding of the heroic will come only as we learn what that way of 
living is and grasp that outlook. We find, for example, that cattle-lifting is 
a common theme in the ancient European poetries, but it is found there 
because of no law of poetry, but because these people happened to live in 
a way which led them to the stealing of cattle on the one hand and to the 
practice of poetry on the other. The heroic element in early poetry is not 
a problem of lore, but one of anthropology and history, and the students 
of heroic poetry have done a very great deal in showing how the social 
background is mirrored in the poetry, but far less in showing us the 
nature of the poetry itself. The same is true for a number of other works 
which follow what is usually called a sociological method : inasmuch as 
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they explain the content of the poems by the social life of the people they 
show us nothing about oral poetry which could not also be true of 
literary poetry. When, however, such works point out thefonction of song 
in a given society, that is another matter, for they are then beginning to 
get at social factors which bear upon the form of song. But to this I shall 
shortly return. 

'To get back now to the critics who worked further along the line of 
origin : these were I chiefly the students of the English and Danish 
ballads, that is, of poems which were written down fairly lately, and 
which even now are sung in such out of the way regions as the Faroes 
Islands and the mountains of Kentucky.' 

When we were still in the field in Dubrovnik during the winter of 
1934-5 Parry began to dictate a running narrative account of his two 
Yugoslav trips, inserting each text into the narrative in its chronological 
order and providing each text with a commentary. He covered only eight 
texts (the last unfinished) and a period from the fifth to the twenty
second of July, 1 933. These are only field notes, but they are far from 
rough. I believe he intended some time to complete them. The present 
plan is to include them in the introductory pages to volume one of the 
published collection. I mention them here because Professor Parry 
gave to them the title Cor Huso. 

Cor Huso Husein was a blind singer whom we never met because he 
had already gone to his reward in 1 935, but who had become a legendary 
figure among the singers in the Sandzak of Novi Pazar, where we first 
heard of him, and in Montenegro. A full account of what we know about 
him will be given in its proper place, but to Parry, I believe, he sym
bolized the Yugoslav traditional singer in much the same way in which 
Homer was the Greek singer of tales par excellence. Some of the best 
poems collected were from singers who had heard Cor Huso and had 
learned from him. 

The Parry Collection of South Slavic Texts, now the property of the 
Harvard University Library, contains over 3,580 twelve-inch phonograph 
records and more than 1 2,500 texts, of which approximately 750 are re
corded. Generally speaking, there are four types of text : ( I )  Instrumental ; 
there are a few records illustrating the music of various instruments used 
in the Balkans ; (2) Women's Songs ; lyric and short narratives sung, 
usually unaccompanied, by the women and young people for their own 
entertainment or at social gatherings ; about 1 1 ,000 of the total number 
of texts in the collection are of this type and some 250 are on records; I 

I The music of many of the recorded women's songs has been transcribed by the late Prof. 
Bela Bart6k, who, with the permission ofHarvard University, was commissioned by Columbia 
University to do this work. Seventy-five of these, together with a detailed analysis by Prof. 
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(3) Narrative poems of adventure sung to the accompaniment of the one
stringed gusle ; these are the core of the collection and, although the 
actual number of texts is smaller than that of the women's songs, they are 
much longer; (4) Conversations held before the microphone with the 
singers, who tell of their lives and of how they learned to sing. The 
interest of the Homeric scholar naturally centers around the third group 
of texts. 

I t would seem that the best way to determine what oral form is and to 
analyze the oral technique of composition and transmission is to take the 
songs of a given singer and relate every formula and passage in them to 
the songs of other singers first in the same district and then in other 
districts. If the material were abundant enough one would thus be able 
to show exactly what elements in that singer'S songs are the common 
traditional property of all the singers and what elements are 'original'. 
It was with this in mind that a plan of publication for the Parry Collection 
was laid down several years ago. The material is to be published by dis
tricts and by singers within a district, and correspondences between the 
poems within the district and those outside are to be noted in an appen
dix. The first volume is nearing completion. It will contain, beside 
a lengthy introduction which will give an account I of the collecting, 
a representative selection of poems gathered from the region of Novi 
Pazar. 

It is obvious that before publication could be undertaken the words 
had to be transcribed from the phonograph records and a series of 
indices had to be devised so that the twelve thousand odd texts could be 
handled readily. Some of the transcription was done in Yugoslavia 
during 1 934 and 1935 by Mr. Nikola Vujnovic, himself a singer from 
Hercegovina, who had been Professor Parry's chief assistant in the field. 
In the spring of 1 937  approximately 500 records were copied at Harvard 
and I took them to Dubrovnik that summer where Mr. Vujnovic tran
scribed them. But there were still many records left untranscribed, and in 
1 938, with the combined assistance of the American Council of Learned 
Societies, the Society of Fellows, and Harvard University, Vujnovic was 
brought to Harvard for a period of eighteen months. By the spring of 
1940 all the records of the collection, with the exception of a handful in 
Albanian and Turkish and one or two which Vujnovic could not under
stand either because of poor recording or of dialect differences, had 
been transcribed. 

During the period in which the transcription was going forward a set of 
Bartok and texts edited and translated by myself are soon to be published by the Columbia 
University Press. The reader is referred to this forthcoming volume for a fuller account of 
these songs. Several of the women's songs were also transcribed musically by Prof. Samuel P. 
Bayard of State College, Pa. and it is planned to publish six of these in the not too distant 
future. 
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practicable indices was devised and completed. Up to that time there 
had been only a rough log of each text as it was collected : a number 
was assigned to each in the field and an entry made of the name of the 
singer, the place and date of recording, and the numbers of the records. 
There are now four separate indices, on three-by-five cards. One is 
a master index of texts listed numerically ; another is a master index of 
recorded texts arranged numerically, with guide cards for the centers in 
which the texts were collected ; a third is an index of singers with the 
songs gathered from each entered on the card ; and the fourth is an 
index of the first lines of the songs giving the text number of each version, 
the name of the singer, and the place of collection. With this apparatus 
one can readily review the songs contributed by any singer, or survey the 
songs collected in a single district, or study all the variants of any 
given song. 

There was also a third task of a clerical nature which had to be done. 
This was typing the texts so that one could work from a typed copy, thus 
leaving the original manuscripts to be handled as little as possible. This 
work was started in Dubrovnik and continued later in Cambridge, 
Mass. There are still a large number to be typed, but this can be done as 
their turn for publication comes up. It can be done properly only by some
body who has at least an elementary knowledge of Serbo-Croatian. 

Within the framework of the larger study of oral form are two related 
problems the investigation of which will add immeasurably to our 
understanding of those poems which have come down to us from the 
past. In the Parry Collection there are many instances of the same song 
from a single singer both in a recorded and in a dictated version. The 
process of dictating was unnatural for most of the singers. Accustomed to 
compose their verses rapidly to the rhythm of the instrumental accom
paniment the majority of the singers found it difficult to dictate good 
lines. In fact, some of them found it impossible and it was necessary to 
give them the gusle and ask them to sing a line and then stop and wait for 
the scribe to record it before passing on to the next. Since the collector 
was seeking a normal ten-syllable line, the dictated version tends to be 
more perfect metrically than the sung version, because in the heat of 
normal oral composition metrical irregularities are frequently glossed 
over in the singing by adding an extra grace note or drawing out another 
for two beats. With the material at our disposal in the Parry Collection 
we shall be able to determine very exactly what the differences are 
between the sung and the dictated versions of a song. 

The second problem is of peculiar interest to Homeric scholars. Most 
of the songs taken I down from unlettered peoples are short, usually only 
a few hundred lines, in rare instances reaching two thousand lines. This 
is far from the sixteen thousand lines of the Iliad or the thirteen thousand 
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of the Odyssey. During the summer of 1 935, while collecting at Bijelo 
Polje, Parry came across a singer named Avdo Mededovic, one of those 
who had heard Cor Huso in their youth, whose powers of invention and 
story-telling were far above the ordinary. He was encouraged to take all 
the time which he wished, to rest whenever necessary, and to sing as 
long a song as he could. He sang for a week and our turntables rolled for 
about two hours in the morning and two hours in the afternoon, with 
short breaks every twenty minutes or half hour for a cup of Turkish 
coffee or some stronger refreshment. At the end of a week the song was 
still unfinished, but the singer's voice had gone, so medication was 
ordered and after a week's rest Avdo continued. Another week sufficed to 
complete the song, which ran to 1 3,33 1 lines. 1 Another song from the 
same singer, this time in a dictated version, runs to about the same 
length.2 One should not seek the same type of excellence in these long 
songs as one finds in the Iliad and the Odyssey, yet in spite of repetition of 
incident and lengthy catalogues (it will be noted that these are charac
teristic also of the Homeric poems) Avdo's songs are well above the 
average. We must posit for the Homeric poems, I believe, a more flourish
ing tradition than the one which prevailed in Yugoslavia in 1 935, and 
a much richer one. But it is the length of Avdo's poems and the way in 
which that length was obtained which are of particular value. To illus
trate the leisurely style of these songs I quote from a translation of the 
dictated 'Song of Meho, Son of Smail' which Professor Parry began. 
Mter a brief introduction the story begins: 

Now to you, sirs, who are gathered here I wish to sing the measures of 
a song, that you may be merry. It is a song of the olden time, of the deeds of 
the great men of old and the heroes over the earth in the time when Suleyman 
the glorious held empire. Then was the empire of the Turks at its highest. 
Sixty provinces it had and Bosnia was its lock, its lock it was and its golden 
keys, and a place of all good trust against the foe. 

Now they gathered together in Kanija in the gay tavern as the custom long 
had been. At that gathering were thirty barons, the chief men of all the city of 
Kanija, and four and twenty of the Emperor's lords. At the head of the gather
ing was the Duke Hasan Tiro with his fifty men of war and beside the Duke at 
his left side, Count Omer of Kanija, the old man. Beside the old man were 
two of the Emperor's marshals, and beside the marshals was Sifrich lord 
Hasan. Next to Hasan was his nephew lord Mehmed, the dear son of Smail the 
Pilgrim, and brother's son to Sifrich Hasan . . . .  

Two squires served the wine, one the squire of Kanija's count, the other of 
their marshal, even the warriors Hasan and Huseyin. Beneath their arms each 
held a goatskin of wine, and in his right hand a great measuring cup. Ever in 
order did they serve their chiefs, Duke Hasan and the great men of the realm. 
When they had served every man then did they thrust their hands behind their 

I Parry Collection, Texts nos. 1 2389 and 1 2441 .  2 Ibid. Text no. 6802. 
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sashes and stood at homage to their lords, that their lords might find their 
drink the sweeter. 

Now when the lords had drunk of their wine they put the wine glasses aside, 
for the wine had flushed their faces, and took up the brandy bowls. Brandy is 
ever a talker, and of those barons and those lords of the Emperor not one was 
a man who had to borrow . . . .  1 

Among the projects which Professor Parry had set for himself was a 
series of articles for the American Philological Association under the general 
title 'Homer and Huso'. He published an abstract of the first ofthese,2 
which he called 'Homer and Huso I :  The Singer's Rests in Greek and 
South Slavic Heroic Song'; and I later followed the pattern of the 
abstract and I wrote an article on the subject.3 This and two later 
articles4 were modelled along the general lines of Professor Parry's 
earlier paper entitled 'Whole Formulaic Verses in Greek and South 
Slavic Heroic Song.'5 They were intended to illustrate the ways in 
which the two poetries could be most profitably compared. 

While in Novi Pazar Parry had recorded several Albanian songs from 
one of the singers who sang in both languages. The musical instrument 
used to accompany these songs is the gusle (Albanian lahuta) but the line 
is shorter than the Serbian decasyllabic and a primitive type of rhyming 
is regular. It was apparent that a study of the exchange of formulas and 
traditional passages between these two poetries would be rewarding 
because it would show what happens when an oral poetry passes from 
one language group to another which is adjacent to it. However, there 
was not sufficient time in 1 935 to collect much material or to learn the 
Albanian language. While in Dubrovnik in the summer of 1937 I had an 
opportunity to study Albanian and in September and October of that 
year I travelled through the mountains of northern Albania from 
Shkodre to Kuksi by way ofBoge, Thethi, Abate and Tropoje, returning 
by a more southerly route. I collected about one hundred narrative songs, 
many of them short, but a few between five hundred and a thousand lines 
in length.6 We found out that there are some songs common to both 
Serbo-Croatian and Albanian tradition and that a number of the Moslem 
heroes of the Yugoslav poetry, such as Mujo and Halil Hrnjica and 
Derdelez Alija, are found also in Albanian. Much work remains to be 
done in this field before we can tell exactly what the relationship is 
between the two traditions. 

Milman Parry has already been assigned a place in the history of 
Homeric scholarship among the great. Bassett, although he disagreed 

I I have continued the translation of this song as far as line 9000. 
2 HH, above. 3 TAPhA, Ixvii ( 1 936), pp. 106-13.  
4 TAPhA, Ixix ( 1 938), pp. 439-45, and Ixx ( 1 939), p. xxxix (abstract only) . 
5 WF, above. 
6 This collection is now in the Houghton Library at Harvard University. 
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with the implications of Parry's discoveries, asserted : 'Thus far Parry 
seems to me to have made one of the most important contributions of 
recent years to our understanding of Homer's poetry.' 1 And Carpenter, 
in discussing American Homeric scholars like Calhoun, Scott, and 
Bassett, added : 'But perhaps the most brilliant of this distinguished 
company has probably remained the least heeded. Milman Parry suffered 
the tragic and untimely death of those whom the old Homeric gods love, 
but not before he had completed and published his unanswerable and 
unassailable proof that Iliad and Otfyssry belong to the class of oral 
literatures . . . .  His work--only a few pamphlets in all-will not be read, 
like that of Scott, by the general student ofliterature. But whether or not 
it is read at all, its truth abides almost as surely as Euclid's demonstrations 
abide whether or not anyone chooses to retrace their close-knit reason
ing.'2 Actually, however, a true appraisal of the value of Milman 
Parry's work must wait until the full import of his collection of South 
Slavic texts is understood. Through it he will have added not only to our 
appreciation of the real merit of the Homeric poems but to our knowledge 
and comprehension of all oral traditional poetry. 

I Samuel Eliot Bassett, The Poetry of Homer, Sather Classical Lectures, vol. 1 5, Berkeley, 
1938, p. 1 5 ;  see also my review in A]P, vol. lxviii, 2, April, 1947, pp. 2 1 9-22. 

• Rhys Carpenter, Folk Tale, Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics, Sather Classical Lectures, 
vol. 20, Berkeley, 1946, p. 6. 
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